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RURAL DEVELOPMENT"

THURSDAY'
APRIL 29, 1971. e ''

T.S..7 SENATE,
SFBCOMMITTEE bN RURAL DEVELOPMENT

OF THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, AND FORESTRY,

.0 ( ,
Washington, D.C.

The commitAte ,met, pursuant to recess, at 10:15 a.m., in room
2228, New Senate Office Building, Hon. ,Hubert H. Humphrey
presiding.

Present: Senators Humphrey, Miller, and Curtis.
Also present; Senator Aiken.

STATEMENT.OF HON. MEET H. HUMPHREY, A U.S. SENATOR
-^-7'' DM THE STATE OF )IINNESOTA

f'enator HUMPHREY. The committee will be in session.
I would like to make just a few remarks; a brief statement, prior

to the presentation of our first witness, form& SeCretary of Agri-
culture, former Governor of our State of Minnesota, Mr. Freeman.

Today's hearings are the second in a series of. hearings that this
subcommittee will conduct on what we call rural development. Last
week the subcommittee began its hea: 'ings by having administration ,
witnesses appear before us and test,fy concerning the President's
program on special revenue sharing for rural community de-
velopment. ,

...4.

Next week the subcommittee will go 10 the field. We will -begin
ourhearings away from the Capitol by the committee going to Sioux
City, lc:Ave, on May 3, May 4, over the Vermillion, S.D. c7.

The basis for the mission and the mandate of the Subcommittee
on Rural Development is contained in title IX of the 1970 Agriciil-

. tural Acl, which is a rather broad one. The authority for the com-
mittee operations are based upon Senate Resolution 76 of this session
of Congress. Last year Congress passed an amendment to the
Agricul ur 1 Act of 1970 which provides a framework for intensive

terms f t tle IX of the Agricultural Act of 1970 the Congress fol.
legisla 'e ction on the" subject ofrural development. Under the

the first ime. has by policy statement committed itself to ,a sound
balance between rural and urban America. We intend to explore
this and hopefully to effectuate by .public policy and private en-
deavor this balance.

The Congress stated that rural-urban balance is,-so essential to
the ',peace, prosperity, and welfare of all of our citizens that the

.higheht priority must be given to the revitalization and development
of rural areas.
ti



It is thuresponsibility of this subcommittee to see that the Congress
and indeed the entire government honors its commitment.

Presently the rural areas of the Nationreceive the lowest possitle
priority 'when comes to handing out, Federal dollars. There are
numerous examples of this; however,. none is better than the fact
that the administration has thus far refused to spend $56 million
of the $100 million that Congress appropriated for water and sewer
needs of rural America although rural- Atnerica needs over $12
billion aecording to estimates 0" our own Government to bring its
water and sewer systems up to minimum standards. Rural America
today is having difficulty gettin$10Q million.

It is appropriate that this subcommittee.should :lave as its firk
Witness Qrville L. Freeman, former Secretary of Agriculture; who
served in that capacity during the Kennedy and Johnson Adminis-
trations. When Mr. Freeman was Secretary of Agriculture he spent
a great deal of-time emphasizing the problems of urban and rural
Americo& .and the relationship between them; and he worked, I am
happylto say, tirelessly to improve farm income.

But Secretary Freeman also understood the problems of all of
rural America, and even more importantly the relationship between

-rural and urban problems.
Mr. Freeman was one of the first men in public life to sound the

alarm about. the trend of ruinous outmigration which rural areas
experienced for decades. And, in our hearing last week we had an
excellent statement from the very able Director, of the Census which
give us startling information c - the population statistics on' rural
America and what is happening some of our more rural counties.

Secretary Freeman attempted to create greater public awareness
of the crisis toward which this country is headed. Unfortunately,
his voice. like others, swas not always heeded. For years Government
policymakers have .had the view that the solution of the farm
problem was to get rid of the surplus of farmers. Our nat-ii nal
policies have encouraged people to abandon the farms and seek jobs
in the cities.

The Watts riots in 1968 and subsequent riots in Detroit, Wash-
.

iiigton, and otfier cities have brought many .people to their senses
OP at least to a realization that something is drastically wrong.
Suddenly people are going to realize that we cannot continue policies
which by their effect 'lorce people out of the rural- areas of the'
country and into the over crowded and congested metropolitan arias.
We realize that it is disastrous to push people into unfamiliar and
sometimes hostile environments of an urban center where they are
unable to obtain and hold adequate jobs to maintain adequate income.

Unfortunately it seems that all too often news coverage of the
pkoblems of our people is centered primarily upon urban centers
rather than upon the broad countryside.' But I trunk it is iThportant 4

for the country to wake up to the facts and, really, that is what .we
are trying to do here at this staffe in our hearings.

According to the urbanologist '.Terome Pickard, 182 million people
-.or 60 percent of the Nation's nopulation %Fill be concentrated in

just four huge, megalopolisesa megaolopolis is a concentration of
the metropolitan areasby the year 2000. That is a staggering fact.

We will have 67 million people in the area extending from
staggering
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to Virginia; 59 million ,people will live in an area extending from
Utica, N.Y., to 'Green -Bay, Wtsc, and south to Cincinnati; 421/2
million people will live in a cityVending from San Francisco Bay

' to the Mexican border; 13 million people will be concentrated in
an are*a.along the Florida peninsula.

For purposes of simplicity, could I say 05 my colleagues I call this
what we hal'e termed in the past a Mediterranean society, where
people livsealong the coastlines and along the Great Lakes while the
vast hinterland of the Nation becoines ever more depopulated. .

It should be evident that these huge population concentrations of
people will multiply the problems we now have in urban areas. If
this country does not wake up to the need of a national policy of
balanced growth, to the need to disperse people into areas w'here
they can have an acceptable -envir4nmentbut to make sure that
that movement of people is voluntary and not by compulsion --then
we will have a national crisis that will make riots of the past-look
like small *flies.

It is my hope. that this subcommittee will be able to awaken people
.to the need for a rational policy of national growth. I believe that
is/stage one in our present operations. I believe it is within the
competence of this. subcommittee to develop, Lollowing this aware-
ness and awakening of pu1ilic ,opinion, a national growth policy.
And, it is only through the development of an effective national
growth policy that we can give to the. majority-of the American
people a freedom which they do not now enjoy, a true freedom of
residence.

At the present time the average American has little choice as to
where he can and will live. Although the Gallup poll in 1968 showed
that 56 percent of Americans would prelfer to live in what is known
as rural areas. we are continuing to lose peOple from those very
same, areas; and the reason is those same people' who prefer to live
there feel that there is not sufficient economic, social, educational
opportunity.

Our tural residents continue: therefore, to be forced to abandon
the smaller towns and abandon their farms to seek jobs, sometimes
no jobs, but hopefully jobs in the cities.

A rational policy of national growth must help create job oppor'-
tunities in the countryside and I believe the members of this sub-
committee have emphasized this as a paramount fact that we ;oust
realize. ,/

Such ft policy can create adequate services and acceptable living
conditions which will m4e riiral life more attractive to industries
and individuals alike.

In developing a national growth policy, the subcommittee will
hopefully do more than just talk to itself. We will take a number
of field trips, trips that will cower every part of the Nation, and we
will talk to and listen to State officials, Governors, farmers;business-
men, educafors, and such gentlemen as we have that are with us
today.

We are hOnored to have the Governor of Colorado with us whO
will testify very shortly, and we are looking forward to *lie Governor
of North Dakota who, I suppose, has. had Some air transportation
probletn this morning ,because there is a little hang up over the
airport.
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So I am pleased to w .me first Secreta7, Freeman, and without
' further ado, Mr. etary, we will appreciate your comments and
if you don't ., You proceed with your statement and at the end
of your s ement Senator Curtis' and Myself and others will hope-
fully amine you and crossexamme your testimony.

STATEMENT OF spN. CARL T. CURTIS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE-; STATE OF NEBRASKA

Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman,' I won't fake very long for an
opening statement.

.I am glad that we have these distin ied gentlemen here from
mid-America, the distinguished f mer Secretary of Agriculture
and. two distinguished. and outstanding governors of important
States.

The. Federal f)overnment has a role to play. Where are existing
programs that Can be used to provide supporting facilities for more
people in rural areas. It is my opinion, however that population
moves where job oppdrtunities prevail and I believe that one 'of thp
greatest, contributions that witnesses can make before this committee

min the month* that lie ahead is' to giv4 to us concrete suggestions on
hew .we" can attract more industry and job-producing activities in
our4small towns and small cities in the rural areas.

They have there the resources to make life that is the highest and
best.and I hope that before this committee closes its record we will
have a number of helpful riggesiicrns that will contribute to job

;opportunities.
This, of course, should not be a substitute for good income for our

farmers. We need both.. zi
I am delighted that we have these witnesses. here.
Senator HUMPHREY. I just noticed Governor Guy came in from

North Dakota. We want to, acknowledge his presence. We are :very
grateful to yoti, Governor. .

Mr. Freeman, if yo will proceed,

STATEMENT OF HON. ORVILLE L. FREEMAN, PRESIDENT,
BUSINESS INTERNATIONAL, NEW YORK, N.Y. .

Mr. FREEMAN. Thant you very, much, Mr. Chairman and Senator
Curtis, the Governors in attendance here and ladies and gentlemen.

First, Mr. Chairman, I want. to express my apologies foi.delnying.
the opening of these hearings. We were hung, up over New L,York
in a holding pattern' for almost an hour and perhaps that testifies
to one aspect of the problem we deal with this morning:If becomes
almost impossible to move on schedule on the eastern seaboard which
you described as a 1,i4t of Mediterranean.
' For me it is a special privileege. to be here to appear before you
as chairman 4- this subcommittee and Senator Curtis and might I
just comment, Mr. Chairman. in a sense it is like old, times to have
in this room two former Assistant Secretdries in the Department of
Agriculture, John Duncati and John Baker, who both have con-,
tributed, I think, significantly to efforts to meet the problem you so
eloquently outlined here this morning.
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Having spent so much of my time and energy concerning the
matters of rural development and national growth policy while
serving as. Governor of Minnesota and U.S. Secretary of Agriculture
I am truly delighted at the forming of this Rural Development
Subcommittee. During those years I was portrayed 'on occasion tin
discufsing this subject as a sort of King Canute who was holding
back the tides of progress and growth when challenging the crowd-
inging of more and more people. into less apd less space in our cities.
However, I am very happy to note today that many of our Nation's
leaders and individual citizens have not only joined me in these
concerns but have become genuine advocates of balanced national
growth policy.

The additions of title IX to the 1970 Agricultural Act and title
VII to the Housing and Vrban Development -AA of 1970, plus, the
establishment of this subCommittea, are all evidence that the Congress
intends. to meet its leadership responsibilities concerning the-future
development and growth of our pation.

I have read quite recently,.Mr. Chairman, your statement and that
of Senator Talmadge,at the time this sulronunittee came into exist-
ence and 'found them most perceptive and .encouraging and the
enactment of, the legislation to. which I made reference has begun
a process that I hope will accelerate.
, My testimony this morning directs itsell specifically td the rural-

urban balance question. If time permits I would intake some com- ,
merits that are not in writing in connection with the Revenue
Sharing Act ,and particularly the part that involves the revenue
sharing for rural development 'to which I have given a little thought
and in which I have had a little experience.

The last paragraph on page 1 and page 1(a) through the first
paragraph on page 2, in a sense restate what the chairman has
already so ably put in the record. So xin the interett of time Mr.
Chairman, I won't take 'the time to read that into the record. I am
sure the reporter will get it.

(The pxepared statement referred to is as follows:)
In, 1790. 19 of every 20 Americans lived and worked in- rural areas of our

country., It was not untir 1920 that urban population caught up with rural
population.

The shift from rural to utban America began early in our history, but it
was not until World War II that the exodus from the Countryside assumed
dramatic proportions. In the ten years from 1940 to 1950 no less theft 11
million Americans moved off pre farms..

Since 1950 the rural .populdtion has remained at alsmt 55 million people,
but the farm segment of that population has continued to shrink dnd now
makes up less than 5% of the total.

For many yetis the movement frota the land to the cities was voluntary.
It was also a healthy trend, for the growth of the great urban centers was
a key factor in the phenomenal economic development of this nation.

But then the pendulum overswung. The phenomenal technological advances
made in agriculture, mining and timbering in the last 30 years sharply re-
duced the number of people needed in those occupations and in ancillary trades
and greatly excellerated the migration from the countryside to the city.

There ever-swelling numbers are smothering the cities' valiant efforts to
fight themselves free of the endless problem of too many people for too little
space at the same time the exodus is leaving in its wake a decimated rural
America . . . a countryside bereft of opportunity and empty of people.

`1 0
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Mr. FREEMAN. I would like to pickup on the second- paragraph
on page 2.
,.Senator HUMPHREY. Mr. -Freeman, it 'seems to me you might

just for the record read that paragraph, the first paragraph on
page-2. I was rifthe'r shocked to see it and' I think it dramatizes
what it talks about because we have some people here, our younger
friends and so forth that I would like to have hear that.

Mr. FREEMAN. I would be delighted, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HUMPHREY. Starting on page '2 where you talked about

the Columbia, Md.
Mr. FREEMAN. In terms of ability and training the Migrants

from rural America to the metropolis have been primarily the
best equipped and tke least equipped. The departure of the best
sapped the strength &id dulled the prbmise and potential of rural
America. The arrival of the worst compounded the problems of
cities already sorely tried by unplanned growth.

Each feeds the other, and if the trend to megalopolis continues
for the next 30 years, upwards to 100 million more Americans
will.be stacked onto the 140 million already living.in our cities and

A suburbs. To look at it another way, if these 100 million Americans
were to live in newly created' commimities; a city the size of
Columbia, Md. (10,000) would have to be created every day for
the next 30 years.

It is undez;ptandable that we are perplexed and frustrated. No
nation in history has ever been so.rroductive or so wealthy. Yet
the fact that 26 million Americans 1 ye poverty literally stares

' at us with dulled eyes from the screen of he television documentary.
The crisis of environment burdens our conscience. Most of us
have seen the sign "Polluted Water No Swim g" and we have
seen the green scum on the the-gully walled hillside and
the smog over the city.

We are troubled as a nation because it need -not have happened
this way. We are vaguely aware that we could have shaped our
society with ebusideration for resources, people, and space, demand-
ing quality as well as ,quantay. Instead, we have rushed pellmell
in pursuit of progress, piling more, and more people into less and
less space on economic grounds that have been made 'obsolete by
modern transportation and communication.

During the 19th century we had a national population settlement
policy, a policy of encouraging people to move westward, a policy
fortified by the promise of opportunity and land grants. However,
the same cannot be said of the 20th century. We not only have
kicked any such policy in this century, but have even failed to
appreeiate its absence.

I mii,fit -even go so far as to say, Mr. Chairman, that if we had
tried fo plan the mess that we are in now in our big cities, caused
in substantial part by dumping millions, of people into them
withobt any kind of preparation, to create as big a mess as pcissible,
I doubt if we could have dorkc a better job, and a good many of
the laws and progtams that are on the books today quite obviously
were going to have that effect and we went blithely on our way
jgnoring what was happening before our eyes.

it
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I think that has been true of the welfare program; i las been
true of the housing program; it has been true of ti farm pro-
gram and we just haven't, paid any attention. A now we are
in the process of reaping the harvest.

Some people are afraid of planning,. Well. 1 me say to those
who express such fetrs that the very worst pl using in the world
could not have made our cities and countryside any worse than
they are today.

Myriads of decisions ate being made and billions of dollars
are being expended today with little or no thought being given
to the impact they have on the quality of life or the total com-
munity, region, or nation. This process of uncoordinated, un-
planned, and thoughtless action haS been the real basis of our
Nation's crisis in housing, energy, crime; transportation, -education,
health care, welfare, and environment.

I do . not believe, as some do. that a continuation of the trend
to megalopolis is inevitable. Certainly, a nation that has successfully
explored outer space for 10' years and has landed men on the
moon can muster the enemy and technology to create a life on
earth that offers opportunity and something of grace for all
a life of quality. We must learn to. accept as a fact that land,
as space to live in, is scarce and taking priority over ou,r older
concept of land as an extea- active resource, to be fatmed 'or
mine . 4

We made, as Nation, a clear commitment to reach the moon
and we did it. W n e crews of Apolfo 11 through 14 rode that
10-year; $254)illion commitment through the void of space the
earth they saw appeared as a clean, blue-green sphere, tranquil in
the serene black sky. There is no reason why the view here on the
earth itself cannot be as enchanting. What is required is at least
an equally firm cOminittnent----a decision to take our national fingcrs
out of the leaking dikes and go to work with both hands rebuilding
them. We must shake off what John W. Gardner has aptly described
as our "paralysiS of will."

Mere. I believe. are the things that we can and must do to
reverse what President Nixon, in his state of the 'union message
called.. the emptying out of the vast areas. of rural America of
itsTheople and its promise.

First we must recognize that the relationship of people to people
it:LI people to living and breathing space is a nationwide challenge.
That means our policies must be based on nationwide geography, and
not just political geography. We must achieve what I call a rural-
urhan or people-space balance. We now have and will continue to
have space to spare, that is, if we, properly plan its use. But, we
cannot use it properly if in planning space it is constrained by_ther
city limits, the county line or the State border. We need anational
growth and settlement polky covering the geographic- distribution
of economic opportunity, jobs, and people.

That policy must be guided and facilitated at the Federal level
and flow to the States. counties, cities,and smaller communities, not
as a flood to\inundate them but as a stream on which they can float
constructive remedies and man their own oars to help reach the
national goal.

12
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Un it we have an active national policy and with commitment of
natio at resources, the -problems oP city and countryside will re-
main insoluble. The interaction between them will continue to com-
pow 1 the problems of each. It is past the time for rhetoric. We
must create a national policy With a capacity to coordinate a na-tion I effort, designed to use the combined resources of government,
busi iess, and -205 million plus people to erase the,damaging effectsof .1 years of unplanned growth and to create a land where Ameri-
Cal can live at e,fise with each other and their environment.

t cannot be emphasized too strongly that to do this will take a
to al nationaleffort with participation at every level of government,
t e private sector of our economy, the professions, organizedlabor,
i id individual men and women and young people everywhere.

So far we have gotten litt\le more than words these past 2 years
in this regard from the White House. Although I took some en-
couragement from President Nixon's state of tne Union message to
the Congress in 1970 and on a few other occasions since, he has not
siydled out any specific program as to how we achieve a balanced
national growth pattern in this country. While his revenue sharing
prbposals may offer some financial relief to State and local gov-
e-rnment, they fail to make any contribution to the development of
a national growth policy.

The addition of title IX to the 1970 Agricultural Act hopefully
should help begin to shed some light on what is, and is not happen-
ing throughout rural America today. But, more importantly, through
the efforts of this subcommittee, attention can now be focused on
what specificallv.must be done not only to curtail further migration
from the countryside to our ti pig cities, but to reverse it, and may
I' acid to keep the light (rf very interested attentiod" on what the
administrative departments of the government do. In many cases
it has been my experience that they do not carry forward programs
that the Congr6ss has authorized and in some cases has funded. I
won't spell out any particular instances but there hre repeated'
examples of where departments, and I would add here other than
Agriculture, which have had a very close and intimate relatioh-
ship to this probleni, simply have been overVi;helmekby problems in
other areas and by pressures in other areas; and in itivy-instance..S..
they haven't given the concern or attention nor have they .stitiiit-thel
money nor have they put very much thought into this part of the
problem.

Rural America has tended to have a sort of a second class in
regard to the operation of its programs. The reporting mechanism
in the interests of this subcommittee to he sure that the departments
of government do this, 'I think, can have a very, very healthy Me ,.
fl liOnce.

To accept this challenge of a nationwide effort by and for a
people and their ihnd would be to mount a revolutionnot the vio-
lent kind but nonetheless one to quicken the spirit and kindle hope
equally with that of 1776 and with equally far-reaching effects. We
no longer have the luxury of time to continue our reflections on.the
-subject; also, words are not enough. Action is desperately nt:eded
and now. Therefore, I wish to recommend that the following steps ,
be taken:

13
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(1) Stimulate tcwn and coiiiirry governments to improve local
community sem ices. and to develop their human resources. -

Although numerous efforts were launched'and great strides made
during the last 10 years to assist smaller towns to improve com-
munity medical, educational, housing, utilities, and recreation serv-
ices, much more.is desperately needed in this regard to meet our
national requirements.

If a community wishes to attract industry and the jobs that ac-
company it, it must be able to provide an adequate amount and
quality of such basic services. This often requires that the com-
munity increase its taxes to finance the development or enhancement
61 such services. -

Most of our smaller and medium-sized communities either are un-
willing 'or unable to take such action,. Although many have been
encouraged to move in this direction, with the help of Federal and
State financial' assistance, such has been more the exception than
the rule.

Some 35,000 rural communities now lack modern central water
systems and 44,000 lack adequate waste-disposal systems. There are
43 doctors for every 100,000 residents of isolated rural areas com-
pared to 171 for every 100,000 residents of large metropolitan areas.
The same poor record essentially applies with respect to the de-
velopment of the human resources of these commwnities. Welfare-
assistance programs are usually minimal, edwationlil standards low
and few training opportunities exist for upgrading or diversifying
job skills. Schools in small towns and rural areas still lag behind
those of the larger cities in facilities, curricula, budgets, and teacher
pay. This educational gap'not only handicaps millions of our young
people in learning how to live successfully as human beings but nearly
ruins their ability to win the better jobs in a society where skills
are at a premium.

It is necessary to:develop capacity in every uonmetropolitan area
to provide basic education, as well as training and counseling serv-
ice for all. A number of States have pioneered the concept of com-
munity 2-year colleges and training institutes where young people
can have greater access to higher education, make up deficiencies, or
prepare for jobs requiring special skills. The concept . has been
proven; the program must now be extended to reach all of town
and country U.S.A.

Employees and employers are increasingly becoming more insistent
on having a full range of high-quality services available to them
in order to satisfy their individual as well as family anti corporate
needs. A failure to create or maintain such services 'will make it
impossible to achieve any progress toward creating new national
settlement patterns. A combined local, State, and Federal effort, in
cooperation with the private sector, supplying both financial and
technical assistance, will be required to create and maintain such
services.

(2) Encourage the development of local leadership within smaller
communities and areas having growth potential.

A major deterrent td economic and social progress within many
of our smaller and medium-sized communities today is the extreme
conservatism of their local officials and c -nmunity leadership. Prog-

\
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ress to many of ,hose individuals.is keeping things just as they are.
Even when they possess the desire and willingness to encourage
community growth, they often lack the understanding and skills
required to make it happen.

Special efforts should be undertaken to train and assist local leaders
in the skills of 'community planning and public itdministration.
Some State governineets and foundations already have recognized
the need and are increasingly supporting leadership training en-
deavors in one form or another. The North_ Carolina Institute of,/
Government is one Such effort. The Office of Economic Opportunity
also has come, to realize that many of its community action pro-
grams were failing or falling slipit because local program leaders
failed to stimulate and direct the community action that would
make the program work. AS a result 0E0 has since funded efforts
to teach leaders how. to lead.
I Also. incentives' should he developed to help retain and attract
*.ell educated' young people to these smaller communities so they
can begin preparing to more into the leadership and professional
positions in these communities.

(3) Enlist the cooperation of large metropolitan areas tb sta-
bilize 'and reduce their populations.

More and more big city mayors, legislators, and residents are be-
ginning to dernonstrae. and voice their concerns about the continued
growth of their communities. Oregon Gov. Tom McCall was re-
cently quoted in the New York Times as telling people today, "Come
and visit us again and again, but heaven's sake, don't come here
to live." In Florida. State senate president Jerry Thomas was re-
cently quoted as saying,
Florida no longer desires to be known as the fastest growing State in the
Union. We have our .hands full taking care of over 6.8 million permanent
residents without encouraging more.

And to ,quote, if he will give me leave. Gov. .Tohn A. Love of
Colorado has announced that the State . department of commerce
and dvelopment will no longer promote the Front Range, the area
east of the Rockies which includes Denver. Instead, industry will
be sought for less developed regions in the State.

The quality of life in our larger cities will continue to deteriorate
as long as no effort is initiated to curtail further expansion of their
1)opulation and industrial growth. It is becoming increasingly ap-
parent that when a city gets too big, diseconomies of'scale begin to
occur. More and more we see per capita taxes spiraling upward in
our larger communities, -while the quantity and quality of services
continue to decline. And I certainly attest to that as a somewhat
L-eluctant resident of the great City of New York.

Attempts have been made to quantify some of these diseconomies
of scale. According to one study, police protection costs $4.60 per
,capita in cities with 100,000 to 300,000 people, and $18.40 per capita
almost five times as muchin cities of 500,000 to 1 million. In
New York City the cost is $39.80 per capitaalmost nine times as
much as a city of 100,000 to 300,004. Similar costs rises are found for
hospital and other seiwices.

When a New Yorker moves to the suburbs he costs the city $21,- -

000 in capital outlay to provide facilities so he can drive to and
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from work in the city every day. In Washington, D.C., the cost
of every added commuter is even higher$23,000. Contrast that
with the $500,000 street department budget for an entire year in
Fargo, N.D. a city of 50,000.

I really didn't plan this testimony, Mr. Chairman, to include Om-,
ments by both governors who happen to be here today. It just
happened that way and it, perhaps testifies to the fact that they
both are exceptionally alert awl eloquent.

A recent report issued by the Fairfax County Taxpayers Asso-
ciation revealed that for every 1,000 residents added to the county,
the comity government records a net deficit of about $800,000 m
capital costs.

As Mayor Davis of Kansas City has said:,
A city can get too big simply because the cost of providing services in-

creases all out of proportion to total population growth. This becomes per-
fectly clear when put on a per capita basis, which is about $120 a year in
Kansas City. In a city twice this size, per capita cost would rise to more
than $200 a person.

Continued increases in population within our already- overcrowded
cities, combined with expected increases in per capita income and
expected increases in per capita income and expenditures, will re-
sult in demands on our Nation's resources an impact on our environ-
ment that could be catastrophic in dimension. More people with
more money in less space will surely mean less opportunity to im-
prove the quality of life in America. Unless something is done
soon to relieve these pressures these cities will become unmanageable
as- -communities and intolerable as places in which to live.

We should pay more attention to what is happening in Europe in
this -regard. The master plan of London, England, actually calls
for fewer people. London's population fell from 8.5 million in,1939
to 8 million in 1961 and .s now estimated at 7.8 million. Further
reductions are planned, with some planning experts faVoring'a drop
to 6 million by the mid-1980's. The .strategic planning_committee of
the Greater London Council states last year:

Our task is to create an acceptable environment for our people and allow
London to function, and if we cannot do this adequately for 7 million, we'
have to accept an even smaller population.

Greater London's 400,000 acres are locked by law in acrreen belt
of parks, pastures, and forests. The council plans-IcTlat--
way to avoid American-type urban sprawl.

(4) Take deliberate action to create new economic opportunities
withih town-and-country America :

Job patterns determine' where people live. Although the economic
forces that control where employers create those job patterns are
undergoing change they still by and.large tend to limit the options.
of industry, favoring the larger cities. Without incentives And lead-
ership from government these patterns will %ely continue to be
reinforced, resulting in more, not less. concentration of people in our
already over-impacted and congested metropolitan centers.

Government is probably less subject to the same economic forces
that control industry location decisions and is uniquely suited to ini-
tiate an effort immediatel to give preference to smaller and me-
dium-sized communities in the location of new installations and
facilities.
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The same should apply when relocating existidg facilities or in
the awarding of its procurement contracts. By taking such action
government can both demonstrate to industry the merits of such de-
centralization as well as provide business with some spin-off benefits.
Through such action government can make a -Major 'contribution to
the development of non-metropolitan growth centers. consistent with
national policy of environmental development.

In fact,.every government policy or progrhm should be measured
in terms of how it can be administered to help improve and restore
the balance between people and living space.' The impact of gov-
ernment policies on which people live, and hdw they live, has seldom
been appreciated. But you need only to look at Huntsville, Ala., or
the Manned Space Flight Center at Houston, Tex., to understand the
power of one government decision to transform communities and
lives. Expenditures for the functions. of Federal, State and local
governments comprise more than 2,0 percent of our nation's gross
national prpduct today. Governmentlocal, State, and Federal
is our biggest business and in its business dealings it should take the
lead, be the-model to launch an.intelligent national population settle-
ment policy and pattern.

New incentives are also needed to encourage industry to locate
more of the new plants and facilities in town and countryAmerica.
New nat.onal tax incentives, including liberalized depreciation al-
lowances. environmental impact restrictions and other special' lo-
cation subSides and assistance should be developed and made avail-
able to industry to encourage its location in less populated areas of
our-Nati(

-Might I comment here, Mr. Chairman, that perhaps a look at
some of the less developed countries in this regard might be en-
lightening. Brazil. for ,egample, has had a tax incentive program
which appears to4e working eXtremely well. There has been the

)1qcation of hundreds of millions of dollars of new industry from
outside the country as well as within, locating in northern Recife'
part otyrazil and much of it is credited to a tax incentive program.
And we might well view some of these examples to see if we might
apply some of them here.

The cleaner air, cleaner water. more elbow room and available
work force in town-and-country America should comprise powerful
added inducements to industry to locate there.

However, we must recognize that some kelp from government will
likely be needed to get industry.g. cooperation. Also, we must ,recog-
nize in doing so that haphazard industrialization of these areas would
be to repeat ] that we have allowed ,to happen in our
larger cities` and' suburbs. Caution must be taken in planning efforts
in this regard to assure that a proper mix of industries and jobs is
created. We do. not Want to encourage the establishment of one in-
dustry or company towns nor do we wish to pirate industries from
one part of the country for the benefit of another.

(5) Provide increasecrlevels ancinew methods of financing public
and private investments to support national growth and resettle-
ment policies:
.,Although implementing an effort of this magnitude will require
billions of dollars, we should keep in mind that the purpose in this

V
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case is to provide d.evelopment financing which is to be implemented
within a planning context that embraces national, regional, State,
and community objectives. As opposed to the manner in which such
expenditures are made currently, communities would be able to pro-
ceed with their development efforts, based upon priorities and plans,
a process which should, permit the development of more and higher-
quality services at far less cost, both social and economic. To pro-
vide the funds'necessary for such an undertaking, a special financial
system should be developed with the.help of the Federal Govern-
ment.

A, special town and country development bank should. be created
similar to the National Urban Development Bank that already has
been suggested which could be financed through funds subscribed.
from State and local government as well as from private sources.

Federal underwriting of the iwusual risk elements that will be in-
volved in meeting developtffent challenges would provide such a
bank with the borrowing and lending authority to do the job.
Eventually, a $10 billion loan fund might be made available. There
is nothing entirely new in this publiC/private approach. The Farm
Credit Administration, created over 50 years ago by Federal legis-
lation to help farmers has loans outstanding of over $13 billion
and a net worth of about $1.7 billion. It has repaid the Federal capi-
tal and now operates without subsidy. The system is' now wholly
owned by its farmer borrowers.

In addition to the Federal funds that would be provided to start
this development bank, funds could also 'be generated through the
sale of bonds, guaranteed by the Federal Government, which would
be sold .by the bank to private iiivestiors. These banks could then:
(a) guarantee loans made through private lenders for .commtinify
al district-wide development and improvements; (b) fund non-

irofit 6ommunity development corporationS whose purpose it would
3e to improve and establish new community institutions and serv-
ices; .(c) fund semipublic housing and recIeational development cor-
porations; (d) provide loans to industry and businessmen who are
willing to establish or relocate businesses in smaller/communities;
(e) provide direct lo6ns.-to communities for_special community fa-
cilitierand services; and (f)' provide a full range of technical and
planning assistance to those groups or individuals eligible to borrow
Money from the bank. St..th banks, with an assured source of funds,
would encourage tongrange planning for area development pur-
poses, which is now discouraged because the resources to implement
thoSe plans are often not" available.

(6)' Create a new national and regional planning homework to
develop and coordinate lanning efforts to assure consistency with
national, regional, State, a id local objectives. -

There are thousands o individual projects, 'programs, and area
planning efforts operati n at various political subdivision levels with-
in our country today. However, few of them are related, coordinated *
or integrated into the development of a comprehensive planning
effort. If national growth poll ies embodying resettlement objectives
are to be pursued with any deg e of effe'tiveness, a Workable plan,
ning fralnework mu4 be establis d to help assure that government,
industry, and individual decisions affecting those objectives are kept
consistent with them.

63-581-71pt. 2-2
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A national planning policy is necessary if forno- other reason
than because what happens Hi, one region affects others. The At-

- mosphere Sciences Research Center tells us, for example, that the
last clear air in the United States.-noted at Flagstaff, Arizvais-
appeared 6 years ago, the victim of air pollution from the Cali-
fornia coast. And there are our rivers, running, as many of them
do, through several states, one bisecting almost the entire Nation
where local ageneies alone cannot control pollution without national
guidelines. J' .

.

Perhaps one way to begin to*tie together and implement action of
government with that of local people would be a system of regional
institutes which in themselves could be located in %mall- or medium-
sized, growth-oriented communities to augment their growth. These
institutes could ppvide research, training of professional planners
and public adminibtrators, help develop local leadership and supply
technical and consultant services, each tailored especially for, the
region in which it is located.

They should be funded, initially at least, by the Federal 'Gov-
ernment because their benefits would cross State lines. tIowev-gr, the
States served by each institute should participate in its Management,
operation, and funding. Through such a consortium new techniques,
institutions, and systems might be developed ,to provide a basis for
an eventual higher level of civiliiation in this country, one which
takes into account an individual's concern for the quality of his
entire environment, not just one or another part of it. Through such
institutes it also. might be possibleto break the .barriers of political
boundaries of political boundarieslocal, county, and Statethat
often stifle the orderly development of many communities.

Designation by President Nixon of 10 multi-States regions to ex-
pedite delivery of services offered by Federal departments is a move
in the right direction. However, what is required is a more specific
planning and .development system within which Federal, State,
multicounty, county, and local governments can interact to achieve
the best possible results for all the people. .

Therefore, the newly created ;multi-State-Federal regions might
be transformed into regional plantilig and development commissions
similar to the existin New England, Appalachian,..Coastal Plains,
Upper Great Lakes, ark, and

England,
Foir Corners Commissions which,

when tied 6g-ether with (1) the administration and delivery of Fed-
eral and State services; (2) a system or regional institutes; and (3)
a town and country development\banking system, would form a new
basis, or natiopivide framework for restrue.turing existing geographic
settlement patterns 'in the Nation.

One closing ppint I yould refer to our national leaders. There .lore
hundreds of thousaiM of men and women in rural America who
need help now, and they need it as badly as any of the deprived in
the cities. Unprepared, untrained, unemployed or underemployed,
many hungry, they cannot wait for actions that will help them in a
few years or longer. They. must have interim help now. This means
an all-out effort to provide all Americans in need the basic 'necessi-
ties of food, shelter, and 'health care. It means giving them access
to training that will biild their skills, and, most importantly, give

"them hope, without which no development, community or human, is
possible. .
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It means an investment 'in humanity, an incredibly small invest-
ment in terms of gross national product and in terms of the average
annual incomes of the nonpoor. The Council of,Economic Advisers,
in January 1969, estimated that if the nonpOpr would cut their av-
erAge increases in real income, not income, but merely increases in
income, from 3 percent to 2 %0 percent, with the difference going to
the poor, this Nation could quite soon be free of poverty.

Every American has the right to food, to health, to education, and
to dignity; the right, as someone put it,IOdieatirqely death un-
hurried by malnutrition or the lack of health care.1There are no
barriers to this recreitted Ameri4 today ()inept the single one with-
out which it cannot be achieved: national apathy.

What I have set forth is but a rough outline of the course we
must take if we are to restore a people and their land and cease
being pawns of our own progress and slaves of our own technology.
There are no simpl5 responses, to the problems that beset us, bin I
believe that the, purposeful, planned, use of the space' and the re-
souces of America, for the people, and on a total national basis, holds
the basic solution.

We cannot paste new labels on old approaches and call the job
done. It will take a serious national effort in the barn-raising spirit
of an' earlier day..,Everyone must participate.

Congress has prOided an important beginning end the President
some good Mentions. Howeer, as I said beford, words are not
enough; action is what .the Nation needs if it is to achieve a _higher
and bate/ quality of, life for its people.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator .1111MPHRET. Thank you very much, Secretary Freeman,

for a very perceptive, and may I say, solution-oriented presentation.
We welcome not only your discussion but I am sure that all ofus
welcome, whether we agree or not with all the matters, your pro-
posed airwers.

The ter part of your paper on the regional approach--would
you care to just domment a little bit more on it in terms of how this
is best formulated? What are the practical measures which need to
be taken to get regional plamiing and development, to get regional
consultation?

How-would this be done;through a compact or through informal
arrangements? Do you have an other practical suggestidns about it?

Mr. FRED MAN. I really don' know, Mr. Chairman= very honestly,
'the best way to proceed. We do aye a number ofregional groupings
as I mentioned in the testimoi . We do have States cooperating
with each other on an informal asis. We do have programs, par -
ticulamly in the conservation 'field, reaching across State lines.

I think there is something to be learned from these ongoing efforts.
The thrust If my comment is that they ought to be brought together
i logical g upings, and there ought to then be regional plannings
in which States fit and then in which local communitig fit phich
are consistent with the particular area and recognize that basic prob-
lein solving doein't lend itself to isolated solutions. And I think
there is a variety of ways it can be done and conceivably lie done
differently in ,some different parts of the country where the experi-
ence and the tradition is somewhat..different.
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- But the main thing, I \pink, would be a clear enunciation by the
Federal.Government that there ought to be comprehensive planning:
I emphasize the word comprehltsrve. We have. got an awful lot of
planning in the country but it is fractionalized here, there and the
other place, planning for certain things 'but not planning in terms
of the totality of what. is needed within an area.

And, that takes us to one of the big problems that is reflected in
the frustration about bureaucracy and the plethora of Federal
agenoies and programs. Certainly it true that programs have
grown 'like Topsy and present a complicated and complex picture.

But on the other side of the coin, if the people in local com-
munities knew what they were doing, if they really janderstood 'what
they came to Washington to get, if they had a plan, if they could
preesent a clearcut goal, much of the present confusion would be
eliminated,

And so I emphasize very strongly, the need for comprehensive
planning. bringing together the various facets of the problem and
taking a look, at the total picture and planning accordingly.

If I might express another pergonai opinion.,I have been some-
what disappointed that the multicounty planning provisions of the
Housing Act of 1968 have been rather haltingly and slowly imple-
mented. This program with matching funds to get <local officials to
begin to plisi on a. multicounty basis is, I think, of itica! im-
portInce. 'Unfortunately it has not had the support and backing
from the executive branch of the Government and the funds it
desires.

I would hope that this committee Would look at that very closely.
I was pleased to note that one of the requirements of the Agricul-
tural Act of 1970 is reports on the multicounty project I would give
this a very high priority in moving toward the kind of regional plan-
ning we are taping about.

Senator Humpna.Er. Your pmposal of regional institutes interests
me. Are these regional institutes design od on a continuing basis or is
this something that is an ad hoc arrangement that you establish
for a limited purpose and then dissolve it, or is this regional institute
an actual ongoing educational, technical planning mechanism?

Mr. FREEMAN. I would consider it an ongoing tor the foreseeable
future, permanent training kind of institute in terms'both of plan-
ning and then of developing community leadership to which I re-, ferred earlier in the testimony, mid of which there is a significant
shortage around the Nation.

Senator. HUMPHREY. Now,,, we have the legislation passed some
years ago that provides for technical assistance. That was prirnarily
you know, statistical assistance programs, working from' Federal
Government to the State government. I think that Was primarily
directed toward business ehterprise in a particular State.

Your regional institutes I gather are to be designed oir established
for the purpose of getting people to think regionally and to plan
regionally and to organize their resources regionally.

Mr. FREEMAN. That is correct, and to, as I repeat again, get the
.kind of training in planning of which there is a very great shortage
and also community leadership where there is an equal shortage.
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Stnator HUMPHREY. One of our problems, Secretary Freeman,-
as yot know, having been_in local government and in State govern-
ment having worked at the Federal levelt...ke our own Stake of
Minnesota. There was some effort !nude in the legislature to get
regional cooperation monk, counties and it promoted tremendous
flak. LOCal government people are very jealous of their prerogatives
and sometimes, without standirtiLin judgment of them, they hesitate
to make any changes that are required in light of what cited namely
modern transportation and communication technology. And 1 wish
we whuld.get some counsel and advice .as.to how you overcome this
traditionalism. _

You mentioned a while ago in your t timony the basic conserva-
tism. It isn't just political conservatism; 't is the sense of economic
and social ennser.vation where people jus refuse to change.

I can think 'of one little community with which I am rather fa-
miliat that absolutely did not want a small plant to come in to pro-
vide employment. It preferred not to have it. It is a very small
town, 400 people. But a plant That would employ 35 to 40 people,
could make the difference between a town surviving and perishing.

The trouble with twat the local officials and some of the local estab-
hment just didn't want any competition, just didn't want any of

`the problems. They were afraid that if you got a plant that employed
35 to 40 people, that. it would change the atmosplicAse of the com-
munity, an atmosphere of atrophy.

I think we have to some way or-another, and I am Using you as
the target here to come to grips with a very human problem that we
have, problems of governmental jurisdictions that are no longer
related at all to what is going on in the-world and what is going on
in our country.

-Many of these structurees of government. counties. municipalities,
have no more relationship to people than the so-called man on the
moon. They were designed in another day so that people could be
close to 'the county scat and could drive within 1 day by horse and
buggy and be able to see the county sheriff.

Today we have people that are on wheels and interstate and
State highways. Our systems of government are sometimes totally
unrelated to what the needs are, the econ ic-and the social needs
of the people.

Ho* do we get them to change?
I have heard discussions of a nefor a new constitutional conven-

tion on urban and rural life. This is one of the really tough prob-
lems that we have. We haven't gotten into this yet. We haven't been
that frank with each other yet but we will have to be as we go d9wn
the, line.

Mr. FREEMAN. Well. I would comment on that. Mr. Chairman. 117,
saying. first of all, the fact that the subcommittee is holding hearings
and going out around the country and is going to present the nature
of the problem that hasn't reached people as it should and discuss
home alternatives and show what might be improved can be a vow
powerful influence in changing the orientation and the thinking of
some people..

Secondly, for a very practical answer, it depends a great' deal on
how you do it and whether you have got the kind of trained people
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that can go itIto a community. can identify leaders and poolems and
apprehensions and concerns. and can then skillfully put together a
program that doesn't alarm everyone, and get moving before opposi-
tion gets rooted in political concrete. with factions and groups. et
cetera, in the community when that happens you go nowhere
Someone who is trained and sensitive and able to. identify the real
local leader is needed. And he usually is not the guy who is doing the
most talking but rather somebody sitting in the baekroom maybe in
overalls who at first glance you would think is not very influential
butii, fact is the real .power.

I think serious mistakes are often made in going about motivating
communities simply ,by the wrong emphasis. I might give a practical
example of that. .

In 1962 in the farm bill there was a provision that provided for
two different ways of trying to do what we have been talking about,
and I had a little bit to do with actually drafting each of them.
One was a rural conservation and development program, R.C. & D.,
and the other was rural renewal program. Each one was designed
to go in and on a multicounty basis to seek to meet total community
needs. One was resource oriented anekadministered by the Soil Con-
servation Service, R.C. & D. The other was people oriented. admin-
isteredr primarily by the Farm Home Administration, and it was
designed to approach area development from the standpoint of the
people'S needs. But they both were designed to do exactly the same
thing.

Now. the laws in the States were difficult and inhibited rural re-
newal somewhat but the people approach didn't oat..h on. However
the R.C.- & D. programs took hold and are still going strong. Rural
renewal never-amounted to much and has since disappeared.

In terms of a multi-county efforts that strceeded all around the
nation, wielding together multiple counties to accomplish a common
purpose. R.C. & D. and itow they have done it merits some through-
ful attention.

& D. had the advantage of an approach that people were
comfortable with, is conservation. soil, water, upstream development.
e.te....1.,dministered by agency which had a strong conservation tra-
dition and a fine record for efficiency workino. with locally elected
supervisors the Soil Conservation Service. R.C. & D.'has made great
progress.

TLC. & D. went into a moltieonnty area and defined censervation
goals that everybody. understood and supported. It waP, clear flint
more than one comity must be included to have a sensible conserva-
tion program. But once they got started planning for soil and water
conservation on 4 multicounty basis, they ::-)on started looking at
schools. they' started looking at agriculture. they started looking at
housing. They then quickly recognized that all the problems were
inter related and solutions required total area development. From
that recognition came plans for multicounty comprehensive training
program and finally a comprehensive- multicounty plan.

'There is a lot of idle talk about local government contending that
. the closer the government is to the people the better it is. That isn't
'necessarily true. Some of the worst examples of corruption and un- e
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necessary waste and inertia can he found in local government very.
very close to the people. As you just expressed Mr. Chairman, lassi-
tude unwillingness to lead and extreme conservatism often dominate
local communities. That is not to say that the ideal of having leader-
ship close to the woople and programs controlled close to the rev-
enue source isn't a sound goal. But it doesn't work automatically
that way.

The liey, I think. and that is why I emphasize the institutes. is
leadership, leadership that is perceptive. knowledgeable, experienced,
intuitive, recognizing that you can lead a horse to water but can't
make him drink.

You can stumble around and not move anything for 20 years.
What needed is a man with training, who knows what he is
doing, who keeps his mouth shut, and finds out who gets things
done. It comes down to a practical nuts and bolts approach. Some
communities will never move. In our State of Minnesota, Mr. Chair-
man, there Are communities that in terms of topography, history
and resource are almost identical. Some of these communities have
gone ahead to develop a diversity of industry, and commerce and
agriculture aid public services. They are prosperous; they become
excellent communities.

Then you can go 50 miles down the road and find a similar com-
munity that stayed at 2,500 people instead of going to 100,000. No
reason for it except that in one case the community had leadership
that was effective, in the Other no one painted the way.

So I rest very heavily on the need for alert, trained and active
local leadership. .

Senator HUMPHREY. We will come back hopefully to you again,
Secretary Freeman.

Senator Curtis?
Senator Ctrwrjs. Mr. Freeman, you have stressed a great deal about

planni lanning on a national scale. I can understand the possi-
bill ,es of that in reference to location of .government offices and fuc-
tions and also the roles of government in reference to providing
the supporting facilities. .

But my question is tliis: How do you propose, by that planning
or the adoption of a national policy to cause industry to locate or not
locate in a particular spot?

Mr. FREEMAN. Well, to answer the latter part. of your question
first, Senator Curtis. if I may. some of the proposals in connection
with tax incentives and the development of services and good com-
munities to live in provide an immediate answer.

So far as the big picture is concerned some, years ago I suggested
that we ought to engage under theleadership of the President in a
total national planning exercise. It could involve the entire Nation.
not only government, but also the various service organizations. busi-
ness asnd industrial organizations. and labor organizations. The Presi-
dent might set a 2 to 3 year target date and call on everyone to lift
their sights and dream a bit about the kind of country we would
like to nave and how we could make it that way. A planning struc-
ture by region, maybe by Statesgiving an opportunity for grass
roots inplits at heafrings could be scheduled and handled locally and
regionally with various groups participating.
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There are a lot of ways it could be done. Then people all over the
country would begin to think in terms of this Nation as a whole
and what we ought to be doing to make better use of its resources, its
space and its potential. Out of such a process a widely supported
plan fOr the future 'could grow.

That is what I would do if I were President of the United States.
Senator Crims. Well, now, when all that is said and done, what

is your plan going 'to include for getting a particular plant or any
kind of job-producing activity to locate in a specific locality where
they need more job opportunities and a greater base upon which they
can carry on their' community. facilities?

Mr. FREEMAN. -Well, let me give another illustration which maybe
answers your question a little bit indirectly.

I would guess if such a real national planning effort were made
it might call for the dstablishment through the length of Appalachia
of 12 new towns of at least 100.000 people to be constructed within
the next 5 years. If we decided to do that we would have to provide
mirs transportation and corn.municationg and a host Of other services
and put them all together deciding where are we going transporta-
tion-wise. communications-wife. resources-wise for the whole Nation.

We have got to take a broad look at where we are moving and then
we have got to make plans that look 20 years down the road.

Senator Cinrris. Well, now, how ,would those people make a liVing?
Mr. FREEMAN. They would make a living because the inducements

for industry and Government and services to locate would be a direct
product of the development of those communities. This is exactly
what is taking place now in Columbje, Md., where a new town is
being scratched out of farm land. There are all kinds of businesses
and industries-moving in.

Senator Cuirris. Weil, there are service industries there.
Mr. FREEMAN. No; there are manufacturing plants, too.
Senator CURTIS, Has there beert a survey -.- where do those people

work?
:tr., FREEMAN. Where do those people work?
Senator CURTIS.. Yes; in Columbia, Md.?
Mr. FREEMAN. You mean before or now?
Senator Crirris. Now. -
Mr. FREEMAN. They work both outside and inside, one:half of

$ themit is my latest informationare employed in Columbia and
live in Columbia. Half live outside Columbia, and another half come
from. outside and work inside. It is but one illustration of what it
new town can do.

You create the environment; industry comes to that environment.
Senator erwris. You mentioned that this imbalance is caused in

part by past practice in welfare, housing programs, and agricultural
programs.

Would you elaborate on that a little bit and give some illustrations?
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes. Let me start with the last. We have never had

a small farm program or a farm settlement program or a program
E' for displaced small farmers since some very modest efforts of the

old Farm Security Administration just. before World War II, I
have recommended to the Congress again and again and again pro-
grams to do something about displaced farmers, to do something to
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ti.ain them, to do somethii to look after them, to do something that
would keep them in the communities they didn't want to-leave;
but we have not had and end of effective program, in this country
to assist the little displaced farmers left behind by technology.

At the same time we created programs that sucked them into big
.cities like a vacuum. The housip, rouram, the welfare program. and
the hope of somethhig had nothing.

I mean exactly what I sIf we had literally sat down and
planned how to dump 20 millionwell, X millions of unprepared
people. primarily black, into metropolitan areas to create a first-class
mess for ourselves we couldn't have done a better job.

Senator Cturris. Well, of course, a prevision to'take care of dis
placed farmers is net preventing of a problem; it is taking care of
a problem after it arises, isn't it?

Mr. FREEMAN. Surely, but we saw it arising and in part our farm
program created it as it supported the commercial farmer. May I
say here quite clearly, and I spent 8 years or more trying to make
this point and failedthat people customarily equate a commercial
farm program and a small farm welfare program. Actually they
are two very different things.

We have a commercial farm program. I think it has worked very
well. It has helped agriculture, the commercial farmer, significantly;
it has helped our farmers grow more efficient and has made it possible
for feWer farmers to produce more and for people to move into other
kinds of employment. That has enhanced. the national well-being.

But we. haven't had a prof ram. for the subsistence farmers that
were not able to move from the farm to the city and get jobs. The
need fora program for subsistence farmers is mixed into the evalu-
ation of th?, 2ommercial farm program:. That is like comparing
apples and oranges..A commercial farm program and a program for
small subsistence farmers are two different animals.

But we say this coming. Everybody has seen it for the last 15 years.
It didn't take very mach. wisdom' to see that a cottonpicker and

the use of chemicals on weed control was going to displace millions
of farm workers in the South. I have been on cotton plantations
where within 2 years the number of tenant farmers has dropped
from 100 to 6.

. Now, where were those people going to? The problem stands out
like a sore thumb. But we did nothing about it. And now' we are in

trouble.
Senator Clams. On page i you say that schools in small towns and

rural areas still lagging behind those of our larger cities in facilities.
curricula, budgets, and teacher pay.

I am not too sure that that is correct. I think if you would go to
the rural towns in the Great Plains States where we have lost most
of the population, yOu would find the opportunity for a youngster to
have a first class education is far better than In any one of.the 20
major urban centers in the country. I believe the opportunity to have
the school operate the year round, to be unmolested in the school
building and without,:and the quality of their insiruction and the
concern of their teachers is far greater and much better in the rural
areas than in the cities.
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It gets back to m pre that population goes where there is an
opportunity to ma living. I think that our major emphasis
should be on can we do to get actual concrete results in getting
more ucing activities in these communities.

r. -HEENAN. Well, I certainly agree that that is a very vital part
of such a program and in the short range I would certainly give it
very top priority as the Senator has very wisely commented,

senator CURTIS. How about the long range?
Mr. FREEMAN. In the long=
Senator Cyrus. Isn't today the Federal Government creating frus-

tration on the part of many young people in that some of our tempo-
ra ry programs set up over the last 8 pr 10 years are training people
for jobs that do not exist ?

Mr. FREEMAN. I am sure there is some of that and the reason if it
-. in my judgment would be that we don't know where we are
going and we don't know what jobs we will need 10 years frorp, now.
We have never taken a hard look at it, neyer done any planning to
mark out where we are going. Instead we are going faster and
faster but we aren't sure where.

Senatrir Curtis. I won't take'any more time. Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Miller, we are happy to sec you here.

We are going to Iowa on our next visit. '

Senator MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is good to see you,
Mr. Secretary.

Mr. FREEMAN. Thank you, Senater.
Senator MILLER. I-Appreciate your statement. because I agree with

much of it, although I don't agree with all of it. It is a Very compre-
hensive statement and as Senator Humphrey said, it is solution-
oriented which is what we are looking for.

Take, for example, your point No. 4, to take deliberate action to
create new economic opportunities in town and country America.

Much of what you recommend there, I might say, was contained
in a bill I introiluced back in .190 which unfortunately was not
acted on.

There is currently before the Government Operations Committee
of the Senate a bill by Senator McClellan and several others, includ-
ing myself, which I 'believe would pretty well carryt out what you
have to say regarding a national policy and the Federal Government's
activities; I hope that we can get that bill acted on favorably.

Now, this matter, of tax incentives is something that is an old
timer around' here. There have,been bills introdUced 'every 2 years
since I.have been in the Senate. I have been a sponsor of a number
of them, and I don't know just how we are going to handle the prob-
lem.

It is easy to talk about tax incentives but when you get down to
the nitty-gritty you have to contend with this matter of pirating
industries out of the metropolitan areas.

I think we can decide something so that the tax angle would not be
there if a company moved out to the detriment of the people in the
area and located someplace else. If they wanted -:.to expand their
operations and expand into a rural area, then there should be no
complaint about it. But the tax angle is an important consideration,
certainly to the extent that it would help them finance the cost of
ge gstarted.



Now, some people will argue .against that and they will say you

are forcing economics. 3ut I think we have got to do something to
force economics, if you want to use that term, because economics

is going to force us to do something. It already is.
Now: the one-i-adustry or company towns, of course, can cause a

problem but it is .a lot better to have one industry than none, and

a start should be made in many of them. We may not have as much

choice in this as we would like. If we can get one good industry into

a town. that may mean the difference between the future viability
of that town and none at all. Although I would agree with you that

we ought to try to avoid 'having total dependence on a single in-
dustry, I don't think that we should deny that opportunity if there

is no other thing. available.
This special Town and Country Development Bank idea, I think,

has made its appearance under the name of the Rural Development
Bank more recently. There is a lot to be said for it: Your experience

with the Farm Credit Administration has given you the opportunity
to draw -a.parallel, between ParmCredit Administration operations
and what is envisioned here and it makes a lot of sense.

I think what Senator Curtis has had to say about jobs is on
target. You have given its a very broad-gauged set of solutions here

but if we are going to put on any priorities, I think we had better

put them on jobs.
Take, for example. Forest City, Iowa. We have a couple of in-

dustries there and there are no people looking for work in that area.
In fact, we are bringing them in from southern Minnesota to work

there. So jobs make the difference and how we go about getting in-
dustry to locate in these areas to provide these job opportunities, I
think, is, our No. 1 priority.

Now, you have said a lot in connection with the Appalachian pro-
gram and the desirability' of building a base which will encourage
industry to locate there. I was following along in your statement
here and I got down through point No. 6 and I was looking for
point No. 7 which would indicate an enforcement of rural revenue
sharing, but I didn't find it, and I was wondering if you would care
to comment on that?

Now, let me say this: I am a sponsor of that legislation and I
recognize its limitations. There is much more that needs to be done

than just rural development revenue sharing, but I think as far as
it goes, it merits support.

I don't claim that it is a perfect bill by any means. I would like.

to see action taken on it. I am not saying that we should not amend it
but do you have any .thoughts on it?

Mr-FREEMAN. Well, first may I say that I am really pleased and

will follow personally. very carefully the hearings this committee
plans for this purpose. I noted the chairman of this subcommittee

spoke to this question recently and stated that he had some reserva-

tions but wanted to have very thorough, careful and fair hearings.
I am sure that will be done. For my part I have mixed emotions about

rural development revenue sharing. I have some very real concerns.
In the first place. it mixes up three things and that it always kind

of confusing. It mixes uP financial help for local governments, basic

structural organizational government reform; and then,. third. a
End of philosophy of stateiam versus centralization, et cetera.
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Exactly what should be done I 'really don't know but I would
want to say for the record that we ought to proceed cautiously : (a)
There is no guarantee that local government is going to be good
government.

I think locally elected officials particularly a Governor is going
to be Abject to very real pressure for and against each of these
programs. It is going to be difficult for him to carry forward as en-
lightened a progra;n as he might. vithout some help and guidelineS
from outside.

There are some programs involved ere that I know a little kit
about that are going into the pot..By and large they are very good
programs. They are very well administered programs. I mentioned
resources conservation development already. Then there is the Great
Plains conservation program, and the old ACP program, now called
rural environment assistance.

Extension, of course, in defiance to political pressure, well applied,
has gotten special guarantees. There is no reason why extension
should be given special consideration any more than the other pro-
grams that are left to local discretion. Why not be consistent and
guarantee the continuance of all of them.

Senator MILLER. May I -interrupt you at that point?
MT. FREEMAN. Sure.
Senator MILLER. As I understand it. the reason for singling out the

ExtensionService is because of the relationship to the land-grant
colleges. There are some very delicate constitutional and legal points
there which we don't want to upset. It is my understanding that thatwas the rationale behind it.-

I might say that I was one of several who wanted to have that
point cleared up and speaking from my own standpoint, I think
that is the reason that was singled out.

Mr. FREEMAN. I didn't know, Senator, that you had been actively
involved in this. I was making a passing comment, really. the pointI was making was that there are excellent programs being throwninto the pot m different States with 50 different Governors and50 different sets of .political problems. with absolutely no kind ofguidelines or assurance of continuity. As a matter of fact. there is arequirement that there should be a State plan but then the bill savS
all the Governor has to do is just file it with the Secretary of Agri-culture. He can't have a thing to say to you about it. It could leadvon into purgatory and all the Secretary of Agriculture could do issmile.

Now. this I suggest ought to be examined carefully. I have all therespect in the world for Governors. I have been one. But the factthat they have been elected doesn't make them effective in what weare talking about here. As I say. we Are throwing some good pro-
grams into the Governors pot without guidelines of any kind.

On the other hand, there is a problem of complexity in the Fed-
eral Government, programs do overlap, and the desirability of getting
Government as close to people as possible is real. It is true that
you get ,rigid little packages of programs and they all have their
constituencies. It is terribly difficult to change them and sometimes
the only way you can change them, political forces being what theyare, is to put them in a bag and shake them up. If you try to do itpiece by piece you never get it done.
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So I say quite honestly I have some difficult feelings on this. But
I would like to make a special point. It is very popular today to
talk about the Federal Government being a monstrosity !And that
programs are burdensome and bureaucratically adthinistered and ,
ought to be changed. When I, was Governor of Minnesota and made
a study of the Federal programs I found some of on a grant-
in-aid basis working extremely- well and I foun me others that
were a shambles. Maybe that is the way to refor . Those that are
working well and effectively ought to be left alone, and others
corrected.

Also one of the reasons why they look so bad is because there are
people that come to Washington asking for help who really don't
know what they want and need. That is because there is often little
leadership, and less planning in local government. When they come to
Washington with say, a sewer and water project, the first place they
go to is a Senator's office after ther have been over to see someone
in the department and they haven't immediately' gotten action be-
cause the program doesn't meet standards or perhaps 'fit into a
larger, more eebnomical plan.

Now when the Senator goes along with it, then the department
has a tendency not to say no. Instead the department bureaucrat
begins to kind of straddle a little bit. and say,."yes, we will work at
it, maybe change a little bit here; maybe we can combine it with
another one over here, etc."

This is what drags program applications on for years. It isn't
always that the Federal administrators don't know what they are
doing but they are trying to slide because they have got political
force on them from outside.

Now, if local people know what they want and if the program
makes some sense, and that usually means there has been some plan-
ning and it is a part of a sensible package, then they go scooting
through like greased lightning. But, more than half the applications
get caught up in stalling tactics because the people that came in
really didn't know what they wanted, it wasn't a part of a good pro-
gram and the bureaucrats won't say "no" because of pressure.

One other thing, if you want to get revenue, the States ought to
be looking at a tax credit. I proposed that at a Governors confer-
ence in 1958. _

If you want to go on the principle that the most 'people do, that
you must have revenue and should keep the tax source close to the
people, rather than collect it in Washington and then ship it back
to the States in a brown' bag, give the State taxpayer a credit for
his Federal income tax. That would .mean a lot more tax revenue
and almost overnight give the States more resourcesior needed pro-
grams.

Senator MILLER. You have articulated some of the concern that
has been expressed and I myself have with respect to any, revenue-
sharing approach, and I appreciate that.

Letime say that as far as tax credit is concerned, that as you know
has been thought about and talked about for a long time. I think the
fundamental defect in it is that under it, the rich States would get
richer and e poor States would get poorer and I am afraid that is
an insupera i e obstacle to a tax credit approach. I don't believe the
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majority of the members, of Congress would opt for that kind of
results at all though I might say there is much merit to be said for
it; I think we have to think in terms of the national picture, and
if we do, I just don't think we can support it.

Let me ask one more question.
In connection with this Town and Country Development Bank

approach, I think one of the great. things about that concept is that
instead of having bureaucracy back here in Washington dictate to
the whole country,, you have the people in the local areas making
some of these decisions. That appeals to me and there may be some
guidance that could be written- into the bill. The results of the
Farm Credit Administration show that people at the local level
with their own elected officials and their own bank bbard members
have done a pretty good job. I would like to see this local effort
emphasized much more than it has been. ,

Possibly one of the troubles we have hId has been that we have
had a little hit too much dictation from Washington and not enough
local control because there hasn't been the money resources to back
up the local control.

Anyhow, Mr. Secretary, it is alWays good to see you and I appre-
ciate your testimony very much.

Mr. FREEA14. Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you, Secretary Freeman, and I thank

my colleagues for their interrogation. We never complete these
things as we want to. This is the first round.

We sre indebted to you for frankness and candor and proposals
because that is what we are really looking, for, Secretary Freeman.

W6 are trying to do the things you mentioned. No. 1, alert the
public to what is happening without assessing blame particularly
because .everybody has had his hand in it.

Second, to get some solutions, and solutions have to be advanced.
Some of them may not be practical; some of them may not be salable;
some of them may not be usable, but we surely can't just go
around moaning and wringing our hands.

We thank you very much and we are looking forward to seeing
you again.

Governor Love, we welcome you from the great and beautiful
State. of Colorado.
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Governor LOVE. 'Thank you very much.
Senator 'HUMPHREY. We are very grateful to you for taking the

time to come here. I might say to my colleagues that the Governor
made a considerable adjustment in his schedule to come here. I called
him and he agreed immediately to do it. Thank you.

Governor LOVE. Thank you.
Senator Cunris. Mr. Chairman, may. I just welcome Nebraska's

neighbor here. We are delighted to have you. We always wish well
for the Coloradans, all except 1 day of the year, but all the

Governor LOVE.. +hey haven't been too kind lately.
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Senator HUMPHREY. Even though this time the Senator from
Nebraska has become a football buff

Governor LOVE. Do you have any speculation as,to where they
may be?

Senator HUMPHREY. Well, there are some rumors to the effect that
the bia red did pretty well. I remember the days as the Minnesotan
w en '1, too, was beating on my chest and I lust wantedko tell thewen

from Nebraska, he, too, shall have k days and days of
espa:-- -

Governor Lovx. There are ups and downs. .

Senator HUMPHREY. And even the Senator from Iowa has h- ad some

dark days.
Governor LOVE. May I assure you that Colorado will do all we can

do to make sure that you are a good prophet.
Senator HUMPHREY. I am sup you will work overtime.
Go right ahead, Governor. .

Senator MILLER. Now, wait a minute. I just want to even this thing
up just a little bits We have had our share of dark days, especially
over in Gopher Stadium, but you have also had your dark days in
Iowa City.

Senator HUMPHREY. Don't remind me of dark days. We had a man
frpm Minnesota come down here and buy a ball club and then bmili-
atNiis home state. It was outrageous.

Go ahead. This is not a sports symposium. Go ahead.
Governor LOVE. Thank you. Mr. Chairman and members of the

subcommittee. My testimony, if not repetitive, will at least be cumu-
lative to a certain extent and I certainly agree with many if not most
of the things that have been said in your preliminary statement and
also in the testimony. of Secretary Freeman. I am pleased, very
pleased, to have this opportunity to offer you my thoughts in an area
of great concern2 both in Colorado and nationally.

I know that each of you is cognizant, of the problems attendant
upon further concentration in urban and suburban areas of our
Nation's population, both from your statement today and many pub-
lic statements I have read in this regard. However, I am not per-
suaded, and evidently neither are you, that any sizable percentage
of our population is equally knowledgeable, and I believe that these
problems and potential solutions to them, comprise one of the most
important areas for con erted effort with which we can deal at this
time in our history.

will not attempt to quote the rate of urbanization which has
occ erred in the past, and which st 11 continues, for these statistics
a already a part of your record. Only briefly will I mention that

e all recognize the magnitude of our problem in our cities and in
our great metropolitan areas and the need for attention, at all levels
of government, that these problems demand. However, simply to
concentrate on the New York City type of problem without attempt-
ing tp do something about- the continual movement from rural and
small-town America to the cities seems to me t . be dealing with the
symptoms, as difficult and painful as they ma' be, without getting
anywhere near the root of the problem.

Y
o
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Obviously, we are going to continue to have large cities in the
United States, and equally obviously, large cities will continue to
have problems. But the problems we have now will only magnify
unless we do devise ways by.which growth can be planned and pro-
ductively channeled.

To do otherwise, to simply accept the common forecast that a
`greater and gre.iter percentage of our population will be concentrated
on a smaller and smaller percentage of our land, is simply to give up.

I believe that it1S, not too extreme to *ay that New York City,--
for example, has almoS't come to the point where it is no longer viable
as a social organization; if it is not in truth ungovernable, at the
very least, it is most difficult to govern. The traditional American
epic that bigger is better seems to-have run its course. It is it,creas-

-ingly apparent that tremendous concentrations of people create eco-
nomic problems. social problems, psychological problems and perhaps
even biological. problems.

It seems clear to me that the States and the Federal Govern 1, Int
need to devise policies of population dispersal which will give to
those who presently live, and those who would like to live, in rural
and small-town America the chance to do so.

The thought that the Government should undertake the responsi-
bility of, distributing popplation may, at first glance, seem radical,
but I recall, as do you. too, I notice, that such policies are not new to
this Nation. And, of course, the expansion of the Homestead Act
comes to mind and it is very obvious they did move more people than
even the very dramatic great movement occasioned, I think, in my
State by the gold rush.

In discussing the problem, I would like to tell you someth 1g of
the- State of Colorado. not only because it is the area of which am
most knowledgeable, but also to suggest to you that it can, n a
general way, serve both as a model and a microcosm of the Na ion
and its problems 'in this area of mutual deep concern.

lit.eiust as in the Nation as a whole, population
igrowth

has not
problemColorado grew some 25 percent n population i h

last decade it is in the distribution of that population and of that
growth, where problems lie. The relatively few counties along the
eastern face of the Rocky Mountains which bisect the State of
Colorado c ntain about 1,750,000 residents. The balance of the popu-
lation of C °rad°, less than one-half million people, inhabit all therest of till k ate, a State of some 104,000 square miles, or to put it
a different way, the geographic western half of the State, the beauti-
ful western slope, contains only 10 percent of our population.

We continue to grow, but unfortunately, the major part of the
growth continues to add simply to the urban and suburban areas.
Many of our counties reflected declining populations in the last cen-
sus period. We have only recently realized the , full depth of this
problem in Colorado and devoted our attention to it. Just a few
years ago growth and industiial development were almost as sacred
as motherhood and certainly were a sound plank in any political
platform. As a matter of fact, I ran on such a plank myself.

But fairly recently, a growing number of Colorado citizens have
been saying, "Stop, that's enough," recognizing that growth simply
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for growth's sake',is not an appropriate goal. They have been recog-
nizing that growth, particularly in the urban areas, brings with it
increased costs, increased problems, and increased frustrations.

I remember very well some years ago leading a group of Colorado
businessmen ou a misvion to entice industry. We happened to meet
iu Philadelphia at that time. As our group left the airport in two
buses, to move 'to our downtown hotel, we were caught in a traffic
jam and, one after the other of our group started to look around at
Om numbers of vehicles, the evidence of some pollution and the other
problems and said to each other, "What in the world are we doing
is this what we want to transplant to Colorado?"

So. in Colorado, we have devised at least two approaches to the
problem. We recognize that neither of them will be ure-ails, and
further. we realize that in order to make them fully p ductive it
will be necessary to bring Federal programs into approp iate focus.

First. in looking at the growth along the Front Range of the
Rockies, it has become very apparent to most of us that if we do not
act quickly we could well end up with a great urban sprawl which
would stretch roughly from Fort- Collins on the north, through
Denver and Colorado Springs. to Pueblo on the southa new Los
Angeres. We have also looked at poorly planned bulldozer sub-
divisions along our foothills and mountains and the damage that
can, be done to a beautiful mountain valley by poorly planned ski
or.,other recreational resort. developments.

As a result, I have suggested. and the legislature has enacted a
prog-mn of statewide land planning. The program realizes to the
fullest extent both local activities'4ind responsibilities, but at the
same time recognizes also that-the Statehas a stake in growth and
development which must on occasion transcend some local viewpoints.
Long-range. innovative planning techniques are -the core of this
program. Through its implementation we hope to preserve the open
spaces and develop the green-belt and cluster-city concepts winch.
together with a planning base to meet need as it arisses,'can effec-
tively channel tltrgrowth which is sure, to come, and at the same
tune preserve the grandeur which is Colorado.

Second. we hay . given up industrial development programs which
simply seek to b ng e nomic activities to the State in gencwg, and
have zeroed in lir attempt to help those less populated parts
of the State \villa' badly need economic activity and fob opportuni-
ties.

I have taken a tour with businessmen from our western slope to
other sections of the Nation, telling some potential prospects about
a part of the country that still has time enough and room enough to
live. The first part of May, very soon, I will be taking a similar
trip with some of our Aouthein Colorado businessmen.

This program to help underdeveloped areas needs great assistance
if it is to succeed. For you know and lo.know that given their choice
under the present circumstances, most businessmen are going to
choose to put their new or expanded plants in areas in which there
are readily available services, a labor market, good air transporta-
tion, and all of the other fitctors they seek. We have had many other
programs-which are designed to help rural and smalltown Colorado.
some of them the product of Federal grants in aid and some not.

63-582,-71-pt.
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To explain my viewpoint of these programs, I would like to tell
you about the San Luis Valley in Colorado. It is a beautiful, broad.
relatively high valley, dependent almost ,solely upon agriculture and
peopled In large percentage by Hispanos. As a matter of fact, the
valley encompasses the first settlement in Colorado, which was
Spanish and considerably predated the settlement there by the rest
of us.

We have had programs in that valley for manpower training
and vocational education; and the programs themselves are good, I
think, most of them. But the net result.of them is that when some-
one is trained the only thing he or she can do is leave the valley
to find a job. The economy of the valley is predominantly agricul-
tural, and fragile in the extreme; we must take care that remedies
applied meet actual, rather than theoretical, need. A raise in the
minimum wage; for instance, might well result in substantial un-
employment in the valley, as the marginal employer must contract
his work force as the result of his simple inability to meet a man-
dated increase.

We have also had prOgrams to improve water quality and sewage
treatment, health care and school systems, and the people of the
valley have benefited thereby. But these programs, together and
separately, do nothing at all to reverse the outflow people from the
progressive mechanization -of agriculture, and the often false lure of
the city in a city-oriented society.

What we need in the valley ar.d in areas in the Nation like it, is
heightened job opportunities, the kind of opportunities that will
allow the graduates, both from the local, schools and the college we
have built, in the San Luis Valley, to remain there and to help to
1211kild the valley to the level of achievement it can have.

I know that job opportunities alone will not necessarily solve all
of our agricultural problems, for it still remains true that the pro-
ducer of food and fiber must have a fair share of the national- in-
come.

But job opportunitieS which would provide healthy. growing corn-

1

munities would do much to alleviate some of the most pressing prob-
lems in the farm areas and, of course, such opportunities would, in
addition, be the stron&undergirding necessary to provide for popu-
lation dispersal, for baNiced growth, and for a healthy and greater
America.

iThere is no need for me to tell this committee that we must look
at, but also. beyond, the present and projected programs by which
water supplies, sewage treatment, schools, and other vital services
ire brought eo the rural community. For beyond human need is
Human aspiration; we look to you and to your colleagues to devise
the mehods by which those investments in human resources are made
which will attract the investor and the industrialist to rural Amer-
ica as his place of residence and business.

I know that this problem which is at once of the first urgency and
great complexity will receive your full attention, its ramifications
'explored and incentive provided.

Thank you, gentlemen, both for the opi%rtitifiity to appear befon
you and for the evident concern demonstrated.
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Let 11w cmlude by leaving inv prepared text to say it seems obvi-
bus to me that the location of job opportunities is at the heart. That
Is said not to doWngrade the other programs which look toward the
health and the services that need to be brought to rural And smakl-
town America, but certainly if we are to solve both the health of
the communities we are talking about and the health of the Nation
on a p4ulation dispersal basis, there must be that kind of job op-
porttinity.

Now, as to how to achieve it, I was interested in and agreed with
many if not most of the points made by Secretary Freeman. .I
couldn't help but think that I believe it to be true that in Great
Britain, for example. they have *one to the extreme of requiring a
license before you could locate aTh) ant.

Now, I would not. nor would I think it would be good for the
Nation, support any such program in the United States because we
are still devoted to and oriented toward freedom of choice and ex-
pression and I think that would vitiate it. I do, however, feel very
strongly that strong incentives must be riven and I can't help but
turfy. So the tax incentive as the lever, the handle. That task must be
done, I think,' at the Federal level since the tax advantage programs
that various States have given to industriesseeking to buy indus-
tries in this kind of situationhave been destructive,' in many
instances.

I think that help has to be at the Federal lev0 and if I might
suggest, I would 'be less worried. Senator, about the economic phi-
losophy that some have expressed concern about than I would per-
haps the practical politics because if the incentives are to work, it
would inevitably mean at least the slowing of growth in some of
the States.

The Senate is still immune from the one-man. one-vote situation
but across the whole program politically if you are going to say
we are going to make an extreme specific, we are going to dismantle
some of the economic health of New York City and move it ,to
Colorado, I suppose that you would find politically a good deal of
opposition.

But it seems to me that in the tax incentive area, that is the area
that we must move if we are to provide the kind of incentive.

And then I cannot conclude without at least making some brief
and perhaps mild response to some of the ideas that were advanced
by Secretary Freeman about the relative leadership at the local,
State, and Federal levels. I don't intend to argue with it at length,
but suffice to say that with the probable exception of yen three
gentlemen I don't think that the people at the Federal level can
claim a perfect record in this regard.

Second, I do feel that there are outstanding leaders at the local
and State level and I am sure Secretary Freeman would agree with
me there. But more importantly, I want to say this: That it seems
to me that the concentration ot governmental power that undoubt-
edly has occurred, particularly in the last 30-some years, devised to
meet many of the real problems in this Nation, nevertheless have
had one-side effect that think is unfortunate. With the size of the
Federal establishment and its location geographically away from
many of the people, there is a feeling on the part of more and more
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people. which is one of the causes of the present frustration, that they
cannot effect or participate in government this large and far. removed,
and I would suggest to you that even if some mistakes are made
at the State and local level, that this is notnecessarilybad; that is,
the people themselves are' participating and know they are partici-
pating. Even if ,they make mistakes I would suggest that they won't
make6any more mistakes than are apt to be made at this level.

Senator lIttmenREY. Governor, we do want to thank you. Your
final comment just reminded me that one of the rights of the free
citizen is the-right to be wrong, too, you know.

Governor LOVE. That is right.
Senator HUMPHREY. And to make a mistake. Without getting ;nto

the argument as to the respective merits of local and Federal lead-
ership. I do believe that 'there is great talent, ready and available,
at the local levels but when they don't have the resources, it doesn't
do much good to have the talents. That is the problem. And we
have designed a strong central government as the people moved to
the c.ity, and as our country became more economically integraded,
the power of the central government grew and grew- and. we never
took a look at the other side as to what was happening at the local
level.'

I really believe, that this subcomittee, with the guidance and help
of some of you men who are out there on the firing line, and that
is what a Governor isthe Governor and mayor particularly are
really right out there where the problems are every day, You have
got to face the people every day. We face people here, too, but we
are more removed. Even though we hear from our constituentsand
I hear from mine a good deal and all of us make very special efforts
to get back to them if only fin- the reason to stay In contact with
them. I don't feel I am removed from the people of Minnesota, but,
you have to govern. A Governor has to govern and a mayor has to
govern and a County Commission has to govern, and some way,
somehow. we have to find was and means of giving you the tools
and the resources to do that job. at least help you to that job.

I am not one of the partisans that is adamantly opposed to reve-
nue sharing, as you know.

Governor LovE.4 am delighted to hear that, and I know that to
be true.

Senator HUMPHREY. I served in local government and it is no fun .

if you don't have the means to take care -of the problems.
The map that you gave us was very intriguing. What you are

really trying to work at is achievement of some stability in your
population and also some movement of 'pe,-Iple into your less devel-
oped areas. isn't it?

Governor LOVE. That is true. This is exactly what we would like
to have. As I said, 10 percent live to the western side of the Con-
tinental Divide. They want; they need, the kind of economic activity
which would allow 'them to have a chance to keep some of their
young people in that area.

Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Curtis, although we will instruct our
staff to do it, I think we as 'senators need to know-a good deal more
about what is being done in other countries that are faced with
population problems much more serious than our own.
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The Scandanayian countries, for example. You take a-little coun-
try 'like Norway that only has, one-seventh usable land area, in
terms 9f productivity, through it.banking structure, and its aovern-
mental policies, tried to encourage industry to disperse and to en-
courage job opportunities throughout the entire 'country. That is the
very point you are making.

I was in Japan a year ago and I was interested in what was hap-.
pening in Japanese economic development: I mentioned this onee
before in one of our hearings. In Japan, the Central Bank, and the
country's bankiugstructurewhich works in much closer collabora-
tion with government than our Federal Reserve System doesmake
it very: difficult for anybody to establish a new industry in Tokyo.
and make it very convenient to establish industries in the northern
part '.of Japan or in the other areas that are not heavily populated.
They are insisting, in other words, on a na (ional growth policy.
--YOu go to a little country like Israel where every bit of land has
to be used and you find there a very significant and highly devel-
oped national growth policy.

Now, I don't know whether that is the best phrase or not,
national growth policybut I think what we are really talking
about and what Senator Curtis and others have attempted to em-
phasize is that farm producers get a fair price. We can't expect farm
producers to subsidize tile. rest of the country and a lot of our city
folks don't seem to realize, that is what is going on.

But setting that aside for the moment, because the Committee on
.Agriculture has given most of its attention to that aspect of the rural
problem over the years, the other problem is just what you are talk-
int, about, and what Senator Curtis has mentioned time after time,
and, that is jobs, and here again we have the old problem of which
come 'first, the chicken or the egg.

How do you get jobs? Do you develop the country's facilities, the
towns and so forth (Meg., (illeg.) hope that the industries will
come,' or do you try to develop both the counties and attract in-
dustries simultaneously ?

Governor Lim:. I think you have to do it both at the same time.
Certainly there have to be facilities there to start with. There has
to be clean water, there have to be health services, there have to
be all of the things that exist to one degree or another 'n our small
towns. There are many of them that have fine water systems and good
health services and I wouls1 agree with you, many of them have
good schools, Senator Curtis.

Senator HUMPHREY. I thought that point was very well taken,
Carl.

Governor LovE. But they don't luive some of the ether' facilities
that are attractive to someone who is looking for the location of a
branch plant, and I think the incentive has to be provided.

Some greater economic benefit is going to have to be made avail-
able to the company, the entrepreneur, to locate in this area simply
as a matter,of national policy.

Now, weuse our tax system as a matter of national policy, not
just as a means to collect revenue but to express national policies,

iand I don't think it is inconsistent that it be done in this instance.
Senator. HUMPHREY. I think we have to be sufficiently ingenious
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and in a' sense almost tough about it to get this job done. The needs
of our rural areas, the needs are so manifold. Transportation policies
are so 'vital here, tooI mean the access and movement in and out.

You know, for years we subLiidized airlines to get them started
in Minneapolis, Omaha, and Denicer, and so on.

get
the minute

that somebody talks about some kind of airline subsidy to get them
out to Worthington, Minn.. and I can think of some othersthere
is a big to-do about it and some of the airlines don't want to.co-
operate.

I appeared before the CAB, which was not What Senators are
supposed to do. but I was upset because the packing plant that was in
Worthington, and some of the other industries, would have had to
close because the company officials travel by jet and prop ;lane;
they don't all come from the same town. I mean, industries change.
We have mergers and then bigger companies and if you don't have a
good means of transportation for them to get in and out of such
towns they just plain won't stick around. And I went up there and
lobbied like fury. I used to say that I would fight for anything for
Minnesota that wasn't nailed down or that they didn't put you in
jail for; and T really meant that.

The other day I was Over here to EDA, Economic Development
Administration. We always talk about the poverty of Mississippi
and the poverty of this or that one, because we like to talk about
other people's problems; but I want you to come to Clearwater
County. Minn., sometime. You will see some really poor people; we
have got lots of them down through central Minnesota. I get ashamed
to say just an awful lot of folks are in serious trouble and I don't
need to go to Mississippi co pick on them in order to find problems.

But It'went over to EDA. and I found outI was ready to give
them a real rough time except I found out they had only $50,million
for development loans for new businesses, new industries, for the
whole country. I said I can use that much in White. County, Minn.,
right in the county seat in Buffalo, where I live, right out there
around Waverly-30 millio r.

\V' have a little community up there called Sebeka and the only
products we have is woodpulp. I. know the Lord should have been
more generous with us but He was on His woodpulp clay when he
came to Sebeka. We have there a lot of scrub trees and pine trees
and birch. We have woodpulp and we, want to put a papermill there
and if we are not able to get the means to braid a papermiWthere
when I say "we" I mean private investors because this isn't going to
be a socialistic enterprisethen everybody there, is either, going to
leave. Governor, or they are going to go on welfare.

Governor LOVE. And where will they go?
Senator HUMPHREY. Where will they go? Most of them will move

' to Minneapolis and get' on Hennepin County welfare because we are
short of jobs-there. When yoL, awn people for jobs you have to have
the jobs for them.

Governor LOVE. That is right.'
Senator HUMPHREY. We can develot some jobs up. there in that

area and I'll be darned, I couldn't get t e money. Of course, I am not
angry at the administration. I am angry at myself because we have
got to do something about seeing to it that there is more than $50
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million for economic development in this'country. When I think of
the amount of money that we pour out to help other people, I am
going to spend the next 10 years of my lifeNtrying to develop this
country and then maybe we can help some other countriesi and I am
not an isolationist.

Senator Crwris. We know that. He has been scolding me for years
on some of these matters, but I think we need a decade of attention
to ourselves here to get our house back in order and if we don't do
that. we are not going to help anybody.

If this thing keeps going, like I feel it is, more and more people
on welfare. more and more people leaving rural counties and running
to,the citiesand that statistical information as to cost per capita
of servicesthere just isn't going to be anybody to pay the bills.

Governor LOVE. You know, it seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that in
the current thinking or at least on the part of some people, the con-
cern that some very concerned people have that we are a materialis-
tic society or the rather bad name that industry sometimes gets now
with its effect on the environment, and so on, I don't think that we
can safely; particularly in the area we ace talking about, accept that
and reverse completely the thought that America needs, and this is
somehow so basic it gets lost ,sight of, it needs to produce more. It
needs to have more jobs. We need to protect the environment cer-
tainly and I am surprised that that wasn:t the thing that destroyed
your paper mill rather than the lack of money. And we need, to
reorient our thinking in many ways, but with the people we are talk-
ing about. and this is true across the Nation, we need to have greater
productivity which would bring more jobs, and this is the answer
we are talking about in the areas that we are talking about in this
subcommittee hearing, I believe.

Senator HUMPHREY. I just have one question and then I want
Senator Curtis to interrogate you.

You heard some comments here about revenue sharing.' We have
had our preliminary hearing on that. We will have other witnesses in
later because I think there is much more we need to know about it.

On revenue sharing in your State, Governor you are familiar
with the general outlines of the proposal. There are two kindsI am
talking about the special revenue sharing.

Governor LOVE. Right,
Senator 11u3IPIIRET. That would amount to-about $1,100 million

for the entire Nation under the rural community revenue sharing.
The bulk of this money would come from the present categoriCal
grant progthms, and according to figures given us by the White
House. Colorado would receive $10 million, $137,000 under the spe-
cial revenue sharing approach. This is the exact amount of what the
administration calls its hold harmless baseline, whatever thatmeans.

Governor LOVE. I think it means
Senator HUMPHREY. As I understand, the hold harmless baseline

is the 4-year average of what each State has received under the
categorical grants programs which would be combined now into the
special revenue sharing. Therefore it seems that Colorado would get
the same amount of money that it is now receiving under- the cate-
gorical grant programsno more, no less.
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Now, Governo,, would you prefer to have the programs which
ale combined in special revenue sharingwater and sewer grants,the forest service grants. Agricultural Extension Service, and
otherswould you prefer to have them as-individual efforts or would
you prefer,to be given the money that presently goes to these pro-
grams to spend as you will?

Governor Lore. Well. I would prefer, Mr. Chairman. to the extent
_possible to have them in the f i f block grants. I know that it has
limn said many times brit. I would eery again the fragmentation that
has come from the categorical ants that have proliferated and
been increased.

I believe that -we would knZ in Colorado and could administer
the kind of 'program that is broadened in more effective, more effi-
cient manner than we Could if each piece is tied to a particular re-
striction or slat of circumstances.

I- would add, however, that whether this particular special revenue
section passes or toot. does not indeed get at the heart of what we
are talking about in this hearing, about the kind of rural policy that
we need. I say that I wc..1-1 prefer and would support not only
Vegtorlit revenue sharing but ,tiecial revenue sharingbut not as an
answer to this problem here.

Senator IitratennEy. 'I like what you said. These are really block
grants. That is we are really talking about. outside of the general
revenue sharing, and that is always a subject of considerable. dis-
cussion. There is undoubtedly some benefit to be derived from cer-
tain block grants, particularly at local administrative levels, and
you have correctly noted that it doesn't get at the particular problem
that you have discussed here. in relation to economic development
and job opportunities, and r think that is the missing section here.

I don't want to get this committee just bound up in the battle over
special revenue sharing and forget what the ballgame is about. This
is part of the show.

Senator, I am sorry to take so much time.
Senator CURTIS. That is all right.
Governor Love. out of deference to the witness who follows you.

I will make this rather short. You made very fine contributions to
our record here this morning and a number of imnortantpoints. I
noted particularly what you had to say about the can Luis Valley.

I visited out the*e so many times; it is a -wonderful place.
What this amounts to is while States and State governments are

concerned, vitally concerned, with this popul,ation loss and the failure
of some communities to go ahead *ith job opportunities, we are
really dealing with a series of community problems; isn't that
correct?

Governor LOVE. I would agree.
Senator CUM& BecaUse the area that you mentioned is not too

many miles from the area that is on the verge of becoming one great
metropolitan area. I think that that. has been a very valuable con-
tribution to our work here as we just are beginning these hearings.
Thera are many. other points, too:

We ,are aeligbted to have yOu here and I concur with.what you
have said.
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Governor LOVE. Thank you very much.
Senator HUMPHREY. I think we should tell the Governor we are

not letting you of as easily as today because we want you to give
us --and you will be getting a letter from the committeea sort .of
a picture of what you are doing in Colorado in rural development
and, Governor, what von would like to do.

I think there is a tremendous reservoir of good ideas here from
pewle like yourself,

How long have you been Governor, now?
Governor LOVE. I was elected first in 1962 and took office in Jan-

uary, 1963.
Senator 1- IrMPIIREY. Well, you have had 8 years now of practical

experience with your State, during a peroid of tremendous develop-
ment. I suppose in this last 10-year period that more changes have
taken place in Colorado than in the previous 20, 25, 30 years?

Governor LovE. And as I say, it seems to me at least, and it is
partly because I am snore familiar with it, but it is easier to see
what the problem is in Colorado than it is in the rest of the country.

I don't mean to delay Governor Guy, but in addition to being not
only willing but pleased to provide the additional information which
you seek, if you would find it advitxtmeous we will be delighted to
have your subcommittee meet in Colorado at some time in the future.

Senator HUMPHREY. I am very partial to it.,
Governor Lovv. It is a good time to come; come in the summer.
Senator Humpliar.r. I spent one of the most beautiful years in my

life in your State and I love it.
Sorry, Carl, I haven't spent that much time in Nebraska.
Thank you, Governor.
Governor Guy of North Dakota, we want to welcome you.
Governor, we are pleased to have you come all the way from Bis-

marck to share this time with us and I want to say for the purpose
of this record and sharing my thoughts with my colleague, Senator
Curtis, that I, have been duly impressed over the years with your
dedication to rural America and your thoughtful and constructive
suggestions, including your messages to the legislature and the very
significant messages that you have made on other public occasions,
and before other public bodies.

We welcome you and thank you for coming, and let us hear from
your wise and good mind.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM L. GUY, GOVERNOR, STATE OF
NORTH DAKOTA, BISMARCK. N; DAK.

Governor GUT. Mr. Chairman and Senator Curtis, may I present
my aide, Arthur McKinney, who will help me.

Senator IltuarimEr. Mr. McKinney, we welcome you.
Governor GUY. What we are discussing this morning is the single

most important issue facing the Nation today, though sadly not
enough leaders have a broad enough viewpoint to recognize it.

Population maldistribution is the core that feeds hundreds of
categorical, economic, and environmental problems that plague most
countries of the world but particularly the United States of America.

We have discovered in America that there is a big different be-
tween standard of living and quality of living.
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Standard of living refers to technological advances, such as theautomobile, color television, nylon hose, golf carts, jet airplane travel,
Cinerama, Salk vaccine, electric mixers air hammers, vacuum clean-ers. and on and 'on.

Quality of living refers to the environment in. which we livethe noise level, the purity of water, the wholesomeness of air, theesthetic view of flowers and mountains, the freedom to think andlive according to our own designs, the absence of fear from crime anddisaster. and a low level of the frustration that can plague the lifeof a human being.
We find the standard of living rising while the quality of divingis lowering in the United States.
It is obvious that two major factors are involved in standard ofliving and in quality of living. One factor is technological advance,the supporting structure to a rising standard of living. A second fac-tor which dominates is our increasing population and its distribution

as the root cause of a diminishing quality of living.
It is ironic that technological advance can raise the standard ofliving and yet be a secondary factor in diminishing quality of life.Uncontrolled or misdirected technology can lower the quality of lifethrough such abuses as air, water, and noise pollution of the environ-ment.
Our economic system calls for technological advance and coin -petition and. therefore, we can expect our standard of living tocontinue tck rise rapidly in the future. Will this rise add or detractfrom the quality of living?
The distribution of our population, however, as it affects the qual-ity of life can be quire separate and apart from the relentless changethat goes on in our technical and economic system. Population dis-tribution has long been a direct or indirect concern of people theworld over, but especially in the United States.
Exploration of new lands and colonization or settlement of thefrontier have long been a policy pursued by civilized men. OutUnited States has pursued population distribution programs in sev-eral forms over the years.
The Homestead Act was designed to attract people into under-

populated areas of the country.
The land grant to railroads was designed to open up new oppor-tunities in the West.
Land grants to schools, colleges, and universities were a part of aprogram to furnish educational opportunity that would make life

in the underpopulated part of the country more attractive.
A 160-acre maximum for irrigation units was imposed upon Bu-reau of Reclamation projects so that opportunity for irrigation bene-

fits woul.-.1 accrue to many people.
Horace Greeley's population distribution program was: "Go west,young man, go west."
In recent decades the old policies and programs to distribute pop-

ulation have become overrun and almost ineffective because of the
increased national population, the onslaught of technology, and the
disappearance of the Western frontier.

Why is our Nation suddenly concerned about population dis-tribution?
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The violence and the low quality of life that has been known
in tbn crowded ghettos of our largest cities for decades is now spread-
ing to the urban areas and to the smaller cities. Part of this cancerous
spread can be attributed to caRgestion of people.

Overpopulation and congestion are extremely costly, both in eco-
nomic cost- and in social cost. The economic costs of congestion as
reflected in transportation cost, insurance cost, air and water pollu-
tion control cost, fire and police protection, hospitalization, educa-
tion, a: -1 recreation are staggering.

The social costs of hopelessness, frustration, mental illness, fear,
lives turned to crime, and reduced productivity. of individuals are
impossible to measure but we know they are substantial and real
costs.

The Nation's attention is pointed :o the vast problems of uncon-
trolled population density and the fading of opportunities for a
good life in congested areas.

It is natural that the attention of the news media, the politician,
and the sociologist be directed toward the problems of the cities
because that is where most of the people are. Aid measured in the
number of thoke who cry out for help, it would appear that the
problem of Population distribution exists mainly in the city. But the
high economic and social costs of city congestion are only one side
of the coin. The other side of the coin, with problems that are just
as real if not as dramatic, is the problem of underpopulation.

There are areas, States and regions where people are leaving the
farms and ranches and small town communities seeking opportunity
elsewhere. This movement away from the rural areas results in lower

L tax base and a gradual diminishing of the number of people neces-
sary to support such essential institutions as schools, hospitals,
churches, and recreational facilities: The standard of living and the
quality of living then diminish in the underpopulated areas.

We are told that with the present trend of population growth h.
this country we will have 100 million more Americans living here in
the year 2000 than we have at present.

Where 41, they live? Can they be absorbed without further de-
struction oT the quality of life that we have in this country today ?

The answer should be obvious, even without scientific docum Ca-

tion. One hundred million-more Arnericanscrowded into the pia
congested areas in this Nation will create the impossible situation o
continuing deterioration of services that is already plainly seen in
some of our largest cities.

The United States desperately needs a population distribution
policy and I cannot emphasize that too strongly, the United States
desperately needs a population distribution policy that could guide
both the private economic sector and the levels of government.

This policy should state that it is possible to maintain and even
increase the quality of life for all Americans if we distribute the
opportunities, and hence jobs, and hence people over a wide geo-
graphic area of our country.

The plariningrACour private sector of the economy should be
voluntarily directed ivrd-the following of such a policy.

Whether you call the policy one of voluntary population distribu-
tion, or opportunity distribution, or rural-urban balance would not
matter so long as the principle is applied.
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But most important. perhaps, is the need for our Federal Govern-ment to be pursuing a goal of population distribution. The Federal
Government at present, through its myriad of unorganized, inadvert-
ent programs is the greatest factor in this Nation's maldistributionand shift of population. I want to emphasize that as strongly as I
can. The,Federal Government, at the present, through its myriadof unorganized, inadvertent programs, is the greatest factor in this
Nation's maldistribution and shift of population.

It does not need to be that way. This is not a natural phenomenon
like the rising of the sun. It is manmade.

A brief example of government policy becoming the root cause ofpopulation shift could begin with Defense Department higher;edu-cation grants. A university research department b up in a specificdiscipline by research grants causes a brain drab? .1 field to theuniversity. This brain drain sets up a situation which perpetuates
large Federal educational grants to the university.

Defense industries expand and loCate near the institution of highereducation which has a Government-stimulated research' expertise.
These defense industries then set in motion a skilled worker drain.

The primary defense industries, of course. then generate satellite
industries and service industries which further cause a shift or an8inflow of people.

This rapidly growing complex. triggered by Defense Department,
grants and contracts. now requires increased educational and-medicalfacilities.

Federal Government programs are implemented to provide moreprimary and secondary school classrooms and junior college facilities.
Hill-Burton funds are made available to build hospitals and clinics.These new additions cause educators and health professionals to
shift from other areas to this new area of demand./

This process is ever carried out in the field of r9icreation and cid-
tural advantages to include Federal programs to aSdist in recreational
facility development, art galleries, drama theatres, and the like..This
in turn causes people to gravitate to this area, who are skilled in
recreational direction and teaching_, and partiCipation in the arts.

This wrenching and tearing was provoked by the Federal defense
effort and fed by other Federal programs. Problems were created in
underpopulated areas by causing people to be attracted out in an
attempt to fill the manpower needs of Federal programs designed toalleviate problems in over-populated areas already overcrowded by
oth6r federally induced population shifts.

I believe quality of life can be enhanced for all Americans by
Government programs following a single national policy of distribu-
tion of opportunity and population.

For example. the Department of Defense must be made conscious
of the vast power it has i1. shifting population b3" actions it takes
through such programs as it's educational grants and defense pro-
curement contracts. The same is true of other Federal 'grants andprojects, of course.

We might take the pressurooff both" the congested areas and the
underpopulated areas, or our country' by considering some tvogra,ms
in an integratei$Olith under a national population distribntion

would suggest consideration of the following:
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1. A complete overhaul of the Interstate Commerce Commission
and its archaic freight rate determining mechanism in order that
areas which are now .denied adequate transportation rates and serv-
ice cittybe made economically competitive with other areas now enioy-
ing, economic advantage.

:?;. A national plan of water resource protection, preservation, and
development so that water resources would remain available in un-
derpopulated areas rather than diverted to already congested areas
for further population growth.

3. Incentive programs to encourage small industry to expand to
areas designated by th Federal Government as underpopulated
through devices such as 4ese : (a) Federal tax incentives; (b) Fed-
eral Small Busines Administration loans with subsidized interest
rates; and (c) manpower training programs to assure a supply of
trained labor.

4. Placement of major Federal installations in 'areas of under-
population.

5. Major Federal research grants to colleges Ad universities lo-
cated in those States or areas which can gracefully absorb a larger
population.!

6. Federal procurement contract preference to industries which
are small and which might be located in an area in which greater
population growth is being encouraged.

7. An agricultural price support and farm credit program that
would be adequate to make it possible for farmers to continue as
producers on individual units rather than the present trend toward
large-scale corporation farming.

You w:11 note that the suggestions I make here are those which
would increase dppirtunity in areas not suffering from overpOpula-
tion and, therefore, only indirectly deal with areas badly congested
with too many people.

My view of the passing scene for the past decade has been that
of Governor of North Dakota, a State with a very high quitly of
living but a low density of population.

Our State's population decreased from 632.446 people in 1960 to
617,761 in 1970. Our upper Midwest farm States of North Dakota,
South Dakota, Montana and Wyoming lost population or increased
only slightly in the last decade.

I have watched an average of nearly 10,00() North Dakotans.leave
each year because job opportunities doa not exist in sufficient numbers
to hold them in their natpe State.

The loss of these young,,productive, well-educated, and trained
North Dakotans is difficult to accept when they are needed so
urgently in North Dakota. When these young people leave our State,
drawn by the lure of job opportunities elsewhere, they become part
of the problem of overeongestiou in another State.

North Dakota does not seek a large influx of new people, but we
believe we should somehow be able to hold those 300,000 of our own
children who will probably migrate to other States in the next 30
years. North Dakota also reels some responsibility to take its place
in absorbing a part of the national population increase.

North Dakota is the most agricultural of all the States: Its geo-
graphic location in the center of the continent is one major factor
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which has kept manufacturing growth down, and hence job oppor-
tunities outside of farming are scarce.

This Nation's policy of Federal programs which guarantee f d
to the Nation's consumers at very low prices, along with the h-.
nological change in farm machinery, has shifted tens of thous nds
of people out of the business of farming into other pursuits.

Twenty years ago there were 254,487 people living on North
Dakota farms. Today there are approximately 157,500 people living
in the country on farms. Most of these people have abandoned farm -
ing. Others still farm from a page in town.

This replacement of human resources by mechanical resources
might be justified in terms. of cheap 'food to consumers, but it has
raised havoC with the social and economic structure of rural com-
munities.

There are proposals that our Nation's population growth can be
absorbed by new model cities started from scratch. This is certainly
part of the solution and a. good one, but does it go far enough?

If each State were to build a new model city to serve 250,000
people by the end of this century, we wOnld have accommodated
12.5 million people in those model cities and there would still be
88 million more Americans asking where they were expected toJive.
It is necessary to provide job opportunities as well as Osidences.

There are those who say that certain cities should be/de,signated as
growth centers and that those growth centers shoiiid be cities which
have at present 50;000 people or more. I cannot ,agree.

I believe every city and village in rural America, no matter what
its sike, has a potential to be a growth center. No matter what size
we find a city in America today, it was once a tiny village.

I emphasize that some villages and cities have certain advantages
from the standpoint of geographic location, water resources and so
forth but under no circumstances could I support a program that
would recognize only certain sized towns and cities as potential
growth centers.

If there is an emphasis on programs to promote growth, it should
include the smallest village that seeks to increase its size.

What needs to be done in the already overcrowded cities anci-iban
dress is another vast story and I do not attempt in this paper to
offer solutions for conditions of present overcrowding. My sugges-
tions on population distribution are an attempt to peer into the
future:

The number of programs that could be adopted unde a national
population distribution policy is endless.

The major hurdle now is to admit as a Nation that quality of Ise
is rapidly diminishing in many areas and that unless we do have
a national policy of opportunity distribution, and hence population
distribution, we are headed for ever-increasing economic and social
problems as integral parts if a rapidly diminishing quality of life.

There has long been an tttitude in America that the king can do
no wrong. Yet, evidence abounds that the king, or those who hold
economic or government powers, can do wrong and are doing wrong.

- Wrong is being done because there is not enough Federal leadership
to do right.
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It is already too late to retrieve the lives of millions of Americans
who have already passed away or are finishing out a life of suffering
because we believed that every person, organization, business, or
corporation and governmental unit should be allowed to do their
own thing unhampered by any national policy of voluntary p ala-
tion distribution. I believe the day of that questiohable luxury i ast.

The shrinking farm population of the countryside and the ying
rural communities in North Dakota are experiencing serious prob-
lems to the people remaining, less dramatic perhaps than the teem-
ing. crime- ridden; congested, poverty stricken, frustrating existence
of those people who push and shove and fight their way toward the
imagined opportunities that quite often do not exist for them in
the cities and urban areas.

I have seen the Federal Government for years trying to beat out
'a few little brush fires while the forest fire behind them rages out of
control.

I think it is time for national planning to attack distribution of
opportunity on a comprehensive and total front.

Population maldistribution is the root cause of so many seemingly
separate social and economic ills of our Nation. It should be treated
first. .

. This hearing uld well be of exceptionally historic import. It
marks the first ti e that Congress has indicated that population dis-
tribution is a co prehensive problem th ust be treated on an,
incredibly broad front under a single nat nal policy.

Now. Mr. Chairman, I jotted a few quick notes down from the
testimony previously.

Senator HUMPHREY. Please share your thoughts with us on those.
Governor GUY. Iii 1966 I introduced the first resolution to the

National Governors Conference ctiling for a national policy on
population distribution. That resolution submitted to the Regula-
tions Committee wa aughed out of the committee. So I took it to
the floor of the con e nee and after a very lively and long debate,
it was passed unanimously by all the Governors.

I have submitted those resolutions each year since and they have
passed unanimously.

The Governors of this country realize and call out for a national
N population distribution policy.

Secretary Freeman was one of our first exponents, that I am
aware of. to point to the need for what he called rural-urban bal-
ance.. I give him credit for pioneering in that field.

I visited some of the countries that you have mentioned. The
.Tapanese Governors visited America in 1968. As chairman of the
National Governors Conference in that year it was my, privilege to
host them in Des Moines. We asked the Japanese Governors what
subject they would like to take up in joint conference. The subject
that they asked to discuss was what is America doing about mal-
distribution of population, and we had to admit that America is
doing nothing.

King Olaf of Norw -visited the upper Midwest in 1969. In an
offhand remark he said e of Norway's biggest problems is the shift
of population from the untryside to the cities, and we are not
prepared to handle it.
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*/ In 1970, a delegation of Nigerian students visited my office. They
asked me what I thought was the greatest problem in America and
I said population, distribution. I said you in the" underdeveloped
countries don't haVe that problem, and they burst out laughing. They
said that is one of their major problems of people coming in from the
countryside totally incapable of employment, but congesting the
urban areas.

Senator' Curtis asked a question about planning and I want to
make this statement as forcefully as I can :

The U.S. Federal Government is the only level of government in
our Federal system that studiously avoids comprehensive planning.
States and local governments are way ahead. If you go down to
the State office building right here a block from the .White House,
the comprehensive plan for Washington, D.C., is on display; and
yet we haven't come to the realization that we need a comprehensive
plan for the United States of America.

It is very difficult for State and local government to mesh their
planning with Federal policy that does not exist in a comprehensive
Federal plan. ,

4.... I might site one 'example:
Rail is a popular subject, of thought and conversation and yet

Rai ax today is set up to furnish transportation from one congested
are to the other:

Senator. HUMPHREY. Governor
Governor Gum It totally misses the point, that we must develop

other areas of this Nation and it requires transportation to do it.
Senator HUMPHREY. In fact, I am pleased that your have noted

Railpax. I was going to ask something ab itit. becauSe Railpax
not only affords a means of transportation from One congested area
to another but it runs totally contrary to declared national policy, ,,,

public law, in the Agricultural Act of 1970.
The Agricultural Act of 1970 is just as much a law as the NATO

Treaty and we are always being reminded of our foreign commit-
ments. We have some domestic commitments and the law of title IN
of the Agricultural Act of 1970 says the peace, the prosperity, and
the well-being--I have forgotten the exact wordsof this Nation
depends upon a better distributioneof population, and the availability
of opportunities, et cetera. in our rural areas as well as our urban
areas.

Now, the Railpax operation is an open defiance, open violation,
of this law, but is was conceived because there is no national plan.

I am so glad to hear what you have said. We are afraid to talk
about national planning. We have a State plan in Minnesota, as
you know. We have a State planning board. I know you have State
planning in your State. The 50 States with few exceptions, I suppose,
have some form of State planning and most all cities have a city
planning 'commission.

The planning agency of the Federal Government that is supposed
to have a passion for anonymity is known as the Bureau of the
Budget. There has never been any relationship between what any
department of the Federal Government is doing and what you want
to dc in N.D. The Bureau of the Budget was conceived in secrecy
and presented to the Congress of the United States as if it was the
Immaculate Conception.
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Governor Gmr. Mr. Chairman, if I can observe, this is the day
of the computer where we can ;tore a fantastic amount of useful
information, and yet the Federal Government has so fragmented
valuable tool that it is almost unusable in total *lining.

In my judgment the most ,important Cabinet level department
should be the Department of National Planning with a Division of
the Bureau of the Budget and a Division of Executive Management
in it. I have advocated that for several years, but I can't seem to
get anybody to realize what it is like to-be in a State trying to deal
with a Federal Government that doesn't know where it is going.

Senator HUMPHREY. And the Congress of the United States is
divided jurisdietionally in such a way that each part is like a member
of the United NationsArmed Services, Foreign Relations, Judici-
ary, Agriculture, Labor. When we get together it is by accident rather
than by design. There is no joint committee in the Congress nor
any special committee on national ,goals and priorities. None.

If I were to ask thiee of the most intelligent and well informed
persons in the United States what are our national goals and priori-
ties and they would give me three different answers.

We don't know what the goals are. We don't know what the
priorities are. We don't know where we are going to put our re-
sources. We haven't the slightest idea"And while this is Lot the
onlyon total problem relating to population distribution, if, surely
is involved.

I call it national growth policy, but I think you were getting at
the same thing, population distribution and national growth.. I mean
thr movement and settlement pattern of population and the develop-
ment of the economic resources of our country.

Governor Gunn. Senator, I find some people are reluctant to accept
the phrase "voluntary population distribution," but when I use the
phrase "distribution of opportunity," which means the same thing,
it is more acceptable.

Senator HUMPHREY. Well, whatever it is, it needs to be done. I
must/say, Governor,. I am very impressed by some of the specific
recommendations you have made. No, we have heard from many
people. We have read a lot and we are getting a good deal of in-
formation. I venture to say that .very few people today accept a few
with some political orientation, are recommending a complete over-
haul of the Interstate Commerce Commission and its archaic freight
rate determining mechanism. The ICC is life and death for some
of us in certain areas of this country. The same thing is true of the
CAB, Federal Aviation Administration, the Maritime Commission.

I had a little problem the other day with the Port of Duluth where
the Federal Government was killing our port on which we have spent
hundreds of millions of dollars to bring the St. Lawrence Seaway
benefits all the way up to the Great Lakes and Lake Superior; and
the policy of the Federal Government was denying us the shipment
of goods. The?, were shippint grain and food and processed mate-
rials by rail c ear across the United States to east toast ports at ex-
orbitant rates as compared to what they could hitve shipped out of
the Port at Duluth.

We were shipping a year ago tonnage running 6,000 to 8,000 tons
of this food product in the month of March. We shipped 40 tons
this last year in the month of March.

63-582-71-pt 2-4
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That is why I think your statement is so pertinent. It is so direct.
We are going to get some attention in this country for this problem.

Now, here you are possibly the best informed man in the United
States on this subject, at least I think you are. And that is why
yon were invited. And for some reason or another there are people
more interested in the half dozen kids oat here running up and down
in- the street, although for a good causeto end the warbut they
are more interested in them, than they are in the total future in this
countwy, about population distribution. Until we can find a way and
a means to get public attention we are. not going to get anythi
done in America, because America works on what I call psycholo011
cal. physiological policy : Empty stomach, ful head; full stomach,
empty head.

You know you have got to be hurt before you get well. I regret
it but that is the way it goes and we have to get some attention before
we get any answers.

Now, we are getting some answers from you. I liked your specifics.
The incentive programs, a place for the Federal installations in
areas of underpopulation.

The Federal Government makes General Motors look like it is a
peanut stand when it comes to purchases and business contracts. By
the sheer impact of contracts and location of facilities, you can
change the population pattern in thiS country rno doubt about it.
And. by the way. I want the staff to take a look at the Committee
on Government 'Operations of some years ago when I was there as
chairman of the Subcommittee on Research and Reorganization.

We did a study on the allocation of Government grants for re-search and development.
For example, I had the president of the University of California

in. We found that they had 30or 25, I guess, Nobel Prize winners
and when I was complaining that there were not enough Govern-
ment grants going into North Dakota for research, or South
Dakotawe were doing quite well at the University of Minnesotasince it is a big universitybut in some of the smaller communities
and smaller colleges the answer was, well, you don't have any Nobel
Prize winners. I said. well, how many did California have before
you put in the first Federal money? The rich get richer, the poor
get poorer. They had one. And after they put in about another
ti100 million they got five. Then you get five and you get six and then
you put in another $100 million and you get 12; and 60 percent of the
entire budget of the 'University of California was Federal grants,
BO percent.

ou go to Boston and in the Lincoln LaboratoriesI think in the
testimony here today from eitner yourself or Governor Love, it was
stated that when you start putting Federal moneys in, you not only
create the1esearch establishment but also the industry follows the
research and then the auxiliary industries follow the big industries
and pretty soon you get a splid mass of economy and human activity
and you are soon faced with the problem of what are you going to
do about the poor housing and the highways.

I think we can demonstrate categorically. and I am saying this
primarily for the benefit of my staff people*bere, that we can demon-
strate that the taxpayers of this country can reduce their outlays for
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improving the quality of life in this country by 50 percent if we
get a better population distribution. I am sure of it. We can reduce
the tax outlay, the cost to the taxpayers for services, by 50 percent
if we get a more dispensed population distribution in this country
because when you start to put social services into these extremely
large cities. which are absolutely necessary under present conditions,
the cost is fantastic.

When my people read in Minnesota that the city of New York
pays $600 a month or $800 a month for housing a relief client, a
welfare ease. I get about a thousand letters wanting to know what
has gone wrong? "Are you going to vote for that. Humphrey?"
You know it doesn't make much sense, but in New York things are
very costly.

Well. enough of that. I would likr, to hear from your associate
if he has any observations he would like to make.

What is your role, sir?

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR McKINNEY, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIST-

ANT TO THE GOVERNOR.. STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA, BISMARCK,

N. DAK.

Mr. McKrxxr.y. I am administrative assistant to Governor Guy.
don't believe I could add anything to what the Governor has said.

We feel very strongly about these problems in North Dakota be-
cause as you said earlier today, we are faced with these problems on
a day-to-day basis and so we see the problems. We live with them
every day.

Senator HuareitaEr. Governor, do von have a rural development
--prograni in North Dakota, a specifically designated one?

'Governor Grr. We have a pilot project that encompasses several
counties.

Senator HUMPHREY. Multicounty operation?
Governor Grr. Right, but the Rural Development Administration

that came out said they could go only into depressed areas, meaning
the Indian reservations. I told these people the only hope that we
have of helping these Indians is to develop where.development can
take place and provide them jobs, which is not an the reservation. So
unless you declare all of the State of North Dakota as eligible under
the Rural Developmentthis was Economic Development Adminis-
trationI said I don't want to participate at all. So we have a rural
development project. yes. We have a wheel-spinning operation going
on now where Federal agencies are trying to get together to do
things. but something is missing. I don't know what it is. So, EDA
and Rural Development both have really not taken hold in our State.

Senator HUMPHREY. Well, one of the things that is missing in these
coordinations of Federal agencies, is they don't know what they are
coordinating.

Governor Guy. That is right. That is part of it.
Senator HUMPHREY. I mean, what is the plan that encompasses

North and South Dakota, for example, Wyoming, Montana, part of
Missouri ? We are all in the Missouri River Basin, so to speak, there.
The river-basin concept has a great deal of relevancy to our economic
and social problems. You get the Federal agencies together acrd most
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of the people that run them don't even know where the Missouri
River is vntil they get out there. That is the God's truth. I have
worked wIth these people. They are bright; they are smart, but
somehow or other you are not smart enough unless you have been
educated certain places. You know, you cannot possibly know what
is going out in our part of the country if you have got a degree from
Dartmouth. Well, that doesn't help out there particularlz.

Governor Guy. You asked some questions on revenue sharing and
generally I support President Noon's concept on revenue sharing.
I have no quarrel with the genefal revenue sharing but his block
grants, the President's block grants or bringing some c- `..egories to-
gether poses some problems for us.

For example, he has stopped the release of $300,000 to form a
five-State economic development region because he says we vf,i 11 soonbe getting revenue sharing and we States can make a--decision
whether we *ant to use that Federal money for a_five:Slate economic
development region. But that is objectionable because we don't the
have.the Federal agencies tied in with this five-State regional oper-
ation; and, furthermore, the priority in Wyoming might be different
than the priority -in South Dakota or Montana and we might never
get together under that type of a block grant.

The Arts and Humanities Council, if that were included in an edu-
cational block grant, it would die in North Dakota. So if that is to
live, some of these prOgrams must remain as categorical grants.

Some of them lend themselves to' block grants, but those that
involve multistate activity or Federal cooperation will not lend them-
selves to block grant revenue sharing.

Senator HUMPHREY. We ar going to send to your office, Governor,
some quotions that we th. ought to be answered to get us somemore detailed jnformati . You will be asked to give is an overall
review of your situation in your State on rural development, popu-
lation distribution, what you are trying to do about it, what funds
you think the Federal Government ought to be pumping into that
particular area:

I was just appalled yesterday when I went to EDA and found out
that they had the grand total of $50 million for the entire United
States of America, for over 1,000 counties that have lost population
or 300 counties that they call distressed counties; $50 million for
economic development of this great Republic. That would not de-
velop Marysville Township; it is just disgusting. And we have got
to do something about it. This is what we call getting our priorities
straightened out. But we are going to need the help of men like

. yourself.
Now, if you will tell me how' I can get some attention as to what
going on in this'eountry on the need -for more dispensed popula-

tion distribution, I would appreciate it.
Now, the National Farmers Union came here to, Washington. It

is a great organization; it had its national convention here in the
city of Washington. They wanted a radio station; they wanted a
TV camera to. cover, their convention activities. They were here 5
days. They had a thousand people here. And they needed no press
attention. They had as many people here, by the way, as camped
out here- on the Mall. The trouble was that they stayed in hotels.

A
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Now, how do we get the plight of these people to the attention of
the New York Times and the Chi go Tribune and ABC and NBC
and-CBS, which are great educatio)tal industries in their own right?
I mean, how do we do that ?

We had the Census Director up hei.ewho gave us .information
before anything was published. Wouldn't you have thought some-
body would have enough sense to grab onto it? Here was a man that
was giving us inside statistical evidence in advance of publication.
Not a single person was here io cover it. I enjoyed it. It was i nice
conversation. I am smarter than most people now because I got this
advance information.

We had three Cabinet officers here to talk about revenue sharing
and rural community development and not a single camera or radio
microphone.

How are we going to educate the American public? But somebody,
can. come on down here and say, there are 22 kids unemployed some-
place and there will be 44 cameras, particularly if they start raising
cane.

I testified in a committee hearing the other day and they just
packed them in, had cameras all over the place. I have a good idea
how to get attention but I don't want to have to go into that.

Governor GUY. Senator. I think the first step is to get Congress
to recognize that the most, important single issue facing America
today is population or distribution of opportunities and make a
statement. a statement\of principle or policy. The President should
do it, but in the abserice of the President i'would think the Con-
gress should ,do it, and then I think the need is to tie together
both sides of the coin--John, Lindsay's problem of congestion with
Bill ,Guy's problem of loss df population.

Senator HUMPHREY.. They are the opposite sides of the coin.
Governor Gut. Right.
Senator HumenaEr. And we don't want to get into a situation

here where we are antiurban. To the contrary.
Governor Gut. Not at all.
Senator HumennEt. I think those of us that live upstream

know that the only way you control the flood downstream is in the
watersheds and that is exactly where our problem is in urban
America.

I see this happening in Minneapolis today. I see, for example
the syounoIndian youth coming into Minneapolis looking for a job.
He couldn't get a job up in Becker County, un Beltrami County or
-ouldn't get enough work on the reservation so he comes to Minne-
apolis. He cannot get a.job there so he goes on relief. And it con-
tinues pouring in. pouring in, and on a worldwide basis.

Well. we are going to do our best. We are going out to Iowa
next ,week. Governors then over to the University of South Dakota,

wbut we are also going to get into the Southwest and Northeast and
middle Atlantic States. . ,

I had the agricultural commissioner of Pennsylvania come to see
me here yesterday. 'You know. I never dreamed that they had
these type of serious problems in Pennsylvania, to show you how
little we know. Did vou ever take a look of a metropolitan news-
paper and try to find. anything about rural America? Really, our
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problem is communication. They talk about the generation. gap.
It is not that at all; it is a communications gap. We just don't,
know. People, just like our people regrettably out in the rural
America. don't know enough about the situation. They 4on't under-
stand the problem that Mr. Lindsay has to face or Iir. Tate, or
Mr. Daley, or Mr. Flaherty over in Pittsburgh. We just somehow
or other are not meshing and we cannot solve these problems just
looking to rural America or looking to urban. We have got to
take the Guy formula, take a look at both sides of the coin.

Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 1:10 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to recoil=

vene subject to the call of the Chair.)

ow
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RURAL DEVELOPMENT

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 16, 1971

U .S . SENATE.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON RURAL DEVELOPMENT

OF THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY.
Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to recess. at 1 :30 p.m. in room 13180
New Senate Office Building, Hon. Hubert I3. Humphrey presiding.

Present: Senators Humphrey, Curtis, Dole. and Bellnion,

STATEMENT OF HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Senator HUMPHREY. We will convene the hearing. Some of our
Senate colleagues are over answering the quorum call right now. I
hope you will bear with ns. This has not turned out to be the day
we exactly planned when we made these hearings. and there are a
number of quorum calls that will be made and the necessity for Sen-
.ators to move back and forth from the floor. I regret to hold you up.
For a Senator, roll calls come first and hearings come second.

Today's hearing is a continuation of a series initiated by our Sub-
committee on Rural Development of the Senate Committ on Agri-
culture and Forestry under Senate Resolution No. It3.,

I have been asked why a subcommittee like ours should look into
Auch broad matters as population migration. rural industrialization,
manpower development and training, and other matters which seem
so removed from farming.

It is true that our farmers represent the economic base of rural
America. We must see to it that they get a better return on

doubtinvestment. We must keep working toward full parity. No doubt
many of our witnesses today will tell us just that.

But, the majority of the people who have remained in rural
America are not farmers. Their lives are tied to small businesses,
some related to agriculture, some not.

The live in small towns of which they are proud. But, many of
these towns are dying because there are not enough jobs paying
adequate, wages. And, when those people finally leave rural America,
there will be no chance to rebuild. Without peoplethe princip'1
resource of this Nationthere will be no rural renewal in America.

The marginal farmer who works in town part of the time and
farms the rest of the time will have to leave if there is no job in
town.
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And. it must be a decent job. Although per capita income in
nonmetropolitan areas has been rising at a faster rate than in metro-
politan areas for the past 40 years. there remains a large gap.

Despite improvement in rural corhmunity income in the 1960's,
the generally lower level of income in rural areas as compared to
urban areas has meant that rural poverty is still disproportionately
high.

And, the highest levels of rural poverty are among those people
who are not farming. The highest rates of unemployment, usually
masked as underemployment. during the past 20 years have occurred
not in farming but in farm-related and other typical rural indus-
tries such as mining.

Income is only one of the problems of our rural areas.
They also lack adequate specialized medical services and hospitals.

In South Dakota, where I have my roots, there are 16 counties with
no doctorsnone at all.

In the State of Minnesota that I now have as my home, I found
that even in the last few weeks, counties being devoid of mediCal
care.

Infant mortality is as much as 7 percent higher in some rural
counties than the national average.

We have known for years that children cannot get adequate train-
ing in poorly supported country schools. And. beqause of lower
rural incomes, there are fewer country people able to attend college.

Two-thirds of our substandard housing is in rural America, and
19.5 million rural houses lack plumbing.

And we wonder why 25 million have left, and why 500,000 a year
continue to leave.

Government policy has had the effect of creating a society that is
geographically separate and unequal. The people who live in the
country have a right to something better, and we must design a new
government policy to provide that something.

I spoke to many of our Nation's mayors Mondaybig city
mayors. They have got enough people to contend with. And that is
just, the point.

The crisis of the cities begins with the crisis in rural community
America. If we give people a freedom of residenceif we stop
forcing them to move to the big citiesmany will choose to live
in, work and raise their children where their roots are, in our
less populated communities.

Hopefully, many of thiise who left will return if only given jobs
and a decent standard of life.

We do not have all the answers, but there are no real secrets to
this. Nearly all of the answers appear to be economic ones.

Some people say it is too big a taskthat there is no way to
change our population patterns. But how do we know? We have
never tried in a planned way.

Today and tomorrow we are going to hear from a number of
organizations on a number of topics.

First, we have asked our witnesses to testify on the need for the
development of a national growth policy in the United States,

Second, we want to hear whether our witnesses believe we need a
national rural development program, and what part that program
might play in a national development strategy.
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Third, we have asked for comment on the President's special rev-
enue sharing proposal for rural community America.

And finally, we have asked for testimony our witnesses might
have on reorganizing the Department of Agriculture and other
executive agencies concerned with rural development.

It is with these objectives in mind that we . invite today our
witnesses.

The first witness that we have. Senator Curtis. is Mr. William E.
Murray, who is the legislative representative of the Nacional Rural
Electric Cooperative Association.

Mr. Murray, we, welcome you.
By the way, may I commend your association for the number of

fine ads that yon min in some of the weekly magazines. I have read
with great interest what you have had to say in those publications.

Senator CURTIS. May I make a brief statement?
Senator HUMPHREN. Please. Senator Ciirtis.

STATEMENT OF HON. CARL T. CURTIS, A U.S.SENATOR FROM THE

STATE OF NEBRASKA

Senator Crwris. Mr. Chairman. 1, too, want to weleOnie all the
witnesses that will be, here today.

In my brief opening statement I may repeat what I have said
before- in these hearings.

I believe that rural development really boils down to the creation
of job opportunities in rural America." I do not. think that we
should regard rural development as a substitute for farm policies
that would brim:, prosperity to our farmers. Rural developMent
should be regarded as something in addition to obtaining the goal
of a just reward to our farmers for their efforts in their production.

I think rural America has much to offer. and if jobs are provided
in private enterprise in our rural communities the improvements in
housing and all these other desirable things will follow. F

This will give the people living in-thi; rural areas a broader base
from which they can support their hospitals, their schools, and
their other very worthwhile community institutions. It will also give
balance to our total population picture in the United States.

We hare in the rural areas something to offer. We have the finest
place in the world to live. By building our populations there we,
as the Chairman has said and many others have said, we will be
relieving larger metropolitan areas and congested areas of at least
a portion of their problems that they have be ause of the concentra-
tion of population.

Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you, Senator Curtis.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT DOLE, AtU.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF KANSAS

Senator Doi.E. Mr. Chairman; I would like to commend you ;for con-
ducting these hearings to hear views of farm organizations on their
priorities for rural development planning. It is'well that these organi-
zations should be heard in this subcommittee's deliberations. for we
must consider the farmers first in any plan for rural development.
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Even at this early state in our proceedings, I have received mail from
farmers who have seen media commentaries on our subcommittee's first
held hearings: and some of them are fearful that the Government rural
development program may seek to take over their farmland on a mas-sive scale and develop new cities to 'accommodate people from problem
urban center. They lucture something akin to the experience of the
American Indian, when lands were taken out by the. Federal Govern-
ment and made available for "development" by outsiders.

But this sort of thing is not going to happen. Na member of this sub-
committee. n?ir any member of the full Senate Ag riculture and Fores-
try Committee. would subject our farmers to a y such policy, in the
attempt to solve the many problems of urban ce ters. Nonetheless, weneed to provide assurance tai our farmers that their interests will be of
paramount concern in on riirill development programs. And in devis-
ing a rural development plan. we should make every effort to assurefair, if not preferential treatment, for our farmers.

It is time the farmers of this Nation were allowed to share in thebenefits of our prosperous economy in tli same manner as the urbanpopulation of the Nation.
. .

The first and most important consideration in any rural development
plan should lie : "What will this do to improve the income and living
conditions of our fa milers.- The average income of our farmers is about$5,400 per year. NV11 kil is :1100 less than what many urban welfare lobby
groups feel should be the national guaranteed income level.It is true that farm income for all farmers has risen in the -past 2
years faster than it did from 1961 to 1968. Total income is now morethan $16 billion. But farmers are still leaving their farms in large
numbers becauFe the small increase in their net income has not kept
pace with increases in the price they have to pay for farm implements.
seed. fertilizer, chemicals, and oilier requirements for the production
of ourNation's food and fiber. The Department of Agriculture reports
that while total farm income increased $1.6 billion during 1970 the cost
of production increased fit billion. resulting in a per capita average netincome for 1970 that was S'39 less than in 19B9. Farmers. thus, earnonly abouf 7S percent as munch income as individuals In the nonfarm
cement of out eenuntny. and in most cases, their hours are longer, and
their work is much harder. So, Mr. Chairman, I would like to empha-
size the need for this committee to approach rural development from
the basis of helping the farmer firstand assuring that any area or
commanitv development he evaluated first in terms of the farmers'
tit(n 7 :'11.1 rifrbtfill expectations.

I leiok forward to hearing today's testimony of spokesmen for farm
organizations. those who can give us a first-hand report on the Ameri-
can farmers' views of rural development.Senator.,Hrmrtnarr. Senator Bellmon is with us, Senator Bell-mon of Oklahoma.

.

Senator, any comments would you like to make?
Senator BELLarow. No.
Senator HumPintET. Would you proceed with Your testimony, Mr.

Murray.
I
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STATEMENT OP. WILLIAM E. MURRAY, LEGISLATIVE REPRE-

SENTATIVE, NATIONAL RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE AS-

SOCIATION

Mr. MURRAY. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. We very much appre-
ciate those kind remarks about our national advertising program.

Alsc I would like to say that we agree with that very fine opening
statement which you made and the statement that Senator Curtis
made. We certainly recognize that agriculture is the base of the
economy of Aral areas, but as you point out and as many point
out, there are very few jobs lett in agriculture. There are a lot
of other people in the rural areas that require job opportunities.

My name is William E. Murray. I am legislative representative
for rural area development of the National Rural Electric Coopera-
tive Association, the national service organization of 988 rural elec-
tric systems ,lerating in 46 States. These systems, most of which
are nonprofit ooperatives. supply central station electric service to
approximately 24 million farm and rural people, which is about 40
percent of the people remaining in rural America.

Their lines serve in 2.600 of the Nation's 3,100 counties, an area
constituting about 70 percent of continental United States. We ap-
preciate very much this opportunity to express our views on the mat-
ters which you outlined in your statement, Mr. Chairman.

I. NEED FOR A BALANCED NATIONAL GROWTH. POLICY

The migration of more than 25 million displaced farmers and
rural people to urban areas since the midforties,hits created a popu-
lation imbalance with tragic consequences both to large cities and to
small rural communities. This imbalance constitutes a national prob-
lem of major dimensions.

For too long, the rural-urban migration has been overlooked. In
recent years, it began to gain wide public attention as millions of
rural people. often untrained and ill-prepared to cope with city
life, crowded into metropolitan areas in search of jobs. It is a cruel
paradox that the technology which has made it possible, for Amer-
ican people to he the hest fed people in the world has also at the
same time destroyed the livelihoods of millions of farmers and
people who were employed in farm-related businesses.

Many of the problems plaguing our major cities are in large part
attributable to the influx of these nearly 25 million rural people
during the last two-and-a-half decades. Violence: polltition, traffic
jams. bad housing, burgeoning welfare rolls, and a host of other
human miseries are some of the manifestations of this unplanned
exodus from rural America.

The effects on hundreds of small towns are also readily visible
in boarded-up store fronts, abandoned houses, dilapidated schools,
disappes ring job opportunities. and deteriorating services and in-
stitutions.

Still, the flow of humanity from countryside to city continues,
though perhaps at a lower ,rate than previously. The 1970 census
reveals that nearly as many countiesapproximately 1,500lost
population in the 1960's as did in the 1950 s. One leading demog-
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ral)her points to the high fertility rate and the large number of
younger people now living in economically depressed rural areas as
a potential for future waves of substantial migration.

Already 70 percent of the population lives on about 2 percentof the land. I,t is predicted that there will be another 100 million
U.S. citizens by the year 2000, or soon thereafter, with 70 percent of
them living in 12 metropolitan areas, and about 50 percent of the
population residing in three giant strip cities.

We frankly hope that these predictions do not prove correct. If
they do in our opinion most of rural America will be reduced to a
depopulated wasteland, and at the same time our cities will be
rendered unmanageable. The continued outmigration is not only
bad for rural America, but bad for the Nation as a whole and, as
such does not constitute sensible national policy. But, so long as it is
allowed to continue, we can only conclude that it is national
and a policy -*Melt needs to be changed.

To this end, our association and its member systems have urged
for a long time that highest priority be given to solving the 'grave
imbalance between urban and rural America.

At their annual meeting last year. the NRECA membership unani-
mo.usly adopted a resolution ceiling for a sound rural-urban balance.
The resolution noted:

The future health and prosperity of the Nation depends upon the solutionof the imbalance between rural and urban America. There can lie no lastingsolution to this imbalance unless social and economic opportunities in ruralAmerica are sufficient to not only halt the out-migration to the cities, but toreverse it as well . . .

We believe that most of the people now in rural areas wouldprefer to stay there, and that millions of metropolitan residentswould want to return providedand this is a big provisothere
were opportunities to make a decent living along with modern
community flicilities and services. A 1968 Gallup poll revealed
that 56 percent of Americans would prefer to live in rural areas.with 18 percent preferring city life and 25 percent the suburbs.

We most strongly endorse the development of a national growth
policyone designed to achieve sound rural-urban balance. Rural
electrics have not only supported this in resolutions, but in deeds aswell. For many-years now, they have been actively engaged in
programs aimed at stemming rural out migration.

Since. 1961. REA borrowers have helped to establish 4300 new
,industries and commercial enterprises resulting in approximately
300,000 new jobs. Moreover, NRECA and its membership, over the
years, have actively supported legislation to improve economic op-
porttinities and living conditions in rural areas. Rural electrification,of itself., has been one of the most successful rural development pro-
grams in the history of our country. Had there not been an REA pro-gram, which has made modern, dependable electricity available innearly all rural areas, there would be little hope today of achieving
a balanced ntaion.al growth,. and I do not think we would be hayingthese hearings today.

During the past 2 years, the rural electrics have played a leadingrole in the expansion of the rural housing and community facili-
ties programs of the Farmers Home Administration, helping to build
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into these programs the capability of supplying housing, water,
sewer, and other vital community facilities, on the massive scale
required.

2. IIE DEVELoPMENT A NAT1oN AL RURAL DEVELOPMENT raooti.ibi

In regard to the second matter on which the subcomtittee has
requested our views, we consider ,a nationwide comprehensive rural
development program essential to achieve balanced national growth.
Last year, Congress committed itself to such a national rural de-
velopment program in tit19...1X of the 1970 Agriculture Act when
it described a sound balAce between rural and urban America as
"so essential to the peace, prosperity and welfare of all our citizens
that the highest priority must be given to the revitalization and
development of ruratAreas.

Previously, President Nixon, in a state of the Union message,
made a similar commitment when he called for an overall-growth
policy that would not only stem the migration to urban centers but
reserve it.

Thus the administration and the Congress are firmly on record io
support of a national rural development program for the purpose
of achieving balanced national growth as an alternative to the
present unbalanced, unsound, rampaging urbanization which has
already produced so Many tragic and undesirable results.

The question, then, it seems to us, is what needs to go into a
national development program and how it should be organized and
administered to accomplish the objective of balanced growth.

;I. REORGANIZATION OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURE

We do not think that the administration's proposed reorganiza-
tion plan is a practical or logical approach. Dismembering the De-
partment of Agriculture, as recommended by the administration,
and distributing its functions and agencies among four new super
departments mainly oriented to urban concerns does not impress us
as the best way to develop and administer a national rural develop-
ment program.

In our opinion, the reorganization plan, combined with the admin-
istration's proposed rural revenue sharing, would further fragment
and complicate rural development efforts. Reorganization and reve-
nue sharing do not guarantee any improvement in rural develop-
ment capabilities or effectiveness.

At their annual meeting in February, 1971, the NRECA member-
ship expressed the opinion in a resolution (attached to this state-
ment) that so far as creating efficient rural development machinery
was concerned, it would be more logical and practical to reorganize
the USDA into an effective rural development department than to
disband it as proposed by the administration.

The resolution pointed out that the USDA should be officially
assigned the mission of rural development, which we do not think
that it has been assigned, for which it is obviously better suit4pd
to perform than any other existing or proposed department by virtue
of its rural and farm orientation, its knowledge or rural people and
its extensive field operations.
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Further, the re,solutifin recommended that the agriculture com-
mittees of the Senate and House undertake a thorough study for the
purpose of devising a nationwide rural development program. This
we are happy to see that your committee is doing: And that as part
of this study. the resolution recommended that the committees
identify the additional missing components that the 17SDA. will re-
quire, and determine the extent to which existing USDA compon-
ents should be expanded, and the chanues in USDA structure that
will be necessary to insure the success a such a program.

The administration's reorganization plan, as it relates to programs
now being adMinistered by the Department of Agriculture, seems to
us to raise more questions than it answers.

For instance.- the Department of Community Development intro-
duces several new layers of bureaucracy which in our opinion could
vastly complicate and slow down the loan applications and loan ap-
provals for rural electric systems. The present REA loan program
insures relatively rapid and easy access to the decisionmakers. and
even to the administrator. Moreover. rural electrification would be
only one of several programs under the jurisdiction of subregional
and regional administrators of the Department of Community
Development.

How the REA loan program under such an administrative ar-
rangement could be coordinated with the rural electries' new supple-
mental financing institution, the National Rural Utilities Cooperative
Finance Corporation. is also a major unanswered question. u.
coordination is relatively simple and uncomplicated under the pres-
ent REA program.

In regard to the housing and community facilities programs of
Farmers Home Administration. other major questions occur. For
example. how would the Department of Community Development
justify approving direct government housing loans at a favorable
interest rate to some individuals. yet deny them to others because
of geographic location?

Could not this lead to eventually abolishment of the present
FMHA direct loan program which Congress. in its wisdom. recog-
nized as essential to developing housing in rural areas?

We are frankly apprehensive about the proposed reorganization.
We think it is likely that USDA programs. when transferred to new
super departments, will rose support in the Congress and in the
administration. Certainly they will gi,e reduced to a subcabinet
status.

Obtaining adequate funding for farm and rural programs would
be even more difficult than now. In our opinion, the disadvantages
of reorganizatiOn relative to the USDA far outweigh the advantages,
not only to farm and rural people but to all Americans.

Furthermore, national development. which has as its objective
the welfare of all citizens, could be more rapidly and effectively
achieved by building on the authorities and delivery systems already
in existence in the Department of Agriculture.

It would seem, much more practical to expand and restructure
the very- extensive capabilities for. rural development we now have
in USDA than to dismantle the machinery and try to fit the pieces,
which may not fit very well at all, into new and unproved delivery
systems.

lbs
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The Department of Agriculture presently has most of tli neces-
sary -components'for a national rural development program, such as
financing for housing, water, sewer, solid waste disposal. water-
sheds, farming., recreational facilities, electricity, anal telephones. In
addition, it has authority to supply technical assistance in most
phases of rural development.

By action of Congress during the last -2 years. USDA received
authorities which vastly expanded its potentials in housing and
community facilities so that now it could, within this decade, re-
place all of the 3 million substandard rural houses with modern
units, as well as finance water and sewer on an equally massive scale.

The single most important "missing" tool in the USDA rural
development tool kit is the authority to finance job creating enter-
prises. and we would agree with Senator Curtis 100 percent that
jobs should receive the highest priority in rural development. They
are absolutely essential.

A few relatively simple amendments to USDA legislation would
supply this essential component, providing the USDA with a rural
development capability designed to meet the top priorities of rural
revitalizationjobs. housing and community facilities.

Authorities to finance other kinds of community facilities -such
as medical centers, community halls. libraries, and fire stations
could very easily be supplied by amendments to existing. USDA
laws.

The anthoritv for financing industrial and commercial enterprises
should permit USDA to participate in loans with community devel-
opment banks proposed by pending legislation, thus expanding the
impact of both sources. 'None of these bills has yet received actio
by Congress, but. it is possible that one of them may be approv

And similar authority should be provided to allow USDA to enter
into joint financing arrangements with other Federal, state, and
local agencies. Such financing should also include facilities related
to industrial development through both loans and grants.

With offices and personnel in practically e''ry rural county'. plus
long experience working with rural people, USDA is much better
qualified it seems to us than any other department, existing or pro-
posed. to deliver a rural development program locally.

In keeping with the resolution .of our membership, we would
hope that this subcommittee will develop the legislation and recom-
mendations which will supply the few missing parts to the USDA's
rural development capability in addition to the structural changes
that will enable the department to effectively discharge that capabil-
ity. This, it seems to us, is a practical proposal with a greater chance
of success than the plan which the administration sponsors.

4. SPECIAL RURAL REVENUE SILARING

While we would agree with the objectives of the administration's
special rural revenue sharing proposal. we do not believe that the
plan could achieve those objectives. More likely, it seems to us,
the proposal would 'be a serious setback to rural development.

The proposal would abolish several valuable programs including
Appalachian Regional Commission, title V Regional Commissions.
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FM11.1 water and sewer grants, and others. Whether or not the
States would continue these programs, or could continue them on
the present scale. is very uncerriin. With no maintenance of effort
required on the part of the recipients, revenue sharing might well
result in less money going into rural development than at present.
Moreover. states would be permitted we understand to use the funds
for matching share requirements in categorical grant programs not
included in the rural revenue sharing package. Also we understand-77
they would also-be allowed to use the shared funds to reduce taxes.
There certainly would be a strong temptation for States, already
overburdened with demands for funds, to use shared money for-
matching requirements and tax reduction.

With the exception of a relatively small amount of new -money
$179 millionthe $1.1 billion rural revenue sharing package is ob-
tained by abolishing existing Federal programs and distributing
the proceeds to the States.

However. since the introduction of the revenue-sharing legislation.
actions by the administration and Congress have reduced the $1.1
billion that would be available for transfer to the States to a little
more than $400 million by our calculations.

Recently Congress voted to extend the Appalachian Regional Com-
mission. title V Regional Commissions and the Economic Develop-
ment Administration. This action would eliminate $543 million from
the rural revenue-sharing total: In addition, the administration has
earmarked the $149 million originally taken from the cooperative
extension service fbr continuation of that program at the 1941 level.
Subtracting the totals for .these four pr °Tams leaves about $400
million of shared funds over which the Sta , would have control.
We do not think this is a very significant amount compared to the
enormity of the needs for rural renewal in the 50 States.

Despite the fact that the legislation (S. 1619) would guarantee
the continuation of the extension service, it could seriously weaken
the effectiveness of one of the most succeesful Federal-State-local
goverlinte,ntal partnerships ever developed. The educational func-
tions performed by the cooperative extension service are a tremen-
dously valuable asset in overall community development. They
should be strengthened. not weakened in our opinion.

The inclusion of Farmers Home Administration water and sewer
grant funds$49 millionin the revenue sharing package is par-
ticularly ill advised. In about 70 percent of FMTIA loans for waste
disposal systems and 30 percent for water systems during the last
5 years. !rants were required to make the projects feasible. FNMA
no longer have jurisdiction over grant money.

Whether applicants would be able to obtain grants from the
shared funds controlled by the States is not clear. Even if they were
able, this would certainly produce more redtape than at present
when the applicant obtains both the loan and grant from a single
source. The million, even assuming the States used all of it for
grants, would only support a $160 million insured loan program
next year. This is $140 million less than the administration recently
approved for FIMHA in fiscal 1972. With a $12 billion need for
water and sewer facilities. in rural areas, a realistic annual program
level would be $750 million in loans and $250 million in grants.

fit)
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In summary, we would oppose this legislation as well as the re-,
organization proposal as related to the Departthent of Agriculture.
Inatead, we would recommend expanding the capability of the
USDA to carry out a coulprehensivownationwide rural development
program designed to correct the present imbalance between rural
and urban-America for the beneht of all our citizens.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
I would be happy to answer any questions. Also, I have given to

the members of the committee a summary of our recommendations
which perhaps some of you would like to question me about.

Senator HUMPEIREY. We should include those, I believe in the
record. along,-with the resolution.

Do you have a copy of your resolution of the meeting in February?
Mr. MURRAY. Yes, it is attached to the statement. I think the

reporter has it.
Senator HUMpIIREY. ¶Ve shall include that as part of- your testi-

mony.
Mr. MURRAY. Thank you, Senator.
(The documents are as follows:)

sl MARY OF RE(OM M I N DATION FOR A .NATION AL RURAL. DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
BY TINE NATIONAL RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION

1. Assign mission and responsibility for a nationwide rural development
program to the Department of Agriculture including responsibility for coordi-
nation with other Federal agencies and with state and local organizations.

2. Change name of the Department of Agriculture to more clearly reflect
this mission: such as the -Department of Agriculture and Rural Development"
or the -Department of Rural Development.

3. Restructure the Department by creating two subdepartments headed by
Undersecretaries, one for agricultural matters and one for rural development.

4. Change the name of the Farmers Home Administration to something
more indicative of its broad authorities and primary responsibilities in rural
community development: such as the -Rural Credit Administration."

5. Establish rural development goals in order to measure progress.
6. Expand ,existing rural development components -in the Department of

Agriculture in keeping with goals.
7. Provide Department of Agriculture with authority to. fund multi- county

planning districts. including funding for staff.
8. Provide Department of Agritulture with additional authorities, including

the authority to finance job-creating enterprises including related facilities,
which V1111111 require the following technical amendments to existing legisla-
ticonC9nso!iclatel! Farmer' Howe .Vvt of 1!)1;1:

(a) Elimination of present grant ceilings. both for construction and plan-
ning of community facilities.

(b) Expansion of the hinds of community facility projects for which plan
ning and construction grants can be used.

ter Increase the population limit of rural areas eligible for FunflA assistance
from 5.500 to 10.000 so as to be consistent with the authority Congress gave
FinlIA lust year to make housing loans in rural areas up to 10,0(10 population.

1(1)' Increase the present $1110.000,000 ceiling on the Agricultural Credit
Insurance Fund, to $500.000.000.

to' Increase the maximum loan and grant for water and waste disposal
projects from $4.000,000 to $10,000.000.

If n Extend the deadline for completion of comprehensive plans required as
part of co llllll unity facility projects from the present deadline Octobet 1, 1971
to October 1. 1973.

(g) Change type of bonding now required for Flu HA employees from faithful
perforntance of duties bonds to fidelity bonds. Present bonding is an important

I I S.1800, passed recently by the Senate. provides for the-e changes.)

;:: -7S2-71--pt. 2--5
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inhibiting factor in the delivery of Fna IA programs, since it holds FutrIA
employees financially liable for lo4es Jest' Ring front procedural errors or
errors of inadvertence as well as losseA caused by fraud or dishonesty.
Fidelity bonds would protect the government against losses from fraud or
dishonesty, while removing the requirement for imposing fiscal penalties on
employees for technical, procedural or inadvertent errors.

RESOLUTION A oorrEn AT THE' NN UAL MEETING OF THE NATIONAL RURAL
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSOCISTION, FEBRUARY 13, 1971, DALLAS, TEXAS

Whereas, while efficiency in government is highly desirable, there is no
guarantee that dismembering the Depailment of Agriculture, as recommended
by the Administration, and distributing the pieces among a few super depart-
ments mainly oriented to urban colleen's is going to insure greater efficiency,
and

Whereas. the Department of Agriculture has never officially been given the
overall responsibility for the mission of rural development which it is obviously
better suited to perform than any other existing or proposed department by
virtue of its rural and farm 9rientation, its knowledge of rural people and
its extensive local field operations, rind

Whereas, in our judgment it would be more logical and practical to reor-
ganize the USDA into on effective rural development department than to
disband it as proposed by the Administration: now therefore, be it

Remolred, That we recommend that the Agriculture Committees of the Senate
and House immediately launch a thorough study for the purpose. of devising a
comprehensive, nationwide nnal development program to be undertaken by
the Department of Agriculture, identifying the additional components that
flit.. USDA will require and the components now existing which require ex-
pansion, and the changes or innovations in existing USDA that will be
necessary to insure success.

Senator HUMPIIREY. Senator Curtis, would von like to open up on
the question of--Senator Dole has arrived and he hall a statement.
Would you like to make your statement

Senator Doix. I would like permission to have it inserted in the
record following statements by other members of the subcommittee.

Senator Ittmrinax. Indeed. We will include it in the record.
( For statement, see p. 53.)
Senator HUMP! I RF.Y. Senator Curtis?
Senator Cuirris. Referring to your statement on page 10 near the

bottom of the page. 'you state:
The Single more itnportant missing tool in the USDA rural development kit

is the authority to finance job creating enterprises.
What kind of financing program would you recommend. Mr.

Murray?
Mr. MunitAy. It is bard to say. to give the specifics. but it would be

a program that would help finance new plants. factories. other com-
mercial enterprises that would /vrovide jobs for rural people.

Farmers Home has similar authority to make loans for water,
sewer. and some other things. but what specific kinds of commercial
enterprises this is is something I am not prepared to say.

Senator Cuts. Would von make loans to manufacturing com-
panies that said they would establish a plant?

Mr. MURRAY. Yes.
Senator Cutms. I think it is well at thispoint that we look to an

apparatus that has worked very well in this regard. I refer to tax-
free industrial development bo'nds used by our States.

In my State of Nebraska there are many rural areas that have
not been successful. yet. On the other hand, there are many of our

6
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about risks. and these industrial projects in rural areas are usually
rather risky.

If yoncould combine 'a hank loan with a loan from a Federal
agency with the the Federal agency willing to take second position
or take the soft part of the loan I think von would get more loans
from the banks more and produce a lot more capital for rural
industrial development.

Senator Crwris. You do not have an opinion as to whether or not
this limit should be raised to $10 million?

Mr. NlyituAr. I had not heard, is it $5 million now?
Senator CURTIS. I think that is the figure now, ves.
Mr. MunftAr. I do not really have an opinion that it should be

raised to $10 million. It would be my personal view that unless there
were iiu projects which had been turned down and could not go
because of this limit, then maybe they should take another look at
it. But $5 million is a sizable amount and it should provide a great
number of factories and other kinds of commercial establishments.

Senator Cirris. Well, the limitation, works out in a very harsh
manner. For instance, they could not permit a concern that wanted
to build a very large plant to have the $ milion in tax-exempt

'bonds and then finance the rest of it another way, because that
tvonld not help small business. So consequently. in order to qualify
to come within the $5 million limit, they measured it by the fact
that over a period of yearsI believe it is 3there was to be no
expansion of facilities in excess of $500 million, including what they
leult their. If a company finds it is necessary to expand they have
violated the condition as of a previous bond issue and retroactively
those bonds would become passive. Just) boxed them in, they do not
have elbow room at all.

This program is it workable program. It is not weighed down
with Federal red Pipe. It costs the FNleral Government nothing. It
adds nothing to the national debt. It is a use of the local credit
to promote local industry.

That is all. Mr. Chairman.
Senator. IftNrlmev. Senator liellinon?
Senator BEr.i.moN. I have no further questions. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Yon mentioned your views on the depart-

mental reororanization. Mr. Murray. If the Department of Agri-
culture were reorga-lized into a combined farm and rural develop-
ment department would you thinkthis by the way is another pro-
posal %hich has Been advanced,would you think it desirable or
undesirable to combine the REA loan program with the water,
sewer. waste disposal and other community facility loan programs
flint now eIist or might be added? I mention this because you may
recall thatok.hen he first eroposed it Senator Aiken suggested putting
the .water and waste disposal program in REA when he began
his pioneer work that brought about the enactment of the original
solid waste disposal legislation.

This dot's not mean the administration's reorganization program.
This would "be upgrading, so to speak, the Department of Agri-
culture into farm and rural development and putting all the com-
munity facility loan programs in REA.

6 z)
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Mr. :`,It-na.:y. Well, T believe we are talkin!* about structure.
Senator Humenu Ex. Yes.
Mr. AlultItAY. _end certainly Witter the .proposals that we make

We would be suggesting that there he at feast two suhclepartitu
one which had to (10 with Fund development activities of the de-
partment, and the other which had to do with the agricultural
matters.

17nder the rural development subdepartment. which we recommend
an under secretary be in charge of. these agencies would certainly
be grouped together.

Whether REA Nvould have to lose its identification does not seem
to me a necessary part of such an re- organization.

I would think that many of our members. because of their long
association with REA. feelin!, that they had immediate access and
long working relations with 'REA. would not support doing away
with llEA and putting it into. another agency.

Senator HUMetir.F.Y. There have been some discussiofis. as you
know. of a so-called rural development hank to try to expand the
credit facilities relating to rural America over and bqond the
present Farmers Home Administration and Federal Land Bank.
Has your organization given any thought to that typo of structure?.

Mr. MmutAy. Well. we generally supported Senator Pierson's con-
cept, his rural development bank which is a good one. It has 1111111V
fine features. But it has been our observation that few of these hills
have much chance of going any place, particularly a bank that
is rural.

There have been many urban banks and presently there are pro-
posals for banks that would be mainly to assist urban areas. I do
not think that the rural areas have enough muscle to get a hank
of the kind that Senator Pierson

Sentor HumritaE.r. Let us say we did have enough muscle, what
would you say?

Mr. 31u-rtn.tr. I think it would have to include the urban areas. I
think you emphasized very effectively in your June 2 speech that
one of our problems we have is rural urban competition. We have
got to get rid of this. I agree with you.

But I say if we had one
Senator lIt-mpliEcr. I mean if it looked as if we (.0111(1 get such

lc!rislation what W0111:1 be the view?
mr. MURRAY. We W0111(1 support
Senator Humeilizin-. You feel this kind of additional fin; lwing

is required?
Mr. MrinzAT. That is right. It is like good health. you cannot

have too much of it.
Senator Ift-Arpman-. There is a difference between a bank opera-

tion and loans that are made year by yell! ()lit of the lippropriai 101)S
made by the Congress of the United States. The bank operation
would have funded capital. capital stock. and voting authority as
compared to congressional appropriations just made on a fiscal year
basis.

Mr. Mran.vr. YeS. I recognize this. and T also would point out that
the legislation under which Farmers Home operates is much like
a bank. It does not require appropriations from Congress.

t)
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It goes to the money markets which are located in the big cities
bringing that money out into rural areas. So in a sense the Farmers
Home program for housing, for water and sewer, is a banking opera-
tion. Congress does not have to appropriate for it. The paper which
Farmers Home gets from the borrower is sold on the market and
the money is distributed in the rural areas. So you have this bank-

nechanism already established, and over the years it has proved
very successfid.

Senator Hummtmiy. We thank v very much, Mr. Murra.y, for
your counsel and advice and riartic arly for the cooperation of the
NRECA. Thank vdli.

Mr. MURRAY. Thank von VP much.
Senator 3i/quit:Y. Our xt witness is Mr. John S. Wilder, presi-

dent of the National .Assoc tion of Conservation Districts.
Mr. Wilder, we welcoi yon.

STATEMENT OF JOHN S. WILDER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSO-
CIATION OF CONSERVATION DISTRICTS, SOMERVILLE, TENN.

Mr. WILDER. Mr. Chairman, members of the cpnniittee, it is a privi-
lege for me to be here.

I am John S. Wilder. T am from Fayette County, Tenn. I am .a
soil conservation district supervisor from that, county. .

That particular county happens to be one of the low-income coun-
ties of the Nation and one which has been characterized as somewhat
in social turmoil, tense city and so forth.

I am a member of the county court of that county. I am speaker
of the Senate and Lieutenant Governor of Tennessee.

Senator r3tprinEr. You have quite an array of responsibilitiies
there, Mr. Wilder. I wish von well.

Mr. WILDER. Thank you.
I am here today as president of the National SoibConservation

District.
My association certainly appreciates the, opportunity to appear

here. Tt is composed of some 3,021 legal entities of government in
the 50 States, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. These legal
entities of govertiment are managed by some 18,000 soil conserva-
tion district supervisors as governmental officials.

I ,realize how precious the time of this committee is, so I will not
go into a lot of detail about how awful rural America has become
in a land of plenty.

The mechanization and industrialization of agriculture and the
resulting migration of rural people to the, cities is, of course, well
doeumented.PsThis migration has left the rural areas with diminiphed
services of every kind.

There is evidence that the people of this Nation are ready to do
something about this problem. Many no longer accept the idea that
growthin and of itselfis progress. The concentration of our popu-
lation in a few mammoth metropolitan areas, and the congestion
and pollution that results, are no longer considered inevitable. Peo-
ple are becoming convinced that the overall quality of life in this
country, in both urban and rural areas, is decreasing.
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The fundamental facts of This situation. of course, are the growth
of population and its distribution. It is possible, no doubt, to cal-
culate just .how many people the resources of this Nation can sup-
port with a good standard of living. It can probably also be calcu-
lated at what density of population we can live inn manner that
meets the expectations of our citizens.

We need a national growth policy that is founded on calculationk
of this kind,' We also need a national land use policy that sets forth
those areas best suited to agriculture. urban development, recrea-
tion, open space, timber production, public facilities, transportation,

industrialndustrial development; and the coAditions tinier which such
uses are considered acceptable. Growth policy and land policy are
inseparable.

This country needs to take one further step. This is to take delib-
erate action, within the limits of the policies suggested above, to re-
duce further migration to the cities by encouraging the develop-
ment of new centers of population in appropriate uncongested loca-
tions and upgrading the quality of life in what may always be ex-
pected to remain essentially rural areas.

In my testimony this afternoon, I would like tO- concentrate on
this latter point; the improvement of life in rural areas.

The necessity of meeting urgent human needs in depressed rural
communities has led us to funnel certain State and national re-
sources into grants and programs for education, water and sewer
systems, income supplements, public health, and other essential serv-
ices. Obviously. such efforts to maintain and upgrade social services
need to be continued and expanded. But just as obvious1),, it seems,
to me. we cannot continue--over the long runto prop up rural areas \
and communities that have no vitality of their own.

Our association believes that if rural development is to succeed
over the years ahead it must be based on the creation of employ-
ment through the wise utilization of the resources hat exist in these
areas. Jobs and income, and consequent tax revenues, are atlhe heart
of sustained physical development and social services in {rural areas.
To continue forever to provide supplements to rural are* is to treat
them as welfare cases.

Now can we concentrate on employment and resources develop-
ment in these areas? First, we need to be sure that the rich don't
get richer, and the poor poorer. We need to determine those areas
most in need of assistance and focus on them, rather than simply
allowing those areas most successful in creating employment to grow
larger, leaving the poorer ones further behind.

Jobs are the reason people move out of rural areas to the cities.
Indeed, they are the primary reason why anybody goes anywhere.
Jobsi in rural America can be created by upgrading agriculture,
whicgi is the fundamental business and job-generating activity in
these areas; encouraging industrial development; stimulating tour-
ism and recreation; and providing public employment.

There are three kinds of programs already under way in this Na-
tion, and with which our conservation districts are intimately as-
sociated. allich should be at the core of an expanded and more ef-
fective r1 M1 development process in the United States: They are
upstream watershed 1,rojects, resource conservation and development
projects, and river basin planning and development.
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There are over 1,000 upstream watershed projects underway across
America. They prevent floods which would otherwise damage crops,
small towns, and businesses. They provide water for municipal use,
recreation, and industries. They prevent erosion, increase farm in-
come, and enhance natural beauty.

Construction of reservoirs and other structures in these programs
has already provided 19,000 man-years of employment. Small local
contractors handle mach of this work. Their expenditures for gas
and oil, concrete, seed and fertilizer, and other supplies have a signifi-
cant impact in rural communities.

By 1970, 57,000 new jobs had been created through expansion of
established industries in watershed projects- and the arrival of new
ones made possible by the flood protection and water supplies pro-
vided. Over five million visitor days of recreation have resulted,
further improving local economies.

In addition to the. 1,000 projects already sponsored by conserva-
tion districts and municipal governments, with assistance from USDA
and State agencies, there are an additional 2,000 projects for which
applications have been made. And there are another 6,000 projects
that are potentially feasible under existing sti idards.

Resource Conservation and Development Tojects are sponsored -
under the 1962 Food and Agriculture Act The purpose of these
projects, and there are 70 in operation, is to plan the use of soil,
water, forest, recreational, and other natural resources for economic
improvement on a multiconnty basis. New ways to utilize and process
agricultural products are developed. New crops with better markets
are recommended and grown. Timber utilization industries are ex-
panded. "Water supplies are developed, and new industries attracted.
Social and educational services are upgraded. Tourist and recrea-
tion opportunities are exploited. New parks and hurting and fi4iing
areas are opened.

This is true rural development because it uses the unique resources
available to the community on the basis of a comprehensive plan
that is put to work, not laid on a shelf.

River basin planning, which integrates watershed projects,
R.C. & D. projects, and other economic development work into a
comprehensive whole, ties together such programs into a system
that we's regional needs on a' much larger scale. Such work needs
filyther support, but we cannot emphasize it at the expense of the

,programs that meet day-to-day problems of people at the farm and
local conypunity level.

It may be more glamorous to set forth wholly new ideas for gen-
erating rural growth, but we are convinced that the concept of these
programs is sound, and that their acceleration will be highly effective.

Laws,- funds, programs, and policies are of no use without leader-
ship and social organization. The members of this committee are
familiar with the network of conservation districts that exists
throughout this Nation. These districts are no longer simply ero-
sion control districts as they were in the late 1930's. And they no
longer work exclusively with the Department of Agriculture in pro-
viding services to local landowners and communities.

Today's conservation districts are more representative of all the
in their communities, both rural and urban. They plan and
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help to carry out a wide variety of programs designed to use nat-
ural resources more efficiently. They sponsor watershed -projects,
resources conservation and development projects. and sediment con-
trol programs. They assist with recreation, fish and wildlife en-
haneemia, and forestry developments. :rile, work with a great
number of Fek/al, State, and local environmental, agricultural,
planning.; and economic development agencies.

In areas of rapid urban growth, they have formed regional as-
sociations to eoordivate resource work. These have been formed in
the Chicago. Minntapolis, southeastern Wisconsin. Vpper Great
Lakes. central Nevada, San Francisco Bay, and Indianapolis areas,
among others.

In recent .,:years, State legislatures have enact over 100 new laws
giving disOacts wider responsibilities for resource development. They
have provided, as have county governments, additional funds to
carry out their work. The Congress has recognized their growing
capabilities, giving them additional responsibilities in the extended
Great Plains Conservation program and the new Water Bank pro-
(-Pram.t,

It is our view that conservation districts, if given additional funds
and responsibilities, can provide the sorely needed leadership and
,coordination for rural development throughout the Nation at the
local level. They are subdivisions of State government, they include
virtually every acre of land in the Nation, and they are recognizec'.
for their dedication to the principles of scientific land use planning
and bipartisan action.

NACD commends your committee for its interest in this impor-
tant subject, and appreciates this opport»nity to present. our V!9WS.

Let me say that I stand ready to answer any questions. Senator
Curtis has sonic questions relative to bonds in the county of Fayette.
I have been not only president of NACD, limit I have lieen directly
involved

,
i in much of the activity in industrial developme.L, loans
and that type activity. I stand ready to answer any questions that
I might answer. Mr. Chairman. that you might have.

Senator Ift-mriittEy. We surely want to thank you. Mr. Wilder,
for your very informative testimony. I must say that I found it
most. informative, never realizing that the soil conservation dis-
tricts were so broaAly involved in so many rural development ac-
tivities. and am particularly impressed with the urban rural coopera-
tion that you brought out in the latter part of your testimony.

Let me turn first to my colleague here. Senator Curtis, and then
to Senator Bellmon for any questions that they may have.

Senator Curtis?
Senator'Ctarns. Mr. Wilder, we appreciate your comments very

much.
Referring to the water projects. you are speaking of those that

are built under the Small Watersheds Act ?
Mr. Wituva. 566, yes. sir.
Senator Ciarns. That was enacted back in the fifties?
Mr. WILDER. 1954, sir.
Senator Ctai.rts. 1954.
Now, in reference to industrial I onds, your State has used those

tax-free, industrial bonds?
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Mr. WILDER. My State, Senator Curtis, has tat -free industrialbonds. I practice law in a small town. I am the attorney for theIndustrial Development Board. I have had some five or six of theseprojects. The largest one was a $6 million ptoject, a, frozen foodplant, was an EDA loan with the funded 20 percent finance withindustrial devel4pment bond $6 million plant. $1,200,000 first mort-gage bond. tax exempt. March 15 of 1960. whatever year it was Fhenthe ruling was set. These ponds it was permit of pur.chase made onthese first. mortgage. When the Internal Revenue Service indicatedthe ruling it anticipated making, there was a withdrawal, it wit*not time to replace these bonds. In that particular case they hadto pay some $50,000, $60.000 more to replace the bonds, notkhow-ing the tax-exempt status.
I strongly favor the tax-exempt status of these bonds coming fromone of the lowest-income counties in the .Nation, tip fourth.I think that the income lost from the bonds is not to be comparedat all with the income received from the earning_s of the employ-ment created by the development of these bonds. I think that it isa loss to the Federal Government rather than a. gain.Senator Curms. P agree with you. I think that in many in-stances it is no loss at all because the structure would not be builtif it were not for the tax-free status. So without the activity therewould not, be any gain.

Do you feel that the present limit should be "raised?
Mr. WELDER. I do, yes. sir.
Senator CIIITIrsj. do not want to take too much time. butt fromyour practical u,:pukelice has this method of local political subdivi-sions being able to issue tax-free industrial bonds actually broughtjobs to the area in which you are familiar ?
Mr. WILDER. Yes, sir. In nay county of Fayetteand now I amtestifying as a citizen of Fayette County and riot as a president ofNACDbut in my county it had a population of 35.000 people in1940. It has a population of 22,000 now. It has 00 high school grad-uates a year, 400 of whom have to leave the county to find jobs eachyear.
In my senatorial district there has been 4.000 lost in population inthe last 10 years. But this county loses most of it. We have usedtax exempt bonds in three instances to create jobs. part of whichwere poor faith, in credit bonds, two industriesthose two indus-tries giving employment to 1.100 people.
Senator Cr-wrrs. What was that number of people. what kind ofwork did they perform?
Mr, WILDER. One of them is a bicycle seat manufacturer andthe other is a clothing manufacturer. 1.100 jobs. One of the indus-triesboth of these are tax-exempt bonds.
The total cost of the two industries, one is $500.000 that gives :100jobiand the other one was $346.000now we are in the lower bracketsnowthat gave these many jobs.
The last industry which I gave, that is a $6 million industry thatwould not be there without the front end revenue-exempt bonds,could not he therethat gives employment to some 400 people inthe plant, but some 4.000 people out in the field producing vegetablesto sell.
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Senator CURTIS. That is all I have.
I Thank you very much.

Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Bellmore ?

Senator BELLMON. Thank you, Mr, Chairman.
Pursuing this matter of revenue bonds just a little further, I think

the incident that caused the Treasury to change the way they hanj
died these tax-exempt bonds may have happened in Oklahoma. The
Uniroyal Co. came to our State, a rubber company, and built a plant
which as I remember cost more than $30 million in a city of piob-
ably 40,000 or so people. and financed it totally with revenue bonds.

The communty it went to was not a low-income community, it is
an oil community. That produced mewhat of an outcry from the
two existing rubber plants we had i our State. They felt that they
were paying the full interest rate o their financing, they were pay-
ing full taxes on their plant. while he new Uniroyal plant because
of the bonds were tax free for a year and I think in the long run
this incident caused the ruling to be changed.

How do we get away from this kind of situation? Uniroyal is
not a struggling.company. The existing industries that we have feel
that when this sort of thing happens they are unduly burdened
with costs of maintaining community services and the community
that was helped, of course, very much appreciated help but it is
not one that can be looked upon as a particularly backward commu-
nity.

Mr. WILDER. The question how do you get away from a proposi-
tion where one area is favored over another or one industry is favored
over another, and that is a hard question. Certainly it should be
uniform nationwide.

Senator BELL3ION. Do you think that we could write out a ruling
that would say these revenue bonds are available in underdeveloped
rural communities below certain population level or certain popula-
tion density ?

Mr. WILDER. I think that the depressed areas of this Nation need
some advantage over the exploded areas of this Nation. I thinkfor
instance, San Francisco says they need more water, but they may
need less people. I think there need to be incentive, initiative, mone-
tary reasons to cause disbursements. The depressed areas must have
an advantage, there must be a reason for something to happen there.

It is not easy to detonate action in these areas unless an economic
advantage for something to happen will not happen. So I think there
is justification in. it and I think it would result in the good of the
Nation.

Senator BELLMON. Mr. Chairman, I just have one additional ques-
tion.

On page 2 of your statement. you say development of new cen-
ters of population in appropriate uncongeSted locations is one of the
things we need. Now, how do you propose we go about creating the
economic activity of jobs in these new centers of population that
it is going to take to make them viable?

Mr. WILDER. I strongly urge you to keep on doing some of the
things that are already being done and to do more of them. I have
said that we needed the resource development. I have talked about
watershed and flood prevention and the water resources that go along

'1
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with this, the jobs, the recreation and the industrial growth that
follows this, the enhanced environment. haying had thito resource
development. The industrial growth and all the growth that goeswith it.

I think it is very important that money not by a limiting factor.
Money tends to limit us. Our inability to manage the value of moneylimits us. Weand I am taking too much of your timewe have
the ability, we have the resources, we have the initiative, we have
the incentive, we have the skill, we have the energy to produce, we
can produce an overabundance. We always have had that ability.
This is what makes us. great, the ability to produce, to produce an
overabundance.

Our inability to manage money limits us, the value of money,
money limits us. there is a need for 2.000 watersheds, the future
will /teed this water. We have the machinery, wmhave the skill, we
have the manpower. this is an example, and there are many others
like this. buttwe cannot do it becauk we do not have the money.

These rural depressed areas need credit, need money, need funds
available to detonate development.,.

Now, if done and done properly it should be an assetyThe loans
which you have made, the EEA. -Small Business. the watershed de-
velopment, the Farmers Home 'Administration. all of these things
put together collectively have made ,a difference in rural America.

Senato BELLMON. Mr. Chairman. no other questions at this time.
Senator HI:3M TREY. Thank you.
Mr. Wit;nrit. Thank you.
Senator HumrintEY. I have just one point here, Mr. Wilder.
As you know, some of the people that are deeply interested in

environmental control, we call them the environmentalists or ecolo-
gists, have expressed concern that the aims of good, wholesome en-
vironment and the aims of rural evelopment arc in part incompat-
ible. In other words, they just do I t add up. In other words, looking
at your organization, you have sent a great deal of time on con-
servation and better and wiser Ise of our resources over the past

ree or four decades, and part cularly those renewal resources likesoil and water and forest.
I wondered if you had any further thoughts that you would like

o share with us on how the goals for conservati3n of resources and
goals for more rapid eonomic development and rural indus-

try hzation can be reconciled?
Mr. WILDER. Mr. Chairman, I am glad you asked that question,

because I do not think that two philosophies. the philosophy of a
preservationist and a conservationist are totally incompatible.

Soil conservation districts have long been dedicated to proper utili-
zation of resources to use every acre of ]and to the highest and best
use. to putting it to its highest use. **4

Now. there is much controversy today over channelizatio, forinstance, in 566 watershed. There are those who oppose channeliza-
tion per se. There are those who say that channelization is neces-
sary to get production, food production, that we cannot live on In-
dian corn, that our society must have a productive agriculture, that
man is creative more than he is destructivethat we have done moregood with our environment than we have done bad. That is that
thought. These two have a place together.
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There is a place for a wilderness area, but there is also the neces-
sity of producing. Farmers have produced, industry has produced.
We have all produced. We enjoy the good life. A life of plenty.

It is our position that what we should do is to put those acres
to their highest and best use. Now. that means some of th'em will
go to recreation, some will go to wilderness, some will go to other
purposes. But. we are Dot preservationists, we are conservationists.
I do not believe I answered your question. I talked it all around. If
you ask that question again, Senator

Senator 111731PHRET. Here we are, trying to protect our land re-
sources; our water resources. our air resources. of course this is one
of the blessings of the countryside as we say. It is always not quite
true that way, but we indicate the clean air is out there, the country-
sidc, the clean water and the good earth.

Now we come along and say we want rural development which
is in a sense we want growth in rural communities. we want jobs
which means you either have investment which you have indicated
here and you get industrialization. Do von see any conflict of in-
terest here between what is the avowed desire of your organization,
your conservation orgmlization as compared to the proposals that
yon make in term of economic development ?

Mr. WILDER. No, sir. I do not see conflicts. I hear the loud cry of
people. I hear the alarmists. I hear this kind of thing. But I think
that we must move forward with further production, with moving
out into rural areas and developing those areas and not be crowded
in cities piled up on each other.

Senator HultriinEy. I am going to ask a member of the staff to
submit to you a coTifile of other questions that we will ask in due
time that you can gii,e us some advice and counsel on. You mentioned,
for example, something about my home State of Minnesota, par-
ticularly Minneapolis. W in 3Iinnesota have been very active and
interested in pushing forward with resource conservation and de-
velopment projects. Hopefully, somewhere along the line you might
be able to provide for this record a summary of the resource con-
servation development projects that have been undertaken. not only
in my State. but a reasonably good sample across the country and
indicate both the plans and suggestions yon have made as well as
some of the frustrations you have run into. because I think the con-
servation resource development proje4s fit intofit very well into
what we call rural development. yonf'testimonv exemplified that
ppintino- out what has happened in recreation and tourism and many
other things that we do not think of as rural development. Never-
theless it fits into the pattern.

I. will get a little letter oft to von and we will ask you in your
role as the president of the conservation districts to give us your
advice.

Mr. Wit.ma. Vie, will do that.
Gentlemen. I appreciate the opportunity to be before you.
Senator HA-311111:EY. Thank you very nut,.1). and .we appreciate

the time that you have taken to put together some very valuable
testimony for us.

Mr. Wiliam. Thank you.
(The information submitted for the record is as follows:)

I .6
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Hon. litimar H. Humenarr,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Rural Development, Senate Committee on Agricul-

ture and leorestry, Old Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
Delta Ms. CHAIR, Yids: On June 16 I appeared before your Subcommittee to

testify in behalf of the National Association of Conservation Districts on the
subject of rural development. In the exchange that followed my opening state-
ment yon invited us to provide for the hearing record some of our observations
and evaluations of Resource Conservation and Development projects.

These projects derive from Section 192 of the Food and Agriculture Act of
1962 in which the Congress authorized the Secretary of Agriculture to cooperate
with federal, state. territorial, and other public agencies in developing plans
for a program of land conservation and land utilization. In implementing this
authority, the Secretary of Agriculture determined it would be carried out on
a project basis in a manner that would enable Iota! people to initiate and follow
through with a broad-ganged approach to resource conservtion and development.

Since initiation of the Program, conservation districts have been privileged
to cooperate with state and local goVernments in sponsoring the 78 projects
which are now underway.

In addition, conservation districts have joined with other units of state and
local government in sponsoring the 68 applications for Resource Conservation
and Development (RC & I)) Program assistance which have been filed with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. These have nqt yet been authorized for pro-
gram assistance.

In au appraisal of what has been happening in the RC & D projects now
underway, we can identify a number of assets.

1. The emphasis on development of sound land use radicles and programs. on
the application of soil and water conservation practices, and on the installation
of public facilities has helped provide an improved environmental base.

2. There has been widespread citizen involvement in project affairs, coupled
with a strengthening of local leadership and more active participation in the
important decision- making processes. Local people analyze their problems and
oppOrtuilltieS, evaluate alternative :solutions and courses of action. determine
their objectives, and organize their resources for community improvement

3. Resource development has fostered economic development. The projects
have stimulated the investment of private funds in new resource-based indn4-
tries and services. Commercial and industrial concerns have expanded or located
enterprises In the project areas. New job opportunities have been Created,
thereby reducing to some extent the migration of rural people to'towns and the
strip cities.

4. The consideration of resource and economic development opportunities has
been broadened. The projects are sponsored, initiated and operated on a multi-
county basis.

5. People in the project areas have been able to enlist the coordinated sup-
port of a considerable range of federal. state, and local agencies in planning
and carrying forward the RC & D programs.

Along with the accomplishments in the RC & D program, there have been
some frustrations. The level of new project starts has not kept pace with the
interest of local people in project activities. as evidenced by the rate at which
they have submitted applications for assistance.

In the early years of the program. Itt.: & D was apparently regarded as a
pilot program." Only a limited number of starts were authorized each year

by the Congress. As you will note from the following table, a total of 73
projects (exclusive of the five Rural Renewal projects transferred to the RC & 1)
i.rograml were authorized over the period of eight years ending with Jnne 30

r this Dur,,ng that same period unservieed applications increased and there
1144W 144 a backlog, of (LS such applications.

We strongly believe that local people operating In a project type setting have
demonstrated their genuine capability to make significant contributions to project
and national goals for rural development. We also believe the time has arrived
to inure the program ahead faster. The recent authorization of 20 new project
start during tiscnI 101'2 is a welcome step In the right direction.

SOMERVILLE, TENN., July 30, 197.1.
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In Our Niew. RC & I) should he recognized as a regularly-funded program
activity administered by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, with annual pro-
gram starts authorized more nearly in line with the readiness of local people
and their agencies to move ahead.
Authorized for program assistance:

Fiscal year-
1963
1964 10
1965 0
1966 10
1967 6
19(18 15
1969 10
1970 17
1971 10

Total to July 15, 1971 '78
1972 20

Unserviced applications at end of fiscal year (cumulative) :
Fiscal year-

1963 6
1964 9
19(15 20
1966 22
1967 29
1968 31
1969 45
1970 53
1971 68

Total to July 15, 1971 68

1972
Includes 5 former rural renewal projects with the resource Conservation and develop-

ment (H.C. & D.) program, July 1, 1969.
In the interest of rural development, the NACD favorsiegislation that would

provide technical and financial assistance for (1) the-hevelopment of rural
municipal and industrial water facilities and (2) the abatement or control of
agricultural related pollutants; Often the storage of, water for municipal and
industrial purposes can he incorporated In reservoirs being created in project
areas for flood prevention, recreation, and other purposes. As all of us know,
water supply is a critical factor in encouraging business and industrial enter-
prises, with their job creation potential, to locate in a community.

Technical and financial assistance to local and state agencies for the control
of agricultural 'related pollutants would also have a beneficial impact. In the
case of R('. & I). projects, such assistance Iwobahly should be limited to those
situations where the control measures would solve community-wide polluthm
problems arising from agriculture.

During the exchange Of views on June 10 you made reference to the contribu-
tions that watershed projects make to rural development, and to the issue that
some ecologists have raised regarding channel improvement work in watershed
projects. Attached herewith are two items related thereto.

1. Examples of Benefits Resulting From Installed NVorks of Improvement in
'Watershed Projects.

2. Testimony of George R. Bagley, Vice President, National Association of
Conservati(rn Districts before the Sulwomatittee 61 Flinal ControlRivers and
Harbors of the Senate Committee on Public Works.

Sincerely,

(Te attachments are as follows :)
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EXAMPLES OF BENEFITS RESULTING FROM INSTALLED WORKS OF IMPROVEMENT IN
WATERSHED PROJECTS

High Pine Creek
Nine floodwater-retarding structures and 23 miles of channel 4mprovement have

been completed. One of the structures is multiple purpose, adding municipal
water storage for the city of Roanoke.

The completed works of improvement on High Pine Creek watershed give
protection to 3,495 acres of bottomiand. The landowners are rapidly developing
this land into high-income crops which add greatly to the economic growth of
the area.

"It is the greatest thing that has ever happened to my ,farm," said W. W.
Richardson. "I am able to grow crops and grass on 110 acres of bottomiand that
used to be a mosquito swamp. I have been able to clear unproductive brush, dig
ditches. and make general changes on my farm," he continued.

"I am pleased with the results that I have gotten since the work has been
completed on the High Pine Creek," W. P. Poor said. He further stated, "My
seventy-acre bottomiand pasture along the creek was, nit much good to mile. It
was often necessary to repair the fences four to five times a year When the
floods came. I would not get to graze the fescue pasture when I needed it most
because the floods came so often that time grass was covered with mud all through
the winter. Now I have a good twelve - month p lure that looks pretty and
given all the year."

"I bought this farm four years ago when I sa the dams were going to con-
trol the flooding." George Smith said. "It used to flood several times a year but
the water has not been out of the banks since the damns above it were built. The
forty acres of bottomiand along the creek had gotteil in bad shape since the
former owner got very little out of the land and did not try to improve. I spent
$900 clearing off the stumps and brush and digging a good ditch into the creek.
I planted it in fescue and clover this fall and think it is going to make a good
pasture. All of the fanners up and down the creek are now working on their
bottomiand, and the land in this section sells better than it used to sell."

The addition of municipal water to one of the structures by the city of Roanoke
continues to be influential on-the economic growth and full employment of this
urabn area. Mayor J. P. Phillips of Roanoke enthusiastically made the following
comments about this watershed and its effect on the deVelopment of his town

"Our aim to make Roanoke a better place to live and work when we began
with the construction of the watershed llama on High Pine Creek," Mayor J. P.
Phillips of Roanoke enthusiastreally remarked recently. He continued by saying.
"We hoile to have our new filter plant completed by January 1. 1971. This will
raise our potential to three million gallons of water per day. Thisewill give us
a chance to develop ofir industry more. The new Rolane Manufacturing Com-
pany has plans to continue their expansion until they have 800 people working.
Hadley Manufacturing Company is running to full capacity. Mkrtster Door Com-
pany has steadily increased over the years and is running wide open, hiring about
everyone they can get. TN- Ben Franklin Company is building one of the largest
stores in Roanoke. We have an unemployment rate_ of about 3 percent which is
about as low as we can get. The bountiful water supply that we have obtained
from the multiple purpose lake has ,solved all our problems for water for the
present.

"We quit dumping our raw sewage in High Pine ('reek in 1965 when we com-
pleted three new lagoons. We do not have to worry about them being flooded
since they are constructed in the flood plains protected by the flood-retarding
damns on High Pine Creek.

"We are planning fora steady growth of our city and hope that we will be
able to offer opportunities for others to move here as well as opportunities for
our young people. We think we have a lot of good environment in our section and
are constantly receiving requests from men and businesses that would like to
locate here."
Pine Barren Creek

Urban and rural landowners were confronted with flooding and poor &Armee
on the 6.000-acre watershed. This area lies in the Coastal Plains section of south
central Alabama. Inadequate channels and outlets were preventing full me
the land in vegetable and other cash crops and were a hindrance to the growth
and development of the city of Atmore.

. ALABAMA
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The Chairman of the Escambia County Soil and Water Conservation District

reports that more than 5Vi miles of individual farm drainage ditches, costing
over $13,000, have been installed since the project channel improvements of
30,000 feet were completed. The combination of on-farm and project measures has
perfnitted landowners to more than double the production of cash crops, con-
sisting primarily of potatoes, soybeans, and coin. For example. a yield of ap-
proximately 150 bushels of corn per acres was made during 1969 on a 200-acre
field that was too wet for even pasture before the project.

Before the project Will S installed, southeast Atmore lacked an adequate outlet
for storm sewers and at least 20 homes were frequently surrounded by water and
occasionally flooded. Because the project provided an outlet for the storm sewers,
th4 area no longer floods.

The city is now expanding and growing on land formerly flooded too severely
for urban growth. At least 19 homes have been built since excess water is no
longer a problem near the chauriels. Possibly even more significant. a two-story
53-bed hospital and a' doctors officepave been constructed in the urea tb.t was
previously flooded.

. ARIZONA

Fhje erci,k-Stooktfm ash
In addition to fine more than $825,000 estimated saving from flood da{nages

since thefirst portion of the project was completed in 1962, tithe,. benefits con-.
dime to accrue to the communities of Safford and Thatcher.

Sixty -six new homes have been constructed in the once flooded area below the
structures. These new bonzes represent 231 people. A new motel has been con-
structed employing six people, and plans are being finalized for a 10-acre, multi-
million dollar shopping center.

Since floods hate been eliminated, the Mountain View Nursing Home has been
constructed. This facility serves a great need for the area. The buildingand equip-
mel are valued at $235.000 and 45 people are employed to operate the home.
The home is designed to handle 93 patients and at present is near capacity with
SO residents.

The project enabled the Eastern Arizona College located at Thatcher to expand
their facilities nearly 5 times by using land that was frequently flooded prior to
project installation. This expansion has enabled the college to more than double'
its student enrollment from 551 to 1,112. Also the number of employees increased
from 39 in 1962 to 9s in .19(39. The curriculum of the college has been exanded
and updated to meet the growing needs of the community. Cost of the expansion
program since 1962 has amounted to more than $1.175.000.

In addition to eliminating flood damage, creating new job opportunities, ex-
panding college facilities, and making available new home sires. the project has
Offered an ideal site for recreation facilities. Local people h ve constructed two
little league ball parrs, a tennis court. and a rodeo arena in iediately below two
of the tioodwaterretarding dams. The downstream slope of itiaams is used for
seating spectators.
ilafInu .

Stretching for 6 miles through the desert about 45 miles southeast of Pl)enix.
the long Magma dam protects 11.000 acres of valuable farmland and improve-
ments from flood damage. Since the project was installed in 1964, six major floods
have occurred with no damage to land.ps eops, or improvements:

The estimated benefits from prevention of flood damage are $635,000. This is
one onarter of a million' dollars more than the (him cost to construct. These
benefits accrued during a period of only 5 years.

ARKANSAS
Grady-Gould

A prosperous new bank and an efficient sewer system in the town of Gould
are unexpected hentits of the Grady-Gould watershed project which was au-
thorized in 1961 to facilitate water management on 50,560 acres of farmland in
southeast Arkansas.

The prpject consists of a 25-mile-long main ditch iand 77 of laterals. Also
installed are 3.444 feet of pipe drops and 6.3 road crossings.

Prior to installation of these improvements, Gould, residents bad to get by
with. ineffective septic tanks which overflowed during wet weather, according to

113 :182-71pt.
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ALIN L. Butcher. "We t Het: to put in a sewer system but had to give up. WhenA "limo tors dog isluitl,,w test pule::, they refused to bid after seeing him fast
or and sand pitored into them" .Mayor Butcher stated.

After the Buda \and laterals were installed. the groundwater level in Gould
dropped several feet. flitch digging no longer wits a problem and Gould residents
i,o enjoy it previously unknown colivenience. The new sewer system also elimi-nated a serious health hazard.

First State Hank would not lie here without the new income potential of water-
shed proilueers." says President Howard Holthoff.

Itisliuse extreniely high production risks, lending institutions had stopped
financing farmers on some 50.000 acres of land. The watershed project prevented
tidal abandonment of this hi ad. Without farm inentne and taxes paid by water -sited producers. both towns of Grady and Gould would have stagnated. thehanker said.

Mr. Holthoff said that deposits in his bank have doubled in foil, years. Tie
reported Ifind valuR up 300 percent since 1903 and said that it now is easierto borrim money for purchase of land, even at these increased prices.The hanker said that everyone in the area lives better because of the water-

shed pri.a.ct. Facto income mov is sufficient to meet or exceed minimum wage
standard New construction in the watershed includes twenty homes builtby pt,shaprs and as many new housing units for lahorers or tenants. Viere
,tie also ittt. New rural church buildings and, according to Mr. Holthoff, all ofthis t 011,1rtt,,tion is a direct result of the project.

The hiinker mentioned 11 tidal benefit "We 110 longer see Red Cross field unitsset up to feed and quarter flood victims."
profifi, riirt t,f /Mini", llirer

WANT problems projected it dismal future for two small towns in the scenic.
Washington I 'minty fizarks. There was too much or too little and either spelled
t rouble.

Linoln, population about 1.000, -vas on the brink of disaster, Industry andhoie-, i,ers slimmed the place while many leading citizens were ready to moveaway lied businesses wer, closing their doors, The uneasy people of Prairie
I ;rot r real their 111V1111111111..in Lincoln's

The towns bracket the 17,122-acre watershed known as the Muddy Fork Of
Illinois Riser. The stream's hair-trigger floods that 'flee boiled out of the Ozark
highlands never dampened the doorsteps of Lincoln and Prairie drove, butdownstream deeds set in motion lirograms that breathed new life into thecommunities.

Nw, ',nth O mtts .4110 ail Si11-.11S Of it healthy, growing economy. The ring of
hanoners signals construction on upward of One Mina) dollars worth of newhomes in the mist three years, New employment and 11eN payrolls are reflected
in a surge or hank depositsnearly i41.:1 million increase. in the Hank of Lincoln
in three year -. NW 1111111%4 ries are under vonst medial and schools are expanding
tinder a fa-t ,growing tnx

I. Middy Fork of Illinois Myer watershed wits authorized in 1901 and plansfor the proje,rt included four parts:
I. Mei.sures to co itrol erosion and sedimentation, reduce runoff, and increase

rural ins nine,
2. riwt 01 twit 1/11111S to capture floodmaking runoff and release It at
so re cow rolled rate.

Construction of :1 multiple-purpose dam to provide 2,000.000 gallons of
water elnilc to Lincoln and to further reduce Hoods.

I. e'en -truction of a fourth dam for flood prevention and fish and wildlife
1,, he co- sponsored by the Arkansas Game and Fish Commission,

Lincoln's (hi hulling water supply had to be supplemented with tank trucks as
work on the project progressed. Providing an abundance of pure water hrought
immediate and dramatic results, according to Lineoln banker C. C. Karnes. "This

01i'v about four years ago" Mr. Karnes Said, "yet we already have 20 new
or expanded businesses. In .Tune of 1903. our bank's assets were $2,S91,297. Nio
t hey are iu 1\ ,1. of 1110S1IS in 11011' 14110'4H:4,

-11,offi,l,ffilding was n dead industry here but since we got our water 70 to 100
neo homes have been built. lienefits from the new homes and homeowners spread
to building supply houses, furniture and appliance dealers, grocery stores, and
a lot of others. 1111.,11184,4 that must have water are not afraid to locate here, For
eNnunple, tte linty 11 nets 1.1`111ent Inking 1111111t.
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One of the largest industries to be attracted by abundant water and other
advantages is a poultry-processing plant currently scheduled for construction.
It will initially employ 225 people. with plans to eventuadly employ 450.

Another index of the town's growth is the Lincoln School District tax assess-
ment; In 1063, it was $2,405.634. Now, it is $3,021,276. The new families have
created a need for more school facilities and a $70,000 expansion of the school
Is underway.

Prairie Grove took a, lesson from Lincoln and petitioned watershed sponsors
to amend the plan and add municipal water supply to one of the dams near their
town before their own water supply became critical. The town agreed to pay
their share of the cost to insure future water needs, and construction of the
multiple-purpose reservoir which has been completed.

John I. Smith of Fayettevilie's First National Bank said, "The expending
benefits of this project are difficult to assess accurately, but we feel they will
far exceed early estimates. The improved soil. reduced floods, and abundant
water supplies plus the new investor confidence that has brought in new in-

dustries,lobs. and payrolls all add up to success for the Muddy Fork of Illinois
River watershed project."

CiLWORRIA

Escondido Creek
This project is located in the city of Escondido, San Diego County. Improve-

ments include 7 miles of concrete-lined channel and one 3.200 acre-feet multiple-
purpose dam. Approximately 5 miles of the channel and Dixon Dam have been

Completed-Ito date. The project also has a watershed land treatment program con -
sliding of fire protection measures on the brushland had erosion control prac-
tices on the farmland. Construction on this land treatment program was started
this past year.

Work plan projections estimated that the flood plain of Escondido and Reidy
Creeks would be completely urbanized in 40 years. The influx of people and in-
dustry to the area has far exceeded this estimate. The area protected by 'the com-
pleted channel has almost completely developed in the 10 years since the work
plan was prepared. and additional construction has been authorized or started
adjacent to the remaining channel units in anticipation of their completion at an
early date.

Statistics show building construction for the past 2 years in excess of $50 mil-
lion, providing jobs for hundreds of people both in the construction trades and in
staffing the businesses and industries created. Mobile-home parks, apartment
houses, and tracts have also been built to house the Population increase.

During the years, since the completion of the first channel phases of construc-
tion, damages in excess of $runillion resulting from ensuing winters' storms were
averted. As construction of the channel continues, even greater damages will be
prevented by the control of the flood waters.

Realignment of the channel through land owned by the city has provided room
for additional recreational facilities, and a new City Hall and Civic Auditorium
which n re scheduled for construction in the near future.

For many years the people of Escondido have lived with knowledge that the
floods of the past would occur again, and that the sold] clean-up and damage
repair that occurred each winter was a mere trifle to what could happen as the
flood plain urbanized. Perhaps the biggest benefit of all then is knowing that if
the flood comes, the people can watch it roll through town on concrete. they can
use their streets all winter. and generally proceed with business as usual.

Napa River
Three projects have been completed in the Napa River watershed under - .Public

Law 566.
The Tulticay Creek project constructed in the southeast section of the city of

Napa has about 3 miles of channel improvement. Since the completion of this
project, six new businesses and firms employing about 40 people have been estab-
lished, Several new homes have been constructed in the area that once flooded
to a depth of a foot or more,

The Conn Creek project was constructed near the town of Oakville. This project
protects primarily agriculture land planted to premium wine grapes. Since the
completion of the project no overflow from Conn Creek has occurred. The reduc-
tion of overflow from stream channels is becoming more important with the
planting of premium wine grapes. Infestation of Bermuda grass, Johnson grass,
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Oak. rota fungus, nemattalos, etc., into these plantings are requiring a control
cost program of $770 to S1,50() per acre. Nell' planted certified root stock vineyard
with irrigation anti frost proteetion, ftnntgat et' and drainage improvement is
being ruined tit il::1.01141 to IiiiT,504.1116r acre. Prior pasture or hayland was less thanhalf this value.

Tree planting to replace riparinn trees along the stream for a wildlife habitatwas part of this project. Excellent cover nob- provides habitat for game animals.The opening and NviiIpliing of the channel has changed it from a jungle to anexcellent hunting area.
.1/a

Prom flits start of ponstruction in 19(10 until completion of the twelfth con-tract in 1970 there have been many planned and sumoo imexpt.eted benefits result-ing from the installed works I if improvement. Several thousand acres of farmingland hale been saved front flooding many times during this period. The croppingI if iuti.11 of this land has changed from low value field crops to relatively highvalue vegetable crops is t he flood threat was eliminated.'lliere are two towns Id 11111inoiintately 4.000 people in this area that are fmlonger subject to litsaling frion channel overflow of Marsh Creek. Since elimina-tion I if the flooding hazard substantial turban development has ocurred in and ,ttroun I t114'4' towns. 'An existing mobile home park has been enlarged and twonew mobile home parks hare been bullttpproximately 150 new homes, a shop-ping center, bank, several service stations, motel, expanded school facilities, anda scubr citizen io income housing complex have been constructed. Constructionof these new .service facilities have recessarily resulted in additional jobs beingcreated ivithin the community.
St11114' Illlidanned bent-tits have resulted from the eonstructithi of these works ofimprovement. The sponsors of the project and the ('aunty Superintendent. ofSchools have entered into an agreement to use the Iterinanent pool area of theMarsh Creek Dant as an outdoor education classrobittLetatthining marine, wild-life, and conservation projects. The locol high school FItrtre Formers or .kolericacoss will hove the responsibility for conservation management of this a rtiil..Also,liRife habitat along the improved stream hanks has ineeased recreational useIt melt hunting by providing protected nesting places for game birds within theintensely cultivated farming areas.

( 'Intl. ('roee Ist
The Ilatis ('reek watershed project 55 percent vomplett with the tsinst roe-t ion of miles of improved channel this year. Structural measures now imlutlethe improvement of -Hi miles of floodwater channels, drop and grade stabilizationstructures tutu inlet structures to convey local runoff into the ehannels. Thewatershed consists of aprtlxiniately 96.S00 acres.
Mitilf;111 (luring the winter of TO was normal. Storm intensity and runoffwas light and well below the 10 percent event, Ilowerer. mild temperatures iuJanuary fuelled the snow pack in the Sierras and the resultant flood flows in theluelf.t coupled nith high tilIPS prodttcpd flooding conditions in the lower reachesof the ater:-thed..verage annual benefits of approximately $30000 were realizedin this timer Unit of the watershed N\ 1141 is ilniits'1.11 by 4.1 miles of levee.In ;01(liti0n. local youth frrotips from Vacaville, ivhich is !twitted within thewatershed, have libinted approximately 1,5(H) plants. for wildlife habitat improve-mnt along eitteideted units of channel improvement.

.1,/s fir Cecil;
This project is located in 1.111:4 ,'aunty, and was (.111111110Ni June 30 1905. Theprinciplil problems here floodtlater and sediment damage to high value orchardlaud awl homes in the Rig Valley area.
Structural measures include two flotalvater-retarding <41 rut-tures. One hitsafore feet of water for fish and wildlife. S Miles of stream channel improvementend streandianl; stabilization. More thtlu ST percent of all land treatment meas-ores have been applied. Conservation treatment is complete 011 15,701 acres inthe watershed. The across roads needed for fire protection I In the watershed areeomplete.
Retire/Won:II benefits which would not have been possible without the project.were an unexpected development following eompletion of this PLiitift project.The ciiiirorillo Conservation Kinard. in cooperation with the Lake CountyFlood f'ttittrol and. \linter Conservation District, have tiompleted a fishing and
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hunting access development for Highland Springs Dam ; including paved asphalt
roads. parking areas, electricity, picnic tables, rest room facilities. drinking water,
and a fishing float. The 1969 estimate was 19,000 man-days of use. The "Sea
Bads", a group of scuba divers, hold regular meeting and training sessions at the
lake, so even the lake bottaan is receiving multiple use. Public recess to over 3.000
acres of federal land administered by the Bureau of taind Management has been
improved.

Rainfall during the winters of 1968-69 and 1969-70 were about 30 percent above
normal. In fact, Lake County was declared a disaster area in 1970 due to the
heavy prolonged periods of rainfall. Adobe Creek below the dams ran from 50
toDO percent of capacity for a 5-day period in December 19f19, a 9-day period Iii
January 1970, but no downstream damage was suffered. As Leroy- Thomas. a
pear and walnut grower on Adobe ('reek puts it. "The residents along Adobe
Creek no longer sleep with one eye open during periods of heavy. rainfall."

coLouAno
Big Sandy

The Big Sandy watershed project has not suffered any serious floods since
1965. The following information has been provided by the Colorado Gana.. Fish
and Parks DiviSilm relative to recreation use of the multiple- purpose RaInah
Reservoir in the Big Sandy watershed project : The total use in terms of visitor-
days amounted to 31.04)0 valued at $1.50 per day. In terms of economic impart.
examples of use are as follows which is not all inclusive: Fishing. 20,535 days;
boaters. 2.243 days; campers. 1,761 days: skiers, 272 days: swimmers. 175 days;
and picnickers, fig days.
Home Supply

One of the principal features of this project is an irrigation water reservoir
with a storage capacity of 5.200 acre feet.

A separate cooperative agreement between the sponsors and the State Game.
Fish and Parks Division provided for stocking of game fish. public fishing. and
boating. State agency is also providing facilities for picnicking. parking.
sanitation. and boat docking at the site. Present investments for these purposes
by the State amount to kt10.576.

Since stocking the reservoir with trout. 30,0441 fisliarmen have used the recrea-
tion facilities. Based on the per fisherman-day used as a value by the Bureau
of Sport Fisheries, and Wildlife. the facility has :already provided recreation
usage valued at $60,000.

The Lon Hagler reservoir containing :1.200 acre feet Of irrigation storage has
provided a full eapacity supply of water for irrigation (luring 1969. The going
local sale prii'e Of storage water is to $6 per acre foot. The benefits for 194al
based on \water sale price of $3 per acre foot are S26.000, Increased crop pro
duetion from the water supply adds to the water sanady benefits.

Many other structural features of the project which are completed. as \veil ns
applied land treatment measures. would add materially to annual benefits
received.

l'ONSECTICTT
l'orwIre Ilro61,.

The Post ()thee ocetipie:: the gramil floor of a new building at the edge of the
channel with truck loading in the basement. This would not have been possible
prior to the watershed project.

A. garage Oil Furnace Avenue that was badly tloaded has been pun !lased by the
nail across the street to he used as their main shilmile and receiving building.

Itayteek F.quipment Company is housed in a building that was badly flooded.
Rayteek produces lighting equipment.

The Board of Selectmen was advised by the consultants designing a new sew-
age treatment plant that several thousand dollars will be s aved as a re 'tilt of
the project because sewage tanks van be placed n t n lower elevation.

The town has been able to obtain a $5 million liability insurance policy which
includes fiend d amage for the low risk prellli1111111 rate.

The Stafford Printers has expanded its operation anal plans another
Previous to the project three insurance companies had refused theta flood

damage insurance.
Several miles of railroad bed and tracks are now protected from flood damage.

, i;
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A commercial recreational development. Sun Valley. is located directly below
one of the flood retarding dams. The development consists of one huge pond and
several smaller ponds offering facilities for swimming. boating, and fishing ; trails
for skimobiles. trailer sites, picnic areas, and a barn for square dancing.

DELA NV AKE
Bear Hole

Bear Hole project reduced potential flood damages to crops front $25,000 to
only $2.000 daring a 13-inch rainfall in July 1959. Improved drainage has per-
mitted additional hard surfacing of roads in the watershed. Land values have
increased as much as 70 to 75 percent in the area.
Upper Nanticoke River

The Upper Nanticoke River project is beginning to show the benefits predicted.
The project consists of stream channel improvements designed to serve agricul-
tural land. Channel construction reached the first cropland during one of Dela-
ware's worst droughts. Twelve farmers in the watershed took advantage of the
dry seasons to build farm ditches emptying into the new outlet. Property values
rose. Several landowners added to their farmland holdings.

The pr.(jell was conceived primarily in ernis of cropland benefits from drain-
age and flood fa-event-bon through channel improvement. The recent drought years
have produced few benefits front cropland protection. However, unexpected bene-
fits have viiien recorded. These include such items as

Roads previously considered not worth paving dire to poor under-
dra hinge were surfaced.

2) Storm sewers in three rtiralcommunities were installed or improved.
A recent forest fire wits brought under control at the clearing provided

by the channel. berm. and
(4) Channel construction roads have been used for timber harvest in pre-

viously inaccessible areas.
(.-ti Construct:on roads improved wildlife habitat. Increased use of the

roads by hunters was evident.
ttil The general appearance of one area of the project has been changed

sc, much that one leader etuninented. The project has completely reversed
the downward trend of the area and has provided the n onola t and en-
couragement to improve and beautify the community."

FLORIDA
North St. Lucie River

In the teriod of May IS through June 30, 1968, a total of 40 inches of rain
fell on the watershed. Areas outside the project were inundated 50 percent
of this period. Tropical storm "Abby" (limped 6 to 8 inches of water on this
sa tura ted watershed,

Rainfall of this intensity and duratiOn would have flooded 8,0(10 acres of
citrus for a period 3 to 5 days had not the project been completed. Local
estimates are that losses would have been $300.-$400 per acre. The damage
to the citrus trees lasts for at least 2 years. At this rate $214 to $3 million
damages were prevented by the project.

During the storm period, the project pump station operated 7 hours straight
to prevent flooding in its drainage area. This 100.000 gallon per minute pump
station operated a total of 100 hours during this 6-week period. (The pump
station is in addition to gravity drainage by channels.)

This channel-type project stood out in the spring of 1967 drought like an
oasis. All structures were holding full heads of water at the end of the drought.
Landowners used and managed the available water wisely.

Six thOusand acres of citrus were benefited above structure 2 and 7.000 pores
above structure 3. A total of 22 stationary pumps and numerous portable pumps
pumped irrigation water from the storage pools and above these structures.
Areas beyond the boundaries of the district dried up and crops were ruined.
The water table was maintained at a satisfactory level in the district and the
trees were able to hold their fruit.
Taylor Creek

In a 6-week period of May and June, this watershed received 20 Inches of
rainfall. including a hurricane. Some privately operated rain gauges recorded
up to 40 inches.

8 .?
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The final eonst ruction contract was 90 percent complete when the rains began.
In spite of this the project works prevented flooding of pasture and citrus
lands. Aerial id-Nervations revealed extensive flooding outside the watershed.

It is estiinot.41 that flooding was prevented on 15,000 acres of pasture and
300 acres of Ohms. At the damage ratty of $20 per acre of pasture and $300
per acre of citrus, a total damage of $390.000 Was averted.
Saraxota West Could

Water youths! structures hold water ill 11 miles of completed channels which
were stocked with fish when constructed. These channels held water through-
out the 1967 spriqg drought, which was the worst in 25 years. All natural
squannels and ponds in the watershed dried up. The project channels will re-
stock the remainder of the watershed with fish. Contrary to many theories,
these 11 miles of channel have provided excellent fishing during the past years.

GEORGIA
Bull (Wyk

Eleven floodwater - retarding structures, unproved i hamlets including concrete
and rack -lined channels, and appropriate land treatment measures comprise,
the main elements of the Boll ('reek watershed in Harris and Muscogee Coun-
ties. The project. now nearing completion, protects 1300 acres of agricultural
land with an estimated benefit of $6,000 annually.

In addition, it provides 100-year flood protection to more than 1300 acres of
urban land in Columbus, a city of more than 125,0(X) producing an estimated
amnia! benefit of $286,000.

Ilic Thiscogee County government has been unusually active and farsighted
this projeet. They acquired over 1,000 acres of land for ten of the eleve

\,structures at a cost of $1,559,148. Each of the ten lake sites is being developed
R4to a county park with rest rooms, picnic tables, and shelters with all ex-
!WWII 1/4 million dollars annual benefit from recreational use, 'These benefits
were unexpeeted and were not used to justify the project at its inception,

One floodwater-retarding dam is on the Fort Benning Military Reservation
and prsides recreatlisnal facilities to thousands of military personnel and
their families.

Women's organizations are cooperating with project sponsors to beautify
parks around the struetures, making these areas more attractive to park users.
This opportunity for the women's groups to participate, while unexpected at
the outset, has added considerable. impetus to the watershed project.

The installation of three flood-retarding reservoirs en the Lindsey Creek
tributary saved the county government an estimated $360,000. This was the
amount necessary to replace a single culvert under an airport runway with
larger twin culverts, The installed structures now control runoff to an amount
that is well within the capacity of the present culvert under the runway.

On March 3. 1966, a 6-inch rain in S hours fell on the Lindsey Creek portion
Of the watershed, At this time three flood-retarding struetures and part of
the concrete -lined and rock-lined channel were already installed. Althought a
portion of the concrete -lined channel was still to be installed, flood damage
w,os estimated at only $2004300.

Damage on Weracolm Creek, adjacent to but outside the Buil Creek water-
shed, to urban property was estimated at more than $100.000.
Little TallapooRa

Benefits continue to accrue to both rural and urban people iu the Little Tana-
posssn River watershed.

The Mayor of Villa Rica reports. "Six new industries employing approximately
40 people, have opened plants in Villa Wen, Georgia. Since the Little Tallapoosa
River watershed project started, the city has completed plans to run a 10-inch
water main through a 140-acre tract of the land which has been reserved for
Industrial development. one of the major factors in our spearing these new
industries and jobs for our people is the assured future water supply."

According to a recent report of researchers from the Geogia Institute of Tech-
nology, one of the most attractive locations for new industry is the Villa Rica area.

Residents of Carrollton. Georgia, turned on their spigots and let them run vir-
tually free of charge during September 19) 5, at a time when severe drought still
plagued much of the State,

8 8
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Water customers were told they could use all the water they wanted. "All It
would cost," said Carrollton Mayor John Robinson, "wart what they paid the
month before we started the open spixot policy,"

The secret is the extra municipal and industrial water supply stored in Lake
Tallapooma, one of the 14-flood-r.tarding lakes in the Little Tallapoosa Riverwatershed project.

"At a time when everybody else is burning up, we can offer our people all the
water they want because we have it stored In our watershed lake," Mr. Robinsonsaid.

"I want everyone to know," he continued, "that this watershed project iS the
greatest thing that has happened to Carrolton to create jobs and attract indus-
try. The men In SCS deserve all the credit in the world for helping us with thisproject."

Another cumulative benefit accruing to Carrollton, according to Mayor Robin-
son, is the increasing water revenue. "This now enables us to finance the extra
utility services necessitated by the expanded [min:grin! growth and housingdevelopments."

"There is no doubt about it," Mr. Robinson said ; "the extra water we have
now because of the Little Tallapoosa watershed project is the vital key in assur-ing the future development of this area,"

The Mayor of the city of Carrollton reported, -The Little Tallapoosa watershed
project is the finest thing that has happened to our city and county in n long time.
We were fused with the necessity of building a new sewage treatment plant. But
tae were able to construct an oxidation pond in an area of- Natoli: land near
Carrollton which is now protected because of the watershed improvements up-
stream. This admit* saved us more than $100,000.

"A private eotimulting firm employed by the city has estimated that the recrea-
tional value alone from structure 36 ( near Carrollton) will be clout $10,060 a
year. although no additional water storage was Included for recreation.

"t'arroliton's share of the cost of the project was esti than $200,060. In the
light of benefits that have and will continue to accrue, It would have been cheap
at several times that figure."

In 1961, Carrollton was saved theousandm of dollars in repair bilis to its water
plant because of the then inclonpleted project, according to the Mayor. In 1114s, a
101,42-Inch rainfall occurred and, despite the use of sand bags, floodwater from
the Little Taliapoosa got into the city water supply. The float! eltvered 6,1110 acres.washed out 19 bridges, and did extensive outage to Ian 1, crops, and
improvements.

The Vice-President of Southire Company, Camditon, stated that the plant
expanded in 1944, doubling its use of water and increasing the number of people
employed. The plant now employs more than t400 people, with an annual payroll
of $4 million. A further expansion, which will more than double present opera-
tions, is being planned.

Trent Tube Company. Carrollton. is now building a plant that will employ 4(X)
people. Its only source of water will be the new watershed reservoir, It also plans
to make further expansions as adequate water Is ensured.

The Douglam-Lomason Corporation reported that the company's Board of
Directors agreed to build a plant at Carrollton only after the new water supply
was assured, The plant Is under construction, and 800 people are already
employed.

IIAWAlI
Watattar Ntei and iWaiattete /kt

The adjacent watersheds Are located on the leeward side of the Island of
()aim in the Hawaiian Archipelago and occupy a land area of 30,760 acres. This
tropical area, with its vast sand beaches, is populated ,with one of the largest
low-income groups in Hawaii. It contains a sizable community of native Ha-
waiians living on homestead lands administered by the state.

The population of the Wa lame district has increased from 16,452 in 1960 to
23.842 in 1970. This is a 45 percent increase in population in ten years in an
economically depressed area.

The Wa Nut watersi.ed project was the' first major commuultpinspired
project in the area. Approved for installation in late 1960, the project has provided
st (mains for a momentum of community redevelopment.

Redevelopment projects in downtown Honolulu brought relocated low-income
families to the region. This has compounded social problems. Protection provided
by the Walanne Nut watershed project has helped give low-income families the
opportunity to move into improved low-cost housing.
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The Hawaii llouisng Authority has purchased 20 homes built on land formerly
Undevelopable because of flooding and drainage problems. The developer was able
to embark on a low-cost housing development soon after the Mai li channel im-
provement was completed in 1061.

A joint state-city program for development of u planned c000ntaity consisting
of 5410 new homes, a g()Verinnent services center, a shoppo g cemer Lad recreation
facilities near the Waia nae lki channel Improvement %%as recently announced.

Public and private agencies have initiated other development programs since
the start of construction of both watershed projects. A sewage treatment plant
designed to serve the existing and projected population has been completed.

Interstate Highway 11 -1 is under construction. 1111(1 will put newly constructed
beach parks of the Wandlike area within '25 mtinutes of downtown Honolulu.
Newly constructed schools in the area include Waianae Elementary, Mai li Ele-
mentary- and Waianae Intermediate. Construction is underway on a new Nanakuli
High School. The Nanakull-Maili area is one of the two active Model-City pro-
gram areas In the state of Hawaii.

The watershed projects have also stimulated private investments ill the area.
Now that flooding has been eliminated, Joe Dwight, Sr., has been able to realize
his dream of developing an attractive housing area along the Ulehawa Stream.
Fifty-two homes have been built and sold at $17,000 and up. Prospects for further
develomment are bright.

A local school teacher and long-time resident stated, "These projects have pro-
vided the people With a new hope fin* the future and an intense pride in the
redevelopment of their community."

Through community efforts, the entire beach front is presitly undergoing
improvement. Much of the debris and shrubbery which accumulated over the
years is being cleared out. The Community Action Program, employing under-
privileged young people, has made great headway in further beautifying the com-
munity. The overall beauty of the area also has been greatly improved by eliminat-
ing weed- and rubbish-choked channels. A sense of community pride is growing.

George Zane. chief of the State Sanitation Division, stated that the Ulehawa
channels have eliminated a health hazard caused by the frequent flooding *of the
Nanakuli area. Before the channels were installed, floods formed large pools of
standing water which remained stagnant for two weeks or more. The pooled areas
were perfect breeding places for mosquitoes and other disease-carrying organ.-
ISMS. The standing water also made cesspools inaccessible for pumping. Raw sew-
age seelled upward through the ground producing noxious odors and posing a
serious health hazard. "This condition." Mr. Zane noted. "no longer exists."

The Llehas+a channel project, completed in April 1965, has provided residents
of Nanakuli with protection from five storms. The storms would have caused an
est luta ted total damage of $750.000.

Instead of looking forward to human misery Iwo-lose of floods. the people of
the area are confident of the protection provided by the chattel' projects.

IbATIO

Cedar ('reek
Cedar Creek is a small watershed in South Central Idaho that. typical to the

West. receives most of its precipitation in the form of winter snows. With irri-
gated agriculture depending on stored water in Cedar Creek Reservoir for.exist-
ence, the area had long been plagued by problems of poor.v.mter supply and deli-
very. From the diunsite down to the irrigated plateau. the creek stretches between
vertical rock cliffs as it carves a deep canyon toward the Snake River Plain. An
old fume constructed many years ago contoured the water out of the canyon and
onto the plateau above. To compound the problems of poor water control. this
leaky flume would often be broken by a falling rock from the cliffs, leaving the
area with no water at all during peak Irrization_seasonss.

A new diversion dam and a 54-inch pipeline replaced the old flume. making
certain that all the water taken from Cedar Creek reached the irrigation area.
There a regulating reservoir allowed a large enough simply to Iw held so that
each farm and ranch had the benefit of better water enntrol. In addition to the
irrigation benefits. the regulating reservoir is widely used for picnicking. swim-
ming. and other recreation. Waterfowl and upland gains birds find hundreds of
acres of new habitat within reach of the water.
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Other improvements continually show up on the irrigated area. Improved roads,
improved homes, improved land treatment and other new aspects of beautifica-
tion are seen annually. Twin Falls bankers testify that the stability of the irri-gated agriculture of the area shows up in downtown business and bank deposits.

Lawrence Heil, President of the Cedar Mesa Reservoir and Canal Company,
expresses the feeling of most people in the area when he says, "If we had to goback to using the old system, I would sell my ranch and pull out."
Fourth of July Creek

The project was completed in 111116 to reduce flood damages in a 17,000 acre
watershed. Seven farms have benefited with improved removal of spring flood-water. This was accomplished by strengthening a dike separating Fourth of JulyCreek from the Coeur d'Alene River and installing a pumping plant to lift creek
waters into the river at high water. Because of the improved agriculture in theFourth of July Creek bottoms. the project has had an unexpected benefit to wild-life habitat in the area. After farmers harvest 100-bushel oats in the fall, thefields turn to a lake as early spring runoff begins. During the 3-4 week periodthat it takes tlfe pumps to drain the surface water into the Coeur d'Alene River.
thousands of ducks. geese, swans and other waterfowl utilize the lake as a feed-ing ground. With an amide feed supply caused by spilled grain. the gaggle of feed-ing waterfowl enn be heard throughout the watershed for a period in the springwhen otlar foil supplies for the migrant birds are in short supply.

ILLINOISRig Blur Creek
Big, Blue watershed project in Pike County supplies water to the city of Pitts-field. it also provides flood control to farmland downstream.
The 250-arre Lake Pittsfield provides an adequate %voter supply, Since its for-mation, the following progress has been made in the city of Pittsfield (Population4.100) and in developing the watershed project for recreation:1. The Greater Pike Industrial Association was formed to try to secure new in-dustries. The members purchased 132 acres north of town and are developing itinto an industrial park. The Association raised the money for the purchase price,$17.0011. 1w contributhms from groups and individuals and by issuing stock in theAssoriation. Two plants are now considering Pittsfield as a place to locate.2. Because of an adequate water supply from the lake, it was possible to buildan oxidation basin for handling sewage in the south part of town. The haSin cost$200,000. Two housing jlevelopments have been completed and two more started.3. Because of an adequate water supply. Assembly Homes Incorporated chosePittsfield over sonic other towns for building a $500,000 nursing home. The De-velopment Assn(' la thin in Pittsfield purchased the land for $10,000,4. Public recreational facilities ate being developed at the lake site. This t00,is a community undertaking. It now includes seven separate picnicking areas withtables, grills, and access to fishing ; a gravel boat ramp; a boat dock ; two camp?grounds: .and a playground park. All these facilities are offered to the publicfree of charge. Recreation plans for the future include a $30,00() concrete boatramp with access roads and parking lot.

A nine-hole golf course is planned on the east side of the lake. Keep in mindthat recreation was not a purpose in the watershed work plan but these develop-ments are made possible by the watershed project.The 40-acre lake which was the city water supply, prior to construction of-thewatershed reservoir, was sold to a private concern, which has developed it intoan excellent and well known recreation center. This operation efhploys about 25people during the vacation season and brings in the thousands of dollars to thecommunity in the form of sales and services to the patrons of the recreationdevelopment.
A new low-rent old-age housing project is now under construction in Pittsfield.It will contain about 70 units. Without an adequate water supply it is doubtfulif this nroject could have been approved by the Department. of Housing andT'rhan Development.
5. During October of 1909 between eight and nine inches of rain fell on thewatershed one weekend. Although other creeks in the area were flooded andcaused considerable'damage. Blue Creek was never out of its hanks and causedno damage. Downstream landowners are convinced of the effectiveness of flood-water-retarding structures.
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Iq 6. A local banker and former councilman, who has had more to do with initiating
the project than any other individual, has this to say, The psychological effect

of an adequate water supply on the whole business community has been tremen-
dous. Since the formation of the 250-acre lake with an adequate water supply, the

attitude of the businessmen is entirely different."

Old Tom Creek
When structure 30 was constructed in the Old Tom Creek watershed, it re-

placed a bridge on a county township road. The county and township contributed

to the cost of construction and also agreed to maintain the fill.
Soon after the completed fill was turned over to the owner on whose land it

was constructed, the Prime Beef Chapter of the Isaac Walton League 14 Mon-

mouth. Illinois, worked out an agreement to lease the east side of the lake corn-.
prising about 20 acres of land and 15 acres of water. This was leased for $500
per year.

The League members were interested since there is no recreation available
within a 20-mile radius. The land has grown up in brush and large trees and re-
quired a tremendous amount of work to put In shape.- The local members of the
League contributed this labor, so that now the entire area is a beautiful park.

To secure money for clearing and developing, the membership was enlarged
so that today it consists of 5()9 families paying an initial $10.00 initiation fee
and $20.00 dues per year per family. This 'honey was and is used for develop,
input and maintenance.

The use of the park and facilities is limited to the 509 families, who are mem-
bers, or about 1.806 people considering 3.5 people per '1111iiiy.

There are some exceptions, however, tuber groups such as Boy Scouts and
church groups way use the area with clearance from the officers. Any organiza-
tion with adult supervision is welcome.

The facilities consist of abort 20 outdoor fireplaces, a shelter house about
38 feet by 00 feet : 2 bath houses with showers: electricity with numerous out-
lets a deep well ; u large sandy beach with float and diving tower ; two cook
shacks. four modern rest rooms, and all roads are binektoptasl.

'lie lake has been stocked with bass, binegill. and catfish ,..ttat now .excel-
lent fishing is available.

This area is providing fishing. camping. boating. swimming. and ice skating.
Many of the families spend their. va1.atiini here and the Boy Scouts camp
frequently.

The following is the estimated men days used in a year. but very little
overlapping, is Jacinths!:
1. Swimming

32: 0000

2. Camping
3. Ice Skating
4. Fishing

1.200
3.000

Total
44. 200

This is an excellent example of extra benefits from watershed work and also
for recreation for a large area that was devoid of any before.

INDIANA

Powieron
This was the second year in operation for the multiple-purpose flood preven-

tion and recreation structure which created 460 acres of water, and developed
420 acres of land for camping and picnicking. The year 1970 surpassed 1909
in visitor days by 23.934 1145,856 in 1970-119.902 in 19091. and in total receipts
by $12,311.14 ($51.340.14 in 1970$39,029 in 1969). Annual entrance passes
increased from 616 to 898. There was also an increase in fishermen. boaters,
campers and picnickers,

The palmed remodeled grocery store nearest the park, the new store fronts
on the city square, the boat insurance signs on the windows of insurance agen-
cies, alai most stores selling out of camping and picnicking supplies each week-
end are some of the benefits not clearly seen by most.

The assessed valuation of the land acquired for the park and lake was $25.000.
One of the main objections to the developaient was the removal of this from
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the ta x rolls. .Tu-tt one dovelotanent on O acres near the lake with city sewersand water has added

*154.400,Z1SSetitied Vaunt tion to date. This includes 43lots sold and 15. houses constructed. There are three inure under constructionand more planned for next year. This is a benefit to the county that very fewcould or would recognize and this does not take in the development around theother parts of the lake.
Prairie ('reel; (Davit its County)

The si).6,00 acre Prairie Creek \Yang...died is providing Mood protection to over11.00 acres of land which, prior to the watershed program, floodel 3- timesannually.
The 11 floodwater retarding structures, 49 miles of flood control channel,and 15 ndles of levees have reduced damages to outlay roads and bridges becausethe floodwater is controlled. Sttveral old (3-too limit I bridges have Iteen replacedby corrugated tnetaI pitats, Marty county roads which do not duct anymoreare being blacktopped.
The ulti-pupose structure at Montgomery, Indiana, known as Indian RockLake, has really been, a tremendous benefit to the community. The 20-acre lakeand 13 acre park were originally designed to include 10 campsites with elec-tricity. This has been 'N pa Tided to over 50 sites. There were 16..10S camperdays used flsti Aig last season in the park.
The Montgomery Ituritall Club. who financed the local share of tine costs forthe recreation facilities. purchased an additional 21) acres adjacent to the Palkthis summer. The Ruritan Club plans to develop this new area for camping,parking and outdoor sports area.

Doris 11011, ('ruc
The TOM.' State Highway Ctinunission had tried unsuccessfully several timesto stabilize the road shoulders along State Highway 37 west of Soldier. Thecompleted grade stabilization structures in the watershed 1111 ye provided a stablebase for the Highway Commission to stabilize and improve the shoulders alongthe highway. The District Nlaintenance Engineer stated that the Highwaycommission has been aide to improve the road shoulders in the area Ns. lie rein the past it was impossible to do. Ile also stated that in several places thehigliWay grade we have eroded out or been badly damaged without thecultildetion of the watershed structures.

Indian. Creek
Indian Creek for many years has been a problem to the of City Council BluffsThe 9,792-acre watershed lies to the north of the city flowing directly throughthe heart of the business district. Frequent flooding in the city has been causedby silt clogging the channel.
High intensity rain storms which covered a 22-day period in :rune 1967, afterthe structures were completed, produced 17.71 inches of rainfall. The flow inIndian ('reek was never more than one-quarter full compared with overflowingin 1947. Land treatment measures consisting of 66 miles of terraces, 27 acres ofgrassed waterways. 60 acres of land conversion from cropland to permanentpasture, and construction of three grade stabilization and detention structureshave prevented silt. from clogging the ehannel and thus alleviated flooding, Afourth structure. replacing a bridge that had been replaced several times, hasbeen constructed whin permitted the County to straighten the road as well asprovide flood prevention benefits.The four impoundments have been stocked with fish. They provide recreationsuch as hunting. fishing, picnicking. and sonic swimming to residents of thearea. Many spt1'ies of waherftnifi have been noticed visiting these ponds. inclu41-ing ducks, geese; End tilt fit litast one occasion, a dock of pelicans. (Me ownerhas lteautifled the area around the conservation pool by planting trees and shrubs.He keeps it mowed clettn. addinF' to the beauty of the farmstead as well as thecountryside.

Pony Creek
The Nishnabotna Girl Scout Council of Southwest Iowa has purchasedacre site which includes a 22-acre lake formed by a l'ony Creek watershedstructure in Mills County. The Nishnabotna Counch serves 3.738 girls andexpects an enrollment of 5.000 in the next 10 years. The name tf t camp wiltbe Camp Neyati (English translation ''By the Lake"). The at ivities at the
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camp will include hikihg, camp craft, nature study, with the lake providing for
activities such as fishing; canoeing, aquatic life, and swimming. The area con-
tains steep terrain and deep ghllies. The watershed structure's main purpose
was grade stabilization of these gullies. Now it provides this plus a setting
for the camp and the top, of the darn will serve us it crossing to a major part
of the land.

KANSAS

Frog Creek
Flood damage redUction betlefit:4 estimated at $132.000 were realized during

a storm series on Julie 19 to 21, 1967, in this 22,496-acre watershed. Rainfall
for the 3-day period ranged from 8 inches over the general watershed area to
13 inches In the upper reaches. In addition to land treatment, the project meas-
ures include seven floodwater-retarding dams built with PL-566 assistance
and four similar but sandier structures built with "going" progrant assistance.

Before the big rain in June, water stored in sediment pools was used for
suPPle,Mental irrigation. Severe flood damages were experienced on nearby water-
sheds without flood- prevention measures.

Flood damages have not been experienced on this watershed since the eleven
structures were built.
Twi:Coney ,,

Boy Scouts developed a recreation facility in the Twin Caney watershed. A
multIple-purpose dam has been completed, forming a 400-acre lake which is the
focal point of the 2,800-acre Quivira Scout Ranch. Seven separate camps have
been established around the lake. The lake provides all aquatic sports, including
swimming, sailing, canoeing, and fishing. The Quivira Council of Boy Scouts
contributed about $110,000 toward construction costs of the dam.

Tho Kansas Forestry, Fish and Game Cotntnission has worked with the
quivira Council to develop this lake into an outstanding fishing facility.

During 1970, there were 24,($)0 man- and boy-days of camp Use from about
150 Boy Scott Troops and Explorer Units. The annual budget for 1979 camp
op,erationg exceeded $50,000. Capital Improvements during the past year have
included new water mains to several of the wilderness camps and a new house
for the camp ranger. These direct expenditures by the Council, together twill
the travel costs and local expenditures by campers, contribute directly to the
economy of the area in which the Scout Ranch is located.

The city of Caney gained in several ways by participating in building a
multiple-purpose reservoir. Construction was completed in December 1966.

The city of Caney reservoir is not only providing 1,335 acre-feet of flood-
detention capacity, and 600-acre feet of supplementary municipal water supply,
but is also developing a considerable recreation potential. Allen Kirkpatrick of
Havana, whose 644-acre farm includes 23 of the 80 surface acres of this reser-
voir, is_developing a commercial recreation enterprise in the wooded area next
to the lake. He seeured a Farmers Home Administration b gill to help finance
the prOject. The resort is called Timber Hill Lake. Ile has provided roads and
sanitary and recreation facilities for swimming, trailer camping, picknicking,
boating and fishing:
Timber Creek

The city of \\Infield has met the challenge of the future with a $10.000,00()
improvement program in water supply, recreation, and power generating

4 capabilities.
The Winfield City Lake waS developed through the cooperative efforts of the

Timber ('reek Watershed District, the United States Department of Agricul-
Aare Soil Conservation Service. the Federal Department of Housing and Urban
Development, and the city of Winfield. This multildelmrpose,development pro-
vides a lake with a 1.130-acre surface area, basic facilities and a surrounding
land' area for recreation; flood prevention; and a full high-qttlity water supply
to the 12,000 people of Winfield.

A new water treatment plant and 1.500,000 gallon ground storage supply has
been constructed. The plant has a design capability of 8.000.000 gallons per day.
Current use is 3.5 million gallons per day. thus giving Winfield and the sur-
rounding area adequate plant capacity for the future.

To provide a constant source of adequate pressure a new 1,000,000 gallon ele-
vated storage tower was constructed.

9 .1.
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For transmission of raw water from the lake to the treatment plant, 7.06
miles of 24-inch reinforted concrete pipe %were laid as a gravity main.

These excellent sepply and treatment facilities will provide the city and sur-
rounding area with an adequate water supply wail the year 2020.

Looking to the future in anticipation of community growth. the city has ex-
pande(l its power facilities with the construction of it new 26,500 kilowatt steam
generating plant and a 25.01)0 kilovoltamp interconnection with the Kansas Gas
and Electric Company. Financing of the power improvements and the city's
share of the water improvements was accomplished through the sale of revenue
bonds.

This extraordinary community improvement is completely operational and
was dedicated in ceremonies on October 24. 1970.

On April ls, 1970. a rainfall of 5 to 7 inches fell over most of the presoaked
watershed. Winfield Lake alonivvitli five upstream structures stored over 12.000
acre-feet of thaolwater and prevented a major flood in the valley below including
the city of NVitaieid.

KENTUCKY
Mufti: irer

Water resource developments within the 240,000 acre Mud River watershed'
have stimulated motromic growth and provided flood protection and municipal
water. as well as various facilities for public and private recreation,

Three multiple-purpose structures, and 18 floodwater-retarding structures
have been built and 17 miles of tributary stream channels have been improves!.
Twenty-six dams and reservoirs are planned in the project.

Lake Malone. an S20 acre lake created by multiple-purpose structure 51. was
installed for watershed protection and flood prevention as well as for fish and
wildlife and public recreation in cooperation with the Kentucky Department of
Fish and %Vilillife Resources. A 300-acre state park has been developed along part
of the shoreline. Over 204) privately owned cottages valued at over $2 million have
been built along the lake. Other developments around the lake. both public and
private, include 30 miles of new roads, 20 miles of improved roads, a $145,000
bridge. a $45.000 sportsmen's I( e. and 20 milesed hiking trails. Over 7.000 Boy
8ontk from all parts of the colintry have hiked along the/Ae scenic trailsover
700 scouts during one weekend alone. Existing facilities at Lake Malone provided
over 100.0(X) visitor days during 1968.

Another multiple-purpose reservoir includes municipal water for Lewisburg
(population 500). This facility is credited with the expansion of a pallet plant
to employ an additional 75 people. A new medical clinic has also been constructed

.

and is appropriately staffed.
Lake Herndon. the third multiple-purpose structure. includes 750 million gal-

lons of water for the city of Russellville. The Audubon Council, Boy Scouts of
America, has purchased 1.200 acres of land completely encircling the 142-acre
lake for a Iloy Scout reservation that 11111 accommodate over 6.000 boys annu-
ally. Long Iange plans for the reservation include development of four separate
camps. One camp has been completed at a cost Of $450.000 1111(1 111(111(1('S swim-
ming pool. trading post and commissary, non-dentuninational chapel. and 14 troop
eantp sites. A emnplete aquatic program. including canoeing, evater skiing. motor-

t lug. and sailhoating ems been established.
The construction of Lake Herndon has resulted in an expenditure of over $3

million:including waterlines, two new plants and three plant expansions. It is
the source of water for it new water district which serves 140 rural families.
The water district obtained a grant of $110,000 and loan of $113.000 from tht
Farmers Home Administration to install the water distribution system that
includes 13.9 miles of waterlines.

A stmly made by 51)111(110(m Research, Tnc. shows a benefit of $2.20 for every
dollar spent in the period of 1961-196T, Spindietop estimates that for the period
1961-1990 the benefit will he 82(1,94). The study also shows that in 1967. 1307
jolts with a total income of $5.321.000 can be attributed to the Mud River Water-
shed project.

The watershed work plan is now being revised to include the city of 1111,;(41.
vilie as a sponsor of a fourth multiple purpose structure that will contain about

butna gallons of water and have a surface area of over 200 acres. The total !
estimated cost of this facility is $625,000.
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a/Icy C rce
The future of Elizabethtown did not look blight when Valley Creek flooded,

May 1961. inflicting an estimated ur thud damage within the city limits.
loon' flooding ocurret1 nearly every year 1%1111 all ilVerage ;1111111;11 !NMI dalllage
of :i442,000.

The future growth and development of the city.Nvas likrwi.o 11;111111(4'Pd b!' tin

inttdetlunte Nater supply. the source of which was two springs and a w ell.
Three floodwater-retarding structures tad taw inuitiPie-purpose stn,1111',

which stores 31$) million gallons of 1111111iripal W;der in a 160-are lake with ad-
jacent facilities for public recreation. are planned for the watershed. The multi-
ple-purpose structure with adjacent facilities for public recreation and the largest
flood-prevention structure are completed. Land rights hake been acquired for the
two remaining structures at ',In approximate it of S2000011. Fishing permits,
valuing more than 511.0110. were sold during the first year's operation or the
recreation lake.

The addition of municipal water and flood protection has given a big boost to
the economy of the lizalfetliton area by attracting new indlistry and creating
new jolts.

Since the -watershed program began. Crucible Steel. Dow Corning. and Illtes
Rubber Company have located new plants or made major expansions ti.at have
created jobs for 1.300 people. Venda Company huts purchased a site for au indus-
trial plant that willemploy 1,000 people.

Fourteen other industrial plants have invest over $18 million in expanded
facilities. Approxiinately $13 million is 11(iNv huiPannually to 2,000' worker in
the city's major industrial plants.

The city's industrial plants oold have been clo'sedduring, the 1969 summer
drought had it not been for 300 aaillitun gallons of municipal water in multiple-
purpose strueture 4.

Flood protection offered by the watershed project has also influenced property
devvlopinent immediately below the structures, .'t IIONN" nntlti trillion (11111;11 shop-
ping center is being developed below moltiple-purpose structure 4

The city 11;1, just completed a sewage lagoon which is protected from flooding
by the watershed structures. The lagoon and other planned improvetneuts for
sewage treatment will solve future I/011101(m problunis of Valley Creek according
to city officials.

LOUISIANA
It uttr re(' l,

TheI specith. purpose for installation of the three tloodwater-retarding struc-
tures nand 13.:1 miles of (191111;1;4re channel in the Rear Creek watershed was flood
control through retardation of runoff and improved drainage. 'tins alone great134
improvt,d the economic euntlithit::: I or the w Ater-buil. !low eYe r. the floodwater-
retarding structures are proving Useful in many way. were not planned.
'These benefits are to livestock water :Ind incident:II recreation including camp-
ing. fishing, water skiing. sinitein,-. boating. picnicking. and duel: hunting. .\c-
cordingi, to /oral residents, ninny tisitur< from J.tke (11;11'lls, 30 miles to The
SOlIffl. and other Wet 1'0110W:111 111`11S rune ti area anti relax ut the lakes f01111'd
fly the sediment pools. Fredrick I,; " jot. prominent faiuer and resident in the
watershed, stated structure 1 is such popular recreation site that in order to
,,I.C1111 near the lake on a weekend it is necessary to do so early oil
f'riday.

-This past summer was one of the worst droughts in this area in many years.
If it had not been for the watershed lakes the local cattlemen would !lave had
very little if any livestoek water." said Mr. f.al'oint.

The Lumber Company on whose property structure 1 is located has made this
lake available for public. use. Not only has the recreational use contributed to
the general welfare of the community but has greatly improved the Comp]
relations with the Iccal people. ()pen range is practiced in this area. The range
Cattle fainerS W0111(111;111. ;differed severely during. this past drought had it not
been for the water provided by the sediment pools of tht7e structures.
North Tra.out

North Tensas watershed. one of tie two I'liblic f.aw :i00 projects that com-
prises the total area of TelISIIS Pau lsh, hail 11411111 to show- favorable ecomnifi
of of the cmanumity. The general 1111Pl'eSSiM11 tint' gets frian driving through
the area is that the small and large landowners :dike 11..ve taken advantage of
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the (irainage facilities and the reduction of the Hood hazard to improve their
lated resource. Several net homes have been built. roads Unproved. and general
upkeep of farm buildings shows a certain amount of pride has developed fiver
tin last,t twee or four years sitit, the complet ill!' of the project. There is a feel-
ing of (tell -being and prlde within the area. The people slimy more interest aitd
take part in the activities of*the conimunity. School and elturelt attendance has
increased.

The triers Home Administration Parish Supervisor indicates that all loan
nyinent. are Illu paid in advance by as much as two years 11llerell'S hefore the

w,itershed prqject 11'it, developed many or the loans were delinquent. Prior real
estate Thans. NVert' 'United to $75 lat per acre but now tvoii1d go three times this
amount or per acre. ,

Imroo at income in ')'ends Parish is lip IS percent over 1902 and exceeds that
of the surrounding fair parish area. ;11,40 rural. by about three percent. Employ-

114stly to agri,ailt tire. is tip:about l c percent over that in 11(02.

1 blhy I;
(tile 11, talv,:ater-retartling structure. one multiple-use tha &water and recrea-

tional ,,tracture, and flooth'vater-diversion channel are providing protection to
residences and business intallliShatielitS ha Flirt Fairfield.

The ciauldeted 'watershed PrOjeet NV a s the main reason the town of
Fc rt experienced no .lomiNvater damage in i he spring of itlflti from the
unusually large accumulation of Sno' and resulting runoff. The TONVII Manager

"This prove. 110'011( :I (101114 that our invest&ent in this project hats more
,than paid for itself.

This ,,attersloal pro.lect again paid dividends to the community wheit'no flood-
in' Witter iht!ititi.;e: were experienced from 11111'11c:tile 1;erthl.

1N1 Si.c(1111

11:1p nalltitale-use recreation and floodwater-retarding structure and two Mood-wt.. struciunn; bane 101.11 (9)filithaTvil in that 1.10.,,111 isNn Ntreatu wo_
er,i,,1 lout. second noiltirle-nse recreation and itoodwater_retarding up-

ture is nearly completed. Four ailditional structures ill be built (Wet' that next
fey,

The Hwirii,,,_porpo:,...li,lore on Manson Brook created a 11M -acre permanent
lieu) f,n recreation. ha the spring of 194ill fishing was the big attraction around
the lake. As suml as the ice started going out arinintl tins shoreline, :100 to 4011
fishermen per day visited the area for about 21) days. Then it slacked off to about
lcu per day. Fishermen were rewarded with catches of trout up to three pounds
and aware! During the fishing sensor, it is estimated that user days from
fishing alone totaled 15.000. a,ctivili,s include svinuning, boating. picnick-
lug. l:v anaphibi in attad float phatms.

floodwater-retarding structures lia:ve functioned very well and have de-
creased tfu tlo,d damage in Presque Isle during the speing runoff.
Lim, :low sl/'twin

Tr:after) I.:ake. created by the constrnetron of a multiple-use structure for flood
Prevention and roc reat inn on NVell-aer Provides s5 acres of permanent
11'iltr for recreation and fish and wildlife use. 'This is one of three sites planned
as part the Limestone Stream NVitterShed pro.je"f. The principal spill ay gate
Was closed in N ivember and the S:1-acre lake vIls 1)11,41 by April PICO. Inur-
ing 1909. the lake has been the focal point of community interest. The site has,
been visited daily by upwards of :III or more people.

I wring the centennial observance of the tovtas founding. the lake and its deli-
cat'', la was the highlight d" the centennial activities. 0.11struction of the basic
reel% Meal facilities halve been started. Boil ling, swimming. tithing. waiter ski-
ing, aid pienh hilig have been the predominant use even thhugh the facilities
\\ore not ccnstrlitd, Hundreds of people flockoil to the lake over ilv Fourth of
.f illy holhlay to view and participate in the ',(ter-based. competitive recreational
;activities.

A v as 1.1041(' c f the newly et-poled lake in Septembr 11(01) by fisheries
laiologi.,is and it was Ilintiltll that the new hotly of wafter had the greatest natural
popiiktior, ,;nioe tisia .peeie. in Northern .Ntitille. The norsery area allOVe the
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1111,:e was preserved during the vonstruct ion process, and large hatches or !wool:
trout moved into the lake ill such numbers that supplemental stocking teas
(IN1`111141 11111-1(ses8ary. The water temperatures and food supply :Ire optiunuu for
a trout fishery habitat.

The lake has turned out to Is a valuable haven for migratory Nvaterfowl. Many
hours of gootl waterfowl hunting were provided in the fall of 1909. Nlaine's Ife-
oarticlit of Inland' Fisheries and tlauu stocked HO ;1 11,11 aronud II1(' lake tvtth
phe,isant during the early Fall (11;1( selN'tql to 1)1()V1il4 eNvelIVIII 411111 1 cllatIVI1gt
(4, Ii ('1 I 1111111fTS in the area.

The ilevelopment of Trafton Lake has provided, and twill continue to provide.
the rt-.sitients of Liniesione and the surrounding continunitieS with many new 1111-
1)MtlinitieS to enjoy water-based recreational activities.

The second flood control structure was bui't in the summer of 1970. I/tiring
heavy rainfalls in ()Holier 1970, hater measured over eight feet above the Prin-
cipal spilltvay. The 'Town NtanaLter indicated that because of this structuure a
considerable amount of damage was eliminated.

MARYLAND
Gifb, rt Nan

The Etistern United States suffered a record-breaking drought in 1000. Gilbert
Ruh watershed. located aloud- 30 miles south of Washington, D.C., in socutheht
' aryland. received barely one-third of the normal rainfall for the period April
30 to Scpteinher 12. The usually unfailing sources of water were dry. Farmers
were hauling most of their domestic water. But the sediment pools of the two
floodwatcr-detention reservoirs in the Gilbert Run vatershvd were nearly full.
Tile Trinity and Jamison illIPOIIMIIIIentS htld 102.263.000 atilt 80.290.000 gallons
respectively.

Farmers in the watershed and biologists from State resouree agencies made
Isnon the extreme suffering of animal and aquatic life. The directors of the
Gilbert Run watershed immediately began releasing water from the sediment
pools. The flow released from the two structures teas estimated to exceed 1,390,-
1110 gallons per day throughout August and until Septentber 13 when the drought
N1 Is iorohP11 by a 5-inell rain. The release of this water effectively sustained
diet through ad the 1) miles of channel and provided water' to wildlife. livestock.
:taunt ic life, awl domestic users.

The drawdown on the Jamison Reservoir was 10.800.000 gallons. The_water at
this site was released over a '.13-day period and constituted '12.5 percent of the

W sediment pool rapacity. Trinity Reservoir, the larger of the two, was operated
over a 3:",da period providing 35,000.000 gallons tvtlich represented'21 percent of
its seditnett3 capacity. The rain on September 13 refilled bot.. reservoirs.'

Several ,important facts were revealed to the directors: First. that the emer-
gency niseds for water in the stream valley could have been met much earlier:
second. that judicial regulation has little detriniental effect on other uses of the
pool (luring drawndown, fund third, that the reservoirs recharge immediately
tt hen the drought is broken. The opportunity to provide drought relief highlights
owe of the onplanned beDefits of the Small Watershed Program.
Marsh I/110/P Crruk

,Mashyllope Creek tviitershed is located in the eastern shore of Maryland and
Delaware about 75 miles oast of the urban complex surrounding Baltimore.
Maryland, and Washipgton, D.C. Signe of the tteation routes from the urban
complex to the seashore resorts of :Maryland and Delaware pass through the
wattslied. The area Is noted for bi.oiler production and for a variety of truck
crops including lima hhitns. peas, tomatoes, and peppoes.

This tvatershed project was originally conceived as a system of multiple-
parpo-le flood prevention and drainage channels with the principal benefits
accruing from increased farm income from the use of agriculture land in the
watershed.,. However. during work plan preparation. a hydrologic analysis re-
vealed that the improved channels in the upper reaches of the watershed, tvhich
weri. designed to prevent flooding anti provide better drainage of the cropland,

ititince flood damages in the town of Federalsburg. Federalsburg is
located on the tunin. c1witwel of Marshylitate Creek near the lower etul of:the
watershed. The plan was then modified to include a single - purpose thaal-preven-
that channel through the Federalsburg 'area with nrban _damage, deduction
benefits used fdr justification. It is now evident that unplanned ANnetits will

.
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accrue to the apprOximately two miles of channel improvement through the
town of Federalsburg. These unplanned benefits will be from new employment
tool neWrecreational opportunities.

The construction of the flood prevention channel through Federalsburg has
been completed. The excavation operation required disposal areas for spoiling
the excavated material. Several spoil areas totalling approximately V) acres have
been acquired by the town. Federalsburg plans to develop these areas as public
park and for public access and use of the water-based recreational potential.
Boating, water skiing, sailing. and associated activities can be folly realized with
the channel, enlargement. Suitable launching and mooring sites are available for
development along the shore. including the newly acquired spoil areas. Economic
benefits Will accrue from the employment provided through the development and
maintenance of the recreational facilities and the sales of boats, motors, and
recreational equipment. The use of the recreational opportunities by outsides will
provide additional money flow into the area.

u.kssAminsgrrs
Potedermill Brook

The city of Westfield last year spent $24.000 to purchase an additional 8.7 acres
of land at the Arm Brook multiple-purpose structure. This Increased the recrea-
tional area to 48 acres. The facility is now open to the public and many groups
are using the area.

The city has hired two fullAlme lifeguards for duty during the summer months.
The local YMCA and Red Cross have been holding swimming Vses for the
youngsters.

ttemlance records show that lip to 4.000 bathers use the facility
The impoundment has provided many hours of fishing for young and old. The

pond was stocked with 1,500 brook trout last year.
The barbeque and picnic facility on the newly acquired land has handled up

to 600 people frum the surrounding cities and towns.
Project representatives (Education Project to Implement

tionA Title 3 Project under Health, Education. and Welfare) have o col the
area as an outdoor classroom.

Dr. Kenneth Taylor of Westfield State College uses the area for biology class-
room for hoth graduate and undergraduate students.

Hunter College in New York has visited the area as a part of their summer field
trip in Geography.

The project is alio used as a demonstration area for sponors of other water-
sbeds.

Land within the Powdermill Brook watershed is now being used more inten-
sively. An industrial firm located in the watershed has expanded its facilities by
$210.000. The plant manager stated that the firm never would have considered
expansion at this location had it not heen for the. protection against flooding of-
fered by the project. A new restaurant. erected at a cost of $80.000, is now doing
buAness near the brook. An electric motor repair firm also has located in the
watershed.

Approxiinately 145 new jobs have heen created in the protected areas as a result
of plant expansions and new businesses.
SiLlseo

In March of 1964 a rain of four to five inches occurred throughout the water-
shed on a heavy snow cover over frozen ground. Only five of ten structures
planned in the _SpAsCo watershed have so far heen completed. The completed
structures performed very satisfactorily and provided a considerable reduction in
flood damages.

lioulson Combing Company (Arthur Feldson) reported that they had about onw
to two feet of water in the plant : damage loss was substantial, but he felt that
530.000 worth of stock was saved bi cam, the water did not get higher.

Mr. Harry Dyson of Thomas Taylor Company felt that the water in the plant
on Cherry Street. Hudson, Massachusetts, was two feet below the 1955 storm.
In 1'955. he said, the plant was shut down one week. In 1968, the shutdown time
was only overnight. This was for minimal cleanup. In 1955. the Company lost
$250.000 in goods. in 1968 the loss was only $50,000. Mr. Dyson also feels that
when the Tyler structure is completed the plant will receive almost total protec-
tion. He is extremelY enthusiastic about the Blase° project.

i7 J
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The towns of NoIrt hboro and Shrewsbury rtsl.ived substantial benefits from
the completed ,SuAst'o structures. The Machinery Electrification. Inc.. Jersey
Mills. Inc,. and Gothic Craft Corporation plants oa iluds(m Street. Northboro,
would certainly have :lustained costly Mold damage had it not been for the
SuAs(*o dam.

An editorial in the Worcester Telegram of March 20, 1965, stated: "The series' .

of dual control danis and other projects in central New England may have paid
fir themselves in a couple of days'' Ili the Worcester Telegram of March 19,
1965. the folhoving statement was made -Two flood control (Items in Northboro)
on the. SuAsCo project were reported easing the threat (of serious tionding-i.*;

The newly constructed Delaney multipurpose flood prevention and fish and
wildlife impoundment is providing excellent hunting conditions for waterfowl
as a result of the large amount of acorns and other seeds that fare Matting in the
permanent pool area.

MICHIGAN

SIII/born Creek
The beautiful view from the modern St. Catherine Church ' NIckolson Hill

is Sanborn watershed. The watershed consists of 4,230 P, .., or 6.6 square
wiles 01 (lass II and III land in the Holcomb Creek tributary of the South
Branch of Devil's River in Alpena ..:ounty, Michigan. All of the land in Holcomb
(*reek is privately owned for agricultural forestry and wildlife uses.

There are 12 miles of county and township highways in the watershed. Since
the 2,5 miles of channel improvement and three multiple purpose drop spill-
ways were installed in 1963, it has resulted in an annual saving lip to $1,000
ill road repairs according to James McQuarrie, supervisor. Damage from Hood-
ing was annual. Sanborn Township Board has installed adequate roadside drain-
age' and constructed 3 miles of hard-surface road in 1965.

The Sanborn watershed has served as a model and a tour Stop for youth
111111 community groups in Alpena and adjacent counties.

The Sanborn watershed "community" has proven to be multi-minty in 'scope.
The cominnnity concept in Sanborn watershed and its accomplishments have
'wiped adjoining localities do the mete thing. It is because of, this watershed
that the people in Truax Creek watershed initiated' a Public Law 566 project.

Working in unison, the Sanborn community in Ossineke, Michigan. located
12 miles south of Alpena, again was first in the county to complete a Sanborn
township zoning ordinaneeln 1969.
31 isteguay Creek

In May 1969. a large storm hit the Misteguay watershed. }lye inches of rain
fell in less than 24 hours. This is the largest rainfall since the project was,com-
!doted. During this storm, all three structures were holding back the maximum
amount of water. -

long -time area residents reported that the flat, highlx productive farm land
below the structures, which contained planted sugar beets and potatoes. would
have been covered by 2 feet or more of raging water had the project not been
instqllee It has been estimated that the crop loss alone duripg 1969 would have
exceeded $50,000 if It were not for the watershed project.

The Porter ('reek of the Misteguay has not gone out of its banks since
+= the completion of the project. This frequently took .place before. No water

damage has been caused to crops because of flooding.
Additional acres of high value crops. sugar beets find potatoes. are being

planted each year. Iand.treatment is progressing in this area at a rapid rate.
". with nearly 100 percent of all planned treatment installed. More than 10 new

homes have been constructed in the area during the last year. The Mistegnay
Creek watershed shows signs of a healthy, growing economy.

, MINNESOTA
iffl Irk ('reek
4During the spring of 1969. Minnesota experienced some very serious. toding

from snowinelt runoff.
The Hawk ('reek' Pilot watershed performed in an excellent manner. Most

flows were contained within the project channel, except where snow blocktrge
pushed water out at read crossings temporarily until the flow mild remove
the snow. Comments byJocal leaders in the watershed speak well of the project.

Georg(' Grossing. Chairman of the Watershed Steering Committee, stated:
"Hawk Creek did very well this year : no flooding to speak of."

p
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Councilman Sailor' Thissen of Clara City said : "If it hadn't been for OwHawk Creek projeit we in Clara City would have been flooded. in my mindthe Hawk Creek has paid for itself many times."
Councilman Harold Swanson of Clara City stated: '-We were well pleasedwith the way the hawk Creek watershed project worked for us this year. Wehad no flooding problems at all."

Shakopee ('reek ,

The two floodwater-retarding structures and the channel, improvement in thehakopee Creek watershed performed very well Miring the large snowtneltflood this spring. There was a deep and sustained flow over the emergenciesof both floodwater-retarding structures. The emergency spillway which wasdesigned to start operation with flows of greater than a 25-year frequencyevent. both operated for extended periods of time. There was only minor scourat the outlet on both of the emergencies. Throughout the Shakopee Creek water-shed there were over 80 inches of snow before the snowmelt began.
The storm {waked nn April 12 and the reservoirs were retarding the runoff onApril 2.

-on April 24, 1969, Mr, Roy Stattler, who owns farmland near the ShakopeeLake floodwater-retarding structures. stated : -Shakopee Creek did a good jobof controlling water this year. If the channel was like it was before improvement,we would still have our farms underwater."

Bcorer Dow
<lb

A 160-acre tract of land, owned by the American Legion and located within theboundaries of Beaver Dam watershed, has been developed into a recreation areaand outdoor laboratory: The area consists of approximately 100 acres of woodsand 60 acres of cropland. The woods area is divided by one of the drainage dis-
trict ditches. The right-of-way along this ditch has beki utilized for plantings ofwildlife, food and cover. A nature trail in the shape of the figure "8" was devel-oped in the woods. This trail, by use of markers, ealls attention to the variousspecies of trees,----cominonipol scientific namesas well as other points of interestsuch as den trees.

The park area consists of metal. and concrete pavilion, barbeque pits, picnictables. parking area. and sanitary facilities.
Block Creek

Recently, a Holmes County businessman and farmer opened a post-peelingplant in Lexington which is in the Black Creek watershed. lie purchases pineposts from local farmers, peels them, and ships that to a treating plant. Cutting
and hauling posts, along with operation of the plant. gives employment to approx-imately 3:i men. This plant !ovate(' in Lexington because of thesthousands ofacres of nine trees planted in the flood'prevention area.

Anot.ier wood-using industry a manufactueer of bedroom furniture) plans to /'begin operation in the Black Creek watershed at an early date, The plans includethe construction of a 2.5 million dollar plant in Lexington and will employapproximately 250 people, principally Negroes.
Co provide facilities for purchasing and A-tipping pulpwood from this area, alarge paper company has recently renovated and enlarged their pulpwood yardin Lexington.

Calhoun Conniff SWCD
Approximatelyosix out of 10 acres in Calhoun County Soil and Water Conserva-tion District Is in timber: Since MO about 32 million pine and hardwood seed-lings have heeu planted in this district. Timber productions have gradually in-

erealed due to these plantations. As of now there are nine pernument or station-
ary businesses in the county concerned withthe manufacture of forest productsand there are 15 out-of-county manufacturers using Calhoun County wood prod--nets, These industries employ 41 percent of the industrial labor force in teecounty. In addition, approximately one-third of the county agricultural laborforce is employed part time in j rodneing forest products. Approximately 32,000acres of piffled, steep and severely eroded land have been stabilized with trees.This land will add dollars to the laconic of small landowners for ninny years,.
along with many other continuous benefits for the dist Het.
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Indian Bayou
A 550-acre greeutree reservoir was constructed on a llith-sectiOn at; result of

Indian Bayou watershed drainage ditches. A new ditch was constructed on the
east and west side of the section and the spoil placed next to the Woods for levees.
Under an agreement signed with the.Shairkey County Board of Supervisors, the
Soil Conservation Service surveyed and designed levees and drainage on the
north and south sides. The Mississippi Game and Fish Commission constructed
the levees and installed a pump to flood the area. each fall. The area was
opened for public buniing in 1989.

MISSOURI
Eaxt Fork of Big Creek

Structure A-4 hay functioned well and on many occasions reduced fiboding
on the flood plain and completely eliminated road and bridge damage to county
and state roads.

In 1985, the Public Water Supply Distriet No. 1 of Harrison County was orga-
nized to permit the development of a water system for the communities of.Eagle-
ville, Illythedale, and adjacent areas. The 37-acre sediment pool of Aatershed
structure A-4 is now the source of water for this communityhs

The citizens of Eagleville and filythedale are now enjoying running water in
their homes. Some hohses will become modern for the first time. This water system
is financed by a Farmers Home Administration loam to the Water District.

Structure A-4 is also used at a rate of 50 Visitors per day fur fishing, boating,
and picknicking.
Mouth Fork of Blackirater River

During the period Of July 19--29, 1968, 8 to 11 inches of rainfall were recorded
throughout the watershed. As much as 8 inches were reported in 6 hours. Streams
below the three floodwater-retarding structures in the upper reaches were con-
tained within their banks for as much as` 2 miles downstream or until uncon-
trolled water entered.

A long-time resident trapper of the area reported there had been "live" water
iu'the stream all year since the floodwater-retarding structures were installed.

Floodwater-retarding structure A-1, completed in li164, has a permanent pool
of 23 acres. The landowner allows fishing, water skiing, and picnicking by per-
mission. He estimated over 1,000 people including church and civic groups, family
reunions, and individuals use the area each summer.

MONTANA
Box Elder Creek

Under the joint sponsorship of Sheridan Cdunty Soil and Water Conservation
District and the city of Plentywood, construction of a multiple-purpose flood-
prevention and flab and wildlife dam was complete din 1963. Recreational.facili-
ties were completed in 1966. The project provides flood 'protection to the city of
Plentywood and adjacent properties. A permanent pool of 92 sniface acres pro-
Vides recreational opportunities for trout fishing, boating, water skiing, and swim-
ming. Over 14,000 people used the lake in the first 3 months after it.lras filled
in 1964. This was several times the amount used for evaluations in ,the work
plan. Trout fishing extends throughout the year with heavy use of ice-fishing
shanties during the winter. Flood prevention afforded by the dam stimulated
unexpected home construction in the old flood plain which in turn stimulated
secondary economic activity in the watersheil.
City of Shelby

With completion of the city of Shelby multiple-purpose flood prevention and
recreational watershed project, Shelby residents no longer fear flood,. from
Sullivan's Coulee caused by cloudbursts or chinock snowmelt. As a result of flood
prevention, a new grocery market, a garage. and a roller skating rink ,were built.
Construction of the Border Patrol Station was completed. Three new residences
were constructed in the old flood plain and many home improvements were made.

This project contains a permanent recreational, pool of 50 acres with provisions
for boating, fishing, and swimming. In 1960. fishing pressure was so heavy that the
pool had to be restocked twice. The recreational developmeht, which also includes
picnicking and first-class camping facilities, is receiving heavir use from tourists
enroute to Glacier National Park' on U.S. Highway #2 and .enroute to the Alcan
Highway on U.S. Interstate Highway #I5. During the first summer of the camp-
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. -ground's use, the number of pickup campers and trailers has been averaging 10to 15 units per night. Tourists using the camp have been from every State in theUnion and every Province in Canada. One of the most frequent comments is that

watershed campgrounds need more publicity in highay signs and tourist infor-mation publications. cThe reservoir serves as a ri sting area for ducks and as a rest stop for Canadian'
geese during their migtation. cc skating, winter ice fishing, and snowmobiling arepleasant unexpected uses of the reservoir. -

NEBRASKA
Mild Creek

Rockford Lake, a Vls-566 recreation development, was filled with water in1968. The lake has 150 surface uktes and is widely used by the community even
though the facilities are not all completed. The lake and park area hag provided
church groups, hoy scouts, boat dubs, and individual campers with an opportunity.
to enjoy water-oriented recreation not. previously available in their water-shortpart of Nebraska. it is common to see fifteen boats on, the lake at one time. Over
1.000 people and 25 campers have used the Rockford 'bake recreation area onsome weekends. Green thumb employees spent over 16,000 hours planting trees and
grass and making other improvements around the lake.

Gage County, with all or parts of seven authorized watershed projects and41 completed floodwater-retarding structures including Rockford Lake,- reports
an SOO percent increase in boat and motor sales since 1960. The Chamber of Com-
merce of Beatrice, a thriving community of 12.000 and the County Seat of GageCounty. points to Rockford Lake and other recreational facilities made possibleby PL566 structures as an asset when recruiting new industries and attracting

s workers. Twelve Gage County farmers were able to save their crops by using
some of the conservation pools As a source of water for irrigation during the pastabnormally dry summer.
Wifdhorse

Since WildhOrse waters(-11 had been completed. the 60-acre permanent waterbehind structure 14-A has keen stocked with fish and provided 720 Man-days of
trout fiqhing (hiring 1969.

Another heneflt.from the project resulted when r.S. Highway It 26 was rebuilt
north of the town. of Bayard. The country was able to bridge Wildhorse Creekwith a much less expensive structure than would Lave been required had hot
floods nn Wildhorse Creek been under control.

The Bayard'Hitch Company was also able to save money by replaCing n high
maintenance cost irrigation flume with an inverted riphon which should prove to
be practically maintenance free. Flooding in the past had made this type of
installation impractical due to streamlaink erosion being caused by uncontrolledflood waters.
Tribom Creek

Authorized in 1160. Fifty-four of the planned 55 flood prevention and erosion
control dams have been constructed. Over 1.000 man-days of annual fishing are
provided on structures with harvestable fish. Boating. water skiing, and picnick-
ing are enjoyed on many of these man-made lakes. Over 300 man-days of fall
bunting are being provided over and around the water areas. Thousands of mi-gratory fowl spend 2 to 3 weeks en a number of man-made lakes each spring as
they make^ their way northward to nesting grounds. This has provided consider-able enjoyment for local people,

fmeal businessmeniussert that the PL-566 watershed, prdgram has created con-
siderable additional business for them. not only among local people but becauseof the attraction of visitors. Some seasonal employment has'bir.en provided, also.Thete are now over 25 power hoots in the community. Landowners in which
three structures are located are considering either the construction of cabins orleasing arrangements for appropriate shoreline areas.

Probably more significant is the total community environment improvementthat estilt,( from the combined land treatment and works of improvement pro-gram. Tile Wilson Creek Watershed Conservancy District and private landownershave made tree and shrub clantings r lands adjacent to several structures
which provide, excellent habitat restoration areas and food and sanctuary for
game and song birds as well as aesthetic value to the commhtlity. County and

1
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State highway departments are tonstructing new and better highways and indi-

vidual landowners have and are improving their lands and farmsteads. Thus.

the entire community takes on a ,refreshing anu pleasing took,", while at

the Same time restoring and preserving the fundamental economic base.

. . NEVADA

Peariie Voiotia in
Installation of project measures has stimulated private investment in the f̀ood

plain belAw the watershed structures. Areas formerly shunned by home buyers

and building contractor; are now being developed. Resale values on older homes

have increased and approximately 190 new Wanes have been constructed.,The

new homes have an estimated value in excess of V Million.
No large storm eventA have occurred since completion of construction but a

, significant amount of sediment has been trapped and kept off city streets on sev-

eral occasions. The city of Reno is preparing a design ; for a Pitch and Putt golf
course around the perimeter of the Lower Pea vine floodwater-retarding structure.

Upper Meadow Valley Wash
Flood dow,p; from snowmelt in 1969 were the largest that have occurred since

the debris and grade stabilization structures were completed in 1964. The strue- .

tures prevented an estimated $1:1.600 in damages by controlling flood flows, sedi-

mentation.and.channel degradation. Considerable sediment was kept out of the

,-,State constructed' Eagle Valley Recreation Reservoir downstream from the

watershed. . .

4, . . .

An unexpected benefit from the Francis Grade Stabilization Structure_isthe
use of the sediment pool as a spring and fall resting area for migratory,Water-
fowl. This bus increased the hunting opportunities in this area.

NEW HAYPSII IRE

Baker River
Site' 2 of this watershed was designed as a multiple-parpese recreation and

(lois, prevention structure. This site provides a 37-acre recreation pool 28 feet

deep.
The New Hampshire Fish a.nd Game Department has stocked the pool with

grout. Even before a boat-launching ramp could be constructed, 8 to 10 boats were
tied up around the pool area. Fishing has been excellent. Geese -use the area as

a resting place and several families of ducks have grown up on the pond.

, Roads across the dam and around parts of the pool have been constructed by

the sponsors. In the near -future a boat-launching ramp and picnicking facilities
will be constructed.

l/' ring the spring of 1969 one-half the flood storage in this reservoir was used
to provide flood protection to roads and communities downstream of the site.

Souhegan River
For years the town of Greenville (population 1,250) was plagued by' water

shortage problems. Often during the summer and fall it was necessary to truck
water from nearby towns. Watering of lawns, washing ears, and othey water-
consumin; vises were prohibited. ° -

Now that the multiple-purpose water supply and flood control dam 12A has
been completed, large quantities of water are available for Greenville-and sur-
rounding towns.

Since completion of the reservoir. a plastics plant has moved into town and
Shame a major water user. Thettown will soon award a contract to construct
a swimming pool, In the past such a pool would have been considered a waste of

water.
Site 12-A. a long with sites la. 14. 19 land has virtually eliminated any

flood Hires to Greenville and downstream areas. The 105-acre reservoir and
associated land areas provide some very floe scenery and wonderful wildlife
habitats in this area in addition to sate yield of 2 million gallons of water per
day.

NEW JERSEY
Rtany Brook

Increased recreational use of the five sediment-control impoundments in this
project prompted the sponsors, to take advantage of opportunities to develop
needed recreational facilities. The plan has been amended to Include an addi-

z
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tional reservoir are, Oh recreational facilities for fishing, boating, picnicking,and other sport eluding a golf course. Acess roads, parking lots, foot bridges,Water.suppl . anitation, and electric power are included. The facilities will han-dle 400 dors a day.
E Aug reservoirs have been used by church groups. scouts, civic clubs, andiers for picnics. cookouts. and other outdoix activities. A soil and water con-servation 4-11 Club uses one of the reservoirs for fish manager eat studies.Rockwell Company's "Dud's Club" used one for a fishing contest or 90 boys.Ringos. Scout Troop 65 fuses one to give training in canoeing before the scoutsgo to camp toiebtain tlied merit badges. Fire companies use the reservoirs fordrilling. Rural Ramble Tours use them for a picnic lunch _stop.. A totally unex-pected delight to the local landowners has been the sight of Canadian Geese usingthe reservoir%as rest Stops daring their migrati . .Two landowners surrounding the lar impoundment, 30-acre Honey Lake,r

joined forces to develop formerly poor pasture a ml woodland into house lots,With trees and utilities provided. one acre lots with lake frontage are now sell-ing for $30,000. The increased land values were unimaginable to these two land-owners before, the advent of the impoundment. Stockti with bass and bluegills,-the lake is'used_fof fishing, canoeing and sailing.
Pantiles Kill

The completion in 1963 of the largest of the three impoundments above thetown of Newton created considerable change in land values. One owner of ,previ-ously poor brush and pasture land, valued around $300 an acre, decided toconvert to a 90-unit housing development, With roads and utilities provided,half-acre lots sell for :%3,00 to $4,000. Homes overlooking the impoundment rangefrom $15,000 to $40,000. Homeownefs use the sediment pool for swimming. An-oilier owner built garden apartments on land previously subject to flooding,.Small businessmen improved their properties. One built a new service station..
Town Rank

The Mayor of the cliy of Salem reports the success of the channels and pump-ing plant was the initial motivation for an $500,000 urban renewal program.The city is taking on a new look with new apartment buildings and improvedindustries. The school has a new ball field on previously flooded land. Formergravel roads are now black-topped streets and some new streets have been built.A former swamp is mowed and set aside for a future park. The success of theproject motivated an adjoining community to establish a similar project foragricultural water management. It also motivated the City Council toward a large,complex multiple-purpose project on Salem River involving recreation, flood con-trol, irrigation, fish and wildlife. and water supply.

NEW MEXICO
Tortugas Arroyo

Since this project was completed in 1962. four floods have occurred. The struc-tures have prevented an estimated damage of $45,000.
Flood control on this arroyo made it possible for NeW Mexico State Universityto huild a golf course along the arroyo bottom, thus converting wasteland. intoa worthwhile recreation facility.

. .A new subdivision. Pecan Valley Acres, has developed in the vrotected area.Twenty -five to thirty new horres, selling for $154100 to $20,00u, have alreadyheen constructed. Plans for at least this many more homes are Underway.Tramperos Creek
In 1965, two floods occurred, Structures completed in 1961 provided protec-tion to eleven small privately owned storage and div'ersion dams, 1,500'acres.,of meadow land, roads, bridges. and creek crossings. and hundreds of tons .ofbaled hay stored in the field: It is estimated that at least $55,000 in damageswould have occurred without the structures.
Since 1961, 650 acres of irrigated cropland have been de/eloped. The smallreservoirs that serve as diversion points for the irrigated fields are stockedwith batts, serve as nesting spots for ducks and other waterfowl and have aidedthe deer population by providing watering locations.Many miles of the fOmerly dry channel now have a small perennial flow.This has increased the wildlife population, principally waterfOwl, many timesover.
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Ponds hssociated with this small flow have been stocked with bass and catfish
which offer recreation for both fishermen and picnickers in an area where no
prior facility existed.

Livestock water wells along many miles of reach now produce adequate
amounts. Also, new wells are now being drilled which proquce. and many in
areas which were formerly dry. ,

strata Cruz River .

'installation of structural measures in this 'project were completed in 1962.
Flood damages previous to the installation of these measures were sustained
almost* every year on one or more of the tributary arroyos and on the main
stream of -the' Santa Cruz River. Damages occurred to highways, residences.
irrigated farmland, irrigation canals and headings, roads and bridges: and
sedinieut caused damage all the way to the Elephant Butte Reservoir.

A storm hit the Santa Cruz River watershed on September 11, 1969. This was
the largest storm since installation of structural measures was completed. With
this inflow and the amount of water that fell on the watershed it is estimated
that Moo I (1:tillages in thv vicinity of Chinia,vo would have exceeded $185,000
without the project.

NEW YORK

rttroselon
Muckland owners show faith in the project by substituting tile drains for

ttie open ditches outletting into the4nlarged stream channels, Food processors
in Canasfota (lintint expaini their operations In the belief that the area
protected by the pro.jeet will provi e them with it steady supply of quality
vegetables.
1 Nell tto Crcek

Two industries, the Ontario Knife Company and Stardell Products in the
village of Frahklinville, hall planned to relocate. With the installation of the
project. tooth companies have remained and have increased their einploylnent
by 50 percent over the last 10 years.

One new industry. Bar-ett-Kegeo Corpzration (office equipment), has located
in the village because of the prqiect.

More intensive use of the flood plain has taken place and the per acre value
of flood plain land has increased. A new high school has been located on the
flood plain and also the Ischua Valley Country Club has built a new course
due to the application of this project.

One structure, a" multiple-purpose recreation and flood prevention, is non'
under construction and since construction started. one new subdivision has taken
place Over the proposed lake and one landowner has changed his enterprise from
dairy to a romping venture. It is estimated that this lake will supply 15,000
reereationiuse days.

There is also an influx of new people from the lit4alo area buying land in the
flood area for sminnee homes which undoubtedly is hasIng a great effect on the
real estate prices.

:NORTH eAROLINA

ihrmkit. ('reek
The Ahoskie Creek Watershed project has saved the town of Ahoskie4$30,000

in the cost of sew(!rage treatment. The savings resulted from elimination of
Howling of the treatment facilities. Channel construction reduced (the flooding.
The reduction of flooding has made possible a sub-division development of high
east housing in the town of Ahoskie. Before theliroject was completed this area
was subject to flooding. The county tax collector reports that the county tax
base was increased by $300,000 in this one sub-division as a result Of the project.
The town tax base was increased by the same amount.
CO 0111; Swamp

The travtlway constructed from the spoil beside the channel has provided
access to the Waccamaw River fo' boating and fishing. This section of the river
was previonSly several miles from a boat landing or walk in. The deepened and
widened channel has provided fishing for about two miles up from the Wac-
camaw River. One landowner hag begun-the development of a "green tree"
reservoir.

o
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Conetoe Creek
Phttremely heavy rain during May 1969 citwed flooding in almost the entire

watershed. Because of the channel functioning as designed, replanting of anestimated 17,700 acres of crops was not necessary. The estimated cost of replant-ing, had it not been necessary, plus the value of subsequent yield reductions,
would have been $336,300. A side benefit from this, project is quite unique.
Because of experience gained by local people working together in a commoninterest, the citizens in the small town and adjacent to Conetoe organized them-selves into the Conetoe Community Water Association. Through this associationand assistance from the Farmers Rome Administration, they' have been ableto install a community water system serving about 100 homes and businesses.Because of this water supply, the area is developing and people are moving intothe rural community rather than moving out. The chairman of their water
association, a supervisor of the soil and water conservation district, was quite
active in the, establishment of the watershed project.

Individuals have been observed using field glasses to do their bird watchingalong the improved channel.
NORTH DAKOTA

,'/Ireld Ricer
The Forest River watershed includes the North Branch, Middle-South Itrain.h.and Lower Forest. The North Branch watershed was completed June 1969. In

all three watersheds six dams and 35 percent of the channel improvement have
been completed, resulting in many acres of farmland being protected from flood-
water and furnishing,local water-based recreation.

In a survey conducted in the spring of pat it was found that the NorthBranch Forest River watershed provided $70,180 of flood preventing benefits.
The 1969 snowinelt would have flooded about 11,000 acres of land of which 9.200is cropland.

Three multiple-purpose dams now provide fishing for people who used to travelup to 150 miles for this form of recreation. Many people now travel 50 to 60 milesto these new impoundments that are stocked with either trout or northern pike.Ice fishing has become a popular sport at the Whitman Dam, and good ret4`limits are also obtained in the spring and summer. The Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation has participated with the local people in further developing the areaadjacent to Whitman Dam for recreation.

Many of the Air Force. personnel from the Grand Forks Base visit the threemultiple - purpose dams for fishing and recreation. Local residents in the snn.11towns are also enjoying the fishing that is "next door ".
Two local merchants have added boats and water skiing equipment to theirexisting businesses.
Excellent progress in applying land treatment practices hai further demon-strated the confidence local residents have in the flood prevention and protection

from erosion hlfzards provided by completed projects.
Tongue River (Pilot)

Icelandic State Park near the town of Cavalier was developed as a. restet ofbuilding Renwick multiple-purpose dam. A local resident donated 190 acres ofnatural woodland to be established as an arboretum. An additional 280 acresprovided by the sponsors offer plenty of roman for camping and recreation. Ren-wick Dam has a surface area of 204 actes. The State Game and Fish Depart-ment has stocked the lake with fish. A nine-hole golf course borders one side ofthe manmade lake. The State Park provides ti caretaker and additional help toimprove and keep lip the recreational facilities. Local residents of Cavalier usedto travel 65 miles to the nearest lake in another state, but now enjoy a beautifulpark and lake only 6 mites from their town. More than 80 members have joinedthe local boat club.
State lark visitations are on a steady increase. More than 2,300 people at-tended a one-day Centennial Pageant at the Icelandic State Park in 1968.Two small fertilizer plants have been established employing six people.,A beanstorage plant has recently been built employing two people. A soil testing labora-tory is being constructed to furnish more precise soil management directly tofarm operators. Two boat dealerships have begun since completion of the Ren-wick Dam.
Although the spring and summer precipitation almost doubled the normal rain-fallthe 10 dams and 40 miles of channels were never exceeded in capacity.
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'fart/as-et Creek
This 38,600 acre waterfalse_Vis prated in the sinithwe:.te n ,part of Athens

Comity.
One Multiple-purpose fish and wildlife structure inetIn Ilg a 4$-acre.ome was

eoutjsle ed `in September 11107. This structure was rust shared by the Division

of Wit( life, Ohio Delifirtnient of Natural 'Resources_ file -Divisiiin of Wildlife
tins purchfised 421 acres of land surrounding the lake. They -began stocking the

lake in the spring of 1968 and thy lake was opened to the public for. fishing in

July 1969.
Two wore structures were cona)leted iii the summer of 1970. One of these is

a multiple-purpose structure designed for flood prevention. water supply, and
eereation. The water supply is being planned for the Villag«)f Albany, the new
ohio University »Ram& now under construction. ,and much of the remainder of

the Conservancy. District. The surrounding rural area served by the water sys-

tem will cover approximately 40 square tulles and win :ntiume 170 Dines of pipe-

line. At present 1160 residents have signed user in:reements and paid their tap

fee.
,

In addition, 25 comiliercial establishments have signed user agreements. 'Hwy

inelude one motel, apartments. and trailer courts which total aptiroximately
3110 individual taps. The commercial taps also'include (fenei; Teleplame Com-
pany. Atlietm Country Club, three schools, three commercial farms. am: one
»nrerY, The Le-Ax Water Distributing Corporation has awarded (altar:lets
for a treatment plant aml distribution system for approximately one and one-
half million dollars. It is villainy" that the contract for the recreatbin'develoil-
ment for this site will he let this fall.

Itne.to the toirography of the area and the planned water supply. new housing
has doubled in the northeast tiertbui of the watershed and a nuiltber (of new
housing developments Are under planning. The tilanned water supply and recrea-
thin areas were influential in flee selection of :I site fcr a new Ohio Univeitsity

airport and golf course which are uow wider constriwtbal at the edge of the

tt atershed just southwest of Albany. . -

On MO 24, 1068. the watershed received a-4-inch rainfall in 12 hours. Struc-

ture 6 Stored 515 acre-feet of floodwater 173 percent of total). No flooding

occurred in the valley immediately below the structure'. Township Rbad
was not damaged as it often had been prior to the construction of the dam.

Martell Run
The 20.000 acre watershed is located in the southern part of Huron County

and northern part of Crawford County.
The works of improvement proi'ide flood, protection, drainage. and irrigation

water to an area of muck soils that is producing highly speeialized vegetable

crops.
On July 12, 1966. a 4-inch rain deluged the area. but 'with the fabridams

deflated. the channels easily contained the flow and no liqoel damage occurred.
Again i» 1967 and 1968, smaller 'rains occurred 'that proved the value of the
project. Then on July 4, 1969, a storm damped 4-inches of rainfall on the area.
Again. the channels contained the flow with no flooding on the adjacent muck.

One of the vegetable growers stated their production has increased approx-
imately 44) percent due to flood prevention and having adequate irrigation water,
This is reflected by their employee role increfising from -approximately 200

before the project to a present day 310 people. Other growers have had similar
increases.

The numerous tonrs by gm ups of local people. civic groups. and organizations
as well as groups front distant points. show the great interest in the inj.inte'

water management aspects of this project.

0-c.0 Fork Dliekt'rerk
Toaria, business` is bringing unexpected prosperity---to a flood prevent

project area in southeastern Ohio.
1Volf Run Park is mjoint venture of tjur-Ohio Department of Natural Re-

sonrees, Division of Parks and Recreatrim. and the Soil Conservation Service.

The ?Caere2 Wolf Run Lake is-ttimultiple-purpose flood control. water supply
and recreation lake .which-Was built 196t1 as part of the West Fork /nick'
t 'reek Public Law 566 project.

ZUh



iubuilding the 172 campsites, beach, 'mat lanwihing area. roads. and water treat-mon. and sanitary facilities. The park was opened to the public in 1008. and ;II

The Soil Consul. \ atom Sm. ice ;mil the Ohio state :,igency joined fo:ces
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90.0o4) kitor, tired the park facilities. In 11170 over 174.000 visitors itseqlthe park...facilities.
The lake has been stocked with lisp 211111 tiShillt: is good.The land for Wulf Rim Pork ititrelia,411 for an avenge price of S40:1ter acre .1 landowner across the road, t rum the park was recently offered $500ai IV for -a 12-oi-re troet but ho 1it1 not sell hiqallSe he believes: the nom."mimic to increase,
The \\ ater -1101tiv line from Ille newt! constructed Caldwell ',alit' will beinsialleil .11-G11nd to sides of 11'illf Run lark to provith' water for a new 11.'1-h lent tat area tinder development,.
.1 It me crey4ni concession was !Wilt to mile front the park etatraticeThe i. i; cream cuitiiinamt installers, noting the rural setting of the emieession.ttit11 go broke, there aren't enough people here to support a businessIlls urtiod nit 111;11 hIl.hle,s was so brisk from \von' Hon mirk artsr hit th miner had to put his intiployees on 0-hour shirts. twvItli,t, 6:-hour =Rifts114.11. 1,1):Int111/()11'.
Tit fall -time hail stores and a grocery have beet established to serve thecocaine to Wolf Itun Pork, The income front these stores contributesho the shpport or Ibrce fautiiIts near the park.

al1.1),,r1 leas reetaltiv constructed between the two branches of the1h1se opeithiz at rr 11)110. troll for no-attunin' ;inn industrial air travelers.ciait-4t, "-Indents on, employed as park rangers and ltregithipm.:h he shiminor montlis..-Tho pork operation and toitittrettittice provide fuld-tilool'employment for rout. teen.
tic. Maul prevention benefits

to..vtsfrom the Wolf Itun structure are outs to thepeople in the valley, Dnoeor. 'niter benefits. while perhaps not-as obvious hisMood prevention, :Ire just is real hind just as important to the economic develop-mew flit. I tuck 4'reek 1 alley,
oKt AtiolAIfahne 0-r!:

The 1 ourehe-Alalitte Creek watershed project in eastern Dklahoma is a showse Inuit iple-purpose development if !valor resources. The 1615.: ;(i0 -acre project
\\ as ll"rized in 1959 The Nall for the project lattlitted the construction of 1 IIloortk ono- retarding struentres and the conservation treatment of land in the,.;1tf1",h(.(1 TWOIre of the strictures have been completed.sit,, 7 includes.3.4llu acre-feet of whiter for municipal use by the city of Wilbur -ton. The lake also is the water supply for the 'Latimer ('minty Rural Water Ills-(o 1 'latch furnishes whiter for 400 rural hater users.A thior eovering plant, CungoleUin Industries, costing 4mile Set million has beencoustnictod and is hiring employees to begin production. Without the water 60111HIP ;stria-titre on rotircho-11;iline---(' eel:, this plant could nothave been located in the Willmrton C'ommunity. It is expei some 300 employ-,ees will be working; when peak prfidnetion is reached,

'1.00 other )111ph`toil hikes in the itrojeet provide 6 oil pritteetion and wafer-for
recreational-wildlife use. 'rho I tklahomit State Planning: and Resources Boardparticipated in construction of Site 4 in Robbers 0-11-e State Park. The lake was,trtl,ed !with tish in 1904 and has provided iodine fishing. fur the past three years.DI:labium] Department of Wildlife Conservation sponsored storage of 1.516;tore-reef of ional water in Site 5, also located in Robbers ("are State Park.

site 2 Oh ihl' Rock Creek htterslied project is Inultilde-Purpese reservoirsootisored by the pity of Talihittit and the 'roliltina Soil and Water ConservationDistriet
rho 1!01 -acre lokee II', miles from has become the number one reetpa-lin attraction for local people,. The hike was stocked with fish in 1966 and openedfir politic' use in 19fIs.
The entire (1!0 -acre complex- is open to the public for recreational IISC` at nocharge The ttklaitoina Deportment of Wildlife t'unservation controls hunting:rolzotat ions Ducks, mind, squirrel. nail deer enn be bagged from theten

_10 zi
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Resides recreation and flood preN-ention ,benetits, Talihina 114)11' Las a Nvater
'-'1191dY envied by cities of immli larger \Vitter for three rural water i

t'il'tS is supplied from this structure and Talihina will never have to say -no" to
industry clue to shortage 111 quality water.

OltEl;()N
sti pa n on Iii ici

For many :IettrA tidal action. accompanied by heavy winter rains, caused flood
+linage 4)11 A 1 illl'IIN i 111.1 t PIS 1,1(1)) I (TVS of valuable peat land along the Skidanou
lifter. The damage was so extensive that some 50 farms had to abandon about
ono-half of their protinctive cropland. Nearly overt' farmer 1111(1 to supplement his
meanie with pi:II-time employment.

lm 1900, a watershed work plan was completed by the local people hinder the
authority of 1'111111e La \ V 501, The structural works of improvement include a flood
gate near the month of the Skipanon River, within the city of '.Vi rrenton ; HI-
la rgenient of the sktptillon nivel. channel ; and a 'water level-control structure at-
the ,,litlet of Cull:illy lake. to make use of 41ood-control captivity in the lake, to
provide a contro,11(41 water level filer recreational use. anti to help minimize sub-
sidence 1.f the plea: sous. The'work plan \vas amended in 1903 to include construc-
tion of recreational facilities on 01112111y Lake.

The ma III tinead gate and protective dike structure was emnpletod in 19113. When
;t tidal wave struck the l'aiitic Northwest area on Grand Friday, March 27. 19414.
as it direct result of the earthquake in Alaska. this strueture prevented upstream
inundation of hunt and dainage to buildings, public roads, and bridges. The tide
level reached an unexpeted high of about 11.5 feet.

The channel-improvement part of the project Wks provided it new lease on life
for the farms with hotter water management arid is enemiraging nett' 1111111,:try
along the river. Tile NorthwestA111111intun Clunpany has acquired 1,900,neres of
land. part of which is affected by the watershed project, to build a $140 million
plant. This plant isexpected to employ 1,000 men when completed. Other con-
nected industries lire expected to halite close by in future years.

\\*MI the stabilization 44 the river flow. a new trailer park and a housing
development providing 5S condominium homes and 65 private homes are in the
!,riteess of construction. Nlost of these will have boat access to Cull:thy Lake
through a 2,i100 1111081 foot Inn 11-111800 canal.

The t'ulla by Lake recreational development was made possible by building it
wo ler-control structure that hermits using the 200 -acre lake for recreation.
Itefilre this. Cullaby Lake had been use(' little for recreation and had few recrea-
tional facilities. A boat basin and launching ramp have slime been installed and58 lid {ladled ill to provide a swimming bench. Drinking water, fireplaces. and
restroom facilities are provided. The .k.storia,itegattit :\ssociat ion used the lake
811(1 facilities again in 11)01). over 2,000 people attended the celebration the last
Ill (I year, They plan to use this :trey each year for their celebration. Recreation
itlso includes picnicking, hiking, fishing, and water skiing.,
,vitth( ifin creck

The Ilk tnry of Slitherlin Creek is one of recurring floods. Ilefore the project
ht,...III, dittilaging floods hall been seen in the ld wet s of Sat herlin and (m'surround-
lir" fit rinland as many 115 13 -(:irs out of 14.

The plan included a multiple-purpose dam on Sutherlin Creek 21.'2 miles eastof Sutherlin for flood protection and irrigation : tt multiple-purpose darn on. (*viper Creek 21, from its confluence with Sutherlin Creek for flood pro-
tection. recreation. and municipal- industrial water supply, and about 21.00i) feetof channel improvement.

Plat I Dom was completed in November 1906 and furnished flood protection
that winter. In tl e spring of 19(17 ;01(1 1908. the Oregon Game Commission

over 5,01 real -size rain1tow trout iplante(1 ill the lake. I'eople come for miles to
enjoy eeellent rout fishing where before there was a dry streambed (iring
1-18- summer months. 1N-0er-skiing enthusiasts and the boating public found a
water-based recreation area witch to their liking. The Douglas County I'ark
1 wpartnient put in it temporary boat ramp, then a permanent concrete boat
romp as the need increased. Permanent rest room facilities were also installed
by Douglas I'ounty to serve increased public demand. This benefit from recrea-
t til u as not anticipated in the waterst. 1 work plan and has exceeded 2.100
visitor days per weekend in 1968.

\
1
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As a result of the unexpected benefits on Plat I Reservoir, the Douglas County
Commissioners have almost doubled their planned recreational facilities for the
lake behind Cooper Creek Dam which is now under construction.

Tweiity-one hundred feet of (imam,' improvement through the town of Wilbur
w.is also oompleted in 1966. !limey Self-balder Corporation located their West
Coast plant in Wilbur after flood protection was assured. This plant was ex-
panded into a multi- Billion dollar industry since its establishment here.

Land values in the vicinity of the two reservoirs have increased more than
150 percent since the watershed plan was put in operation. /

PENNSYLVANIA
Mooth Creek

The borough of We 'slim.° in Tioga County is experiencing a real timinge since
the three flood prevention structures and associated recreation facilities planned
for Nlaesh Creek have been completed. These dams essentially eliminate all
flood damage in Wellsboro and vicinity. They are also providing the community
with water and outdoor recreation. Sired 1067 the project has already saved
Wellsboro from four damaging floods.

Site PA-600 is a singlarpurpose flood prevention structure with a five-acre
sediment pool. The pool has been stocked by the Pennsylvania Fish Commission
and provides many hours of enjoyable fishing for local residents.

Site l'A-601 is a multiple-purpose recreation and flood prevention structure.
The 60-acre lake is only five minutes from Wellsburg and will provide opportuni-
ties for fishing and boating. Picnic facilities are linwided adjacent to the lake
for 19.090 visitors annually.

This lake replaces poor pasture land that was covered with wetland grasses
anti unsightly brush. It lies adjacent to a main highway from southern Pennsyl-
va nia. and exemplifies projects of resource development. environmental improve-
ment, and esthetics to many travelers as well as local residents.

Site PA-602 is a multiple-purpose, water supply and flood prevention structure.
Because Of this Oar, the flood risk on Charleston Creek has been reduced to a
minimum. The Borden Milk Company, and Corning Glass Works, located in the
timid plain below this structure. ha.ve expanded their operations and increased
their employment by three percent.

The reservoir contains 313 acre-feet of water supply for the borough of Wells-
boro which, until the dam was "constructed, had a limited water supply for
existing development. During eertain periods industrial production had to he
cartalled. This 40-acre lake has been stocked with trout by the Pennsylvania
Fish Commission and has already developed into one of the favorite fishing spots
in the area.

Site PA-602 ;wilt sustain the necessary gmwth, both industrial and residential,
in the borough aid surrounding area for a viable economy.

Many local residents claim the watershed project was a catalyst in improving
Wellsboro. During the time the project was planned and shortly after its com-
pletion. the following took place : the community voted to purchase the local water
company ; new street lights were installed and the main street was completely
rebuilt : several companies expanded their facilities and incased job opportuni-
ties. New store fronts were built and the community took on a fresher look. Since
Wellsboro is the center of a growing tourist area, the newly created recreational
opportunities have given the entire area an economic boost.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Maple NirfiM p

"If it hadn't been for the open channels on Maple Swamp taking the water off
Friday, I believe the water would have been two feet higher in the town of Dillon
Saturday morning and the damages would have been extremely costly to mer-
chants and homeowners." said Osborne Wallace, Dillon Town Councilman, after
a 10.5 inch rain, fell in a 24-hour period in the Maple Swamp watershed on
August 1 and 2, 100.

A stud by the Economists and Engineers of the Soil Conservation Service
revealed thatagricultural damages from this one storm amounted to about $5.000.
but without the improved channels. losses would have approached $55,000.

Damages estimated to he $6.000 were reported in the urban areas of the water-
shed. Without the protection of the channels thekurban loss due to flooding would
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ha t exceeded Sloo.000. Itenetits of :,t100,000 to the town of Dillon plus the $50.000
to farmers is three times greater than the total :$50,000 constructioa of the 10
miles of improved project (111111110S.

As an added benefit. the watershed directors have planted a fifteen foot strip
of wildlife cover and food lilting one side of the channel. This provides aceess for
hunters and fishermen as well as for the directors to do needed manttenanee.

/rennet rdant Creek
111 the Beaverdam Creek watershed the Conunis:.pai of Fttrestry assisted the

latahownes with erosion-prevention work through reconithendations of the best
methods of woodland management.

Because of the wonli done mi the Bea verthon watershed, F.S. Plywood-Cham-
pion Paper Company has been able to clear the bottoms that border the creek
and Want them in pine trees. Prior to the watershed..; eompletion it was a waste
of time and money to consider any clearing or planting of thesebottomlands.

Another laindowne rwho has benefited by the watershed is John Rainsford, He
is on an intensified woodland management program. lie is clearing approximately
10 acres per year and planting pine trees. He is also using a tree injector to elim-
inate undesirable hardwoods. He had done part of this work through the Agricul-
tural Consetvation Program under the Agricultural Stabilization and Conserva-
tion Service.

SOUTH DAICOTA

Hittic
SIX of the 17 proposed thasiwateretarding and three grade stabilization struc-

tures have been completed in the Brute Creek watershed, Although only 12 square
miles are now emanated by structures, a member of the Board of Managers said.
"Already we can see the difference; each additional structure reduces the flood-
ing. in prior years I lost alfalfa every year from flooding and I haven't lost any
for two years.-

tatitage reduction from the April 1969 flood was $39,535, This compares to
ifVerage annual benefits from flood prevention with all structures in place of
$38.746 estimated in the work plan. There was no flooding in 1970.

The sediment pools of three of the floodwater - retarding structures are being
used for livestock water and recreation. People are spending many days fishing,
limning. and picnickin,:, by these structures. Floodwater-retarding structure
11--30. located in central 1;nion County, Is providing an excellent recreation out-
let for people in the area. The landowner provides a good access road with a con-
venient walk-in gate. It is estimated that about 400 man-days of fishing are uti-
lized A floating raft is provided for swimmers who number as high as 40 children
on weekends. Good duck and goose hunting are provided for the neighborhood
each fall. Several broods of ducks and several coveys of quail by each orthe
structures have been observed.
Paltry Creek

The local .sponsors held a dedication ceremony on June 23,19:-L1)ftqWftere
Lake Lakota. formed by the Pattee Creek watershed, multi:Purpose flood contra
and recreation structure located in Lincoln County. South Dakota. There were
more than 100 people in attendance. This structure is providing a much needed
recreation spot for many hundreds of 'wattle in this heavily populated rural and
urban area in southeast South Dakota.

After it became filled with water in the spring of 1969. approximately 19.550
people -visited this recreation area during that summer and fall. After it was
officially opened on July 1. 1970, the number. by actual vomit, inreased to
51.5.,,9 with as high as 2.750 visitors on Sundays during July and August. It is
estimated that over 60.000 people visited the area in 1970. As Many as 130
automobiles Were in the parking area at one time,

Two additional employees were hired by the South Dakota Depaitment of
Game. Fish and Parks to take care of this increase.

This develohment has added much .to the natural beauty and environment
of the area. it is located adjacent to the Newton Hills State Park. This is a
beantiful pork of rolling hills covered. with trees and shrubs and native grasses.
It did not have any lakes or ponds until the Pattee Watershed structure was
cemoleted and provided the needed water for a better balanced recreational
area. Consequently, the use of the Park Itself has increased a great deal during
the past two years.

1
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Wild Rice Creek"
This project has provided for an extra or unusual benefit to the Britton

community. During project construction a few years ago, a Ready-Mix con-
crete plant was established as a branch of the Sisseton plant to reduce hauling
costs. This plant has remained in Britton and has become a thriving business.
It has provided full-time employment for one ,.man and part-time employment
for several others during 8-9 months of the year.

The four floodwater-retarding structures and channel improvement in the
Wild Rice Creek watershed prevented $65,700 of floodwater damages during
the April 1569 flood in Marshall County, South Dakota. The works of improve-
ment prevented flooding on 4,700 acres of cropland and floodwaters were re-
moved from 1..400 acres in a few days so there was no delay in planting crops.
There was no flooding reported in 1970:

Three of the floodwater-retarding structures are located in the drainage area
of White Lake. This lake is now the source of municipal water for Britton,
South Dakota. Thgrefore, the watershed program of land treatment and sedi-ment storage will help preserve this source of municipal water.

The sediment pools in this watershed all continue to provide an increas
ing number of days of recreation. Swimming, fishing, and hunting are the most
popular forms of recreation. The sediment pools are adding to the duck pro-ductian of the area as well as providing water for livestock, deer, small gameanimals, and upland game.

TENNESSEE

Porters Creek
While Porters Creek watershed was in the planning stage, the Tenn-Ar,k-Miss

Girl Scout_Council was looking for a new camp site. Without knowing about the
watershed project, the Council located and bought a 1,150 acre wooded, hilly
tract of landin the Porters Creek basin. The Scouts wanted a good recreational
h. ?, so contacted the Hardeman County Soil Conservation District for assist-
ance. They were informed that a flood - retention structure was being planned ontheir new property.

The proposed watershed was not large enough for their needs so plans were
developed to make this a multiple-purpose lake with the Girl Scouts cost sharing
in the increased size. A Deatitiful 60-acre lake was constructed around which
the Girl Scout C61116eil is in the process of building their new camp. At present
the planned camping facilities, are about 25 percent complete.

The camp is. open from June 1 to August 1. This past summer, an average
of 227 girls daily enjoyed camping, swimming, boating, and fishing for a sum-
mer tot it of 13.620 user-days. -Weekeild camping during the rest of the year
greatly increases this use, The American Red Cross conducts a water-safety
training session each June. In 1969. 125 students participated.

The planned completion date for all camping facilities is 1975 with the esti-
mated user-days being 58,230 per year.
Thompson ('reek

This watershed consisting of approximately 18,700 acres is located in the
western part of the state in Weakley and Henry Counties. The project con-
sists of one multiple-purpose and four floodwater-retarding structures. 17.2
miles of channel improvements, and 2.159 acres of treated critical erosive lands.

A major storm hit the Thompson Creek watershed on January 28, 1969. A
large flood would have occurred if the project had not been installed, but all
areas were protected below the installed works of improvement preventing
thousands of dollars in flood losses to agricultural improvements, roads, and
bridges.

The multiple-purpose structure installed in cdoperatio with the Tennessee
Game and Fish Commisgion provides the area with a 183-acre recreational lake
knnwn as the Finis J. GarVett Lake. Fishing access, boat-docking facilities, picnic
tables, and restroom facilities are provided. Areas around the lake have been
developed for cottage sites where several cottages have been built with others.
in the planning stage. The local Boy and Girl Scouts use the facilities for group
camping.

Wayne Parkham. Chairman of the Weakley County Soil Conservation District,
expressed the feelings of the sponsors and most people in the area when he said.
"We find that this project has proved far more beneficial to all of us here than
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we could ever illlagiue. The fringe benefits alone have brought in additional in-
come to the people of the county equal to a small factory. ThiS was surely a worth-
while investment fur our efforts. WP are continuing our work on several other
watershed projects which we know will be highly beneficial to the entire, county."

l'EXAS
Sulphur Creek

The nine tioodwa ter-retarding structures planned for this watershed have been
constructed. During May 1965. the watershed had a major flood. This was the
first since the largest flood of them all struck in May 1957. Although the 1965
flood did not reach the intensity of the flood of 1957, it did fall over the entire
watershed. -Due to the large area covered. it was almost equivalent to the 11557
flood. None of the structures' emergency spillways functioned. and the stream
never left its banks through thecity of Lampasas. the major benefactor from the
watershed protection and flood prevention project.

However. it was a sufficieut test to assure the people of Lampasas that the
project would function as it was designed to do. Since then. Lampasas steadily
has grown. A few examples are as follows:

The largest industry. Producers Produce, burnegl down in 1965. This is owned
by the Armour Packing Company. Ode of the deciding factors in rebuilding the
plant *as the fact that they have this flood protection. They employed about 90
people before the lire, and now have about 150, having expanded when rebuilding
the plant.

A -house trailer construction firm moved to Lampasas two years ago, having
Ant* incorporated, and expanded to put out one trailer per day rather than one
per month, and have hired 30 additional people. Again, the flood prevention
project played a big part, as the plant is located right off the banks of Sulphur
Creek.

A garment factory moved to the town square. which is within the flood plain,
and are proposing a goal of 100 employees in their present location. They pres-
ently are employing 90 people. t gain, one of the deciding factors was the fact
that there is a flood prevention project established there. The present landowner
and owner of the factory is looking for larger quarters:as he wants to expand as
he develops-his labor.

Chastain-Mueller tiepartment Store lost $42.000 to merchandise in the flood
of 1957. They rebuilt on the strength that the planned structures would do the
job they were designed for, and they are quick to tell everyone that they made
the right decision.

Two new banks have been constructed, both of which said one of the factors
considered before building was the flood prevention project. One bank rebuilt in
the same location, the other moved just off the square. but still in the flood plain.
In addition, a doctor's office and clinic, Boone's Sporting Goods and Supplies
adjacent this trailer park. Dairy Queen, and one service station have been con-
structed within the flood

Two new stihdivisio...t have been put in within the flood plain of the waterhibed
The senior high school building area has expanded. with several new expensiv
buildings, which are located on the banks of Stilpfrirr Creek.

Weiser Mill. Inc.. rebnilt and expanded facilities in the same location after
having suffered extensive damage during the May 1957 flood. They wave about
100 employees.

The city has purchased additional property adjacent to Sulphur Creek rk
expansion. Numerous small businesses either have built new or reconstructed
buildings in the flood plain.

The city of Lampasas states that there has been an increase in normal flow of
the creek year around due to increased flow' from the Sulphur springs. The city
constructed a low-water dam in Hancock Park for beautification and to back
up water into the sump area from where the municipal water supply is pumped
out. The city also has just recently increased expanzsion of their water [nipping
facilities and treatment plant due to increase in water consumption demands.
City bond election and sales taxes have been approved by the voters for exan-
sMn programs on the sewage treatment plant, water mains, storage facilities, anfl
sewage lines.

The natural environment has been improved through the reduction of (a) sedi-
ment beingdeposited in the city water supply sump. MY deposihi of silt in the flsh

4
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spawning areas caused reduction of the fish population, and c) tie killing ofolder fish in the Sulphur Creek below the flood prevention structures. The wildlifehabitat has been improved through reduction of polluted waters and sediment.Additional fishing and recreational,areas are available now due to the installa-tion of the flood prevention structures; primarily, four of the nine structuresintalled hold water in the sediment pool. These four sites are aing made avail-able, to the public by the private individual landowners at a normal rate of $1per person per day for 14sbing. boating, camping, etc. The only cost to the land -owner has been the installation of roads with annual maintenance. and thecleaning up of litter; bottles.-1-ans, etc.
Fork roll:

All of the 10 pia aneil fbaalwater-retarding structures have been completed.Six miles of uhanuel improvement also have been completed. An additional 14miles of channel kinprovement iN planned.
Between 0 a.m. and 10 a.111. on May 1:1, 1970. an average of 7 to IS inches of rainfell on the watershed, Some areas'revelved as much as 10 to n inches of rain, Thestructures and channel improvement work performed well and a major flood withextensive damage to public :.ad private property was prevented. None of theworks of imprOvement experienced damage except for disposition of debrisbrush. logs, lumber, weeds) in the forebay of the emergency spillway and alongthe dams. The emergency spillway of floodwater retarding structure Site No. 10functioned for about two hiairs at a depth of six inches. York Creek'at Texas

Highway No. 113 hail only shallow flow over most of the low land adjacent to themain channel, At Highway 20. several miles south of the Highway No, 123 bridge,4.: miles of channel work was Ctallpieted ut the time of this flood. The total floodwas contained in this improved etannel.
Prior to the installation of this project. rains of this magnitude caused ex-tensive damage. These damages were: bridges Washed out. fences destroyed,livestock drowned and crops and pastures flot led and destroyed.
The sinalh lakes formed behind 14 of these dams greatly enhance the beauty ofthe countryside and improve the environment of the area.
Floodwater-retarding structures Sites Nis. 1 and 2 do not hold water. Theseare located in the Edwards Plateau area. which copyists of a porous. fractured.ea vernous material, which is a recharge area for the Edwards ground waterreservoir. This underground reservoir bilhe water supply source for irrigation,livestock, rural, domestic, and for several communities and the city of SanAntonio. The rain of May 15, 1970. filled these recharge structures to a pointabout 14 feet above the principal spillway. Within a short period of time. thewater level in these structures had dropped below the principal spillway: whichindicated many acre-feet of water was added to the Edwards ground water

reservoir. as well as performing as flood control structures.Fourteen of the York ('reek structures are becoming the most popnlar fishingspots itotind the local area Some fishermen are known to drive 150 miles each%ray to fish at the York Creek sites. One property owner takes in an average of$30 per week from fishermen at, only $1 per carload. Two of the sites are cashleased to large groups for camping. picnicking, fishing, hunting, and boating.These and other examples illustrate how the economy- of the entire area hasbeen greatly stimulated by the installation of the York Creek project.
,Property values around nail below the structures have increased. Local land-owners state that they feel their property has increased over 100 percent in valuebecause of the York ('reek project.

American Fork-Dry Creek
The American Fork-Dry ('reek watershedonce flood-plagued and approachingeconomic stalematewas named watershed-of-the-year by the National Water-shed congress in 1960, It was the Congress' choice for its annual award overmore than a :wore of watershed projects, each outstanding as an example of re-source protect-hat and development.
Since the days of settlement. the people of the 118,700-acre watershed havebeen troubled by periodic flooding. Waters from sudden downpours in the moun-tains and sometimes front rapid .snowinelt plunged down the stream courses,

bearing thousands of tons of sediment. A summer flood in 11)53 was estimated to
have caused $61.000 in damages, and- one mainly on Dry Creek 2 years earlier
caused damages totaling $55,000.
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The project was designed to reduce floodwater mid sediment damages and to
improve the efficiency of water use in the valley. The plan called for four debris
basins stratygically 'located to hold temporarily the surging waters from the
mountains dhring storms and to permit the flow to drop its sediment load. It is
estimated that toe benefits from no flooding below the Battle ('reek and Dry
Creek oebris basins along channis and canals and other private property 4111011/1 t
to approximately $0.1,000 for fiscal year 1970.

The Silver Like Flat Irrigation ,Reservoir was included, with the local irriga-
tion users bearing the additional cost, to provide water for irrigation in the late
season when other sdpplles were exhausted.

Lilting the irrigation ditches With concrete is saving nearly a third of the
watershed's irrigation supplies, sponsors of the project report. They are lining
s0,000 feet of canals and nitrites a year.

Benefits from recreational use continued at an accelerated rate of over 1:1,000

visitor days with a dollar benefit in excess of $80,000. A new recieatlonal facility
bi now beillg developed at the Battle Creek basin. The Alpine Soil Conservation
District working with the Kiwanis Club, has installed one picnic area and has
plans to enlarge it. This basin, as well as Grove and Dry ('reek, has been used
for skating, tubing, and skidooing,

Some uuplatfued benefits have developed. The Pry ('reek basis has been set
aside for an outdoor iaboNttory in conservation education. Developments are
now being planned and will include a nature trail to view and study aquatic fife,_
'soil proflieb, geology, and vegetation.

Large, poorly vegetated areas previously discouraged full use o is watershed
ELY Weer and other wildlife species. The reseeding and purpdse trenches
have greatly increased the feeding and Movement of dlife.

Tibbie Fork Reservoir has substantially increased the value of the summer
home area which is adjacent. The fishing facilities have been 'improved by the
constrocton of a radii) down to the water to enable handicapped people to use the-
multi-purpose reservoir. The ramp was planned and installed by the U.S. Forest
Service. The American Fork Training School (state institution) schedules fish-
ing outings for retarded children at this reservoir.

The project has given a sharp boost to the area's economy, the sponsors Shy.

The conservation work has meant improvement of water use and of the native

grass resources. The livestock industry is growing. Each of the communities,
Lehi, Pleasant Grove, and American Fork, reports business gains as a result of

the areas' more depenclable agriculture.
New homes. schools. and community centers are going up. Land values have

gained 15 to 30 percent, they say, affording the communities a broader tax base.

Annual benefits now exceed $110,000.

Perron
Construction started on the Ferron watershed in November 1966. By Pile fall

of 1969 liveoffebris basini had been constructed, 6,000 feet of irrigation pipeline
installed, 7 1)4 miles of livestock water pipeline completed, and construction started
on the Millsite Dam and Reservoir.

The irrigation pipeline has provIded delivery of a more constant supply of

water to the fields throughout the growing season. Flactuation in streamflow

due to thundershowers has been almost completely elhainated. Seepage losses

have been reduced substantially as well as ditch maintenance. Several farmers
claim they have almost doubled their hay yields in this ;mit season. With this
improvement water is now delivered to the farms much later in the season.

Plastic pipe was originally installed to provid0 drinking water for livestock

during the winter months when water would be removed from the canals. Now

good quality. fresh water saves on feed and the cattle are in better condition.

The Bureau of Land Management and Forest Service have completed several

projects in the area which include : contour furrowing, contour trenching, browse

seeding, sagebrush spraying, aerial reseeding, fencing, access roads, road erosion

control. interseeding between contour furrows, erosion control dikes, and ponds
for livestock water.

In addition to the above benefits the general economic status of Ferron and
the surroimding towns has increaesd. Many of the vacant houses and lots are
tilled. Pt fact, it is now almost impossible to findlany available housing in Ferron.
Mobile Home Parks are now filled and the business section of town is now busy

most of the time.
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After completion of the prof approximately $28,000 per year will be realized
from fishery and wildlife habitat improvements and resulting increases in recrea-
tion uses on the-upper watershed.

The Utah State Park and Recreation Commission is in the process of designing
a recreation site at the Mil lsite dam and reservoir.

Improvements 10 the range resource will materially benefit and help to stabilize
,the local livestock industry by increasing available forage on suitable range lands.

VIRGINIA
.11ounta in Run

The story of the Mountain Run watershed project in Culpeper shows rural areas
development at its best. Periodic flooding, coupled with a dwindling water supply,
had been 'pinching off Culpeper's chances for community and industrial growth.
With an assured water supply and freedom from floods, the cotinnunity's economicgrowth has taken a substantial jump.

Since the project's completion, three new industries employing 500 local people
have been attracted to Culpeper. A hospital, stimulated b' this community pro -
:n;011 / Pe, ''.111111Vh.(1. (:toss inronit, of weirkers at the three industries andhospital is $1,750,000.-annually,
. The Mountain Run watershed development and the planned supplement which

adds one billion gallons of storage to the municipal water supply of the Town of
Culpeper, has attracted another industry to this rural section of Piedmont
Virginia. In September 1970, the Seaboard Allied Milling Corporation.openeil a
new 2 million dollar flour mill in Culpeper which will serve a seven state area.
The plant produces 700,000 pounds of flour per day and 200,000 pounds of animal
feed. It furnisbes jobs for 60 local people and was able to locate at Culpeper dueto the tine water and transportation facilities.

Because of this excellent growth, Culpeper is selective as to the type of industry
permitted. During 1967 the town told three indusries to look for developmentpossibilities elsewhere.

The entire areas has been enhanced by three new reservoirs, with total maxi-
mum flood pool storage capacity of 2,860 acre-feet.

A 4-acre picnic area is being developed at one of the reservoirs. It is the first
park ever developed in Cnipeper*County and brings fishing and boating facilities
to the community's hack door. The town has a new source of revenue from the sale
of boating and fishing permits. For the past two years an average.of 600 permits
a year has been sold.

The project has been so successful in pkmoting industry and general .growth,
the sponsors are looking further into the future. They are revising the original
plan to !old two structures that will prevent flooding of urban properties and pro-
vide 1,0o0 acre-feet of additional municipal water storage. One of these sites willbe used for either public or private.reereation.

The increase in employment resulting from this project is primarily of rural
people who could not he gainfully occupied of: full-time farmers. Without the
project. many of them would be forced to migrate to metropolitan areas in searchof employment.
Roaaokr Creek

Roanoke ('reek watershed project, located in Charlotte County. contains 141.900acres. This project has planned 17 floodwater-retarding structures, three of whichare multiple- purpose structures. Two of these are for municipal water storageand one for irrigation water. Also manned are 56 miles of channel improvement
and 95 miles of secondary road hank seeding.

A total of 13 structures have been completed. A majority of the channel im-
provement f11111 all of the road hank seeding has been completed.

The hlAVTI of keysville secures its entire water supply frown one of the multiple-purpose structures. As a result of this supply of water. the town has had one newindustry move in. and the primary existing industry has expanded and hired
many additional workers from the county and adjoining areas.The town of Drakes Branch now has an ample supply of water in one of themultiple-purpose lakes, Even though the town has not depended entirely upon thislake. they have released water as needed to meet the needs of the nearby Burling.ton Industries plant so that they have not had to close down because of watershortage. This industry has made expansions and more people are employed fromthis area.
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Loth ref the niultiple-purpose lakes meet present town needs and will provide
ample water for future, expansions of existing and new industries.

Since the waters1Wd project has made safe the use of low grouhda along creeks,
several hundred acres of bottom lands have been brought back into cultivation ;
t Inutpermitting release of uplands from cultivation. O

Much interest is now being shown in making use of most of the lakes for fish-
ing and several fur recreation and camp sites.

The town of Charlotte Court Rouse is now very much interested in the storage
of town water in one of the proposed structures not yet built.

From the present interest and use of water stored. it is apparent that the
project will greatly improve the economy in Charlotte County which is strictly a
rural area.

WASHINGTON
Liiina:t Crrek Tributaries

Flooding is 'no banter occurring in the areas where channels have been con-
structed. Runoff from succeeding storms is partially absorbed into the ground ,
that no longer remains saturated with water between storms. Roads that were
previously inundated Billowing heavy rainstorms are no longer in that condition.
Farming operations eanjie performed earlier in the spring and crops such as
potatoes and alfalfa are being grown on land previously unsuited to production of
crops other than pasture.

(Me of the farmers living in the project has purchased a title-laying machine
and has ;;one iu pie business of tile drainage contractor because of the project.
It has the only tiling ninclie operating in the county.

Twin. Ililltex
With above normal rainfall and one of the longest period in recent memory of

NI).OV coverings in the .rioter of 196$ -196t, no flooding was encountered in the
city of Goldendale. which the waterstikl diversion ditch protects. Although it
aever meitesured more than eighteen inftes.on the level, the total snowfall was in
excess of fifty-four inches and the rainfall was three inches above normal for the
winter months. Water depth in the ditch never exceeded eight inches.

New housing construction continues in areas within the city that used to stand
in water prior to completion of the project.

Extensive expansion of the storm .'ewer lines within the city was completed
this year. These extensions were planned for in the overall design, but the city
(lid not have funds to complete them until this year.

Al hough not located in a flood area, the new Klickitat Valley Bank is a $200, -
000 investment in the future growth of the eity. which would not hhve been possi-
ble without the Twin Buttes diversion channel. .

WI VIRGINIA
llin.qi Creek

Nine of the 10 structures planned are now operating in the watershed. Three
multiple-purpose reservoirs and six single-purpose flood prevention dams have
been constructed. Work is scheduled to start August 1971. on the last structure
which will be a multiple - purpose dam that will provide municipal water supply
to the eity of Bluefield.

Two of the multiple-purpose dams installed furnish municipal water supply.
One supplies the Green Valley-Glenwood Public Servie Distriet and the seeond,
known as the Dan Hale Reservoir, furnishes public vulter supply to the city of
Princeton and vicinity. The third completed multiple- purpose dam includes a
:Vi- cre 'recreational lake surrounded by recreational basic facilities. Iluring
1970. the second year of (operation. over 36,000 visitations occurred between late
spring and Labor Day. Tints. the 31.000 annual visitation estimate. expected to
be reached four years after the development was installed, was reached during
the first year of operatintl.

Installation of pollution abatement measures outside the scope of the water-
shed work plan has been the most unique aspect of the entire project. Five sew-
age stabilization lagoons were installed as part of the sewage system or the
Green Valley-Glenwood Public service District. In addition to the five lagoons,
25 miles of sewer line were installed with the system costing $1.2,50,000.

With nine flood prevention dams and 11/2 miles of stream channel installed.
-together with a emnplementary channel improvement project by the Corps of

P,tigineers, significant benefits have beenrealized. The reclaimed flood plain area
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now has an aircraft plant, a woodworking plant, a wholesale drug company, a
shopping cent, a regional vocational-technical school, six other smaller new
businesses and' will soon include a new Princeton High School and a district
State Department of Highways office. More than 1,300 new jobs have been created,

am the protected flood plain. Counting spinoff and satellite activities, a study
showed that in 1970 for every dollar the project cost the community is receiving
$17.00 in developmental benefits. By the year 2000, benefits are estimated to be
$3100 for each dollar of cost.

The Brush Creek project was honored by the National Watershed Congress in
1961) in being selected as "Watershed of the Year." In addition, Dr. Dan. Hale,
Princeton, West Virginia. Was named by ale National Watershed Congress in
1970 as "Watershed Man of the Year." The award was for his outstanding
efforts in initiating,, promoting, and installing the Wash Creek Watershed
Project.
Nouth Fork (Potomac Hirer)

With 20 of the planned 24 dams completed, a stibstantial degree of flood pro-
tection is already being provided to the more than 7.000 acres of flood plain in
the South Fork watershed. Residents of the town of Moorefield and farmers along
the South Fork Valley are enthusiastic over the performance of the project thus
far. Before the project. damages to 24 miles of road, 23 bridges, and hundreds of
culverts amounted to over $250,000 annually, Total flood water damages of over
$700.000 will be reduced about 65 percent when the project is fully installed.

All 20 dams provide recreational opportunities. At Site 13 in the George Wash-
ington National Forest. a beautiful recreational deyelopment has been installed.
Camping, picknickeng, swimming, fishing, hiking, and sightseeing fn are

+provided at a cost of about $225.000.
This 30-acre development was planned around the 9-acre permanent pool. For

the period 1967 to 1969, total visitor-day use has increased 38 percent from 18.400
to 2r).400. Use of swimming facilities increased 173 percent, picnic areas 190
percent, and camping grounds 9 percent.

On one Fourth of July weekend, there were 10.032 visitors.
The U.S. Forest Service, with the Site 13 develop! tent as a start. is integrating

the South Fork project into the overall public use plans for the National Forest.
A fishing and hunting club-group from Moorefield purchased a large tract that

included the site for one dam above Brandywine. Known as the "Dam 16 Club."
they have develted the area with a hunting lodge. airstrip, and other improve-
ments,

WISCONSIN
Glen Hills

The multiple-purpose structure recently completed with an 85-acre lake and
recreational development is already showing signs of exceeding the original pro-
posal. Boy Scout groups have used the area for camping: school groups are using
the area for nature studies, A golf course is planned and will be installed by the
sponsors with local financial support. Snowmobile trails are being planned.
Otter Crcsi

A multiple-purpose site which encompasses a land area of 220 acres and total
development area of about 2.200 acres is under construction. City residents are
now purchasing nearby tracts of land which is causing immoved land values.
Lands formeilly emptied are being converted to woodland, recreation, and residen-
tial purposes.
Tirin Parka

Heavy rains occurred in June. Mr. NormLn 1)uesler reports that the completed
floodwater-retarding structures prevented many dollars of damage to roads,
bridges, and cropland in the watershed. AP

The community of Barneveld held a successful barbecue arid water ski show
on Birch Lake. On opening day of the trout season about Z1 boats were on the
11-acre lake, and the lake hank was ringed with about 400 fishermen, An increase
in land value in the vicinity of the lake is occurring through the sale of lands to
urban residents.

Since the development of the largest state park in Wisconsin, which includes
a multiple-purpose site with a 150-acre lake, several new businesses have been
established. These are: a root-beer stand, a cheese mart, a restaurant-bar, a
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combination motel and bar, a new supper club; and an improved airport. In 1969,
400,000 people visited the state park. Private recreation and camp site develop-
ments are enjoying the benefits of the overflow from the state park.

WYOMING
Boulder Luke

The Boulder Lake WatersheOroject, with its hftadwaters in the Continental
Divide on the west slope of the spectacular Wind River Mountains in the west-
central part if Wyoming, has resulted in benefits beyond prediction.

Prior to this project, spring flooding occurred each year on,lands adjacent to
the stream downstream of Boulder Lake Dam while hundreds of acres of hayland
were deficient of water by mid-summer.

The project improvements include the Boulder Lake Dam, fifteen miles al
canal improvement, and four water-control structures. With these facilities,
flooding has been eliminated and the ranchers now have irrigation water both
early and late in the season.

Within the project, some 8,6(X) acres are irrigated, of which more than 3,000
acres previously very deficient in water are now fully irrigated. Full irrigation
has permitted' better irrigation methods and use of commercial fertilizer that
increased hay and pasture production on the project's meadow lands.

The increased use of these project lands that has resulted has enabled four
small ranchers to increase their cattle herds to an ecoornical unit permitting
them to stay on their ranches and not seek other employment. Several other
ranchers have been able to enlarge their herds to let their sons stay with them
on the ranch and establish homes of their own.

In a recent follow-up survey, it was estimated an additional 4,000 tons of hay
were produced and fall grazing of hay meadows produce an additional 800
a.u.m.'s of grazing enabling the ranchers to carry some 1,600 additional animal
units on the project.

The general storliand trailer court on the project report not only increased
trade and a ranch-Nigher morale of the ranchers, but a 62 percent increase in
tourist and recreation trade.

ecreation previously limited due to the shortage of water has really come to
e. The Wyoming Game and Fish Commission is fully aware of this changed

co ition and now feels justified in stocking the resulting live stream below the
dam.

This project is proving that additional benefits continue to accrue to these soil
and water conservation and development ptojects, not only to the local people in
the community but to many of-the citizens from outside the area.
North Fork of Powder River

The Dull Knife Irrigation Reservoir, the only planned project measu-e, pro-
vides supplemental irrigation water for sotse 3,300 acres of irrigated lands,
owned and operated by thirteen ranchers. The supplemental storage water pro-
vides the needed summer and fall irrigation water to insure a reliable feed base
for the livestock. This additional water has almost doubled the production of hay
and pasture yields. It has also provided needed irrigated pastures to supplement
the grazing' on native ranges.

Recreation was not a planned purpose of the project, but it definitely is improv-
ing the economy of the community. Private landowners surrounding the reservoir
are selling building sites to be used as summer homes and fishing and hunting
camps. The selling of building sites has increased the value of some laud from
about $30.00 per acre to $1,500 per acre. Since the dam was completed, ten cabins
have been built and sixteen' trailer houses moved in. Several of the trailer home-
owners are starting construction of permanent buildingS. These' are sites for
approximately another 100 units in the area. .

The reservoir provides excellent trout fishing both from shore and by boat.
No estimate is available of the number of fisherthen or fishing days the reservoir
has provided, but the number is increasing each year.

Prior to ta construction of the reservoir, the, stream often went dry thereby
destroying most of its value as a fishing stream:The work plan calls for a mini-
mum flow of 2.5 efs of water from the reservoir. This provides a potential of
some 30 miles of fist4ng stream below the dam ; also livestock water throughout

'the dear Along the stream.'
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STATEN( ENT OE G B. BAGLEY, NATIONAL VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
A SSOC I AT 10 N OF CON SERVATIV DISTRICTS

Mr. Chairman and ni:qiibers of the Committee, I iffii George R. Bagley, of St.
Joseph, Loin 1:11111,I sin National Vice-President of the National Association of
('onscrvati on I tistrI,cts 1 N- 1('1)1, and I appreciate being perthitted to appear today
to present the views of our Association on the subject of -dredging, modification,
and channelization of rivers and streams."

i'or nearly 35 years, soil ray.. water conservation districts, in partnership with
the S(oil Clinservation Serv(ce, the Army Corps 1 if Engineers, and many (other
piddle agencies. both feder:t1 and state, have carried out a continuous and highly
successful program to con serve and impr(we 1111111 and water resources and the
environment in which we live. There are over 3.044(1 conservation districts in the
United States with over 2.2 million cooperates. These districts/are governed by
1.4.1N)0 elected officials from all walks of life. They serve Without pay and their
prime interest is in making this country a better place in which to live, work. and
enjoy life.

NACD is very nitwit interested in the subject being.considered at this hearing.
toarticularly as it relates to the npstreallt watershed and flood control projects
heing carried out tinder the Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention .1(4

PL. 566 1. lastriot leaders anti our Association %very closely involved in the con-
ception of this program in the early It150's.

The idea of planning 111(1 carrying 1.111t conservation 1ellAllreS over an entire
small watershed is widely recognized today as 1111 appropriate and effective nay
I.: approach natural resource problems. It directly couipliments the work of the
Corps' to their larger II) ON listre3DI river basin work. The, benefits. of this kind of
watershed %Yowl: were not nearly as welt recognized when we, other conservation
organizations. and many far-sighted Senators and Congressmen worked for the
Passage It Public Law 5fill back in 1954.

District leaders at that time insisted that the watershed program should he it
loyal program, with federal assistance. It is truly a grass roots program :1
means whereby local property owners. urban and rural alike, can achime planned
55 er management and tonitectilon front the ravages Id tboods.

Soil and water conservation districts are the principal sponsors of each of the
1.000 small.- watershed projects that have besn approved to (bite and of the 2,0011
additional aptilications drat haveteen male to the Department of Agriculture.
.111nur, with countY governments. municipal governments. other special-purpose
natural resource districts. and agencies of .state government. districts initiate
the applications. set forth the objectives to be,served, and approve the plans on
which the pro.jepts are based.

From the beginning. NACD has supported and worked for amendments to the
original act to extend and improve its itsefillness and lornsden its purposes. These
amendments. approved by the Congress. have transformed the program from one
of Primarily flood prevention to a multiple-pitrpose program of much greater
breadth. providing for development of water supplies for tons and pities. imlos-
tries. fish and wildlife enhancement, recreation, and atgricultiiral use. It has be-
come more and more a complete upstream water resources tomer:fin. and we sup-
port the continued modification of this program to meet the needs of all neonle.

Public Law 56(3 has been one of the most dramatically sitecessf)ll acts ever
created by Congress. It has upgraded the economic base of hundreds pf com-
munities throughout America. it has survived struggles between various Ad-
ministrations and the Congress, budgetary cutbacks. and agency rivalries. 'Me
state legislatures all over the country have enacted a substantial body of legis-
lation to facilitate and ac'elerate watershed planning and construction and to
provide financially for their support. Local and state governments are providing
some 5-14.3 million annually in funds and services as their share of the responsi-
bilityc-The backtrOg" GY-111711nrMIMS -IrqDre measure of the program's usefillness
and popidarity, is rising. People want. and need water management.

A major goal of soil anti water conservation programs in this country. includ-
ing the P.L. .566 watershed program, is to conserve and develop America's
natural resources and improve the environment. Closely related to this is anothert
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objective. that of expo 11pconomic opportunity throughout rural America.
A better environment, bettlireconomic opportunity. hod an efficient iigriculture
can do much to curb rural migration to metropolitan centers and provide for a
more balanced national growth.

Some changes in tht rural la cape are certain if these goals are to be
achieved. Through careful plann ind the full IO)peralitni of all agencies and
groups involved, these fclifinges take place in a manner that not only will
avoid environmental damage prove environmental quality. But we must
also recognite that choices must be made and that Compromises will be necessary
in order to achieve a...common goal in a positive way.

Yopr Subcommittee is concerned with charges that stream channel modifica-
tion included in Some projects are causing serious damage to fish and wildlife.
Some agencies and :adividuals have been making statements calling for an
end to all channel work of any kind and criticizing water Management programs
and soil and water conservation programs in general.

The position of our Association is that channel work is neither good Her
bad per se, Channel improvements are engineering measures necessary to alleviate
or solve specific problems. Judgments as to the need for channel changes can be
made best on a project-by-project basis---by local people at the local level to meet
local conditions.

Channel improvements are included in watershed projects only when no other
way can be found to meet certain problems. One use is to provide sofficient
capacity for carrying peak flood flows without damage. Another is to prevent
flood damage to land and buildings in areas where the topography makes stor-
age in detention structures impossible. A third is to make possible in high rainfall
areas more efficient use of prime agricultural lands through drainage.

These objectives cannot be dismissed lightly.\Channel improvements are ab-
solutely essential to the farmer who cannot afford crop losses because of flooding
or standing water. They are vital to county officials who niusi; repair roads and
bridges after heavy rains. kdequate drainage is a prime consideration in tl'e
growth of our cities and suburbs, industrial parks, school systems, etc. '

In my own state of Louisiana, water channels are absolutely necessary on
60 percent of the land area. Of the 26 million acres in the state, 15 million
acres are flat ; and there are no possibilities for controlling floods with deter-

' tion reservoirs on these lands. We receive about 56 inches of rainfall per year
and quite often get 6 to 8 inches in a 24-hour period. Without a well-planned
system of channels, it would be impossible to protect homes, industries, and
agricultural lands from being buried in swamps of water. Most of our streams
and bayous are not permanent, free:floWing bodies of water. They flow daring
these heavy rainfall periods and stand in quiet pool stage most of the rest of
the year.

Drainage, like channelization, is not evil by definition nor should it be con-
demned. In Louisiana, the public* works division of our state government has
been making heavy annual investments in drainage work since the early 1900's.
This has made development of land possible not only for agricultural purposes
but for other uses as well. -

In over one-half of the grate, we could not have a highway, an aitport. a resi-
dential subdivision,, or even a city without an adequate system of channels to
remove excess water in a controlled and orderly fashion from the land.

Many of the channels serve several purpbses. They are used to transport and
store water for irrigation during the dry season and for drainage and flood con-
trol during the wet 'season. Control structures in the channels near the Gulf of
Mexico keep salt water from intruding and are designed to hold a good supply
of fresh water in the channel for fish and wildlife.

Many thousands of miles of channels in my state in through the middle of
cities. towns. or e"tton and soybean fields where there is little possibility of any
wildlife habitat. To provide outlets for some of these channels, it is sometimes
necessary to extend them through wooded areas or marshlands.

In Louisiana, we have received Ti watershed applications covering a little over
eight million acres of land--practically all in the flatland area of the state.
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These 71 proects are supported by IOU different local political subdivisions of
state gevernmenj. try federal. state, and local agency or organization with
ashy interest hi resource development and vonservation has been given every op-
portnnity to participate fn development of the plans for these small watershed
areas. 'rho applications are prepared 1,,t)ca By,' reviewed at the local and stale
levels. and tinally submitted to Washington. At least two public hearings are held
on every project. A 1 of the agenties are asked to make contributions to each plan
as it is developed.

1 happen to live ill the Mississippi River Delta. My entire parish had a water-
shed program planned nod carried out iii the early 1960s. It has not -hurt the
environment, the fish and Wildlife, or anything else. But it has helped the people
make a better living. have schools to attend, and chnrcheE in which to worship.
The whole eonomic bast. of our parish has been greatly enhanced by adequate

ra image.
The 111 her parish in WY conservation district saw what had happened and made

p141 ea ten tilt' pregram or its own. After the plans were developed. a few people
started complaining about what they felt was going to happen to the environ-
ment. The 144a1 spenesrs and the Soil Conservation Service asked these folks to
call their epposition together, so that the plans could be thoroughly discussed
1I it!) them. The opponents worked for 0 1114)11111 and managed to get only 11 people
in the entire parish to attend the meeting. This parish recentli voted over-

lit.1111111140 far a tax to support Ilnar watershed program. Without it, the total
4.,emin1v, of the parish wonld wind Up in the nest serious kind of trouble.

;t1ItIpmen. yen have to wade around in mud and water and pump water out
of your settee', basement, or store to really appreciate smite of the things I have
been ,:ty ing. But. let tae assure, you, that is exactly the situation in which 7
percent et' the [4411ml:014in in Louisiana would find itself if it were not Mr the
eh:totls in the state that are removing water in a planned, orderly, and safe
in:toner.

A 41X-11 0101e of 'wittily becoming alarmed simply because a watershed work
plan prepeses Insiderible channel improvement can be found in the West Car-
roll Watershed which is located just 50 miles north of me, A work plan has
jast been completed for this project. Ti calls for 300 miles of channel improve-
ments. Some environmentalists wit of New Orleans, over 300 miles away, heard
of this plan and became alarmed about ruination of fish and wildlife resources.
The1^ did not study the plan to find out that these channels. without exception.
flew during perhals of storm runoff only and that several grade stabilization
strlict tures were being designed in the plan to alleviate 'amages to fish and wild-
life' resources that are presently oeurring Nor did they read the report of the
r.S. Fish and Wildlife Service which said. "Fishery resources in the watershed
are generally of ,low to moderate quality. Wildlife resources are also generally
low to moderate quality of (leer and squirrel. and n.oderate population of dove,
rabbit. and quail.

Based On our killiutedge of the area and proposed watershed development, We
helleV that fish and wildlife resources will not be significantly affected. . .

This entire watershed. which covers West Carroll Parish, is rural. The town.
which serves as the commercial center of the area. has a population of only
-Lsoo persons. The economy is based almost entirely en agric Ilture. There are
1.700 farms in the area and 1.000 of these contain 0 avres' r less. Over one-
ha If oftlie fautibes are earning less than $2.400 per year.

F. I fal` a storm oecurred which isolated over 200 rural .families for np to
t !tree Ably,: duo. to roads being flooded. The parish atoliey jury and the soil and
water consrvation disPriet believe that the low ineome is largely due to the in-
ability of farmers to realize returns from farm investments becanse_pf inadequate
fucilitles for removkig excess rainfall.

Tile watershed program is a program to help these people help thet
111,y 'canner afford themselves to dig ditches to take care of the excess ater
ruining out of Arkansas and other parishes in Louisiana. They must have help
In there Will =ono he another 1.0(10 families on Our welfare rolls.

Watershed projects must serve many needs of many people. The interests of
farmers. spert4anen. businessmen. and townspeople may not always be identical.
'We believe evbry effort !mist he made to plan a program that produces the high-est benefit, for every segment of the community. But we cannot simply say
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that any one special interest, such as the fish and wildlife interest, automatically
should outweigh al'. of the others.

Let us consider the interest of agriculture, for example. Inclusion of agri-
cultural development as a purpose of a watershed project contemplates benefits
extending i!ar beyond farmers. The economy of most of our rural counties in
America remains based on agriculture. The reduction of fbioding and excess
water on farm lands makes possible higher farm income.

This, in turn, increases the business of processors and handler's of agricultural
products and of merchants generally. Local government relies On tax revenues
from agriculture in much of our country. If farmers fail to prmaer, tax income
for schools, roads, welfare, and other essential services suffers.

Take the business interest. How important is it to a community to protect local
industries from flooding? If' industries must leave because of flooding Or poor
water maucgement. vital jobs are lost. This Interest of towns and cities in rural
America cannot be ignored.

Let us consider what we might call the environmental interest. This is the
, interest that all of us have in preserving and improving the quality of the re-
sources that support us. including air, soil, water, trees. fish, wildlife, and natural
beauty.

It is our conviction in NACI) that watershed projects contribute much to the
enhancement of the environment. The projects reduce erosion and sedimentation ;
they Prevent floods; they provide new recreational areas : they impound water for
boating. fishing, and swimming : they create new fish and wildlife habitat: they
improve agriculture and forest management and they beautify the landscape.
1Vatershed projects are basically environmental projects.

In our view. if channels are necessary in a projeet, everything possible to mini-
mize any adverse impact on the environment should be done. For example. engi-
oeered channels, wherever possible, might follow the natural contour of the
land rather than being straightand they should include fish and wildlife habi-
tat improvement measures. Banks can be sloped more gradually, landscaped, or
planted to wildlife food. Sediment control during the construction perhd can be
emphasized to a greater extent.

The key n a solution to the conflict over channels is for all agencies and
people concerned to work together in a cooperative spirit lo find the best pos-
sible ways to resolve differences, project by project.

All appropriate agencies of government with their individual fields of expertise
must come harether and complement each other in finding SI:11160ns to our environ-
mental problems. There are now twiny projects in which channel changes are not
gopposed by anybody. and where the quality offish and wildlife habitat. if affected.
is often greatly enhanced.

It is important. I believe, to make it clear that fish and wildlife interests. for-
estry interests,/and environmental groups. should join in watershed 'Ottani
along with business. farm. and municipal interests-- in order to avoid conflicts.
It hats alwa,ys been the policy of conservation districts. and the Soil Conservation
Servit.... to invite and encourage it trticipntinn of such interests in watershed plan-
ning f..oni the earliest staiZ4`.. Indeed. in 3'2 states. fisli and gaunt-, forestry, ',arks.
awl other state agencies are acting as legal sponsors of watershed projects and
investing substantial fluids in them because of the advantages that aocrue to their
programs.

ufort mot tely. in sonic places. those now complaining the most about writershial
work are those who have taken the least interest in the past, and sometime: no
interest at all, in the planning stages of the projects.

In our judgment. Alaimo( modification is an important measure that is Vx-
tremely useful in certain localities and situations to bring about a net improve-
meld in Mae overall 11121nponient of water and elated natural. resources for the
immediate and long-ginge benefit of the people.

We appreciate this opportunity- to present the views of our association.
Senator Ift-mmar.r. NOW we have on our agenda a number of wit-

nesses we are going to ask to come up to the table together, if they
would. This is what we have called for lack of a better phrase "the
coalition of farm and commodity organizations," and I do not know
how many of them are here. but those of you who are present, if
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you would come up. I understand that Mr. Fred Ileinkels going to
make the presentation.

Mr. Fred Winkel is the president of the Mid-Continent Farmers
Association. and you may very well want to introduce your associates
here. Fred..and tell us who they are and who they represent.

STATEMENT OF FRED V. HEINICEL, PRESIDENT, MID-CONTINENT
FARMERS ASSOCIATION,' COLUMBIA, MO., AND CHAIRMAN, CO-
ALITION OF GENERAL FARM AND COMMODITY ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. HETNKEL, Mr, Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, on
my immediate left is Tony Dechant, president of the National Farm-
ers -Union; on his immediate left is Oren Staley, president of the
National Farmers Organization. and on my right isiJohn Seott, master
of the National Grange.

Senator 11tmeiniEy. May I, on behalf of the committee. welcome
these three very distinguished leaders of American agriculture. We
are very honored by your presence. and. sir. may I welcome von as
their spokesman. that is. the four great leaders of American agri-
ulture that are here with us today. We are really very honored
that on have taken the time to come.

Mr. Ilmskm.. '1'11;1111: you.
Mr. Chairman. I might add there are other individuals represent-

ing other members of the coalitioi present here today.
Senator lItmenaEy. Yes; I am going to ask that the full list of the

representatives of the coalition organizations. the organizations and
their representatives be printed at this time in the record, and if
we have the time today after the panel has given us the benefit of
their observations we will be glad to hear from any others that may
want to share some thoughts with us.

Senator HUMP It (To right ahead.
Mr. IIETNKEI.. Mr. Chairman. in putting this statement together

yesterday in a hurry inadvertently the first page was left off. I do
not have copies of it. I would like to read it into the record pre-
eding the printed material ,that we submitted in advance, if that
is permissible, Mr. Chairman.

Senator HUMPHREY. You just do as you wish, sir.
(io ahead.
Mr. IIEINKEL. Mr. Chairman. this will follow the statement that

you have.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Fred V.

Heinkel, president of the Mid-Continent Farmers Association mud
chairman of the Coalition of General Farm and Commmliiy Or-
ganizations.

It is a pleasure to testify before this distinguished committee
toda v.

Mr. Chairman. .we are opposed to the administration's package
of revenue-sharing proposal proposed for one level of govern-
ment to levy taxes and appropriate funds to another level for their
free and unrestricted use as an unsound principle. It transfers re-

.sponsibility for maintaining programs to the States without any
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assurance that Congress
will

the future will appropriate sufficient
funds or that the State will continue to maintain these programs.

''his is particularly important because Congress is being asked to
transfer moneys from programs Congress has protected over many.
years without assurance these programs will be maintained.

Adoption of these proposals would not simplify administrative
procedures. reduce costs. result in elimination of all Federal controls
or make these programs more responsive to public needs. The coali-
tion .recognizes the revenue needs of State and local units of g6v-
ernment.

We are confident that workable altA-rnatives to th.. administration's
revenue-sharing proposals will come forth and be of help.

This brings me. Mr. Chairman. to the statement of opposition to
the administration's revenue, sharing and departmental reorganiza-
tion proposal that has been adopted by the member organizations of
the Coalition of General Farm and Commodity Organization:

With the /arm parity index now standing at 70the lowest level of farm
prices since -the Great Depressionfarm programs deserve representation in
the President's Cabinet. Certainly this is not the time to relegate farming
to a subCabinet status. The undersigned organizations. therefore. oppose the
President's departmeittal reorganization proposal.

The President's revenue sharing proposal is offered as a separate program.
But the proposals are directly related. The relationship is especially signifi-
cant over a longer range .4tudy of the proposals.

COMMON IMPLICATIONS OF REORGANIZATION AND REVENUE SHARING

The President's reorganization and rural development revenue sharing
pro:losals have in common at least three broad and long-range implications:

1. Both are proposals with the collation objective of abolishing the United
Staten Department of Agriculture and of diminishing the farmers' voice and
influence on the Federal Government.

2. Both would remove programs and agencies from the direct control of an
accountable Secretary of Agriculturerevenue sharing by turning programs
over to the states. and rcorL,nization by shifting agencies and programs to
other depa rtments.

3. Both tend to shift the primary focus of government agencies and programs
away from benefiting farmers as such, and toward rural development in general.
Farm programs would likely not fare well under these proposals.

Farming is the number one business in rural America, and farming is the
number one activity for generating the income of bankers, -grocers, implement
dealers. and others in rural communities and small towns. In this sense. farm-
ing is the foundation an which rural development must be built, rather than
vice versa.

In conclusion.. Mr. Chairman. I would like to submit the following
written materials to the Committee:

Exhibit A is a list of the member organizations of the Coalition
of General Farm and Commodity Organizirtions-that-approved the
statement that I have presented.

Exhibit 1i is an explanatory summary of the administrations de-
partmental reorganization and revenue-sharing proposals.

I respectfully request that these two exhibits be made a part of the
hearing record at this point.

Senator IIi-mpum-A-. It will he done at this particular point. They
will be printed in total. at this point. in the record.

.Nfr. HEINKEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The exhibits follow :)
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Exiiuur A
MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS OF THE COALITION OF GENERAL FARM AND

COMMODITY ORGANIZATIONS

John W. Scott, Master,
The National Grange,
1610 H, Stteet, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

Tony T. Dechant, President,
National Farmers Union,
P. 0. Box 2251,
Denver, Colorado 80201

Mr. Gene Moos, President, -
National Assn. of Wheat Growers,
Edwall, Washington 99008

Oren Lee Staley, President,
National Farmers Organization,
Corning, Iowa 50841

Fred V. Heinkel, President,
Midcontinent Farmers Association,
201 South Seventh Street,
Columbia, Missouri 65201

C. A. Duzan, Chafrman,
United Grain Farmers of America,
Oakland, Illinois 61943

Paul Affeldt, President.
Pure Milk Products Cooperative,
Box 350,
_Fond du Lae, Wisconsin 54935

Elbert Harp, President,
Grain Sorghum Produce.s Assn.,
1212 14th Street,
Lubbock, Texas 79401

Walter Goeppinger, President,
National Corn Growers Assn.,
P. 0..BOX 358,
Boone, Iowa 50036

Alvah F. Troyer, President,
Soybean Growers of America,
Route #2
La Fontaine. Indiana 40940

Russell C. Schools, Exec. Secretary,
Virginia Peanut Growers Assn.,
('apron, Virginia 23829

George B. Blair, Exec. Vice President,
American Rice Growers Co-op Assn.,
Lake Charles. Louisiana 70601

Al E. Nlercker, Executive Secretary
Vegetable Growers Association,
1616 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

Harry B. Caldwell, Exec. Vice
President,

Farmers Cooperative Council of
North Carolina.

P. 0. Box H--....
Greensboro. N. C. 27402

Ray Wax. President,
Natl. Assn. of Farmer-Elected

Committeemen
Pine Lawn Farms,
Newman, Illinois 61942

J. B. Kirklin, Exec. Vice President,
Trans-Pecos Cotton Association,
1122 Meadowbrook,
Pecos. Texas 79772

B. J. Malusky, General Manager.
Farmers Union Grain Terminal

Assn.,
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

T. H. Stiechen, General Manager,
Farmers Union Central Exchange,
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Ross Wilson, Manager,
Southwestern Peanut Growers

Gorman. Texas 70454

EXHIBIT B

EXPLANATORY SUMMARY OF PRESIDENT NIXON'S DEPARTMENTAL REORGANIZATION
AND REVENUE SHARING PROPOSAL

Departmental Reorganization: On March 30, President Nixon submitted four
bills to the Congress on .departmental reorganization.

The four bills would abolish seven departments of the Federal government
Department of Labor, Interior, Agriculture, Transportation, Health- Educa-
tion - Welfare, Housing and Urban Development, and Commerceand scatter
the functions and programs of these departments among four new Departments
of Natural Resources. Human Resources, Economic Affairs, and Community
Develop.nent.

The Department of Agriculture would be dismantyd, and its functions spread
among all of the four new departments. For e mple, the Farmers ,Homo
Administration would go to Community Development, the Forest Service apd
Soil Conservation Service would go to Natural Resources, and the Food
and Nutrition Service would go to Human Resources.

The Department of Economic Affairs would receive most of tike USDA's
programs and agencies. With the exception of the CCC and the Federal Crop
Insurance Corporation, a new Farms and Agriculture Administration to he
established in the Economic Affairs Department would be the only farm, agency
that would have to be established in any of the proposed departments. Except
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for these, USDA agencies could be renamed or dismantled and their functions
administered as the Secretary of the new department would determine. The
Farms ang Agriculture Administration of the Department of Economic Affairs
would take over the price support and production control functions of the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service.

There is confusion as to what would actually happen to particular programs
under the reorganization scheme. For example, personnel of the Farmers Home
Administration would be shifted to the Department of Community Develop-
ment. However, FHA's farm operating loan program would remain in the
"'arms and Agriculture Administration of the Economic Affairs Department.
ills apparently does not mean that these loans would actually be administered
by Economic Affairs; Farmers Home would continue to administer the loans
out of the funds channeled through the Economic Affairs Department. The
reason for Continuation of this administrative arrangement for operating
loans: Only FHA has the deliverty system (field offices, trained field personnel)
to make the knns available to farmers.

Farm programs would be lowered at least one rung on the hierarchical
ladder by the President's reorganization scheme. Farmers and rural people
have enough difficulty with the Office of Management and Budget (formerly
Bureau of the Budget)which now stands between USDA and the President
in getting adequate funding for farm and rural programs. Under the Presi-
dent's reorganization scheme, farmers would have to go through not only the
OMB but also the Secretary of Economic Affairs in getting funds budgeted
for essential programs. And because the present Departments of Labor,
Transportation and Commerce also would be located in the Economic Affairs
Department, agriculture would be thrown into direct competition with labor,
business, and other programs for funding within the Department of Economic
Affairs.

Rural Revenue Sharing: President Nixon is submitting seven "revenue-
sharing" bills to Congress this year. One bill would provide for "general
revenue-sharing," in that it would make available to the states about $5
billion to use for virtually,any type of programs. The other six bills provide
for "special revenue-sharing ;" they would make available to the states a total
of $11 billion to be divided among six broad program areas: law enforcement ;
manpower training, transportation, education, urban community development,
and rural community development.

The rural community development revenue-sharing bills would turn over to
the states a total of $1.1 billion of federal revenues. The Administration's
rural development revenue-sharing plan was described by the President in a
March10 message, and the bill itself went to Congress on April 6.

Under the rural development revenue-sharing plan 'a number of Federal
programs would be abolished and the money turned over to the states for use
in any manner consistent with so-called "rural development" use.

According to the President's Apra! 10 message, the Federal categorical
programs to be ended and the amounts to be turned over to the states are as
follows:

Rural development revenue sharing: Where the money would come from

fm Ilion edollarr)
Programs:

1. Appalachian Regional Commission and other rural commissions__ 316
2. Economic Development Adn 'nistration 227
3. Agricultural Extension Service 140
4. Rural en'-ironmental assistance program (ACP) 140
5. Rural water and sewer grants 42
6. Other Federal programs 43
7. New money 170

Total 1, 100

Two types of expenditures could be expect( I to "soak up" much of the
shared revenue before it reaches farmers and .. -ushers in the form of REAP
payments and other programs. li
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First, state officialshard presed to stretch their tax revenue to cover all of
the spending demands that are made upon themwould be tempted to use
the shared funds to fulfill Matching requirements of other programs rather than
to continue the existing agencies and programs.

Among the other Federal-state.categorical grant-in-nil programs that could
be construed as -rural" and therefore would qualify fur the states' matching
share to be made up of revenue acquired by the states under this bill are
sec(mdary -farm-b)-market-) Iliad clmstruction. hospital construction in rural.
areas. and meat and poultry inspection. To the extent that the states would
use the funds provided by the rural community development revenue shaping

4 bill in this way, the states orer-all financial expenditures ou rural programs
would be rediteedthus sabotaging the apparent intention of the rural com-
munity development revenue sharing bill to enlarge rurall development funding.

SecoMI. a larg,e part of the shared revenue would pi.obably find its way into
spending by states to induce industry to locate in rural areas. It is nut to
liffiult to imagine the lobbying that industries will direct to Legislatures,
Governors. and other state officials to rake off VI share of the funds. As induce-
ment t.1 locate in rural areas. Industries nay want state construction Of
access roads to the plant, and state construction of water and srer facilities
at the Plant. They may want purchase by the State of land .. ,r plant loca-
tion. With the "free- money fi'ating around as a result of revenue-sharing
inditstries no doubt will demand costly inducements of this type to get them to
locate in rural areas.

There are other ways to encourage rural industrial development, such as
reinstating the seveh percent investment tax credit for investments made in

i. rural areas.
The Coalition ()Moses the President's revenue sharing proposal. .

Mr. HEINKFL. Mr. Cha i rman, each of these organizations has a
statement to nifik.

Mr. Carpenter, who is accompanying me, had a death in his family
and we may have to leave a little sooner.

I would like to ask that my statement or our statement from
Midcontinent Farmers' Association be inserted in the record at this
point and world like to just readrthe last section, if that is permissible.

Senator HUMPIIRF.Y. We identify this as the statement of Mid-
Continent Farmers Organization, "The Urgent Need To Develop
Urban America," and it Nvill be printed in its full text in the record
and then you make your excerpts from if.

Mr. HEINKF.I. Farmers are by nature community builders, they
cleared and plowed the land they produced. They build schools. and
churches and6omnuntities, butt for the last 50 years we have been
dealing with problems, emergencies, and crises. That has been done,
and most uutn be justified: however,planning for a future rural de-
velopment is sorely neoded. ,

Someone has said that for the want of objective planning we
dup,ped our social problems on the cities and our surplus on the
world with great daintp-re to the human social valises of America. ,

What I am saying is that the farmers are the backbone of rural
America and obviously are the key factors to build and maintain
healthy rural conlinIlliities.

About the only act of planning on a national basis was the Home-
stead Act. At least it had an objective. And of course the job of
revitalizing rural America is the responsibility of the Congress and
all the people, not just farmers. Our recommendations for further
rural development, of adequate and nutritious diets for all. Farm pro-
ducers are entitled t a fair return for their investment dollar. The
market is an essei *al but not :1 sufficient nievhanism for guiding farm
production, mee mg the food needs of the people and adequately
compensating the producers.
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Four, there are human values at stake in agriculture which are more
important than just production efficiency as a goal of national policy.
Location of new factevies is very important to further development
of rural areas. This in turn depends on the following:

An adequate and continuing water supply, an adequate sanitary
sewerage system, adequate health services, including health centers,
reasonable access to :schools, 'churches, and recreation centers.

Add low-cost electric power and possibly this Means expanding
REA facilities. Aid to adequate housing.,

Last and possibly most important of all, a new approach to land
ownership. I did not say new type of ownership, but a new approach
to land ownership, one that will help young men to acquire and
control a farm without being haunted with the ever-present thought
of foreclosure. This is not a new problem that has .cropped up in
the last year or two, but it has been with us for quite sometime.

We made a little progress on it. It Would seem this might be ac-
complished by a government agency or corporation adequately funded
to make or guarantee 100 percent loans on low-cost interest to be re-
paid over a period of 30 to 40 years by a small percent of gross income
from the farm.

I do not know, and I did not say that we necessarily need a new
agency. This could possibly be (lone through an existing agency,
probably FIIA. It has the authority to make ownership loans, but I
would frankly have to say that it has been starved for ownership
funds under this and previous administrations.

I put it this way: This one and the past administration, neither
one provided adequate funds- on the proper terms to help young
farmers who are well-trained, competent, and qualified to he farmers
and want to be farmers but for the want of finances are unable to
become farmers.

That Mr. Chairman, concludes my statement for Mid-Continent as
well as the presentation for the coalition.

(The prepared statement is as follows:)
Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, my name is Fred 'Reinke'.

president of the Midcontinent Farmers Association with headquarters in
Columbia. Missouri, and representing membership of over 152,000 members
in Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, Illinois and °tiles
adjacent states.. li'or clarification members of the Midcontinent Farmers Asso-
ciation include members of the Missouri Farmers Association -in Missouri and
as aforestated a sizeable number of members from states that adjoin Missouri.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear here this afternoon before
this distinguished subcommittee to present our views on the revitalization and
development of rural America.

First, I wish to compliment Senator Talmadge, the Chairman of the Senate
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, for having the foresight, to insist
upon the incorporation of Title IX in the Agricultural Act of 1970 before its
final passage. We view this provision as a mandate to develop an adequate
balance between rural and urban America. and it further requires the Admin-
istration in power to provide factual information annually on federal pro-
grams and services rendered to the people of rural America.

I can truthfully say that this is one section of the Agricultural Act of 1070
which We in MFA can endorse in its entirety. Furthermore, it occurs to me
that this subcommittee can prove itself to be of great benefit to rural America
and the nation as a whole if it can bring to the surface the facts qs they relate
to our farm economy, the amount of substandard housing, the amount of
substandard income that Prevails in rural America, and as these facts are
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revealed constructive programs can be ontlined which will develop and expand
our rural areas in myth a manner as to make all of America a better place
in which to live.

Another important function that this subcommittee should undertake and
hopefully accomplish would be to establish a better understanding between
our rural and urban population. ova"

Growth Policy.It is estimated that by the year 2000 the population of the
United States will increase by approximately 100 million people, making a
total of over 300 million people.

Mt. Chairman, bow these 300 million people are_to be geographically located
will in my opinion have a vital effect upon the economy, the ecology, and the
tuture of America. If the c ent trend continues of millions of family size
farms disappearing and witlY the trend that prevails today wherein over
three-fourths of tour population are crowded on less than two percent of the.,
land, then we can expect discontent, poverty, ignorance, violence, crime, and
other unsatisfactory conditions which could well destroy the economic and
social standards we now enjoy and hopefully look forward to improving in
the years to collie.

Mr. Chairman, we in MFA support any measure that will serve to further
rural community development not only on the farm but within the city
boundaries of the ram community. We urge the Congress to enact agricultural
laws and to establish agricultural policies that will serve to increase and
materially improve the net farm income of farmers. A viable, prosperous,
and healthy agriculture, the nation's greatest industry, is essential if our
nation 1A to prosper and remain strong.

It is estimated that 30,:r of those persons gainfully employed in the United .

States are engaged in agricultural (jr agribusiness pursuits. We also submit
that adequate financing of the basic industryagriculturein rural America
is,, t cornerstone in rural conmunity development.
`Rural Community Development Governmental Reorganization. The

Administration proposal of Governmental reorganization Wherein the Depart-
ment of Agriculture would he abolished is unquestionably a death blow to rural
community development. To diffuse the Department of Agriculture into four
new departments would create a situation where beneficial USDA programs
and activities would "wither on the vine". It would mean that the Department.
of Agriculture, one of the oldest and most important in the nation, would
cease to exist and would thereby deprive farmers of their present strong unified
voice at Cabinet level. Chairman Talmadge commented, "This proposal would
be similar to trying to cure a sick man by cutting out his heart."

Mr. Chairman, .1 want to state, however, that we do not belong to the
-IV"' Club" (resist change), but rather we would approve changes in the
U.S. Department of Agriculture as may be necessary to make it more efficient
and aes1NmsiVC to farmers.

Rural Community Development Special Rerenne Sharing Proposal.The
MFA is opposed to the President's special revenue sharing proposal because
it would have the effect of abolishing the present rural development programs
that are now of benefit to rural communttles.

State officials hard pressed to stretch theirtax revenue to cover all of the
spending demands that are made upon them would be tempted to use the
share funds to fulfill matching requirements of other programs rather than to
continue the existing agencies and programs. Therefore, much of the funds
may be- soaked up before it reaches farmers and ranchers in the form of REAP
payments and other programs.

Among the other Federal-state categorical grant-in-aid programs that could
construed as "rural" and therefore would qualify for the state's matching

share to be made up of revenue acquired by the states under this hilt are:
secondary ("farm to market") road construction, hospital construction in rural
areas. and meat and poultry inspection. To the extent that the states would
use the funds provided by the rural community development revenue sharing
bill in this way, the states' overall financial expenditures on rural programs
would he redneedthus sabotaging the apparent intention of the rural com-
manity development revenue sharing bill to enlarge rural development funding.

Comments and Recommendations. Farmers are, by nature. community
builders. They cleared and plowed the laud and made it produce. They built
schools and churches and communities. But for the last ,0 years we have
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been dealing with%.problems, emergencies and crises. What has been done and
more can be justified. However, planning for future Rural Development is
sorely needed.

Someone bus said that for the %vont of objective planning we dumped Our
social problems on the cities and oar surplus prtstucts on the world with
greatdamage to the human and social values of America.

What I am saying Is that farmers are the backbone of Rural America. Then
obviously adequate fair farm prices and income are the key factor if farmers
are to provide the economic fuel to build and maibtain healthy "rural com-
munities".

About the only act of planning on a national basis was the Homestead Act.
At least it had an objective.

And, of course, the job of rev4talizing rural America is the responsibility
of the Congress and all the peoplenot just farmers.

Our reeonunendations to further the rural development process inclu.le the
following guidelines:

1. Adequate and nutritious diets for all people is the fundamental ohjeitive
of agriculture.

2. Farm producers are entitled to a fair return for their investment and labor.
3. The market is an essential but not a sufficient mechanism for guiding

farm prodnetion, meeting the food needs of the people, and adequately cAnpen-
sating the producer.

4. There are human values at stake in agriculture which are more important
than just prIalnetion efficiency as it pail of national policy.

Location of new factories is very inimirtant to further development of rural
areas. And this in turn depends. on the following:

1. An adelmate alai continuing water supply.
2. An adequate, sanitary sewer system.
3. Adequate health services including health centers.
4. Reasonable access to churches, schools, and recreation centers.

An adequate labor Supply and training facilities.
G. Good highway system.
7. Adequate low cost electric powerpossibly this means expanding REA

facilities.
5. ,Adequate housing.
Last and possibly most important of all, a new approach to land ownership.

One that will help young men to acquire and control a. farm without being
haunted with the everyday thought of foreclosure.

It would seem this might be accomplished by a governinent agency or cor-
poration adequately funded to make or guarantee 100 percent loans on low
interest to be repaid over a period of 30 to 40 years by a small percent of the
gross income front the farm.

Mr. Chairman and members'of the subcommitteewe thank you for the op-
portunity of appearing here.

Senator HUMPIlltEy. Thank- you very mach.
I think von will he pleased to know that the Committee on Agri-

culture and Forestry i, now nerfecting new legislation on farm credit
for the Farmers I Ionic dminktnition -which we hope will ,Y,o a good
deal further than present policiecl. This is the result of the study
that was made. I think, a year or so ago and the proposals that were
presented to the ('oneness.

.Nfr. 11E1 NK EL. We had testified in support of that.
Senator llt-NrittinEv. Yes. I understand that von did.
All right. The next member of your panel to testify I believe,

am I correct, is Mr. Deelwnt.

STATEMENT Of TONY T. DECHANT, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
FARMERS UNION

Mr. DEctiANT. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee.
I am pleased to have the opportunity to testify today before the
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Rural Development Subc,ommit tee of the Senate Committee on Agri-
culture and Forestry. .

I want to first of all associate myself
to

the coalition statement
that Mr. Ileinkel has just presented to the committee, and then I
would like to present a detailed statement for kpublieation in the
hearing record. I will not take the time to. read it, Mr. Chairman, but
will summarize it for you briefly at this time.

Mr. III:mrinwy. We will welcome that, and the full text of what-
ever you haVe to present here will be printed in the record as if
del ivered.

Mr. DECHAN1. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, let Inc preface my reniarks by commending you with

the way your hearings for today and tomorrow are structured.
T.he questions of balanced population growth, rural development,

and the administration's rural revenue sharing and departmental
reorganization proposals are related to each other in such a way that
separate consideration of them would be mirealistic. We appreciate
the opportunity to discuss all of these matters in our testimony today.

I, am especially pleased with the opportunity afforded by this
hearing, to relate the problems of adequate farm income 'and rural
development to each other. In formulating policies for rural develop-
mew. we must keep constantly in mind that farming, as my long-time
friend Fred Ileinkel has said, is the number one business in rural
AmerWa, and that farming is the number one activity for generating
the income of bankers, grocers, implementlrealers, and others in rural
communit ies and sma I t owns.

A strong agricultural sector, therefore, is the foundation oft which
rural development must be 'built. With the farm parity ratio cur-
rently at 70, It is obvious that a major element of any rural revitaliza-
tion policy must in-v.elve the strengthening of farm income.

There is a pressing need in the United States for a balanced national
growth policy. By the end of this century, 100 million people will
D. added to our population. If present trends continue, most of the
300 million Americans of the year 200 will be concentrated on a
very small percentage of our Nation's land. We see very clearly the
mounting dangel.s in continued migration out of rural America and
into the Nation's overcrowded cities and suburbs. We must stop and
reverse this senseless rural out-migration. We must stem the tide of
disaster that will be the result of failure to correct the population

' indmlance.
We urge the Congress now to ,nact a major policy devoted to

population distribution. We believe that policy should provide at
least two new arms of government.

11) We should have a Council on Population Density' and Rural"
Developruent. The Council should be established as a unit within the
Executive Office of the President, with formal status comparable to
the Council of Economic Advisers and other agencies within the
President's Office. Its job would be mostly one of promotion to pub-
licize and crystallize public support, for policies and programs CO
bring about rural development and population dispersion.

(2) We must. establish a rural development credit bank to help
do the job of capital financing alio will be required to achieve our
goal. A separate credit bank is required especially to take on the ex-
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pensive task of industrial developmentof encouraging and stimu-
lating industries to locatedIlants in rural areas.

In addition to creation of new institutions such as the Council on
Population Density and Rural Development end the credit bank, a
major policy enacted by Congress on population distribirOon would
provide a framework of support for specihcmts-and-bolts type rural
development programs. Only when we have a basic policy commit-
ment to balanced growth and rural redevelopment can we expect
maximum r6sults in achieving concrete, operating. programs for in-
dustrial relocation, rural housing, health services delivery fa rural
people, improved rural communication and transportation Syskins,
and other elements of rural revitalization.

Mr. Chairman, it is our concern for this need of broad natilnal
policy that dominates much of -my thinking as I comment on the
legislation now under consideration.

We support the objective of rural development around which the
administration's revenue-sharing bill is formulated. We much reject,:
however.. niuch of the content of the revenue-sharing bill because it
is at odds with this objective.

Our convention delegates stated explicitly that we must reject any
plan which would deny funds to the agencies of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture to carry out their programs.

We have looked for evidence that these pmgrams might be con-
tinued under State sponsorship, but we do not lindit. We note that
with the exception of the Agricultural Extension Service, no main-
tenance of effort on the part of the States is required on any of the
programs. Indeed, to the extent that States Might use some of the
'funds on secondary roads, hospitals in rural areas, and for meat and
poultry inspection, important as they are, they might be able to ac-
tually reduce expenditures of State funds for rural programs. Thus,
time apparent intention to enlarge rural development funding would
be sabotaged, not aided.

There is not enough new money- in the rural revenue. sharing
proposal to be significant.

We are not for continuing programs after their importance has
faded. But some of the pMgrams that would be phased out are in-
creasing in significance. I mention as specific examples the sewer and
water grants, the rural enVironmental assistance program, and such
regional programs as tlie Appalachian Regional Commission.

We are concerned about another possibility that Muhl resuit in
reduced expenditures for rural development. It is the competition
that could be expected to come from other interests. Undoubtedly,
industries would become major competitors for funds. We recognize
that it is -desirable to have programs which will help rural areas
attract industries. Any broad revitalization of rural America, of
course, has to have this in mind.

However, we think there are better ways than taking funds from
rural programs. An example would be loans from the rural develop-
ment credit bank. Another example might be use of credit on taxes
for investments made in rural areas.

Our concerns are in no way diminished as we study the companion
legislation to revenue sharingthe departmental reorganization pro-
posal.. Under this proposal,- the U.S. Department of Agriculture
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would be abolished, of coo se. Its functions would be spread among
four new agencies.

This is not the first prziposal to reorganize the executive branch of
Government of course. Every President since Franklin D. Roosevelt
has submitted snch proposals. A 'central feature of such plans has
generally been the raising or lowering of agencies in the hierarchi-
cal framework in order to increase or reduce their importance.

Under this proposed reorganization, the agencies that now func-
tion in the U.S. Department of Agriculture would clearly be lowered
as a result of the fragmentation that would occur. We already have
difficulty getting around the Office of Management and Budget as
we try to it-bidet-tient and fund programs. What would it be like if
we also had to fight our way through four different Cabinet members
to the seat of executive power?

The revenue sharing and reorganization plans have much in
common.

Both Would abolish the U.S. Department of Agriculture and
diminish the farmer's voice in the executive branch of Government.

Both would remove programs from control of the Secretary of
Agriculture, a Cabinet member charged with primary responsibility
for rand programs.

Both would shift the focus of Gbvernment away from the farmer
toward rural development generally, leaving the farmer to receive
only trickle-down benefits.

We believe these are wrong directions. We do not believe rural
America.can be redeveloped by 'weakening the farmer's voice. We
do not believe rural America can be redeveloped by reducing the
national effort required to deal with the Rroblems.

Mr. Chairman, I urge yon and your subcommittee to take,the lead
in redirecting our course toward strengthening: the Department of
Agriculture and its programs in a renewed national effort for both
rural, development and farm program administration.

The National Farmers Union fully supports yoi as you work
toward this essential goal.

Thank you.
Senator lIumennEy. Thank yon very much, Mr. Dechant.
I thought weihould complete all the testimony here first, the four

pane'ists, and trieu conic to the questions, if that is agreeable to all
of you.

I understand you want your more extensive statement.to be printed
immediately at this point in the record following your oral testimony?

nEcrIANT. I would appreciate it, Mr. Chairman.
Senator IIrmenurv. Yes, that will be done.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Dechant is as follows:)

Mr. Chairman, Members ^f the Subcommittee. f am pleased to have the
opportunity to testify twin: before the Rural I/evelopment Subcommittee.

The National Farmers Union has followed the work of this new Subcom-
mittee with great interest. We are convincedas I am Aire you arethat this
Suls-onmittee can play a central role in coming to grips with the Interrelated
problems of rural America.

I particularly commend the Subcommittee for the way that hearings for
today and tomorrow are structured. _The questions of balanced population
growth, rural development, and the Adginistration's rural revenues sharing and
departmental reorganization proposals are related to each other in such a way
that separate consideration of them would he unrealistic. We appreciate the
opportunity to discuss all of these matters in our testimony today.
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, I am especially pleased with the opportunity #orded by this hearing to
relate the problems of adequate farm income an rural development to each
other. In formulating policies for rural development, we must keep constantly
in mind that farming is the number one business in rural America, and that
farming is the number one activity for generating the income of bankers,
grocers, implement dealers, and others in rural communities and small towns.

A strong agricultutral sector, therefore, is the foundation on which rural
development must be built. With the farm parity ratio currently at 70, it is
obvious that a major element of any rural revitalization policy must invoke
the strengthening of farm income.

Mr. Chairman, there is a pressing need in the United States for a balanced
national growth policy.

By the end of this century, 100 million people will be added to-the population
of the United States. If present trends are allowed to continue, most of the
300 million Americans of the year 2000 will be concentrated on a very small
proportion of the nation's land area. Projections of the Urban Land Institute
place 60 percent of the country's poptilationor 187 million personsin' just
four huge urban complexes. One continuous urban strip, containing 68 million
people, will extend 500 miles down the Atlantic seaboard from North Boston
to South of Washington, D.C. Another, with 61 Million, will run from Utica,
New l'orkalon the base of the Great Lakes as far as Green Bay, Wisconsin.
Home 44 million persons will live on a Peen* strip between the San Francisco
bay area and the Mexican border. A fourth concentration. with 14 million will
extend along the Florida east coast from Jacksonville to Miami and across the
peninsula to Tampa and St. Petersburg.

Furthermore, most of the remaining 40 Percent of Americans will also live
in turban concentrations.

If prqsent migration patterns continue for the next three decades, 77 percent
of the coming 300 million Americans will reside on 11 percent of the land
excluding Alaska and Hawaii). Only 12 percent of the population will be

outside urban areas of 100.000 or more population.
Today, with 26.5 percent of Americans still living in places of 2.500 in-

habitants or less, we can already see very clearly the mounting dangers in. a
continued migration out of rural America and into the nation's pvercrowded
And congested cities and suburbs. We must stop and reverse this senseless-
rural out-migration.

To do this, we desperately need an explicit, national population distribution
policy. Title IX of the Agricultural Act of 1970, which contains a commitment
by the Congress to a sound balance between rural and urban America, was a
good step in this direction. But we urge the Congress now to enact a major
policy devoted to population distribution in the way that the 1946 Employment
Act attack =employment and the 1964 Economic Opportunity Act is designed
to alleviate poverty in America.

eAstc PROVISIONS OF A BALANCED GROVTII POLICY

Farmers Union recommends that national policy on population should contain
at least two major provisions:

(1) The law should provide for creation of a Council on Population Density
and Rural Development, as a unit within the Exeentive Office of the President.
Strueturafy. the new unit could be patterned after the Council of Economic
Adviserswith a 3- member council appointed by the President with the consent
of the Senate and with provision for professional staff to serve the Council.

The Congress may or may not want, to create a joint committee on rural
development and population dispersion, comparable to the Joint Economic
Committee.

The primary function of the Council on Population Density and Rural
Development would he to publicize and crystallize public support for policies
and programs to bring about rural development and'population dispersion. Its
role would he mostly advocacy. rather than research.

By encouraging public awareness of the need for more geograpjleal funlanee
of population and more support for comurehensive rural revitalization. the
Council would seek to provide the climate of opinion and the general framework
within which to achieve snrciffc programs to AM VP rural areas and people.

The argument for rural nubile housing. for example, will take on real meaning
if it is made within a basic commitment to rebuilding the less populated areas
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of the United States. The same kind of added impetus would be given topolicies to encourage greater move! qit of industry to rural environs, forbetter community health centers in ess populated areas, for improved trans-portation networks linking rural cal munities with each other and with morepopulated centers, and for all th other programs and policies that wouldbe part of rural development.
The point is that in order mogt effectively to push for specific programs tobulb! rural America, we need a basic policy commitment to balanced growthand rural redevelopment. Then a only then can we expect to get maailuumresults in achieving concrete govern eat programs for industrial relocation,rural housing, delivery of health serices to rural people, Improved rural-trans-portation and communication system and other elements of rural development.In a Teal sense, the Council on pulation Density and Rural Developmentwould work in the interest of ur as well as rural America. Since a basicgovernmental commitment to rev alization of rural America could halt andperhaps reverse the drift of people toward urban areas, this would alleviatepressures on urban welfae roles, public housing needs, water and fuel require-.moms, and other items of expenditure in cities and suburbs. En:A[1)11111(40-1dprotection would be advanced in several ways, including greater. location ofindustry in open spaces and retention of people on the land to protect soil andwater resources.
C.D In addition to creating the Council on Population Density and RuralDevelopment, the batant,, .uowth policy should establish a Rural Developmentcredit Bank.
The delegates to National Farmers Union's 1971 Convention adopted thefollowing policy statement in S11111)0.1 of a Rural Development Credit Bank:We urge the congress to create a hew, federally chartered Rural Develop-ment Credit Bank to provide increased capital financing for a wide rangiftofrural development programs. The hank should be independent of the FarmCredit System and other existing farm and rural credit institutions. It shouldbe' started with 'seed money' appropriated by the Federal Governmentperhaps $1 billion---and shoitild operate as a public-private corpoiratiom. Thehank would make loans for ruraltrfffting. water and sew or Systems, waterresource projects, recreational facilities, and other activities for the renewalof rural areas of the nation.
"The Rural Development Credit Bank should be supplementary toand in noway competitive withexisting fram credit lending programs."Up to this point: Mr. Chairman, the financing for rural development programshas coma, about primarily as an auxiliary to farm credit. The Farmers HomeAdministration which traditionally has made farm ownership and operatingkains, has now expanded its Ilan. and grant activities in rural housing and inrural community water and waste treatment plants. The Rural Eel inomitopportunity Loan Program has been administered by Farmers Home Adminis-tration under the auspices of the ()Mee of Ecenoznic Opportunity. The FarmCredit System has made loans for farm housing, and now has legislation!lending to get into non-farm rural housing as well.
National Farmers Union has actively supported the evolution of theserural developt. nit programs as adjuncts to farm credit institutbms. Indeed,in light of the close connection between rural and farm peopleand thepressing poverty needs of rural areasthis appears to have been the correctand necessary way to proceed up to this time.
However, we cannot continue to rely upon basically agricultural credit in-stitutions as the sole or even primary source of credit for an expanding net-work of rural development undertakings. To overextend the already-strainedsources of farm credit by ..trying to make !".iein fulfill the entire credit needsof rural development would be counter-productive not only to promoting ahealthy.agricultural sector, but also to actually af.eomplishing revitalizationand population dispersion.
This is particularly the case as we expand rural development prograths beyonddirect services to rural people such as housing and residential water supplyprograms, and into indUstrial development to provide non-farm jobs for ruralinhabitants. Increased employment opportunities in rural areas is an essentialpart of rural revitalization, since geographical distribution of population isdetermined in large part by the distribution of jobs. At the same time, however,inducements to Industry to locate plants in rural areas can be highly expensive.
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Ti serve as the primary source of such costly financing needs, it separate
Rural Development Credit Bank should be established. Because the benefits
of greater, population dispersion would be shared by all Americansurban and
rural alike, the costs, we think, should be similarly shared; A separate bank
to supply credit for industrial and other elements of rural development would
help to supply adequate credit for these purposes and to spread the burden
more broadly among credit sources:.

RURAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT REVE-N UE SII MRING

In discussing rural revenue sharing. Mr. Chairman, I want to stress from the
outset that Farmers Union fully supports the objective of rurni development
around which this revenue-sharing bill is formulated. Farmers Union is con:
vinced, however, that the revenue-sharing proposal put forth by the AdminiS-
tration is the wrong way to go about reviving and strengthening our rural areas.

At our National Convention held February 24-27 of this year, the membership
of Farmers Cabin adopted the following Statement of Policy:

We asknowledge that the system of progressive taxation at the Federal
level is superior to the system of taxation in the states. A better alternative
to revenue-sharing is improved programs of federal grants-in-aid to states and
federal-state cost-sharing, especially in supplementing property taxes which are
increasingly due to increasing vests of tinaneing educational programs."

As a part of Farmers Union's "Legislative Target Program" fur 1971, the
voting delegates at the February 24-27 Conventifin unanimously called for:

7. .
rejection of any revenue plan which mould deny agencies iif the De-

partment of Agriculture funds needed to fulfill their traditional function in
behalf of farm families.

At the very time that a national consensus on the necessity of stopping the
rural out-migration and promoting greater dispersion of r.S. population is

emerging. it would indeed be tragic if we were to destroy the network of
Federal- state-local eoofferative rural development programs that can move us
toward these objectives. This could be the unfortunate result of enaeting the
Administration's rural community development revenue sharing proposal, for
with the exception of the agricultural extension program there is no main-
tenance-of-effort requirement in this legislation which would assure continua-
tion by the states of the Federal agencies and programs that %%amid be the
primary source of funds to be shared with the states. Indeed, the pr vision
in this bill that would allow states to use Hi, shared funds to meet matching
share requirements of remaining Federal iategorical grant programs which
et Intribute to rural development would ea, qratle the statesImid-pressed as
they are to stretch their tax revenue to meet the escalating demands on them
for servicesto use the funds that would he turned over to them to fulfill
such matching requirements rather than to continue the existing agencies and
programs.

AMMO!. the remaijIng Federal-state categorical grant-in-aid programs that
probably would he construed as -rural" and therefore would qualify for the
states' matching share to be made tip of revenue acquired by the stales under
this hill are: secondary ("farm-to-market") road construction, hospital con-
struction in rural areas, and meat 11111i poultry inspection, To the extent that
the states would use the funds provided by the Rural Community Development
Revenue Sharing Act in this way, the states' ()renal financial expenditures on
rural programs would he reached- -thus sataitaging the apparent intention of
the Rural Community Development Revenue Sharing Act to enlarge rural
develiqunent funding.

Neither is there sufficient "new money" in this legislation to allow increased
funding fir rural develiannent. According to the President's Message on Mural
Development Revenue Sharing, the hill contains 5179 million of funds not
drawn from existing Federal programs. Ihiwever, if we examine only two of
the eleven Federal programs from which funds are drawnthe Appalachian
Regional el MIMI s4itm and Rural Environmental Assistance Programwe find
dint the President's figures on funding levels that form the basis of revenue
to be shared is S79.5 million (X:15.5 million for REAP: S21.9 million for ARC)
(,char the levels appropriated by Congress for fiscal year 1971. When one
fib:laints for these arbitrary reductions, the new money figure drops below
S:100 million. if We discount further to allow for Inflation, the amount of new
money in the hill becomes relatively insubstantial.
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Of course, we would all agree that existing Federal-state programs shouldnot be uncritically extended beyond the duration of their usefulness in solvingthe problems of our society. However, several of the programs that would bephased out as Federal-state categorical grant-in-aid functions are of increasingsignificance as ways of coping with nationwide problems. These include:The Rural Water and Sewer System Programfrom which $42 million ofFederal grunt funds would be turned over to the states. With enactment lastSaar of legislation to get around the probl nu invloving tax exemption of -asso-ciation" loans, the water and sewer planning-construction program has nowreached a "take-off point" from which it can become a crucial element in theFarmers Home Administration's-network of rural development programs.Unfortunately, inclusion of the water, and sewer grants in the revenue-sharingbill would seriously disrupt this program just as it becomes truly effective.This would occur because the grant and loan aspects of the program would besplit apart with the grant money going to the states while jurisdiction overloans remains with the Federal Farmers Home Administration. In practice.the loans and grants tend to be interrelated and mutually-supportive parts ofindividual water and sewer construction projects undertaken by local eoui-munities and associations. Approximately 65%, or %rds of water and sewerprojects administered by the Farmers Home Administration under the Poage-Aiken bill to this date have involved a combination of a grant and a loan.Many of these projects could not have been undertaken if only loans had beenavailable from Farmers Home administration the situation that would existunder the pending revenue-sharing bill.
Of course it would be possible for local associations to acquire, simultaneously,a loan frotu the Federal Government and a grant frpm the state. But thiswould involve the kind of complexity and -red tape" that this bill ostensiblyis designed to alleviate. It is clearly preferable, we think, to leave the wholefunding sourceloans and grantsunder the unified direction of the FarmersHome Administration.
The Rural Environmental Assistance Program (REAP, formerly ACPA)--which would be replaced by $140 million of shared Federal revenue.The REAP isas its new name impliestin integral part of the environmentalprotection policies of the United States. In view of the Nation's long overduecommitment to the protection and renewal of the land, water, and other ele-ments of our previous natural environment, a nationwide Rural EnvironmentalAssistance Program, not a program that may be continued in one state butdiscontinued in another, Is what is needed. And the practices carried outunder the REAP have proven highly effective in combatting air, water, andland pollution; they stop pollution at the source where it can be done moreefficiently. Furthermore, the local farmer-selected ASC Committees haveprimary responsibility for administering REAP practices, thus allowing thelocal control that has been a prime rationale for revenue-sharing as proposedin this legislation.
The Agricultural Extension Service, which would give way to $149 millionof shared revenue. Again, implementation of the pending revenue-sharingproposal with regard to the Extension Service would violate many of thestated objectives of revenue sharing. and would destroy one of the most effec-tive federal-state-local governmental partnerships thus far developed in thiscountry. During March 9 -11. 1971, the Extension Service sponsored a Workshopin Washington, D.C.. on its evolving role in rural development. The RuralCommunity Development Revenue Sharing Act, if adopted, could remove theeducational component supplied by the Extension Service that is so crucial to a;.ccessful rural development effort.

The Applachian Regional Commission, baler Regional Commissions, andEconomic Development Administrationwhich collectively would be the sourceof $7,43 million of shared revenue.
Many of the programs of these agenciesincluding the entire approximately

$300-million-per-year undertaking of the Appalachian Regional Commissionare administered on an interstate ,cfgional level. This TVA-type regionalapproach has proven highly effective in promoting rural development and incombatting rural poverty.
This regional approach for administration of rural development programscould he the most tragic casualty to result from enactment of the Rural Com-munity Revenue Sharing Act. Although theoretically the states could continue
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the regional programs under an interstate compact arrangement, it is all but
certain that they would not do so at anything near the present level of funding.
Faced with increasing demands for services from their own citizens, states
are politically compelled to allocate their tax sources primarly within their
own boundaries. They are understandably reluctant to commit their scarce-tax
funds to interstate programs, regar.11ess of the merit of such programs.-

To us, this means that the Appalachian Regional Commission and the other
regional agencies and programs working for rural development should not be
disrupted, and should continue to operate ICI essentially their present form.

Mr. Chairman, if we could be confident that the states would spew( the
revenue to be shared under this bill to continue existing programs in full force
or to finance other programs that are equally beneficial to farmers and other
rural people, then' the rural revenue sharing would be less objectionable.

Unfortunately, there is good reason to suspect that lunch of the silared
revenue would -be "soaked up" before it reaches rural people in the total of
REAP ptyments and other programs.

I have already mentioned that some of the money would be taken tip in
meeting state matching requirements of Federal-state grant-in-aid programs
not included in the revenue-sharing package.

In addition much of the shared revenue would probably find its way into
spending by states to induce industry to locate in rural areas. It is n it too
difficult to imagine the pressures that industries will direct at state officials
and agencies to 'rake off a share of the funds. As inducement to locate in
rural areas, Industries may want state construction of access roads t the
plant, and state construction of water and sewer facilities at the plant. They
may want purchase by the state of land for plant location. With the -free"
money floating around as a result of revenue- sharing, industries no doubt will
demand costly inducements of this type to get them' to locate in rural areas.

As I said earlier, there is a lot that can be said for encouraging industry
to locate plants in rural areas, in order to make jobs available to underem-
ployed rural people. But there are better ways to accomplish this, such as loans
from the Rural Development Credit Bank that I dismissed earlier or by rein-
stating the seven percent investment tax credit for investments made in rural
areas. It should not be accomplished by draining funds away from REAP
and other successful existing programs.

DEPARTMENTAL REORGAeNIZATION

On March 30, President Nixon submitted four bills to the Congress on de-
partmental reorganization.

The four bills would abolish seven departments of the Federal government
Departments of Labor, Interior, Agriculture, Transportation, Ilealth-Ednention-
Welfare, Housing and Urban Development, and Commerce --and scatter the
functions and programs of thehe departments among four new Departments of
Natural Resources, Human Resources, Economic Affairs, and Community
Development.

. The Department of Agriculture would be dismantled, and its functions spread
among all of the four new departments. For example, the Farmers Home
Administration would go to Community Development, the Forest Service' and
Soil Conservation Service would go to Naturpl Resources, and the Food and
Nutrition Service would go to Human Resources.

The Department of Economic Affairs would receive most of the U-1DA's
programs and agencies. Indeed, with the exception of the ('CC and the Fe WO
Crop Insurance Corporation, a new Farms and Agriculture Administration to
be established in the Economic Affairs Department would he thity,only term
agency that would have to be established in any of the proposed d*partments.
Except for these, USDA agencies could he renamed or dismantled and their
functions administered as the Secretary of the new department would determine.
The Farms and Agriculture Administration in the Department of Economic.
Affairs would takeover the price support and production control functions of
the Agricultural StardIrgirmn and Conservation Service.

There is confusion as to what would actually happen to particular proetams
tinder the reorganization scheme. For example, personnel of the Friners
Home Administration would be shifted to the Department of Community De-
velopment. However, FIIA's farm operating loan program would remain in the
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Farms and Agriculture Administration of the Economic Affairs Department,This apparently does not mean that these loans ,would actually he administeredby Econimii Affairs: Farmers Home would continue to administer the loansout of the funds channeled through the Economic Affairs Delairtwent. Thereason for coutinuatbin of this administrative arrangement for operatingloans: only FHA has the delivery system (field offices, trained field personnel)to make the loans available to farmers.
Of course one crucial question is Mow would the reorganization affectfarmers and faro income ?? With the farm parity index now standing at 70-the lowest level of farm prices since the Great Depression, certainly no re-organizatiim is justified that could lead to even lower farm income.Mr. Chairman, the President has accompanied his reorganization proposalswith a barrage of rhetoric designed to blur and hide the implications of the

reorganization scheme for farm income. Nevertheless,- the general thrust of hisproposal is clearly discernil le.
The truth is that at least since the Administration of Franklin Roosevelt,Presidents have tried to increase or decrease support for particular government

programs by raising or lowering them in the bureaucratic hierarchy. The rulefollowed is this: if you eai.v a program closer to the President in the hier-archy, you increase the auress to the President and increase the strength ofthat program. If you /off' cr the program in the hierarchy, you make accessto the Preshlent name difficult, and you lower the voice of that program in thebureaucracy as a whole.
Clearly, farm programs would be lowered at least one rung on the hier-ariiical ladder by the President's reorganization scheme. Farmers and rurakpeople have enough difficulty with the Office of Management and Budget (for-merly Bureau of the Budget) which now stands between the USDA and the.

Presidentin getting adequate funding fin- farm and rural programs. Ender
the President's reorganization scheme, we would have to go through not onlythe OMB but also the Secretary of Economic Affairs in getting rivals budgeted
for essential programs. And because the present Diqoartments of Labor. Trans-portation and Comtneree would be located in the Economie Affairs Detairt-
meta, agriculture mould be thrlovn.into direct competition with labor. business,and other programs for binding within the I Immrtment of Economic Affairs.

Furthermore, Mr. Chairma n. there is no particular magic in the "bakiegoals" criterion for reorganization, which the President has invoked to justify
his reorganization proposals, that makes a separate Department of Agriculture
Unwarranted ii ml underfundahle. Indeed, the President's own ReorganizationPlan NO. I of 1971, which consolidated VISTA and other voluntary agencies
within it single organization, is not based up4In a single goal.

In the agricultural area, a separate people, or farmer-oriented departmentis certainly justifiable. Just as this is not the time to deprive !saw people of a
string Office of Ecomuni 01)1),mi-unity in the federal government as the Ad-ministration's reorganization and revenue sharing programs WPM designedto do, this is not the time to relegate farming to a sub Cabinet status, In view
of the depressed level of farm prices. farm programs deserve representation inthe President's Cabinet. .

The Administration's rural aleveltpment revenue sharing and executive re-organiation plans are offered as separate legislative proposals. But theproposals are directly related. The rural revenue sharing and reorganizationproposals have in con In at least three important implications:
1. Roth would remove programs and agencies from the direct control of anaccountable Secretary of .1.griculturerevenue sharing by turning programsover to the states, and reorganization by shifting agencies and programs toother departments.
2. Both tend to shift the primary focus of government agencies and programs

away from benefiting farmers as such. and toward rural development generally.
Farmers would benefit from government programs indirectly as a part of rural
development., rather than directly as farmers.

3. Both are proposals with the COMI111/11 objective of abolishing the Cnited
States Department of Agri.ilture find, of diminishing the farmer's voice andInfluence on and within the federal government,

These developments that would result from the Administration's revenue
sharing and reorganization proposals are, we think, wrong in their bask
direction.
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They are A.rong because they would weaken farm policies and programs in
the face of depressed conditions in the agricultural sector.

They are Wrong because, at the very tittle that a consensus is evolving to
undertake rural development as a national policy on a nationwide scale, they
would dismantle national programs that are essential to achieve rural
development.

They are wrong because, at a time when an organizational framework for
coordinatbai of farm and rural programs within OW laeiiartnent of Agriculture
in an overall effort to revitalize rural America is emerging, the Administration's
proposals would abolish the Agriculture Department and fragment this structure
for coordination.

Mr. Chairman. I urge you and your Subcommittee to take the lead in cor-
recting these wrong directions by strengthening the Department of Agriculture
and its programs for both rural developin and.farm program administration.

The National Farmers Union fully suppo ts you as you work toward this
essential goal.

Senator HUMPHREY. The next .witness is Mr. Scott, master (If the
National Grange, to be followed by Mr. Staley.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. SCOTT, MASTER NATIONAL GRANGE

Mr. Scoyr. 'Senator Ifumphrey, we have prepared a rather lengthy
statement because we felt it was necessary to build a strong case. using
statistics and facts to show the urgency of developing a national
growth policy, encompassing a sound rural development program
which we feel is basic to the problem.

I will not read all of this statementonly some paragraphs that
feel need special emphasis.
We would appreciate the entire statement being inade_a part of the

-zecord of the hearings on rural development.
Senator 1-Irmntmcv. Without objection, the entire statement will

be at this ,point macre a part of the record as if read so that it is in
proper type print, all statements in that way, by the way.

Mr. Simi.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HU3IP1tREY. Go right ahead now, Mr. ScOtt, with your

presentation.
Mr. Scow. Mr: Chairman and member4 of the subcommittee, I

am John W. Scott, master of the National Grange, with headquarters
at 1616 II Street, NW., Washington, D.C.

The Grange is a farm and rural-urban community and family or-
ganization. The Grange was organized in 1867 by Oliver Hudson
Kelley, after Kelley had viewer', the devastation to rural America
brought on by the War Between the States. It was Kelley's firm
belief that a rural organization was needed to facilitate the rebuilding
of rural areas.

It was in this rural setting that the Grange was conceived. After
104 years of service io rural America, we are continuing in our
attempts to bring ndards of rural residents up to an even
par with other seg s a the economy. The same basic reasons
for building rural . merica are as lunch alive today as they were in
1867, although due to a different set of circumstances.

The Grange appreciates this opportunity to add to the record of
its continued expression of concern with the impoverished conditions
in which thousands of rural Americans exist. If we have any one
interest that stands above all others in our over a century of service to.
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rural America, it is our interest in alleviating the conditions in Ameri-
can life which set those who obtain their economic rewards front thesoil, or other residents of rural areas, apart from the rest of our
society, both in income and the opportunity to enjoy increasing social
benefits.

When the Grange was'first organized it declared as its purpose:
We desire a proper equality, equity, and fairness: protection for the weak;restraint upon the strong; in short, justly distributed burdens and justly ,dis-tribute" power. These are American ideals, the very essence of Americanindependence, and to advocate the contrary is unworthy of the sons anddaughters of an American reuatait.
The National Grtinge appears before you today, dedicated to asecond century of service to rural America. and.-deeply concerned

over the failure of that section of the eonon.y to even keep.up with
the social benefits available to the Nation as a whole. Residents of
rural areas should receive their fair share of the benefits realizable
from an increasingly prosperous Nation.

To date, farm families, the backbone of rural development, have uot
shared in the economic benefits that are derived from an industrialized
country. They have not received just compensation for their contri-
bution to the general welfare of the Nation. Farm families, on an
average, have only 78 percent of the purchasing power of their citycousins, while at the same time their efficiency of production has
increased :l percent since 1947-49.

The 104th Annual Session of the National Grai.,eve, held in Novem-ber of 1970, once more drew the attention of the Nation to the prob-
lems of rural development and the need to improve programs to bringto an end the disparity between rural and nonrural residents..

The delegate body passed the following resolution setting forthNational Grange policy regarding rural development :
RURAL. DEVELOPMENT

The Grange has a long and distinguished record of community service andrural development. Thousands of rural areas have been the beneficiariesof social progress because of the efforts of the Grange.
However, the present problems of the rural America are cause for concernby the President, the Congress, as well as the Grange. Our rural areas are

holm; depleted of people at an accelerated pace, while seventy percent of ourIs pulation now crowd into cities that cover one percent o our land area. This
situation causes social economic problems for both the r rat and urban areas.

Therefore, the National Grange reaffirms full support of public policy goalswhich will:
1. Provide parity of opportunity and services for rural people.
2. Stimulate the economy of rural areas.
3. Strengthen rural education, provide improved rural health progr,,ois andbetter housing.
4. Provide increased support for training programs, public facilities. recrea-tional and cultural activities that will encourage job-weating enterprises inrural areas and thus lead to a better life for rural residents.-.......

NATIONAL Gnom"r1I NEEDED

I am sure that every member of this subcommittee recognizes as Ido, the need for a balanced national growth policy. With 70 percentof the present U.S. population living on only 1 percent. of the land.
it is apparent even to a blind man that our major metropolitan areas
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are now overcrowded. We all can envision what will take place in
the next decade, when the U.S. population reaches 300 million, if we
do not now st,art to develop a balanced national growth policy.

I do not wish to merely add statistics to the record. But I do feel
that we first must understand what population shifts have taken place
and why we have such migration to urban centers before we can
understand the real need for a balanced national growth policy.

In the past five decades, while U.S. total population has increased
from 106 million to 203 million, and urban population from 54 million
to 149 million, rural population has remained steady at just about 50
million. The farm sector of the rural population, however, has de-
clined from 32 million in 1920, or three -fifths of the rural total, to
fewer than 10 million, only one-fifth of the rural population.

For the past three decades, except for the years 1945 to 1950, the
average rate of net outmigration of the farm population has been
above 5 percent. Although the rate has remained high, the number
of outmigrants has declined from about 1 million per year in the
1950's to about 600,000 in the 1960's due to the greatly reduced farm
population base.

HoweVer, as the total farm population decreases the percentage of
outmigration is increasing. For example, during World War II,
an average of 1.6 million people left the farm population annually,
compared with about 600,000 annually during the period of 1965 -69.
Yet, the much smaller numerical loss in very recent years has re-
flected a loss of more than 6 percent a year.

The result of this outmigration from 1960-70 means that the
nonmetropolitan counties of the country grewgeneral increase in
populationin population by 6.7 percent, while the metro counties
were gaining by 16.6 percent. Since the rates of natural increase in
these areas are rather similar, it is clear that the nonmetro areas were
unable to retain all their potential growth and exported a sizable
number of people to metro areasa net of about 2.4 million' out-
migrants.

If the farm population, with its pronounced downward trend, is
subtracted from the total nonmetro population, then one finds that
the nonfarm nonmetrowhich comprises the great majority of all
nonmetro peoplerose by 19 percent in the 1960's. This is a,,rate of
growth exceeding not only the national average but even the metro
average. The hgavv decline of farm population has tended to mask
the rapid growth of the nonfarm segment of the rural and small city
population.)

We believe that the above highlights the problems facing rural
America. Even with continued outnngration the percentage of rural
nonfarm population is rising. On The surface this may seem as a re-
versing of the outmigration trend; however, one must also look at
the employment and income situation to appreciate the complete -
picture.

Along with increased urbanization of the population, there is a
continuing rural-urban disparity in income and economic activity.
Although per capita income in nonmetropolitan areas has been rising

Economic Development Division, Economic Research Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture. ,
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at a faster rate than metro areas for the past 40 years, the percentage
gain has not been fast enough to narrow the gap between metro and
nonmetro incomes. In fact, the dollar gap has widened over the
years. Nonmetro personal income; which increased at an average rateof 7.4 percent per year, compared with 5.9 percent metro, wouldhave had to grow at a rate of 8.5 percent per year of this 40-year
period to have closed the gap.

In spite of improvement in nonmetro income in the 1960's, thegenerally lower level of income hi nonmetro than metro area has
produced a disproportionate extent of poverty among families outside
metro areas.

In a national farm-nonfarm comparison, the percentage of farmfamilies below the .poverty level has remained consistently muchhigher than among nonfarm. families. Similarly, the percentage in
poverty outside metro areas continues higher than the percentagewithin.

To understand the relative income disadvantage in nonmetro areas,it is useful to consider the sources of that income. Apiculture repre-sents a substantial component of nonmetro personal income; abput 10percent in 1959, only half as important a source of income as 1950.It might also be pointed out that the direct effect of the decline
in farm income in the 1950-59 period on metro-nonmetro earnings
can be seen by comparing total earnings and nonfarm earnings in the .two types of areas. In the 1950-59 period, the percentage charge intotal earnings in metro areas was 76 percent and in nonmetro areas, 49
percent. Nonfarm earnings, on the other hand, were 78 percent change
in metro areas and 71 percent it nonmetro areas.

During the 1960*s, the per capita personal income of the farmpopulation from all sources more than doubled. The proportion oftotal income from nonfarm sources, during this period, has grownsteadily larger. In 1960, income from nonfarm sources was only 38percent. of the total; by 1970, the proportion was 48 percent.
The number of farms in the United States has declined from

nearly 4 million in 1960 to about 3 million in 1969. Nearly- half (47
percent) of the farms in 1960 were in the sales class of less than
$2,500; by 1969, The proportion was two-fifths. At the other end of
the scale, farms with sales of $40,000 and over, rose from 3 percent in
1960 to 7 percent in 1969.

In 1969, the average income per farm operator was about equally
divided between realized net income from fanning and off -farm in-
come. Foe operators in the $40,000 and over sales (lass, the portion

-of total income from off-farm sources was only 17 percent; for those
in the sales class of less than $2,500, however, the share of totalincome from off-farm sources was 87 percent.2

I am sure that many, conclusions can be drawn from the statisticsthat I have presented, but one thing stands outAmerican agriculture
is moving through a change that is resulting in fewer and largerfarms, with less requirements for man's labor. Although industrial
expansion is taking place in rural America, it is not developing fastenough to absorb the manpower that is being released into the labor
market from the advancing technology of American agriculture.

2 Econom c Development, Division, Economic Research Service. U.S. Department ofAgriculture, May 1971.
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The people that have been released from agriculture and who cannot
find employment in nonmetro areas has, out of necessity, moved into
metro areas, further aggravating the proldems of our be ut% cities.0
This is borne out by -the following:

In the 1960-70 decade, nomnefropolitan America added 3.4 million
new workers, or 17 percent more employed in 1970 than in 1960.
This represents an increase from 19. million workers to 23.3 million.

During the same period, however, metro areas increased their num-
ber of workers from 46.2 million to 58.5 million, a 27 percent change.
The trend for the United States during this period was an increase
of 24 percent.

We are all too familiar With what has happened to the rural
migrant that has left rural America to seek greater opportunity in
metro areas. He is ill-equipped to find employment m the fast-
growing service anti management industries and untrained to fill the
Highly- skilled demand of manufacturing.

Migrants of rtfral origin who had moved- to central cities were
more likely than 'immigrants or migrants of urban origin to live
in poverty areas. This was true for whites and blacks, but more so
for the blacks. Two-thirds of the black rural-to-urban central city
residents were in poverty areas. For the white population the results
were the same, with rural -to-urban migmn s being the group most
likely to live in poverty areas.

In our judgment, rural development pr grams should play a
dominant role in any national growth policy. For it is abundantly
clear that unemployment and underemployment in rural and non-
metro areas has caused and, unless corrected, will continue to cause,
major problems for metro areas. The facts make it clear that
the income levels of farm and nonfarm families in rural and nonmetro
areas must be, increased if America is to continue to -grow. The
neglect of their problems surely will bring the major metro areas
tumbling down upon the greatest country mankind has ever known.

The Grange is vitally concerned about rural America as a student.
of its past, deeply involved in its present, and mach more importantly,
apprehensive about its future. We view rural America, not through
nostalgic eyes of the past, wishing for the "good old days," but
through eyes of optimism of what rural America can and nmst be if
we Gre to bring to a halt the rural-urban imbalance and-provide for
rural America the equal opportunity it justly deserves and our Nation
desperately needs.

The Grange has long taught that the "welfare of each is bound up
in the good of all?' The cities suffer equally or even more as a result
of the rural depression from which we seem unable to extricate our-
selves. Families linable to make a living on the farm migrate to the
city. If there is no job to be had. they are added to the welfare list,
or relief rolls. If they take a job that was being held by another,
they simply change places. Either way, the city is worse off and
so is the country.

It is because of our firm conviction that the answers to tomorrow's
urban problems can be found in a healthy, strong economic rural
America, that we strongly support. legislation to provide incentives
for the establishment- of new or expanded job-producing industrial
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and commercial establishments in rural areas. In fact, it is because
of our neglect of the problems of rural America, that our urban
centers are in such a state of poverty, confusion and overcrowded
conditions.

We see this condition in our urban areas and say "they are slums
a blight on societythey must be removed." These same people are
willing to travel down any road in rural America and see a rundown
farm, with an old barn, a deserted country store, or a row of empty
houses, and say, "this is rural Americaour heritagewe mustpreserve it." lo this we say, "preserve rural Americayes; but a
20th-century version, not the 1800's."

Up until -just a few short years ago,, the only economic or social
planning we had done in rural areas was in the field of land reclama-
tion, irrigation and conservation. In aeneral, agriculture has been
left in a laissez -faire economy while industry has continued to follow
the pattern of programing its industrial complexes into areas wherethere are skilled workmen and other economic incentives.

The result of this situation has been the outflow of population from
rural areas into the cities. There was a time in our history when this
.was necessary, but in, these times of lower employment and malad-
justment of employment opportunities, this ,migration has fed thetires of unrest in our ghettos.

Some unwise farm programs made their contribution to the out-
migration from the land as well. The -problems of rural America
cannot be solved by pure economics.

For the past century, we have seen a gradual outflow of the re-
through depressed prices of farm products. It hat taken place
through the .educational processes in which the rural communities
have invested their wealth in the education of their children only to
see those children leave the rural scene and become part of the pro-ductive capacitSr of an urban industrial community.

We have so depleted the human and financial resourceS of ruralAmerica that it is becoming almost impossible to lift ourselves up by
our own boostraps. We need legislation to start to replace some ofthe resources that have. been torn from rural people and rural
America.

We hasten to point out to this Committee that the very heart of a
prosperous rural America is a strong, healthy, independently-managed
family farm structure. The problems of rurd America cannot be
solved with mere appropriations to employ the unemployed in aseries of public rks projects. Such project,s can assist in rebuildingand maintaining healthy rural community by providing some off -farm employm t and attracting industry to rural poverty areaswhere the is particularly great. But they can, be only backupprogra o a strong agricultural community if we want a long-termsolut n to the poverty areas of rural America and the developmentof community life that will help to preserve those elements of rural
living that have made America great.

Our rural population continues to decrease and our cities continue
to spread and burst out at the seams like a growing boy with only
one pair of pants. This imbalance of population has set normaleconomics and social relations and has spread havoc throughout theland.
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Rural" slums and city rtheitos cause equal or perhaps a greater
volume of political rhetoric than the outworn "farm problem.' Yet,
the problem continues to grow rather than to decrease.

The rural-urban imbalance can be reversed some by improved farm
prices for agricultural commodities, provided the corporate inva-
sion of American agriculture can be stopped. This must be done if
the family farm structure of our Nation s agriculture is to be pre-
served. I. SDA studies have proven that the family farm with 2.5
employees is the most efficient means 'of providing our Nation with
food ,:nd fiber. Wily then do we allow nonfarm interests to use
profits from nonfarm business, much of it obtained by the advantage
of the liberal income tax code provided for the bona fide farmer, to
invade American agriculture, forcing the smaller producer off the
land?

Rural America accounts for 30 percent of the poor. Most of the
rural poor live in villages, small towns, or-in the open country, rather
than on farms. Only about one-fourth of the total live on farms.
The 14 million rural poor include some 3 million families. Whe!'
iamily's income is less than $3,000, that fainily is usually defined as
poor. Of the poor families in these_ ;mops, More than 70 percent
str Tie along, on less than $2.000yer pear. Most of the 14 million
a it 11 millionare white. However, a much higher proportion of
the nonwhite are poor.

It is especially diffiCult for rural people handicapped educationally
to acquire new skills, or get new jobs, or otherwise adjust to a
society increasingly urbanized. This is true on the farm as in urban
industry, for :aoderir farming requires skills that the poorly-educated
lack. The less the schooling the poorer the job and the lower the
income. '

At best, job opportunities in rural areas are scarce, and in many
places they are getting scarcer year-by-year. For rural people living
within commuting distance of nonfarm jobs, it is sometimes possible
to combine farming with a variety of jobs off the farm, but in isolated
areas the need for such opportunities is far greater than the supply.
The agriultural industry has the highest proportion of low-income
peirns of any major industry in the United States. Many have
levels of living well below the minimum standards for our society.

According to the census we have 3,252,000 farms. Only about
three out of 10 of these gross more than $10,000 per year. About
446.000 have gross sales between $5,000 and $10,000 per year. Many
of these would net less than $3,000 and would at best be on the border-
line of poverty. Another group of nearly 356,000 have gross sales
between $2,500 and$5,000. Most of these probably are in the poverty
class.

About 43 percent of the census farms have gross 'sales of less than
$2,500. Over 800,000 are called part-time farmers. However; their
income from nonfarm sources could well be substantial. Nearly
400,000 are clasified as part-retirement and abnormal. There also
are some 200,000 others in the less-than-$2,500-sales group.

It is very difficult for the seven out of 10 farmers with gross sales
of less than $10,000 to have an adequate income from farming alone.
Fortunately about half of them have some additional income. from
off-farm employment or other sources. Even so, about 45 percent of
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the families of farmers and farm managers have total income of
less\than .83,000. These include one of eight families with less than
$1,000 an one of seven with $1,000 to $2,000. The poverty problem
of farm laborers and foremen is even more serious. Sixty percent
(three out of every five) have less than $3,000.

One of the reasons for the low incomes of these farm operator4 is
that the productive level of the natural resources in most of the areas
tends to be low. Another reason is the low capital investment. In
addition, most of this is represented by the value of land and buildings
rather than productive .working capital.

Studies of low-income farm areas find a generally low level of
human resources on such farms. Many are old, a significant portioh
have physical handicaps, and educational levels are generally low.
For example, about a fourth of those with gross ales over $2,500
are over 65 years of age and another fourth veen 55 and 64. dyer
half of them have only an elementaryeducationthree out, of 10 '
'did not make it to the eighth grade.

We must face the fact that most of our so-called farmers have
farms that are, just too small to provide an adequate voltune of busi-
ness to make it possible to get an income comparable to that attained
by those employed in nonfarm activities. They make very little con-
tribution to our economy. Hence, while they are poor, we cannot say
that they necessarily are underpaid.

Hired farm laborers as a group have incomes from farming even
below.the level of the low-income farmers.

Underemployment is hidden unemployment. Many rural people
have too.little land or other productive resources, too little education
or training, or for some other reason are not occupied full time in
productive work.' If you are not productively employed full time you
cannot expect full income.

It is well known that many people who remain in rural areas are
not remunerated at the same rate as persons of similar income-earning
capacities in the country as a whole. The Economic Research Service
of the USDA had estimated that in 1960 economic underemployment
of employe4 rural persons between the ages of 20 and 64 was the
equivalent of 1 year of untitilized labor for about '2 million men.
This was about 13 percent of the employed rural persons in 1960.

About one-third of this rural underemployment was among farm
residents and was equivalent, to one-fifth of employe people.

Information on the extent of migration between rural an urban
areas that has occurred in recent years is perhaps one of the most
direct human indicators of, pressures on rural resources that we have.
Between 1940 and 1960 an estimated 21 to 22 million people may have
left rural areas for the city.

A very high proportion of the occupation mobility out of the farm
labor force is in unskilled occupations and into industries where, as in
farming, unskilled labor is rapidlyheing replaced by machines. Legis-
lation is needed to indtice industry to locate in rural America and
pro' ide incentives to train this pool of underskilled labor so that
they can continue to live in rural areas and make an economic
contribution to society.

The nonfarm' or urban sector suffers, too, when people ill-equipped
for urban living are forced to relocate in cities, because it must pro-
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vide schools, housing, and other vrvices as well as jobs for these
immigrants who are not always prpared for city living.

The National Advisory Commissioir an Food and Fiber, in its
report to the President, outlined three ways to improve life in rural
America.

1. A more comprehensive national employment policy which will
take into account the rural problem of underemployment as well
as the better-known problem of unemployment.

. A social investment policy which will put More money into pro-
viding peoPle with greater skills and into industries and Communities
with potential for rural economiefttlevelopment.

3. A personal income policy which will assure the rural poot of a
decent living standard until the investments in people and areas can
pay off.

"From every standpoints' the Commission concludes:,
It would seem preferable to create more off-farm employment accessible to

ffirmworkers in the rural limas themselves. If rural communities could achieve
higher rates of economic growth, they could fiirnish more of the !ma'am jobs
needed, increase their nix has rind finance better education and other public
services for their people. At the same time, they would slow down the drain
on their resources, represented by out-migration, and ease the burden that
urban areas carry in public service$ for rural ernigranh;c

The National Grange urges Government agencies and departments
to end further expate;ion of government facilities in overcrowded
cities and that such future development be directed into rural itrea--)
to generate jobs, create new curia economic opportunities. and slow
the mipTation.of fame penple without jobs into major cities.

Services are provided for the local chamber of Commerce or
development commission in our larger cities, but qral communities
do not have such expert planning at their disposal. In fart, rural
areas are fair game for organized groups to prey upon in securing
industrial growth for the metropolitan areas.

It is obvious that the irovernment cannot dictate to private indnstry
where it should locate its plants, nor can it dictate the whole policy
of the.allorat ion of resources and economic development. however; it
can compensate for those factors not available in the areas where it
feels there should be some additional industrial or agricultnral
development and assume some of the risks inherent in this kind of,.
operation. Stich planning could and should obviously take into con-
sideration the social factors involved, as well as the possibility of
the simple making of a profit by it private entrepreneur.

We believe this can be accomplished within the private and indi-
vidual enterprise system. It need not be a socialization of industry
or of on society, but the cooperative relationship between rural
areas and the urban-oriented businesses, as well as with a Federal
Government which is creative in purpose and intent, can make a
maximum impact on these problems in rural areas.

We hare been concerned that programs designed to_ alleviate
some of these problems have not functioned in the mild area' as
we had hoped. Congress male provisions for. rural water and sewer
systems on paper, through the passage of legislation. without ade-
quately funding the programs. The necessity of upgrading mix rural
electric and telephone systems has always been, and still remains, a

45.
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constant battle in Congress. In addition, we have seen the Office
of Management and Budget withhold appropriations of the Congress
fir. services which are badly needed in the rural areas.

Even with what, has been planned and accomplished, we appear
to be attacking the symptoms -of the problems instead of attacking
the problem at its roots. We need greatly expanded manpower-
training programs for rural areas and mostly, the abandonment of
the laissez-faire system for allocation of the human and financial
resources on the-basis of efficiency only.

There have been some examples of communities tliat have really
wrestled with this problem and been successful to some extent in
stemming the flov of the tide. These have been areas where there have
been aggressive and farsighted businessmen and local leaders in both
the town and the country, where they have actively recruited small
business to be located in small communities. .',sorb the excess
manpower available in the farm areas due to the technological reVO-
ht ion which has taken place in agriculture. These have been for-
tunate communities, and they have been decidedly in the minority.

In many cases, these 1.111.111 areas really have nothing to otter to
industry in terms of location, the relationship to resources, or to the
avenues of transportation and distribution. Even the labor reserve
has already been lost to -the cities. .

As a result of all these factors, there has been an air of fatalism
in our rural communities which has paralyzed them as far as any
positive action is concerned. This has been aided and abetted by those
social planners and economists who have written the rural areas ott as
economic liabilities and who were unwilling to concede any social
advantage to rural living.

The role of business in rebuilding these areas, if it intends to make
a contribution, is the dispersal of plants and plant facilities on a
deliberately planned basis, so that job and economic opportunities are
available for people in the rural areas. Small, local business groups,
such as. the local Chambers of Commerce, in villages too small for
comprehensive planning may work with local Granges, Lions Clubs,
or other organizations to organize efforts to improve the life of
the community through Unproved job opportunities and-- ecru-ram-1-V
assistance.

The enactment of new legislation will not be a panacea for the
illy of rural America, ]nut it may raise the curtain on a new day in
our rural communitie,;. However, we would like to bring to this
committee's attention that we have had high hopes before, only to
see those hopes dashed on the rocks by economy-minded Congressmen
who would rather spend millions on antipoverty programs rather
than on such programs as REA, FHA.. rural area development, con-
servation programs, and programs of ,:upply-management, all de-
signed to improve the economic opportunity of residents of rural
America.

Mr. Chairman. we believe that the problems of rural America are
not just the problems of local communit ies or States, but part of the
overall problem brought about by a lack of a national growth policy
in America. If there is one fact that stands out above all else in our
study of rural development it is that urban problems are closely
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related to the problems that have been allowed to develop in rural
America, problems brought about by the rapid change in the struc-
ture of American agriculture.

The number of farms and the amount of land in farm use continue
to decline. USDA reports that it expects about ,876,000 farms in
operation in the United States during 1971. That is down 1.5 percent
from the 1970 total, 26 percent below a decade earlier and the smallest
number since the 1870 s. The size of farms, estimated at 389 acres
for 1971, is up from 383 acres last year and 306 acres in 1961.

Both of these trends are Jikely to continue, but at a slower rate.
I would hope that they would not only slow down, but that the trend
could be revered in the decade of the seventies. I, for one, do not
believe that all problems in agriculture of rural America can be
solved by simply moving human resources out, off the land and away
from rural areas.

Fewer farms, or larger farms, may solve some of the economic
ills-of farming, but it will not solve the economic and social prob-
lems of rural areas or help alleviate the urban crisis that has been
a. result of such migration in the past. I believe it was Whitney
Young, the late chairman of the Urban Coalition, who said ''The
problems of rural areas today become the urban problems of to-
mon .

There was a t hue when this country needed the migration of people
from soil to city to sustain the industrial revolution, but I submit
that with unemployment reaching

in
higher levels, eco-

nomic opportunities no longer lie n the metropolitan areas. This
is especially true in the age of automated manufacturing with its
low requirement for unskilled labor.

Farm programs designed to assist the family farmer must be
continued and improved if economic opportunities are to remain
in rural America. There is nothing wrong with "countryside USA-
that a little increased profit in agriculture won't (Inv. With increased
profits will come increased opportunities for rural people. Money
now allocated in grants to States for rural de,-elopment might be
better spent in improving farm income.

Disposable personal income (after taxes) per capita of the farm
population was $2,633 in 1970, a record high--and about $00 higher
than the previous year. This tanount represents income from all
sources, farm and nonfarm. In Let, off-farm income represents
about one-half of the total net farm income. The ratio of average
disposable income of farm people to nonfarm people was about 78
percent, the highest on record, and 1 percentage point above 1969.
There has been a marked improvement in this ratio during the past
decade: it stood at about 55 percent in 1960 and has averaged around
7' percent for the perod 1966-70.

A viable family agriculture essential to rural developmenf. Rural
communities will not be able to exist on new factories moving. to rural
areas. Rural connininities will be lucky to attract one new manufac-
turer and most will not have any industrial development.

Senator Doti:. Mr. Scott, would you yield a moment. I must go to
the Senate floor. I want to thank the four outstanding farmers for
coming. We are going to have a vote pretty soon and I will be making
a speech on the amendment. Senator Curtis is here and Senator
fiumphey will be right hack.

1
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Mr. Soor. Communities that depend upon one type of manufac-
turing as the sole source of off-farm employmwif are not balanced

_economically and suffer with the ups and downs of that industry. To
have real growth in rural America, agriculture must be" economically
strong to provide a balanced economy and prosperity for Main Street
in the rural towns of the 1:5A.

It is because of the interrelatonship of rural-urban problems that
the Grange feels that they must be approached from the national
level by Federal programs channeled through local and State gov-
ernments. To allow each local conimunity and each State to adminis-
ter programs to meet their local needs could very well result in the
shifting of these rural problems to other ru 1 areas or to large cities,
as some programs have done in the past.

Therefore, the National Grange is opposed to the I revenue
sharing for rural development. In our judgment, the prop e of
rural and urban America are so interrelated that, as we stated befo
they can best be solved by the development of a national
pol icy.

In our opinion, the special revenue sharing proposal would have the
opposite effect. As long as that danger exists we cannot support
such proposals.

The plan calls for sharing with the States $1.1 billion ($100 million
added by the President after the Budget was submitted to Congress)
for rural community development. The determination of how money
would be spent would he left up to the State and local governments
and they would not necessarily have to be spent on present rural
programs., which will be the source of the major portion of the funds.
In fact, the payments may be used to meet matching share require-
ments of remaining Federal catecrorical grant programs which con-
t ribute to rural development. Only .170 million of the $1.1 billion
will be new money: the remaining $91 million will come frjmn already
existing programs.

Sources of funds of special interest to this committee and theGrange are:
Resource conservation and development program $4 million, co-

operative aricilltual extensio,a service $149 million, rural water
and waste disposal facilities grants $42 million, rural environmental
assistance program $140 million, forest service grants $21 million.
great plains conservation program 811 million. water bank program,
$01 million and tree plant ing assistance, $1 million.

The message sent with the special revenue sharing proposal stated:
This proposal recognizes that patterns of development potential vary widely

within the different states and seldom conform neatly to intra-state govern-
mental jurisdictions. It therefore imposes noFederally dictated distribution ofshared revenues within the states. Neither would it require matching or main-
tenance of effort spending by a state in return for the shared rural developmentfunds. Indeed the shared funds could if necessary he used to match other
Federal grants-in-aid for rural assistance. But there would be a firm require-
ment that all rural community development funds be spent for the direct benefitof 'rural people. The funds could he spent for any of the purposes now author-
ized under the existing aid programs. Including the option of direct grant
assistance to private firms which locate in rural communities.
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To us this means that funds supplied by the special revenue sharing
for rural community develppment could be used to build roads,
transit systems to move the rural population to urban centers for
work, iactory sites, and any number :of proposals that wouirT glify
under their definition of rural developmentwith a direct loss of
present programs designed to assist American agriculture, the corner-
stone of any rural development program.

The fact that the funds made available to a State under the
special revenue sharing for rural community development will be
under the control of the Governor of the State ("in consultation
with multijurisdictional planning districts throughout the State,
composed of elected officials, and an advisory panel consisting of an
elected official from each planning district") is only one way in which
commercial family farm agriculture and its needs will be adversely
affected by the rural community development proposals under the
special revenue sharing program. The real danger lies with the sug-
gestion that, "alternative consultation processes can be suggested
by the State."

The National Grange does not intend to stand idly by and see
good programs destroyed because farmers do not hite 'the, political
Clout to control the expenditures of the funds for rural developme
within their Statel; or local governments.

In addition, many aural programs now funded by special gran
in-aid will be denied thousands of rural residents and farmers 1
cause of the definitions contained in the message.

Rural areas are defined as counties which have a ropulation density
of less than 100 persons per square mile or are not included within
a standard metropolitan statistical area. '

As first proposed, the plan would have eliminatecl the Agricultural
Extension Service in many counties in every State, due to the (10116-
tion of rural. However, before the revenue sharing bill Iyas intro-
duced in Congress on April 16, it was changed to read :

"Notwithstanding any other, provisions of this act, each State shall
use a sufficient portion of the inoneys to which it is entitled to
maintain and carry out a program of agricultural extension work
through its land-grant college, or colleges, comparable in size and

in fiscal year 11171 under the Sith-Leve Act, and the Cooperative
type to the agricultural extension progr1 n carried out in the State

m
.Extension Service shall be permitted^ to continue {-II, nutritional
aid programs, and other agricultural programs llit: 1 etropolitan
areas.'

In ourour judgment, this .changt does not fully answ our concern
over including the Extension Service in the special i.e Time sharing
proposal. 0

For example, in my own home State of Pennsyl% if this
plan is adopted as proposed it would freeze the .: gricultural Ex-
tension Service at the 1971 level in 35 counties: leaving no room for
expansion or growth of programs carried out by the Extension
Service. .

...

This would mean that the counties or State.TFiliFy wi,hed to, or
had to, expand the programs, would have to appropriate additional
funds to cover the cost of the enlarged programs in the 35 counties.
This may also be true in all counties in a State, as the language per-
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tabling to the Agricultural Extension Service is not clear regarding
the effect of the definition of rural on such programs.

The affected counties or States could use other Federal funds under
the revenue sharing proposal to expand the Extension Service, but
this would be just robbing Peter to pay Paul. The result could be
detrimental tc: all programs designed to aid rural development.

In addit;.on, the amount of payment which each State is entitled to
receive will be determined by a -formula based upon the rural popula-
tion, rural per capita income and change in rural population of the
State. In implementing such a formula, State o that have done a good
job of rural development will have the funds that made their develop-
ment programs possible and successful decreased. Such a situation
could cause an abrupt change in the conditions of the State's rural
economy to the extent that the State would need more funds the
following year.

Two t-ypes of expenditures could 1* expected to "soak up" much
of the shared revenue before it reaches farmers and ranchers in
the form of REAP payments and other agricultural assistance
programs:

First, State officialshard pressed to stretch their tax revenue to
cover all of the spending demands that are made upon themwould
he tempted to use the share funds to fulfill matching requirements of
other programs rather than to continue the existing- agencies and
programs.

Among the other Federal-State categorical grant-in-aid programs
that could he construed as "rural" and therefore would qualify for
the States' matching sA,}pare to he made up of revenue acquired by the
States under t bill"are: secondary ("farm-to-nuirket") road con-
struction, hospital construction in rural areas, and meat and poultry
inspection. To the extent that the States would use the funds provided
by the rural community development revenue sharing bill in this way,
the States' overall financial expeditures on rural programs would be
reducedthus sabotaging the apparent intention of the rural com-
munity development revenue sharing bill to enlarge rural develop-
ment funding.

Second, a large part of trhe $675 million would probably find its
way into spending by States to induce industry to locate in rural
areas. It is not too difficult to imagine the lobbying that industries
will direct to lecrislatures, Governors, and other State officials to rake
off a share of the funds. As inducement to locate in rural areas, in-
dustries may want State construction of access roads to the plant, and
State construction of water and sewer facilities at The plant. They'
army want purchase by the State of land for plant location./With
the "free" money floating around as a result of revenue-sharing in-
dustries no doubt will demand costly inducements of this type to get

m,to locate in rural areas.
here are other ways to encourage rural industrial development,

gu a as reinstating the 7 percent investment tax .redit for investments
m e in rural areas, the establishment'of a "rural development bank"

ovide loans and other financial assistance for nonfarm ruraldeve pment. including expanded programs for water and 'sewer
systems, medical care services, et cetera.
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These are all parts of our overall rural development and should be
adequately supported but not at the expense of present programs that
are assisting family agriculture.

The Orange is strongly opposed to the President's reorganization
proposal to spread the responsibilities of the Department of Agri-
culture over four new departments.

The Department of Economic Affairs would receive most of the
USDA's programs'and agencies. 'With the exception of the CCC
and Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, a new Farms and Agri-
culture Administration, to be established in the Economic Affairs
Department, would he the only farm agency that would have to be
established in any of the proposed departments. Except for these
I-SDA agencies could be renamed or dismantled and their function-S
administered as the Secretary of the new department would determine/

In mblition, the Administrator of the Farms and Agriculture Ad-
ministr:,, ion would report to one or more of five Assistant Secretaries
or directly to the Deputy Secretary or Secretary. That could be five
times removed from the President. In any case, if heseports directly
to tle Secretary of the Department of Economic Affairs, he will be

evii-tpetition for the attention of the Secretary with the Adminis-
trators for Business Development. Social, Econinnic and Technical
Information, Labor Relations and Standards, National Transporta-
tion and International Economics.

The point iswith agriculture reporting to the same Secretary as
Labor and Commercewill the voice of agriculture (representing
only percent of the populace) be heard over the voices of labor
and commerce? This question takes on greater importahee if it is a
matter of priorities for governmental expendittiressuch as farm
programs and rural assistance programs.

Political power and influence in government are built around con-
stituents. With the responsibilities of the Department of Agriculture
split among all four new proposed departments. the constituent
strength, hence the power and influence of American farmers, will be
equally split.

It is because of this dilution of influence and power of the agricul-
tural sector that the National Grange opposes the dismantling, of the
USDA. If agriculture's and rural America's needs itee to be met and
if we are to maintain an econmically strong family ,farm structure
in American agriculturewe need a forceful spokesman to speak
to the President for the farmerthis is the only way we can offset
the influence of much larger constituencies.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, as the problems of rural communities
become more pressing, rural development will be increasingly in the
news, for it offers the promise of infusing new economic life into
these areas.

However, rural development- does not take' Place on its own, nor
does having adequate funds available insure its success. If it is to
succeed, farmers, nonfarm rural residents, and other community
leaders must take the initiative in encouraging the community to
study its problems and persevere in seeing that the conclusions based
on these findings are carried through to a logical end.

To my knowledm evcry successful attempt at rural development
has been because people became involved in problem-solving, in short
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they got up of their apathy and went to work to make their com-munity programs work. Communities in Pennsylvania, Iowa, North
Carolina, Nebraska, North Dakota, to mention only a few, have
successful .rural development programsall because people caredabout what vas happening to their towns.

We see-this pattern in our own organizat;on. Communities canhave Granges that are richly endowed and own their own Grangehalls, but are dying on the vine because of a lack of interest in whatis taking place around them and the lack of local leadership that hasthe ability to arouse people to become involved.
Despik Government activity, success really depends, as we haveseen, onwhat is done within each community: The national planningof overall programs and funds for development rim be supplied fromWashington, but the programs must be executed through State and

local committees, with the initiative and decisionmaking in localhands. Mit as we have seen in the past, programs without .followinga national plan for a balanced growth policy, can lead to the shiftingof the problems.
Leadership, initiative, ingenuity, judgment, and application arepotent forces in community growth and development. Rural develop-.

ment cannot he spoon fear.Governments, Federal, State and local,can supply the overall plan, but implementatiod must coin fromwithin the community. In fact, programs devised by men, that supply
only moneys and plans, will breed apathy, lack of interest and "Idon't care attitudes on the part of the recipients. This perhaps isthe greatest danger in any plan to share revenues collected at onelevel of government with those responsible for expenditures at an-other level of government.

Since action within the community is vital for successful rural de-velopment, it is obvious that leadership and,act ive participation nu stalso come, from within the community. Enlightened self-interestat the base of community development, be it rural or urban.
In rural development, results flow from a combination of effect iveapplication of effort and available. resources. Communities will notachieve their potential merely because resources are there. Littlecan he expecteot where there are no resonces: but well-conceived con-certed effort, intelligently applied, ran produce worthwhile results

even when resources are limited.
Thank you, Mr. Chainhan, for permitting the National Grange toshare our views on rural development with this subcommittee. Thetask ahead is great and we ciinmiend you and the Committee On_Agriculture and Forestry for your coot ivied interest in the problems

facing rural communities. We wish you well in this undertaking andpledge our support of programs that address themselves to the totalproblem of rural-urban unbalance and the maintenance of agricultureas the cornerstone of azthriving rural community.
Senator firmenar.y. Thank you very much.
Senator Curtis, we thought we would wait until the end of thetestimony.
I wonder if the witnesses would excuse me for about ti ninutes.I have an urgent telephone call I want to make and I want to heals,all the testimony. I had to go out and was interrupted here.
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It is agreeable, Oren, and if you would just kind of relax. It will
not be over 5 minutes and I will be right back.

(At this point in the hearing a short recess was taken.)
Senator HUMPHREY. Let me just be sure. Do we have the Farm

Bureau Federation with us?
Yes,, fine. Thank you very much.
What we have now is our final witness on this particular panel,

the president of the National Farmers Organization, my friend, Oren
Lee Staley, and I want to compliment hint not only on his leadership
but his infinite patience and good humor.

You were very kind to wait so long and share your time with us.
To all of you I say the same.

Mr. Staley, would you proceed with your commentary and tell
us what you have in mind.

STATEMENT OF OREN" LEE STALEY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
FARMERS ORGANIZATION, CORNING, IOWA

Mr. STALEY. Senator Humphrey, as chairman of the subcommittee
and the other honorable members of the subcommittee, I am not going
to read very much of my text. I am going to make a few observations.
However, I am going, to read about three paragraphs, and I would
like for the total text to be submitted and printed, of course.

Senator HUMPHREY. It will be printed as &delivered. I say that
because when you read the record, that fine print, unless you have got
glasses like you have you cannot read it. We have got to have it so
everybody can read it. (

Mr. STALEY. Mr. Chairman, I am Oren Lee Staley, president of
the NFO and with me is Harry L. Graham, legislative %presentative
of the NFO. The National Farmers Organization is an organization
of farmers with membership in all 48 States of the continental
United States. Its ultimate goal is the renewal and improvement of
the quality of rural life. Our program of action is collective bar-
zaining to improve farm prices and farm income and to bring to
,American farmers a fair return for their economic inputs which
will be equivalent to those received in other segments of the economy.

THE NNTIONAL GROWTH POLICY

The sticky situation facing this Nation today with its rural poverty
and population decline on the one hand, and its overcrowded cities
with bankruptcy staring them in the face and civil strife and s'eething
discontent on the other.hand, is the direct result of low farm income.

We have forgotten to realize that low farm income not only drives
people from the farm, but it .also drives rural business people and
their families from the rural areas because the two are tied together
as far as their economic 31-Mare is concerned. They all become mis-
placed people.

What was once just considered as a farm'problem becomes a prob-
lem of the total society. The result is a social, political, and economic
disaster which is gnawing at our Nation. A. program for balanced
national growth, with the proper and proportional allocation of
resources to invigorate and renew those areas suffering from political

I )
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neglect is not only needed, it is required if this Nation is to survive.
It wilt be costly, it will require maximum contributions by all our
citizens of their talent and resources, but the alternatives of concen-
tration of power to repress the restless are too dreadful to seriously
consider.

With less than 35 percent of our population in rural areas, we have
more than one-half of the poverty of the Nation and almost two-thirds
of the substandard housing. Many elementary and secondary schools
and second' rate at best. Adequate health and dental service is non-
existeni. Rural churches have long, ceased to be viable institutions.

If this Nation is in earnest in its stated commitment to eliminate
poverty, then it must elinllinate the causes of poverty. This means
adequate educational opportunities for all rural children, adequate
health care, adequate health and sanitation facilities, and above all,
adequate income. We see neither the commitment or will or re-
sources necessary to correct these problems in proposals yet made.

Too many people al., talking about rural development in terms of
creating industrial venters, making sewer and water loans to small
towns without any future unless agricultural income is rebuilt, and
letting the farm sector of the economy go ahead and decay.

In NFO, we are talking about stemming the invasion of integrators
amr corporations into agriculture, reviving family farming with
decent price levels attained through collective bargaining, and re-
building our rural communities on a sound agricultural foundation
with prosperous, individual, private, free enterprise instead of letting
managerial empires take over the farming business and divert all of
the equipment, fertilizer, and supply business to factory distributors.

It may very well be that the United States needs to undertake both
rural developmentthe rejuvenation of our tragically underrewarded
food and fiber production business and the dispersal of industry, gov-
ernment offices, and other economic activities, because of the problems
of overconcentration in large urban centers. But we should not con-
fuse the two.

The National Farmers Organization will heartily support dispersal
of industrial and business activity. It is needed. And it would create'
nonfarm opportunities for many sons and daughters close to home
who cannot and do not want to farm and now have to squeeze into an
overcrowded metropolis.

If thellTnited States Government is serious about dispersals, it can
quickly take giant strides toward that end simply by conditioning its
own $85 to $90 billion annual procurement on the location of the
factories, or the research and development laboratories and work-
shops, and by sending a lot of its own agencies to offices -outside
Washington, D.C. Congressmen Roncalio, Meleher, and others are
working toward that end. The Government itself is one of the biggest
centralizers and should take the lead in dispersal.

Senators Pearson, 'McGovern, and McClelland all have bills to give
tax concessions to industries and businesses which locate away from
overcongested areas which would speed that. undertaking. Congress-

. man Sebelius has such a bill in the House.
Development of the rural America that exists today, the agricul-

ture-oriented areas, depends on improving the economic position of
the farmers, and I am concerned that hearings under the, heading
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of rural development, filled with testimony of people who assume
that farmers are all going broke and that corporate and integrated
farmingmanagerial empiresare inevitably going to take ever will
be regarded as an answer to the farm problem when it is not an
answer to the farm problem or the rural problem at all.

The best prescription for rural development is more farm income,
and the adjustment of agricultural price levels to a parity with prices
in other segments of our economy.

Because farmers have not been organized to bargain for their
prices as labor has done, or to adthinister their prices as big business
has done, there is a liquidation occurring in agriculture which will
continue until farmers get their fair share of our affluence.

The NFO is fighting to get family farmers organized to win the
price battle, and to save farming- as. it exists today.---and along with
it the existing small businesses and communities m rural America.
If we do not succeed farming units will continue.to be liquidated
until the remaining producersa few big corporations and integra-
torsare able to unite and operate like the steel industry and the
banks who administer their prices..

Although NFO was sadly disappointed with the Agricultural' Act
of 1970 and time low mininium price levels written into it, we know
that the hearts and the minds of the members of this committee are
with the farmers and in favor of strengthening them economically.

I hope this subcimmittee will address itself to their problems, and
to getting some spending money into their pocketbooks. They will
spend it in time towns and make it possible for the butcher, the baker,
the doctor, and the hardwareman to pay their t axes, build schools, and
pay off the sewer and water loans.

Rural development in terms of building up what is there, means,
besides higher price support levels, strengthening our farm credit
agencies to make required capital available at reasonable costs. It
means action to see that the managed industrial prices we have to
pay for equipment and supplies is kept in reason.

And it means assuring us adequate transportation at reasonable
costs and endint, the dismemberment of our transportation services
in spite of constantly rising rates.

A generation ago the train brought freight, passengers, express,
parcel post, and the mail to most rural onummities. Now we have
railroad carrying part of the freight, passenger buses, REA Express
trucks, separate mail trucks, and separate vehicles for everything
paralleling and crisscrossing each other without giving us reasonably
priced transportation or reasonable sem ice on anything,. We are now
threatened with discontinuance of rural post offices and rum] delivery
in many places.

This committee could do a great service studying coordination of
rural transportation services to impro-e its quaiity and reduce its
costs In some areas of the United Statesthe mountain wheat
country, for instanceskyrocketing transportation and low farm
prices are making profitable farming impossible.

You are going to find that there are sizable rural areas in the
United States where transportation makes either dispersal of industry
or a prosperous agriculture unfeasible unless the problem is solved.

There are two subjects that I want to touch lightly. One is revenue
sharing and the other is government reorganization.

1(A
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Revenue sharing is just a new name with no meaning. .The differ-
ence between this proposal and previous programs is that this program
proposes to make money from appropriations available to State
governments for them to spend as they wish. This sounds good and
the philosophy behind it is hard to tirgue with. The difficulty, how-
ever, in getting meaningful results centers around the fact that so
many of the problems are now so involved that they have become'
total national problems.

In the first place, only $179 million will be added. This is a
pittance. In the second place, the concept of rural communities in-
cluding cities of up to 50,000 population would further dilute funds
which are at present wholly inadequate. The big question that maybe
no one knows the answer to is whether State, county, and township
governments are more responsive to local needs or more capable ad-
ministrators of financial receipts. In fact, a good case could be made
for the opposite argument.

While it may be true that the Federal Government is so big that
it is unwieldy, other governments in it are so small that they are
completely inefficient. A shot of Federal funds in their arms wi)1 not
make them viable. The sickness is now chronic, the patient much too
ill, and other care is unavailable. It would be exercise in futility. It
should be noted that $150 million, already reduced by 50 percent of
previous budget outlays, used for ACP program§ would no longer
go to farmers to preserve the natural resources.

The Federal Government has followed a, sound course in its pro-
grams of assistance in gramps of govetnmental units. The Congress
has established the needs, authorized the programs, and established
guidelines for their administration, appropriated the funds and left
it to the executive branch to allocate and administer the funds ac-
cording to the directives in the legislation. These funds have been
subject to audit and control by the Federal Government. This is
responsible government.

Now there is no question that various political entities and their
citizens are in dire need of funds, and that in many instances there
is no other source for these funds except the Federal Treasury.

The NFO has consistently supported' the use of Federal funds to
supplement otherwise inadequate farm income, We will support legis-
lation to relieve the burdens of the cities also.

However, we believe that there are areas of responsibility which
extend beyond State and city lines which are properly the respon-
sibility of the Federal Government. Problems -of education, health,
and welfare are examples. These problems are not fixed as to loca-
tion, they are as mobile as the population. The educational inade-
quacies of a rural State become the burden of the cities when a person
untrained and unemployed goes to the city.

All of these items and others are among the greatest costs of State
and local government. The assumption of all or most of these costs
by the Federal Government would be really massive aid to the cities
and State, and release funds presently being used for these purposes
to other critical areas of these political jurisdictions.

In this kind of an arrangement, the government unit responsible
for the raising of the taxes is also responsible for their administration.
This is responsible government. To permit one political jurisdiction
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to have access to funds for which they have no responsibility for
raising is as irresponsi4 as it is for one government unit to supply
money to another with the supplier having some strings on its use.

The NFO is totally opposed to doing away with the Department
of Agriculture. This is nonsense. The agricultural industry is still
the No. 1 user of rubber, steel, and oil. It is the industry that feeds
and clothes the people of this Nation. To submerge this vital industry
into a second place rating is not only a blow to the pride of the
Nation's No. 1 industry, but would serve as a blow to the future
planning and production of our most essential items for our everyday
life:

I am confident that this committee with its knowledge of the basic
importance of agricultural income to rural America, will assign the
highest priority to trait all important facet of the rural development
problem.

I want to point out that of all the things that are happening in
rural America thatand I am going to digress from the prepared
statement just to make a couple or three observations that I would
like for the consideration of the committee.

We are discussing the development of rural America. I am pleased
that the members of this subcommittee with you, Senator, are people
that have their roots in rural America. I do hope that you stop and
think of what historically has happened to this country in the last 25
years. Many of the same people that were there saving that they had
to eliminate farmers, forgot that when we eliminated farmers and we
moved them from the rural areas we moved the small business people
with them. Now those same people that made those recommendations
are now recommending that we retrace those steps and bring the people
back from the cities to the rural communities.

I think we ought to consider this fact, because I would make a
prediction here today that within our lifetime, unless we carefully
realize and adjust to the fact that rural development still means farm
income at this particular juncture in our history, and if we do not
abide by this type of reasoning that in our lifetime we will see bull-
dozers plowing out the cement to get productive land back into pro-
duction to feed and clothe this Nation.

The reason I am trying to point this out for a thorough under-
standing is that you cannot bankrupt the farmers of this Nation
without bankrupting the rural business people also. When you
bankrupt those, you bankrupt many of the big companies in this
country which in the end is going to mean that it is impossible to
solve the economic and social problems of this Nation, without realiz-
ing that the raw material and resources of this country still conic
from the farm. This is where the economic growth. has to start.

But I would predict that unless we realize that the revitalization of
rural America is tied to farm income will mean that the youth will be
able to stay in agriculture to the extent that we maintain the mana-
gerial ability in our agricultural plant. To the extent that we are
able to then provide the credit capabilities based on a sound financial
position. we will be able to maintain the management people that
are necessary in agriculture. We have economists on our staff and I
think I understand the economists' minds when they start planning,
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and that they go along something like this: that they view the fact
that you had to have more efficiency in American agriculture so you
reduce the number of people and you get more production. They are
continuing to look at those types of figures and project that the more
people that leave agriculture the more production.

But the economists will 'never put new factors into their equations
until after the crisis arises that we have lost the management know-
how and the private incentive inrAmerican agriculture.

I would just like to point out that I think that if we compare the
average age of farmers and if the electronics industry employees were
average age of the farmers, we would he greatly'concerned about the
future of all our electronic.equipment. But we are looking upon agri-
culture. as an agriculture of the thirties when the horse and buggy and
then the' two-row eqUipment on the tractor made it possible for almost
anyone to operate.

But now with all the highly mechanized and techniques in Ameri-
can agriculture it is. as technical as any industry in this country.
When you lose the youth you are losing the management capabilities.
Unless this trend is reversed the Committee 011 Agriculture within
the next 10 puffs will he striving to seek ways to replenish the man-
agement that is not there in 'Ameriean agriculture to feed and clothe
this Nation. _Agriculture will become the prime issue in this country
and then there will he the same crisis as throughout many areas of
the world where they are striving to try to find ;t type of agriculture
that can adequately feed and clothe the people. Ire will have missed
that opportunity by destroying the very fiber, the very basic frame-
work of the greatest agricultural-producing industry in the world .
and in this country.

For that reason I would like for the attention to be kicused1,71..ge-,---
in the rural development area on the fact that We have piorropnize
that farm income will revitalize rural America more Min anything
else. I am not opposed, we in the NFO are not opposed to bringing
to, the urban areas sonic of the resources to help alleviate the problems
of the city.

But we have seen the reduction in so many things like the ACP
programs that a few years ago we were talking, about how they were
going to conserve the soil, and now we ate talking about ecology.
while ACP programs at the same time were doing more probably to
help ecology and all the stirains and everything we are talking about
of this country than anydtlier programs. still we are discontinuing
those and p.oing to transfer their assets over to something else.

So all I am saying is that the members of this committee that
have their roots in rural America. review what we are talking about
and why it is necessary to talk about the revitalizing the rural areas
and pinpointing their problems. I ask for your consideration of the
real problem and why it exists today and why we are retracking and
retracing, those steps that were taken such a few years ago so that we
do not make the mistake of overlooking the fundamental industry in
A MP ri(11.

This gets down to one additional point and one final point. And
tutu is the nonsense of talking about destroying and dismantling
the Department of Agriculture. AeTiculture is still the prime in-
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dustry in this country, uses more rublfe.. it than any other
indut7.v. But the more important factor, to put the industry that
feeds and clothes (he Teople of this country into second place cat 1.;.ory
is plain nonsense. It will be a very vital consideration in the :ears
aheatl for the welfare of this', Nation.

Those are the comnwnts that I would like to add in addition to t ne
prepared text.

Thank you, Ir. Chairman. -
Senator HUMPHREY. Well, I do Want to thank you very much. Mr.

Staley.
Let me just see here if I undors.hma it correctly. All four wit-

nesses, as I understad, oppose the reorganization plan that relates
to the Department of Agriculture as presented, is that correct. is
that right, Mr. Scott?

Mr. Sror. Yes.
Senator III-mrinrEy. Mr. Heinkel?
Mr. ITEINKEL. Yes.
Senator IfirmtuniEy. Mr. Dechant ?
Mr, DlicitANT. Yes.
Senator III-Nrriumv. .Mr. Staley?
Mr. SALEy. Yes,
Senator HUMPHREY. All four. And your organizations have taken

this up for (Inv consideration in conference or convention ?
Mr. Scorr. 'Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HUMPHREY. So that this record will reveal that kind of

official action.
Let me thank you, Mr. Staley, for your commentary about the

management aspect. I think this is something we forget, and it is

a very valuable contribution
Those of its who are talking about rural development, as Senator

Curtis noted earlier, are not unmindful of the priority of farm income.
I just want this record replete with that premise. We do not start
here on the basis you keep the people poor so that they can go to 'kW n
and (Yet if.bS. We would like to start with the premise that agricul-
tural income must be,g-reatly improved.

There are other committces---I should say subcommittees of the full
committee that is directing. its attention towards ,ommodities and
et cetera. We try not to overlap on jurisdiction. But we understand
fully. and I think I speak for every member of this committee,
because I have heard them express themselves individually. that we
work from the premise that agricultural income for the farmers and
farm producers is vital, is primary. This is the building block
number one for.rural development, to put it that way.

LA me just take My background as a young man Isick in South,
Dakota. I _looked upon Huron. S.Dak.. as of trade center for the
farmers in Bentle County. for example. in the areas Of -Kine-sbury
County. Reath, County. and Spink County. Therefore. the improve-
ment of that community in its hospitals. its small industries, its main
street,- its parks. its playgrounds. its chityches. WhateVer it was. t he
improvement of that community was the living of that partioular,
what we call middle-sized town. T consider to be a part of the total
agricultural environment or rural environment. because the people
that came into that town were essentially rural people and I think it is
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Nobody seems to consider when they decided to take the railroad
off. Of course the railroadswe used to have railroads that went into
tow,is, not through them. I do not know, I guess we will have to start
doing like the Chinese coolie, carrying the stuff on our backs or the
North Vietnamese, push it on bicycles.

I suppose you men have protested to high heaven about some of
these rules and regulations, but I do not see any chance for rural
development, unless we have transportation. This takes credit, as
you mentioned, and surely transportation.

I ran right into the practical problem, not the theory of the official
statements or even the practicality of the testimony. I asked a staff
man to go out and look at it and go out and talk to our highway
commissioner, talk to our legislators. This shows the lack of co-
ordination von see hem 1Tore is it county board that is essentially
rural, but is has not come up to at least an understanding thr,t a
6-ton highway is for go -carts and bicycles and wheelbarrows.

When you really get going in big operations v,ith sonic of these
big gram trucks like sonic of you have in your farm operation, you
have seen those big grain trucks in northern Minnesota and South
Dakota and they take big roads. If you have to transship and unload
and reload the cost is incredible. I just toss this in as my part of the
testimony, what I have seen happ,ei in an area which is what I con-
sider a rather productive agricultural area.

Our enmity, Wri,ht County, is one of the largest dairy producing
counties in the 'Mired States. So when T start. talking to you about
dairying and dairying trucks I am talking to you about life and
death. This is the breath of life out there.

Mr. Dechant ?
Mr. DEctrAN-T. Just one additional observation. We now find that

there are countless communities that not only do not have train
service, but they have also taken off the bus service.

Senator TIUMPUREY. Yes.
Mr. DEcuANT. So we have citizens out there that are completely

isolated. They have no way to get to the county seat or to the capital.
There is no more transportation. The bilS1 ineS a re out as well as the
trains.

Senator TIrmenrEY. Well, I hone that somewhere out of these
deliberations and others that we can bring some sense to this, this
Amtrack operation, new railroad system we have got. You know, you
have got to he mighty big to get a train going by you, much less
stopping. We have a train that goes through my little town of
Waverley at about 60 miles an hour. It is rather hard to get a cream
can on there unless you are rather a good shot,

Senator Curtis?
Senator Crtms. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate it very much that

these four distinguished agricultural leaders are here to testify.
I am not immin:lful of that pending vote over there, and I think we
should finish our agenda. I have no questions, but I certainly appre-
ciate what they have offered.

Senator IItmremmy. We do thank you, and thank you for your
patience and kindness in coniing today.

Mr. DEOTTANT. Thank you.
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Senator 111-mema.v. Our final witness, 1 believe, is Mrs. Haven
Smith, accompanied by fir. Clifford McIntire of the American Farm
Bureau Fe deration.

Yes?
Senator CI urns. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have the privilege

of presenting Mrs. Smith to this committe. She lives on a farm. She
and her husband are wheat farmers. She is a very talented, capable,
and respected leader who has traveled throughout the country and
many other countries making speeches and is a very good spokesman
for rural America.

I am glad she is here, and it is my privilege to serve in Congress
with Mr. McIntire.

I am happy to welcome both of them.
Senator III-mmtur.v. I am very pleased to have Mrs. Smith here

and Mr. McIntire. I see that Smith is from .Nebraska.

STATEMENT OF MRS. HAVEN SMITH, CHAIRMAN, WOMEN'S COM-
MITTEE, AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION, CHAPPELL,
NEBR., AND CLIFFORD G. McINTIRE, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL RE-
SOURCES DEPARTMENT AND ASSISTANT LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

SMITII. That is -correct.
Senator IIumritury. I ran understand why the Senator from

Nebraska has given a hi,rh opinion of you, not only because of the
fortuitous circumstance of your residence, but because of the good
qualities of yours.

Mrs. Smmt. 'Thant: you, Senator Curtis, for those very kind
renia rks.

Mr. Chairman, it is a privilege for me to be here to present to this
distinguished Rural Development Subcommittee of the Senate Com-
mittee on Arrieult ore and Forestry the views of the American Farm
Bureau Federation.

I am chairman of the American Farm Bureau Women's Committee,
a member of the AFBF Board of Directors, and today am privileged
to speak in behalf of the 1,943,1S1 member families comprising the
2,S1S county farm bureaus in .19 States and Puerto :Rico.

enit)hasize the reference to families. In farm bureau we consider
the farm and ranch family as a vital basic unit in present and future
progress od the farm, the ranchand in all of rural America.

Accompanying itie is Mr. Clifford G. McIntire. Mr. -.McIntire is
director of our natural resources department and assistant legislative
director. The is located in our Washington office. Mr. McIntire's home
State is Maine. Ile has had rich experience as a farmer,'agricultural
credit official, and Member of the Congress.

The progress of our country has been closely related to the capa-
bility of rural people and the miality of rural resources. The oppor-
tunity to use land and water resources with skilled hands, strong
progressive minds, and leadership have contributed significantly to
the professional, business, autd political leadership of our Nation.

In speaking of rural development- -and our concerns as to national
policy in this vital area--we should note that the issues are not new;
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but they take on new importance as we seriously consider the changes
that are rapidly taking place on so many facets of our economic,
social, and political life; a trillion dollar national economy, and a
$300 Federal establishment.

Rural development in America is one of the great successes of our
Nation's history. National policy through legislation by Congress
brought to rural America the land grant colleges, technology and
education through experiment stations anti the cooperative extension
service, agricultural credit, soil and water' conservation, youth pro-
grams, forestry, wildlife managemoit, and recreational development.

Educational opportunities and medical services have improved
greatly since our early days. Transportation, together with rural
electric aml telephone services, have made rural living far less of a
physical burden than that experienced by our forefathers.

I would point out that many tools already are available to promote
growth in rural America, but our national goals must always be the
subject of examination in order that the needs of the present and
future generations may he met and the national interest best served.

The elected votin!-, delegates of the member State farm bureaus
to the 52(1 Annual Meet ing of the American Farm Bureau Federation
in December 1970 developed a statement policy on rural development
as follows:

RURAL DEVELOPMENT

For over half a century Farm Bureau members have been fully committed
to nieting the challenge of sound progress, development, and change in rural
America. Mir interest is deep as this is where we individually live, work, and
invest in the present and in future opportunity for every farm and ranch
family.

The Task Force on Rural Development in its report entitled "A New Life
for the Country," offers challenging ideas. recommendations, and constructive
observations. We agree that rural development must be generated through
initiative. It must be a result of community-wide study and planning and the
development of specific programs to meet community needs for sound economic
growth and expansion of opportunities for both rural and urban areas.

Farm Bureau member families and County and State Farm Bureau leaders
have our unusual opportunity and obligation to assist and participate in con-
structive rural development.

The growth and development of industry and commerce in rural areas provide
local markets for farmers. increase job opportunities for members of farm
families and other rural people, initmove the rapacity of rural areas to provide
essential community facilities, and reduce the out-migration of people from
rural areas.

The development which has occurred in many rural areas is a result of
community efforts, improved educational opportunities, adequate water re-
sources, a willing labor force, recreational opportunities, and other community
services. Loans, grants, or tax credits are often helpful to economic development
in rural areas.

The Resource Conservation and Development program administered by the
Soil Conservation Service contributes constructively to these objectives and
should be carefully coordinated with community efforts in rural development.

RURAL DEVELDPMF.NT CREDIT

Sufficient supplies of lisahle water and adequate waste disposal systems are
basic to economic progress in rural areas. We support the sound extension of
public and private credit for financing private, community, or district facilities.

We support adequate funding for programs established under provisions of
the Rural Water Facilities Act of 1965.

Funding of oC er credit needs in rural development should he provided pri-
family from private sonrces supplemented by public funds under anth -ities
administered by the Farmers Home Administration.

1
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"his concludes the quotation from our rural development resolution.
Mr. Chairman, it was my honor and privilege to serve as chairman

of the. President's, Task Force on Rural Development. Mr. McIntire
was a member'M the task force as ,ere 10 other distinguished citizens.
The,. report of this group was presented to the President in March
1970. It-has the very challenging. title, "A New Life for the, Country."

In my opinion the views of the task force can provide a Very vital
contribUt ion to the study of this subcomnistee. Each of the 50 pages
offers carefully considered idea's, expressions of view, and recom-
mendations.

Pages 6, 7, and S of this report are attached as appendix A.
The subconintittee will have before it the legal framework cu_ rrently

available, details of existing programs, economic data, and reports
of many successes that have taken place through the interest of local
leadership ip many communities. Farm bureau men and women have
been a part of these efforts.

It is proper and important that Congress examine the adequacy
of present legislation, levels of appropriation. and the possibility of
administrative improvement to tit rapidly changing times.

We believe the wise use of land and water re ounces is bash, to
development. In these days these resources are of great interest. to
811 citizens, both rural and urban. We believe it important that re-
sources be developed for the needs of peopleplaces to live, recreation,
forestry, food, and fiber, the location of industry, and many-other
services.

We believe the small watershed program as amended to include
municipal water, recreation, et cetera, is a vital part of rural de-
velopment.

Adequate farm credit is absolutely essential. We have testified in
this regard in connection with proposed farm credit legislation.

In still another area of policy, we smzeest that many acres marginal
to the technology of intensive agricultural operations should be re-
turned to a forest cover. Lands now forested need improvement if
our future needs for lumber and wood products are to be fulfilled
adequately.

If is our view that the resources of the public lands are important
to the total economy--and that natiomd policy relating to wise use
of Federal lands is essential to sound rural development.

While the Federal and state governments can do much to create
a climate in which rural development can flourish, rural people them-
selves must continue to provide the principal leadership in this area.
Their efforts will meet with a greater degree of success if government
refrains from actions which would place roadblocks in the way' of
constructive rural development.

As an example, I would cite the proposed increases in industrial
and agricultural minimum wages. Minimum wages have a greater
impact in rural areas than urban areas because the price-wage struc-
ture in rural areas reflects differences in living costs jort%ween rural
and urban areas. A substantial increase in minimum Nfages will tend
to defeat, the objective of encouraging rural development by reducing
opportunities for employment.

1 6
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Mr. Chairman, these views on rural development, are presented
with the hope that they will make a worthwhile contribution to the
important study being made by this subcommittee, and I want to
add that I have a deep personal interest in rural development.

Recently I4ave been to your State, Senator Humphrey, to speak
at Marshal, Minn., at your Southwest State College where represen-
tatives from 19 counties had a rural development day designed to stem
the outmigration of that area of Minnesota. Senator Curtis knows
that I recently spoke. at the Nebraska State Rural Development
Conference.

I have been out to Spokane to speak on the program of the North-
west Farm Forum specifically on rural development. Their entire
day's program was devoted to this subject. I spoke on rural develop-
ment before the National Water Resources Association convention.
I spoke on this same subject before the National Conference of the
Federal Farm Credit Directors and appeared before the Federal
Farm Credit Board here in Washington.

I went to 'Wisconsin to speak on the program of Farm Progress
Days, which is the second largest outdoor farm show in the Nation.
My subject was rural development. I have talked in recent seminars
on executive development conducted by the USDA for their middle
management staff people, and I want to assure you that my interest
is real and sincere and I am doing what I can along the way to help.

Senator Hrmen-REY. I do thank you very much. Your interest is
not only real and sincere, your knowledge is very broad. We are very
fortunate to have you here. You were the chairman of the task force?

Mrs: SMITH. Yes; I was.
Senator HUMPHREY. Mr. McIntire, do you wish to collaborate on

that at all ?
Mr. MYINTrRE. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, but I do not have any

formal statement. I will be happy to respond to que, ions.
Senator HUMPHREY. Might I just ask this question:
On the President's special revenue sharing program for rural de-

velopment, what is the stated policy of the American Farm Bureau
Federat ion ?

Mrs. SMITH. In regard to the proposal of 5 billion for general
revenue sharing the farm bureau is opposed to this. As you know, we
think we have a better proposal. The tax credit proposal which is
now subject to consideration by the Congress.

So when this special revenue-sharing proposal for rural develop-
ment came up the board of directors, of which I am a member, was
in something of a dilemma. We considered it very carefully, since
this proposal has in it the approach of getting control back to the
States and local areas, the board decided that we would support this
specific proposal for revenue sharing for rural development.

Senator HUMPHREY. Special revenue sharing?
Mrs. Small. Yes; special revenue sharing for rural development.

However, we are not putting on any great campaign but that is our
position in line with our policy as established last December.

Senator HUMPHREY. Has your organization taken any position on
the subject or reorganization that was discussed here earlier? Now
this committee I do not believe takes that up. It goes to Government
Operations but it would be good to get your point of view.
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Mrs. SMITH. No, we have not. This was brought up after our
national convention last December, and I want to emphasize in Farm
Bureau it is definitely members who make the policy and Farm
Bureau membes across the country are at present studying these
proposals.

Now, we in Farm Bureau are aware that several Senators have
expressed concern about the need for government reorganization. We
are not a hardcort defense of the status quo group type of people.
We are trying to objectively appraise the .proposals. We realize that
we ought to constantly be trying to strengthen our government.

We know that a number Ot consumer programs are, currently being
charged to the Department of Agriculture. We do not have a position,
but we are studying the matter. I would be very grateful; with your
permission, to he allowed to insert the. study shOet which is being
used by our counties, 'I,S18 counties across this Nation, an objective
infroinational sheet to encourage study of this issue with the objective
of developing a policy.

Senator Ihr.StPititEr. We welcome that, and it will be included as
part of your testimony:

(The appendix is as follows:)

Appendix A
EXCERPTS FROM REPORT OF PRESIDENT'S TASK FORCE ON RURAL DEVELOPMENT

"WHAT IS RURAL DEVELOPMENT ?"

"Rural developmedt has many sides. but its main goal is to bring jobs,
opportunity, and a better life to low income, underemployed people in ruralAmerica, not only for their own good, but for the welfare of all Americans,
At the same time, this strengthens the economic foundation of successful enter-prises already established in rural areas.

"In the quest for a better life for ,rural dwellers, the aim is to develop the
type of rural society that will be capable of continuous renewal; one that willdevelop to the fullest its human resources; one that will remove obstacles to
human fulfillment and self discovery ; and one which will permit each individual
the fulfillment that comes with the exercise of his talent.

"Obstacles based on race, creed, color or origin will also have to be eliminatedif we want to bring a better quality of life to rural America and preserve thekind of nation we care about'
"A strong rural development program will help all people and the entire

community and the quality of life enjoyed by all citizens.
"Rural development is concerned with improving the economic capability of

individuals in rural nonmetropolitan America. It is concerned with improving
the services of rural communities. IC is concerned with improving the economic
opportunities in the small cities, towns, villages and farming communities inrural America.

"People can provide much of this for themselves; some they can do together ;
some must come from outside sources.

"The most effective program to deal with rural underemployment and lagging
incomes is to create job opportunities through private enterprise, accompanied
with education and job training to better fit rural people for these jobsplus
one more ingredient: bringing the jobs and job-seekers together.

"We should keep in the forefront of our thinking that jobs are created by
the ingenuity and ambition of private enterprise. Wealth is created by job-
holding citizens and self-employed persons producing goods and services. Job
development through private industry is the most effective rural development
program. And the activities of rural development should be directed toward
this goal.

"The real strength of rural development is that it harnesses local energies
and ;SI run by local people who know better than anyone their own problems,
their own capabilities and their own priorities.
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"Local rural development is a dedication of the strengths of individuals
through their own institutionsschools, churches, clubs and organizations,
business and industryto make more jobs, create more opportunities and
establish a better quality of life.

"Rural development as a ,community-wide action program cannot start un-
less the local people want it, and it cannot succeed unless local leaders aggres-
sively promote it. If a community lacks leadership, if it lacks local concern,
if it isn't convinced that it should become a better place to livethen perhaps
it shouldn't. But sometimes rural development comes to just such a community
through the evangelical crusade of one person to get the community to raise its
sights and fire its ambition.

"Communities take on the characteristics of the people in the,in, reflecting
their drive, ambition, pride, resourcefulness and will to work together. Vibrant,
progressive communities don't just happen, nor are they beyond the relikh of
any of us.

"We can't guarantee prosperity for each community that starts a rural
development program but we can guarantee this: Any community 'will be
better as a. result of its effort.

"The proper role of State and Federal Government in rural development is
to help local areas with their planning, to share ideas and to provide the means
by which local communities can tap whatever assistance State and Federal
Government afters, to individuals and to local projects.

"Rural development does not 'give' people anything except the encouragement
and tools to work together and the promise that their effort will be rewarded.

"Rural development is not:
A new agency of government.
A new appropriation to spend money in rural America.
A new set of directives from the Federal Government.
A program handed down and run from above.
"Rural development Is, however, many things:
1. Rural development is aimed at those with low incomes and the under-

employed, but it is not just a poverty programhowever, dealing with poverty
is a No. 1 challenge.

2. Rural development is a 'people' program to lift up those In greatest need,
whether disadvantaged for economic or social reasonsbut it is not a civil
rights program or a rural slum program. However, by creating greater
opportunity for all. those who will be helped the most are those who have been
the most disadvantaged.

3. Rural development is aimed at job creation, but it is not just an indus-
trialization programalthough jobs through private enterprise is' the key to
long-lasting economic opportunity:

4. It is aimed at improving rural America, but It is not jest a farm or rural
program that benefits only those in the rural countrysidealthough this is
where the work will he done.

5. Rural development is built on local initiative. but it does not depend solely
on local resources and local leadershipnevertheless, local initiative is the key
to the success of rural development.

G. Rural development is aimed at a better quality of life. but rural develop-
ment is not just a social programeven though quality of life and a better
society is the end product of rural development.

7. Rural development is aimed at population and industrial dispersion, but
it is not just a land policy or settlement programhowever, physical surround-
ings and environmental development are vital for clean air, clear water, open
space. scenic beauty, recreation and 'room to live.'

"Rural development. then, is a combination of specific programs directed
toward a broad horizonall intended to help create a nation of greater beauty,
deeper satisfactions and expanded opportunities for all Americans, now and in
the future. botikin urban and rural areas.

"Rural development will build a new mural countryside America : and by
building a new and better rural America we will build' better cities and a better
Americaa new life tu, the country."

Senator HumpuREy. Senator Curtis, do you hare questions at this
time?
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Senator CURTIS. Would you elaborate a little bit on the point you
made on the importance of local leadeip in communities to promote
development in the rural areas? ...,Mrs. SMITH. I am delighted to. /

In Farm Bureau we believe in the family basis, that all problems.
that possibly can should be solved by the family. When the family
cannot solve them we think they should be solved locally by people
working together at the community level. If they cannot -be solved
there then we turn to the county. If they cannot be handled there we
Willi to the State, and only as a last resort to the Federal Government.

But we believe strongly in the Farm Bureau that many, many,
problems can be. solved at the local level If people will work together,
set up priorities, objectives, develop a- plan and work together toward
carrying it out. This is the philosophy of the Farm Bureau, and I
might add his philosophy- is strong and precise in the report of
tbe Task Force on Rural Development.

Senator Cuirris. In that connection, about 4 or 5 weeks ago I was
invited out, to Aurora, Neb., to spOak at, the Second Annual Industry
Recognition. Day. I would guess that the population of Hamilton
County is probably not to exceed 10,006 people, the county seat of
Aurora may be :1.500. The local citizens there have done one of the
most outstanding jobs of bringing ill industry. .I think they started
one 'year ago with their first public meeting of recognition of what
we had accomplished: in the second year I believe they had added
about 200 job opportunities to the area.

They had added one or two industries that employed less than 10
people. They had one mobile home factory that was employing some=
thing over a hundred.

This community had some help in the way of guidance and con-
tacts through the State Econo is Development Commission, and
they i lade use of industrial de elopment bonds. Two hundred jobs
probably means a great deal o added related business for the com-
munity. o

I certainly want the Fede al Government to do whatever is wise
and necessary in this field. agree with you, that rural development
is a responsibility that will 'have to be carried by everybody, including
the people in the rural areas.

Thank you
Senator HUMPIIRET. :qrs. Smith. as I understand, there were in

excess of 50, a little over 50 specific recommendations in the task
force report, the report that you chaired?

Mrs. SMITH. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. Could you tell us how many of those recom-

mendations have been acted upon by' the government ?
Mrs. SMITH. I am sure that you have material whit; andles this

in much more detail than I have. I do know that the T.S. Department
of Agriculture has reviewed, those recommendations very carefully.

athat some of the proposals are now in the legislative. hopper, that
administrative action has been taken on some of our recommendations.

I do know that in all 50 States we do now have a State Rural
Development Committee with, in most cases, a director of extension
acting as the coordinator, and this was one of the recommendations
of the task force.

1 <<
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Senator Humrtiany. I think it would be well if we would ask our
staff to keep a constant running accounting of how these recom-
mendations are being implemented.

Mrs. Sum'. I think Mr. McIntire could add some more details
to that.

Mr. MCINTIRE. Mr. Chairman and Senator Curtis, I would point
cut that there has been an expansion and implementation in funding
of small watershed programs as a part of the recommendations of
the task force. That this is a vital program in rural development
and there has.been an increase in the funding of Public Law 566
programs, and there has also been

Senator HustritanY. What is the 56G? So the record will be clear
for the uninitiated.

Mr. MCINTIRE. Small watershed program.
Senator Iftt 3trunEY. Yes, the small watershed program.
Mr. McINTrrin. There has been additional authorizations the re-

source conservation development program. These are a couple of
additional items I think that responds to your question, Senator.

Senator Humminny. One of the recommendations was the estab-
lishment of a rural development credit bank. I believe it was to be
incorporated as a new title in the Farm Credit Act. How does the
Farm Bureau view that recommendation? Has it taken any act of
support or opposition?

Mrs. Surrn. The Farm Bureau' recently testified in regard to the
new farm credit legislation. We did not endorse the proposal for
the rural development credit hank but Mr. McIntire is our specialist
in this field and he can discuss this more in detail.

Senator HUMPHREY. You did support the farm credit recom-
mendations?

Mrs. SMITH. With some amendments, yes.
Mr. McINTian. May I say, Mr. Chairman and Senator Curtis, the

Farm Bureau has no specific policy in relation to this point in the
recommendations of the task force. May I elaborate on the recom-
mendation of the task force. The idea that the task force had in its
recommendation was that as a new title be established not an amend-
ment to the present corporation structure of farm credit. A new
title would protect the present corporation identity. Funding secu-
rities would be identified separate from the present long-term secu-
rities known in the marketplace. New securities would he offered on
the strength of their own ability in the marketplace. This recom-
mendation would draw on the expertise of the present Farm Credit
administration. This capability and this administrative structure
already set up could be of service to rural America on a bioader
basis than would likely be possible by amending the separate cor-
poration structures of the existing Farm Credit System.

The idea was not aceepted by the Farm Credit Board and so is
not presentlyin a legislative position on any bills which are before
the Congress.

Senator IIVMPIIREY. So as I understand it, your position is not to
amend the farm credit title?

Mr. McINTrnE. No, we are not proposing that.
Senator HumpnaF.y. Rut the position of the task Nece was that a

separate corporate entity of a rural development bank that did not
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fall under the general umbrella of the Farm Credit Administration
was desirable?

Mr. McIN TIRE. Yes. If I might draw on a historical example,
which would not be quite the same, because it would be setup a little
different, but I am sure that you Mr. Chairman and Senator Curtis,
recall that back in the early days of the thin ies there was a lending
vehicle setup by the Congress called the Land Bank Commissioner
Loan.

The farm credit system as it existed in that day acted as the. agent
and administered those loans as the agent for the government. The
loans were directly funded. They were loans made out of appropri-
ated monies, and the mortgages and notes were made to the Treasury
of the United States. But no additional, administrative structure
was needed to move out with that kind of a lending tool. They used
the system already in existence.

The task force idea was borrowing from the pre'cedent. An idea
that a lending service to rural America could be structured-, a cor-
porate structure in contrast to the government loan of the Land Bank
Commissioner, a corporate structure which would stand on its own

olicies and guidelines but draw on the expertise of the Farm Credit
ystem to move it out in the country without a new structure of

adm in istrat ion.
Senator HUINIPFIREY. We will study that very carefully. The reason

I asked these questions, is a good deal of interest among the members
of the Congress as you know among the whole idea of a rural de-
velopment bank. We have a number of bills, Senator McClellan has
one, Senator Pearson has one and two or three others and the com-
mittee has been thinking about one and we would like to get your
views and any other information you have because the importance
of your organization will be greatly appreciated.

We will study very closely the report of the task force on this.
Mr. MCINTIRE. Senator, if I might make an additional comment,

I hope in the study of your committee on rural development, the
importance of rural development in the States where there are sub-
stantial acreages of public land will also be evaluated. As you know,
there is a report submitted to Congress by the Public Land Law
Review Commission. It was my privilege to serve on the advisory
committee of that commission. I am certain the subcommittee, and
you as chairman appreciate that in the States where there are very
substantial Federal land holdings, and about one-third of our lands
are Federal lands, that rural development in tliose States is related
very closely to the resources of those lands.

These resources are not just simply the scenic beauty, as important
as that is. There are renewable resources there. There are extractive
resources also that, properly managed as a great many of them are
today, provides the basis upon which the economy of both the
livestock industry and the forest industry provides a very important
basis to rural communities of those States and thereby important to
rural development in the Nation.

I suggest as you consider rural development across America that
the relationship of the management of, the federally owned lands
is vitally too important to economic development whether these
lands represent R7 percent as is true in Nevada or whether it is 3
or 2 percent like some eastern states.

t)
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Senator fitymeitnEy. That is a very constructive suggestion, and
may I say I think one that has not had all the attention we ought to
give it. The Committee of the Interior obviously has some juris-
diction, but we will give note to it.

(Additional information submitted by Mrs. Smith is as follows:)

(Farm Bureau.Policy Development Fact Sheet No. 71-1)

PRESIDENT NIXON'S PROPOSALS FOR GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION

In his January 1971 State of the Union address, President Nixon briefly
outlined a proposal for extensive reorganization of the Executive Branch of
government. Formally sent to Congress on March 25, 1971, the proposal cabs
for combining the functions of seven present cabinet-level departments into four.
A number of thefunctions of various independent agencies and commissions
would also be transferred to the four new departments.

The present Departments of Agriculture, Interior, Labor, Commerce, Trans-
portation, Housing and Urban Development, and Health, Education and Welfare
would be involved. No changes were proposed for the Departments of Defense,
Justice, State and Treasury.

The seven departments involved would be combined into the new Departments
of Natural Resources, Homan liesources, Community Development and Eco-
nom ic Affairs.

In his March 25 message to Congress the President said:
-In the last forty years, as the Federal Government has grown in scope and

complexity, tile question of how it should he organized has been asked with
even greater into's. and relevance. During this time, we have moved to
formulate responsiNt- answers to this question in an increasingly systematic
manner. Searching studies of Government management and organizatic. have
been made under virtually every national administration since the 1P1,o'e. and
many needed reforms have resulted.

"What is now required, however, is a truly comprehensive restructuring
of executive organizations, one that is commensurate with the growth of. the
Nation and the expansion of the government. In the last twenty years alone
our population has increased by one-third and the Federal budget has quin-
tupled. In the last two decades, the number of Federal civilian employees has
risen by almost 30 percent and the domestic programs they administer have
multiplied tenfold. Three executive departments and fourteen independent
agencies have been tacked on to the Federal organization chart during that
brief span.

"Yet it still Is the same basic organization chart that has set the framework
of governmental action for decades. While there have been piecemeal changes,
there :las been no fundamental overhaul. Any business that grew and changed
so much and yet was so patient with old organizational forms would soon go
bankrupt. The same truth holds in the public realm. Public officials cannot
he patient With outmoded forms whet' the people have grown so impatient with
government."

Legislation to carry out the President's proposals has been introduced in both
.Douses of the Congress and has been referred to the Committees on Government
Operations, It is expected that the Senate Committee will start hearings in mid
or late June, but no final action is anticipated before next year. Four separate
billsone for each of the proposed new Departmentswill be considered.

DEPARTMENT OF NATCRAL RESOURCES

The proposed Department of Natural Resources (DNR) would he primarily
composed of the entire Department of the Interior and segments of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. Interior would provide the new department with 52-per-
cent of its personnel and 40 percent of its money; Agriculture would provide 33
percent of its people and 18 percent of its funds.

The DNR has been officially described as "a department concerned with our
physical environment and the preservation and balanced use of those great
natural resources on which this Nation depends."

Following is a table showing the exact composition of the proposed DNR:
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THE PROPOSED DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Fiscal year 1971

Employment
(full time,

permanent)

Budget
outlays (in

millions)

From the Department of the Interior:
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 504 $229
National Park Service 6,935 160
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 3, 839 143
Bureau of Land Management 3, 678 204
Bureau of Reclamation 9,290 324
Office of Saline Water 144 29
Office of Water Resources Research 42 12
Geological Survey 8, 201 110
Bureau of Mines 5,588 208
Power Marketing Agencies 3, 332 130Bureau of Indian Affairs 14, 574 393Moot Territories 368 86
Office of Coal Research 23 17Office of Oil and Gas 63 1
Office of Minerals and Solid Fuels 7
Oil Import Administration and Appeals Board 0)Defense Electric Power 6
Underground Power Transmission Research 2
Departmental Administration 1,324 9

Subtotal 57,920 2, 055

rom the Department of agriculture:
Forest Service 21, 430 612
Soil Conservation Service 14, 419 289
Agricultural Research Service (Soil and Water Conservation Division) 1, 004 16
Economic Research Service (Natural Resources Economics Division) 160 3
Farmers Horne Administration (Watershed loans only) 41 6

Subtotal 37,054 '6
From the Department qf the Army: Corps of Engineers (planning and funding only) 2,500 1, 366

From the Atomic Energy Commission:
Uranium raw materials 124 5
Uranium enrichment 226 165
Civilian nuclear power reaction 0 288
Plowshare (funding and certain planning functions only) 21 9

Subtotal 371 467From the Water Resources Council: All functions 38 5
From the Department of Transportation: Oil and gas pipeline safety programs 83 3
From the Department of Commerce: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 12, 422 267Departmental Administration'. (other than Interior) 320 5

Grand total 110, 708 5, 094

Included in 00G.

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES

The proposed Department of Human Resources (DHR) would be dominated
by functions of the present Department of Health, Education and Welfare and
would include the feeding programs of the USDA. HEW would provide 64
percent of its personnel and 83 percent of its funds, while USDA would provide
10 percent of its personnel and 3 percent of its funds.

The DIIR has been officially described as "a department dealing with the
concerns of people as individuals, as members of. a familya department
focused ou human needs."

Following is a table showing the exact- composition of the proposed DHR:

I 7 1
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THE PROPOSED DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES

Fiscal year 1971

Employment
(full time,

permanent)

Budget
outlays (in

nullions)

From the Department of Hialth. Education and Welfare:
Food and Drug Administration
Health Services Mental Health
Deduct Bureau, Occupational Health and Safety

4, 551-
25, 234
514

582.5
1, 582.3
13.0

National Institutes of Health
11, 244 1, 553.5

Enviornmental Health Service
955 50.4

Social Security Administration
51, 652 2, 841. 1

Office of Education (except public library construction grants, to be in DCD) i, 892 4, 470.3

Social and Rehabilitation Services
. 1, 865 10, 640.4

Special Institutions \ 0 61. 7

Office of the Secretary
4, 505 8.5

(Construction included above)
(500) ` (819.0)

Subtotal, Federal funds
102, 3U 21, 323.7

Social Security trust funds
0 43, 181.0

Receipts and intergovernmental deducts
0 2, 589. 3

Subtotal
102, 314 61, 915.4

From the Office of Economic Opportunity:
Alcoholism, family planning, drug rehabilitation 39' 34.9

Migrants
47 31.0

Nutrition (phasing out)
22 28.11

Subtotal
108 100.7

Frnm the Department of Labor:
Manpower Administration

4, 595 1, 600.9

Employment Service
0 374.5

Women's Bureau
75 1. 2

UCFEX
0 319.4

U.I. benefits and administration
0 5, 589.9

Overhead .. 492 8. 1

Subtotal
5, 162 7, 894.0

From the Railroad Retirement Board 1, 933

==.

1, 906.8

From the Department of Housing and Urban Development: College housing 60 139.3

From the Department of Agriculture:
Economic Research Service r_ 39 1.0

Agriculture Research Service (Human nutrition and consumer research programs)._ 225 4.0

Food and Nthation Service 4_ _ 2, 170 2, 22U. 1

Meat and Poultry Inspection
9, 200 131.8

Egg Products Inspection
:- 0 0

Overhead
326 5.8

Subtotal
11, 960 2, 362. 7

From the Department of Commerce: flammable fabrics 33 .9

President's Committee on the Handicapped
37 .7

Grand total 4 121, 677 74, 320.5

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

The proposed Department of Community Development (DCD) would be
primarily composed of activities now carried out by the Departments of
Housing and Urban Development and Transportation. HUD would contribute
42 percent of its personnel and a third of its funds while DOT would supply
17 percent of its employees and 52 percent of its money. USDA would provide
the DCD with 21 percent of its people but only three percent ot its funds.

The DCD has been officially described as "a department concerned with the
communityrural communities and urban -communitieswith tht, need to
create and preserve a safe and wholesome living environment for every person."

Following is a table showing the exact composition of the proposed 11CD:

63- 582- 71 pt. 2-12
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THE PROPOSED DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Fiscal year 1971

Employarent
(lull idle,

permanant)

Budget
outlays On

millions)

"le Dnr rtment al Hoh.,ig and Urban Devalopmcnt:
H0.,,,,g production. and mortgage credit (Includes dederal Housing Administration

an i G'iMA) (excludes college housing program to OUR) 5,177 $439ki.a.,,,n,g frf.i,laitemrnt
1, 509 316Loffffe,..fify planning and management , . 362 54f.ff n'Tf'nity deoelOOnietfl
1,393 1,728F«' ta/al Insurance Adahnistration. . .. ...

64 4,./, en Si3Ce WOO 111
72

S,,t bat 1!
12, 565 3, 105

DtPtr!ment of koriculinrcPal ArbniaVrittnn
879 547Co, II I t,IC,0.1,s and ay. from the Farmers Home Abrnimitration.

Wa'nr and 'Of t,,te dqaosal graph and Joao,.
Rural housing. 525

I, 826
38

321
S,t,otal . .

F -r *he ft.a ailment of Health, Education, and Welfv,e: Grants for the construction of; Ltd,: ,m; rues
6, k30

1

264

12
F, , , . h i , ;11.7., Of F,fenfOIC 0,..,,urb,ratv

i a.n.bu; ay actian ir, )grams (including senior opportunities and services)
1,500 400'a,, ecail ,m, 1Ct Programs ._. . ,.. ,,,,, . . ___ 37 26

S,datctal.
1, 537 426

Frain the 1.),,,irtment of Transoortation:
ed,ral Alministrilon and its progtarns, except motor carrier safety 4,610 4,778Fri ISA . Highanly

111 660 'ban Vass Transportation Adrtimis,ratmn_
258 215

Subtc!al
4, 979 5, 059

From tne Department of Commerce!
Ecnnonbc Development Administtation

911 251Regional commissions
52 30

Subtotal
963 281From the Appalichwa Regional Commission: Entire Commission
127 275From the S,nall Business Administration: Disaster loan program__ ... ... 10 94Film the Office of Emergency Preparedness: Disaster reliefoperating Functions 100 3General Department Administration

3,465 147
Grand total.

29,977 9,666

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

The prtquvapt1 1lclrttrtrnent cif Economic Affairs (DEA) would he dominated bypr sent functions of USDA and would include the bulk of the Departments ofLabor andCornmerce. USDA would provide DEA with 21; percent of its em-ployees and Go percent of its funding. The Federal Aviation Administrationvx ith its thousands of inspectors and traffic controllers would contribute abouthalf ,( vmplitypes, lint only one eighth of its funding.The DEA has been officially described as "a department concerned with thegrowth anrt health of our economy- -with our ;jobs, our businesses, our farms,and those many activities that maintain and strengthen the American economy."Following is a table outlining the exact composition of the proposed DIE.:

1" I
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THE PROPOSED DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

Fiscal year 1911

Employment
(full time,

permanent)

Budget
outlays (in

millions)

From the Department of Commerce:
Bureau of Domestic Commerce

861 $13

Bureau of International Commerce
1, 117 28

Office of Business Economics
302 4

Bureau of the Census
3,475 102

Economic Development Administration (except planning and public works) 315 78

Maritime Administration
1,678 434

Office of Minority Business Enterprise
68 2

Patent Office,
2,679 55

Natinnal Bureau of Standards (except Product Safety)
3, 057 44

O.S. Travel Service_
77 5

National Technical Information Service
365 4

Office of Foreign Direct Investment
118 2

Regional Action Planning Commission (title V) (business tkiielopment and technical

assistance only)
0 a

Office of Telecommunications
248 0

Departmental Management
700 4

Subtotal
15,120

_

115

From the Department of Labor:
Bureau of International Labor Affairs

163 3

Labor-Management Services Administ4eti40.,,_ ._, . 125 15

Workplace Standard Administration (except Women's ureau, and ,HOreau of Em-

ployees' Compensation
. . i,-1-0) 38

Bureau of Labor Statistics.
1, 660 28

Occupational Health and Safety Administration
560 11

Departmental Management
554 4

Subtotal
5, 169 99

From the Department of Agriculture!
Farmers Home Administration. Farm operating loans
Farmer Cooperative Service

2 , 655
100

1 579
2

Commodity Exchange Authority
170 3

Consumer and Marketing Service (except food inspection programs) 5,125 493

Packers and Stockyards Administration
208 4

Economic Research Service
841 14

Foreign Economic Development Service
126 0

Cooperative Extension Service
275 160

Statistical Reporting Service
1,220 1$

Agricultural Research Service (except Human Nutrition and Home Economics

Research)__
13,553 269

CooPetative State Research Service
92 07

National Agricultural Library
190 5

Commodity Credit Corporation_
(1) , 3, 592

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
4, 037 512

Export Marketing Service
200 703

Federal Crop Insurance Corporation
62450 9

Foreign Agricultural Service
735 26

Departmental Management
., /10 21

Subtotal
31, 882 6, 480

From the Department of Transportation:
Federal Highway Administration (motor carrier safety program only) 221 3

Nat,Thal Highway Traffic Safety Administration (motor vehicle safety and alcohol

-Eget), programs only)
540 44

Federal Railroad Administration
1, 130' 48

Federal Aviation Administration
54, 761 f 1, 355

Coast Guard i
I 5, 825 618

St. Lawrence Seaway
171 4

fr ational Traffic Safety Board
274 6

Office of the Secretary (except SST program to NASA)
1, 732 36

Subtotal
64, 154 2, 114
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Fiscal year 1971

Employment Budget
(lull time, outlays (in

permanent)

From the Small Business Administration: Entire administration (except nonrespleat ludoprogram)_
4, 100 $1, 3110From the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service: Entire service

_ . _ . . 439 9From the Department or Health, Education, and Welfare: National Institute for Occupa-tional Heatth and Safety_
514 13From the National Mediation Board: Nonregulatory functions only 60 1From NASA: Office of Technology Utilizalion

40 4From Smithsonian Institution: Science information echange 0 1

Grand total
122, 077 10,796

1 Includes 6578 loan level.
= In ASCS

Inciudes 62.027 loan level.
Plus 39,167 military.

FARM BUREAU AND REORGANIZATION

Since the subject of reorganization came up after the 1ft70 APIIF convention,
it has not yet been possible for the official voting delegates to give eullsiderathmto the President's reorganization proposal. Feeling that legislation would moveslom ly, the Board of Directors decided at its March, 1071 meeting that itwas not necessary to attempt to establish a Farm Bureau position at that timeand instead moved to encourage State ""5111- Bureaus to give the subject toppriority in their 1071 Policy Development programs.

Current Farm Bureau policy favors efficiency in government and calls for ac-tion to avoid duplication of efforts by various agencies and departments. Itwould appear that the reorganization proposal is intended to promote theseobjectives. On the other hand, current Farm Bureau policy does not addressitself to the matter of whether the Department of Agriculture should be con-tinued as a separate entitywhich it would not be if the full reorganization
plan were to be adopted. The basic question here is whether the administration
of agricultural programs requires a separate department. The basic legislation
authorizing such programs would not be changed by the proposed reorganization.These are but a few of the items to he taken into consideration in deciding FarmBureau's final position on the subject.

STUDY QUESTIONS

Should Farm Bureau support or oppose the Administration's reorganizationproposal?
Would certain amendments make the proposal more acceptable? If so. whatchanges should Farm Bureau propose?
Senator to:v. As Senator Curt is has said, \le do have a vote.We thank rot for your patience.
If there are other members here or other witnessesyes, please

do so.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT HANDSCHIN, RESEARCH ItaCTOR.
FARMERS UNION GRAIN TERMINAL ASSOCIATION, Jr PAUL.
MINN.

Mr, HANoscirts. We have had a resolution by on cc erativeevery year on this subject.
Senator Humnimv.y. Just identify yourself by name and address,sir.
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Mr. ITANDsmix. We certainly hope the committee continues. This
is a turning point in the rural policy. Our city grew up because we
had power, transportation, labor, and capital. We can furnish all
those things in rural areas, but each is a special job to get the right
kind of transportation and power and the labor force we need and
the capital through some special arrangement. Through this they
can get a better organization.

Senator HUMP HREY. Thank you, Mr. Handschin.
We will place your paper titled Resolution No. 11 in the record

following your remarks.
(The resolution is as follows:)

RESOLUTION NO. 11RU FLU. DEVELOPM ENT

(Adopted at Annual Meeting, Farmers Grain Union Terminal Association,
November 17 and 1S, 1970)

Development of rural economic opportunities is badly needed and justifies
increasing recognition in the programs of State and Federal governments.
Decentralization of industries and more jobs in rural areas is a goal which
should have far more intensive effort than it has had so far.

Nearly half of the poverty of this Nation is to he found in rural areas caused
hr inneh under-employment. inadequate housing, health and education, !Ind lack
of other important community services.

'Better farm income plus more effort for rural development is needed to
stop the drain of rural population into the cities, where overcrowding is
creating problems impossible to solve.

The naming of a Rural Affairs Council by the President over a year ago so
far has resulted in no action to carry out the Administration's many words
prAmisiLg help for rural development. We call on the Congress to demand
action.

Rural development depends on power and communications. Rural electric
and telephone cooperatives are essential to any rural progress. They zum:t
have funds at low interest rates and must he protected from territorial raids
by investor-owned companies. This is needed so these cooperatives can be an
effective yardstick for all consumers.

There is a very great need for more educational and vocational training
opportunities for rural youth. We believe the fact that a large part of farm
business is done cooperatively means that courses in cooperation should be
offered in our schools. There are excellent opportunities to develop experienced
farm workers on family farms under the Federal Manpower Training Act
which we believe our organizations should utilize.

Senator IIrmrmar.y. We will also place in the record at the proper
point the material submitted by the Farm Bureau witness entitled
"President Nixon's Proposals for Government Reorganization."

(For the material, See p.
Senator Ihtmpitany. Well, that brings us to the end of our hearing

for today. The committee will now adjourn.
Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 4:45 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene the following morning at 1 a.m., Thursday, June 17, 1971.)



RURAL DEVELOPMENT '

THURSDAY, JUNE 17, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITEEE ON RURAL DEVELOPMENT,

COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FoarsTay.
Wa-sohimiton. D.C.

The committee met. pursuant to recess, at 10:15 a.m.. in room 1318,
New Senate Office Building. Hon. Hubert. H. Humphrey presiding.

Present : Senators Humphrey and Bellmon.
Senator Humrintliv. We Nv'ilI be having a number of Senators coin-

ing in and out. When we plan these hearings we do not always know
we are going to have as much activity over on the Senate floor as we
are having today. The Senate convened at 9:45 a.m., and you heard the
quorum call. We have to answer these calls as often as we possibly can,
so we may have to inteernpt our proceedings from time to time. I hope
the witnesses will understand.

Right now some of our members of the subcommittee are in the
Senate and they will return here as soon as they can. But we will
proceed with the hearings because you witnesses have come a long way
and we appreciate your helpfulness and your cooperation.

Our first witness is Mr. William Bonner of the board of governors
of the American Institute of Planners.

I want to welcome you again, Mr. Bonner. I hope you enjoyed your
visit to Minnea poi ist last year.

Go ahead, sir. We are ready to hear from you at this time.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM S. BONNER, MEMBER, BOARD OF GOV-

ERNORS, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS, AND CHAIRMAN,

CITY PLANNING DIVISION, UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS, FAY-

ETTEVILLE, ARK., AND ALBERT L. MASSONI, DIRECTOR, NA-

TIONAL AFFAIRS, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS

Mr. BONNER. We certainly did.
Senator HUMPHREY. I enjoyed very much the opportunity to address

your fine convention last year.
We would appreciate it if you would just proceed and when you are

through we will ask you whatever questions come to mind.
Mr. BONNER. Thak you, Mr. Charman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am William S.

Bonner, member of the board of governors of the American Institute
(179)
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of Planners and professor and chairman of the city planning division,
University of Arkansas.'

Accompanying me today is Mr. Albert Massoni, director of national
affairs for the institute.

On behalf of the membership of the institute, I would like to thank
the committee for the opportunity to appear and present our views on
various aspects of rural development.

BALANCED NATIONAL GROWTH POLICY

The institute strongly favors formulation of a comprehensive na-
tional development policy.

At present, no -one agency speaks for the satisfaction of our total
domestic needs: Responsibility is scattered throughout the Federal
Government and discharged in terms of a mqltitude of short range,
erratically funded, and sometimes contradictofry programs.

In order to cope with the growing magnitude of our domestic prob-
lems. we believe it is essential that domestic .plaryning at least match
the sophistication of defense and space planningkfforts. The institute
has for several years proposed the convening of a White Acme con-
ference on national development policy, so far to no avail.

The Nation needs to have a set of cordinated policies in such areas as
population distribution, industrial dispersion, land use, resource man-

\ agement, agriculture, housing. education, employment, and quality of
\life. In developing such policies, we firmly believe that Congress itself

should compile and analyze its current policies as set forth in its legis-
lation to determine if they are indeed a coordinated set of policies that
will lead to achievement of the goals of the programs legislated.

Mr. Chairman, in your talk before the American Institute of Plan-
ners at Minneapolis last fall, you suggested creating a joint congres-
sional committee to evaluate the successes and failures in implemenqingnational goals and policies

Senator HUMPHREY. Would you let me just interrupt there. We. are
going to introduce that legislation. We have at present in the Joint
Economic Committee a subcommittee that does some of this. But it is
my view that a special joint committee is needed.

Mr. BONNER. Of course, it would help keep the Congress up to date
on the relationship among existing Federal programs, proposed new
ones. and national objectives. The institute heartily endorses your sug-
gestion. It should be borne in mind that if the entire body of legisla-
tively stated goals and policiesimplicitas well as explicitis not con-
sciously coordinated and comprehensively conceived, there will be no
way to assure any consistency and coordination of executive imple-
mentation. The State and Federal legislatures represent the people in
a more intimate sense than the Chief Executive and bureaucratic of-
ficials ever can."We believe, therefore, that legislatures should inde-
pendently devise, not simply confirm executive suggestions for, basic
policies to guide organization and execution of programs.

In respect to a balanced policy, it is regrettable that we must use
the terms "urban" and "rural" due to varying popular conceptions. It

The city planning division is a service and research unit of the College of Arts andSciences. University of Arkansas and has provided planning information and assistanceto small cities and to counties of the State for the past 20 years. The Emphasis of itsprogram has been community service activities.
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may be intro appropriate that we live with the geographic dichotomy
considering "urban' as .being the standard metropolitan statistical
areas and "rural" as being the nonmetropolitan remainder.

We suggest that our people now live in regional communities, and
that this bears directly oe the area of this committee's interest.

The term "regional community" is offered as a broad label to cover
both concentrated and dispersed populations.

When we speak of concentrated populations, we refer to central
city, suburbs, and rural-urban fringe. When we speak of dispersed
populations, we are speaking of urban places up to 50,000 population,
a network of smaller communities, and individual living units dis-
persed over the countryside.

The same linkages are present in both the dispersed and concen-
trated communities with density and distance, the two major physical

differences.
Another difference, to use a term coined by Governor Gay, is that

of "distribution of opportunity" which during most of this century
h avored communities of concentrated populations.

ysical.proximity of specialized sciences, as a hospital, favors resi-
dents of the concentrated community. However, it is possible for an
'Individual living in a dispersed community 30 miles from a hospital
to reach that hospital as fast or faster than his city cousin.

Organization and structure of our local political institutions have
not cha.n'ged significantly since the turn of the century to compensate
for the technology gap which puts dispersed populations at a disad-
vaniple in terms of responding, or reucting, either to their best poten-
tia or social and economic t-developm`ent or to initiatives taken by
State and Federal Governments and major private corporations. Such
dispersed communities are far less "masterpf their fate" than more
concentrated communities.

In Arkansas, we have seen our eight statutory planning and devel-
opment districts as the vehicle by which to overcome the disparities
and disadvantages being experienced by the dispersed population.

We-believe these districts have already helped both local community
governments and private enterprise to grasp opportunities for im-
provement which would not have been recognizedlet alone ex-
ploitedwithout the special technical talents and information avail-
able from district staffs.

Districts should seek everY- possible means and resource to offer to
local communities the "on call" services of qualified specialists. This
does not mean that districts will have on their staffs all the expertise
needed to solve both areawide and local problems. Rather the districts
should seek to make use of the expertise of other agencies. such as the
Extension Service.

There is opportunity.for Extension to develop specialists in areas
outside of agriculture Or se. We find that personnel, working at the
district level, are better able to articulate the needs of local &im-
munities and are more persuasive in arguing the case for support of
their needs with State and Federal agencies. We anticipate that the
districts will,. in fact, become the major communication link between
State and local governments.

I would like tof
m

uggest a few characteristics
Senator Huetmey. You speak of S. 1612.
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lir. BONNER. That is special rural development revenue sharing.
Senator HUMP! IREY. Special revenue sharing?
Mr. BONNER. I would like to inject at this time some suggested

characteristics for,the multicountv organizations.
1. They should he statutory entities with comprehensive areawide

planning and development responsibilities.
2. They should cover the entire State. Provision should he made for

reallement of counties or establishment of additional districts with-
out, Statelegislative approval.

I think one of the problems we are faced with today is that in crea-
tion of districts we are probably creating a larger district than per-
haps is desirable because of economic funding, and it may be desir-
able at a later datefor example. in Arkansas we have sonic districts
that cover 11 or 12 countiesto perhaps subdivide them into six dis-
tricts as the State increases support to those districts. The States pro-
vide the mechanism which the members cannot do without.

Senator TriMPf (REY. TIIPSe districts you speak of are multi-county ?
Mr. IloNNER. These are multicountv districts, that is right. Senator.
Senator iiumenttr.v. When did Ailzansas pass that legislation?
Mr. TioNxv,a. Actually, the language and development of the dis-

tricts in our State was created in the 1969 Gen,ral Assembly. Before
that we were completely covered with economic development districts,
and they have been made multiple-purpose,by that legislation.

Senator TIFNEP1TREY. I see.
Mr. BoNsni. To continue:
3. States should appropriate funds for the districts on a matching

basis to insure a continuing financial base.
Georgia, for a number of years, I think perhaps almost a decade has

made available approximately $50,000 a year to the districts on a
matching basis. I heli6ve they have a sliding scale so that State and
local funds in Georgia amount to about $80,000 a year to support
districts.

In Arkansas the 1969 legislation provided $30,000 a vear for the
local match to support the districts and the General Assem.bly that just
recessed continued that appropriation.

Missouri. however, to the north of us, appropriated about a quarter
of a million to support 21 districts, but so far the legislature has not
moved to support this.

Senator IIrmrimEY. These are also eligible for Federal grants,
aren't they? They qualify as a governmental entity, so they can get
some Federal grants?

Mr. BONNER. That is right. In Arkansas, for example, the districts
included health planning, and the economic development program.
Criminal justice and law enforcement could be added, but that is
one the Government did not put in the district alinement.

Now. in Georgia they are probably as successful as anyone in which
the districts have combined many Federal programs, because they
were established so long ago that they had the machinery set up todo it. The rest of the States, most of us, are playing catch-up.

Another characteristic of these districts is that they should have
the authority to assist local government through provision of services
and technical assistance.

1
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5. Districts should have substantial in-house staff services for under-
taking catalytic, informational and service activities.

6. Federal and State agencies that have programs requiring a re-
gional approach 5110111(1 be required to work through the State-estab-
ished districts.

We believe that the comprehensive multidistrict organization is the
missing link in making federalism work.

NATIONAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The Institute favors the formulation of national development pro-
grams, not urban programs and not rural programs.

Our Nation can be viewed as a composite of regional communities,
each with its areawide planning and development organization, each
with unique characteristics, problems, potentials or lack thereof. Fed-
eral programs should be designed to assist all regional communities
to 1w viable units of the Nation.

When programs are proposed, their impact should be weighed as
to eln.cts both on the concentrated populations and on the dispersed
population. I f a Federal program proposes industrial dispersion fa-
voring location of new industries in areas of dispersed populations,
then the implications for areas of concentrated populations must be

assessed.
To date. most financial inducements for industrial dispersion are

made by localities and States. Should all States offer the same financial
inducements. it is the same as no inducement at all in terms of in-
fluencing industrial location.

I might also parenthetically say here that in most States the in-
ducements apply to the large cities as well as the small cities, so that
basically it does not, even within the state, cause an inducement to
move to a small or dispersed concentrated community.

Can such practices implement a national development policy? Why
not a program of Federal inducements, by Congress, based on na-
tional policy? One such inducement might be a low discount rate on
investment or operating capital by the Federal Reserve Board, by di-
rection of Congress, for industries that locate in designated regional
communities of dispersed population where Congress has determined
that the national policy will be served by such action.

Senator HUMPHREY. Has that recommendation been given a good
deal of discussion at the university?

Mr. BoNNEu. Yes this came from people in agriculture and economic
and rural sociology at the university who have been doing some re-
search in the area of Ozark poverty.

Senator HumrrutEr. You know, the Federal Reserve Board turned
down such a suggestion on housing. It says it does not like to engage
in social policy. I always assume when they raise the interest rates that
has some effect on social policy. If you mention social policy to those
fellows they run away from you. But they stick you with that tight
money and these high interest rates, which really sets social policy.

What you are saying is you want a low-discount rate?
Mr. BONNER. That is right, there should be a mechanism worked out

in which it would be possible, instead of the discount rates raised or
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lowered by the entire Nation, it would be by subdistricts in the cont
inanity. raised on a subregion setup.

SPECIAL RURAL REVENUE SHARING (S. 1612)

The definition of "State Department Plannin_o...ys.etli" in Senate
bill 1612 is predicated on multijurisdictional planning districts. The
Institute favors the establishment of such districts and also advocates
that a county should be a member of only one multijurisdictional plan-
ning district. We also advocate that characteristics of membership, the

duties and authorities of the district should be set forth in State en-
Alin, legislation. Only when State-enabling legislation is lacking

should the Governor be called upon to establish their membership,
duties and authorities.

The elimination of such federally sponsored multijurisdictionalsingle purpose districts as the economic development districts. re-
source conservation and development districts. et cetera, can go a long
way to encouraging the States to establish comprehensive multijuris-
dictional planning agencies. Logically, such agencies can be supported

the fund; made available throu:di revenue -haring --although,
I or,. We suprest that a more tc,airate term vould be -bloc grants-
rather than -special revenue sharing."

The bill, however, does not require that the states make available to
districts a port on of available funds. If Congress in its wisdom man-
dates the districts on the States, it would seem appropriate also to
mandate adequate financial support for the districts by the States.

REORGANIZATION

Regardless of the structure in which programs are placed ml ad-
ministered, there is need for redirection of a number of programs cur-
rently in the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

The Extension Service provides an information example: in early
1970. the Administrator of the Federal Extension Service in a memo-
randum to State extension directors stated:

It seems essential that State USDA Itural Development (7onunittet,s establishclose cooperative relations with appropriate units of State government. The
alternative ways in which to achieve this are left to your discretion. You maywant to consider the consequences of becoming closely identified With or coor-dinated by State government administration. One of the great strengths ofExtension in conducting its educational responsibilities as a part of the landgrant university has been its objective. unbiased approach in working directlywith private industry and local people. it SCP/IIS essential that Extension coop-erate fully and work closely with all units of government without being con-
trolled or allied in a formal sense with such units.

The above indicates a reluctance on the part of USDA. to assume a
prominent role in rural development. Extension appears to be denying
that it is air instrumentally of State government when in fact the land-
grant universities are an integral part: of this institutional structureof the States.

The President's Task Force on Rural Development in its report of
March 1970 stated what it believed rural development to he. One can
talk about eliminating low income, undertaking people programs, ef-forts to lift up those in greatest need, job creation, local initatives,
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quality of life, industrial opportunity and the likeand as long as
one talks about these to individuals and to local governmental officials;
not inticli is going to he accomplished. .

About weeks ago I attended a meeting sponsored by one of the
Arkansas Planning and Development Districts for municipal officials
from cities in a seven-county area. The seven count ies have 33 incor-
porations, of which 21 are under 400 population and °mix one falls in
the :-,a)11 to 10,(H10 population class. Each individual at that meeting,
I am sure. would subscribe tv the Task Force's concept of what rural
development is. lint it is pitiful to hear firsthand their helplessness as
individual communities.

It was obvious that the staff of the planning and development district
offered their only hope for attention to many of t heir problems. The at-
tention the staff can provide is not only for a single community situa-
tion -hut also on an area wide base.

What troubles me about the task force report is that it does not
recognize that rural development must call for a new mechanism be-
tween local and State governments. A mechanism that cannot only
bring to the attention of local governments opportunity for Federal
and State aid, but also can provided the necessary professional and
technical expertise and followthrough.

In addition, the mechanism must be in position to look at problems
and opportunities on a comprehensive areawide basis. The rural area
redevelopment program (BAD) could not achieve most of its ob-
jectives because such a mechanism was lacking. I fear the same will be
true of the efforts of the USDA-sponsored State rural development
committees unless the constituent agencies are willing to join together
and make a coordinated effort at making available their services and
programs through area wide mechanisms.

The use of multicounty administrative unitscoterminous with
areawide planning unitsoffers a sound approach to efficient and
effective delivery of USDA services and programs the USDA, in my
opinion. should abandon the county as a basis for delivery of its pro-
grams. as it is uneconomicand with today's modern communication
and transportation, physical proximity is no longer a prime requisite.

For example, a 10-county cooperative extension district might re-
sult in a substantial reduction of agricultural agents. Instead of one
agricultural agent for each of 10 counties, there may be need for only
thrice or four to serve the 10-county area. Instead of 10 relatively low-
paid atrricultural agents, there would be a much lesser number of
well-paid agents. In addition, the funds released in reducing the
lumber of agents will permit its utilization for specialists in the
functional areas previously mentioned.

The USDA has not yet faced up to the need for an integrated multi-
county delivery system, and the need to coordinate its efforts in rural
development with those of planning and development districts. There
is need to work out the means for coordination and delivery of
services.

In conclusion, I wish to reiterate that the Institute favors a na-
tional development policy. We believe in the areawide need to pro-
vide effective service to local governments on the one hand and on the
other to provide linkages between local governments and State and
Federal to make Federalism work.
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Mr. Chairman, the Institute believes that through the efforts of
this committee the Congress will elevate rural development to a posi-
tion of priority.

I wish to thank you for the opportunity to appear and make this
statement.

Senator III-311.1inEy. I am going to ask that the full text of your
two statements be printed here in the record since you skipped some
paragraphs of your prepared testimony, which we appreciate, for
conservation of time.

Mr. Bo-vs En. Thank you Senator.
(The prepared statements of Mr. Bonner follow:)

Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am William S. Bonner,
Member of the Board of (lovernors of the American Institute of Planners and
Professor and Chairman of the City Planning Division, University of Arkansas.'
The Ameriean Institute of Planners is an organization of over 6,200 professional
planners who work at all levels of government and in private practice. The
American Institute of Planners is devoted to the study and advanceinent of the
art and science of local, regional, state and national comprehensive planning.
Members of the Institute have major responsibilities in all levels of government
and in private practice working with elected officials as well as with private or-
ganizations whose actions and policies directly affect the quality of the national
environment. Accompanying me today is Mr. Albert Massoni, Director of National
Affairs for the Institute.

On behalf of the membership of the Institute, I would like to thank the Com-
mittee for the opportunity to appear and present our views on various aspects of
rural development.

BALANCED NATIONAL GROWTH POLICY

The Institute strongly favors formulation of a comprehensive National Devel-
opment Policy. The lack of a broad and consistent policy for national development
has contributed to the deterioration of our environment and to progressive
alienation of many of our people from the institutions and practices of our
established governments at all levels. At present, no one agency speaks for the
satisfaction of our total domestic needs: responsibility is scattered throughout
the federal government and discharged in terms of a multitude of short range,
erratically funded and often contradictory programs. In order to cope with the
growing magnitude of our domestic problems, we believe it is essential that
domestic planning at least match the sophistication of defense and space planning
efforts. The Institute has for several years proposed the convening of it White
House Conference on national development policy, so far to no avli,:.

The Nation needs to hay. a set of coordinated policies in such areas as popu-
lation distribution, industrial disperson, land use, resource management, agricul-
ture, housing, education, employment and quality of life. In developing such
policies, we firmly believe that Congress itself should compile and analyze its
current policies as set forth in its legislation to determine if they are indeed a
coordinated set of policies that will lead to achievement of the goals of the pro-
grams legislated. Mr. Chairman, in your talk before the American Institute of
Planners at Minneapolis last fall, you suggested creating a Joint Congressional
Committee to evaluate the snecesses and failures in implementing national goals
and policies and to keep the Congress up-to-date on the relationships among exist-
ing federal programs, proposed new ones and national objectives. The Institute
heartily endorses your suggestion. It should be borne in mind that if the entire
body of legislatively stated goals and policiesimplicit as well as explicitis not
consciously coordinated and comprehensively conceived, there will be no way to
assure any consistency and comPnation of executive implementation. The State
and Federal legislatures represent the people in a more intimate sense than the
chief executive and bureaucratic officials ever can. We believe, therefore, that

The City Planning Division is n service and research unit of the College of Arts 51141
Sciences, University of Arkansas and has provided planning information and assistance
to small cities and to counties of the State for the post 20 years. The emphasis of Its
program has been community service activities.
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legislatures should indcpendently devise, not simply confirm executive Sug-
gestions for, basic policies to guide organization and execution of programs.

In respect to a balanced policy, it is regrettable that we must uSe the terms
"urban" and "rural" due to varying popular conceptions. It may be more appro-
priate that we live with the geographic dichotomy eunsidering "urban" as being
the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas and "rural" as being the non-metro-
politan remainder.

We suggest that our people now live in Regional Communities, and that this
bears directly on the area of this committee's interest.

While the term regional community is offered as a broad label to cover both
concentrated and dispersed populations (metropolitan and nonmetropolitan),
areas and agencies, the principal reason for its use is to provide a conceptual
focus for viewing populations, both concentrated and dispersed, as actual com-
munities. If one assumes that the concept of "coniniunity" implies the existem7e
of a structure of human interrelationships and interactions, it is possible to
visualize the stretching-out of a (normally) concentrated urban community so
that its extent, in geographic terms, is much greater or wider. Even-though this
stretching somewhat alters the time -scale of interactions, the really essential
characteristics of community needs and aspirations remain unchanged, and most
of the more desirable socio-ec(ctoulic interrelationtships would still exist.

Widely dispersed populations may, in tact, exhibit as great a degree of social
cohesion as concentrated populations in highly urbanized areas; past inattention
to this possibility may have resulted from the assumption that magnitude :tad
intensity of social and political interactions are functions of the geographic space
in which they occur. (The smaller the geographic space, the greater the density
of population, the greater the social and political cohesion.) This does not
necessarily apply in today's world. Modern technology has intensified and ex-
panded the social, economic, and political interaction patterns and linkages of
dispersed populations, while at the same time defense mechanisms of individuals
in concentrated populations have worked to reduce social cohesion.

Organization and structure of format community institutions have not changed
however, to reflect the circumstances induced, or made feasible, by technolegy
and the gap which has resulted increasingly puts dispersed populations at a dis-
advantage in terms of responding, or reacting, either to their best potentials for
social and ecumenic development or to initiatives taken by State and Federal
governments and major private corporations. Steal dispersed communities are far
less "masters of their fate," therefore, than more concentrated communities,
even though the later have their own serious deficiencies.'

lit Arkansas. we have seen our statutory planning and development districts
as the vehicle by which to Uverconte many of these disparities and disadvantage;:.
lVe believe the districts have already helped both local community governments
and private enterprise to grasp opportunities for improvement %%hie h would not
have been recognized let alone exploitedwithout the special technical talents
and information available from district staffs. In our view. this service charac-
teristic should remain paramount ; districts should not seek or be given govern-
mental authority. They should instead seek every possible weans and resource
to offer to local couununities the "on call" services of highly qualified technical
personnel in those fields where individual communities could not afford such
service. This does not mean that districts will have on their staff:: all the ex-
pertise needed to solve areawide and local problems. Rather the districts. will
make use of the expertise of other agencies. such as the Extension Service. There
is opportunity for Extension to develop specialists in areas outside of agricul-
ture per se. We find, as well, that such personnel are better able to articulate the
needs of local coninotnitioS and are mere persuasive in arguing the case for sup-
port of such needs with State and Federal agencies. We anticipate that the dis-
tricts will, in fact, become the major communication link between State and local
governments. We, therefore welcome this support being given to such arrange-
ments in S. 1612. We believe, in Arkansas, that district staffs can provide that
type of leadership which was advocated by Christ when he counselled, "let the
leader be as one who servo,." And, in so serving,' we would hope that district

The attached paper "Areawlde Planning' and Development" fliSliis,v: the need to streng-
then the federal system through viable arenwhie planning' and development agencies, fn the
paper I gave attention tor. structure to meet needs of dl,persed tnonmetropolitan) popula-
tion.
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staffs will be sensitive to the needs and problems of persons beyond the boun-
daries of their particular service area.

A "balanced and comprehensive development policy" must therefore be coil-
cerned with the problems of both coucentrtited and dispersed populations itAlla
total national eutity. No single function, or program, or interest group, or
geographic area should dominate or bias such policy. No short term gain for any
such subunit of JUL nation vvill be more than transitory if %ve build divisivefiess
ma unwarranted distinctions and favors or penalties) iu the process.

NATIONAL RURAL DEVEI,OPM ENT PROGRAM

The Institute favors the formulation of,....natiouaj development programs, not
urban programs and not rural programs-4keyed comprehensively to a National
Development Policyand looking to the long-term best interest of the entire
nation, not only the amelioration of symptomatic problems resulting from the
lack of Such policy.

The nation can be viewed as a composite of regional communities, each with
its arcawide planning and development organization, each vv ith unique char-
acteristics, problems, potentials or lack thereof. Federal programs should be
designed to assist all regional communities to be viable units of the Nation.
When programs are proposed, their,depaet should be weighed as to effects both
on'the concentrated population and on the dispersed populations. If a program
proposes industrial dispersion favoring location of new industries in areas of
dispersed populations, then the implications, for areas of concentrated
Lions must be 'assessed. Will areas receiving specific industry benefit Mali socially
and economically from the program? Will any irreparable damage to ecologtcul
systems result? What will be the impact of the program on areas of concentrated
populations?

To date, most financial inducements for industrial dispersion are maybe by
locillities and States. Cu such practices implement a national development
policy? Why not a program of Federal inducements based, by Congress, Oil
national policy? One such inducement might be a low discount rate on investment
or operating capital by the Federal Reserve Board, by direction of Congre,s,
for industries that locate in designated regVinal communities.of dispersed {popula-
tion where Congress has determined that the national policy will be served by
such action.

SPECIAL RURAL REVENUE SHARING ( S. 16 12 )

The following comments are made with4respect to speclEc aspects meted iu
S. 1612.

The term "rural area" as defined In a. 1612 may leave some counties in neither
the rural nor the metropolitan county classification. Consequently, if the term
must be used, "rural aioa" should be defined' the counties outside of SN1SA's,

The definition of "State l)evelopmeut Planning System" is predicated on
' multijurisdictional planning districts. The Institute favors the establishment
of such districts and 'h. advocieles that a county should be a member of only
one multijurisdictional planning district. We also advocate that chara4feristics
of membership, the duties and authorities of the district slmuld be .vet firth lart

8tate cnah/ing. legislation. Only when state enabling legislation is lacking should
the Governor be called upon to establish their membership, duties and authorities,

The elimination, of such federally 'sponsored multijurisdictional single imrpose
districts us the Economic Development Districts, Resource Conservation and
Development Di:trios. etc., can go a ling way to eneouniging the Slate.: to
establish comprehensive multijurisdietional planning agencies. Logically. sin .h
agencies can be supported by the funds made available through revenue shnr-
ing ttlthr ugh, we suggest that a more accurate (and less pejorative,
territ would be "bloc grants" rather than "special revenge sharing"

The Act, however. does not require that the slates make available to districts
a portion of available funds. If Congress in its %visdoni mandates the district,.
on the states, it would seem appropriate also to niandate adequate financial
support for the districts by the states.

'rho Institute has not flevelfcil a policy position with respect b) Federai
revenue sharing 'prr Nc,,teit I believe that stunt, considerable, and unnecessary
contusion on the subject arises from the use of the tohn with respertt to Mob
the type of funding, whi.41 on are a.m.:Meting here :Ind thy type referred to a v
general revel-Jive sharing. This cratfusi441 has, in my opinion, deterred unr teem-
bership from appreciating the advantatze of the funding proposed'under S. 1612

1 9 i. -1
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P.EORGANIZATION

Regardless of the structure in which programs are placed and administered,
there is need for redirection of a number of programs currently in the United
States Department of Agriculture.

The Extension Service provides an informative example ; in early 1970, the
Administrator of the Federal Extension43ervice in a Memorandum to ptate Ex-
tension Directors stated:'

It -seems essential that State USDA Rural Development Committees
establish close cooperative relations with appropriate Units of State govern-
ment. The alternative ways in which to achie'Ve.this are left to your discre-
tion:You may want to consider the consequpnces of becoming closely identi-
fied with or coordinated by State government administration. One of the
great strengths of Extension in conducting its educational responsibilities
as a part of the land grant university has been its objective, unbiassed
approach in working directly with private industry and local people. It
seems essential that Extension cooperate fully and work closely with all
units of .gove-nment without being controlled or allied in a formal sense
with such units.

The above indicates the reluctance of Extension to recognize the reality that it
must also -directly serve local governments not just the private sector of the
system. It reveals what might generally be termed the "mystique" of Extension
that the maintaining of an "objective, unbiassed approach" is both desirable and
requires non-alliance in any formal way with units of.,State and local government.
It also indicates that Extension shies from assuming leadership for seeking a
quality life for nonmetropolitan Americr,. Practically, this serves to hump that
the agenda of USDA agencies will oply be determined internAly and that only
the blandest of matters will appear on such agendas. This further implies that
the service potential of USDA agencies will not likely be addressed to problems
with controversial ingredients no matter how important solutions to such prob-
lems may be.

In the paper on "Areawide Planning and Development" I indicated that the
78DA has failed to respond to the task of Rural Development. This does not
mean that there are not individuals in USDA dedicated to Rural Development.
There are a number and they are generally frustrated as the top echelon of the
Departitent has not committed itself to elevating Rural Development on the
program agenda. 41sh.

The situation is somewhat parallel to the attitude found in the Bureau of
Public Roads and State Highway,' Departments in the 40's and 50's on urban
transportation problems. A few were concerned, but their concerns were like
voiceslost in the wilderness. The failure of the State delivery systems (the high-
way departments) to respond to urban needs resulted in Congress mandating
comprehensive, cooperative and coordinated urban transportation planning for
our urbanized areas In the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1962.

Mr. Chairman, it may now be time for the Congress to mandate the role of
Rural Development for the Department of Agriculture.

It is my understanding that for the past forty years the number one agenda
item for rural policy has been commodity. programs: price supports, production
controls, and payments for major crops.

Commodity programs are only a part of nonmetropolitan America. People, land
and water make up nonmetropolitan America. What is clone with these determines
the future.

In conclusion I wish to reiterate that the Institute favors a national develop-
ment policy. We believe the areawide planning and development organization is
the means to provide effective service to local governments on the one hand, and
on the other to provide linkages between local governments and State and Federal
Agencies.

Mr. Chairman, the Institute believes that througti the efforts of this Committee,
the Congress will elevate Rural Development to a position of priority.

AREAWIDE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

The term areawide planning and development, for the purpose of this paper
relate.; to multi-governmental efforts. Normally, the term connotes a multicounty
approach. An areawide planning and development organization may be a subarea
of a State or it may consist of parts of two or more States.

63-532-71pt. 2-13 e
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Areawide planning and development may be concerned with areas of con-
centrated populations, as the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area, or it may
be concerned with areas of dispersed populations that nuts consist of sevekal
counties with no city over 10,000 or 20,000 populationor it may refer to areas
that include both the concentrated and dispersed populations.

The need for areawide planning has been recognized for nearly a half century:
One of the first efforts at planning for an area of eoncentrated population was
the work of the Committee on the Plan of New York anti its Environs which was
established in 1922 with the support of the Russell Sage Foundation. This Com-
mittee was voluntary in nature but assisted by a staff of technical advisors and
planners. The Committee undertook the pi .lining of a region comprising at that
time an area of 5,328 square miles, lying three states and including about 400
organized communities of which New York City was the center.

In 1925. the Niagara Frontier Planning Board was established under a special
statute of the New York legislature. So far as I can determine, it was the first
official planning body of its kind established by State law. The Niagara Frontier
consisted of the entire counties of Erie (Buffalo the dominant City) and Niagara.
The planning board consisted of the mayors of Aix of the cities in the region and
three representatives from each of the Board of Supervisors of Niagara tad Erie
Counties.

In 192G, the "Report of the Commission and Regional Planning" to Governor
Alfred E. Smith of the State of New York had this to say

"Regional planning asks not how wide an area can be brought ur.der the aegis
of the metropolis, but how the population and civic fatrilities can be distributed
so as to promote and stimulate a vivid creative life throughout a whole region
a region being any geographic area that possesses a certain unity of climate, soil
vegetation. industry and culture. The regionalist attempts to plan such an area
so that all its sites and resources, from forest to city, from highland to water
level. may be soundly developed. and so that the population will be distributed so
as to utilize. rather than to nullify or destroy its natural advantages. It sees peo-
ple, industry, and tlit land as a single unit. Instead of trying, by one desperate .

dodge or another, to make life a little more tolerable in the congested centers, it
attempts to determine what sort of equipment will be needed for the new centers.
It does not aim at urbanizing automatically the whole available countryside ; it
aims equally at ruralizing the stony wastes of our cities. .

The 'conservation and the future development of the resources of a region to
the txtid that an economic gain may not involve inevitable social loss, require the
preservation of all existing natural values both of the country and of the city.
This does not mean the complete subordination of county to urban influence.
It demands for the time being at least, the retention by local governments of all
the powers which they now enjoy. But it further requires experience in coopera-
tion and _authority to actin concert with local governments."

More than 40 years have transpired and the concept of regional or areawide
planning as just quoted is still an acceptable concept today.

Since the end of World War II, the federal systen, of government in the United
States has been experiencing increasing stress and scrutiny as a result of
expanding ; national domestic programs and conflicting responsibilities among the
governmental participants in the systemthe Federal, State and local govern-
ments. Experience during this period of time suggests that loeal governments. in
both the urban and rural areas of the nation. are inappropriately organized to
respond to needs that transcend local governmental boundaries.

The need. and the urgency. for a national program to achieve the objective of
making program coordination operationally meaningful has been Cogently
expressed in the report, Making Federalism Work, published by the Brookings
Institution. This report forcefully argues for the absolute necessity of estab
lishing, !n both "urban" and "countryside" areas of the natiou. a "universal
system o. inult4ounty agencies with responsibilities both for planning and for
facilitating action programs covering the entire range of community activities
relating to economic and community development." The report, however. avoids
suggesting the specific operational format and procedures for implementing the
general recommendation, largely,it would appear, because, as the authors state,
"we begin with a basic suspicion of model-building, The preceding pages [of the
report] are strewn with the debris of broken models [whisk] foundered be-
cause, among other reasons, they could not be fitted uniform to tie diversity of
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American communitiesnot alone the physical difference among communities
but. what is even more important for model. building, the institutional diversity."

In effect, the Brookings report tacitly leaves the IJsoonsibility for structuring
the desirable operational framework and mode to tti several states, presumably
with the acquiescence of both local communities and Federal agencies.

The objective, then, is to formulate a specific format and operating mode,
based oq a concept of multicounty groupings, to establish a basis for arconi-
plishIng the general purposes suggested in the Brookings report and subse-
quently supported by a number of comments and institutional rearrangements
sponsored by the President.)

From the 1920's to well after World War II, most niulticounty planning :igen--
cies were metropolitan in character dealing with problems of concentrated popu-
lations. Their numbers were few. With the passage of the Housing At t of 19:14,
there was an accelerated interest in metropolitan areawide planning as it was
eligible for grant assistance under Section 701. A stimulus to non-metropolitan
planning was 11:Linclusion in the Housing Act of 1968 of grants for nonmetro-
politan agenci

Since the mid 1950's, Federal programs have resulted in a proliferation of
multicounty organizations. The Department of Agriculture with Rural Conserva7.
tion and Development Districts, the Economic Development Adininistrateit with i "'
economic development districts, the regional health planning progsank of HEW,
the law enforcement and.criminal justice program of the Department of Justice,
and the emphasis of the Appalachia Regional Commission on sub-area planning,
are examples of Federal programs requiring a multicounty approach. Many of
these programs have resulted in the establishment of single function multicounty
agencies instead of comprehensive planning agencies handling several functions.

In Georgia, the inulticoenty planning and development organizations, some Of
which have liven in of jion decade or more. have assimilated a number of the
single purpose programs their operation, thus making their operations more
comprehensive in 'nature.

In Arkansas, the State was the first to be covered entirely by ecota mic devel-
opment districts that received funding from the Economic Development Admin-
istration. In 19449; the General- Assembly of the State of Arkansas adopted Act
118 which Wade the economic development districts st"tutory planning and
development districts. This Act transformed the eight districts from single pur-
pose organizations to comprehensive planning and development organizations.

Both the States of Georgia and Arkansas have made available State funds on
a local matching basis with no strings attached to the multicounty organizations.
The maximum State aid in Georgia for each district is $50,000 and in Arkansas
$30,000.

In Oregon, the State Planning Agency assigns some staff personnel to 'the
regional organizations.

The Metropolitan Council of the Twin Cities Area, an agency that includes
Minneapolis-St. Paul and five connties, bi supported by a special tax. The Metro-
politan Council is a creature of the Minnesota legislature to which it reports
every ot1,4r year. The members of the Metropolitan Council are appointed by the
Governor but on a district basis. The Metropolitan Council represents an evolu-
tion from a plan-making body to an agency that has an active role in plan im-
plementation. One of) the features of the Metropolitan Councils authority is that
it not only reviews long term plans of special purpose districts but also may
approve or suspend all or part of these plans. It is not a review and comment
procedure like the A-95 review. The Metropolitan Council appoints the Metro-
politan Sewer Board, prepares its overall comprehensive plans, and approves the
Boards yearly capital budget. Thus the Metropolitan Council has some clout in
controlling areawide development.

In considering the specific structure for a multicounty agency, I noted pre-
viously that the first efforts in New York virtate had no common denominator.
The Niagara Frontier Planning BOard was a statutory agency with only elected
officials on the Board while the Committee on the Plan of l'.7ew York and its
environs was a non-statutory agency with predominantly citizen members.

The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations in its publication
"Metropolitan Council's of Government" stated that the cooperation movement
among elected officials began in the Detroit area in 1954 which resulted in the
creation of the Supervisors Inter-County Committee. This date can be accepted
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as the date for the post World War II movement toward intergovernmental
cooperation.

What I am infering historically is that we have apparently re-invented the
wheel. There was an understanding of the need for regionalism and the mech-
anisms to carry it out in the 1920's. We failed to listen and follow the directions
of the early pioneers and today with our more complex society we find we must

t again look to joint efforts to solve problems that transcend local political
jurisdictions.

What should be the nature of multicounty organizations?
I would like to suggest a few characteristics:
1. They should be statutory entities granted areawide planning and develop-

ment responsibilities.
2. They should cover the entire State. Provision should be made for realign-

ment of counties without State legislative approval.
3. County membership mandatory, municipal membership optional.
4. The governing body should consist of elected and appointed officials.

" 5. The multicounty organizations should receive state appropriated funds
on a local matching formula.

fi. Multicounty organizations should be the mechanise, :or undertaking or ad-
ministering Fed7'ral and State Programs requiring a regional approach.

7. They should have the authority to assist local governments through pro-
vision of services and technical assistance.

Alabama, like most states in the southern region of the country, has much of
its land area outside of the SMSA counties. The dispersed populations have vs
great or greater a need for coordinated planning and development as do the areas
with concentrated populations.

I would like to dwell on thie need for creation of multicounty organizatiOns
that are concerned in a comprehensive way with the needs of dispersed popula-
tions. These organizations should be comprehensive in their program approach
and should have as their concerns at least the following :

1. Treating the problems of cultural and economic lag, poverty, and under-
employment more comprehensively.

2. Reversing the trends of impulsive migration and uninhibited growth of major
urban centers which create social disorganization in receiving areas and forced
retrenchment in provision' of vital services and facilities in the sending areas.

3. Providing for more effective group action to achieve a wider range of, and
a better balance in, decisions about the kind of environment in which people want
to live and work.

4. Encouraging int4'governmental cooperation in the delivery of governmental
services, mkt citizen participation in evaluating and understanding issues and
problems in connection with such servicei:.

5. Encouraging the wise and balanced use of land and water resources.
These multicounty organizations should have the following organizational and

operational prerequisites:
1. Substantial in-house staff services for undertaking information, analytical,

polley-inaking, and coordinative activities.
2 Strong identification of.multicounty organization and staff as local institu- ,

tion d,..vice--induced both by posture of staff with respect to "-external" agencies
and by extensive involvement, of local officials and citizens in formulation of
programs.

3. Ability to integrate available staff services from a variety of community-.
based organizations into an overall multicounty technical-service system.

4. Ability to formulate plans and programs for multicopnty development needs
with full knowledge of State and federal assistance pr'ogram constraints, but
keyed to community needs, not simply opportunistic local implementation of
State and Federal objectives.

5. Avoidance of direct involvement by the multicounty agency,staff in admin-
istration of local service programsexcept to provide supplemental technical
services on call from, and at the direction of, local officials who are legally re-
sponsible for such programs (providing, in effect, a regional civil serpice man-
power Pool,) and to provide assistance to local officials in establishing inter-local
service agreements and organizations for specific purposes.

In connection with the role of multicounty organizations, there will exist need
for expertise in a number of functional areas.
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The President's Task Force on Rural Development in its report of March
1970 stated what it believed rural development to be. One can talk about elimi-
nating low income, undertaking people programs, efforts to lift up those in great-
est need, job creation, local initiative, quality of life, industrial opportunity
and the likeand as long as one talks about these to individuals, and to local
governmeiftal officials, not much is going to be accomplished.

About two weeks ago I attended a meeting sponsored by one of the Arkansas
Planning and Development Districts for municipal officials from cities in a seven
county area. The seven counties have 38 incorporations, of which 21 are under
400 population and only one falls in the 5,000 to 10,000 population class. Each
individual at that meeting, I am sure, would subscribe to the Task Force's con-
cept of what Rural Development is. But it is pitiful to bear firsthand their help-
lessness as individual communities. It was obvious that the staff of the planning
and development district offered their only hope for attention to many of their

. problems. The attention the staff can provide, is not only for a- single community
situationbut also on an areawide base.

What troubles me about the Task Force Report is that it does not recognize
that Rural Development must call for a new mechanism between local to rd
State governments. A mechanism that cannot only bring to the attention of local
government opportunity for Federal and State aid, but also can provide the neces-
sary professional and technical expertise and follow-through. In addition, the
mechanism must be in position to look at problems and opportunities on a com
prehensive areawide basis. The Rural Area Redevelopment program (RAD)
could not achieve most of its objective because such a mechanism was lacking.

I fear the same will be true of the efforts of the USDA sponsored State Rural
Development Committees unless the constituent agencies are willing to join to-
gdther and make a coordinated effort at making available their services and
programs through areawide mechanisms.

The use of multicounty administrative units--coterminous with areawide plan-
ning unitsoffers a sound approach to efficient and effective delivery of USDA.
services and programs. The USDA, in my opinion, should abandon the county as
a basis for delivery of fts ,programs, as it is uneconomicand with toda s
modern communication and transportation, physical piTaa-Ity-is-ixo onger a
prime requisite.

For ,,example, a ten-county cooperative extension district might result in a'
substantlai reduction of agricultural agents. Instead of one agricultural agent
for each of ten counties, there may be need for only three or four to serve the
ten-county area. Instead of ten relatively low-paid agricultural agents, there
would be a much lesser number of well-paid agents. In addition, the funds re-
leased in reducing the number of agents will pernilt its utilization for special-
ists in the functionakareas previously mentioned.

The USDA has not yet faced up td the need for an integrated mufticounty
delivery sT stem, and the need to coordinate its efforts in rural development with
those of ,,tanning and developnient distridts. There is need to work out the means
for coordination and delivery of services.

I might add that the Land Grant Colleged that are responsible for the develop-
ment of policies pertaining to the Cooperative Extension Service in nearly. all
States have shown little inclination to revaluate their mission and role in rural
development. '-

The USDA does not stand alone in its lack of response in being a participant
in multicounty planning and development.

In conclusion, the multicounty organization can be looked upon as a mechanism
that can achieve specific purposes.

1. The organization can provide more effective interface between local govern-
ments and State and Federal agencies. It can provide administrative and cow-
munication channels between the various levels.

2. It can provide a mechanism for policy determination on a region-wide scale.
3. It can provide a mechanism to permit coordination and cooperation on

inter-regional problems.
4. It can serve as a mechanism to provide services and technical assistance to

local units of government.
5. The multicounty organization can proVide 'a mechanism to achieve joint

action. It permits a united front in support of area objectives. The whole acting
in concert, may have a greater impact than the individual parts.
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t), It can provide a ine(lianism for encouraging or sponsoring inter-local en-
operation in functional areas as solid waste disposal, water supply, lire protectionand the like.

The multicounty organization provides 10(.10 governments with a Joint voieeand a means to coordinate the solutions to increasingly complex problems and
opportunities of our society:

I Acknowledgement is made. to Robert K. Middleton. Resea r it Associate enthe staff of the City Planning Division fir eontribution in the developmentof this paper.)

Senator ItumPiiin-:-y-. A-cauple of 'items I-noted as You went along
other than' these von mentioned. I noticed that the institute not
taken a position on the so-called special revenue sharing. that is. as an
institute or as an organizrition.

Mr. BoNNErz. That is true. The revenue slulriiig propo:al came out
about the time we held Om. governmental' relation polity planning
conference in late January, and consequently 4lie membership was not
inTosition to digest and take an official stand in ekrard to that area.

Senator IftrmrunEY. I did note that in your prepared testimony -ou
indicated you thought the application of the name "special revenue
sharing" possibly confused. in light of the other proposal. "general
revenue sharing."

Mr. BoNNEn. 'chi,: is true. Those of us in Arkansas are quite sensi-
tive to this because.Congressman Mills makes it quite clear what his
position on general revenue sharing is.

Senator Ifuniunivv. I have the feeling the administration was a
little hit overenthusiastic about the title of revenue sharin!, and- de-

, cided to take what appeared or could he classified as block grants and
put a new label on it. It does not:change the contents of what is in the
box.

I would appreciate any observations you may wish to make or offer
later about the special rural revenue sharing proposal. because we are
going to have that before us in this committee.

Mr. MAssoNr. May I mention. Mr. Chairman, that because the pro-
posals for revenue sharing were introduced after our policy, confer-
ence. we have decided to contact all of our 6.200 members in a survey
on revenue sharing, both ge,neral and special, and the results of that
survey will then be the basis for the position of the institute. so we are
being as democratic as possible within our own institute apd will have
a position for you later on.

Senator HUMPHREY. All right. Nov. I want to call to the attention
of the staff, The. proposal made by Mr. Bonner about low discount
rates -.being offered by the Federal Reserve Board on investment or
operating capital as an inducement to industry to locate in designated
regional communities as a means of dispersing population where Con-
gress has determined that national policy will be served by such
action.

I think that is a very constructive suggestion. Also; I note that you
feel these federally sponsored multijurisdictional single-purpose dis-
tricts might very well be put together into a comprehensive multijurik

.dictional planning agency.
Mr. BONNER. That is right.
Senator FITTIPHREL Rather than just having multijurisdictional

single-purpose jurisdiction for economic development or resource con-
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servation, you are suggesting that several functions might be-incorpo-
rated within the same multipprpose or multijurisdictional district;
is that correct

Mr. PONNER. There are actually two voices currently or two ways
this is being approached currently. One is the way the State of
Arkansas has appVoached it in terms of making the planning and
development district entities and they are ongoing functions. They do
.11ot require any action or the part of the locality to make them au
effective district. Some-01 the other States where the Government is
desigliing the district he cannot create the mechanism.

For example. the Statefl of Alala where the Governor has desig-
nated seven or eight districts, it is qp to the counties to join together
to create the organizations to operate those districts and it is ids° pos-
sible for a district to even have two or three planning orkanizth;ons
representing different, subunits of that district. >So that:, even there
they might not he assured of the district, total district approach.

I think this is one of the dangers, perhaps, in encouraging the execu-
ti4 branch to establiA these districts and encouraging the legislature
to exercise, its prerogative to pee that the State is properly in districts
and properly structured to carry out comprehensive programs.

Senator fIt-Ntrunny. It miglit he wise for us, to think in terms of
legislation that requires State legislatures to establish enabling legis-'
lation for these multipurpcise districts, outlying their functions, the
nature of their duties and the jurisdiction that such districts would
have? ,

Mr. BoxxEn. ActuaTh . in Arkansas we have three mechanisms to
create them and they were used. We have the statute that is now on the
books for the planning and development district's: Also, a joint coop;
eration statute vi-hich allows any combination of cities and counties
to work together, and then Arkansas has passed the interstate coop-
eration agreement, which can he used as a tool for joint action, also.
It has some other drawbacks to it, but

Senator HOWIIREY. Do the governmental units that are created
out of the enactment of this legislation vossess what we call corporate
powers?

Mr. Bossr.n. No. they cannot.
Senator Ift-metteny. They cannot sue" or be sued and they cannot

tax?
BoxxEuu. No; they are not like the metropolitan council oftne

Seliator ITummtnEy. Twin City area?
Mr. Bos-NEn (continuing). Twin City area. It has a more mature,

let me say-that there it has achieved a more mature evolution of the
concept. and I do not think most States are in a position to say we are
ready for than step which allows for a veto, as you know, on public
projects, facilities, and so forth. This would be evolutionary, I feel.

Of course, we will be 'watching what. Twin City does very closely.
Mr. Eisener, a planner in Twin Cities, is,a member of our board and
has been very active in that organization. -

Senator Huarrrrn r, i .understand the AIP does support the estab-
lishment a a nationwide system of multistate regional commissions
similar to Appalachia and the titie 5 commission; is that correct?
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Mr. BoxNER. No I do not believe we have actually taken an official
position on that ; have we

Mr. MASSONI. No. -

Mr. BONNER. Again,. spe/ aking from only personal experience in
terms of the Ozarks Commission, we have no evidence are Ozarks
Commission has been interested in the subdistrict ing of the. States and
haS done nothing to support that move. The Appalachia Commissi:m
has taken some steps and has been successful in sonic States, in getting
response from some States to the subdistricting concept and not suc-
cessful in others, I understand.

Senator HUMPHREY. Do you think it would be desirable for the
Congress to incorporate into legislation Ihnguage authorizing these
multistate regional commissions to issue a directive encouraging these
local level cooperative units ?

Mr. BONNER. Yes, because as I again stated; I believe that this is
the critical missing link to help local government. As I pointed out,
that one district, a seven-county district with only one city of 10.000
would Support a hospital and so forth, and the rest of the cities. many
of them under 400 population, just indicate the need for this multi -
jurisdiction unit with the State to serve these types of population.

Senator HUMPHREY. I would appreciate any type of memorandums
that you could send as outlining how we might strengthen these multi-
regional commissions toward the objective yon have just outlined
regarding local multijurisdictional cooperation.

T. BONNER. Glad to work on it.
enator HUMPHREY. If von could do thatand I want to note for

the record here to have the staff to o look into it. We might want to
amend or to propose amendments to the Appalachia Commission and
others like that to really give some impetus to these local level multi
jurisdictional agencies.

I think you are right. I think this is the missing link just across the
country, that is why-I show this interest.

Mr. BONNER. Everything should be done to encourage the Statesto make a financial commitment to'these districts, even if they might
do some of the techniques that I understand are clone in Tennessee,
providing services through the municipality, of even taking it out of
their tutnback money to give to it.

Senator fIrMPFEREY. You said in Tennessee the Municipal °League?
Mr. BONNER. They have a municipal technical advisory service in

which the legislature proportionally appropriates 50 percent to the
general revenue and then the other 50 percent from the amount the
State would make available to the cities in turnback, they would re-
move it from that turnbacic fund before dividing it up, resulting inmaybe a quarter of a million dam orso. This is how the cities fund
it without having to put back direct hard cash.

This might be one technique that might be used with reluctant local
governments, to skim it off before they get it.

Senator HUMPHREY. In other words. you put it out there and then
you take it back?

Mr. BONNER. But give tinem,a service facility with probably greater
payoff for the dollar than if they had used it themselves.

Senator HUMPHREY. YAR care familiar with the 701 planning grant
program of HUD?
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Mr.i3ospt-Tes: our university administered it for the small com-
munitic;s4.0r 12, years in the State agencies.

_Senator HUliPIIREY. What is your experience with the 701 plan-
mm program for multicounty planning areas?
Mr. BONNER. Looking at the Arkansas experience, certainly the

amount of funds that,,are available to carry out comprehensive plan-
ning is not mifficientAn Arkansas and sonic of the other States I
believe they are starting to use this technique which help to give more
money to,the districts. They say we will ive you -bah the nonmetro-
politan shale and give also a share o elocal planning assistance
money that goes for the small corn nay.

Then you can make up your mind as to how best to use this money
and we will rely on your judgment as to what city will assist in
planning in4tead of allowing them to come to 1,f for that. That type
of approach is being encouraged from the Federal level, but many
States are hot responding to it. In other words, where the districts
are in operation give them the total responsibility for ,administration
of not only the metropolitan money and encourage them to do services
instead of going out and doing projects and planning.

$
Senator Humenin:Y. Do you think on balance this is a desirable

pro!rram, 701 planning grant programs?
Mr. Bo Ea. I believe it is. All programs have had their problems.

I as an administrator from State side. of course, felt that they were
too project-oriented for far too long. They should have moved in to
support the concept of areawide services, especially in small com-
munities, but I believe from -what I have been told by individuals
in that the new handbook will reflect a greater philosophy
toward planning services by multicounty units.

Senator HUMPHREY. Do you have any idea how many States have
designated or delineated multicounty planning districts within their
boundaries ?

Mr. Box-sER. I do not have the numbers. I am aware of a- number
of States, but I just do not have any tabulation.

Senator Humrinuir. What information could you give us and any
figures. if you have them available, as to availability of various type
planners and what is being done to train and retrain more planners?

Mr. BONER. I will let the gentleman of the staff answer that.
Mr. MASSONE We would like to provide some statistics for the chair-

man on this question, because w.e have found recently a movement away
from the support of planning and the status of planners in the Federal
Government. In fact. if you could bear with me for a minute, there
has been a very, very successful program to train graduate students to
become professional planners who would work in all urban and rural
programs. It is called the HUD fellowship programs for urban studies.
This is very small but successful. and funded. at the level of $500,000
a year. The administration has chosen to drop it from the budget this
year and yet it has been an extremely successful program.

We have statistics that have shown that-90 ifticent of the 100
fellows graduating each year, have taken jobs in local and State
government. This is one of the programs that has provided more
professional planners and housing officials, transportation experts, and
the like for State and local governments, and yet has been dropped
from the budget. Obviously we are very concerned that the adininistra-
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tion is moving away from programs to provide a capacity for planners
at all levels of government.

Senator HUMPHREY. Send me a memo.
Mr. BONNER. One additional comment. When we look at our plan-

ning schools, most of them, .unfortunately. are metropolitan-oriented.
We would hope that through the further emphasis on the nonmetro-
politah problem that our land-grant colleges would start to respond
with training programs for people to work with these type units.We do need a little different individual to work in the rural area,a person willing to work for not quite as much money, a person will-ing to stay there longer, because I think one of the keys to success .ofthe notimetropolltIn district organization is going to be continuity ofstaff, this is very important. This has been one of the great strengths
of the USDA Extensidn, that is, its continuity of staff.

Maybe what we need is somebody sort of betheen the County agent
and our type of professionals.

Senator HUMPHREY. That is for these multicounty districts ?
Mr. BONNER. Yes_, a man has -to live out in a town of 20,000 for the

next 20* years. not the same type that wants to be director of planning
for St. Louis or Minneapolis. He should not be trained the same wayand he will not have the same Outlook.

Our districts, even though they are relative] young, most of themrelative]
the .original directors and we will probab y continue with them

for some years, because they did not come ctly out of planning
school to become directors. They were people who came in from other
areas, including urban renewal and other jobs.

Senator HUMPHREY. Just one other question.
Senator Bellmon is with us herenow.
Senator Bellmon, we have befOre us Mr. Bonner of the board of gov-

ernors of the American Institute of Planners.
I noticed that you had said in your prepared testimony on page 10,

Mr. Bonner, you said it is now time foi Congress to mandate the role
of rural development for the Department of Agriculture. Jiist give me
a little more specifics about that and give me your judgment as to Avhat
von think the Department of Agriculture has done. how well that is
done, or what you consider your evaluation of what the Department
has done in rural development.

Mr. BoxicEn. Well, I guess I could draw a parallel as I di4 in the
paper relative to urban transportation legislation in the forties and
fifties. I had some friends in the Bureau of Public Roads in the fifties
when I came into planning, and it was obvious that some of them work-
ing at both the highway department lePel and some working in the
Bureau of Public Roads at the Federal level were concerned with
urban transportation problems, but the people in the top echelon, that
is some of the State highway directors or their commissioners could
have cared less about devoting their resources to the study and.solution
of urban transportation problems. There were exceptions. It finally
took Congress to pass the Federal Aid Highway Act in 1962 that, man-
dated these comprehensive coordinated cooperative studies of the
urban transportation problems. .

I think the same thing is true in the USDA at this time, that there
are some people who are quite concerned about rural development.
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They pre quite concerned themselves that Many of their programs are
not cokdinated.

If yoti take a look at the Farmers Home Administration they have
action programs' in housing, in water, in sewer. But out in the field
there is no coordination between the panting and how to apply. these
programs. The man who is funding housing is lot concerned about
where they are putting grants for water and sewer. Andhose adminis-
tering water and sewer grants are not concerned aboht where housing
is being put.

So you see, within even the one element of the USDA they are not
coordinating adequately out in the field, and they are not, in most
cases. working with the directors.

Now, in a few States the Farmers Home Administration has filially
agreed to permit the areawide district groups to carry out the water
and sewer plan.

In Arkansas they are negotiating to try to do this on a district basis
to dovetail all These county plans into an are:111'We plan.

Congress may have to say to the USDA that if they do not shape up
on their own, then the Congress will help by mandating some of these
programs and the emphasis given to them that USDA has not given to
them.

Senator HumpurtEY. What you are saying to them is we ought to
spell out in more specific detail the rural development directives ?

Mr. lioxNER. Right. There is no rural development directive. I am
conversant with the' people at the university, the land-grant institu-
tion. Many of them have the same concern.

Senator Ift3fluutEr. I have been somewhat concerned about the
lack of interest at the land-grant universities in rural development.

Mr. lii'iNNEtt. It is sort of like county judges, the urban peop!^ let
the county judge get elected by default and I think the land-grant
institutional structure, sort of let home economics, go its own way.

Senator HUMPHREY. WP11, I would hope that we might be able to
get a little action at the university level on rural development.

I am on the Joint Economic Committee, and I have been rather
both amazed and upset over the testimony before that committee
as to its lack of concern about agriculture or rural America. Some of
the best economists in the Nation leave been before that committee and,
with few exceptions, no commentary whatsoever On rural America.
I mean, it is all related to urban life, to the industrial life, manufactur-
ing, services. Insofar as rural America is concerned or the nonmetro-
politan area, it is practically void.

I think this indicates what is happening in our educational
institutions.

My point is also verified by the lack of information in the metro-
politan press, the daily press, radio, television..If you want to hear

`anything about agriculture you have got to get up at 6 o'clock in the
morning and get the 5 a.m. news. It is reallyL sometimes think
maybe when we license. -TV stations we ought to make them all
emanate or lit least part of them emanate from the networks out of
some part of rural America so that we get a little indoctrination as to
what goes on out there.
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Mr. I3oNNER. They have "Today on ,..kgricultye4 start ink; at lo of
7 before the Today Show, so we are getting bet t
...Senator Htlmcititcv. You are making pro°.
Mr. Box sim.-Tlin nk you, Mr. Chairma n.
Senator BELLmoN. I have two questions.
Mr. BonnerI think you covered Part of this -you said there are

about 3.000 USDA offices. There must be more than that. There must
be close to 20.000 USDA offices in the'country. Are von from Arkansas ?

Mr. BoNNER. yes:
Senator BetA,mox. Ilow many USDA offices are there in Arkansas ?

Do you have any idea ?
Mr. Boxylli. I could not tell you the numbe,..
Senator BELLmox. How many counties do you have, Mr. Bonner ?
Mr. BosNFR. Seventy-five, so there are at least 75 operating. units.

They have started some districts with special agents..ond working out
of some district offices.

Senator likitl,mos. Farmers Home Administration offices. do you
mean

Mr. BossER. Soil Conservation.
Senator BEI.I.MON. ASCS Offices?
AIr. BoxxER. Yes.
Senator BELLNioN. Do you know of any single instance in you State

where these ofliceS work together in the district of total rural develop-
ment

Mr. BoNx}:§. No; there is no instance where they are working. to-
gethet in total rural development. Lr terms of our planning and devel-
opment districts, they have been working closely with the districts,
some more successfully than the others. This is going to be one of the
major problems as we develop the multidistrict concept is how do we
bring other organizations which have their own missions and functions
and directives to bring to hear their exper ise to solve the problem.

It, is not going to be an easy thing' to sol We are addressing our-
selves to this in Arkansas. We will try to wo 1; with the USDA. and
with the State development committee. Whether this can be done suc-
cessfully remains to be seen.

Senator BELL:WON. Of course. I am from Oklahoma and it has been
my observation each of these offices has a regular narrow mission and
it concentrates entirely on the job of building and/or preserving soil
or concentrates on running the old crop production within permitted
limits of its ASCS, but none of them really see the picture and concen-
trate on what is happening to rural America.

My question is, Do yor, feel it would be possible if Congress so de
cided to reorient these existing agencies and turn them into al-alto-nay
at the local level concerned and organized to cope with_thts-problems
of rural development. ot are we going to need to find-soMe other entity
to undertake this responsibility ?

Mr. BONNER. I think with some reorganization and directives 'within
the Department of-Agriculture much of this could be accomplisIed.
But as I pointed out previously; the fact that within one organization
the three action programs can go ;without coordination shows part of
the problemI am told is legislative, too, not all administrative. So
it may be that somecorreetion needs to be made to the actual legisla-
tive enactments. ,
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I am not familiar enough with thos(Ain dettiil. I understand the legis-
Wiwi on agriculture is what

' Senator 13mt,3rox. Do you think it would be possible to teach some
of these old (logs some new tricks?

Mr. BoNNEa. Yes; because we are willing to stay with the rural
eople and again I reiterate. longeNity, knowledge of local problems,

' id people may _re important thail highly sophisticated
j rograms.

Sentitor Humenay . In Other words, retraining?
,!Mr. BoNsi.:a tZ. raining would be very probable and practical.
Senator I3 ,,tox. I am, not sure Congress has ever told these indi-

yi6ntls t ..-have a responsibility other than their narrow field.
ONNR. Right; t hat \ is true.

ienator III-N[1'11RM% Right, like with us.
Senator liw,moN. I would like toctask one additional question,
I "0.you have any thoughts as.to what it would requite, what action

is rt-tquired from Congress to stop, and hopefully reverse, the rural
tirb(41 migration ?

Mk. linNsEn. We (lid make one suggestion in terms of perhaps al-
lowirAg the Federal Reserve Board to vive a lower discount rate, fo;
examOlc. to industry to leillte or operate in the dispersed area, bawse,
as a !wady commented, the problem of granting special inducements to
industlry is that once this becomes nationwide we have no special in-
ducentents iir terms of their deciding on location any more. In fact, we
mighe; be giving away by special inducement some of our tax base any-way.1-way. Tno maybe other techniques might be used to encourage p ple -to
come into the local areas, keep the tax base down, but encoura e them
from * national standpoint.

Se for BELLmoN. Arkansas was one of the first States to use indus-'
trial onds. Has this worked to the advantage or disadvantage of the
local roverntnent ?

Mr BoNNER. From the reports of the State they believe that it has
wor 41 to the advantage.

Se ator 11IPIIREY. I think we will have to let you go. Thank you
very much. _ -....

1 e will be back to hear our next witness, Mr.-tewis-___
t this point in the hearing a short recess was taken.)-

snator Hi-mettnEy, Dr. Lewis, we welcome you. You are withilit--,
Nt. mind Planning Association, I believe, the chief economist?

STATEMENT OF DR. WILFRED LEWIS, IR., CHIEF ECONOMIST,
NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION

NI r. Lms. That is correct.
Senator Ilt-meitaEy. May I just say that many is the time that I

have been privileged to have the reports of the National Planning
Association and always welcome them. They are very welcome, very
authoritative, and well documented. %

We are pleased to have you.
Mr. LEwis. Thank you, Senator. (....

The National Planning Association is a nonprofit research
organization, .. i

_
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NPA. has some respectable credentials in analyzing and forecasting
regional economic and demographic trends in the I ilited States. We
are also doing a survey of recent research in the field of population
distribution, However, NPA does not at this time lia,ye any official
institutiOnal views,or opinions on population policy. I am, therefore,
speaking only for in 1.self today.

Americans have been moving from countryside to city and Hong:
city to suburbs for many decades now. Since the best ethuathd and
economically most active members of society are the ones most ii,t-
dined to move, rural aliens and small towns over large regions of the
country are, left with populations relatively more in need of public
service (because of age or poverty) while the.local tax base is shrinking.

At the same time, out largest cities seem plagiied by poverty, crime,
congestion, and pollution. It is understatulable, therefore, that atten-
tion is being given to the possibility of designing more balanced pat-
terns of national growth. It is by no.means obvious, hmt-ever, that,
we have yet discovered the right policies, or even that we are about.±.
tO.411SCOVeli tile111. 111 fact, I am not sure that the" right questions are
be tug vusked. Before making a few positive suggestions, let me run
down a few points '1-1 at should.be kept in mind, some of them.yer'y
obv. nos, others pt.rlur)s less so, and this is one of the more obvions
ones.

I 1. It is clear that, so long as the nutuker of farthers repCrre41 to feed
the Cnited States and export market:0 continue to decline. the U.S.

. population will continue to become increasingly urbanized. This is
not due to failure by agriculture, Batiler, it is due to their outstanding
susses. .

Agricultural productivi!tv has increased 11111(.11 more rapidly than
that in the average industries in the Lnited States, and the asIterna-
tive from that is that we need fewer and fewer farmers to feed our
own populat i.on and meet our export commitments.

2.. It is .not the largest cities that are growing. IT.S. population
growth is concerned ill medium-sized cities and in tlwaiburban fring,es
of the large cities. ',

3. Any policies which artifically raise the rate of growth of SOMP
cities must by the same token artificiatIly reduce the rate of growth of
other cities, anti while there are many places t rat have more social
problems than they wal.4.4 know of no city that t. inks it has too many

, "lobs or too Much income.
4. The problems that, we associate with large cities crime, poverty,

congestion, pollution-- are problems of crime, poverty, congestion, ;Ind
pollution, not population problems. We can and must attack areas, and
Lugs directly wherever they exist, in either rural Or urban areas, and
attempting to move people around or redirect growth is a ernde, in-
direct, inefficient. and probably ineffective way to attack these prob-
lems.

If we concentrate on stimulating. growth elsewhere. then I think
that attempting to move people around will probably leave the cities
with the same problems they have now, and fewer jobs and lower in-
comes than they vould otherwise have.

:-.. T thin', pattern of population growth we experience is the result of---,
I() ation decisions made by milli.- .s of individual firms and people,
all of whom at lea4 hope to better their condition by 'moving, and

I
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most of whom probably do. 0f course, private and social costs and
benefits may not coincide' if some of the costs of moving are borne by
society rather than the private parties doing the moving.

Pollution and congestion are examples of external costs which are
thought by some-to result 'from excessive urbanizationfor example,

,:urban immigrants Impose on other members of society some of the
costs of moving, Most economists reconunend trying to put external
costs Eli" pollution and congestion back onto the parties causing they,
for this would lead -to a closer correspondence of private- and social
costs and benefits, and this in turn would help create a situation where
private decisions would be much more likely to lead to a socially opti-
mum pattern of population distribution.

6. Patting pollution and congestion costs back on the parties caus-
ing them would lead to a more socially optimum pattern of population
distributilm, but it is not clear that this would retard the rate of
growth of large urban kreas. On the contrary, it might have the reverse
effect. The reason for this is that such unpleasant aspects of urban
life do tend to raise the rite (If salaries and wages that must be offered
to get. people to take city jobs and this turn raises business costs
compared to more pleasant environments and discourages firms from
locating, in cities or even in the case of New York City encourages
them to leave at a fairly rapid rate.

If we charged polluters for the pollution costs they now impose on
the society, we would reduce pollution greatly and drive the more
highly polluting industries out of the city altogether. This would
tend to reduce jobs in those industries. but after the relative wage
effects take place, may tend to provide a more than offsetting increase
in jobs in other cleaner industries, and hence in population.

7. The evidence on cost of providing public services in cities of
different sizes is far from clear. Large cities spend more. But part of
this is )iigher workloads that happeif.to be located in those cities not
caused by city size, and another part of the difference is greater quan-
tities'and higher quality of public servit'e, not higher cost.

To state that a little differently, welfaSe recipients in New York
City live better than welfare recipients in other places.

Senator IfirmennEr. You really believe that ?
Mr. LEWIS. I think we have a higher taste for public service, yes, sir,

n inner cities.
Senator IhrmennEr. We will come back to you a little later_
Mr. Ia:wis, New Yorkers have more expensive tastes; it is not all

just difference in cost.
No one to my knowledge has attempted to calculate with any (kare

the part, if any, which is higher cost.
People are not all alike, and differ greatly in their tastes and

preferences. It is unlikely that there is one kind of environment that
would appeal to everyone. This raises a serious question in my mind
about the right of Government to take over location decisions that are
now made privately-. It seems to me that. Government policy should
mains open,.aild that people. lira assisted in rather than hindered from

It is notait open jutd shut case even in the direction of effect in this
relocating to environments they would personally prefer,

Ifowever. such a policy I hasten to add should he coupled with a
policy of putting external costs like pollution and congestion hack on
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the private parties who are making location choices now without con-
fronting some of the important, costs that. they generate.

9. There is considerable evidence that most urban places of less
than 50,000 population that are not close to other larger cities are
going to ,continue to stagnate or decline in population rather than
reach a point where their growth would begin to accelerate, and that
it would he very, very expensive to attempt to reverse the powerful
natural. forces that are causing this. Of course, if enough money were

,available, we could create another New York City in the middle of
the desert.

Taxpayers might legitimately complain about the wisdom of such
a strategy, however.

Senator HUMPHREY. We would not want to do that.
Mr. LAWN. Since most small towns are likely to decline in popula-

tion anyway, and since this causes serious fiscal imbalances between tax,
base and requirements for social services in those areas, a strong case
can be mrde for Federal aid to help such towns "die gfacefully," as
someone has put-it that is, a larger Federal contribution to welfare
and other public service costs, aids to outmigration, and great ef-
forts to train local residents in skills they can successfully market in
larger urban places.

10. A final problem deserves mention. Even if we could reach a
national concensus on a more desirable pattern of growth than the
one that seems to be taking place anyway. it is far from clear what
policies there are that we could afford that would bring about the tar-
get pattern.

The tax ilbsidiers and industrial' developm t aid that many states
have used may have attracted some industries,104,ho can say what
size cities in what region of the 'country those, industries would have
gone to in the absence of those incentives? Higher levels of welfare
benefits in the large i'ities are thought by some to attract, migrants
from the countryside, but other analysts think raising welfare levels
in rural areas would stimulate, rather than. regard outmigration.

It is not an open and shut case even in the direction of effect in this
case.

I apologize for raising so many problems, and offering. so few an-
swers. I only enter a plea that this is a very complef.question in which
the forces at work are not entirely what they appear to be on the
surface.

I would also urge that people. are more important than placesthat
we should address our policies to making people better off wherever
we find them, both in rural and urban a reaskjf we do that, do we' eally
need to worry so much about where they choose to live?

Thank you.
Senator Ilt-NtPutiEv. Before I make a comment in referencetoa

critical analysis of your statement, let me say I thoroughly agree, with
your stgement. It seems to me Government policy should rather aim
to insure the greatest pOssible variety of sources remain open, that
people are assisted rather than hindered from relocating to environ-
ments they prefer. That plirt of-your statement. I think is very con-
structive, but I think all the other part of your statement contradicts
what von have said here.
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Then the last part; that is, we should address our policies to making
people better oil where we find them in both rural and urban areas;
in other words, do we really need to worry about if/here they choose to
live?

I think it is clear we do not want any compulsion, but I do think
there is some evidence that relates, for example, to space and popula-
tion and living conditions. I mean, the amount of physical space, air
space, walking space, transportation space, and the health of the peo-
ple and possibly their happiness. Individuals have different tastes, as
you put it.

You have a statement here that touches on the cost of providing
public services in cities of different sizes. However, it is far from clear.
We haVe had testimony here giving. specifics. There is a good deal of
evidence that the cost of educational services in the metropolitan area
the size of New York is much higher and not necessarily better educa-
tion than you would get in Dubuque, Iowa, and the cost of police
service in metropolitan New York or Philadelphia much higher than
you would find in Rochester, Minn.

I believe there are differentials. That does not mean people want to
1;.ve in Rochester or Dubuque. I am talking per capita costs, too.

Mr. LEWIS. Part of the problem is these big cities are working with
much tougher customers. They, too, in fact spend more

the
person to

educate and they may not have as good an output at the end of the
, 7ocess, but it seems to me that is no critique of the city; that is, if
you took those same people and spread them out in `another area you
would have the same educational problem.

Senator BELLmoNt,Mr. Chairman, may I interject ?
Senator If, IWP1111EY. Yes.
Senator B ON. Where do these tougher customers come from ?

Didn't a lot of them come from rural areas'?
3Ir. LEWIS. I think the ones that are probably the toughest custom-

ers for the educational institutions, yes, are recent migrants from
the rural areas.

Senator BEmattoN. Why does it cost so much more to take care of
them in an urban setting than it does in a rural area ?

Mr. LEWIS. Is it clear that they were getting the same educational
services in the area they came from, sir? I really do not know that
there has been a really careful study of that. We have impressions,
but I think a lot of the people who move from rural districts, the rural
South to large cities thmk even after they have made the move, and in

spite of all the problems that we are very conscious of in the cities,
they are better off. It might tiF worthwhile asking them sometime.

Senator HUMPHREY. I think that there is a great deal of room for
improvement of educational facilities, for example, and health facili-

ties in rural areas. -

What we are hoping to find is that if you update and modernize

services in rural areas, medical services, health services, transporta-
tion services,sultural facilities, recreational facilities, that you start
to ,give'people real choices.

I atilt not one that thinks that the city is all bad. To the contrary,
there are many parts of thecity that are very beautiful and worthwhile.

But I do believe there is some evidence that indicates that there are
optimum populations, population sizes.

637582-71pt. 2 14
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When you crowdas somebody pointed out there not long ago
that if the other four boroughs of New York City had the same density
population as Harlem all 200 million Americans could be put in thok
other four boroughs. You cannot live a happy, constructive life. with
that kind of population density

I think it is pretty well known that no matter how much welfare
Noll.put in, it does not necessarily lead to happinessI mean, even to
health, even to jobs.

Your point No. 9 is that there is considerable evidence that most
urban, pla&s, of less than 30,000 population that are not close to other
large cities are going to continue to stagnate or decline in population.
What. evidence do you have? I have read recent remarts that these sized
cities are the ones that are growing.

Mr. LEWIS. Less than 50?
Sehator HUMPHREY. Considerable evidence
Mr. LEWIS. I think rapi&,growth is--
,Senator HumornEy (continuing). Of less -than 50.000 population,

yes. Let us take a ciry of 25,000. Do you think it has stagnated ?,"Do
you think Saint CloudMimi., has stagnated, Mankota,P-Minn La-
Crosse, Wis.?

Mr. LEWIS. Sir, I do not carry the .statistics around with me, but
this is something on which the statistics are not yet available and there
has been a substantial amount of investigation on the conditions under
*Ida cities of different, sizes tend to grow more or less rapidly, that
is on what relationship they beat to other larger urban piaci.

Tice places that. are less : han 50,060 people that are grq inr, rapidly
'are by and large ones within the 'commuting' orbit of other larger
urban places. t

Senator hUMPHREY. I saw \a report in she U.S. News R World
Report where there were certain -economists and demographers that
were advising the Government that their att'ntion should be applied
to cities of 200.000 or over, stating that Federal aids made available
to cities under that were not productive and would not be of much
help. I saw that statement about dying gracefully. That goes over like
a lead balloon. Why should Marshall, Minn., which is a damn sight
better city than most places I have been in, die gracefully or have a
Federal policy that would indicate it should die gracefully ?,Ayhat is
this nonsense about dying gracefully ?

Lewis. I do not know that this policy would fit any particular
city that you would pick out. I am sure that every community has its
own special character and problems. But a lot of these small places I
think have been stagnant for some time, and most of the people in
them know that. The younger people will have left for the city by and
large, the population tends to be aged, and it does tend to be a high
per capita requirement for social services.

Senator HUMPIIRF.Y. What size town are you talking about?
Mr. LEWIS. Well, I am talking about a lot of towns in this size range

Of under 50,000.
Senator IlintrunEy. You just have.not been around. Can I just, be

very frank with you, If they are in trouble then.aikre are policies
that ought to be activated that will get them out of trouble. My good-
ness, are you going to tell meI have been around thiS country a great
deal, some of the most beahtiful communities in America are towns of
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20,000, 25,000, 35,000, 15,000, 10,000, beautiful places where they have
industries. What they need is more.

What I am worried about is not that they are in trouble, a lot of
towns are in trouble, but that they should die gracefully.

Are you advocating Federal policy that would permit them to die
on the vine?

Mr. LEwrs. What I am advocating, Senator, if we focus on the peo-
ple in those places it is not at all;clear to me that we help them best
by trying to make each and every one of those places a booming
metropolis.

Senator Humellimv. No, no, just good living conditions.
Mr. LEWIS. It might very well help them by giving an additional

level of suppbrt over and above what the l*.1 tax base does. For
example, let us say we give welf[tre payments for retired members
of the community. and we help the voimger members of the community
by giving them the skill which ehey can market and obtain higher
wacres elsewhere.

Slenator HumennEr. Af course we Ivant skills, of course we want
training and good welfare benefits and social security. 131.0 are you
telling me that a person, if he gets a marketable skill, that von cannot
have an industry ithin the are.a that can utilize, that skill? Are you

Wtelling me that a Worker in New York is paid what he is paid is better
off than-a worker in Mankato, Minn. ? I just do not believe it.

I guess we have to cast a vote. We, will be hack again shortly.
( At this point in the'hearing a short recess was taken.)
Senator Tinr.r.mox. Mr. Lewis, Chairman Humphrey is detained on

the phone. He asked me to go ahead and continue the hearings until
he returns.

I would like to continue a few questions the chairman has asked

you regarding your statement on page 4 about the .policy of putting
external costs like pollntion and congestion hack on the private parties.

T am curious in your analysis of costs of government and cities as re- a

lated to costs in the rural areas of the smaller towns whether you con-
sider the fact that many of the costs of urban centers, for instance,

here in Washington, are borne by the Federal Treasury.
For instance, we are building here now, as you know, a mass transit

system, some 90 miles, that.is going to cost about $2 billion. The cost
of this has been borne by the Federal Treasury.

Do von consider those kinds of matters when we are comparing

cots of services between smaller cities and the urban centers?
Mr. LEWIS. Well, I think the costs of something like transportation,

unless you can show that it generates social benefits, is something that
society at large will have to pay for.

Senator 13n1;r,moN. You say society atlarge will pay for?
Mr, LEWIS. I say unless you can show that a system like a subway

generates some diverse benefit, unless that is the case, I think the costs
of transportation ought to be borne ultimately by the people using it.
This would be a consistent policy. If we have to have a subway to get
a round the city, that is the cost of congestion; and that ought to be paid
for by subway users.

Senator 13ELt.mox. You would recommend Congress not appropri-
ate money for these mass transit systems?

Mr. LEWIS. I think one can make a distinction between repayable
advances and outright permanent subsidies. That is, it is very hard for
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any one locality tc accumulate the capital 'necessary for large social
investments. I on not think our capital markets are that perfect. I
could see a case for a Treasury loan to get the-thing started, but I do
think those costs ought ultimately to be paid by the people using the
system. Otherwise, you would have a national policy of encouraging
people to move to the city, and hiding some of the costs of that move
from them..I would be as opposed to that as .1 would the opposite of
not encouraging them to move.

Senator BELLMON. But fot many years it has been the national policy
to furnish Federal support for mass transit systems and urban wel-
fare programs and for urban airports and many other facilities that
you are saying now should be borne by the local citizens ; have webeen wrong?

Mr. LEWIS. To some extent. In the case of urban mass transit, the
Federal Government is only redeeming the mistakes it generated adecade or two ago when it decided particularly through its housing
programs and its highway programs to encourage people to move tothe suburbs. In that way, it managed to mess up the economiclife of
these large cities to a very large extent. A lot of whaj_w-e call urban
problems arebut by no means all of them consequences of Fede'ral
Governmea intervention into the economic Configuration of these ur-ban areas a decade or two ago.

Senator BELLMO>1. You mean to say if we had not had some of the
Federal housing programs and urban renewal that we would not have
suburbs ?

Mr. LEWIS. I think we would not be having this unplanned, sprawl-
ing, enormous suburban configuration that surrounds large cities, yes,sir.

Senator BELLMON. Are we in the process of spending vast sums ofFederal money to preserve a living system or living pattern that in
yoUr judgment is not viable? Should we not build a mass transit sys-
tem that makes it possible for the movement of people to the suburbsto continue?

Mr. LEWIS. Well, it is not clear to me that the effect of an urbanmass transit system would be to encourage suburbanization. The effectmight be to slow down the rate of suburbanization or at least suburban
sprawlthe automobile kind of suburban sprawl that we have now.It might very well change the pattern of urban growth from sprawl-ing in all directions to sprawling in certain transportation corridors,if you will.

Senator BELLMON. It strikes me there is a feature we are overlook-ing, and that is that there should be some thought given, and perhapsthe Federal Government should take some responsibility for helpingindividuals to live in an environment that contributes to their maxi-mum production capacity. In other words, this idea of having thepeople working in Manhattan and live in Connecticut and New Jerseyand spend an hour and a half each way on a mass transit conveyanceto me is questionable, with modern communications and the transpor-tation facilities we have.
I am not sure that many of those jobs could not be performed insome of the small communities you have just said ought to be allowedto die gracefully.
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Mr. LEWIS. I think a great many firms importing that work would
agree with you. As you laiow, they are leaving Manhattan for the
countryside and many other places.

One of the things that has happened very noticeably in the last
decade is the movement very far away from the large eastern cities
of the home offices of many companies. American Express has its na-
tional Office in phoenix, Ariz. A number of the publishing companies
have moved to places like Boulder, Colo. So a lot of the movement
of the kind that you seem to be recommending is already taking place,
and I do not mini my remarks to be misinterpreted here.

I am not for or against one or anot.her kind of place. What I am
saying is that we ought to concern ourselves with people rather than
places, and if we do that then the places will look out for themselves.
it takes time, for these adjustments to take place.

I do think that people making location changes, so long as we are
not hiding some of the costs and benefits of the move from them, are
better able to bring us to a socially optimum pattern than by plaster-
ing a map on the wall and as a matter of government policy saying
wouldn't it be nicer to have this configuration rather thanethat. It is
like planning, a national economy ; it is something that, is infinitely
complex and I think it defies the ability of planners and economists
to jvast draw an optimum.

In the case of the national economy, we have decided as far as pos-
sible to let the private decisionmakers respond to the costs and bene-
fits and see what gets produced.

Senator BELLmoN. Mr. Chairman, that
Senator HUMPH Y. I am going to thank the witness. We are going

to recess the hearing, The next witness has accomodated us.
We will meet in room 324, Old"Senate Office Building, that is the

Committee on Agriculture and Xorestry, its regular room. It is a
little closer to'the Senate floor an& it will save us a little time.

We will see you there at 2 o'clock.
Thank you very much. Thank you.
(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m. the subcommittee recessed. to recon-

vene at 2 p.m. on the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator BELLMON. The chairman has been detained and has asked
that I go ahead and convene the hearing.

We will call our `first witness, Mr. Herbert J. Bingham, executive
secretary of the Tennessee Municipal League for the National League
of Cities and the U.S. Conference of Mayors.

STATEMENT OF HERBERT J, BINGHAM, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
TENNESSEE MUNICIPAL LEAGUE, NASHVILLE, TENN.,. REPRE-
SENTING THE NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES AND THE U.S. CON-
FERENCE OF MAYORS

Mr. Bzwomat. Mr. Chairman, I am privileged to testify on behalf
of the National League of Cities and the U.S. Conference of Mayors.
They present a united front in behalf of the development of national
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growth policy because their members consist of municipalities in 40
States ranging from villages to the larger cities. One reason for this
solidarity arises from the vision our leaders in municipal governments
have as to what our Nation will be like in 30 years from now if
another 100 ruillion more Americans flood the metropolis, while rural
smalltown America reveres to an abandoned wasteland.

Our image of the future is certainly not improved by the prospect
of locating this groiving horde of urbanites in the same type of

!sprawling no man's land of unplanned and poorly served new urban
development which for 25 years has been spreading out across the
hinterlands of urban centers of every size.

The league and the conference ,are encouraged that this new sub-
committee, under its chairman's energetic leadership, is pressing for-
ward to implement title IX of the Agriculture Act of 1970. As the old
urban cities falter, and they are faltering, there is an imperative and
widely accepted need to formulate new programs and improve old ones
to insure maximum development of our rural areas.

At is annual meeting earlier this week, the Conference of Mayors
resolved that the domestic Affairs Council and the President should
demonstrate a grAter sense of urgency in fulfilling title VII of the
Housing and Urban Development Act of 1970 mandating that they
recommend to Congress a national urban gtowth policy.

Also, the mayors suggest that Congress refrain from enacting piece-
meal legislation affecting elements of national growth polity until the
administration's report is submitted.

The urbanization of nomnetropolitan areas has for some 15 years
been a recognized aspect of rural development attracting major atten-
tion and resources of the:National Government, even the Department
of Agriculture.

Political realities recommend that the Congress and State legislative
bodies give unified Consideration wherever possible,to all of the four
major segments involved in khe urbanization processthe metropoli-

'tan central city, the iluiltup silburban community of today. these corn-
fields and wooden hillsides that will soon be the suburbs of tomorrow,
and the small urban center of various sizes- in so-called rural areas of
our Nation. This is why a fragmented approach in the Congress alarms
all who hope for truly significant Federal urbanization programs.

This is why our, two organizations of municipal officers view with
deep concern the splitting of so-Celled special revenue sharing for
urban programs into a special urban develOpThent fund for standard
metropolitan statistical areas with priority for cities above 5V00 and
a separate rural development fund and program for municipal and
county governments in nonmetropolitan areas.

Why not one fund for areas of all sizes? Ts it not better to continue
an urban renewal, open space or a water and sewer program for urban
communities of all sizes everywhere? ,The so-called general revenue
sharing advocated by the National Teague of Cities and ther.ST Con-
ference of Mayors would provide a share of these additional Federal
moneys for urban communities of all sizes in both metropolitan and
rural areas.

Is it not sound political and- legislative strategy and just good
publie administration to limit seriarate and specialized programs to
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deal with specialized conditions ? Anyone can understand for example,
why New York City 'feeds more funds for law enforc.ement when its
per capita cost of policing is 10 times that of even the largest cities,-
of my own State. It is understandable, on the other side, 'Illy rural
areas really need the type of additional Federal grants and loans pro- .
vided by EDA for industrial parks and basic water, sewer and trans-
portation facilities to serve industry.

The realities of public finance are that the older urban areas, es-
pecially the central cities, particularly have extraordinary costs for
social services and physical renewal while newly urbanizing suburbs
and growing rural area urban centers experience enormous costs for
installing and upgrading utilities, schools, transportation, and other
physical facilities to support urbanization.

It is no mystery at all as to what resources and programs mtist he
provided to urbanize. and develop the rural areas of our country, We
must deal with these components: economic and industrial, human and
social welfare, and physical planning, and public facilities.

To maximize industrial and other economic development in small
urban communities requires a set of tools which has been amply treated
and demonstrated by such Federal agencies as EDA, SBA, USDA-
and others. These include services and financial incentives to invest-
ment in production facilities such as tax credits, below market interest
rate loans, the subsidy of public facilities to service industrial and
tourist sites, provision of specialized job training seivices, improving
transportation facilities as in the Appalachian regional program, de-
liberate vocational choices in governmental p.ocnrement and facilities,
technical assistance and services to business and local development
groups, Fedqtal program coordination with State and local effortsto.
mention smOre of the more important ones. The sponsorship of formal
and thorough economic devel rnent planning in localized areas, as in
the EDA program, introduce scientific knowledge that has materially
strengthened local developme t activities.

Until recently the availability and quality of manpower in rural
areas have been severely reduced by the enormous attraction of large
urban -centers. There is now a favorable rural balance in this inde-
finable longing deep in the human heart. Again, we know how to
provide many of the essentials for an adequate, skilled, and efficient
labor forcetested in nutnerous,Federal, State,' and local programs for
rural communities. Among the more important onus are loan guar-
antees and subsidies for housing, State and Federal efforts to decen-
tralize vocational, technical, and college level educational institutions,
various manpower training programs, greater uniformity and ade-
quacy in public assistance and welft,re, hospital and health services.

In my own State in only 8 years, we have constructed 43 new State-
operated area vocational, technical, and collegiate institutions within
commuting distance of every section. .

Finally, a Federal-municipal partnership in improved public serv-
ices and facilities has been implemented in a great variety of the p-
grams by numerous agencies. This has enabled hiendreds of small
urban centers throughout the country, including more than BO in in,:
own State. to secure federally assisted rural telephone and electric
systems, airports, Hill-Burton hospitals, nursing h'omes. loans and
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grants for various types of critical public facilities including gas.
water, sewage disposal, recreational facilities, communitysenters, and
many others.

Many new scientific systems have been fostered by these Federal
programs. including comprehensive Oka-ling and workable programs.
urban transportation planning for large and small urban centers. eco-
nomic development planning, multicounty regional planning, the de-
velopment center concept of economic planning,. and many fields of
fu onal planning.

Lan use planning and control systems have been fostered, ranging
from oning, subdivision regulations, highway right-of-way reserva-
turn long-range capital budgeting to serve anticipated land. uses,
et cetera.

Now, to a large extent we have really perfected these methods and
techniques and programs. but we need a better delivery system, both
At the Federal level and the local level, and even at the. State level, too.

I will not say too much about delivery system at the Federal
There have been a number of suggestions made. We will have to
improve the receiving capabilities of our local communities. and a
lot can he ddne about this. I think that one.of the new major emphases
of our Federal programs should be to improve community manage-
anent capabilities of all the resources which they have to utilize
Federal, State, local. public. privatein order to maximize their
potential for economic development. We ought to have possibly a
new federally supported management improvement program for small
commimities.-

Senator, on July 1 we introduced in Tennessee on an experimental
basis an intensified management assistance service to 18 small cities
located in rural areas. They have 'entered into a contract with the
Univi.rsity of Tennessee to secure certain management services. These
communities will be -paying for half the costs of an expert city
mant:ger, backed up by a team of expert consultants in about eight
cli tTerent fields, ranging from public finance to general polieymaking.
They are going to have available to the mayor, the city manager, city
council, and department heads the finest municipal management teams
in the country, ones if employed individually would cost in excess of
$150,090 apiece.

Small communities need such assistance to help solve some. insoluble
problems they do not know what to do about. This is the sort. of thing
we really- need in these rural communities across this country.

Senator BELLMON. How has this team been put together? Is this a
federally funded project? -

Mr. BINGHAM. Yes, sir; we are funding about half of it from title
I of the Higher Education Act, 1966, and the rest from State and
municipal funds.

Senator BELLMON. Are these services going to be available to the
communities on some cosr-free basis, or do they pay for services?

MI% BINGHAM. They will pay half the cost of one management con-
sultant about $15,000 a year. It will cost aoout $30,000 a year to finance
this one man tend -give him the necessary backup, including travel,
clerical personiel, and so forth.
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I would be glad to send a copy of our gntract with these 16 cities.
Abort eight or' nine cities have already sided the contract. I feel that .

we can just pour all the resources and money in the world down on
these small conimunities, but if they do not know how to use it, what
has it accomplished?

Senator BEIJ.MON. Could you send a copy of this contract so we can
have it inpaur files?

Mr. BINGHAM. I will be glad to.
Of course, we are talking about better concepts, better organization-

for the categorical aid programs, Nvhich has been discussed with grow-
ing interest in the Congress for the last 4 or 5 years. We are talking
about intensification of these various programs. Certainly one objec-
tive, the intensification and improvement of these existing functional
categorical aid programs, should be pursued by the Congress and by
the Chief Executive.

The Ptesident's special-revenue proposals confront urban leaders
with a dilemma. They have long urged general 'reduction of the cate-
goricaraid approach by consolidation of the functional programs into
broad block grants to be used in accordance with local plans and priori-
ties. Specifically, the President's so-called special, revenue-sha ring plan
for rural development, provides $1,100 million, including $179 million
of new money, for municipal and county governments outside of stand-
ard metropolitan statistical areas. It can be used for virtually any
community development program or facility, without matching
requirements.

As far as these small cities are concerned, they are to lose the pro -
grains eliminated by the urban development proposal urban renewal
model cities, and pthersas*well as those to be dropped by the rural
fund, such as rural water and sewer funds, EDA public facility grants,
and loans, the Appalachian Regional Commission aid, and others.

Let us consider some fur.ther. features. All of these funds go to
the Governors, to be allocated to various local governments and pur-
poses in accordance with the Governor's decision, under a very loose
and general statewide development plan prepared with the advice of
representatives of regional development planning districts. As a mat-
ter of policy, the National League of Cities*"opposes.outright pro-
gramatic block grants to State_ s which turn city program discretion
over to certain State response."

Consider also whether the separation of Executive and legislative
powers in the States is nbt compromised when a Governor gams con-
trol of large sums to be spent without the authority of the legislative
branch and a balancing of interests that grows out of pressures and
compromises of the legislative process.

By contrast, the so-called urban development special revenue-shar-
ing proposal of the President, provides for allocation of moneys
among cities above 50,000 in accordance with a formula set forth in
an act of Congress.

Why such a radical difference ? Is a city of 49.000 materially differ-
* ent from one of 51,000?

Another matter of greatest concern is whether the Governor will
have the technological and administrative capability and political
detachment to respond to tirban needs and the enormous responsibiti-
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ties of allocating lin funds among com Ling uses and jurisdic-
tions. Are we to have a categorical aid bur ucracy developed at the
State level replacing that along the Po

In Tennessee, towns an Sties receive some,. $160 million annually
of State shared ttixos an antsevery penny of which is allocated
in accordance with a fo a prescribed by legislative act. The Gov-
ernor eyrcises no control. I want to say he does exercise an enormous
influence of what goes into these laws. but we tried there to find how
these moneys can be best used and have either made block grants under
a formula or shared taxes under a formula set forth by legislative act.

Now, in a completely different field I would 'like to suggest that
possibly the greatest contribution this subcommittee could make both
to rural and urban America would be the development and installa-
tion of a sound system or process for new urbanization. The annual
quota of 3 million "more Americans" will never find homes in glamor-
ous new towtis. They will never be built without revolutionary changes
in public and private developmental policies.

Most of these enormous surges in people have in the past and will
in the future be hired by quick land developers into the cottonfields
of the South. the cornfields of the Midwest, the wooded hills of the
East. and the orane-e groves of the Went. It is in these vacant terri-
tories around' our cities and towns that new urbanization Occurs and
it happens in rural governmental jurisdictions governed by the tra-
ditional county government. In these rural areas, the biggest crop "f
fanner, and the Department of Agriculture is new cities. It starts
along the rural roads and the rural water lines when a fanner con-
tiuues to grow a field of corn down by'the creek and plants a field of
houses up along the road.

A typical example is the 14 county metropolitan regions encompass-
ing at its center the consolidated metropolitan government of Nash-
ville and Davidson County and 13 neighboring rural counties. A few
days ago. the council of governments for this region held a 3-day con-
ference on new towns and new urbanization with representatives of
the metropolitan center and some 20 municipal governments in the
:1,000 to 40.000 population range located within a radius of 50 miles.

It was found that the decade of the 1960's brought rapid urbaniza-
tion in the outlying rziral counties with population gains as much as

times greater., than the metropolitan center in spite of its superior
foi in of government and ample vacant land for new development.

For example, Senator, we are talking, about Oklahoma City with a
jurisdiction of 535 square miles, over 85 percent of which is vacant
yet it could not grow.

Senator BELL1rox. Let me get it straight. They were actually- leaving
the city limits of Nashville ?

IllsonAm. They are going out ibito eight surrounding rural
counties.

Senator IIELLmoN. Even when there is still plenty of space in the
comity?

Mr. BtNottAm. Yes:
Senator BELLMON. Why were they leaving?
Mr. BIliGTIA31..Cutrate competition. We got over 2,500 miles of

rural waterlines mainly built by the Department of Agriculture and
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1)V I II '1). There are no urban development standards, so
a lonL. a runt) road and rural waterline they build houses. They can
save '2,14)11 to :::;5.ito0 ;1 house by avoiding putting in sewers and water-
line- and adequate st Teets and stain drainage and sidewalks and curb-

trutter and the other -requirements for standard -urban develop-
ment, the kind «hicli every villaLre ;ltd eVelySlty of trils kind imposes
iipon new development, upon the corporate Nundaries of the city
t ;,r..11211 « hal are called subdivision regulations. There are no stand-
ard- in the rural 1111C0EpOrated 1111.1111Cipa I boundaries. So

have cut rate development.
Neil I ler a re t he 2( I ler ourlvin_citiesthat I tnent ioned; oTowing.

The growth is coming in between.
Now. t here is no requirement for llanning. There are no land use

ontrols. There are no '411)(livizior, renlations. There are not any
elopmni standards at all, and there are no urban type facilities.

'Hie only thing is a top waterline, just enougk to get tap water. You
cannot tight fires with it. You have got septic ta- iks instead of sewers
and Sc) On.

Senator 131.1.1.:sioN. You have REA ?
Mr. lit so IIAM. Yes, we have electric t is an urbanizedeplea, but

not the urban possibilities.
Semitor /1 , olice protection?
Mr. 131.-miam. Usually rprisingly one o-f the had develop-

ments or things that. o -s that you do not plan for are major thor-
oughfares in this of development. For example, you need a four-
lane highw on have to bulldoze down a development on a 6ountry

get a highway. Maybe it will cost i;,l million a mile when
von (.0111(1 have both that extra field over there for a small rack of
money.

Moreover. development is not occurring in the. '20 outlying small
cit ies. Rather, virtually all of the population growth and much of the
industrial and commercial expansion is happening along the estimated

I miles of rural water lines in the countygoverned territoryfall-
imz between the metropolitan city and the small suburban cities. This
development was without planning, without land use controls. without
subdivision regulations. with9ut any developmental standards, and
without urban-type public -ft(--t

Six years ago. the National League of Cities and the National Asso-
cia.t ion of.Catmties joined in an intensive study of substandard urban-
iZatkon in similar territories all across the country. The NLC & NAC
t he'll promulgated a joint policy statement recommending that the Fed-
eral Government sand. where they will, State governments impose
standards for new urban development in rural as well as municipal

rolls if any Federal funds and programs are to provide facilities en-
couraging and supporting urbanization.

The general concept, spelled out in detail in the joint statement, is
to impose the same type of workable program for community develop-
ment upon these urbanizing rural territories as the Federal Govern-

, ment has already imposed on other urban areas that happen to be gov-
erned by incorporated municipalities.

Senator BELLMON. Let me interrupt. Let me ask you, are you saying
that you are recommending that in order for a resident of Nashville
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to move out aps1 build along a country road on a rural water line that -you want him to build a sewer and gutter just like he would in the city ?Mr. BINGHAM. Senator, what we are suggesting is we do what com-munities have done in some county areas and some States. Just simplysay that if it is urban \type development, it must meet these standardsand requirements. The situation would begin to take care of itself. Inthe metropolitan region, between those outlying communities, wherethere are sewers and waterlines, new towns should nor, locate in be-tween. That area should stay agricultural. If somebody wants to go out,as sometimes happens, end foster a development where they are will-ing to put in these adequate public facilities they can do that. Other-wise the development standards will force them to locate where theserequired facilities are available.
Senator BELLMON. You may proceed.
Mr. BINGHAM. Senator, I am .really .finisherliere. 1111'me.-14d' of

hopped up my testimony. I better let you go.
Senator BELLMON. We will get it in the record the way you wouldlike to have it.
Mr. BINGHAM. All right.
Failure to achieve competent physical and social planning and in-stallation of public facilities, and constructive patterns of land useproduces wasteful and destructive results in building a new city of100 million population every_ 35 years. It has been found that sub-

standard urban development, upon reaching the maturity in congestion
and eventual deterioration will cost three to five times as much as prop-
erly planned, regulated, and served development from the beginning.

The polic7 adopted by the National League of Cities and U.S. Con-
ference of Mayors contain numerous wise and helpful recommenda-
tions for improving the intergovernmental programs of Federal, State
and local governments. Everything governments have done heretofore
has not been wrong nor has it been so right that constant improvement
to meet intensifying difficulties in urban and ruri life should not com-
mand the most urgent attention of this subcom tee and the.Congress.

Senator BELLMON. Let me ask a couple of questions here. You men-
tioned in your testimony that several years ago there was a movement
on the part of USDA to become s4 department of rural community
affair:.

Mr. BirtonAm. Yes.
Senator BELLMON. Do you know why this movement did not succeed ?
Mr. BINGHAM. Well, I think it did succeed some. USDA now has

control of rural water and sewer facilities and rural community plc n-
ning and development. In fact, USDA pretty well became the Depart-
ment of Urban Affairs for communities under 5.500 population, par-
ticularly through rural home mortgage financing.

Senator BELIN.T01.1 do work with some of the USDA agencies, I
imagine ?

Mr. BINGHAM. Yes.
Senator BELLMON. It strikes me an association of these different pro-

grams that none of them concern themselves with the total concept of
rural development. You have the Farmers Home Administration mak-
ing water loans and sewer loans and housing loans and operating
loans, and then we have the other agencies, the Extension Service, that .
the theory promotes dissemination of information to farmerlp But
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there is not any agency I know about at the present time that really
has taken on the responsibility for total concept of rural development.
Am I right or not ?

Mr. Bixoxam. That is certainly true. We have got a lot of agencies
and I mentioned some. We think. some others have a role to play.
Other departments have programs that go into rural areas.

What we have always thought in the National League. of Cities
and U.S. Conference of Mayors is that there should be agencies and
programs dealing with urban problems, small urban as well as large
urban.

Senator BELLMON. It seems to me you have come close to this with
this management assistance service you are talking about.

Mr. BINGHAM. That tries to strengthen the other end. You have
got to have it right at both ends; that is, the aditinistration of these
programs at the local and national level should be somewhat more
unified.

They should Lave capabilities of putting all of these resources to-
getherno matter where they come fromto see tlic community's
objective and to take care of the community's needs.

Senator BELLMON. I assumed when you brought up the Management
assistance service you might give us a little more information about
how exactly it is structured and how it is financed and how it is staffed.
But you do not have that in your statement. Would it be too much of
an imposition to ask you to furnish that to the committee ?

Mr. BINGHAM. I will be pleased to do that.
Senator BELLMON. We will' have to recess probably for 10 minutes

-until the chairman or I get back. I have to go to vote.
(At this point in the hearing a short recess was taken.)
Sem.tor HUMPHREY. Mr. James Simpson. chairman of the Charles

County Board of Commissioners, LaPlata, Md.. is our next witness.
Mr. Simpson. proceed, and accept our apologies for having not been

able to get you on the program according to schedule.

STATEMENT OF JAMES SIMPSON, CHAIRMAN, CHARLES COUNTY

BOARD OF COMMISSIO/gRS, LA PLATA, MD., ALSO REPRESENTING
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES

Mr. Sim ',sox. M r. Chit rman and members of the committee. my
name is James Simpson. I am here today in my capacity as the cilair-
wan of the Board of Commissioners of Charles County, Md., and
as a representative of the Nat ional Association of Counties. With me
today are Larry E. Naake and l'egry Sealey. legislative assistants
for the National _1ssociat ion of CountieS. We will be Available for
questions after my formal statement.

It is indeed a pleasure to appear before your subcommittee which
in itself: represents a recogit ion by the Congress of the United States
of the need to plan for the future of our rural communities. I would
like to commend you gentlemen and your congressional colleagues
for your leadership concerning the rural, as well as urban, develop-
ment and growth of our Nat ion.

As a county commissioner in a rural' area, I. am of course primarily
interested in the actions of Congress as they relate to rural devel6p-
!neut. But I must also he c.onel about urban problems and urban

9
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needs, since I know that they directly relate to the problems of rural
America. We in Charles County, Md., have seen this interrelationship,
with the spillover of the Washington, DP., population into the
northern parts of our county.

Even with this, intrusion of urban life, ('hale, County is stillprimarily a rural area, dependent upon the tobacco and seafood
industries for its living. But must sadly admit that these industries,
especially tobacco farming, have declined in recent years. Thus,Charles 'County, like so many other rural areas around the United
States, is facing, at least to some degree, the problems of rural decay
rural unemployment, migration of the farm topuho ion to the cities,
lack of alternative industries.

Today, I would like to discuss with you sonic of the problems ofCharles County as they relate to the questions before your subcom-
mittee dealing with a balanced national growth policy, the need tot' anational rural development program, and the administration's pro-posal for mural community development special revenue sharing.

BA LA NCED G BOW 'I' I I

The National Association of Counties, in its "American county
platform," has strongly supported the concept of a balanced national
growth policy. Our policy is a recognition of the interrelated problems
of rural and urban growth. The major'problem as you gentlemen arewell a ware, 1,4, t wofold. On one hand there is an exodus of low income
and unempfoyed agricultural. workers to our central cities. These
agricultural Nvo rksrs, who now comprise only about i5 percent of ourN'ation's total population, have left and are ivaving the farms seeking;jobs in the central cities, having been displaced by technological ad-
vances in agricult are, mining, and timbering. On the other' hand,
there is a corresponding migration of middle class and lower middle
class citizens from the centi:1 cities to the suburbs, including sub-
divisions, so-called planned unit developments, and new towns. They
are fleeing the horrors of the central city for the amenities of sub-um ban ant .:country living."

The problems of the central cities are tremendous. They have been
well documented and we in rural America are conscious of their
severity.

But, we must also be conscious of the problems that have resulted
from the migration to suburbs and to rural communities surrounding
urban areas. These communities for the most part, become "county
communities." We are willing to face these problems, but we need your
help and we need vour cooperation.

The problems that I refer to are not the problems of an isolated rural
community, but rather the problems of an area like Charles County
which is in transition. The western and southern areas of our countyare still very rural and will remain so for some time to come. But the
northern portion of the county is rapidly becoming urbanized. -Withrespect to a balanced growth pattern, this is were we most need the
coopdrat ion among all levels of government. Former Secretar yof Agri-
culture,'Orville L. Freeman, who testified before your subcommittee
on April 29, 1971, stated our position quite well when he said:
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We need a national growth and settlement policy covering the geographic
distribution of economic opportunity, jobs, and people. That policy must be
guided and facilitated at the federal level and flow to the states, counties, cities
and smaller communities, not as a flood to inundate them, but as a stream on
which they can float constructive remedies and man their own oars to help reach
the national goals. .

But, to date. Federal policy does not always have this result. There
is not always the cooperation and coordination that is need to provide
either a balanced growth or a revitalization of our rural areas.

Let me cite an example of what I consider to be misguided and un-
coordinated Federal policy in my own Charles County.

My example relates to a new community some 25 miles southeast of
Washington, D.C., which has been named St. Charles Communities.
It is primarily being financed by a $24 million guaranteed loan by the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. It is the second
new community loan in the United States that :las been guaranteed
by IIUD. The developer of the new town or new community is the
Interstate Land Development Co.. which is headquartered in Puerto
Rico. To date, the developer has sold $18 million in bonds, and has
constructed some L200 family units.

Prior to the guaranteed loan by HUD. the development, which was
merely a subdivision. had changed hands some four or five times. With
the entrance of HUD into the development. it then became a new
community approach. They eventually plan to construct some 24,000
dwelling units, housing a population of 75.000 by the year 1990..

We in Charles County cannot argue with the concept of new com-
munities which are needed for a balanced growth pattern. But we do
have two very major complaints about the way this particular project
was handled.

First, the county had little or no contact with IIUD prior to the
accouncement of the guaranteed $24 million loan. As a matter of fact,
my fellow board members and I read about the guaranteed loan in the
Evening Star. HUD had not informed us that they were going to take
such action.

Even more importantly, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development did not consult county officials to see if the new com-
munity was consistent with our general plan and our zonine. regula-
tions. They did state in their news release that-it was consistent with
the State of Maryland and our 'Fri-County Council existing land use
plans. But I understand that they did not receive the approval of
either of these. bodies. The point is that this community now exists in
Charles County, whether or not we want it and without our consent
,Ir consultation. This approach certainly does not bespeak of the coop-
eration and coordination that your subcommittee is seeking.

Seendlyo.we in Charles County are, faced now with a rapidly pro-

7
jetted growth in population with the fiscal means to meet this growth.
As I said, the developers and -FWD anticipates an influx 'of some
75,000 people into St. Charles Communities over the next 20 years.
This community lies between two small towns in our CountyLaPlata,
the county seat, with a population of about 1,500, and Waldorf with a
population of a little over 1,000. The total population of our county,
according to the 1970 estimated census data was estimated at 46,376.

,
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Thus, the community of St. Charles will mean a minimum population
increase of some 260 Aereent over the next 20 years.

This increase, of course, means a tremendous strain on the'services
that Charles County must provide to our new citizens. It means a
rapid increase in the provision of schools and educational services,
police services, fire protection, Sanitation services, and the many,
many, other services that accompany new communities. Right now,
with the 1,200 families, or 6,:100 persons, in the community, St. Charles
is still a bedroom community with citizens commuting to Washing-
ton, D.C:, for employment.

In addition to providing basic services, we are facing a problem of
a transplanted population from the innercity to a "country-type liv-
ing" environment: These people are used to and expect a high level
of urban services. Even now they are putting demands onktlie county
that other citizens within our boundaries have been anticipating for
many, many years.

This new influx of people and related demands for services are all
being thrust upon Charles County. without the corresponding industry
or employment to, go with it. Even though there are projections within
the next 20 years for industrial development, this economic growth
has not taken place and will certainly not do so in the very near
future.

In the meantime, we must provide new services on a very limited tax
base. We have the fifth highest tax rate in the State of Maryland but
we are only 13 in size, primarily because our tax base consists of de-
clining-value agricultural lands and residential property. W:_. have no
industrial tax base. We just can't afford the rapid population increase
that we are facing.

IIUD, in short, has merely sent us more people with all the economic
and social problems that accompany large, and rapid population
growth, but have not provided us with new-industry or new jobs. We,
in Charles County, believe that this is grossly unfair and believe that
'the Federal Crovrninent has an obligation to assist us when they make
a decision without our approval, that places such stress on our com-
munity. Abalaneed growth policy should mean not just bal,iilced pop-
ulation growth, but also balanced -conomic and social growth.

RURAL. 1)..,:vm.opmExT

The challenge before your subcommittee to evolve a meaningful
rural development program is a great one. I certainly do not have all
of the answers. But your subcommittee, your staff, and other experts
should investigate some of the excellent suggestions that have been
made by other witnesses appearing before you. Such suggestions in-
elude : the der lopment of a national land-use policy, which TACO
supports! the mandating of better coordination and planning among
Federal. State, and local governments; the placement of Federal Gov-
erment offices and facilities in rural area: and in new towns like. St.
Charles communities; tax and other incen lye programs to encourage
small industries to expand into underpopul .ted areas; and Federal in-
centives to encourage farmers to continue* produces on smaller milts.
rather than large-scale corporation farmi These are some of the
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suggestions that have been advanced that are certainly worthy of your
investigation.

But one program that NACO does not feel would assist the cause of

rural development is the administration's proposal for a rural com-
munity development special revenue-sharing program. Our NACO

board of directors, upon recommendation of our county planning and
development steering committee, adopted the policy on April 4, 1971.
that NACO would not support the rural community development spe-

cial revenue-sharing proposal. unless the 'program were amendett-to

require a mandatory pass-through to counties of at least thq same
amount of money that they are presently receiving under the 11 exist -

iug programs that would he consolidated.
11"e believe that some form of grant consolidation of rural Federal

air programs would be desirable. It would help to streamline the ad-
ministrative and the deliVery of both funds-End services. However, we
also believe that any great consolidation proposal must -ecognize the

needs of those citizens receiving county services, and ne ,Induly dis-
criminate against those programs and services now being provided by

countes.
The NACO board of directors and steering committee felt that the

administration's rural grant consolidation proposal would discrimi-
nate for two reasons :

1. The program provides that funds would go directly to the States
for distribution as they see tit. This would mean an end to the direct
flow of funds to county governments under both the Cooperative Agri-
cultural Extension Service and the Farmer's Home Administration's
rural water and waste disposal facilities program. There is no guaran-
tee that the States would contimte to maintain the programs that have
already been started in our rural areas. Our 1,500 or more county agri-
cultural commissioners are violently against the program that would
cut the flow of extension service funds for their programs. Counties
in rural communities also strongly oppose the abolition of the rural
water and wask disposal program. The end of this program could
mean that the many water and waste treatment facilities that we need
in Charles County would not be assisted through Federal funds. In
addition, over two-thirds of the water and sewer projects have been
financed in combination with other FHA grants and loans. The special
revenue-sharing approach would fragment the funds sources and
would be disruptive of projects. We are further concerned that such
programs as the economic development administration, the rural en-
vironmental assistance program, and the resource conservation and
dt .relopment program would be ended.

2. Our second concern is that the $179 million that has been added
under the special revenue-sharing program is really not "new money"
at all, since the base for the increase is the 1971 fiscal year. Presum-
ably, the Federal funding level for the 11 existing programs would
have been raisea in fiscal year 1972, even if this special revenue-
sharing program had not been proposed. In addition, as your subcom-
mittee well Imows, some of the existing 11 programs have already
been cut. For example, your Congress authorized $100 million last
year for the FHA rural water and waste disposal facilities grant

63- 7;82-71-pt.
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program. The Office of Management and Budget, however, has frozen
some $56 million of that amount.

In summary, we do not oppose the concept of grant consolidation.
However, we do oppose the proposed destruction of the fine relation-
ship between counties and rural communities and the Federal Gov-
ernment. We would certainly support reduction or discontinuation of
State and locarmatching requirements in the various rural grants-in-
aid programs. In addition, we would prefer to see funds continue to
flow to the counties, but in a block grant form to be used as local needs
dictate.

I would again like to thank you for providing counties with this
opportunity to testify before your subcommittee. We cominend you,
Senator Humphrey, and the members of this subcommittee for your
concern and fine effcrts in behalf of rural America.

That ends my statement, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you very much.
Senator HUMPHREY. May I ask, is this article, "Government at the

County Level"that is not yours, I just wondered whether that was
part of your testimony.

I think that what we will do is include that as a part of the record.
I have an article here describing new "U.S.A. Project of National As-
sociation of Counties, Government at the County L 'el Slowly Under-
goes Basic Reform." It is in the magazine known as the Government
Executive. We will include it as part of our record.

(The article is as follows :)

(Article from Government Executive, June 1971]

Govrirs-31ENT AT THE COUNTY LEVEL SLOWLY
UNDERGOES BASIC REFORMS

Maybe Henry Gilbertson was unfairly used by the critics of local government.
Certainly, many defenders of the country form of government have winced at
critics' indictments of the county allegedly based on some of the more devastat-
ing passages in Gilbertson's book, The County, the Dark Continent of AmericanPontiac

The word was put forth that Gilbertson, one of the most fatuous of govern-
mental reformers, was primarily a hatchetman dedicated to portraying county
governments as archaic, inefficient and worsethat he was Just plain anti-county
government, a negative rather than positive force.

No so, far from it, in fact, in the view of Alastair McArthur, deputy executivedirector of the National Association of Counties.
"Many writers on local government, eager to use 9ilhertson's phrase. 'Dark

Continent.' to characterize county governments as archaic, inefficient, and notwell known to the public, conveniently forgotor purposely omitted the atthat be was not trying to abolish county government but rather trying to refcirm
it," McArthur said recently. "He was a staunch advocate of county home rule and
favored permitting counties to adopt special home rule charters."

To NACO oMcials and many other county-watchers and urbanologists who be--- lieve the revitalization of county government may he the answer to many of the
Nation's governmental ills, a "bright new.day" is coming for county government.

Writing in Public Management, published by the International City-'Manage-
ment Association, this Spring, Bernard F. Hillenbrand, NACO's executive direc-tor. noted : "At long last, county government has emerged as a full-fledged part-
ner in America's governmerit structure. Once the invisible dark continent in the
Ameriean Federal system, the county is now a highly visible and, in most in-stances, a very capable partner,"

While erities continue to raise questions about how fast the reform movement
is proceeding and just bow capable many counties are in meeting public needs,
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there is general agreement that interesting things are happening these days its
many of the Nation's 3,049 counties.

More than 70 counties have active reorganization study commissions operating
and 18 are drafting home rule charters. During the past five years, 16 counties
have 'adopted the elected executive form of government and 44 counties with a
Vital of nearly 20 million residents now have elected executives, and several hun-
dred comities have either elected executives or appointed administrators. More
than 50 counties now have home rule chatters.

Late in 1969, NA('O, using a Ford Founnation grant, got its New County,
USA" program under way.

Focal point of NACO's national center for modernizing county government is
a situation room" in Washington, D.C., designed to maintain up-to-the-minute

/ surveillance on nationwide developments in home rule legislation, constitutional
revision, charters and other aspects of county government reform. The center is
in the process of building a continuing dialogue exchange with numerous groups
traditionally concerned with strengthening governmental authorities and re-
sponsiveness at the sub - Federal levels.

These include. among others: the U.S. Chamber, of 011111111'1', the U.S. Con-
ference of Mayors, the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. the

, Internat.ontil CO' 3intiagers Association. the National League of Cities. the
League of Women Voters, the Urban Coalition, the National Municipal League,
the l'ublic Administration Set-Vice anti the Committee on Ileopoznic I )eyeloi-nient.

Provisions have been made for roundtaldes. conferences lind instiodes staffed
with experts and geared .10 focus on such pi essing county-level problems as per-
sonnel management. transportation planning. capital budgeting. recreation plan-
ning. bond financing, records nianagement. ,:tato-heat income tax assessing. plir-
chasing training, conservation, public health. aid to the poor anti city, state and
Federal relationships with counties.

"New County, U.S.A." enVisions, among other functions, a clearing house-
hopefully computerize': in the futureto pertinent information on state con-
stitutional and legislative developments. tax policy. county charter analyses and
comparisons of ti variety of gOvernmental reorganizatto efforts.

As McArthur put it : ''It is our way of poohng and sharing collective experi-
ences on all aspects of county governmenttelling the good and the badwith
the ultimate goal of making things better.

-We have made detailed analyses which indicate that strong currents of re-
organization and reform of votaity government ate beginning to be felt through-
out the Nation ... "

11e said "Counties still perform the traditional functions they still build
roads. keep records and collect taxesbut the point is that they are also doing
much more."

One example: New Jersey's 21 counties perform more than :7.000 functions,
but only 3,000 of these functions have.been mandatedby the state.

"Certainly in this day and age when pollution is on every citizen's mind, the
inability of counties to control pollution limits its ability to become an attrae-
five functional partner iu the governmental process.

"Yet it wasn't until three years ago that the state of Washington passed legis-
lation allowing county government to function in the area o water pollution
control.

it took a major commitment of resources. both political and financial, for the
Washington counties to eventually become involved in pollution control.

"Again. in the area Of environmental concern, the Indiana State Association
of Counties this year is endorsing legislation which will allow its counties for
the first time to function in the area of solidwaste disposal."

Last Fall. NACO's 'New County Center" sponsored an institute on inter-govern-
mental contracting in Los Angeles County. That county's contract services pro-
gram known as the "Lakewood Plan" has pointed up some interesting inter-
governmental possibilities.

Los Angeles County, under an unusual jurisdictional arrangement. provides
services such as police and fire protection, health services, and street maintenance
to many of the county's 77 cities on a contract basis.

"The basic premise of the Program," McArthur said, "is that the city pays the
fall cost of services provided by the county in exchange for which it enjoys the
advantages of specialized skills and expertise." He noted that cities within the
Los Angeles County limits have signed more than 1,600 separate service contracts
with the county.
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NACO also, ims been concerned with the issue of functional consolidation of
governmental services, and has closely followed the plan developed successfully
by Monroe County, New York, and the city of Rochester-under which the two
governments have formed 15 joint departments and city-county agencies to foster
improved governmental services.

The Association, which conducts seminars throughout the country, has found
that there is a growing interest in city-county consolidations out in the boondocks
these days.

"The citizen, McArthur said, "correctly will search for that level of govern-
ment which has the ability and desire to do the job . . to Provide him the
services he needs and is willing to pay for. Why should the county with all of
its natural advantages of regionalism such as a broad tax base, area-wide
jurisdiction, and political accountability be overlooked?"

Counties in the view of experienced observers of intergovernmental affairs
must be given greater authorityeither by charter or :Lough broad statutory
delegation of powerto adopt internal governmental structural changes and
make necessary functional arrangements with other governmental units.

NMI) points out that county government, one of the oldest democratic institu-
tions, has--largely unnoticedundergone the same kind of healthy reformist
ferment that has caused agonizing soul-searching among many other American
institutions in recent years.

Some 240 counties surveyed by NACO were found to be thodernizing their
governmentsand in some cases, the changes in the county bureaucratic structure
have been drastic.

Time was when America's county governments were as alike as peas in a
pod. No more. Counties :41eArly, are evolving into functional governmental units
tailored to the needs of residents of their areas. They are assuming a variety of
administrative forms.

Some 25 states now are considering constitutional changes aimed at modern-
izing archaic coupty government machinery. Legislatures are studying state-
wide county reorganization bills and assigning subcommittees to work on the
restnicturing of county government.

The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, long a potent force
in fostering the federalism concept, has been active along with NACO in pro-
moting county-level reforms.

Development of a Federal system that is a "strong partnership of strong
partners" is the frequently stated aim of an entity known as INTERGOV and
the ACIR, whose chairman is Robert E. Merriman.

"When we seek effective regional answers to urban service problems. we are,
in effect, seeking an effective county government in most cases," he said .

"when we see the helter-skelter consumption of valuable land on the urban
periphery and the ineffectiveness of most land use controls and zoning, we see.
in many instances, a glaring weakness of many minty governments . . when
we strive to reconcile bitter differences between states and many of their larger
municipalities, we strive for an intermediary force that can help arbitrate these
conflictshopefully the counties . . ."

To this end, INTERGOV has developed a county reform legislative package
that is getting serious study at the state level throughout the country,

Among Other provisions, the draft legislation would free county government
from the shackles of uniformity within a given state by allowing for greater
choice among the several predominant governmental forms-'county commis-
sioner, appointive or designated county manager, or elected county executive.

Other provisions concern the need for greater freedoM in the transfer of func-
tions between municipalities and counties, the performance of municipal-type
functions by counties, the need to mesh activities of counties and largely inde-
pendent "special districts," as well as giving comities more flexibility in the in-
terrelated areas of planning, zoningand taxation and providing state leinlershil)
in eneouraging greater professionalism at the local level.

The aim in a nutshell is to 4. ake county government more professional, more
responsive to the citizenry and more accountable than it has been in the past.

The experienced county-watchers concede that regionalization or what could
be termed real metropolitanism may be the way of the future, that as inner -city
and suburbs belatedly recognize that their goals and problems are part of the
same piece of cloth, they will increasingly enter into cocperative functional
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service agreements. And that it is by no meals impossible that a windier of
..existing counties peripheral to cities may at some distam, time in the future
tnergein actuality or for all major functional purposes.

Until that day arrives. however, the thru-4 is toward giving existing counties
the muscle needed to Operate effectivel: as a viable part of a strong federal
y tent.
While it may not be anyarent to tic' avera.ze disinterested (sootily resident,

the American county is,tmt N--hat it used to he. It is changing iu signincmit ways.
So say NA00; the Allit and numerous county officials. What the county even-
tually will become rein:tins to be seen.

Senator Iit.31Cnitliy. The example that you give is a very interest-
ing one On how a Federal grant on the one hand produces the results
in ternt-4 of construction, but violates the standards of county planning
or -even multidistrict planning. That is the point that von were trying
to make, I understand?

Mr. Statesos-. Yes.
Senator Ift-minintx. And your testimony indicates insofar as Fed-

eral offici Is were concerned at the regional level or at the national
level, the e was no consultation with any of the commissioners of the
county l any of the officers of the county; is that correct ?

Mr. Si 'Nos. That is correct.
Senato t7mennEY. Did the developer consult
Mr. Simrs N. The developer did not consult the county %yell, we

have had fo r five developers on that piece of land. The present
developer w o was suctwssful or unsuccessful, I am not sure which, in
obtaining t e guaranteed loan consulted the county but not to the
extent that they are gelting guaranteed loans. They. came 'in
strictly on I a.ir own as a new developer who wanted to develop that
land. Then, ,, lost contact with them for a while, and evidently it
was in the transition period where they were working to get these
III'I) funds.

They were not actually really not in progress of developing any
property at that time.

Senator Ift-mcitarx. Does your county board have any working eon-
Iiicts with lite, Depat-Mont of Agriculture insofar ns rural develop-
ment is concerhed?

Mr. SIMPSON. No.
Senator Ilt3trilnEy. None that you know of ?
Mr. Simpsox. Well, as you can see. with -1-7.010 people in the county

in intergovernment, is probably not the' nyvt sophisticated.
Senator I li-NtrintLY. It represents a typical rural county, does it not.?
Mr. Sin rsoN. What actually gal nerved, we have been forced to do

things in the last year that probably iarmally we would not have done,
and some are for the better and some for the worse. We. have 'had to
re-do our whole zoning ordinance, mainly because of the Saint Charles
program. Everybody is scared to death of it, primarily because we
are not sophisticated enough to handle a project of this size as rapidly
as they want to proceed.

So we did go into-4WD has been very instrumental in getting 'us
to put in a PITD zoning which we did not have for this development.
This development could not move without it.

met with 'HUD some time lati;k in September after haying quite a
time getting an appointment with any officials up there, and they were
very surprised when -"told them we were not too happy about the proj-
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ect. They could not believe it. They said from your county we need a
zoning ordinance that will be able to accept this project. My point to
them was why didn't you do this before you guaranteed this loan, why
wait until after you have made a commitment and then come to us and
say all right now, this is what you are going to haye to do to permit
us to build this development in the county.

Now, the roads coming into Charles County leave a lot to be de-
sired. The education is one thing. Police protection we had a meet-
ing with their citizen's association last week and even though there is
Only 1,200 families living there now with 67,000 people, already they
have experienced the dope problem, the molesting of children and lack
of school space and all of a sudden they want full-time police pro-
tection. Their schools within their development with some of the other
children living in the county have to ride maybe 15 or 20 miles, and
these are the things that I think if HUD is going to guarantee loans
for new communities and basically spoilsor new communities that theSe

'things should be included in the package. They should be for. educa-
tion, health, of course, they make a big to-do over the 20 percent add-

sin grants.
That still is notsufficient, because it takes too long--on June 26' f

last year after the announcement of the new community guarant ed
loan, on June 26 they contacted our Sanitory Commission and sae if
you get to Philadelphia and pick up these applidations and get em
back to us by June 29 there is a possibility of a million dollars in
water and million in sewer grants. That was on a Thursday. These
people- went to Philadelphia on Wednesday, got back Thursday.
worked Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday. flew them up there
Monday. Again it hits the paper, Charles County got $3 million in
water and sewer grants. As of February we had not received a penny.

A water supply was spent. We opposed, they said do not sell them until
yet our approval.

I finally told Mr. Parker in Philadelphia at the regional office that
they could keep this Federal money and the new community, that
they had to zet our water system underway.

Filially. I think it was in February or early March or something,
theY flew them down personally, the approvai., the applications for
approval, to put in our -water system which was critical. However.
we have just let the bids out, so we are going through another summer
with the critical water supply.

Again. if the money is available. if it is going to take as long as it
does to break these funds loose. again we are right in the same ball
park.

Senator ITIT3fPlIRET. Well. of course, if that had all been worked out
in a comprehensive plan. the water and sewerage funds would have
been included in the original design or in the original program. What
actually happened, I gather. is that the water and sewerage funds
came in after the announcement of the loans for the housing, is that
right I

Mr. SrarpsoN. That is correct.
Senator ITPMPTIREY. So you were substantially delayed in being

able to process your bond issue and get your program for the water
suiwly underway I

Mr. SrrsoN. That is right. .14
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Senator HumrintEY. Senator Bellmon ?
Senator BELLMON. Mr. Chairman, I was not present when 11Ir.

Simpson testified anci I clo not have any questions.
Senator HUMPHREY. We want to thank you very, very much. You

are very helpful. We are getting what you call a general oversight
now of some of the program problems that relate to proposals for
rural development and for a better urban-rural balance.

Your comment is both typical and atypical. You are close to a big
city like Washington, so you are in a sense almost like a satellite
community.

Mr. SIMPSON. That is right.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much.
Your name again.
Mr. NAAKE. Larry Naake:
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Col. Martin A. Hagerstrand.
Senator Bellmon, I think we have an Oklahoman here.
Senator-BELLmori. Indeed we do, very prominent.
Senator HUMPHREY. A member of the board of directors of the

National Service to Regional Councils.
I guess you do have a little background here on the regional councils.
Thank you.
Go right ahead, Colonel. We welcome you to the subcommittee.

STATEMENT OF COL. MARTIN A. HAGERSTRAND, MEMBER, BOARD
OF DIRECTORS, NATIONAL SERVICE TO REGIONAL COUNCILS,
MUSKOGEE, OKLA.; AND RICHARD C. HARTMAN, DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL SERVICE TO REGIONAL COUNCILS

Colonel HAGERSTRAND. Thank you. We certainly appreciate the op-
portunity to present our views, because the regional council has a
proposal to present.

We feel. there should be and must be a national growth policy whirl:
encompasses both the rural am:turban areas...,

I will continue with the statement here and folriiw it fairly closely.
Senator HUMPHREY. Please do.
Colonel HAGERSTRAND. Let me begin with some introductory com-

ments about our organization.
The National Service to Regional Councils was, initiated by the

National League of Cities and
Regional

National Association of Counties
in 1967, to assist the rapidly growing number of regional councils in
settingiip and improving their programs and activities.

Regional councils are areawide organizations which involve more
than one local government and encompass a total regional community.
Regional councils exi f- both in densely populated metropolitan areas
and in sparsely populated rural areas. Their prime purpose is to in-
crease communication, cooperating, and coordination among local
governments and to develop policies and programs to meet mutual
problems and challenges. The term "regional council" encompasses

' several different types of organizational structures, the most prom-
inent being councils of governments, economic or local development
districts, and regional planning commissions.
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Close to 600 regional councils have Lien established to deal with
areawide problems. The government bodies of these councils are com-
posed primarily of local government elected officials or their repre-
sentat ives.

The National Service to Regional Councils is a membership associa-
tion of councils throughout the country. Our board is composed of
local government elected officials and other regional council policy
members, as well as representatives from the boards of the National
League of Cities and the. National Association of Counties. A roster
is attached for your review, along with additional information on
regional, councils.

Senator HUMPHREY. We will include that roster along with vow
testimony here and also the other material that you have, the re-
gionalism article we will include.

Colonel HAGERSTRAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The documents are as follows :)

REGIONALISM : ,THE QUIET REVOLUTION

Local government is changing itself in an effort to better meet the needs of
people. Across the nation, cities, counties, towns and school districts that serve
a common area are joining together in a regional effort to solve mutual problems.
In a quiet way, regionalism is a revolution in the structure of our federal system.

One of the most important changes in local government in recent years has been
the growing awareness of the need for cooperative activity. People are no longer
restricted to the boundaries of a single city or county, whether rural, suburban
or urban. The rapid growth and modernization of our nation has brought with it
a highly mobile, highly demanding public which is involved daily with a number
of local governments. Today's citizen rarely works, lives, shops and enjoy his
recreation within a single jurisdiction.

Then too the cost of local government is increasing, requiring that local gov-
ernment officials pool administrative operations for economy and efficiency.

Finally, many problems facing local governments cross jurisdictional boundar-
ies and can be solved only on a broader geographic basis. Such problems include
transportation, economic development, environment. law enforcement, health pro-
tection. and many other activities. Local governments have been forced to find
new solutions to theSe problems. This has resulted in a search for new cooper-
ative mechanisms to more effectively meet the needs of people on a larger and
more coordinated basis.

REGIONAL COUNCILS

The most promising development in our federal system and for local com-
munities. in the search for new mechanisms, is the regional council. Regional
councils are areawide organizations which involve cities, counties, towns and
often school districts within a total community. Their prime purpose is to in-
crease communication, cooperation and coordination among local governments
in planfling and implementing programs to meet mutual challenges and prob-
lems. Each local government has the opportunity for full involvement in the
policy-making and programming of the council.

Regional councils are adrisnry in nature and lack the normal 'governmental
powers of taxation, regulation and direct operation of public facilities. Their pur-
pose is to provide a forum for dialogue and joint decision-maldng within a re-
gional context. Regional councils have no direct power to implement these de-
cisions. They must rely on the elected representatives of member local
governments to see that the decisions become a reality.

BASIC PROGRAMS

Regional councils operate through a planning /decisionmaking process, which
includes essentially data collection. identification of area challenges, review of
means to meet those challenges, adoption of a plan for action, and finally initiat-
ing the implementation of that action.
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A basic regional council program w uld fail into the following framework :
Regional programs to better Feet the needs of people at the local level.
Regional planning and manag Vent in specific functional areas such as air

pollution control, solid waste 1, transportation, law enforcement., water
quality, land use and settlement, manpower and economic development.

Relate functional planning in these areas to each other and to overall plan-
ning for the region.

Estziblish goals and prior for the region.
Forum for communication am ng local governments.
Technical assistance and JO services for lace' governments, which pro-

rifle economies of scale when /Tied out on a regional basis. Cooperative
ptirchasing, regional training demies,'regional jails and correction centers,
and areawide solid waste d I facilties. All of these projects save the tax-
payersnioney when perform on a larger, regional scale.

Coordination and, review of local government activities within the region
to avoid duplication and overlap. It is poor economy for two adjacent juris-
ditions to build new crime labs. when they can pool their resources and haie
a better facility at a lower cost to each.

GROWTH OF' REGIONAL COUNCILS

Currently, there are- bout 560 regional councils in the United States. These
councils involve 80 per colt of the nation's population and 55 per cent of its land
area. Fifty-five per cent are in metropolitan regions; 45 per cent are located in

nonmetropolitan, less densely populated areas.
Only 10 per cent of existing regional councils were formed prior to 1960. The

bulk, (10 per rent, have been created since 1966. The rapid growth of regional

councils in the last four years 19 due to two basic reasons : (1) Stimulation from
the federal government in terms of legislative,and administrative requirements
for federal aid. (2) An increasing awareness on the part of local governments that
there Is a need for regional cooperation and new solutions to domestic problems.

FUNDING

The typical budget of a regional council is. between $100,0004200,000. Councils
receive their funds from three basic sources : federal, state and local governments.

On the overacts councils receive 60 per cent of their funds from federal grants
for functional planring (i.e., land use, transportation, housing, etc.) Local com-
munities provide about 34 per cent of a council's funds, usually on a per capita
basis.

About 15 state governments provide general support funds to regional councils.

These general support funds are not earmarked for any specific program : the
funds are used to encourage a regional approach to problem solving. General state
support amounts to about five per cent of a council's budget.

The final one per cent comes from miscellaneous private sources, such as
foundations.

The total expenditures for all regional council efforts is about $804100 million
a year. This rouldsonly purchase about four 747 jet airplanes. A small price, con-
sidering that we tire forming a foundation for better, more responsive local
government.

NATIONAL. SERVICE TO REGIONAL. COUNCILS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

President : Hon. Thoinas Bradley. Councilman. City of Los Angeles Founder
and Past President, Southern .California Association of Governments, Los An-
geles. California.

Vice President : Hon. James G. Martin. Chairman, Mecklenburg County Board
of Commissioners: Founder and Past Chairman, Central Piedmont Regional
Council of Governments, Charlotte. North Carolina.

.)!embers of the board
Hon. C. Beverly Briley. Mayor, Nashville-Davidson County. Nashville, Tennes-

see: Past President. National League of Cities.
Hon. Conrad M. Fowler. Judge. Probate Court of Shelby County. Columblana.

Alabama : Past President. National Aisociation of Counties.
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Hon. Francis B. frill Bois, Councilman, Prince George's County. Maryland ;

President, Metropolitan ,,vVashington Council of Governments, Washington, I). C.
Hon. Eugene T. Gun o, Supervisor, Sacramento County ; Past Chairman,

Sacramento Regional A a Planning Commission, Sacrainento, California.
Col. Martin A. IIagerst titi, Past Chairman, Eastern Oklahoma Development

District, Muskogee, Oklaho
Bernard I'. 11111,,nbrand, Executive Director, National Association of Counties,

Washington, D. C.
Hon. Price K. Johnson, Mayor, City of Reftlgio, Texas ; Chairman, Coastal

Bend Regional Planning Commission, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Hon. Richard Lugar, Mayor, City of Indianapolis, Indiana ; President, Na-

tional League of Cities.
Hon. Jack D. Maltester, Mayor, City of San Leandro, California ; Member,

Association of Bay Area Governments, Berkeley, California ; Past President,
U. S. Conference of Mayors.

Tim F. Maund, Executive Director, Central Savannah River Area Planning
and Development Commission, Augusta, Georgia.

Hon. Elmer Peters, Commissioner, Sedgwick County, Wichita, Kansas.
William J. Pltstick, Executive Director, North Central Texas Council of Gov-

ernments, Arlingtm., Texas.
Hon. Frank R. Pokorny, President, Cuyahoga County Commissioner ; Member,

Northeast Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency, Cleveland, Ohio.
Allen Pritchard, Deputy Executive Vice President, National League of Cities,

Washington, D. C.
Hon. Lawrence K. Roos, Supervisor, St. Louis County, Clayton, 'Missouri ;

Member, East-West Gateway Coordinating Council, St. Louis, Missouri.
Hon. Carl B. Stokes, Mayor, City of Cleveland; Member, Northeast Ohio Area-

wide Coordinating Agency, Cleveland, Ohio; Vice Pfesident, National League of
Cities.

Hon. B. L. Tiros, Maybr, City of Scottsdale, Arizona ; Chairman, Marieopa As-
sociation of Governments, Phoenix, Arizona.

Hon. Wes Uhlman, Mayor, City of Seattle; Chairman, Puget Sound Govern-
mental Conference, Seattle, Washington.

Chairman of the Advisory Committee: Robert N. Young, Executive Director.
Regional Planning Council, Baltimore, Maryland.

Colonel HA(1111STRAND. ()II(' Of 111(' I)-silos be fore C1)111g), r'..1 which
we have been requested to continent. t. ,ncerns the det.eiopment of a
national rul develoomeot policy. "I is is a compli..ated issue. It

add .s..ed ()II of the 11(),(1 TO -:()11e ()nu very
p:01)10111-; rat 111(',1); td. At.;)tia. This v- dilte not be

sullicittm rt all. cope k, it It the total problems of urban
and rural (ieveittptilent. It is unneces,ar for 111P t()111(111:() rea,ons vv lly
1111'31 :111(1 111'11:in development cannot ie t rented z,epara tely. We must
havy .; policy that encompasses Hill. ;\1(1,cot.- r, ii,is policy must en-
gentlitt. balanced developmeld. not etnoirt,,tizintt ritrid O1 11!' ):112 ue
velopttlent to the detriment of i hit other.

It is the (pitilon of the National St'I\ lee that tl 1):11;ii.,'( I 1!:''iO1111
111(1 development policy impe.rative if we as nation vviil

halve coherent :111(1 ratiot11I (1('VoloOlt1(11( ;111(1!,1'0WIII. TIW(.111111Cia(1011
of such a policy by Congr(:, would go a long wtlY tow:m1

necessaTy decisions wlth regard to the substae:i...e programs,
priorities, and institutional iteetis to implement such programs. It
would also enable us to look at the questions concerning governmental
reorganization at II level,: of gOVerntIlellt., as well as the types and
nature of new and innovative programs necessary to implement such
a growth policy.

Pres4ditly, the context for decisionmakinr at the retrional and local
level is severely limited by the lack of national and State policies
ttstablishintr a framework for deeisionmak;ip, LOCally we late prone
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to make decisions t sometimes conflict with the larger needs of the
States and the Fe( zirtioyerninent.

Congress must make a commitment to rational and balanced growth.
As in the rase of t he Full Einplomem Act of 1949. the Nation must
now put itself url reco-d w: requiring. t he orchestration of all Federal
endeavors in a manner which will result in coherent and balanced
development.

We look with stne mixed emotions upon the actions taken in the last
session of Congress which only partially dealt with this problem. Under
the provisions of the !lousing and Urban Development Act 9f 1970,
Congress required the Domestic Council to establish an urban develop-

lent policy.
he need or this policy was precipitated through the recognition

that w communities legislation which was expanded in the
1971) act had to be administered Within the context of a national urban
development policy. This is a positive step forward.

However, we feel that it tends to isolate the urban problems from
those of the rural areas, and this is not practicable or desirable. What
we do need is a balanced national growth and 6velopment
one which considers and integrates bath rural and urban development,
into a single ifttional policy.

TIDE NEED FOR A FRAMEWORK FOR IMPLEMENTING A BALANCED
NATIONAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT POLICY

The commitment of Congress and the executive branch to a balanced
growth policyone'that adequately reflects the opportunities for rural
development as an alternative to urban congestion and sprawlmust
be accompanied by consistent Federal policies and programs for its
attainment. To implement such a policy, existing Federal programs
must be reexamined and, where necessary, new and innovative ap-
proaches must be considered.

But Federal programs cannot be effectively utilized at the State,
Regional. and local levels unless there is a proper planning and coordi-
native management framework for their administration. In this re-
gard. tic membership of t he National Service to regional councils
at its last animal meeting in March 1971. expressed its grave concern
over the lack of appropriate Federal Government support for planning
and management.

The membership of the National Service proposes that Congress
consider developing a new program for assisting States. regional
councils. and local governments to undertake this planning and man-
geent function.

Smuch a program would he administered outside the control of any
of the functional or departmental agencies of the Federal Govern-
ment. Instead, it would be established in the Office of the President
possibly within the Domestic Council.

This suggestion is a result of he need to have the regulations and
standards for administering sna planning and management grants
determined on the basis of the overall priorities and policies for
balanced national development and not on the basis of individual
functional agency priorities. Such a program also implies the develop-

9 "
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ment in each State of regional mechanisms to assist the general pur-
pose local governments in solving their mutual problems and develop-
ing complementary developmental policies.

Without establishing such a framework for response to a balanced
national growth policy, we do not feel tha.the States and their units
of local government could adequately take advantage of the Federal
initiative. In direct relation to the inquiry being made by this sub-
committee, we feel that any legislation dealing with rural development
should consitW the necessity of creating such a framework for decision-making,

Any legislation which is predicated on the need for rural develop-
ment should encourage multijurisdictional cooperation to assure that
the coordination of State and local governmental decisions are under-
taken through a process of planning and management at the regionalscale.

Inherent in this proposal also is the necessity to have the Federal
Government react to such regional agencie:3 on a unified and consistent
basis. Currently, many Federal programs encourage frao.mentation of
government at the regional level. Our proposal suggests that. the Fed-
eral Government should defer to organizations of general purpose
local governmentregional councilsacting primarily through their
elected officials, .as the central agency for all regional developmental
activity required under Federal law or administrative regulations.
It is not enough for regional agencies to only have a part of the action.

If .you ask them to deal with problems of transportation but not
those concerning the delivery of health services, and if you ask them
to deal with problems of economic development but not those of solid
waste disposal, they will be completely unable to address themselves
to the total developmental issues confronting their region and their
local government.

In our opinion, only through strengthening the capacity of our
units of State and local government to deal with these significant prob-
lems of urban and rural development can we make federalism work.

THE NECESSITY FOR FEDERAL REORGANIZATION IN THE EXECUTIVE BRANC I
TO IMPLEMENT BALANCED NATIONAL GROWTH POLICY

Just as State and local governments and regional councils need ,o
develop adequate institutional arrangements for decisionmaking in
the implementation of national growth policy, the executive branch of
the Government needs to put its house in order. In our opinion the
functional approach to dealing with domestic problems has been en-
gendered by the present organization of the executive branch.

Congress has treated domestic problems of a functional basis be-
cause Federal agencies have traditionally been organized to cope with
functional problems, However, this is not how State and local gov-
ernments should make decisions, They must take a broader viewpoint.
They must interrelate decisions on the ground level pertaining to
certain functional activities, like, transportation, to other activities
such as housing, manpower, environment, and development of other
community facilities.

Recent proposals pending before Congress which would Consolidate
certain grant programs would certainly move toward developing a
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more unified approach at the Federal level. At the same time the
response by State and local governments would be improved by this
consolidation. Grant consolidation would allow similar programs to
be grouped more coherently under the administrative direction of one
Federal agency rather than to be proliferated and administered by
several agencies.

Nevertheless, the functional approach would still exist. To really
cope with the central problem, we feel that fundamental reorganiza-
tion of the executive branch should be considered. The Ash Com-
mittee's proposals which are now pending before Congress apprear to
be salutary. These proposals call for the operational agencies of the
executive branch to be arranged on the basis of purpose rather than
along functional lines.

Time does not allow us to discuss these proposals in detail. However,
we would encourage Congress to seriously consider these basic re-
organization proposals. We believe that such executive reorganization
is imperative to the implementation of a balanced national growth
policy and will encourage governments at the State, local, and regional
levels to modernize their own governmental structures.

RURAL REVENUE SHARING

Departing from the question of developing and implementing a
balanced national growth policy, you have asked for our recommenda-
tions and reactions to the administration's rural revenue sharing pro-
gram. We find many positive aspects of this proposal. They include :

1. The proposal would require the preparittion of a comprehensive
rural development plan at the State level. At the same time, this re-
quirement recognizes the need for local government input into thig
planningfKocess and proposes the establishment of planning
agencies directed by elected officials from ge al purpom local
governments.

2. The propbsal would also take a significant step toward consoli-
dating programs which are now distributed over several Federal
agencies. This would enhance the efforts at the State and regional
levels to look at the solution of some of the, rural development mblems
on a comprehensive basis and broader basis.

3. The grants under the program would be 100 percent Federal
money. This is an advantage for rural local governments which are
hard-pressed to find matching funds to take advantage of Federal
grant-in-aid programs. Many of the rural areas in this country are
economically depressed and can effectively participate only when 100
percent Federal money is made available to them for these purposes.

At the same time, we find certain shortcomings to the rural revenue
sharing legislation. Succinctly stated, they are as follows :

1. The legislation does not adequately recognize, in terms of money
needed, the magnitude of the problem at the rural level. It is too
modest. The authorization levels of funding should be substantially
increased.

2. The bill does not adequately require the State to interrelate its
urban and rural developmental policies. Of necessity, these twolVicies
must complement each other.
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3. The formula for distributing money to the State is essentially
on a population basis. A. used factor should be included in the formula,
so that those local governments in the most economically depressed
rural areas would be given some priority in the allocation of funds.

4. The program does not suggest or require an implementation com-
ponent. We feel that. planning is an appropriate activity only when it
results in concrete projects and activities. Therefore, we would :.:ugge,st
that certain performance or implementation requirements be attached
to both the State's rural development plan and the regional pian.

CONCLUSION

We hope these comments and observations will be of assistance to
the members of this subcommittee during your deliberations. On be-
half of the National Service to Regional Councils, I want to once' again
express our appreciation for having this vywortunity to appear be-fore you.

Thank you.
Richard Hartman, director of the National Service, and I are avail-

able to answer any questions you may liave.
Senator Humeintr.v. I understand Mr. Hartman is the executive,

director.
The thrust of your testimony, as I get it, is the importance of what-

ever legislation we have here in the Congress to be tied into t be i-
jurisdictional aspects of government

Colonel HAGERSTRA ND. This is the thrust of it.
Senator HUMPHREY. What you are saying in substance here, even

on the revenue sharing plan is two things: that there needs to be a
closer tie-in in terms of how things complement or implement each
other, and second, you want a kind of performance record, too'?

Colonel HAGERSTRAND. Yes. Planning is one of those things, you
know, that people do sometimes when they find that they are unable to
do anything else,

Senator Humpnarr. You just do not want to study it. You want to
get some action?

Colonel HA0ERSTRAND4 There are times we need to suspend plan-
ning, stop it here and go to work, in essence.

Senator HUMPHREY. You heard the testimony of the previous wit-
ness from Charles County, the* HUT) loan approval that related to
new communities and the failure of the HUD agency or the Federal
officials to take into consultation or into consideration any of the
county officials. Have you f that to be somewhat im ual or is
this about the way things go?

Colonel. IIAGERSTRAND. Well, I can only speak firotfi personal
experience.

Senator HUMPHREY. From your observation ?
Colonel IIikornsTuANn. Essentially this is true. However desirable

HUD may be in its local offices of making contact with local officials,
there are many complications that enter into this, and very often at
lower levels they do the decisionmaking before it ever gets to the
appropriate HUD official or the appropriate county official.

When it reaches the appropriate level of government the decision
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is'already made and you have very little maneuver room that you can
back into. Therefore, you have to go ahead.

Our proposal is essentially to establish planning on the regional
basis and much of this type of thing would be eliminated.

Senator HUMPHREY. Now, you are familiar with HUD's program
under section 701. Ha; planning program for nonmetropolitan areas.
How does this work with your regional council ?

Colonel HAGERSTRAND. Well, the HUD planning programand cor-
rect me if 1 am wrgug--essentially makes a grant to a city or com-
munity. That city sort of plans in absentia, absents itself from the
area around and has a plan and stands to what the levelour little
community; for exmaple. went out'about 3 miles. The city has already
expanded way beyond the 3-mile area. There is some day a day of rec-
koning when we will have to absorb these totally unplanned areas
into the larger community. and it will take four to three times the
effort at that time to have a reasonable adherence to standards as it
does now.

Senator IfumminEr. Is your regional council capable of doing this
kind of planning ?

Colonel ILtGERSTRAND. We are doing it in many places, Senator.
Senator HUMPIIREY. WOI:id it not be desirable, then, for HUD to be

able to make district grants to your regional council ?
Colonel I lAutuisTaAND. Well, you are talking now for implementation

or planning?
Senator HUMPHREY. For planning.
Colonel HAGERSTRAND. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. For planning ?
Colonel H.tGERSTRAND. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. Do you get any HUD grants for planning?
'Mr. HARTMAN. On the 701 program over the years that you and

Senator Bellmon have been in Congress it evolved from a comprehen-
sive planning program which eligible recipients included everyone
from the smaller counties. cities and to regional agencies and to States
for plan'. and many regional councils, something li 150 of them,
now receive 701 planning funds from HUD.

Now-. this is part of where the testimony Mr. arerstrand gave
tries to get to. What is happening is from your district to try to get
HUD funds which goes to the State which makes an application for
lc r os s-the-ho rd 701 funding. not only for regional council, but all
local units of a regional council in a State. Then these 701 funds back
to the State or district for local planning.

The metropolitan areas still deal directly with the 701 program. But
the other program besides everyone being eligible to receive funds
and no coordination is that the 701 program and HUD have begun to
set their own priorities of what they want to see happening, such as
housing, water and sewer, planning and development, open space and
those types of activities. So that the 701 program is not blue money or

idoes not really support a coordinated planning system n this country
which relates to all the functional programs.

Senator HumritREY. It is related to the action program?
Mr. HARTmAN. Of HUD.
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Senator HUMPHREY. As established by HUD rather than flexibility
of the funds related to regional funds where you could take in Federal
financial education needs, the whole thing.

Mr. HARTMAN. Or set your own priorities.
Colonel HAOERSTRAND. Or set your own priorities.
Mr. HARTMAN. Or whatever programs of the Federal Government

you want to move at based on your goals and plan for development
of the community.

Colonel IhonisTRANn. We operate an economic development dis-
trict in Oklahoma. It does not receive district planning funds. We
receive funds from the crime law. for example, for (Time prevention
planning, funds from HEW for comprehensive health plan. we re-
ceive funds from the Department of 'Transportation in one case for
a transportation study of one of our communities as a pilot program.

We are actually in the business of going shopping for planning
grants for specific things. and the only way we can approach this on
a comprehensive basis is to sort of fudge a little bit on the particular
fund and say well, this obviously comprehensive health plan spills
over into so ninny of these various programs that we can relate it.
But there is nothing that gives us the money to plan on a broad
comprehensive basis.

Senator HUMPHREY. This is why you think this sort of program
ought to conic out of an office. the (Mee of the President; so to speak ?

Colonel HAGERSTRAND. Yes. This is one of the reasons.
One of the recommendations you made was that such a program

speaking of developing new programs for assisting the States, re-
gional councils anti local governments to undertake this planning and
management function, such a program would be adminiStered out-
side the control of any of the functional or clepartmentel agencies
of the Federal Government. Indeed, it would be established in the
office of the President, possibly within the domestic council frame-
work?

Colonel IIikomsTruso: Right. This is one of the reasons, of course,
is the larger contention involved there also in which the implemen-
tation of your planning is controlled by a series of separate Federal
agencies, each with a particular interest.

Senator HUMPHREY. Right. You cannot get all that money at the
same time and you have to make separate applications?

Colonel HAGERSTRAND. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. One limitation I call your attention to, it is

easier for separate agencies of the Government to get their own
budget and you maybe get more overall planning funds if you add
up each agency and the planning funds that you can apply for your
local needs than if you put all the planning funds into one composi4:
agency for planning and management. If you had all of your planning
funds in one agency I have the feeling that Congress would be a little
more tightfisted with that one agency than it would be with several
separate ones.

Colonel HAGERSTRAND. I think it is a very practical application in
political realities.

Senator HUMPHREY. I wonder if we could not do something like
this: as an ad hoc arrangement or interim arrangement, is that if you
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can have one general application in which you ask for funds from sev-
eral agencies in the one application at the same time for planning.

When you are going to take a look at the transportaton needs, the
water and sewerage needs, the housing needs, the open spaces needs
and so on, there is no reason that you could not have one application
that could be processed at a central point like the domestic council.
I used to work in this framework somewhat, when I was the liaison
at the White House with local government. Actually, Senator Bell-
mon, when I was Vice President, my office used to handle this kind of
activity. We would get in piles of paper, you know, and trying to
expedite each one of these applications.

It would seem to me if we could get one application where there
could be one catalyst or one agent that really just got a hold of HUD,
HEW and Commerce and Labor and so on, and said, now here is your
share, and we got the total planning grant, your share is 25,000, your
share is 100,000, your share is 10,000, and you get a total planning
grant, let us say,,$)fiq to $102.000 out of several agencies, how
some one force or some one personality or office could do that in the
Government.

Colonel HAGERSTRAND. I think this is probablycertainly a way of
getting at the problem now under laws.

Senator HUMPHREY. Under existing
Colonel HAOERSTRAND. Right.
Senator 'llumrlinEy. I think we might want to take that up with'

the Office of Management and Budget sometime. Of course, they like
to keep their hands on things pretty tight.

Mr. HARTMAN. One point is. Senator, you might not have to cut off'
substantial planning funds for hardware type programs of the Nari-
ous. agencies. But if .there was say 5 percent of a general planning
fund which the President or the executive council had control of. that
5 percent might control the other 95 percent from the functietAl pro-
grams if you had such requirements as allowing local communities
to set up their plan. like in Charles County. but before you can get
that money your projects or planning has to fit within that frame-
work. So that !I percent could be the linkage which in a way forces.
the functional money to tie in.

Senator HUMPHREY. Well, any practical suggestions that you have
along this line we will be glad to receive in the form of memorandum.
Just let your mind run loose sometime and put down your thoughts.

Senator Bellmon. excuse me for keeping you waiting.
Senator 11}3.1.vars. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
On page 3 of Mr. ITagerstrand's statement is his concern that there

is not appropriate Federal Government support for planning and
management. But I recall back to the days I served as chief executive
of Oklahoma we had some dealing with the 701 funds, and it was a
very common thing, it seems to me. for a self-appointed planning ex-
pert to go to a local community and sell himself as a planning expert
and gather a hunch of generally meaningless statistics from census
sources and other readily available places and put an attractive cover
on it and work up a few high-sounding phrases and sell it to a local
group for $30,000, $40,000.

Generally the plan was not worth a dollar a pound.

62-582-71-pt. 2-16
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how do we get away from this sort of business?
Colonel HAGERSTRAND. Well,, as a persong.1 opinion I think that the

trend toward regional governments or regional councils, one type or
another, will minimize this type of thing, because obviously the larger
the region or the more people concerned with-this kind of activity
the greater degree of sophistication you bring to this kind of program.
If there is a requirement that any planning funds be at least con-
sidered by a regional approach or regional council, then there is a
harder selling job for this corporation that you are talking about in
terms of any community, as well as the fact that if somehow or other.
as we propose essentially that the money be placed in a regional basis
rather than local or at 'least consolidated or controlled or influenced
or whatever level is practical, then I think it Will minimize this kind
of thing.

Senator BET.i.moN. You are' saying that the planning funds if avail-
able for planning in the region you know about should not go directly
-to. the city of Tahlequah or Muskogee or Claramor or Miami but
rather to the region, and you would engage someone to do planning for
the total region: is that your thought ?

Colonel ITAGEns-rnaNn. Tt could be interpreted that way. The city
"of Tahlequah is one member of government of eastern Oklahoma eco-
nomic development district. The board of that disrrict is composed
of representatives of the various governments involved in seven conn-
t ies that make up the district.

We have no authority. for example. of any kind insofar as imple-
menting actions are concerned. All we can do is to sell you, Senator.
as a member of that community. as an elected official of this community
on the need for considering not only the needs of Tahlequah but of

lierokee ( 'minty around it and where Cherokee County spillsover into
Adair County the same kind of problem, transportation. for example.
As an example. we are involved in a comprehensive health plan. Every
community wants a hospital. This seems to be inherent in the com-
munity, regardless of its size, that they want a hospital. Well maybe
this is not the way we ought to look at it. Our community is spending
some money right now. Wagoner, as you know, is spending some money
right now plannino. hospitals. I am not sure when either of. these
communities get finished with this they will have hospitals that are
worth anything more than just a little clinic type thing.

What we need to look at is the overall problem of health planning.
Maybe one regional hospital. you see, will do all the job.

Senator BELL3ION. You may remember when we write the Voca-
tional EducatioA Act for Oklahoma we required before a community
could have State funds they had to have at least 40.000 people and
about $40 million worth of evaluation. Perhaps before any community
could qualify for these Federal planning funds they should meet some
kind of criteria. It is so easy for a con manand that is what some ofthese operators areto come to each individual city council to sell
them a bill of goods. and when they are through there is nothing of
real value that results.

What I am asking you really is. Do you knOw of any way that we
here in Congress can write into these laws proper protection arainst
the kind of mistakes that I. think are fairly common af.roqs, the
country ?
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Colonel II.AmatsTRAN.n. There is always the problem. of eours, of
local jurisdiction and the attempt to bring government at higher and
higher levels all the time. It is very easy to do away with a local
government by either assimilating it into a larger corporate-type
government or sonic other mechanism. I am personally in favor of

any kind of a device that would prevent what you are talking' about.
but still leave some measure of responsibility at the local level.

Tahlequah had exactly the same problem that you are concerned
with. We had a 7-to-1 planning grant. The study was made about i;
or 7 years ago. It is not worth beans and it never has been worth
beans. It was sold, as you indicate. to a city council on the basis that
here is a rapidly growing communitybut it turned out to be nothing
but--'-the study turned out to be nothing more nor less than a compila-
tion of 'statistics on what had happened in the past, not necessarily
where are we going from here.

It did not relate to future needs except in a few very obvious ways.
like in the sewer plant, something like this. that everybody km,u
about, because the sewer plant was polluting the streams.

What I am getting at is there needs to be a balance between where
the larger unit, whether it is a regional council, State or anything else,
interfers with the desires, the hopes, the uspir:itiims of the local
c it izens.

Mr. IliirrmAx. Can I give you two. or three other quick checkoff
ways.

One is IIUD now iequires with a regional agency that it have a
full-time staff person before they w ill give them any 101 money.
which sdrt of protects you.

Then you have got your lawyer iii (201111 W110 will ascertain whether
that consultant really is going to do the kind of job that needs to be
done for that local community.

The State could do this, too, for the smaller communities in terms
ofI see nothing wrong with the State havinga checkoff or saying,

jyou know, checking and saying that the local jurisdiction we think
this is a good idea and the framework you want to do it and the.
consultant makes sense. I think those are waysand performance
standards, I think, reyiires that this pia» lead to .;omething, for
example, I think a realistic on the part of the State or Federal Gov-
ernment who are providinir the grant funds.

Colonel 1-ImmasTRAND.I think there is also another factor here.
Each of these Federal agenciez. HID and any other Federal agency
with a functional approach is looking primarily at thei particular
involvement, and while 701 planning grant is designed for overall
planning, there is very little spillover into royal areas, ror example.

I do not know how this can he ronght into the picture.
Senator IIELL3roN. I am not sure' T can give volt the name, but at

one point, about 1)04, lott:). there was a rectuiremoilt on tie part of
the Federal Government that a comprehensive highway plan be de-
veloped for each city, and before a city could qualify for those funds
they had to become part of--I am not sure

Mr. ITARTNIA N. Highway Act of 1902.
Senator BELTMON. This requires nil the towns around the city,

what you call SMSA, what is it, standard metropolitan statistical
area. They had to all get together and agree that this is the way they
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are going to handle tie.. planning. I wonder if we do not need soe-
thing like a, standard rural statistical area so that when a planning
grant is applied for and made it is going to concern itself not just
with the problems of one town or county, but with what is some kind
of sensible regional component.

Does this make any sense to you ? I was terribly distressedin fact,
I believe very strongly in planning. I do not think I could ever vote
for a dime of planning money if it was going to be used in the way
I have seen so much of the 701 funds used.

Colonel HAGERS'PRAND. There is another problem, of course, in the
same area involving multistate jurisdictions. In our State we have
Fort Smith, Ark., which is in Sequoia County, as you know.

The problem there is how do we relate Fort Smith planning to the
area just across the State line involving Sequoia County.

Senator BELLMON. These SMSA's do not pay any attention to State
lines ?

Colonel HAGERSTRAND. No, but the planning money does.
Senator HUMPHREY. I think your point is well taken, Senator, that

it is surely something we ought to look into of having some standard
rural operation or what is thatstihdard rural statistical information.
I think that would be very helpful.

Colonel HAomisTnAsn. I don't know how it could be developed. I
think this would require certainly study and consideration so that
small isolated rural areas were not excluded completely, because they
certainly need assistance, also.

Senator Brut.moN. I would imagine if this concept could work that
it would involve every rural area of the country in some of the
compovents.

Mr. Chairman, this is all the questions I have.
Senator HUMPHREY. Well, anything else, Senator?
Senator BELLMON. No, sir.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you. very, very much. You have been

very helpful.
We have three witnesses, Mr. Pringle and Mr. Jefferson Monroe and

Mr. Bloch. Right. I believe we have Alabama, West Virginia, and
Indiana represented here for the National Association of Community
Developers.

Please just come in and sit down with us.
You have separate statements, gentlemen ?

STATEMENT OF JOHN BLOCH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, BROWN, BAR-
THOLOMEW, AND JACKSON COUNTIES COMMUNITY ACTION PRO-
GRAM, COLUMBUS, IND., ALSO REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL AS-
SOCIATION OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Mr. BiLocx. Yes, we do. We feel in the-interest of time if these
statements could be, entered into the record we would like to make some
summary comments.

Senator HUMPHREY. That would be very helpful to us.
Mr. BLOCH. I am John Bloch from Columbus, Ind. I am the execu-

points.
Senator HUMPHREY. We will include all in the record, all your state-

ments, and then you proceed as you wish in your own way.
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Senator BELL3t0x. Befole. we begin. ebuld we have our witnesses
introduce themselves?

Mr. BLocii. I am John Bloch from Columbus, Ind. I am the execu-
tive directo'there, also a member of NACD, Nationgl Association.of
Contmunity Development. which has invited me to participate today
in the hearings, and I am also a member of another national develop-
ment institute, which is a private group out of Lexington, Ky.

I have worked extensively in rural areas, and I have primarily some
questions which I would like to address to th committee. Some of
them are going to beI think, an net that grows a littlt:! hairy:

The first is when I hear over and over again in otherryaterial and
in terms that I read that we must bring about plannigon rural areas
in order to bring it in line with what has ttilseii-pface in the urban
areas I am distressed. Ian) distressed beetrtfie the very reason people

.choose to live in small towns in rural America is because they are dis-
tinctly different from urban America, not better, not worse, but dif-
ferent. It is sort of like the old boy that had goats and the old boy that
had 'cows. You know, it wasn't that one was better than the other, they
were just different. That is the way it is beis.wen rural America and
urban America.

When you talk about forcing or pushing rural America into an
urban mold I think that we raise some very. very serious questions,
planningwise and developmentwise.

It is sort of like opening a hotdog stand in the middle of a national
park. because you have got a hotdog stand down on the intersection of
the road or down in town. It sort of does away with the original in-
tent of having that park.

When we talk about growth centers of 00,000, as the .book that has
recently conic out suggests, then we are doing away with the unique-
ness that separates smalltown America from urban America or subur-
ban America. I think that if we are sincereaid I am distressed by
the number of Senators after the hearing was called that showed up
to hear the testimonyif we are sincere in making a real effort in the
area of rural development that we not wipe. out the very thing we are
trying to develop and that we understand the fragility of the quality
of life that does exist in rural and smalltown America.

I. second, am concerned that we talk about people and get the
dickens away from bureaucrats. bureaucracies, and departments. al-
though I realize they are the handmaidens that get those things out
there, because we are really talking about the preservation and the
future development of a group of people that happen to live in a rural
or smalltown area.

I have heard today, and I have heard in the other committees and
organizations I sit in great, long, hot debates about how to preserve
this jurisdiction or that territory or that chunk of money.

Now, to date rural development is surely a second cousin of what is
happening in this country. Rural people are third or fourth cousins.

When I say, you know. this thing about cousins, it is sort of a coun-
try thing that people understand.

If we look very hard at. the statistics and particularly the hearings
held here in early May, late April, and the Agriculture Department
supplied you with some statistics, and start looking at independent
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statistics I think you will coniip with a very shocking figure and
that figure is as follows:

The Department of Commerce in ,fulV of 1970 calculated that $6,350
per annum is required for a family of lour to be self-sufficient in non-
metropolitan Indiana. If we take that figure, as it conservative figure
it will then become apparent that in excess of 50 percent of the rural
residents of America are Huang in functional poverty, if we are going
to talk about functions. Very few, if any. poor people make their liv-
ing farming any more. If somebody wants to question that they can
check out the farm subsidy report.

Therefore, when we talk about that break between farm and non-
farm poverty incomes it is barely a bureaucratic mechanism. It is not
reality.

When we realize that fully 50 percent of rural America is operating
at functional poverty and it cannot afford effective housing. health,
transportation, education, then I think the problem of rural develop-
ment takes on a different kind of connotation.

I think that government, local government, Federal: in my experi-
ence has fallen down miserably in discharging its duties to the citizen-
ry of rural America, because rural America is governed by a minority,
a very distinct minority, and Nit is a landholding-gentry. I do mot want
to hear about kcal government doing this and that, because every
county I have ever lived in from Famper County, Va., from Washing-
ton County, Vt., to Brown County-.has been controlled by less than
percent of the population,

The political power andithe economic power. if we look at some
studies that are coming out are one and the same. What we have is
cartels of landholding either by the Federal Government and Federal-
State forest or by large farming units. We have killed off the family
farm. It is an American myth. It is not there any more. gentlemen.

Senator HUMPHREY. Have you been in my county ?
Mr. BLOCI!. I have. not been in your county. I know some people in

Wisconsin, but not Minnesota.
Senator BF.LLMON. How would you define a family farm ?
Mr. 131,ocn. Under 300 acres. mainly to he operated by the family

through mechanization without the hiring of more than say two other
outside people at the peak of harvest.

Senator BELLMON. Two other outside ?
Mr. BLOCH. At the peak ofthe statistics show that the family

excuse me. the small farm acreage has jumped from approximately
347 acres in 1960 to 1970 to in excess of 500 acres. That is a lot of land
for a man and say one or two sons to be operating.

Senator BELLMON. Suppose this man and his one oriwo sons. using
modern equipment, could handle 1.200 acres. is it still a family farm ?

Mr. BLocn. Well I think if.the man is able to do it and I believe, for
example, in cattle operations we are talking about a different thing.

Senator HrrmyrtRE-r. Or wheat ?
Senator BELLMON. Or corn?
Mr. BLOCH. When we are talking about cultivation
Senator .BELLMON. With chemicals there is not 'flitch cultivation any

more.
Mr. BLoctr. My point is this: The Government's policy has worked

against the small farmer. It has pushed himthe economy of farming
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as supported by Federal policy has done away with the man having
a viable 200-acre, 300-acre operation. He has had to go to larger acre-
ag.e. The 97 percent of the subsidies are going to tl vast majority of
agribusiness. not to the family farm. For example, sir, in my State
of Indiana, 50 farmers in 1969 got $2.1 million in subsidies. Now, in
the

Senator BELLIros. What was the total for the State ?
Mr. Br.ocH. About $24,400,000.
Senator BIZLLMON. You mean they got all but 15,000?
Mr. Ikoeir. No, sir, not 15,000, 400.000. It was about 21 went to 50.

This was in the Congressional Record of May 21, 1970.
Senator BELL1rolv. Let us get it straight. How much total for the

State?
Mr. BLocrt. Roughly, about 2.4 went into the State.
Senator BELLMON. 2.4 in the State ?
Mr. BLocu. And 2.1 went to 50 farmers.
Senator HUMPHREY. You are talking of price supports?
Mr. &Dm. That is correct.
Senator BELLMON. Mr. Chairman, that is impossible.
What State was this?
Mr. BLOCH. Indiana, May 21, 1970, Congressional Record will show

it.
Senator BELLMON. 2.1 went to 50 farmers?
Mr. Biocir. Yes, sir. the rest were small breaHowns. 10, 15,000,

then it just dribled down, it falls right off. like walking off the end of
the table.

Senator HUMPHREY. The support program, there is no doubt in the
past, before we put on the limitations is

M r. Bi.ocir. This was prior to the legislative acts.
Senator HUMPHREY. But the large farmer is where the large amount

of the support funds go. That was predicated on the proposition of
the assumption that if you were going to control production with a
support program you had to go to where most of the production is.

Mr. lit,orit. That counter theory say we let the free process get
started.

Senator I agree, this is not ,lie time or place. But I agree
t his is an area you °atria to understand better.

M4'. li40(11. I will he happy to supply a copy of the record.
S-ettator liELI,MIN. We are mini., to get it. But the point is the intent

of roo,re-zs has been to help the very family farmer you are con-
,crued with, but the thing I think you need to understand is because
,,f the very low level of profits in agriculture, farms have to get larger
n order to return a reasonable living to the farm operator and to give

him full employment. With 130-horse power tractors it takes more
acres.

Mr. Bi.ocn. Or we break up the processing cartel. such as Kern
County Land Co.. and some others. and get hack to where we have
regional distribution and we do not allow the profits to go to the
processor but stay with the man who produces the produce.

Senator BELLmos. Do you know how much of the land of this coun-
try is run by so-called corporations ?

BLocii. About 7 percent by 30 percent of the leafy vegetables
produced.
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Senator BELLMON. 7 percent. That leaves 93 percent still in the hands
of the private operator

Mr, BLOCH. That is correct.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you, Mr. I- loch.
Your prepared statement will be placed in the record at this point.
Mr. BLocu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
When I use the word rural I mean those areas which are commonly

classified as small towns and open country. The rational for this defini-
tion is based in by having grown up in a rural area, and having worked
professionally in rural areas for the past 12 years. Current definitions
regarding rural areas are becoming so highly qualified and ambiguous
that they have little validity and/or guiding value. Therefore, I am
asking this committee to bear with me in this definition of rural areas,
and not to become bogged down on precise definition.

As a result of the above definition of rural areas, any effort in the
area of rural development should increase the viability of small towns
and open spaces, not to destroy these areas through the creation of
urban growth centers.

The concept of rural development is important to a significant pro-
pOrtion of the population of the ITnited States. There is a significant
rebellion against the urban and suburban way of life by both blue
collar and college educated people alike. The fact that employment and
services are concentrated around urban areas stems the tide of people
into rural and small towns where they would like to locate.

The primary Federal agency concerned with rural development has
been the Department of Agriculture. Historically this agency has
been concerned with the business of providing food for the 'Nation. It
has therefore concentrated its efforts on the development of farming
interests.

Only recently have programs been developed (primarily in the area
of housing and facilities) to aid nonfarm rural residents. (In fact until
quite recently nonfarm rural residents were barred by law from par-
ticipation in those. programs.)

The influx of capital and comprehensive rural development pro-
grams has been pitifully lacking. Consequently, rural development.
such as it is. has been left to the hands of the farm interests and, thus,
has been geared to the strengthening of the farm interests at the
expense of the nonfarm rural resident, who comprises the vast majority
of rural residents.

With 75 percent of the population currently concentrated in the
metropolitan areas, it has been politically expedient to pay only lip
service to the needs of the people of rural and small town America.
Evidence of this can be seen in the almost total disregard to The People
Left Behind, the report by the President's, National Advisory Com-
mission on Rural Poverty, by both Presidents Johnson and Nixon.

To cite but one glaring example of this failure, the Offi^e of Eco-
nomic Opportunity appropriations which were designed to deal with
poverty in this country, devote 70 percent of their moneys to urban
poverty when urban poverty involves only some 40 percent to 50 per-
cent of the poverty population in this country with the remaining 50
percent to 60 percent being in rural and small towns across the country.
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Further, these programs were designed by and large by urbanists
and for an urban population. So, even the 30.percent o? the funds
which go to rural poverty are basically urban programs.

The attempts of State and local government to deal with rural areas
have been to force the rural areas to conform to the urban mold. An

example of this process is the consolidation of the rural school districts
to conform to their urban counterpart. But today in urban areas de-
centralization, greater local control, and smaller governing units are
being advocated. With comunieation technology, as an example, the
case for consolidation is fast losing validity in rural areas also.

There is a lack of creativity in the g.overning"of rural areas due to
the abdication by the Government and the controlling interests in rural
areas of the responsibility for creative and sound rural development
based on human needs. It is difficult, if not impossible to attract crea-
tive people to rural areas because of a hick of financial resources and
a lack of philosophy of social development. Instead of a human de-
velopment policy for all in the rural areas, we have currently a land
development policy geared toward expanding and strengthening agri-
cultural interests of a few.

In rural areas, much more so than in urban areas, government is
close to the people:The actions and policies espoused by these few who
control the wealth have a direct and often times detrimental effect on
the majority of the rural population. This is entirely understandable
given the fact that the wealth is so closely held and hence political
power rests in their hands.

Perhaps only through government intervention can the resources be
made available to the majority and again allow for the equal distribu-
tion of power. Unless efforts are made to reverse the current trend the
deterioration of the rural areas for nonfarm and small farm residents
will continue until we reach the point where most rural areas and their .
resources will he held by vast corporations subject to little, if any,
government control. and the Federal Government will held the rest.
At the same time ever increasing crowding will continue in fhe urban
centers whose problems to date have defied solutions.

I would like to impress upon you some of the crucial problems that
are encountered by people by living in rural areas and small towns.
and some of the offsetting benefits gained by living there.

INCOM

Sixty percent of the people in poverty live in rural Ire;1- duel small
ities. Forty percent live in rural areas. The per capita income in rural

area.. i s :1.:2o0 les.s than in urban a lens where it i s 3.sofi per year. I t
*Mon Id be pointed Out that. althorn-1h the poverty index indicates that
there are some 20 million poor. there are perhaps a like number of
people who do not have an income of :).500 for an adequate but lover
standard of living.

It should he obvious that 0i yen the state of agricultural enferiirise,
the poverty of the rural areas cannot he alleviated through agricul-
tural solutions. As it is. the government must hold back the produc-
tion capability through the use of its subsidy program. A much more
profitable use for the billions of dollars which go into the sithsidv pro-
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gram would be to seed nonfarm economic development in the rural
areas in keeping with my definition of rural development.

Another strategy which will have the same net effect Is a Policy of
moving big industry into the rural areas while directing 'istries
financial resources into the cities. This development strategy of
"branch plantism" leads to a further raping of small towns and rural
areas. Instead small to medium sized locally held business appropriate
to these areas should be encouraged.

HEALTH

The rural housing need and the failure of the Federal Government
to provide asisstance is well docuniented by the Select, Committee on
Nutrition and Human Needs in theft' report, Promises to Keep : Hous-
ing Need and Failure in Rural America. They state that, "two-thirds
of America's inadequate housing is in rural areas." They go on to say
that. "our official housing goal of 26 million units over a 10-year
period i; far too ]ow and could be as much as 45 million units." Over
the last .'33 years only 489,000 federally assisted housing starts hate
oeened in non-metropolitan areas. This effort has been totally inade-
quate, and there seems to he no major changes in the offing.

In referring tci the Farmer': Home Administration the Committee
reported

la sum. there are millions of American, who are getting "homes" unfit forhuman habitation from slumlords, there are millions who are denied Public
housing. and there are millions who cannot over-out the arbitrary and illQgicalhurdles erected hp rud[A. All are !Mtn: in substandard housing that threatenstheir health and safety.

But housing- itself is not the answer. llesidential 1011(1 i._e in rural
areas must be considered along, with the ecolotiical factors of using
the rural areac. Facilities must be planned for in a rativtal way to
provide a functional blend of residences and services. To date. scattered
sit-2 building and tract housing have been the rule.

In our area of Indiana. we have a 25-percent dropout rate 1efiie
high, school trraduation. la other parts of the country, the situation is
much worse. The expenditures for education in metrupolitan and non-
metropolitan areas was reported by the CommitteNof Government
Operations in "The Economic and social Condition of Rural America
in the 1070's- : their report ,:,livwed a $600 per pupkl expendiimre in
metropolitan areas as opposed to about 5480 in !minuet ropol ita n areas.
The report goes on to illustratl the discrepaney in educational attain-
ment for those in rural areas.

Rut the statistics do not tell the total story. I am concerned with the
quality of the educational experience. For example, rural education
is still geared toward agricultural subjects, while only about ;32 per-
cent of rural people are engaged in farming, and the percentage is de-
creasing. Charles Silbermaa in -Crisis in the Classroom" has docu-
mented in great detail the failings of education. He has also pro-
posed an alternative to the present programs, and there are others.
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Iii line with in earlier comments, I believe that two major reforms

are required : the decentralization of the consolidated schools. and the

return of control to the parents and general public.

OTI I ER SERVICES

There arc other critical neetls in rural areas. Transportation, espe-

cially amonr the poor and the near poor, is a critical problem in getting

to services and jobs. Among services, I wouldilist access to consumer

markets, banks, and other commercial instiqions. Utilities continue

to pose a serious problem. Lark of safe and sainitary water and sewage

systems causes severe health problems. Commnnication it rural areas

is a critical problem. The smalltown papers_ are facing a critical
period, caused in part by the poverty of rural areas, but also by the

increase in postal rates which are biting severely into their already

meager profits. Television is slanted to the metropolitan areas from

Nv hich programing originates. Radio, although not as viable as it was,

offers some hope if preferential treatment were given to AM commu-

nity-owned-and-operated stations.

BENEFITS

Perhaps the single most important benefit of living in a rural area

is. as Daniel Boone used to say. "plenty of elbowroom." Open space

seems to he an important commodity to many Americans. Urban resi-

dents flock in droves every weekend to rural areas. They pay a premi-

!lin to spend their vacations there. State and national parks crawl with

city dwellers to the point that reservations must be made a year in
advance. Rural living seems to answer a real need for one-fourth of

our population.
The sense of community that exists in small town and rural areas is

still strong. It is common practice for neighbors to help one another.

In some geographical settings in which rich and poor live in close
proximity, there is a spirit of cooperation which I do not see in urban

and suburban areas. It seems to me that this spirit of community is
extremely critical to the mental well-being of all Americans.

In rural areas, the costs of development are still less than in urban

areas. In most areas, a man can buy an acre of land without signing
his life away. He can build equity and dignity through homeownership

at reasonable cost to him and his family.
Finally, there is a promise for the future in rural America. The

government is close to the people. and population densities are not so

great as to have caused the social problems so common in the cities.

Crime rates are significantly lower, as an example. The environment

has not been fouled by air and water pollution to the degree the effects

are irreversible. If and when the resources are appropriated to rural
areas, it is. my belief that these resources can purchase the talent and
wherewithal to make rural and smalltown America a desirable place to

live for our children.
Senator HUMPHREY. Yes, sir.
Would you identify yourself, please.
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Mr. lloNaoE. Jefferson Monroe, an assistant to the president of the.
Federal programs. West Virginia Institute of Technology.

I will not talk abolit f mers. You know West Virginia well enough
ft to know that.

STATEMENT OF J. JEFFERSON MONROE, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIST-
ANT TO THE PRESIDENT, AND DIRECTOR, FEDERAL PROGRAMS,
WEST VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, MONTGOMERY,
W. VA., ALSO REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MoN.RoE. I probably have more suggestions or thought to pre-sent than real answers, fiarticularly in light of attempting to help youin the preparation of legislation, i3ut maybe a little like &bp in sug-gesti g some feelings in having dealt with housing and urban develop-ment.-'0E0, HEW, title I, and all these other agencies.It seems to me basically somehow or another we have got to haveheavy Federal funding for rural areas. If we can supply the properkind of health, the proper kind of public services, the proper kind ofeducational institutions in rural areas. we do not have to worry aboutthe growth policies. People come-back to the country because that iswhere they want to live anyway.
A lot of them I talk to in the cities say they wish they were back.They are not there because there is no jobs there, and somehow or an-other jobs have got to be developed there.
I heard you on Arthur Godfrey's program the other day when I wason my day to work, saying thy" welfare structure needed to be dealtwith and the people who were able to work should be working.Senlifor HUMPHREY. But you have got to have the jobs.Mr. llommE. We have got to II4WP jobs. In West Virginia we do nothave them. except the highly tec ical skills of the mine in this dayand time, and no mining company is going to put a 45-, 50-year-oldman who hats no skills in machinery on a million-dollar piece of equip-ment to go into the mines. They have got to have a man dint is trainedto go into there.
Senator BET.I.MON. In the same context. it is hard to get a farmer toput one of these folks on a $12.000 combine.
Mr. MommE. Right. The same thing is true.It seems to me we have missed the boat in that we have not givenmoney in rural areas to do the job that needs to he done. Let me ex-Wain : nude'. Headstnrt in the Elementary and Secondary EducationalAct w fOaind paraprofessionals can he very meaningful when used ineducational systems. But local rural areas still do-not have the kind ofmoney to put those sorts of people in through a training program andinto that ediicational system.
Another thing that concerns me greatly is the fact that we have somuchnot only a hodgepodge of Federal programs. but a certainamount of hostility and frustration between local people and whatwould he considered bureaucracies and the political leaders at thesame time. Everybody is blaming everybody else for the fact that noth-ing has happened.
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Yet I know that the bureaucrats are not mindless bureaucrats. They
are people supremely concerned. I have worked with enough of them
in the Federal Government to know they very desperately want to get
a job done. We have never had the commitment, it seems to me.

What I suggest in this paper is something I found out later I think
you, Senator, or somebody on the Hill here has also suggested, and
that is a rural economic development bank. I am suggesting approx-.
imately $20 billion that could be put in that in order for us to begin
to develop things on the local level and some sort of mechanism where
the local people themselveseither an elective process or something
where they can put their own folks into actually dealing with the local
problems.

Senator SU rely. There outfit to be some Of them on the
board and they ondit- to he on the advisory councils concerning loans
and loan policy.

Mr. .10"Nit0E. Right. 11v staff tells rrw the only problem what. I
said here when I discussed it with themit was that you got to go
two routes, either the practical route or the political route in his
world. I s-011 say that somehow we have got to get them together. In
other word s. there has got to be some way that it can be feasible
for the participation of local people and someone on the local level
to deal with that can cut around some or all of this paperwork and
get thingS out.

I guess probably jf you happen to have on the local scene a con-
cerned hard-workintfarmer's Home Administration guy, that comes
about as close as anything. They are there, they can do the job, you
know.

Senator HumpireEy. And they know the people and the area.
Senator BELLMON. If they have got the money.
Mr. MoNitoE. If they have got the money.
Now. they have got to have the money.
It seems to me all of these questionsand I do not happen to think

that rural revenue sharing or any sort of revenue sharing is going
to be the answer, because well, in some areas in my part of the coun-
try we do not have much to share. But I just cannot see that kind of
system, but at the same time I guess I am talking about revenue shar-
ing-in another way when you say that the Federal Government needs
to put the heavy block of money down here for these local people
to be used.

I have not got it all worked out in my own mind how you cut
thrthigh- all that tape, but that kind of thing has to happen.

It seem*to me at that point when rued Ame'rica sees that the Con-
gress is going to make the commitment of millions of dollars to go
into rural America that then the people of the hills where I come
from will quit wondering whether or not Congress and agencies can
function or not. They will begin to see they can. They will also see
our Government has a great trust in them.

I would like to see somehow an end come to just absolute frustra-
tion on the part of the hill people who try to figure out all df the dif-
ferent Federal agencies and just finally throw up their hands and
giVe up and say they just cannot make it.

2 5 :5
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Senator HUMPHREY. Your suggestion on the kind of implement that
ought to be made available is very helpful. My wife and I, for exam-
ple, have been long interested in this kind of paraprofessional group,
I mean, the aids that you can have in Headstart and. school. These
people are very good with some training, but you cannot put them
possibly into a highly sophisticated industry, on a very sophisticated
piece of machinery. That is maybe not their thing.

But we have to liave some idea as we look at the gross national prod-
uct of this country that all of that gross nati' nal product does not
have to be industry, does not have to be a service job as such, it can
be many other things where people can get employment that they
really need.

Mr. MoxitoE. Right. I am suggestin,r that we quit worrying about
whether or not it is economically feasible to put money into rural areas,
but we put money irf there. Every study that is ever made of whether
or not to have a water system or not is .whether it is going to be eco-
nomically feasible.

A little town of Smithe.es across the river from me, they have got
a sewerage system the Government gave then] but the; cannot pay a
man to operate it now that They have got it. because the maymr runs
the garbage truck. You know. the little towns are in that kind of
plight. We did this in the early thirties.

We deckled it was feasible to spend money on jobs for people in
rural areas..

Senator HumminEr. That is where your public service employment
mines in. (Mr. Buie'''. The FPCT rural towns would be cut out when we tried
to bring some money in because of various political forces or other,
primarily because the programs were designed with an urban mold
to them.

Senator lIrmriturN. I agree wtih you one of the great problems
we have is that most of the people that design programs do not de-
sign them where a large number of people live. It is not meanness. it
is not that they are evil or conspiring. It is just their background is
-different. They have not sensed the kind of relationship that exists at
some of these smaller, town levels.

Mr. MONROE. They:think milk comes out of a carton.
Senator BELLMON. Mr. Chairman, I am going to have to leave.
Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator BELLif ON. I would just like to say to Mr. Bloch, if you do

not. mind, I am going to get the figures on Indiana .and furnish them
to von, because I think you have got some bad information somewhere.

Sir. BLocu. This was sent by Congressman
Senator BELLMON. If the staff knows how to reach you
Mr. Blocs. Yes.
Senator HUMPHRBY.Please go ahead, Senator. .

Senator BELLMON. 'I saw the other day a slide presentation put
together by the Ozarks Regional Commission shoWingyou under-
stand the Ozarks have an area that is not too dissimilar from West
Virginiashowing the use of some of those very attractive areas, lakes
and hills and trees for creation of retirement homesa little more
than recreation. A lot of folks I am sure living: in this city are terrified

0
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by crime, by traffic. Even I am in that category. And they are troubled
by rats, by air pollution, and possibly would just as soon live their re-
tirement in some area where these problems do not exist.

You mentioned that if there was a rural development bank with
:7..,20 billion in it that there are sonic things you would do on a local
level. What kind of things are you thinking about ?

Mr. MONROE. That kind of project, housing projects, educational,
Senator BELLMON. Housing will not work unless the people living

there can make a living.
Mr. MONROE. Right, but even the ones who are not making a living

have to have a place to live.
Senator BELLMON. You cannot take a rural development bank and

give them an income or you will be broke.
Mr. MONROE. I am talking about the area people being able to make

decisions as to what is priority in that area and then have some sort
of a committee at that bank that can determine whether or not that
is the way the money should go and then go ahead and grant it.

Senator BELL.mort. Waita bank for grantsI think of a bank as a
place where you can go get motley but give it back with interest later
on.

Mr. llomioE. I am talking aboutyes, this can be a loan, but I am
talking about also the possibility of it being a granting institution.
In some oases it has got to be a oral ting institution because the people
cannot pay it back. I am talking about it being replenished by the .

Federal Government.
Mr. BLociir. Not unlike HUD arrangement with Model Cities where

they do not pay that back.
Mr. MONROE. Where HUD now gives grants.
Senator BELL310N. Not to rural areas.
Mr. BLOCH. But to urban areas. A lot of rural people needlook to

the local banker who they know by his first name and he could prob-
ably loan it to them if he had it.

Aenator BETIAffox. Thank you.
Senator HumPHREY. I want to thank you, Mr. Monroe, for your

very helpful remarks.
Your prepared statement will be inserted into the record at this

point.
MONROE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Monroe is as follows:)
I appfciate having the opportunity to appear before this committee and

having the opportunity to suggest a new approach to begin solving the problems
of rural America. I have heard it said time and time again. "what kind of pro-
grams can we develop to solve the problems of rural America." Gentlemen, the
problem is not the kinds of programs. The problem is the lack of commitment re-
garding financial resources and the- lack of an innovative delivery mechanism.

Beginning with the New Deal and ending with the Great So,ciety, the IThited
States has time after time attempted to develop adequate means of dealing with
rural America. The plight of the small farmer in the early 30's saw an assort-
ment of government programs implemented which at best acted as stop gap
measures. The plight of the minority groups; the blatits, the Mexican Ameri-
cans, the Indians and Appalachian hillbillies have long been the stimuli for
penmanship of federal programs.

The present catalog of federal programs can only be matched in size by Sears
Roebuck. I might suggest, however, that the Sears Roebuck catalogue has been
much more useful to the poor. When the federal agencies that attempt to ixnple-
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went these {migrants must each have a full-time legal counsel just to interpret
the guidelines, it is pure f011y to think that rural local groups without this ex-
pertise ran cope with the arrangements. As a result: little happens in rural
America. In fact the very existence of this committee is proof that we must
radically change our approach to rural development if something is to happen in
rural America.

Past and present efforts at Rural Development in the United States have been
based upon the premise that such development should be financially aided by the
federal government only when it can be shown that the development is economi-
cally feasible and has a good chance of being self supporting in the future. Thus,
while many water systems have been built in rural areas through financial aid
from the federal government, millions of people in this nation still go without safe
water or arc using unreliable and dangerous water systems because it was not
deigned economically feasible to provide them with good quality water.

We must. if we are going to develop rural America to a point where its people
can experience reasonable standard of living, throw out these rigid economic
criteria which require that each federal investment be economically feasible on

local level. We all know the tremendous cost facing the nation if we are to solve
the problems in our urban areas. and much of this cost could have been pre-
vented if we had made an tolequate investment in our rural areas in the past. We
mast apply this experience, and apply it quickly, if we are to reverse the migra-
tion trend front our rural areas, and the best means for doing this is to either
strike down the rigid economic feasibility requirements or as a very minimum to
allow for inclusion of future national cost that will occur in social programs if we
don't make adequate investments in our rural areas.

Some may attack this proposal as a give away program or contend that it is
nothing but a high risk investment program and is not in the interest of sound
national development.

These are the people whose understanding of economics is predominately theo-
retical. These are the people who think milk comes from card 'board cartons,
deal ricity from electric sockets, and gasoline from the gas pump, These people
do not recognize that the nation's agricultural, mineral and fuel resources. which
are primarily consumed in the urban areas, are the products of the people of
rural America. Thus, it is my contention that a high level of investments in our
nations rural areas would constitute an extremely low risk investment program
when considered on a national level. Not to do so is the high risk approach.
'Therefore. I should focus upon what I consider the underlying problem as I
mentioned in the beginning, the lack of a government commitment to provide
adequate resources and the lack of an innovative delivery system that gets the
financial resources to where the problems exist.

To begin olving the problems of rural America, I propose the establishment
of a Rural Economic Development Fund of twenty billion dollars which would
be administered by a Rural Economic Development Bank that would deal di-
rectly with poor people, community groups, nonprofit organizations, public serv-
ice districts, small towns and municipalities. 20 billion dollars represents an ado-
quate government commitment and a non-profit Rural Economic Development
Bank represents an innovative delivery mechanism. The twenty billion dollars
represents a two-year commitment by the government and is a small price to
pay considering we have spent more than that in going to the moon and twice
that amount in only one year in Viet Nam. The bank would be able to make direct
loans to poor people over an extended time at a low interest rate commensrrqte
with ones ability to pay: it could make direct loans to rural areas for water and
sewage, for public facilities, such as hospitals and health centers, nursing homes,
etc. It could make direct loans for community owned enterprises and in fact it
could carry out almost every conceivable program idea that is listed in the pres-
ent catalogue of federal programs,

One of the immediate problems in rural America is the lack of jobs and job
opportunities. Under my proposal, loans would be made for the establishment of
individually or community owned businesses which could employ low-income
workers. Time and time again we have witnessed federal training programs which
have trained the poor for jobs that do not exist. Under my plan the business
would be developed for the jobs, and we would quickly see a real and long range
reduction in the dependency of our rural citizens on public assistance grants.
Public service and public facility programs could also employ rural citizens from
their local area. Time will not permit me to dwell at length with the vast amount
of potential this type of program holds for rural areas. However, I feel compelled
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to talk briefly about how I envision the structure of the Rural Bank. Established
as a non -profit corporation with its Board nominated by the President and eon-
firmed by the Congress, the Rural Bank would be divorced of partisan politics
and hopefully thus able to direct its investments into the most desirable and
worthwhile projects in a rural area. To accomplish this, its Board must be pre-
dominately rural and have significant representation of blacks, Mexican Ameri-
cans and American Indians as well as the rural poor white.

The Rural Bank must be empowered to deal directly with a wide range of
local entities. It must have the capability to deal directly with private corpora-
tions, non-profit groups, and public agencies and should not be saddled with a
restrictive set of guidelines and check-off's at all levels of government. Its objec-
tives must be performance and it must be permitted to take risks; if we are to
expect to see anything happen in our rural areas. The objective must be very
clearly articulated in the Congress' directive establishing it and care must be
taken in the beginning to avoid an overkill of administrative guidelines.

The Rural Bank must be dedicated to listen to the people of rural America
and to respect them as the experts on rural living and not to downgrade them
as second class citizens, as our urban federal system has done with so many
other federal programs. Let rural Americans for once try their own hand at
solving rural problems, but share with them some of the great economic resources
of this nation which they have worked so hard to develop. Yes, share our eco-
nomic resources with rural America but absolutely don't attempt such an endeavor
primarily through the present system of predominately urban and insensitive
state c and local government. Charge the Rural Bank to open the doors to the
institutions and people of rural America and let their enthusiasm, common sense,
and accomplishments be the standard for government to live up to.

No matter who is right or wrong in what has happened in the past causing
citizens to be hostile with Federal agencies and political leaders, we must get
development of rural America going without the present anger. There are all
sorts of problems with what I'm suggesting but it is a thought. Is it possible
to be both practical and political at the same time? We must find a way, it seems
to me. People of the hills where I come 'from are wondering if Congress and
Agencies can't function lots better than they now indicate. Won't it be a shame
if any more rural people get the idea that nothing is ever going to happen?

. Senator BELLMON, I apologize, but I have to leave at this time, Mr.
Chairman.

Senator HUMPHREY. I understand, Senator.
'We have had one of these unchartered, unplanned days around here

today, gentlemen, that has upset our hearing schedule.
You are Mr. Pringle?

STATEMENT OF J. W. PRINGLE, COORDINATOR, NEIGHBORHOOD
SERVICES CENTER, MONTGOMERY, ALA., AND CHAIRMAN, NA-
TIONAL RURAL COALITION, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION' OF COM-
MUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Mr. PkiNto.E. I am .f. W. Pringle. chairman of the National Rural
Coalition for the NACD, and also working with the Agricultural
Agency in Montgomery, Ala., as Coordinator for the Neighborhood
Services Center.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you.
Mr. PRINGLE. We have been talking for some time, Mr. Monroe and

Mr. Bloch, and we have covered quite a few things we have talked
about. But there are a few things that I would like to mention, put
more emphasis on in regard to rural programing.

We find that in urban areas throughout our neighborhood and
throughout some of the other States that I have visited the problems
are basically the same but a little bit different from rural problems.
In rural problems we find that each community has a different iv-
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,ource and a dilerent means of solving thi, problem. .\. lot of pro-
grams art. funded in a xvn y basically the same lot% each community that
are concentrating ill tiarlber, it would be very hard for the same pro-
gram that you would fise for that particular community to cope with
an area that is basically prairie land or tri owing wheat or cotton or
somethinro. of that nature.

IWhat am saying is if the people in the local community man have a
greater input on what their 1i:101(.1d:1r community need and this type
of thilv, it would be a lot more effective for a program. It also would
find that a lot ofin most cominunitie a lot of hoard of directors that
!r0\"11 praerrams that 'are funded. they are not basically interested in
the welfare of the low-income people. and I ,tan speaking in regards to
t hi.. as it relates to revenue sharing.

Right now' we, have people from the local tattninitx, cc hiell would
he the poor, have only about one-third of voice in the government
policy. So therefore right now it is not being well directed in some
rases because of lark of representation from the poor and la-l: --a 1
of areas you have the government bodies appointin.o. board member,
and have a tendency to be a controlling factor.

There are some areas where we have agencies that are being. con-
trolled by hankers, the money for the area and this type of thing..

I speak from the point that revenue sharing, as I say, it, this sense
would be really against the mission of the OEO program as trim.r
to solve the dilemma.

Senator Ili:mem:Er. That has worried ow a great deal about the
so-called special revenue sharing, because at least with the Federal
program, the categorical program you have got a fighting chance to
get a piece of it. In some of these communities I regret to say the now.
people do not get a chance. One of the reasons we wrote into the OE()
the maximum participation of the poor for the CAT, program, and
frankly the CAP program is about the only one that ever to the
poor. was because we knew that certain area of our country. north.
south. east and westit is not just regional. it is not just any one
regionthe governing bodies are frequently out of touch with a large
block of the population.

Mr. BLOCH. It should also be noted th ^t 62 percent of your total
poverty is rural. but 70 percent of the OEO funding to urban pi-
grams, even though the mandate, yon people have legislated, you have
beseeched, von have asked, and continually the administriiivY end
of the middle bureaucracy has eiretnntinvio-ated the intent of tie 'LS.
Conqress in the use of funds. One is careers in Public Sery;e that
0E0 got a giant On. which was 3.-i percent rural which did not go
The other. mobilization of local re,ourep money. xvideti prrOni
:Ind it is nO'NVayS 50 percent.

In region :t particularly. Senator, in your State and my State are
both in the same region -should he of particular concern to von be-
cause that region has a horrendous record of ignoring :malt town
,tul rural areas. We are really first cousin. small town aod rural area.
But we are really way down the priority list when it comes to IC:11; 1)11.

with progranr,--for example, in that region there is not one IWN011 011
HIP regional level that is charged with the responsibility of rural
affairs:. 'flier, are four people charged with uhan. Vet f he v;::4 major-
ity of the Afidwest is rural, if anyone has ever t raveled over that
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Senator HU3IPHREY. Surely. This is a very fundamental problem in
government today, and I think that your emphasis upon itI am not
worried about the statistical fact, but your emphasis is very proper
and necessary. That is-tine of the reasons I am here, to be frank with
you, in this committee. Wen I ran for office I said if I got a chance to
go back to the Committecon Agriculture -1 can tell Vote that most
of the people that get a chanCe to get elected did not have that choice.
But I had an experience after m}. experience in government that there
is such an orientation away from rural America, not because people
are trying to control their thinking about it, but their education when
they got offtheir educational experience takes them away from rural
America, particularly when they get into the higher echelons of gov-
ernment and get into some of these new programs. Likewise. the rural
people are not as well organized. Likewise, there is tremendous pov-
erty in our urban areas and it is concentrated. In the rural areas it is
spread over the landscape.

Mr. BLocu. Very democratic. It goes everywhere.
Senator HUMPHREY. For example, very few people would stop and

think that one of the poorest counties in the United States happens to
be in my State. It is a county that has real abject poverty, and we have
many of them, or several of them at least.

I appreciate the emphasis that is here and we got reports under
title 9 now of the Agricultural Act.

I just signed a letter here while you were testifying over to the
President to ask for some more information about the very same
thing that you are talking about here, on the rural poverty picture.

Mr. Dwell. When we asked for the information on the public ex-
penditures for the Agriculture Departmoit we were informed if we
had $150 and would write to Baton Rouge. La., maybe in thefauess---
of time we might get some of that information.

Senator HUMPHREY. We will try to be a little more-17(10u( to you.
Mr. BLocil:We would still, Senator, like to have the information on

the breakdowns of who got what, because we believe in subsidies for
the rich and poor. We do not like to discriminate.

Senator HUMPHREY. You are sort of like I am. If private property
is good for some it is good for everybody.

Mr. BLOCH. I agree with that.
Senator HUMPHREY. All right. Anything else ?
Yes, sir, Mr. Pringle?
Mr. Pnt Nom I would like to say in the 0E0 program is in a sense the

last ray of hope for the low-income and minority groups, and they
act aswell, I would call it .a link between existing agencies and the
low-income community. There are a lot of agencies that can offer help
to a lot of low-income families, but they have closed the door in their
face, so many times until they are very reluctant about going in. So
once I feel that the .power structure gets more hands on the actual
agencies that are operating the community now it would Nit away that
low hope they have there still to try to do something, because right
now I lw people who are working in these types of programs have to
pat the people on the back to get them to come back to the agency, like
the welfare Farmers Home Administration, ASCA, well everywhere
these people have gone, going from time and time again. whatever the
ruse may be, it is a long story and it is hard for them to get in. Tt is a
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two-way system that I think this prog19,, now is about to
bridge that gap and changes in our direction now would just about be
ready.

Senator HUMPHREY. Of course, you know we have been having a vig
sorap of the legal services.

Mr. IliAxu. Rural areas do not have any.
Si.niator HUMPHREY. Theiegal services is one of the ways under 014:0

that you get :a good attorney to represent poor people before govern-
ment agencies, before other public bodies and private groups: Some-
times in the past you got au attorney but you maybe did not get the
one that could- really do the job. We watching out for that, There
are a few of us around here who are very concerned about these things.
I have to tell you with a degree of sorrow that we are going to have
to put up quite a tight for our OE0 funds. particularly when it comes
to the CAP agencies. Ithink that is the heart of OEO. You have got
an ally.

Mr. MAN'. It should he noted, for example, in Indiana there is no
0E0 rural legal services programs because there are no funds. Again.
t his is the allocation and priority situation by middle-echelon bureau
crats as to what the programs will, be even though you have said as
Congress they are not matched unless there is local initiative. They do
not mine down that way. It is a real problem.

Senator111'mm REV. You also said there was only one rural
affiairs

Mr. There is no personage or even a slot designated in
region 5 to be concerned witlt rural affairs, and you 1an check
with NIT.. Verdine. because I have been arguing with him for .2 years
on the point.

Senator I I UMPII HEY, We will see what we ran do.
Mr. Huocii. We may he better off without. compared to what we

were the lust time.
Senator HUMPIIEEr. I 11 of her words, ion say maybe the void is

better than the present !
Mr. lit (it. thotmlit that %vay about a State 0E0 office.
Senator IIINtrititt:v. All right. I appreciate your questioning here,

and thank you for you cooperation,
And now to our last witness for today.
Mr. Richard T. O'Connell. secretary of the National Council of

Farm Cooperatives.
Mr. O'Connell, go right ahead with your presentation. I am de

lighted to see you.
lir. O'CONNELL. Thank you. Senator.
.iienittor IIrmettion-. You have a prepared statement I observe.
PI-tweed, sir.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD T. O'CONNELL, SECRETARY, NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF FARMER COOPERATIVES

Mr. O'CONNELL My name is Richard T. O'Connell. I am seeretary
of the National Council of Farmer Cooperatives.

The national council is a federation of farmer-owned businesses
engaged in the marketing of agricultural commodities and 'or the
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pur,hasing of farm supplits and 3-1 State cooperati\-e eounoils.
\t it Ii our nearly 100 rerional farmer cooperative members art,
li cal 000pei ;It ives ,orving farmer membert-illips. Farmer

ooporatme, collIpise 1111111bC1141tilt 1-11V 111160110i 01111Cli

ov. nell ;0.01 colit 1 o111.41 lit 1.111'111(11'S liS tliVir off- farm business operations.
We appreciate the ()Nana tinny to present our vie \\ s on rural de-

elopment, 11 \\ e ha \-e supported for over a deraile. Mr.
("11,kinitan, \\e, :Its)) commend you for re-I:balling the tire
101s 1r021 14i. a program we ha\ c supported over 0 111.'111le

Sl'll:Itor lit N11'1111E1 . We \\ CXil 111111C 0111' Statell1V111 carefully.
1 dit not kno\\ him much we \\ ill get done. but \ye are goin!, to raise
a lot of Coin ariumil here until soniething happens.

Alt'. (1'('0..x(1 I,. The no,' to 0111'0torts oil 101;11 (1,\-eiop-
101'111 11111,i 1.11141 Ill the t WO folio \\ tog I but (littering) examples:

'H,,, wit ti moulting- ;Hal every morning. spends :111 hour
111. 'I 11; 11).111'S 11) I 1111i1V. 'n is nil a \-eroov sawed

14,4. 1,4.444.u. ab.0411 I hip ,1111e I.:au for a horse
to Ho year,
I:, I sittahty, Alav i-,u(' of the Washinirton Post there \vas a

.1 ,ty uu the &wry, !,licito of PirookI\ One
tiatt her of four, two of whom are drug addicts. sitill.-rci

alnio,t all I t hiln, to get 1):Ick. It) 1o)t1t11 C:11'4)11011 where the air is
and free.-

The.se e\amplos indicate the &florin!, but similar situations of
tin. -111,1111,in:in: and the ghetto resident. (1111' cities are crowded aml.

iptiiiity of life in t hem i'- till only alternative is
Oe form of poptilitt di,persemont heel: to rural areas.
PcoltIc ,tro Mete the ji:h- are. .ks, a re,tllt, three-fourths of the

!tettide iti II,. I-tined stale, Iive on percent a 1110 \\lido the
Cctil1411414a, pci cent. rural .kiiiiiricans. life on 9S4 percent of the
1.1101

f people come to the title, for economic and cultural reasons. then
priallititzat ',ter a ....Ir(111,r 11()114y (111 1'111';11 \-(d()1/111elli ;111(1 (11)1112: (111)e-

h1714r :11)011i it Oill liltraet I iw,e Arne people to 15 c10\\,10(1 life hi
111:11 AlitericA,

t 1/1.1)g'l :WI not lie better 1141111 it iS 101111y.
1, 4.\\ ly (rset:We worseuni!...y economic

) to ion.coicjit loS in our cif le-. C1'1110. 1111144:S. \\ied living 11101
1 N(1'1410'10114, 1111/101/1 '01:1,1 11)1)111'S SCC111 to he OW rathet than

eN,ept ',mann, Ili, Nation's major eit le,. A part of the urban
.1-1".1- i the re-tilt of the iniirrittion of man \- rural Americans to the

ale since AVot Iii 11 a1' I I. Ilowevc. there ;110 than 111r01 to-
,1 bat Arnim,. Therefore. an cNI11 111111ST 111 1111111

\ elopment now eolthi net evers() Ow nijgrotory 11(1\\

1.'11\1 4,(41111V1 1 \ 1 1 \IP( )11T.1 NT I\ 11: \ 1, 1)E\ El (11';111:NT

Farmer cooperatives have been part of rural development since their
It beginning, Nearly all operations of fatal' cOOpell'iltiVeS 1111' ill 1111'111

co(porttiiVes 1411'0\41' 11C111'1V t:43 billion annually for the
poi pose of impro\ ing their operations in rural America. Almost ..4300

toil
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million of this annually trots in to new plants and facilitie,s, all pro-viding employment for rural .kmerica.' As good as this contribution
is to ritual .tnierica, it is not enough.

There are approximately 9 million rural families below the poverty
Finding employment for this many people is a tremendous rhai-

lenge in itself. Coupled with the need to attract nrba people to rural
Iit lig, indicates the size of the task. one which will require-deep na-
tional commitment. Nevertheless. the ehallenge must he met.

"I'l I F: N ELI) FOlt 01'1 I F:ft SERI ICE.;

.thhough the policies of the National Council limit 0111 support to
economic development in rural areas. we recognize that the educa-
tional, health. and cultural institutions must be created and improved
in step with the efforts on eta Monlic development.

The National coimeil is carefully studynn, both ritual revent!e shar-
itg and the proposed Cabinet level reorganization.

There are certain merits to a form of revenue sharing.. In fact, this
has been happening in agriculture 'U' yeal'S. We cite help for the
extension services, assistance to land-grant colleges. conservation pro-
grams and the price :-upport programs under the Agrieultural Sta-
bilization and Conservation :-.;ervice ASCS) as on-,roing prograni,
in revenue sharing,. I Iowever, the membership of the National Coun-
cil has not chosen. as yet. to establish a 1)011Cy on this subject.

Our initial reaction to the Cabinet reorganization proposed is one
of concern. The reshuffling of agencies into new departments is no
assurance their efficiency of operations will increase. Secondly. ino-4
of the current operations in the USDA would he assigned to the De-
partment of Economic Development. Other agencies would come
mainly from Commerce and Labor. We fear that if agriculture is
place(l in the same agency with hie. business and big labor. agricul-
ture's yoke in policvmaking may tell be muted. if not silenced trito-
gether.

We wish to offer some specific reommendations for coo,ideration
by this committee:

1. That the President recommit the National annually to snroort-
ing an active program for rural development.

%.4...".Dat a presidential award 'r1\- :'n annually to the -A11-.4inieri-
can- companies which have done the most hur rural deve101,,,ent in
the previous year.

That ;1 lending prooTtim he established for cooperat ive
to borrow from either the Banks for Cooperati yes or Farmers Monte
Administration.

1. lint t he census -nonmetropolitan definition for rural America
he increased to 25.35,000 population from the present 2.500. This lim-
itation. after much deliberation over whether it should he c4.000. 4.000,
or 1.000. was established by the 191)) census. The V.S. population in
1910 was abont 92 million.

NCFC estimates based on the thirty-fifth annual report of the Farm Credt Adminis-
tration.

Agricultural Economic Report No. 124, Economic Remearch Sorrico. D.S. Department of
Agriculture. November 10(17.

Supplement to Agricultural Handbook No. '147, Economic Research Service, D.S. De-
partment ,,f Agriculture, October 1067.
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5. A survey be taken of the 1.000 leading corporations in the I-nited
States to determine the number of facilities they placed, between
1960-1970. in cities Of 35.000 or less and which are noncontiguous to
larger metropolitan areas.

Senator III-meinwv. I think we ought to add there the number of
jobs that were produced as a result of these locat ions.

Mr. O'CosNLL. This would be a very simple survey, not a com-
plicated one that takes a lot of time of the corporate planning per-
sonnel.

Senator Ift-mmiricv. I think we ought to ask the Department of
Commerce to do that for us.

Mr. O'CossLL. I mi(rht add, I checked the census of manufactur-
ing and I was not able to filter out this information. The census of
manufacturing does not provide a breakdown of information to really
determine plant locations in areas away from large metropolitan
are11:4.

Senator It-NIPIIREY. We will make a note of that and get a letter
off to the proper agency.

Mr. O'CoNNE1,1,. Mr. Chairman, we support the principle of rural
development and believe it is in the public interest to continue creat-
ing proprainS Winch will improve rural living.

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views to this com-
mittee.

Senator Ht-ArennEr. One of the questions I guess .von have an-
swered. cm, 11,1vce not taken a position on the administration's revenue
sharing and reorganization proposals?

Mr. O'CoN NOLL. No. we have not.
Senator Ift-meiniEv. If you do we would appreciate hearing from

von.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. I think we will know within 6 months. We did

not take if up at our last annual meeting held in January,.
Senator HEY. ling mentioned a lending program be estab-

lished for cooperatives Ineligible to borrow from the farmers cooper-
atives or Farmers Home Administration. Would you elaborate and
tell us why such a program is needed :111(1 what groups cannot borrow,
Mr. ('Connell
, Mr. O'CoNN.E1.1.. There are mixed cooperatives of farmers and rural

residents where the membership of the organization is heavier in favor
of rural residents than farmers. over half for example. Currently
der the regulation of the Farm Credit. 90 percent of the voting media
nuist he held by farmers in order for a cooperative to be eligible to bor-
row from banks or cooperatives. We are supporting legislation, hear-
ings were held recently before this committee, which would reduce
that voting media to be held by producers to 662/3 percent.

Senator III-me ow:v. That is before our Farm Credit Subcommittee.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. That is right. Even if it goes clown 66% percent,

it would leave control, as we want it in the hands of the farmers who
built the banks for the cooperatives. However, there is a group which
would fit between those borrowing from Farmers Home Administra-
tion, which lends only to those who cannot get,the funds from any
other source. and those who borrow from banks and cooperatives.
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T do not know. Sc)lator, whether to call it a rural development bank
or some other MUIR'. but there is a gray area of financing -which is not
being served.

Senator Humei now. That is what we feel. and we are trying to de-
sirrn a proposal that will meet that need.

Mr. O'CONNELL. The bank should take a balanced approach. There
has to be a way for community banks to be brought in on this lending
_program. SOMP affiliation with government action. Bankers like to say
they need help with what they call the "nervous" part of the loan.

In other words. there is a portion of a loan wit:01 bankers fear goes
beyond the value of what either tae organization has in the way of
assets or that a plant facility may be insufficient collateral for the loan.
This is another area of financing which is not being served.

As von know, in small towns the bank deposits are not growing very
rapidly. Many rural areas are using correspondent banking in the
metropolitan areas for additional funds. But the first priority for
loans at the correspondent hank level is not the small community banks
in rural America. Metropolitan banking funds are going to the build-
ing of metropolitan shopping centers, the construction of office build-ings. and so forth.

Senator HUMPHREY. Well, we appreciate this very much. Your testi-
mony was concise and helpful, and we will welcome any further com-
mentary that the National Council would like to make. You know of
my personal high regard for the National Council of Cooperatives.
This is a fine bit of testimony. We thank you very much.

May I include in the record a letter from Senator Gordon Allott,
a letter addressed to me as chairman of the committee, and he encloses
a letter from Mr. Lowell H. Watts. director for extension and univer-
sity services and director of the cooperative extension service of
Colorado State University.

This will be made a pak of our record at this point in the transcript.
(The letter is as follows :)

FORT COLLINS, COLO., Junr 1971.
lion. GORDON L. ALLOTT,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR GORDON : Reference is made to earlier correspondence regarding theimplications of special revenue sharing for the Cooperative Extension Service.Of specific reference is your letter to Secretary Hardin making Inquiries on this
subject dated March 11, 1971.

As you know, the Administration proposal which was eventually transmittedto the Congress for the Administration by Secretary Hardin on April 6 carried
in Section 202(e) provisions that not withstanding any other provisions of the
let. each state would he required to use a sufficient portion of the monies towhich it is entitled to carry out an Extension program comparable in size andtype to the Extension program carried out in the state in fiscal year 1971. and
that the Cooperative Extension Service shall be permitted to continue 4H,
nutritional aid programs, and other agricultural programs in metropolitan areas.

Obviously, this paragraph carries with it significant changes, both in intent
and in general operating capability for the Cooperative Extension Service. We
acknowledge this change with deep appreciation because it would not only allow
Extension to continue as a part of the Land Grant University but would also
make it possible for it to continue 4H, our nutrition program and other regular
programs in metropolitan as well as rural areas.

Sines Senator Dominick is a co-sponsor of the Senate version of the Rural
Community Development Revenue sharing Bill, S. 1612, I have written to dm
commenting specifically on the legislation as contained in S. 1612. Becans, of
your assistance and your interest, I am taking this opportunity to communicate
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directly with you on this same subject. Statements made by officials of the
Department of Agriculture in personal discussion as well as testimony by Secre-
tary Hardin and Secretary Connally on Rural Community Development indicate
that the Administration does desire and intend to continue Cooperative Exten-
sion work and to support it in both rural and urban areas.

of concern to me in analyzing the wordage of the legislation is the fact that
the modifications do carry with them certain changes that I would hope could
be corrected before any final action is taken on the legislation. The following
problems are still apparent in the legislation as drafted in S. 1612.

1. There is no provision in the bill for mutual consent between the state land-
grant university and the Secretary of Agriculture. This might give the Secre-
tary unilateral authority to direct program priorities or could result in an
assumption of authority by the Governor's office. In either case, Extension's
educational objectivity and its present isolation from political control could be
jeopardized.Congressional testimony prior to passage of the Smith-Lever Act, indicates
that the problem of maintaining Extension free of political control was a matter
of consequence in consideration of the original legislation. Our ability to initiate
state plans of work and a memorandum of understanding with the Department
of Agriculture has given the land-grant university the capability to insure that
the programs were educational in nature rather than political. At the same
time, the right of review and approval by the Secretary of Agriculture has
allowed for federal concerns and influences to be made a part of the Extension
program in an appropriate and non-political context.

Wordage in the original Smith-Lever Act which requires mutual consent
between the hind-grant universities and the Secretary in the development of
Extension programs is absent in the current legislation. I would sincerely hope
that a provision of this nature could be reinserted,

2. There appears to be no requirement for a state to continue Cooperative
Extension work if it should elect not to accept Rural Community Development
Revenue Sharing funds. I would expect that this could lead to some serious
intrastate conflicts and problems if the eventuality indicated actually

materialized.
3. The states would be required to pay the retirement and fringe benefit

costs of Extension employees. These costs are now borne by the federal

government.
If the costs are transferred to the state, it would be impossible to maintain

the current level of program unless the state itself provided additional fund-

ing. '1'111- %%wild wear to violate the general intent embodied in the concept of

revenue sharing.
l'se of the penalty mail privilege would be lost to Cooperaitve Extension

Hikplioyet., and the states would la required, as im the ease of retirement and

fringe benefit,. to pay these vost s.
5. Although the federal retirement of those currently holding federal appoint-

ment would be protected in the law, there is a tontstion regarding the status of

such per,ohnel in terms 1,t their fringe benefits if a state should elect not to
untribute to the federal retirement program.
G. Ex;ension would lose its present ability to purchase supplies and equip-

ment through GSA sources at greatly reduced rates and would lose its present
authority to actiaire excess personal property which has provided a great saving
in many states.

7. Thcre is lio provision for growth, The bill refers to un,intaining Cooperative
E tension at its IKE size and type. It does not specify whether this reference is
only to feilcra I funds or to ;III sources and does not provide for Extension to share
in any increased funding under the Revenue Sharing Bill.

Although I presume it is an unintended omission, Section 204 of S. 1612, which
authorizes the expending of funds under the act, does not include Extension work
in hill. allthfiriZall(,11. All addition ti) this effect should be inserted.

Since Senator Dominick /1:1,, asked that I provide him with specific suggestions,
I :1111 taking the liberty of enelising a copy of my letter to him in connection with
this subject.

It 1: my hope that we might he helpful in reviewing with you and others inter-
ested in this legislation those aspects which might be corrected editorially with-
ma destroying the intent of the legislation and at the same time allay the fears
uf some who have perceived Extension's inclusion in revenue sharing as unde-
sirable.
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It is my personal belief that the Cooperative Extension Service can be an
extremely effective tool in each of the states in support of Rural Community
Development. If revenue sharing Is passed, I perceive an increased requirement
for educational programs which will assist particularly the smaller rural com-
munities in taking advantages of the opportunities provided under this concept.
It is for this reason, as well as in consideration of current program efforts, that
I would hope legislation, if enacted, would maintain the effective principles that
have functioned effectively under the Smith-Lever Act for the past 5T years. We
do. of course, need to modernize the Extension Service and keep it in tune with
current problems of our society. The concern about development in rural areas
is currently of high priority to the Cooperative Extension Service. Even though
specific funding for this purpose has been quite limited, the field organization
and the land-grant backstopping does place the Extension Service in a position
which could be most helpful in the emerging programs which seek to strengthen
and improve the economic and social situation in rural sectors of America. I
hope, therefore, that we can be of appropriate assistance to you in interpreting
the current legislative proposals and their implications. I might add that these
suggestions I have offered have not been subjected to legal review and the word-
age could therefore need modification from that standpoint.

Very sincerely.
LOWELL H. WATTS.

Director for Extension and University Service's, .

Director of Cooperative Extension Service.

EXCERPTS S CHM ITTED BY LOWELL IL WATTS

Section 202( e) :
-Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Act, eaeh state shall use asufficient portion of the moneys to which it is entitled to maintain and (Try outa program of Cooperative Extension work' as authorized by the Smith-Lever

Act (7 U.S.C. 341-349) and Section 204(b) and 201 of the Agricultural Market-
ing Act of 1940. Such program shall :

"(1) continue to be administered by the designated State Land-GrantInstitution (g).
"(2) be initially comparable in size and type to the Cooperative Exten-

sion program carried out in the States in fiscal year 1071 as funded byFederal, State and local governments, with increased funding in yearsubsequent to 1971 based on additional educational needs.
"(3) be continued Statewide in rural and metropolitnr. areas and en-compass agriculture, home economics, nutrition. community develop -went and related programs.

Section 203, State development plan. add to last sentence :
-Such State Development Plan shall not be subject to snproval by the Secre-taries, except that the Extension Director of each Land-Grant institution asdescribed in Section 202(e) shall continue to submit annual plans of work tothe Secretary of Agriculture for approval. Current memoranda of understandingfor Cooperative Extension work between Land-Grant institutions and the Secre-tary shall continue in effect. The plans of work as approved by the Seeretaty forExtension work may be included as a separate, identifiable part of the StateRural Development Plan."
Section 204, Authorized expenditures :

"Each State is authorized to expend moneys to which it is entitled tunletrtion 202(a) through (c) for the purpose of rural development as that term isdefined in Section,101(c) except those funds as provided for tinder Section 20 le)for Extension work.' Each State is authorized to expend moneys to which it isentitled under Section 202(d) as the Secretary shall direct."

-Excztorr or BILL SUBMITTED sr Lowma, H. WATTS

RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND DEVELoPIM ENT

SEC. 415. Unless such project measure has been approved on or before Decem-ber 31, 1971, no financial assistance shall be provided to carry out any projectmeasures under the authority of section 32e of title III of the Rankhenol-Jones

'italic indicates added material.
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Farm Tenant Act, a, amended 17 U.S.C. 1011ei. or -octions 1 t; of the Soil Con-
-ervation and Dome-tic .Allotment At 1111 l'.S.C. 590 a fl, in a resource con-
-ervation and development plan developed in tile program for land stabilization
atilt land conservation authorized tinder sections 31 and 3:: of title III II the
Bankhead-.Jones POLIO Tenant Act, :is amended 17 F.S.C. 1010 and 1011 p.

FNIENsIoN. s1.10 F

SEC. 4111. i a ) No payments to States for extension work as a tithorized liy the
Smith-Lever Art, as amended 17 U.S.('. :1-1l 34!)1. and sections 204 i 11 1 and 205
of the Agricultural Marketing At of 19-111. iis amended 17 U.S.('. 1023 and 1024).
0-hall be made after December 31, 1971.

i b) Equipment and other property in the possession of a land-grant university
which was purchased in whole or part from funds made available for extension
work shall remain the property of the university.

lc) The provisions of section -1152t a ) (Ft of title 39. United States ('ode,
relating to penalty mail for extension agents and directors . are continued.

id) Any person currently or hereafter holding an appointment as a cooper-
ative extension employee. shall be eligible for coverage under the Federal env-
ployees'-injury compensation program authorized by chapter S1 of title 5. United
States ('ode, the unemployment compensation program authorized by chapter
S5 of title 5. United States Code. the Civil Service Retirement Act. chapter 83 of
title 5. United States Code. the Federal employees' group life insurance program
authorized by chapter 87 of title 5, United States ('ode, or the Federal employees'
health benefits program authorized by chapter 59 of title 5. United States ('ode.
A ppropriatihns are. (tmthorized to provide for 1) Employer's matching contri-
bution to Federal Civil Service Retirement Program :2) Costs incurred under
the Federal employees' compensation program; 3) costs for penalty 'nail for
extension agents and directors.

LAND STABILIZATION. CONSERVATION, AND EROSION CONTROL

SEC. -117, No agreements shall be entered into under section 203 of the Appa-
lachian Regional Development Act of 19(15 as amended Ti) Stat. 121. after
December 31. 1971.

Senator I-IumeintrY. Well. that cgncludes our hearings for today.
Thank you very much.
The committee now stands adjourned; and will reconvene subject to

the call of the Chair.
(Whereupon, at 4:3:3 p.m. the su ;)committee adjourned. to reconvene

subject to the call of the Chair.)
( Additional statement filed for the record is as follows :'

STATEMENT OF PATRICK B. HEALY, SECRETARY, NATIONAL. MILK. PRODUCERS
FEDERATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee : I am Patrick B. Healy,
Secretary' of the National Milk'Producers Federation.

The Federation is a nation-Wide farm commodity organization. It represents
dairy farmers and the dairy cooperative associations which they own and operate.
These cooperatives range from small groups to very large federated organiza-
tions. They operate throughout the continental United States and in Alaska.

RESOLUTION ON RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Chairman : The Federation recognizes the great need for improving life
in rural America. Adopted at its annual convention. the Federation's resolution
MI rural development reads as follows:

-The rural development administration emphasizes industrial and commercial
development in rural areas as a means of providing improved employment and
living opportimities for rural people not needed in commercial-like agriculture.
thereby relieving the population pressures on urban areas.

-The National Milk Producers Federation commends-this objective of the rural
devi-lopment administration program. hat urges that projects under this program
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be limited to sound, economic developments which do not work to the disad-
vantage of the dairy industry."

Historically. America's farmers, including dairymen. have been the backbone
of the nation. By ever-inereasing efficiency, our farmers now produce tl greater.
more nutritional food supply with fewer limn hours. less titatige proportion-
ately, tintl lower costs 1-41 c(111S1lIllerSthan any rounto in the Nittrld.

Over the .vears, unfortunately. imbalances and serious deficiencies 11111r de-
veloped in caril/ :

To day. mei' 30 percent of the nation's tutor live in rural .tnwrita.
Unemployment and tinder-employment is diSproportionately high in the

count ryside.
()viar one-half of the nation's sub-standard housing is 4ocattl in rural

communities.
According to a recent survey. nearly 3:2.000 rural chtuniunities require new

or improved water systems: and over 30,000 require new or improved sever
systems.

Ilealth services are often inadequate.
It ter schools are needed.
.ktill there are many other needs in rural .kinerica.

Fr vrt-lirs of tirnm, oto-moeNtENr enot.avit

Iu desighing-and operating a more effective rural developilitimt program. crea-
tive Ii ilization or existing and new ideas are necessary. Fundamental principles
of such it program. in otir judgment, should include:
Coop/ s

flyer the years, cootterativesoatieularly in dairyinghave proven highly ef-
fective in serving the needs of the nation's fanners. By protecting and strengthen-
ing the cooperathe movement. we will preserve and perpetuate a system vital
to rural progress.e d it

Alialernization of farm credit laws--as proposed in this Fongress--shoubi he
expeditiously acted tipoli hy Congress. .1 good, flexible credit system is c"-sentiill
to rural pro...;ress
II ':ing

:;cant. housing is necessary. if rural folks are to live in comfort and dignify
1111 1%11'111.: 111141 in S1111111(.1' (.01111111111iti1.S.

Education
In our educational system. there needs to be:

Improved efforts to educate young people to the advantages of living in
rural communities. including emphasis on both farm and farm-related
opportunities.

Vocational education programs should be restructured to better meet the
needs of modern agriculture ;

To acquaint students and youth with opportunities in farm and agribusi-
ness. work-study programs should be developed and operated for onfarm
eyperienee: and

The quality of rural schools should be brought up to par with urban
sehook.

Health
Lack of adequate health care and services is a serious problem. Renewed

efforts are required to meet the physiological, mental, and dental health of rural
people.
Environment

In legislation being considered by Congress for coping with problems of pollu-
tion. consideration must be given to the economic impact upon farmers; and cost-
sharing systems should be developed for antipollution measures that will be
highly expensive.

Obviously, these touch upon only the more -prominent problems confronting
us in rural America.
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CONCLUSION

I warmly commend this committee for undertaking efforts to deverop a more
effective, workable program in rural development, In our judgment, this is neces-
sary not only to bring equity, dignity:amd opportunity to rural peopie; but also to
foster balanced progress in agriculture, the Yo Initiation of the Nation's economy.

(Nom The following material was supplied to the subcommittee for
-inclusion in the record of the hearings by the Chief of the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture Forest Service in response to request of

rin an Humphrey.)
Nearly all Forest Service activities 'are either designed specifically to con-

tribute to the quality of life acid economic, opportunities in rural America or
are managed so as to benefit rural people while serving national resource goals.
This emphasis Is found in the management of the 187 million acres of National
Forests and National Grasslands and in the Cooperative State and Private For-
estry, Research, and Manpower and 1:outh Conservation programs operated by
the Forest rvice.

The National Forests and Grasslands provide water for local communities,
outdoor recreation opportunities for tourists and local residents, habitat for
big game and other wildlife, roads and trails for commercial and recreational
use, tire protection for Federal lands and much State and private land, raw mate-
rials for local manufacture tosupply local and national markets, and employment
for about 29,000 people in rural Communities, as well as income for many small
businessmen and contractors. Shared revenues front National Forest receipts are
'a major financial aid to rural counties.

State and Private Forestry programs administered by the Forest Service
are aimed at improving the protection ad development of the 332 million acres
of nonindustrial private and non-Federal public forest lands in the Notion
and toward improving the efficiency and quality of -forest resource utilization
on all non-Federal lands.

Forest Service research includes development of improved techniques for pro-
teeting the forest environment as well as for producing commercial goods. For
example, research now underWay includes efforts to reduce soil erosion, im-
prove wildlife habitat, find uses for tree bark now being burned, reduce noise
levels in towns through use of barriers, provide plans for attrae&e low-
cost housing, analyze the oppo ties for plywood production in some rural
areas, and develop intensive cult al measures for maximum timber production.

Manpower and Youth Conserva on programs conducted by the Forest Service
include the operation of 20 ci n conservation centers, participation in the
Youth Conservation Corps pr m, and cooperation with the Detiartnient of
Labor's special manpower ograms such as Operation Mainstream, Green
Thumb. and Neighborhood YoUth Corps.

Statistical information and brief details concerning the relation of Forest
Service programs to rural Arnerica are given below.

(RATIONAL FOREST SYSTEM

The 154 national forests and 19 national grasslands are n'anaged under the
concepts of multiple-use and sustained yield. Gross area within unit boundaries
encompasses about 226 million acres in 44 States and Puerto Rico. of which 157
million acres are under Forest Service administration. Managelpent of these
lands is designed to protect and improve, intangible values, such as scenery, as
well as to produce tangible commoditieri'such as timber. Some statistics on con-
tributions (.f national forests and grasslands in rural areas a as follows :

National Forest System contributions to improving quality of at life
Campgrounds and picnic groundsdeveloped capacity for 525,000 persons at

I'm. time. Concession and permits administered by the Forest Service involved
capacity for another 580,000 persons.

Landscape managementemployment of 180 landscape architects to help pre-
serve a pleasing forest environment.

Administration of 44,000 permits for special uses of National Forest System
lands in 1970.
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habitat development on 180.000 acres in 1970. About 93 million wild-
life-oriented visitor days estimated for 1970.

Management of 1,075 watersheds on National Forest System lands for cont.
inunity %rater supplies.

Water quality monitoring at 41 primary stations in major watersheds as
well as monitoring at many project locations in connection with forest develop-ment activities.

Inspection of mining claims for compliance with mining laws. (About 40,000
claims are active in any one year.)

Fire protection on 183 million acres of National Forest System land and over
10 million acres of State and private lands. (About 4 million acres of National
Forest land issirotected by other agencies.)

Development and maintenance of a multipurpose road system 199,000 miles long.
Forest insect and disease surveys and control measures on all Federal lands.
Resource inventories and surveys for multiple-use management covering tensof millions of acres of forest and rangelands annually.
Administration of 14 million acres of Wilderness and Primitive Areas.
Maintenance of 100,000 miles of trails for recreation and other uses.

National Forest System contributions to jobs and economic oppdrtunities in rural.1 ineriea
harvesting of 11.5 billion board feet of timber through contracts with privateforestry operators in fiscal year 1970. National Forest lands contribute about 80percent of the Nation's annual softwood timber supplies. About 28,600 timber

sales were made during 1970, many of these designed for small operators and allof them providing employment in rural areas. In addition, about 112,000 sales of
minor forest products were made in that year.

.Grazing of 3.1 million head of livestock through 18,200 raid permits in 1969.
In addition, 68,500 owners were allowed to grark about 160,000 head of livestockfree of charge.

Minerals with an estimated value exceeding $100 million are removed fromNational Forest lands annually.
liutdoor recreation involving an estimated 160 million visitor-days in 1970.bringing increased income from tourists and sportsmen.
Special use permits and concessions granted to local businessmen for developing

commercial recreation enterprises.
Salaries paid to nearly 18,000 permanent employees and 11,000 temporary andpart-time employees in nonmetropolitanareas in 1970.
Construction, service and supply contracts valued at $104,000,000 were issuedin 1970. Of the total, $76 million worth was awarded in Small Business Adminis-tration set-aside contracts. Many of these contracts were timed to provide jobs(luring of seasons for farmers, loggers and other rural people.
Distribution of $78.9 million of National Forest receipts to States and counties,in 1070, for support of schools and roads.

FOREST SERVICE COOPERATION WITH OTHER FORESTRY AGENCIES

The forest products industry (including primary and secondary processors/
employed over a million people in the United States during 1967. The payroll in-volved was about $6 billion and value added in manufacture exceeded $11 billionin that year. Most of the employment in this industry is in non-metropolitanareas. The Forest Service supports this employment through forest products saleson the National Forests, through its forest products utilization assistance inState and Private Forestry programs, and through research.The Forest Service also cooperates with public and private institutions con-cerned with forest resources other than timber, such as range, wildlife, recrea-tion, water and minerals. Many programs are designed to aid the 4 million smallforest landowners who own 59 percent of the Nation's potentially productive
woodlands. Others are aimed at helping State and local governments managepublic lands effectively. Also, the Service works with private conservation asso-ciations such as Trees for People, the National Wildlife Federation, the SouthernForest Resource Council, and National Association of Conservation Districts.Sonic specific information on State arid Private Forestry and Research pro-grams is given below.
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State and Private Forestry Contributions to Rural America
Ownership of forest land suitable for sustained timber production in 196 was

approximately as follows:

National forests
Other Federal
States, counties, ancl municipalities
Foist industry
Farmer
Miscellaneous private

Total, _

Million acres

97
16
29
66

141
162

510

Percent

19
3

6
13
22
37

100

These statistics demonstrate the importance of state and private ownerships
in protecting and managing the Nation's forest resources. Farmers and miscel-
laneous private owners have an enormous role in forestry afi indicated by their
:;9 percent-ownership shown above. The Forest Service State and private pro-
grams are designed to encourage effective multiple-use management of all non-
Federal forest resources.

Programs involved in this effort-are: Cooperation in Forest Management and
Processing ; General Forestry Assistance; Cooperation in Forest Tree Planting:
Assistance to States for Tree Planting ; Cooperation in Forest Fire Control:
Insect and Disease Control: and Flood Prevention and River Basin Planning.

These programs provide financial and technical assistance to the States. In
some instances, the forest Service gives direct aid to forest land owners and
processors. More often, assistance is provided through State Foresters. These
activitits help improve the rural environment through the following means:

(a) technical advice to processors to improve raw material utilization
and reduce pollution from waste disposal ;

(b) assistance to non-Federal public and nonindustrial private owners
in managing forests so as to favor wildlife, limit soil erosion, improve
scenery, and protect water supplies;

c) aid in (letectin4 and controlling damaging insect and disease out-
breaks such as the current gypsy moth epidemic in the Bast ;

( d ) financial and technical aid to States for forest fire prevention and
control :

( e) assisting States and local governments in river studies under the
National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act

(f) participation in flood prevention projects, smali watershed (P.L. 366)
activities, and river basin studies ;

I g) communication of Fdrest Service research results to other agencies
and landowners. Plans for low cost wood housing are an example of the
information provided rural residents.

State and Private Forestry programs ate also designed to promote jobs and
income opportunities in rural areas. For example, the Cooperative Forest Man-
agement program helps the States aid landowners to increase incomes from
woodlots and small recreation developments. Forest Products Utilization assist-
ance helps find uses for resources now wasted and improves processing effi-
ciency. Resource information is provided to aid industrial development and
special training in forestry jobs is given through the General Forestry Assistance
Program.

Some 1970 statistics relating to assistance provided through these programs
are as follows :
Assists given to private landowners 121
Assists given to public agencies

2): 600(0())

Assists given to forest products processors__
Million acres of land protected from tire

14, 5031(21

Million distributed to States for forestry purposes $21

The Forest Service also is an active participant in the administration's Rural
Development Programserving the States through membership on State and local
Rural Development Committees and through technical assistance to rural
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communities and development organizations. In fiscal year 1971, Forest Service
and State Forester staff assisted over 2,500 communities or groups in 3,600
different rural development projects.

FOREST SERVICE RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS To RURAL AMERICA

Most Forest Service Research programs are both directly and indirectly related
to improving the quality of life and economic opportunities in rin:al areas, Ex-
amples include research leading to the development of new and higher value
products derived from forests and related resources. and research contributing to
the development of new recreational and wildlife opportunities. Sonie of our
research will lead to greater stability of existing businesses and jobs in rural
grens. Others can lead to development of additional jobs from the same resource
base. In the long run, almost every forestry research effort will contribute in
some way or other to rural area development. Research provides the technical
backstopping and base essential for the successful development. implementation.
and completion of action programs. Specific research programs related to rural
development and environnmetal quality are dismissed below.
Environmental quality and public recreation research

(1)Forest environment : Research studies are aimed at improving the environ-
ment by reducing pollution, improving wildlife habitat. creating opportunities for
outdoor recreation, developing range resources, and using trees to enhance the
esthetic qualities and provide protection.

Current studies aimed at reducing pollution include finding uses for residues
currently burned (a gajor source of air pollution), reduction of noise levels in
communities through .ise of tree screens, and control of soil erosion through grass
plantings. Further study of shelterbelt establishment in the Great Plains is being
conducted to aid farmers in conserving soil moisture.

In the South. research has shown that hunters are willing and able to pay for
hunting privileges on private land. Current research is designed to help land-
owners achieve this source of supplemental income. Studies also are in progress
to provide landowners information on campground development. Private camp-
grounds offer considerable potential as an income source for the rural landowner.

(2) Fire and atmospheric sciences, forest insect and disease: Forest fire re-
search in the South will help protect the rural environment in areas where in-
cendiary fires are common. Researchers there are working toward means of
reaching potential incediarists among rural populations in these areas.

Forest disease and insect researchers are seeking effective control measurs
(especially non-chemical ones) to avoid loss of timber or environmental degra-

dation. For example, since the ban on DI )T. the gypsy moth detonation of trees
has spread over 1,000.000 acres of forest from New England to the middle At-
lantic States. Fnrther spread is likely. To counteract this threat, a greatly en-
larged research program to find effective biological controls for the gypsy moth
has been initiated.
Roccarch affecting job and income opportunities

(11 Timber management : Research is directed toward providing management
methods for maintaining productive forests to provide all benefits on a sustained-
yield basis. In addition to continuing research directed toward the major timber
products of lumber, pulpwood, and veneer, several studies are specifically ori-
ented toward the small forest landowner. For example, naval stores are tradi-
tionally labor-intensive operations on small acreage in the South. Forest Service
scientist:, are striving to increase the gum yields and income for this industry
through tree breeding. They are also assisting Christmas tree producers in the
West to develop strains of good quality trees.

(2) Forest products and engineering: Major research programs dealing with
forest products and engineering assist the forest products industry and thereby
help provide market outlets for small timber produceirs and jobs for workers in
the industry. For example. a series of stndies nearing completion considers the
opportunities for plywood production from ponderosa pine in the Black hills
region.

Adequate housing for rural areas is a goal of other studies. Much has been
done in this area through preparing plans for sound. attractive, low-cost houses
to blend with the rural environment.

,22
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(3) Forest economics and marketing: Economics research is directed toward
determining the hest management alternatives to provide optimum outputs from
forest and rangelands. Some examples of economics and 'marketing research de-
signed to increase income in rural areas are given below.

Forest economists have determined that the New England States have the.
resource potential to gre4tly expand the production of maple ,,yrtip and syrup
by- products and have starte(I a research project to stimulate maple syrup produc-
tion and develop new markets for those products in this area.

Increased utilization of low-grade hardwoods is essential for proper manage-
ment of many timber stands in the eastern United States. Abundant supplies of
these low-grade hardwoods are often found in Appalachia and other economically
depressed rural areas. The manufacture of pallets for shipping foodstuffs-and
other goods is a p'romising outlet for this resource and a lihi ly source of new
income for rural areas. Forest Service marketing research in this area is focused
on developing standardized design criteria fur pallets and expanding hardwood
pallet use through establishment of a national pallet exchange.

-11 Forest survey: The Forest Service is responsible for periodic inventories
of the Nation's timber resonn es and appraisal of the supply and demand Outlook
for those resources. The Forest Survey program develops this infmation in a
manner which pArmits Federal. State, and private agencies to guide rural devel;
ititalent programs and commercial investments. Reports are issued fur individual
States (oten for individual counties) and for the entire N'ition. the most
recent comprehensive national report, Titalo'r rectitiN, will soon be :supplanted
by the 070 l'itoloT Rcrictr.

NtAsco*En A ND YOUTII CONSERVATION l'EOGRA MS

Manpower and Youth Conservation programs administered by the Forest Serv-
ice improve the quality I if life in rural America by benefiting both the her ;la
and natural iesoures. These socio-environmental programs result in signit' nt
improvements to the rural environment while providing participating yo its,
the disadvantaged, unemployed. and senior citizens with an understanding and
appreciation of the Importance of the conservation of natural resources and with
educational and vocational skills to improve their employability. The programs
include the Job Corps Civilian Conservation Center Program, the Department of
Labor Manpower Training Programs hosted by the Forest Service. and the new
Youth Conservation Corps.

The '20 Civilian Conservation Centers operated by the Forest Service have a
current capacity of 3,8-18 Corpsmen. Each year. approxinuttely 8,041 disad-
vantaged youths age 11i-21 received education and vocational skills training in
these centers. The Forest Service hosts each year up Rean estimated 8,000 dis-
advantaged youths and adults in the Department of Labor's special manpower
training programs 'such as Operation Mainstream. Green Thumb. Neighborhood
Youth Corps. Manpower Development and Training Act, Work Incentive. Supple-
mental Training and Employment, Public Service Careers, Coneentrated Employ-
ment Program and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare's College
Work-Study program.

The Youth Conservation Corps program, initiated this year, is a combination
conservation work-environmental education program for 15 through 18 year old
men and women of all social. economic. and ethnic backgrounds:.

In 1971, approximately 2.500 youths are involved in this pilot summer program
sponsored and administered jointly by the Departments of Agriculture »nd
Interior.

Beet-lose of the location of Natural Forests and other Forest Service facilities
a large percentage of the participants in these Forest Service Manpower and
Youth Conservation Programs are from rural areas. In addition. rural eoniumni-
ties in which these programs are located benefit economically by providing sup-
plies and services to the participants. The projects completed through these pro-
grams improve the quality of natural resources, natural beauty, and outdoor
reereation facilities thereby benefiting rural areas esthetically and eeonontically.

The above report gives details of Forest Service activities affecting the quality
of life in rural areas and economic opportunities there. It discusses National

. Forest System. State and Private Forestry, Research, and Manpower and Youth
t'onservation programs and the relation of these"to activities of non-Federal-
forestry agencies and forest owners.

03-582-71pt. 2--is
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Tlw statistics included in the report are only a handful out of the myriads of
estimates required annually for Forest Service administration. '1 to ones
which seem most pertinent to your request, but we will gladly supply in jt
pin wish.

You asked for suggestions for improving these activities. The enclosed report.
FOBEST NERVICE ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM FOR 'NIE FIN RE

,:tenniarizes our tentative development plans for the coming decade. The pro-
posals in the following report have not been endorsed by the Administration.

The report is as follows :)

A FOREST SERVICE ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM FOR THE FUTURE TENTATIVE 1MAFT`
FOREST SERVICE. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

uo .1.111011W 1, 1970, President Nixon signed the National Environmental
1;iiality Act (PL 91-190). The purposes of this historic act are:

To declare "a National policy which will encourage production and enjoyable
harmony between man and his environment ;

To promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to the environment
and biosphere andjoefitimulate the health and welfare of man ;

To enrich the understanding of the ecological systems and natural resources
important to the Nation ; and

cctabli8h a Council on Environmental Quality."
in keeping with the intent of the act, the Forest Service has focused increased

attention on environmental problems and is analyzing and studying the ecologieal
..onseemences of its various activities more thoroughly.

The Forest Service has drafted this tentative forestry Program for the Future
to give people an indication of how the Agency might respond to the needs and
opportunities of the future. The present draft supersedes a preliminary Septem-
ber 25. 1970. draft and reflects suggestions received from discussion of the earlier
draft. Targets fol. development of. National Forest recreation facilities and for
National Forest wildlife habitat improvement are higher than suggested in theSeptember 25 draft.

The revised draft Program looks ahead for a 10-year period. Comment is invited
and will be considered in the next update of the Program. The tentative Program
described has not been endorsed by the Administration.

k FOREST SERVICE ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM FOR THE FUTURE

This revised statement of "A Forest Service Environmental Program for the
Future" has been prepared to conform to the following directives and procedures :

1. The President's statement of June 19, 1970, commenting on findings and
recommendations of a Task Force on Softwood Lumber and Plye Jolt. This qtate-
ment called attention to the need for increased timber supplies to meet housing
and other needs. The President directed, in mrt, that action be taken to improve
the level and quality of management of National Forests to permit an increased
harvest of softwood timber, consistent with sustained yield, environmental qual
iv, and multiple-use-objectives. Re also directed that programs be designed to
increase production and harvest of timber on State and private lands. consistent
with maintaining environmental quality.

2. The Environmental Quafity message of August 10. 1970. In this statement.
the President challenged research to provide new knowledge about ecological
relationships and human behavior in relation to environmental factors. In addi-
tion, the President called for new perceptions and attitudes and expressed his
intpntion that environmental considerations will he taken into account at the
earliest possible stage of the decisiomaking process.

3. Section 1o2 (Q) (c) of the National Environmental Quality Act. This requires
responsible °Metals to prepare a detailed environmental impart statement for
every recommendation or report on proposals for legislation and other major
Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.
'rhe net requires the responsible °Metal to consult with and obtain the comments
of atiy Federal agency which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with
respect to any environmental impacts involved. It further provides that copies



j.jjujj,,,,,j, ;trot joys the appropriate liCritt. State. and
iW:li 111,11 authorized to develop and to enforce environmental
-ddmitird shalt he wade ni: liable to the Commit on Envirounientni Quality
ICE(/' and the pithlii

sato,- (or. 1.\cutive irders. CEQ Guidelines, OMB Bulletins. Secretary's
Memoraml.,. And h,,rest servie,. biro lite.s,relhtiug and impionating the require-
ments of the art as issued during 1970. The Forest Service has deN eloped a
oetaiied %tem for the prepardtion and review of statements for Section 102.
,J1ti retmments are j11111/:: to he made.

therefore. rst order of business for the Forest Service to help chart
totur our.- which retie( is greater concern for the Nation's stewardship

,,f con f not related 11110k. In thiti effort, one of the most important objectives
. 111 he to iniprINt the balance among the three major area of Forest Service
respon,iolhi,% --National Forest Administration, Forestry Research, and State
anti 'Aopera t ve Progru ins -and among the programs and activities
\, Lucia the, major areas.

lialdo eti e is ;ilso needed to meet the goals expressed in Tramework for
Future.- a statement of Forest Service objectives and poi ''y issued in

rehr,1ry
Fri, q meet. the Forest Service's longstanding responsibility for

ro,lot ;u, i. the kivo ledge awl technologies required to protect, tonnage. and utilize
:61 forest tso,r, Improved ho 1W ledge is needed to formulate sound national.
re;tivi MI I lo, -,ti forestry policy and plans. Successful application of prat-
hot, awl proi:rams designeil to 1101trove and to protect the environment of all
forest and related lands, as well its to meet human needs, depend, on a strong
and prdm ti% o forestry research effort at the Federal level.

.-tot, and Po,' ott (bops otire Vrograms have never received adequate empha-
sis As a re-ult. most noni.dustrial non-Federal lands are not providing goods
am( servioes It anywhere near their potential. It continued. this ithbuitnice will
, "rut ribute in, reasingly to problems of timber supply. as well as to environmental
deleriorat ;141 The 300 million acres of productive forest land (59 percent of the
\ t ion's total that is held in farm or other nonindustrial private ownership hold
the key to long-r>inge increased productivity. The huge backlog of needed tree
iii.inting ;11;41 other cultural work 011 these lands must be reduced.

int, a-1M National Foreq managument can yield dramatic payoffs in terms
of both environmental enhancement and production of useful good--; mid services
needed hy the public. Current emphasis on the need for increased timber sales
;toll, :National Forest lands must not be allowed to create further imbalances in
the overall program Wildlife, watershed, recreational, livestock forage, and other
1.11neS!'idri oirin111 significant. Ilene, too, a large backlog of needed work 111115,
10 redin

he rt d Program outlined herein- represents a Steil tOW111'
fliCt irg better tartance in program emphasis. However, it is preliminary and

1,,.o ant fully retteet the most appropriate mix of programs and activities. Fur-
,her 1.Mo-1m development efforts are needed to chart the course for progratos
amied at .ioldevitu; better management of nonindustrial private forest lands
'I he hlueprint for research programs may need modification to reflect changing
needs and opportunities and to anticipate future demands for new forestry

During the next decade, the Forest Service expects to move forward on sev-
eral important fronts that relate to program administration. Some of these are:

Developmental work on and implementation of new methods of protection
and management which will minimize adverse environmental effects;

More sophisticated methods to display alternative combinations of re-
source uses and the consequences of each ;

Planning for National Forest management in a way that will focus on
siwitie units of land so that resource managers and citizens alike can
visualize the issues involved and can better discuss and understand the
implications of management. alternatives.

The Forest Service recognizes its responsibility to help bring about better
public understanding of the problems and opportunities involved in natural re-
source management and use. A better understanding will lead to more meaning-
fill public involvement. This can help to produce improved Forest Service pro-
grams- locnilr, regionally, and nationally.

)
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FOREST SERVIcF ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM FOR THE FUTURE

t ion a 1 forest :cyst( m

liesou rce Ma at:tic:men t
Wildlife Habitat .11 a hafie men t : During the period improve 3.7 million acres

ul fi:It and 1Vii1ilift' habitat :
niilliuu acres of game habitat ; seed and plant 9::9,00) acres: release

game food plants from competing vegetation 899,000 acres; prescribe horn
755.000 acres; fence 259,000 acres; and create 43,000 acres of permanent
openings. lu adtlitiou, install 12,000 wildlife water developments (12,000
acres).

11.15111 awes Id Waterfowl wetland: pr,vide marsh and hot 1'0111 land
hardwood iniprovement for 84,000 acres; pothole construction for 67,000
acres ; awl nesting -facilities for 63,000 acres.

119,000 acres of sportlishing water: provide stream channel structures
for 5,700 acre"! (57,000 structures) -ontove migration barriers front 1,500
acres (15,000 barriers) ; fence for noel stabilization on 800 acres (80
miles of stream :control atinatic weeds oft 79,0)10 acre;: IWO\ ide spawning
hod shelters Iii 12:6011 acres; ;del construct 20.000 acres of }kit lake
impoundments.

7.000 acres of commercial fish-spawning II ;der Provide imProved spawn-
ing bed for fUlt) acres; remove migration barriers from 500 acres (5.0(X) bar-
riers) ; fence rar channel stabilization on 700 acres (70 nines of stream) ;
oast ruct 5.500 acres of rearing ponds.

Admini:ter and coordinate fish and Vildlie habitat activities on all National
Forest lands to produce the Opfinill111 populations consistent with land use prior-
ities. Protect rare and endangered species through management procti, es spe-
cially designed for that purpose.

ht orea t nor/ 11 i lel ra( : Within 10 yea is, accommodate an itnrease of 1:18
yjsjho (toy:. The 197') level a: 171 nifpion visitor ,1;\., fioring the

Plat; and develop Rely Forea SW!' VI( Ferrat ,j1P. \\ ittt 1
people -at- one -tine' capacity of 537.000 ;

Plan and arrange for development of new conce-smifer-operated sites )% ith
;, pacify or

Alaitttain facilities and provide sanitation'itml f If limp to standard ;
Inovide iflterpretative and orientation .revives.
.kflministe 0,0)10 recreation 'Ts:demo permits but provide no additional

sites ;
:Manage 11 primitive areas. and identity Itul study

other area: \1Irralltill:: consideration for classith ; smit hien-
tificd area, so .ts 11(1,,:hilitY of 1\ ii(11.1111's, rinssificn-

i

;5/1?)111:11';11/111tV PX1):111Si1ITI of the Notional 1Vild and 1.-fenic 'fivers
and the Notional Trail: Systems and manage mato thousands of miles ,,t
hose Systems: and
.Accelerat development and use of methods to heifer recognize and pro-

tect fand.:eape value.: in the design of re:onrce use aptiv0;4.s.
New 1,',resi Sfevice-operated recreation site: 11 ill bp ;11.0011441 ill are,. \\ l!

riTTIT'e011i :1 broad speetrom of recreation 1..perience. This spectrum is .ptle t("I
live leols of 11'1 refffion farilifY fieveloPfmmt and environmental moditifIfi"'I
11."1" Priutitk.e to nlntfetfacility dovelolfluent will favor larger

)ousted ln,er In population concentrations and often associated )) ith water
oriented en\ iromuents. I.arger sites lend themselves to more Olio 1.10
11.,:;tniont. more adequate public protection. and improved contrid of voil(1:111.11t.

rent kin facilities will he developed for public convenience in \\
or in area, Mont tied for wilderness stuffy. Existing' non-( onolming facilities awl
structures will be removed from elassitied wildrfics porinit. It may
he appropriate to provide minimal sanitary facilities iu \Villierlit'S, to adi'lltniielY
Protect environmental values, such as water quality; trails will he constructed
in wilderne:s to provide for improved distribution of piddle use and for ad-
ministration. Controlled visitor use in wilderness exists HOW in some National
Forest units of the Wilderness System, and much more of this will occur (luring
the coming decade. Large problems confront the Forest Service in removing non-

Ir)



tiatfierming duprovemnts, structures, and practices and in cleaning up hchind

wilderness users.
nueege Resource Management : By the end of lt) years, increase livestock for-

age by 1.0 million animal-unit-mouths annually. The 1070 level was 7,9 MM
.11,. it MM ATMs of forage would bring capacity into ba'anee with current
Ntoekin;4: 1.1 MM ,U Ms for forage would be available for increased stocking_

Bring 7,,let1 range allotments under intensified management. Manage 11,700 graz-

ing allotments. During the period :
Revegetate 2.0 million acres: 1.0 million acres of brush removal with

grass seeding on about one third of that area; 0.1 million acres of poison
plant control: 0.3 million acres of seeding grusSes and herbaceous plants;

It million acres of range fertilization; and 0.1 million acres of mechanical

range improvement.
Construct 12,700 water developments: 5,52,1 springs, shi wet is. 4,450

earthen reservoirs, 77 holding tanks, and 1,11(1 plt tanks;
Bond 1(),000 miles fence, 2,000 miles stock rails, and 1,100 miles of pipe-

line,:
Install 4.000 cattleguards and 1,300 corrals
e'ontriii noxious weeds on 96.000 acres.

lrutur «»eigcmcnt 1)nring the next decade, provide management pre-
scription advice for many National Etirest programs which will result in 0.3
million acre-feet of added water annually for wate -short areas over an average
annual runoff .1. I milting acre -feet from Western National Forests. Reduce
sediment by 7s million tons annually: reduce floodwater by 1.7, million acre-feet
a mina Ily.

Accomplish water yield increase Ly :
Specially .1c,igned timber cutting on S00,000. 900,000 acres.
Brusilland-type conversion 441 200.000 acres;
Non-commercial tree thinning on 100,000 acres; and
Limited riparian vegetation removal on 4,000 acres.

in addition, s..diment reduction, water quality and flow modifica-
tion obje!-Iis es by establishing vegetation, healing, healing gullies, and other-
wise s'abilizing from 5 to I; miliion Imes of land.

In-laded therein is ,ite rehabilitation work following anticipated natural
di...osiers during the period. Aa.ti cities include :

Stakiiizegulleys nli 293,000 :icres, control sheet erosion on 2.070.0'hi acres.
and stabilize dunes and blowouts on 18,000 acres ;

Rchaiiiiinrte tibandoned roads on 15S,000 acres ;
Restore strip-mined areas of Ts010 acres:
Constrin-t sediment basins on ie3,000 ;ICreS;

sl1,014) aer,,s :ind 11.000 ;It-re,: of 11.,erv,11"

d(*hrk of s.treani channel and ..2,0oie acres
+i f 11..,.-n-dr-..

Iteliabilirce sites of natural disaster, on about 1 million acres of burn,.
da '200.1110) nres +,f curtlutuui :e oars..

Vrovii,. slit cidc soils information and services fur management activities--72
million acre,.

Pro-side water quality monitoring fur 90,000 miles of streams, 1:1.570 ponds and
lakes, :Ind 2.000 id-titled:11 impoundment,. and supply supplemeatal linitoring
work. a71Dpropriuto.

Endeavor to assure that water re,oureo development proposals are compatible
with and harmonize with other resource and environmental values.

Coordinate. the study of potential additions to the National Wild and See1111-
Rive Sy,(oni.

Tinibr r VuHrio, nt: By the 10th year, increase the yield of snWtililhor by
7.4 billion board feet' over a 1I11is base of 13.S. Reaching this target level will be
dependent nn .

Maintaining the current allowable cut of 13.0 billion hoard foot from are:,
included in current harvesting plans;

'Achieving an additional 1.s billion hoard feet of harvest from areas and
,:per'e. but 01(111(1441 in current harvesting plans. excluding wilderness,

!worn/Won:11 14" cede'
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1(1141 41111o1' 11.gi!111111.1`ly .141111111i,11'11( k\:',1111.1,All 11'41111timber liar%est
hwreasing thinning mai salvage efforts 01 ;011it.11T ;1 pl'o :114 (ion Of 2.4billion board feet ;

Making timely. adequate, (01(1 successful hi) estinents in rofore.Iillion andintensive silviculture to result in added ;41'11\\1i1 of :14 bbiion 1(( int feet ;reforest 3.i million accts of brit:41111ml, and other lovas 4.11,1 appty thianingand other cultural measures 14) another 7.11 million acres of outc.: stands;improving utilization of both trees and logs tit au amount of about per -cent-- considered to be on increment of yield included ill the above:Developing a teehnology that will permit harvesting timber from fragileareas without env iromm-mal degradation and within the range f economicfeasibility;
l'ontinned availability for timber harvesting of the 117 acres ofcurrently inventoried conmwrcial forest land now available for duet lall1111stor an (offsetting of acreage reduction by an increase of gr-ol th, throughreforestation, thinning, and other cultural (x... ss of the ::.4billhin board feet specitied abol e:
Developing publicly acceptable timber harvesting and practiceswhich are l'Olintiltitak` with scenic beauty. water quality, other .ntangibleenvironmental values; and
Developing adequate substitutes for certain mechanical and ( Itemical tooknow widely used in teforestatien and timber stin] cult ot,(111 Mena i 3lanagem, nt: Endeavor to assure appropriate use of minerals in har-mony with other resource and environmental values: minimize risk of irreversiIlle damage to enironment and proteet lands from unauthorized uses bi :Intensifying administration of 10,000 mining claims. mineral Waso.s. andprospecting permits.
('onolticting mineral investigations on 2.5 million acres for multiple-useplanning and to keep aware of mineral activity.I,antl 1 -rtes Management: Assure orderly occupancy and use of about 7,Goo.oxx)acres by about 61,01X) holders of special land use permits. This represents auanticipated increase of 17.000 The 1970 level 11115 44,000 permits. This increasewould provide for :
1,000 recreation facilitieo: (not recreation residences) ;
5.000 roads. 7.000 utilities. and 2,0(H) water facilities :1,000 industrial and minerals-related 11,Ne. and1.000 community develoinuents.

Special land use permits will be administered in a manner 41 hick a. -,trey pro_tect ion and enhancement of environmental vabils.
supportina Aet rifles

1.1(11 x( T.,atitt .1 lanetat rent Operations: support land and resmiree managementIdijectives by :
Completing 30 percent of desirable land exchanges and acquiring 3.3 mil-lion acres of land. mostly inholdings and Dwindling Land and Water ('onser-vation Fluid accmisitions:
Marking 130,000 miles of property lines and .75 million property corners:and
(`ontiniting cooperative land surveying and mapping work.Forest Itc.gt control: Protect National Forest land from insects am) disease.I)eveloo new techniques and use new and safer chemicals and nonchemical con-trols tincluding biological controls) to tninimize environmental effects.Fore Ntt Fire Protection: Intensify protection ii the 10th year to reduce aver-age animal burn of 209000 acres by 7(1,000 acres,

Ntaetaal Improve/runts for Fire tf General Purpose.: SlIppe It 1111111 anti re-source managenietnnt objectives through ccuistriletioo, hiIierMent, r
ment during the decade of :

300 field offices :
5,500 air facilities. including helispots
1,700 housing and related improvements:
70 lookout towers and related facilities: and
1S.400 communications units.

striictural and rommunications improvermlits.
l'orest Roads and Trails: Provide adequate ((mess facilities for poldi, use and

131111 management needs. During the 10 years:
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Construct or reconstruct 31,000 mile. of mulripurpos '2,11od

miles of Nulls :
Administer program of road construction by timber purchasers of about

70010 miles and provide supplemental work. as appropriate :
Nlaintain 120.0001(111es of roads and 97.000 miles of trails.

Ntrrle rail priii,te f (011'411/
EfieNt PIllt I (.1;1)11

F(//'( 8f Prt confrid: Intensify prottetiont of (12 aereS on -.Alib( man-
agement has been act.eleraterl. Assure continued and accelerated attention to
pest control needs by :

Cooperating with States and other Federal agencies in protecting 44;2
million acres non-Federal rural forest from insects and disease:

Assisting in evaluation of impacts of air pollutants (on forests and other
vegetation ;

Fostering use of environment ally safe controls of insects, di and
other harmful agents: and

Helping to safeguard trees in urban and suburban areas.
'oloperatice Forest Fire Control: ('ooperate with other agencies to raise t he

level of non-Federal forest and watershed protection to 543 million acres within
10 years. Achieve this by :

Fostering improved techniques of wildfire detection and suppression:
Accelerating prevention efforts and extending protection to tionforest

rural areas, as needed;
Assisting in effective use of fire as it resource management tool :
Promoting stronger interstate mutual assistante compa
Forestry .4..180dtraer

7'elitiiertl .4.4(0.4titacc: Povide technical assistance which will result iu an
increase by the end of the period of : 91 million visitor days of recreation use in
non- income producing recreation on private lands and 4.2 hill:on hoard feet of
timber harvest' from State and private lands. Achieve this by :

Providing assistance in planning and carrying out practice.; for coordi-
nated production of timber. water. recreation, wildlife. forae e. and other
forest values on SO million acres:

Assisting State Forestry Nanning Cooninit tees :
Providing for production. harvesting, awl marketing assistance to 400,1100

landowners annually :
Providing assistance in carrying out 32 million acres' tree planting and

22 million acres timberstand improvement ;
Assisting loggers and processors of forest 1)1.4.4111.1s to improve

efficiency, and profit ;
Assisting communities in proteetion and management of urban and com-

munity forests: and
Promoting use of latest techniepres in resource management and helpiug

assure protection and enhancement of environmental values.
Tree Planting: During the next decade, cooperate with States in

Producing and distributing tree planting stock and seed :
Planting or seeding for reforesting 21.S million acres: and
Afforesting 350,000 acres for windharrier purposes,

Co(it Shoring if Loans I a new Incentives Program) : Cooper:10' with Miler
agencies in tree planting, stand improvement, and other practices on 4:5 roil) ii.
acres of n.mindustrial forest and reverting lands for purposes of producing
thither. water, recreation. wildlife. forage. and other values.

This Program will not produce a significant increase in flint er harvest from
state and private lands (luring the 10-year period. it will result in an inrease
in the annual harvest from these lands by 19M5 and thereafter. It will contribute
to the base for a shift in the .source of increased wood supply from public land,
to private lands. This shift would occur (luring the mid-

Flow Prceotion & River hasty, Programs: Provide tissistimie which will re-
sult by the end of the period in : producing (1041.0011 acre-feet of added water no-
totally for water-short areas: reducing sediment by :15:i million tons : improving
water quality of 710 million acre-feet : reducing floodwater by 2 milli pu acre-feet ;
and enhancing recreational opportunities.

international 14-inch genie.
'Contribute funds toward trey planting on 22.15 million of these n2 million aer,.
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Achieve this by :
Promoting more effective use of forests for municipal water supply andesthetic or recreational activities related to water use or enjoyment ;Cooperating with other agencies in assisting loeal organizations to planand install forestry measures for watershed protection on non-Federallands.

Rurat Derelopinent: Provide technical assistance to 2,000 Coun-ties. 304) planning agencies, and otter units.I 'loin Community Forestry (new Programi: Provide assistance to SOOurban areas in planning, establishing, and protecting trees and associatedwoody plants for the protection and enhancement of environmental values.Pest control in urban areas included.
' In both National Forest System and State & Private Forestry workVisitor information tf Conservation Education: Provide and encourage :opportunities for orientation and interpretation; training in conservationeducation ; training of urban leaders of disadvantaged groups.Maapotece tf Youth. Consurration Programs: Provide and encourage man-power training programs, other than regular State and private employ-ment, which provides unemployed and underemployed citizens with workexperience, vocational training and/or education so their employability is in-creased. Provide liaison and coordinate activities with Federal, State,private. and local agencies regarding youth programs.
Research.

Forest ,E Range Management Research: Develop knowledge an 1 technologiesapplicable to over 1 billion acres of Federal, State, and private forest and rangelands required for resource management decisions and practices that u :Improve the productivity of forests and rang(ts of the United States;Provide criteria for determining optimum mixes of multiple forestproducts:
Reduce the cost of production and extend supplies ; andMaintain viable forest ecosystems and improve quality of man's forestenvironment, particularly at the urban forest interface.

Pores: Protection. Research: Develop knowledge and technology needed toReduce the number of occurrences and the magnitude of destruction offorest resources and wood in use caused by fire, insects, disease, wind, water,and earthquakes ;
Better predict the time and location of resource destructive situations ; andReduce the environmental hazards and cost of controlling destructive agentsin order to protect increased investments in resource development.Forst Products ,E Engineering Research: Provide new technology for :Extending the supplies of wood-based materials ;
Redwing the cost of harvest and manufacture of wood and relatedproducts:
Making more efficient use of wood and other forest products ;
Providing opportunities for increased resource services, such tis recreationanti environmental amenities:
Itisiticing public costs fur and-based materials and
Ameliorating environmental pollution.

Forest Resource Economics Research: Develop and provide:
Up-to-date information on forest resource capacity. current production,

projected demands, costs. and benefits of forest environment amenities ; and
Marketing and economic technology for guiding optimum resource con-servation and development, decision models, manufacturing and marketingactivities.

Reliable and current knowledge for the forest resource potentials and projectiondemands are essential for sound national resource policies for the Nation, and
economic and marketing technology are major components of both puhlic andprivate resource enterprises.

FEDERAL PROGRAM COSTS

A program of this magnitude to provide forestry goods and services from publicand private lands would cost about $14 billion during the coming decade (con-stant dollars). It would result in a generally rising level of outputs throughout
the period.
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If the fiscal situation or.other constraints preclude implementation of planned

work on schedule, the Program could be extended into future years. In that event,

adjusments would be made in current budget recommendations with the objective
of improving program balance at whatever level of funding is available.

DRAFTUSDA ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE WITH SEC.

1(r..:(2) (e) OF PUBLIC LAW 91-190 REoatiaLso FOREST SERVICE ENVIRONMENTAL

PROGRAM FOR THE FUTURE
BACKGROUND

This statement, prepared for the Forest Service Environmental Program for
the Future, is broad in scope and does not discuss in specific terms environmental
impacts which will result from the Program. People should be aware that there
will be innumerable impacts, and many of them will be adverse. In certain local-
ized situations and for limited periods of dine, some impacts will be severe, and
some will be irreversible. On balance, good use will be made of the many oppor-
tunities for environmental enhancement. The Program's central thrust is to mini-
mize the environmental impact of resource management activitiesin terms of
both space and timeconsistent with existing knowledge and technology and in
keeping with the Nation's effort to improve living conditions for the American
people.

The Forest Service Environmental Program for the Future is not designed to
prevent the4enviroment from changing. Rather, it recognizes and accepts man as
a part of the environment and proposes to utilize man's ability to protect and
enhance the same resources that provide him with goods and services.

STATEMENT

(i) Environmental Impact
Programs and activities within all three areas of Forest Service responsibil-

ityForestry Research, State and Private Cooperative Programs, and National
Forest System Administrationwin produce profound environmental effects. A
few examples illustrate the broad scope of Fo'res4Service involvement in environ-
mental matters: -\*Research.Improved utilization of 'logging residues will result in fewer

trees used for commodity production and more trees ava!lable for other pur-
poses, including environmental benefits.

Better methods of utilizing urban solid wastes through recycling will re-
duet, the pollution potential of waste materials and at the Same time reduce
the demand for raw material resources.

Improved methods of disposing of logging residue will result in less air
pollution from smoke and less water pollution from degrading wood
chemicals.

Negative effects may include disturbance of soil and %.egetation. but such
disturbance will be minimized.

Studies of campground management as related toecological considera-
tions will help to maintain quality ofexperience for campers.

Stake and Pricatc Program 8.--A (Tele ra ted programs in tree planting. seed-
ing. and timber cultural work on nonindustrial private forest land will result
in an improved pattern of timber harvest between public and private lands
(luring the 19511's. Adverse effects of this ripgram will include disturbence
of soil and vezetation and enrichment of waters as a result of 1.
Such side effect s will be controlled and minimized.

Assistance in the , evaluation and nistitigenient of such envinfunenially
critical areas as wild and scenic rivers. municipdi watersheds. water de-
velopent projects, -.and strip-mined areas will result in an improved level
of environmental benefits from these areas.

N'a Ilona/ Forest System Admini,itration.--Resource mann Lomient act i v it Ms

will affect large areas in many and varied ways. Examples: l'p to 23 million
acres through tholt sales (over 7 million of which would be group. patch.
or strip coating) : 3.5 million acres through tree planting and seeding of
brush covered and other lands: 3.7 million acres through fish and wildlife
habitat improvement: from 5 to 6 million acres through rehabilitation of
watershed lands. These activities will result in environmenlal inipacts
mostly in the areas of landscape esthetics and water quality. Adverse itie
pacts will be minimized.
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.111 ilaimo*ed interdisciplinary approach to nianagenient prescriptions and
a more sophisticated monitoring procedure to check ecological response
against predicted results will lead to increased professionalism in envirint-
menta I management.

It is estimated that till percent of the Forest Service Environmental Program
fur the Future is directed toward environmental protect tun or enhancement.
rift .idrenw oiciroom tidal effects which cannot be amide('

Mans National Forest areas currently in a relatively unmanaged of pristine
condition are claimed upon to provide products and services for the future. I )1s-
turbilinv is inevitable as such areas come under more intensive management.
Less obvious are the changes that occur continuously din to management ac-
tivity in those areas already in a managed condition. Timber harvesting, miner-
als development, road construction. recreation development, human use. and a
host of other activities all affect the environment. largely in landscape esthetics
and water quality. While some of the adverse effects can oceasionally be balanced
by environment-enhancing activities, more frequently they can only be min-
imized or partially mitigated by earefully designed and intensively implemented
management prescriptions.

Alternatives to the proposed action
The mix of proposed programs and activities can differ from that tentatively

proposed for the Environmental Program. Shifts could be made in the relative
attention given to Research, State & Private Cooperative Programs, and National
Forest System Administration. More emphasis could he placed on developmental
uses of the forest, such as timber production, road construction, and recreation
facilities. Or greater emphasis could be given to wildlife habitat improvement,
watershed management, and primitive-type environments. Any significant shift
in the mix would result in an important shift in program consequences.
(iv) Relationship between local short-term uses of man's environment and the

maintenance of long-term productivity
In order to increase or even to sustain the long-term level of forest-hased goods

and services, it is inevitable that certain short-term adverse environmental effects
will occur. The challenge of the future will be to combine the latest knowledge.
technology, and management skills in a way that will minimize these short-term
effects consistent with whatever price the Nation is willing to pay.
( v) frrerersible or irretrievable commitment of resources

In the long run, very little activity in the field of renewable resource manage-
ment is irreversible or irretrievable. To most Americans, a forest cutover 100
years ago and left alone since then would be a wilderness today. And man canhelp accelerate this process just as surely as he can build a four-lane highwayacross a pristine landscape.

However. as generally understood, roadbuilding, timber cutting, facility con-
struction for many purposes, and other activities in an as-yet-undeveloped area
can rather permanently change the wilderness character of such areas. While the
Forest Service Environmental Program for the Future proposes to minimize man's
adverse effects on his environment and to enhance the environment in some situa-tions, it will not maintain a wilderness character on National Forest lands that
are not managed specifically for that purpose.

CONSULTATION AND REVIEW

Specific consultation in the development of various aspects of the Forest Service
Environmental Program for the Future is a continuing process. The Forest Serviceintends to continue existing relationships with many agencies as the Program isimplemented on the ground and in the laboratories. One reason for distributingthe tentative Program is to invite review and comment by Federal, State, andlocal agencies and by citizen groups and individuals.

It is expected that, as the Program is implemented, appropriate review willoccur on a State and local basis.
Separate environmental statements will be prepared for each legislativeproposal related to the environment, including annual appropriations requests.

More meaningful. because of the greater opportunity for public involvement and
because proposals can he better understood and discussed in specific terms, will
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be the proceses envisioned for focusing on it range of resource management al-
ternatives fur specific National Forest areas. These specific units of land will be
of such size and characteristics as to lie easily envisioned by most people; and
roma/rue management alternative; will be presented for discussion in such a way
that their etTeets can be readily understood.

It is anticipated that such a procedue will insure more meaningful involve-
ment by .1 better informed public and better decisions by the re.sourta, Indua-
ger --all leading to an improved environment for the Nation.

A r ni EST tr !Nit: STI 1.:S l'itouRANI FOR THE SEYENTIES

( FSI P:oposal for Private Nonindustrial and non-Federal Public Lauds)

CONTENTS
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The demand and supply outlook for timber for housing and other purposes
indicates severe shortages and much higher prices unless strong effort is made
now to improve the productivity of the Nation's 300 million acres of private non-
industrial forests. These private forests are now producing less than half their
potential. The Is0 million acres of industrial and Federal forests cannot close
the supply zap. Their capacity will have been reached by 19R5.

The principal supply problem is softwood lumber and plywood; but future
supplies of pulpwood and high quality hardwoods also are threatened.

In addition to solving the timber supply problem, is the need for protecting
and enhancing forest-related environmental values that are essential to rural
and urban life, The private nonindustrial forests must play an important role in
solving this problem.

They must also help meet the increasing demand for a wide variety of forest-
based recreation. Because of their large acreage, and their proximity and acces-
sibility to population concentrations, the recreation potential of these forests is
great.

Solution of these problems will require long-term investments with a relatively
low rate of return. The benefits in most cases accrue to the general public rather
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than to the landowners. Current programs do not offer incentives that will over-
come these obstacles to private investments. The proposed program offers new
incentives for accomplishing this.

The principal objective of the program recommended is increased softwood
production. Enhancement of the environment. production of nontimber goods and
services. and increased production of high quality hardwoods are also emphasized.

The measures that would be taken include:
Resource protection and environmental enham.enient.
Forest establishment.
Forest improvement.
Recreation and wildlife habitat improvement.
Complete management planning.
Production of nontimber products.

Cost-sharing for program practices will be the major incentive, at least during
the first few years. Special incentives would be used when needed to assure avail-ability of trained and organized work crews. equipment, planting stock, and
other operational needs. Incentives such as loans and annual payments would be
tested on a pilot basis.

Incentives would be matte available for improving nearly 3S million acres of
forest in State, county, and municipal ownerships in addition to the nonindustrialprivate forests.

The program is designed to fill specific gaps in existing cooperative forestryefforts. It will not duplicate existing institutional or operational approaches,but will add to and complement existing forestry efforts.
The major agency roles.in the USDA will be played by the Forest Service, the

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, the Farmers Bane Admin-
istration. the Extension Service, and the Soil Conservation Service.The Forest sterViee will provide leadership and coordination at the National
level. It will work mainly through the State forestry agency or equivalent agency
that will direct field administration of the program.

During the first year the proposed program would provide for treatment of
more than 1.6 million acres at a Federal cost of $21.3 million, of which $1.8million would be loans.

In lit years treatment for 11.1" million acres would be provided at an average
annual Federal cost of $98.5 million, of which $4.4 million would tie brans.'1'lle program is expected to increase annual growth of softwood sawtimber
by :,0 billion hoard feet. This program will be needed throughout the next 28years in order to supply than estimated 20.9 billion board feet needed from non-
iirlustry private lands by the year 2000 at a relative price index of 115 (100=
19112-1907 average prices).

ABSTRACT

By 1985 industrial and Federal forests will not be able to provide the larger
liarvests that Will he needed for housing and other uses. To supply these pro-
jected demands, far greater use must be made of private nonindustrial forest
lands. Action must he taken now if future needs are to be met.

Thus the No. 1 forest opportunity in the United States lies in the hands of the
four million private owners of nonindustrial forests. The 300 million acres they
own are among the country's best forest land. These lands motto' provide 60penent of the Nation's woosd and forest-related benefits. Proper management ofthese lands is essential to a healthful environment and a strong rural economy.
Bee:ruse vital invVinents have not been made, they are now producing at only.about half their vote/tidal capacity.

Incentives are needed to stimulate forest development on these privately owned
forosts. This development would help satisfy increasing demands for wood
products: it would enhance the environment ; and it would provide other forest -
related assets such as water, scenic values. wildlife, and recreation. In addi-tion, it will help to dampen the upward trend of prices resulting from the
expanding demands for housing and timber.

This proposal provides cost-sharing, loans. and special incentives for private
owners to manage their lands so) as to yield public benefits. It includes the follow-
ing measures:

Resource protection and environmental enhancement.
Forest establishment.



Forest improvement.
Recreation and wildlife habitat improvement.
Complete management planning.
Production of mmtimber produets.

A closely- related oploortunity lies in the State, county, and local public forests
which are not presently reaching their potential productivity. This proposal also
provides in-entives that will encourage greater use of these forest lands.

Ope rating through the .S. Department of Agriculture and the State cooper-
ators. incentives will help America to enhance its environment and make better
use of its natural resources in fulfilling its needs for the year 2000 and beyond.
The consumer tsIII benefit through an ample supply of wood products and more
stable wood product prices. through an Improved environment. and from other
forest-related resources. The landowner will receive increased income. and rural
eommuni t es will profit from bet ter eel annul'. import

1. Tut: Ct[a 7.1.1 :NOK

The rapid ineease in the 'natio of soft wo al lumber and plySood in 1968-419.
couple with other events. has aroused national,concern over our ability to meet
present and long-range demands for the production of timber supplies and other
forest values. Protection of the environment, including the control of water and
air pollution, in addition to timber cutting practices, and wilderness reservations,
have gained the critical attention of the public.

By 111S.1 industrial and Federal forest lands will not be able to provide the
larger timber harvests that Will he needed for housing and other uses. These
lands are already approaching their optimum porductivity. But even when they
have reached this peak, the projected demands for timber cannot be met from
these lands :dome. So the United States must look elsewhere for the added forest
resources needtal to forestall tIno shortage of forest products that is almost certain
to come.

The rising pressures on forest land generate a variety of interrelated demands.
Even though difficult to measure precisely. the projected demands for wood prod-
ucts, environmental enhancement, and other forest-related assets (such as water.
scenic values, wildlife, and recreation) are truly staggering.

Fortunately the Nation is richly endowed with potentially productive forest
hinds. But actioli to intensely develop much more of this laud must begin at once.

The No, 1 forest opportunity in the United States lies in the hands of 4 million
private owners of nonindustrial forest lands. These holdings, tota:Ing 300 million
acres, aco4litnt for nearly tin percent of the land available to supply the huge
demands for timber forecast for the future.

Most of these private nonindustrial forest lands have been cutover. Many are
u11111iillaged and poorly developed. As a result, their contribution to wood produc-
tion and related forest uses is less than half their potential. If projected demands
are to be met, far greater use must be made of .these 300 million acres of private.
'nonindustrial forest lands.

The nearly 38 million acres of forest land in State, county, and municipal own-
erships also offer many opportunities to increase the Nation's forest resources.
Three-fourths (29 million acres) are classed as commercial forest that could
contribute sustained yields of timber. Forests on these non-federal public lands
developed now would provide timber which would be available for harvest abou
the year 2000 when serious shortages are projected.

fleeting the demands on forest lands requires approaches that can accommo-
date consumptive use of forest resources and yet safeguard and enhance the en-
vironment. When managed as renewable resources, forests can do botha,lout a
high archer of sensitivity and technical skill is needed. Achieving this balance on
hundreds of thousands of tracts owned by a great variety of people who use the
land for a multitude of purposes is the overriding challange to be met in design-
ing and applying new incentives that will get the forest development and inana-ge-
'wont job done.

r
The most immediate and critical timber need is for softwood lumber and ply-

wood. To reach national housing and other goals without major increases in the
prices, annual softwood lumber and plywood supplies should be increased almost
10 percent by 1980 and atone than doubled by 2000. Supplying enongh timber to
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dampen price rises for softwood lumber and plywood would give a direct and
obvious benefit to the consumer. According to recent studies, large investments
will be needed in order to grow and harvest enough sawtimber to keep prices

softwood lumber and plywood near the 1962-07 level. And it would not be in
the public interest to let the relative price index rise to 105 by the year 2000, as
would happen if recent trends in the intensity of management of forest lands
cola inues.

appendix Table in projects the year 21)01) demand and supply situation for soft-
wood sawtiniber by ownerships at various relative price indexes from 100 to
105. Bt.= 1962 07 prices). To maintain a relative price of 115 at 1902-67 aver-
age prices, the required additional supply of softwoods from nonindust." Uri-
yak, lands is 20.9 billion board feet over the 1907 level of growth. Tilt-
accelerated management on public lands and various degrees of inter
on mainaltistrial private lands.

For the next 15 years or so the public lands must supply most of the increased
softwood demand. Beyond 19S5 private nonindustrial lands must meet the in-creased demand. This has key significance: By increasing harvests from NA-
T i011:11 Forests through more intensive management, it will be possible to "buy"the time needed to Prepare private nonindustrial lands t3 pick up the burden.Beginning a decade or so front now, softwood timber harvesting must move in-creasingly to the private nonindustrial lands.

Efforts for increasing production on these private lands must be expanded nowif these objectives are to be met. About 40 percent of the Nation's softwood
acreage is in these holdings, including a large share of the most productive sites,but in 1967 they produced only 27 percent of the softwood sawtimber. The 100million acres of pine and other softwood lands in small ownerships, togetherwith the possibility of new plantings on millions of idle or nonstocked areas,
present an opportunity to meet forest products demands and yet keep consumer
prices at tolerable levels in line with prices of other materials.

Sharply increased demands for hardwood sawtimber likewise will have to be
met. Hardwood supplies are already scarce in some areas.

Hardwood forest lands in the United States' have the capability, under man-agement, for producing enough hardwood timber to meet projected demands forthe next 10 years. High quality hardwoods, however, are already scarce in someareas. Most of the recent increases in the hardwood timber inventory have beensupplied by the less desirable species and inferior trees. Inventories of the moredesirable species such as yellow birch and black walnut have declined. Much ofthe larger timber suitable for manufacture of high quality sawtimber and veneeroccurs as single trees or as groups of trees that are economically harvestable.Part of the hardwood timber in the East is on small private tracts used forhomesites for other nontimber purposes not compatible with timber harvesting.As with softwoods, the private nonindustrial lands must carry the burden ofmeeting the projected shortages in haidwood products. And been-Ise of the slowergrowth rates and longer rotations required to produce hardwood sawtimber ofhigh quality, action must be started now to make it possible to meet projecteddemands.
Demands for pulpwood are rising even more rapidly than for lumber and ply-

wood, and will continue to rise sharply in the next few decades. Rising pricesof pulp and paper products can be expected unless action is taken to greatlyincrease pulpwood supplies. Needed also are improvements in technology in. andgreater use of forest and mill residues.
The President's Cabinet-level TaskTorce, the Office of Management and Budget"issue papers", the Southern Forest Resource Council, and the National Treesfor People Task Force have all identified the scope and nature of the timber sup-ply problem as it relates to our privately owned forest resources. Enel) reportin turn has emphasized the need for new action programs to help improve thecondition and productivity of these private holdings.

Whet* Forest Tics
Forests are recreation and wildlife lands, watersheds, open space, end wilder-ness. as well as timberlands. As the public becomes increasingly aware of en-vironmental problems, conservation concepts are broadened and nontimber usesof forest land become more important. As a result, public needs for, interest in.and support to obtain these added uses are increasing, especially in densely popu-lated areas. And as the number of owners of farm forests decreases and the
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number of aim- farmer owners increases, the range of interest in forest uses has
broadened and support for forestry has increased.

Translation of this support into plant policy ;.lid a, lion are evidenced by the
.Nlultiple Use Act. the Wilderness Act, the Land :,Oil 'Water Conservation Fund
Act. the Federal Water Project Recreation Act. the W:iter It...sources Ph- outing
Act. the iVater Quality Act, the Clean Water Restoration .ct, the Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act. the Estuary Protectiott Act. the Environmental Protection
Act, and Executive Order 1 15i-1. These all establish presevation and improve-
ment of environmental quality as major concerns of natural resource programs,
President Nixon has recognized the growing publiC concern about the insepa ra-
lite relationship between the need for producing more timber and tile need for
protection of the forest environment. He has iltreeted that A panel of di-tin-
guished citizens be invited-to study the entire range of related to.dtlettis.

As population grows. public dennind on forest resamretts for recreation, wild-
life, wilderness. and beautification increases At accelerating rates. The west
pressing needs for these and other purposes are in the East where popitlation
pressures are greatest, where the availability of public laral is otsperially limited.
and where private nonindustrial commercial forest lands comprise it largc part
of the total land area. The North Atlantic Region, for example. contains 25 per-
cent of the Nation's pcpulayiktn on only percent of the Nation's lands but Us
percent of this land is fares td. New Jersey, I Me of the States with the highest
population density, is -Pi tatreent forested. In these areas most of the forest land
is privately held.

Private. nonindustrial. commercial forest land comprising about one-sixth the
total land area and almost half the total forest area of the coterminous United
States offers a prime opportunity to meet the need for nontinther forest resources.
It is adjacent to densely populated areas. The total area proposed for treatment
iu this;program is about equal to all the land in the coterminous United States
in rural parks (including the National Park System, State parks. and related
recreation areas. and National Forest wilderness and primitive areas). The
national and regional importance of this category of land can be seen in Table 1.

TABLE 1. FOREST AREA COMPARED WITH TOTAL LAND ,AND POPULATION IN THE NORTH, SOUTH, AND
WEST

North South I West Total

U.S. population {1965)_ _ millions 1C2 48 26 176

Lana area _ - _ - _ . . ea lion acres_ 630 510 7E0 1,920
Forest area do 160 220 240 , 640
Per capita acres__ 1.8 4.6 9.2 3.6
Private, nonindustrial, commercial forest area__ million acres__ 123 146 28 302

Per Capita acres.. 1.3 3.0 1.1 1.7

Noah Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, Florida, Geargia, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, Arkansas, Louisiana,
Oklahoma, Texas.

2 West of the Great Plains.

If private forests are to be managed for uses beyond wood production. added
incentives are necessary; such incentives would include higher costsharing and
use of funds for forestry conservation practices in a total and integrated
resource context. This is because multipurpose management usually results
in intangible benefits or benefits that accrue to the public generally rather than
to the landowner who hears the burden of establishing the conservation practice.
This is particularly true for forest recreation. wildlife, watershed, erosion
control, and beautification practices where, because of the long-term nature of
forestry or liecaase litany of the effects are external to the site of application,
the benefits accrue to the general puhlie or to future generations rather than to
the present landowner.
Environmental Enhancement

The need to restore and proteet natural environment in the United states has
become acute. Few. if :1113% issues are more significant. Among the concerns of
the Department of Agriculture. The ,S'evfntire. ens the Environmental Decade,
present 0 unique opportunity for State and Federal agencies to work with
landowners: and others in meeting that challenge. Estaidkhn,ent of the Envir,ill.
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mental Quality Executive Committee by Secretary Hardin illustrates the major
emphasis given to this subject in USDA. Public Law 91-19() and Executive
Order 11514 set a course that clearly requires the kinds of forestry ineies
and incentives described in this proposat.

Fortunately many forestry practices can contribute to environmental improve-
ment. In bringing new forest management incentives to pWate nonindustrial
landowners, there is ample opportunity to tomtit attention on environmental
values associated with forest lands.

Sediment from eroding soils i8 the greatest single pollutant of America's
water resources. Yet, experience has shown that establishing and maintaining
a forest cover is one of the best ways to reduce sedimentation. Soil erosion from
road banks, stream banks, logging roads; trails, and strip-mined areas on private
niminthistrial forest land valises serious environmental and economic losses. As
timber harvesting and other forest activities expand to meet the demands of a
growing population, the need for preventive or corrective measures will become
even more acute.

Estimates indicate at least 41. million acres of critical area stabilization
work are needed within the 300 million acres of private nonindustrial forest
land. A comparable problem exists on non-Federal patine lands.

More than 175,000 miles of logging roads and skid trails need treatment to
prevent or reduce ;:oil losses antlfiallidiment impacts downstream. Techniques to
eliminate this backlog and to reduce the impacts on current activities are well
known. but there has beep a lack of effective incentives to motivate landowners
to take the stops !wetted to produce environmental and other benefits that will
accrue to others- -downstream and elsewhere.

Erosion control is only one example. Sump tracts of private nonindilstrial
ti

forest land arA too oaninonly used as dumping grounds. Mully wood lot owners
give no thought to esthetic vilifies or to safeguarding or amplifying the :natural
beauty of the forest. With encouragement and technical adyice, modest invest-
ments in appropriate forest and forest land practices can do much to enhance
the natural environment.

Many landowners who, are interested in esthetics and natural beauty, cannot
afford the investments needed to enhance those qualities on their own land. Cost-
sharing incentives could result in practices Iliac wouldsubstantially Niulivate
"eyesores- in the countryside and otherwise improve opportunities for publi!c
enjoyment of the forests.

These labneftts cannot he measured in dollars and cents but must rank high
among tlw priorities fur expenditures of money, time, and effort. By idesigning
and applying incentives that will captureitthe full potential that exists in holdings
of private TIOnindustrial forest lands, immeasurable benefits will result.
Outdoor Recreation

Demands for outdoor recreation will increase at a rapid rate and forest lands
are primary settings for such recreation. In the eastern United States such set:
tings are in small private IAldings. Opportunities for recreation in a forget
environment near ?lo:."ition centerswithout crowding into parks and other
public tract, require acres to more of the :lank million acres of nonindustrial
forest land.

National Forests provide about 50 percent of all recreational activities ot
Federal lands but fulfill less than 2 percent of the current demands for outdoor
recreation. ofthe National Forest acreage, 85 percent is in areas that contain
less than 20 percent of the population. With the demand for outdoor recreation
projected to increase by 250 percent by the year 2000, it is clear that the Federal
lands will not be a bleto satisfy this demand.

In 190:1, land-based recreation amounted to 0.2 billion activity days. Tim num-
ber of activity days is projected to increase to 13.5 billion by 1980 and to 22.3
billion by 20f HI. Forest-based recreation is expected to increase at the slime pace--
perhaps even faster. In any case. the demand for public access to a nearby forest
setting for recreation will more than double in the next 2 or 3 decades.

Dispersed recreational activities, such as driving for pleasure, hunting and
hikingin contrast to concentrations of recreation use at campgrounds and picnic
areasare highly popular pursuits which require "elbow room.

Hiking is one of the most popular outdoor activities. Legislation to establish
the National Trail System is a recent indication of this. The 300 trillion acres of
forest land in private nonindustrial holdings contain countless opportunities for,
recreational trails. These tumid he "feeder" Wills to augment the National Trail
System, zyture trails for visitors fo campgrounds or picnic aretts ..orticcess routes,
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h. trail .ystelos on piddle lands. In addition to biking and snowmobile use, seine
reereatiouists may want to take to the trail with motorbikes. bicycles, or horses.

Streams and rivers that flow through forest lands. provide opportunities for
canoeing. fishing. and boating. The National Systiub, of Scenic and Wild Rivers
illustrates the public interest in activities that can be accommodated by develop-
nitifr and improved access to nonindustrial forest lands.

Increased mobility, greater affluence, and more leisure time, when added to the
effects of increases in population, make it clear that ferest reerbafion demands
iviLL impact heavily on private nonindustrial forest laud~ in the years ahead. Much
can be done to motivate landOwners to permit or encourage use of their lands for
public rf creation. Besides meeting a significant need for nonlandowners, such
activity could supplenant the income of owners who wish or can be encouraged
to coordinate public recreation with other uses of their lands.
Pixie and Wildlife.

The projected supply-demand pattern fur fish and ivildlif is similar to the
pattern for recreation. Projected demands are greatest in the East where land
categories that can be used for these purposes are limited, where public hind avail-
able for recreation and fish and wildlife programs IS very limited, and where
private nonindustrial forest ownership is much more dominant.

ond wildlife resoucesproyfile outdoim recreation for about 40 percent of.
the Nation's people, Surveys indicate that minim's of others, especially in or near
urban areas. woolld participate if opporthnities were available.

Projected demands for fish and wildlife values indicate there is an urgent need
Of create or improve habitats. especially near urban areas, for the planned produc-
tion of wildlife. Demands for hunting are projected to increase almost Fs'0 percent
hy the year 2000. while demands for fishing will more than double The noncon-
sumptive vii hies of wildlife are increasing even more rapidly as sportsmen. bird
watehet's. naturalists. and others place greater emphasis on viewing live animalS
in their natural settings. More wildlife is needed and much needs to be done to
provide it.

Table 2 projects the demand for hunting opportunities, it also shows that the
regional distribution will focus hunting pressures in the Fast where priVate non-
industrial forests predominate. \

TABLE 2. --DEMANDS FDR HUNTING IN RELATION TO AREA AND TIME

Q (Million man -days)

1960 t 980 2000

North 1"8 ig9 In1

Swab 7' 119 lel
Welt 26 ' 44 59

Total 231 322 393

I aanands for freshwater sport fishing opportunities show the same trendfrom
471 million man -days in 1900 to 971 million in 2000. The demand is projected to
be even iiihr effneentated in the East than is the ease with hunting trhousands
of miles of fishable streams and acres of lakes an ponds on private nonindustrial
forest holdings.

Fortunately. most of the :100 million aer f private nonindustrial forest lands
are relatively close to the Nation's papilla tion centers. More than .40 percent of
Americans most depend on these lands as 'their primary sources of contact with
wildlife. Management and development of these forests van enhance the food.
cover. water. and other habitat elements that are essentbil for abundant produc-
tion of healthy and vigorous game animals, songbirds, and other forest fauna.
Landowners need to be better motivated to include this type of activity among
their management objectives.

2. THE FRAMEWORK

This proposal and its reeommAdations for new Incentives to improve forestry
practices rely on a basic framework of existing proclims. policies. and guidelines.

The following considerations led to the preparation of this proposal and would
guide its implementation :
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Management of Forest Lands
Management of forest lands must reflect, the fieed to increase environnichttail

and other forest-based benefits. Manageineut-of forest lands must be intensified if
It Is to meet future demands for wood products. Responses to measures suet as
tree planting have been estimated and analyzed for cost effectiveness.

There is tin equally clear need to establiPM special practices' and to modift.
management for timber production in wags that will protect, improve, and in
crease water yields, wildlife habitats, soirstuyity, recreation opportunities, nd
esthetic qualities. Some of these benefits are compatible with timber production
and in themselves are rewarding to the landowner. Others can he obtained only
through special incentives shaped and guided to attain them:

The needs for increased production and for enhaaement of the environment
are intertwined and inseparable. Incentives would be designed to fulfill both
these needs.
Yo Surplus of Forest Products

No surplus of wood or other forest values will be created. The level of incen-
tives proposed is designed to yield the supply of timber that will be needed in the
future. The demands for wood from nonindustrial forest lands have beep quanti-
fied precisely enough so that the level of effort required (in termstof acres, dol-
lars,, and other units) can be prescribed with some accuracy.

The level of effort recommended to increase non-timber values is scaled down
well below what appears to be needed. With experience in the program, the de-
mands-and the efficiency of various approaches can be, evaluated more accurately
and program levels can be adjusted accordingly.
Incentives Tailored to Results

Incentives should he tailored to achieve the required level of effort without
payment for more nor less than is needed to obtain the desired results. The ob-'
jeetive is to obtain landowner partieipation on a seale large enough to meet
projected demands' and at -the lowest possible cost. Incentives for the various
measures will be keyed to differences in landowner objectives in relative contri-
bution to prugrant goals, in the mix of public and landowner benefits, and to shifts
in priority am supply-demand projections change.

Lands for which there has been cost-sharing for forestry practices through this
program would not be eligible for other cpst-sharing practices that would tend
to negate the forestry practices. Administrative regulations will be established
by USDA to safeguard the public interest and to assure maximum cost effec-
tiveness. d

Forest Protection
Forest protection is essential. To a large degree, existing cooperative programs

for resource protection (operated by the Forest Service and the State forestry
organization. with participation by the forest industry and large landowners)
provide the meehanisla for safeguarding landowner 4nvestments. Wildlife and
pest-control legislation is generality adequate ailthough funding levels are sub-
stantially below those required.
Continued Rcsearehv

Continued research is essential. Much research now under way relates to prob-lems faced by owners of nonindustrial forest lands. But much more information
is needed before the means fn l. realizing the full potential of their lands can befully identified and ~wade available. Ongoing research programs of the ForestServict:, Economic, Research Service, Land -Grant Colleges. and others have the
authority, potential. and interest needed to support the incentives program ; andsufficient flexibility exists to permit greater emphasis on related problems as newresearch is funded.
Improved Land U.

Land use patterns Must e improved. All opportunities to convert unused, un-
needed, or misused hind to productive forest will be used. Tree-planting incen-tives will encourage better land use on marginal cropland or on kile acres thatare suited for afforestation. Seth conversion of use will reiniire knowledge ofsoils capability.
Hum/ Dare/opmettt Neeft4

Rural developownt needs must be recognized. The rural itei-el.qauent missionof the USDA, with the support.of States and of other Federal4enles, will be
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a faCtor in establishing and administering the incentives program. Priority will
be given to measures with good potential tor ereating jobs, for enhancing the
econoply of rural communities, and for inkreasing the involves of rural 'fandlies.
The rapidly growing numbers of nonfarm ownerships as well as the farm forests
must be made to contribute their share to the rural economy.
relating Program" Not Duplicated

Existing programs, efforts, and facilities will not lie duplicated. Nodupli,a-
tion aif institutional or operational aptmoiches is provided for in the proposed
legislation and funding. As the incentives become available to landowners, the
full -ange of USDA, State, and other existing capability will be marshaled to
support and encourage useful application of the incentives.

The new incentives till specitie gift; in the existing forestry activities that
relate to private' nonindustrial and non-Federal public lands. They are tailored
to intensify arid broaden the motivational forces now at work. They rre de-
signed to further encourage landowners to protect, develop, manage, and use
their forest resources. Basically, the program proposes actions that are necessary
to-add to and complement exiting forestry efforts.

The incentiv4 would thus be treated as one of the ninny foims of assistance
available to agencies, landowners, and others interested in improving the pro-
ductivity, management, and use of forests and related resources. The new legisla-
tion is designed to support and be supported by existing laws. .

Role of rnited States Department of Agriculture Agencies
The Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, through its existing

facilities, will provide the mechanism for disbursing and controlling 'cost- sharing
payments to eligible program participants. Procedures will be established in con-
sultation with the Forest Service. AA'S will provide representation in National,
State, and county, or district incentives program committee responsible for pro-' gram development and conduct.

The Fttrmeis Home Administration will provide the mechanism for the for-
estry loan pilot program. It will be responsible for determining loan eligibility
of applicants, will disburse loan proceeds, make4collections of princinal and
interest, and will provide borrowers with sound economic advice. FHA will
develop policy and procedures in consultation with the Forest Ser-ice, and will
be repretented on Incentives Program Committees in the National Committee
and in States, counties, and districts having forestry-loan pilot programs.

The Extension . Service, working through the State Agricultural) Extension
Services, will provide leadership and subject matter specialists in a broad field
of 'education, training, and motivation for furthering the incentives program.
The Extension Service will provide representation on the National Committee,
and will encourage participation of State and County Agricultural Extension
Services at those levels and at district levels.

The Forest Service will provide leadership and coordination at the national
level. It *ill work mainly through the State forestry or equivalent agency that
will direct field administration of the program. The Forest Service wilt provide
technical support to the- State forestry agency when needed and will conduct
research. It will chair the National.Vommittee.

The Soil Conservation Service, within the scope of its soil and water conserva-
tion program aythorities, will provide a wide range of information on soil
capability and land use, It will be responsible for the technical phases of certain
practices such as those involving pond construction, and will provide represen-
tation on the National, State, and local committees.
Technical Assistance and Related Support Services

Adequate technical guidance, supervision, and support are, necessary for snc
cessful application of measures offered by the new incentives.

Many sources of Ian owner motivation, tecimicalmssistance, and related serv-
ices are available to 1( est landowners. These sconces include forest industry
employdes, private con ants, State forestry organizations, Soil Conservation
Service professionals, and ocal soil and water conservation districts.

Related support services might, for example, involve iocal conservation dis-
tricts in establishing, equipping, and ,supervising work crews trained to do
resource improvement and 'development work. State forest nurseries could be
called on to supply more tree seedlings. The information and training services
of the State Extension Services could be expanded to include promotion of the
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forestry incentives program. Industry foresters and consultant foresters could
incInde advice on the incentives program in their recommendations to forest
landowners.
Other Facilitating State Services

Most States produce or purchase tree planting stork for their own needs and
for distribution at Or below cost to private owners to encourage tree planting. TO
meet increased planting needs forlIrivate nonindustrial forest land and public
land, a cost-sharing program with the States should be made available.

States would be encouraged to establikh seed orchards. test the progeny. and
produce superior seed for planting stork. Use of improved tree seed for reforest.

-ation could increase timber yields by 20 percent.
Technical assistance in utilization and marketing of forest products is another

State activity which would be intenAtied. Tbis activity can achieve better use
of timber including the poor quality timber now present in unmanaged stands.
Program Funding

A basic purpose of the authority for the incentives is to estate' ^ a program
for which there is now no authority. rather than to supplement "ling of estab-
lised programs. Federal agencies providing support services. therefore, would
be expected to seek funds through.C..ear normal channels to intensify their serv-
ices and advance the incentives program.

Program funds would be made available for the following purposes :
Cost sharing with landowners for carrying out program practices.
Cost of administering program funds including funds eonnected with dis:

horsing cost-sharing payments and making loans,
,- CO* of technical assistance for which agencies are responsible in cop-
nection with laying out practices and checking for compliva with
speciticathms.

Or PORTUN !TINS AND MEASVAES

The proposed incentives will foster application of these measures on a sufficient
portion Of the 300 million acres of private nonindustrial forest land and on the,
:iS million acres of State, county. and inimicipal forest land to beach program] ob-
jec tives. t aher. measures may be added, and all those listed would not necessarily
l operational in any given county or State. The measures and vorresponding in-
centives would I) tailored to fit the needs in each case.

To illustrate the magnitude of the work. available estimates of the potential
area that might be treated under these measures and the potenial added annual
growth by geographic region are presented in Appendix Tape aa. All of these
measures are in addition to the present level of tree planting, timber stand im-
provement. and related activities. Costs, 10-year aceoinplishment targets. and
proposed schedules are represented later in the report.
Re.von ref. Protection and Environmental Enhancement

To protect resources and to restore environmental quality, special practices are
needed in addition to what can be accomplished by modifying limber-related meas-
ures. Some of these special practices are closely allied with the items discussed
below regarding recreation and wildlife.

Soil stabilization in some places requires planting or seeding to prevent erosion
and sedimentation. Road banks.' old logging roads, and skid trails may need to
be planted or seeded and water hers need to be built. On critical areas spacing
of trees and selection of species may be such that economic returns to the land-
owners are nil. Incentives are needed to encourage him to invest his lan'd and
resources in safeguarding offsite values.

Firebreak and phnd Construction will help protect plantation or other especially
valuable and vulnerable stands from wildfires. Incentives could encourage con-
struction of multipurpose tv)nds that can supply A.vater fur wildfire einerzetiri,N,
produce fish, and otherwise he useful in high-hazard, high-risk areas.

Prescribed burning can reduce the hazards and impacts of uncontrolled wild-
flre--particularly in the South. Careful use of fire in this way can produce such
benefits As increased timber yields, better wildlife habitat, better hunting, and
improved esthetics. Reducing ground fuels by small, light burns during favorable
weather helps to avoid air pollution from the large, hot wildfires that often occur
when the weather does not favor smoke dispersal.

Cleanup of _debris in recently logged, storm!.damaged, or other unsightly' areas
' along heavily traveled recreation routes or other highly visible places could do

-
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much to improve esthetic values. Some landowners might be motivated to share
the cost of reducing logging slash that is detrimental to scenic quality. Other incen-
tives could make it practical to set up fuelwood salvage operations and similar'
practices as an aid to restoring natural beauty.

Fencing is needed in some places to prevent damage to trees and other resources
from uncontrolled livestock grazing. These are situations where site potentials
are high enough or resources are fragile enough that landowners can be moti-
vated to keep Iftestock out of the forest. Benefits may include prevention of soil
and water damage, improved esthetics. and better quality and growth of trees: '
Although not' a connuonplate prescription. fening'is a useful tool in guiding the
management and use of some private nonindustrial forest lands.

Forest Establishment
Planting/me+ today is one'of the most cost-effective ways to.assure a supply

)f timber for tonalrrow. The backlog of idle acres. poorly stocked forests. mud
tither tracts that could and should be planted is truly immense. The Forest Survey
estimates that by 1975 about 100 million acres of non-Federal land will need to
4be entirely plantol or reinforced by planting additional trees to improve stocking.'
Present accomplishments are estimated to be about 1.1 million acres per year.
Planting of unneeded cropland to improve.land use patterns and to ease crop
surplus problems also presents excellent opportunities.

Planting cropland that is diverted from crop vroduction presents unusually
good opportunities to augment' timber supplies. Marginal cropland of low, pro-
ductivity' presents another good opportunity for tree planting. About 2.2 million).
acres were planted clueing the "soil Bonk" or Conservation Reserve Program

began in the 1950's. Today, in the South alone, there is a 4.2-million-acre
potential. '

Planting idle land will pay off in strengthened rural economies, increased soil
stability. antl- greater tinnier output. About 7 million acres are available.

Reforeating cutover lauds by ,planting or direct seeding is a eontinuing need.
It can sPeed the establishment of the new stand. assure full stocking soon after
logging, take advantage of genetically superior stuck, and otherwise improve tim-
ber production. Almon 2.4 million acres are cut over each year : from one-third
to tine -balf of these lands could probably be reached through an incentive
program. .

Oportunities-to establish new hardwood stands are available. For example.
fast growing eott4 )11WINMI plantations are doing well in the Migsbsippi Delhi
region. More bla:k walnut and other tine hardwoods are needet: in the East. A
10-year 'migrant might encourage planting on :inne 300,000 acres that have the
potential for growing high-quality. tine hardwoods. For the most 'tart. natural
regeneration is expected to. establish new hardwood stands on entovez areas.

Converting inferior hardivoi. stands to softwoods by planting provides another
way to boost softwood timber production. About 4N million acres. mostly in the
Smith. could be eonsidered for this practice.

Trees in plantations require 30 years or more to reach even minimum sawing
size. so it is clear that stands eonvertell now cannot augment suppliesof softwood
saw-timber until 2009 or later. Thus. a variety of measures must be taken to meet
future housing- and other needs. Mature timber on National Forests and else-
where must meet the demands in this decade. New plantations. if established
promptly on a large scale. could' help significantly by 2000. The'19S0's will he a
transition period as harvests of timber from public lands level off at their maxi-
mum output, and thither stand improvement done in the 1970's begins to affect
available supplies.

Converting Inferior hardwood stands to higher quality by imbroving composi-
tion of species for all benefits offers good opportunity for Increasing production
on high potential sites. Removal of poor species and planting with de-,raido trees
will he, needed. Replacement with genetically superior strains also offers oppor-
tunity for Improving production..
Improvement of Existing Stands

Timber stand Improvement practices include removal or deadening of cull trees
so that the griming spacelhey occupy Is aVailahle for better quality trees.

Inferior,trees Inhibit growth.of adjacent trees and use moisture. soil nutrients,
and sunlight that could otherwise be concerted into useful forest products. Ali-
proximately 1 tier cent of the growing spier in private nonIndtistrial forests Is
occupied by these cull trees. Surveys have shown that this inefficient use of grow-

2 0 3
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ing space is one of the III/101 11.11S(iIIS 1111P these private forest lands are producing.
at half or lass of their potential.

(leaning. weeding, prectaninercial thinning,. release of ptomising young crop
trees by removal of lIvertOpping vegetation.-and site drainage, are other examples
of cultural work that can convert an unmanaged forest into an asset for its
owner and for the Nation.

There are 249 million acres of eoinnareial hardwOod forest and 240,million
acres of softwood fore. in the riffled States. A large part of these stands con-
sists of less desirable spe cies awl low-quality trees.

Nitwit hardwood acreage should be converted to softwood stands. lint most of
, the hardwood acreage,howev4kr, needs timber stand Improvement designed to in-
crease the percentage of preferred species and high-quality trees if future de-
mands for hardwood saw,ituber are to be met. Much the same is true of the soft -
woe HI acreage.

The ft)llowing table. based On recent analyses Of Forest Survey data. nonindus-
trial forest land which could be made b) produce more timber if given stand
bnprovement treatment :

Milliofeens of acres suitable for treatment

Timber types South North West Total
._._.

Softwood 19.5 1.4 6.4 27.3
Hardwood 13.3 15.1 29.4

Total 32.8 17.5 6:5 56.7

At the current rate. only 450,000 acres of timber stat(d improvethent is being
applied on private nonindustrial forestsfar less than is needed to tap the
productive potential of these lands.

Improvement of existing stands begins to pay off almost immediately in the
fitrell of increased usable growth. The response as increased growth continues
is cumulative. and i i very significant Over a 10-year or longer period. Applied
correctly, cultural mee''res are highly cost effective. They can help bridge the
supply gap anticipaten etween the time when public land tiarvests peak and
when the plantations established in the 1970's are mature enough to yield
sit wlogs.

The incentives proposed are aimed at fostering the most effective practices
on the most productive sites. Only part of the backlog of work can be targeted
for the 10-year period.

The best combination of cultural practices and the necessary level of participa-
tion by landowners will have to he worked out as the program evolves. For
example. the extent of stand establishment will have a bearing on the kinds
of stand improvement pretices. that should be applied and their timing.
Recreation tind Wildlife Habitat Improvement

Modification of timber practices is a very- effective too? in multi-purpose
management. But there is also a need for specific practices' that will enhance
recretttion use an improve wildlife habitat. These two usesare closely allied.
Wildlife population provides the foundation of many outdoor recreational activ-
ities. Thus, improvements in wildlife habitat usually add to recreational
opportunities.

Planting to provide better food and cover for wildlife can help make more
effective use of diverted cropland, openings. on forest land, firebreaks, rights-of-
way. and other areas. r

Pianting food patches leaving openings, and creating "edge effects" that arc
favorable to wildlife can sharply increase the carrying capacity Of the land for
some wildlife spehies.

Preservation and management of wetlands are examples of how incentives
can be used to protect and maintain aeparticular kind of a forest resource that
is best suited for wildlife, recrOtti4n, or sonic other purpose. Some motivation
is needed to provide landowners with an alternative to actions of marginal value
which .vould destroy the resource or preclude non-timber uses and benefits. Other
examples A-ould be feining to exclude livestock from plantings, intermingled
forests and fields, or other areas especially important in terms of wildlife habi-
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tat-. Public access to private nonindustrial forest land and related land is a
critical need where public lands are inadeqpate to satisfy demands. This is
particularly true in near-urban areas where parks and other public lands are
overused and wliere city people are seeking a forest environment for nearby
recreation. In some areas most of fhe forest and open land is under lease to
hunting clubs or posted against trespass, making enjoyment of wildlife unavail-
able -to the general public. Appropriate incentives would encourage owners to
make investntents that would encourage public use of their property and to
aceept the inconvenience* inherent in such use.

Trees in and near campgrounds, .acnic areas, and other developed site:: can
enhanee the recreational experience in a forest setting. Plantings can screen,
beautify. or otherwise increase the attractiveness of areas where recreation
activities are coneentrated etnitoral praetites can modify tree and other vegeta-
tion to improve appearances. promote the safety and comfort of recreationists,
and otherwise enhance opportunities,

Trails can help satisfy the needs of many recreation seekers. Nature trails.
bird walks. bridle paths, bicycle routes. hiking trails, (Ind. well-marked ski-
mobile routes can provide interesting. popular, safe. low-cost "access avenues into
the forest" to supplement or tie in with trail systems stal publit lands.

Incentives can encourage landowners to provide for public recreation use of
their properties as an income-producing venture or for other purposes. By tm-.
proving wildlife habitat. rereation sites. trail systems. hunting u
(shooting reserves and so forth). private o.vners can do much to satisfy the
sharply rising recreational demands for access to a nearby forest environment.

Complete -Management Planning o

The objective of complete management planning incentives is to encourage
adoption (If practices leading to long-term public benefits. Comprehensive plans
and their acceptance by owners will help to,provide for the long-term needs of
the public as well as the generally short-term objectives of the nozdndustry pri-
vate owner:.
Production of Nontimber Products

There are opportunities for low-income and other owners of private nonimlns:
trial forest land to produce and market nontimber products from their lands. In
some eases these can add significantly to family income and benefit the local
economy. Maple syrup production is one example. Industries in localized areas of
Vermont and elsewhere have demonstrated the potential. The demaqd for maple
syrup and sugar is strong. and sugar maple trees maim in many areas where COM=
anerchil upping is minimal or nonexistent. Other products such as berries. nuts:
and decorative or medicinal materials can be harvested front foresits and related

,Jireas in conjunction with recreation. wildlife. and other uses. Ince-dives to estab-
lish these activities. where approriate, Would help to meet rural development
goals and.needs.

INCENTIVES

A variety- of strong incentives wilt be needed to generate the interest and
motivation necessary to achieve projected levels of accomplishment on private
nonindustrial forest hind.

The flesign and application of incentive programs Will be based on experience.
Cost sharing under the Agricultural Conservation Program: annual payments
under the "Soil Bank" or Cropland Retirement Program : low-interest forestry
loans under the Consolidated FHA At of 1961: technical assistance to groups
of landowners (Timber Development Organk,ation) under the Appalachian
Regional Development Act of 1965: nonrecourse loans under the Agricultural
Adjustment At of 193S: planting -stock provided at post under the Clarke-
MNary Act i Section : equipment rental. and contractual services at cost as
provided by North Carolina and Virginia and Soil Conservatbm Districts in
other Statesthese. and other approaches, will be studied .and refined to estab-
lish the most cost-effective set of incentives possible.

Broad legislation is needed to provide the framework within Nvhieh the Secre-
tary of Agriculture can develop the administrative guidelines needed to most
effteti.vely use the incentive funds .(ppropriated. Flexibility is needed to work
with Moperators, respond to changing needs. and implement emerging op-
portnnities.
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In the fallowing li<t the measures described in Section :t iii the report ;irerated as to their approximate relative cable. Imsentires and 141o:it-ie., in final
allocation would he tailored to encourage pr;tetioi-: that cOntrilmte most to pro-
gram goals, public benefits, and,cost effectiveness..

Incentives will he used .to Tuipport and encourage the 1:1111.11M1,1.1 to inVeSI i.1the practices that are inrrt tilipropriiiti in his particular .situation lira atiainitn.r.
his'objectives and at the same Into., yielding amplopahlic lieffetits

ESTIMATED RELATIVE VALUES OF PRACTICES BY V4RIOU5 CRITERIA

Potential
toi.iribution

Immediate
landowner

Cost to program Putt c benefit (10-Practice effectiveness ctiectivei benefits yoar period)

Resource protection and environmental enhalcemeni.
Soil stabilization . Moderate High High Very low.Firebreak and pond construction Low. Low Modefirte Low.Prescribed burning Low Moderate do . LOA.Debris cleaapp . Low_ , do do Low.FIRICNII out livestoe.s Lon Law Low Low.Forest establishment!
Planting diverted cropland and marginal cropland High High High LoraPlanting idle land do . do Moderate LOA.Reforestingrecently cutover Wild, Moderate do do Low.Converting hardwood to pure or to higher duality

hardwoods. .
Loa_ Moderate do Lcw.

Forest improvement.
Softwood High High High Moderate.Hardwood .do_ Moderate Moderate Do,Site (drainage) Low Low _ Low. Low.Recreation and wildlife habitat Improvement:
Planting for wildide . Moderate Moderate High Low.Cover manipulation. High do do Ll'W.Preservatioh wetlands . do Low. do Very low,Public access latoder ate High do, L3W.I.nprove recreation areas do_ LOW_ Moderate Low.q Trail coostruction 'Low Modrate High LoW'Complete management planning . High N a. do LOW.Production of nontimber products Low. Moderate Moderate.

aft
Note,: The preponderance of low landowner benefit, items illustrates the need for scentives if forestry meads are to be net

ro.rt Sharing
Cost sharing t up to 80 percent on nonindustrial private lands and up to-50 per-

cent on non-Federal public lands) will be required for stand establishment and
for timber stand improvement. Incentives will be refined or adjusted to direct
available funds to the most productive sites and ownership situations.

In establishing 'timber on lands rnverted from production of i.ropA in surplus,
and in planting timber on marginal croplands, an annual rentaJ payment may la,
needed in addition to cost sharing.

Cose-sharing rates tor practices that stabilize sods, improve ,wildlife habitat,
or enhance natural beauty May have to be high enough to majie tut-of-pocket
extaInses by the owner Unnecessary. His contribution of land. resources. tax pay-
ments. and stewardship might he all that could he expected of him with regard
to practices that are mostly or entirely aimed at achieving public benefits.
Pilot Incentives

The main thrust of the program is through cost sharing. It is based on more
than 30 years experience with a wide range of programs such as the Rural En-
vironmental Assistance Programs which followed the Agricultural Conservation
Program (ACP), and the Soil Bank Program. Through these various programs
7.3 million acres of trees were planted for forestry purposes and 4.2 million acres
of timber stands were improved. This experience has providiid a solid base on
which to develop a more coMprphensive incentives cost sharint program.

Comparable program experience, however, is lacking with certain other incen-
Hives which are /seeded to bring about better management of private nonindustrial
forests. While it is not possible at this time to provide precise specifications for
such incentives or to quantify the need for them, it is desirable to provide an

0, 2 (.)



opportunty for their riliipplication. Two such incentives are loans for forestry

purposes and a al payments for certain practices.

Loans
sting long-term credit sources are inadetpiate to serve the purposes of the

orestry incentives program: Low interest loans are virtutilly unavailable to non

farmer forest owners and to many owners whose forest collateral is Rot in good
condition. Availability of credit to all this gap is especially desitable where land-

owners are willing to make a long-termcbunnitment tog comprehensive manage-

ment pjan and cannot carry out the program with their available financial re-

sources pheithe cost Sharingfor which they would be eligible.
Special lams or loan, uarantees appear to be promising and will include study

of low-interest. deferred payment loans; nonrecourse lotuis paid in annual install-

ments (mita] to the,,falue of timber inerem , to be repaid out of timber sale

receipts ut harvest timber increment e repain out of timber sale receipts at

harvest time; and long-term "to veness" loans which would be rebated (repay-

ment of a portion-of the loan and interest waived) contingent upon multipurpose

management and n_pplication of improved harvest procedures for a specific period.

The.$. inilliini average annual Federal outlay that is planned over 10 years
includes, fniiils for loans and Farmers' Home Admilgistration costs o' processing

loans and making collections.
Annual Pat/meaty.

Annual Payments were tested in the Soil Bank Program and pfoved to be very

effective in stimulating tree planting for forestry purposes. Pilot application of

annual or periodic payments would be extended to include other practices in-!
volving long term investments with low financial return or no financial return to

the lanub, tlers. and with benefits seer g mainly to the public. Examples are for-

est management practice for the protection or 'improvement of environmental
values, and pul lic access for sight seeing and other recreation purposes where no

fee is charged by the.landowner.
»i brances

Encumbrances in the form of term contracts for assuring protection of the Fed-
eral investment would be pilot tested in connection with practices Involving an-

imal payments. Long experience by ACP has demonstrated that encumbrances

are not needed when annual payments are not involved. The low risk of loss of
the practice through change in land use would not seem to justify the high cost
of follow-up inspection and other post -establishment costs of administering en-
cumbrances when annurtl payments are not made to the landowners. However, the

program will be monitored so that needed measures can betaken promptly if sig-

nificant numbers of practices are lost through owner atiandonment or conversion

to other. uses,
Special Incentives

To support large-scale implementation of the program without delay, local

groups may need special incentives to assure availability of trained and organized

work crews, equipment. planting stock, and other,.operational needs. Private or
State crews would be supported in such situations. This would 1w financed pri-

marily through incentive payments to landowners.
Administrative regulations will be developed to promote continuity in resource

management and to preelnde use of incentive payments for purposes not con-
sistent with good land use. For example, a slandow4r would/not be eligible fdr
financial assistance In planting trees on sites better suited to wetlands for water-

fowl or for some other purposes. Landowners who use management practices such
as premature learcutting of plhntations that lire contrary to the.alms of this
program would not he eligible for assistance in reestablishing forest cover on
those sites. Land treatment under this program for forestry purposes should not
be eligible for cost sharing under other prOgrams that would convert to crop pro-

duction before timber crops mature. Regulations would be needed to prevent other
inequitable or unproductive uses of appropriated funds.

Guidelines for use of incentives will be flexible so that various opportunities
and measures may be applied to help meet the challenges. Assistance, responsi-
'blinks, limitations, and implementation procedures will be developed.
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S. PROGRAM PROPOBALS

This section outlines the progrtrm recommended fox the first 10 years. Ac-complishment targets and Federal costs for the first year are summarized in
Table 3. Accomplishment targets for the first 10 years and average annual-Fed-, eral costs are summarized in Table 4. This information IS' displayed in detail in'Appendix Tables 3a and 4a respectively. A sumnia6- of Federal costs is,displayeiFin Table 5.
Criteria Used

Meeting demand* for flutter products.Timber production measures are basedon a splidbackground of experience and can be evaluated quantitativelt..Major
considerations limiting the selection of practices in timber production are: (1)the cost of providing various levels of supply, (2) the effects on prices, and (3)einvirafamental considerations required by Public Law 91-190 and ExecutiveOrder 11514. In dotermIning the mix of forestry practices to be recommendedfor non-industry private lima, an analysis of alternate levels of input was madefor programs that Would increase softwood and hardwood production, and for,programs having a brqader objective including environmental values. AppendixTable 5a displays broad-objective programs analyzed at low, moderate, and highlevels for nonindustry private forests. The moderate level, broad-objective pro-gram recommended is displayed in Appendix Table Oa.

TABLE 3.--PROPOSED 1ST YEAR PROGRAM -ALL NON-INDUSTRIAL
AND STATE AND PRIVATE FOREST OWNERSHIPS

Activity

Accomplish-
nest targets:
aces treated
(thousands)

Federal costs (thousands of
dollars)

Cash outlay LcansI

A. Nonindustrial private:
I. Tilnber production:

1. SoftWood planting Ind stand conversion.._ . . _
2. Softwood stand improvement_ _ .. .

3. Hardwood .stand improvement and conversion..

130
50J
100

2. 744
5, 600 . .
l, 497 . _

I, 850

-

Subtotal
730 9, 751 1 859

II. Environmental proteetion and enhancement:
I.' Added incentive for complete management.... .. _ 3 (110) 1212. Modification of timber practices fgr nontimber bene-

fits
ii 622 _3. Debris &anon, hazard reduction, erosion control, etc. 270 2, 160 .4. RecreatTbn and wildlife habitat development_

175 8I8 .. .._
Subtotal 2 (110) 445 3, 721 .. _ .

.Total private_....__.__. 2(110) 1,175 13,472 . _ ..
B. State, connty, and. municipal.

I. Timber production:. `-
1. Softwood planting and stand co:1version 55 I, 116 ..2. Softwood stand improvement..

200 1,929 . _ ..3. Hardwood stand improvement and conversion 50 502

Subtotal
305 3, 547

II. Environmental protection and enhancement:
1. Comprehensive management planning 3 (120) 126 ....2. Debris cleanup, erosion control, etc 80 f 4993. Recreation and wildlife 30 1, 101 ..

Subtotal 3 (120) 110 1, 726

Total State, county, and municipal._ _ 2(120) 415 5,273
C. Accelerated nursery production

700 .

Grand total, all lands
(330) 1, 590 19, 445 1.850

I Includes amounts for loans and Farmers Home Adn.inistration costa.2 Acres in parenthesis are included in timber production acres.
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TABLE 4.-SUMMARY, ACOMMENDEO PROGRAM FOR NONINDUSTRIAL PRIVATE LANDS AND NON-FEOERAL

PUBLIC LANOS, 1ST 10 %EARS

10-year accomplishment target

Acres treated (million7s)

- --
Added annual

. growth'

board feet)

Average annual Federal costs
(millions of dollars)_

Total loans s

qtr

Timber production practices: 3
A. Nonindustrial private lands:

Softwoods 29.8 7,4 54. 2 4.4

Hardwoods . 10.3.: 1.2 15.0

B. State, county, and municipal lands:
Softwoods..__ 2.0 . , .4 3.5
Hardwoods ..... .. .2 4 1

- C. AcceMrattd nursery production and
improved seed - (9 .6 .7

- - _
Total timber production 43.2 9. 8 74.5 4.4

Environmental protection and enchancement
practices:3

A. Norindustrial private lands 12.4 (20.0); 56,000 miles
roads; 2,000 miles
trails!

16. 3

B. State, county, and municipal lands__ 1.1 (1.0); 5,000 miles
roads; 5,000 miles

2.7

trails-

Total environmental practices . 13.5 (21 0); 61,000 mites
roads d; 7,000 miles
trails.'

19.0

Total all practices . 56.7 (21.0); 61,000 miles 9. 8 93. 5 4.4
roads 6; 7,000 miles
trails.'

.1 Increase in annual growth rate at end of 10-year period. Continuation of program at- same level of accomplishment
for another 20 years would approximately triple this increase.

2 Includes amounts for loans and Farmers Home Administration costs of administering loans.
3 Tree planting, stand improvement, and stand conversion.
4 Less than 0.01'

Oebris cleanup, erosion control, hazard reduction, wildlife habitat. development, and comprehensive management

planniog an added incentive for complete management.
e Erosion tontrol on toning roads; 5,000 miles on public lands, 56,000 miles on private lands.
, Trail construction; 5 miles on public lands; 2,000 miles on private lands.

Note: Acres in parentheses are included in total timber production acres.

TABLE 5.-SUMMARY OF FEDERAL COSTS

In millions of dollars .

Loans
nonindustry

private

Other
ownership,

nonindustry
private

Costs,
non-Federal

public
Total
other

Year:
1

1.8 13.5 6.0 19.5

2. .. 3.2 27. 5 7.6 35. 1

4.3 44.0 7.1 79,1

4 5. 0 78.0 7.9 85.9

5.. '_ 5.0 102.0 8. 1 110.1

6 5.0 106.0 8.2 114.2

.7 . 5.0 112.0 8.4 120.4

8._ _
5.0 116.0 /.4 124.4

9._- 5. 0 128. 0 8.6 136. 6

10 _. 5.0 128.0 8.6 136. 6

cost-cost._ 44.0 855.0 79. 6 934.6

,
Average annual cost 4.0 15.5

_

1.0 93. 5
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rirThe' mix of forestry Practices re:nintnetided for Stat ; county, and municipal
lands is based On analysis of basic needs, Included ; incresnied softvood pro-
duction and improvement of other forest resourc, values. This analysis pro-
vides a minimal base on Which to develop a compr 4iisive program and to iden-

.stify opportunities for intensifying management .1.ppendix Table 714 displays at
breakdown Of 1(1 -year llerOillpliSillIWIli targets nd )1111111Ilf federal costs for I he
prt)grani recontmended for State. county. and municipal lands. .s management
activities are intensified. the program base could be enlarged.

The recontinended*10-yeAr pog-mul is expected to increase annual growth of
softwood sawthnber S'4,4f billion board feet. The program must be continued until
the year 204)11 it' the production of an' estimated 211.9 billion board ft.et. needed
from nonindustrial privatv lands by that time at a relative price index of 115, is
to be llellit'Vell. I WO= 1962-417 average prices).

1/4 ,ling (Iciimitrix for isrinlimbvs. ruilics,- _The S011'l'i hal Of nontimher measure,
i determined by two factors : I i ) ractice:: or moditicatiims made part (It timber
oriented practices and necessary to balance effort. to luttlt produce more 'thither
and enhance other valtc)s. and 42) special practices to improve environmental
quality-texpand outdoor recreation opportunities. enhance wildlife habitat, and
protect soil and water values sufficient to Make it 'm41140110'111 contribution tinr-
ing the 144-year Period. The level of the special practiees is low enough to permit
a sound. orderly development and 41ppilisal of them as they become operational.

Benefits from nontiniber measures would be higher rural employment. benefits
to consumers. and recreational and enviromnental benefits.

Iliyh, r Mural Employment- -.I l'ruyrain It y-prml uct. --rl'he program designed
to improve forestry practices in the .next decade, would benefit rural employment
prospects, Additional jobs will be generated first by planting. stand improvement.
and other practices. Later. when the increased supply of timber js harvesti441.
the gains in timber output-made possibley this program NV kl I provide new jobs in
processing, harvesting. and transPi)rt of timber products. 4

.Implementing the forestg practices alone will create an estimated (1.000 to
8000 jobs per year. Providing necessary supplies. tools, and machinery Will add
further employment opportunities..

Eniplo-nient opportunities generated indirectly in processing the.addedtimber
produced under this program should add it possible 1,50,000 jobs by the year 20011,

Processing of the additional harvests of timber that will become available be-
cause of this program will help to level the downward trend of employment ill'
t he limber industry. Otherwise. employment in timber processing will further de-
cline %%Atli increases in prodm'tivity brought by larger plants, better equipment,

.:17111 other improvements. ,

tr;
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Benefits to Consuer4.-Consumers would be the main beneficiaries of in-
creased timber supplies. The nature of most wood product markets is such that
an invrease in supply causes a larger relative decrease in price. Thus, total,con-
sumer cost for these products may be reduced even while the amount used is
greatly increased. The ultimate effect is reduced prices for housing, laminae,
and many other consumer goods.

Recreational and Environmental Renellts.-Forests are a major feature of the
environment. They are a primary source of recreation. esthetic enjoyment. and
production of clean air and water. About 30 permit of the land area in the coter-
minous -IS States is forested, and about 60 percent of this forest is held by pri-
vate nonindustrial owriers. The importance of small private Wrests Is further
emphasized by the fact that more than 70 percent of the forest in the East is held
hy these owners. If all citizens are to enjoy the benefits that forests can provide.
the small private ownerships must be developed as major coittributors to these
benefits.

TABLE 1A. SOFTWOOD SAWTIMBER PROJECTED DEMAND AND PROJECTED SUPPLY BY OWNERSHIPS, YEAR 2000

[Billion board Mel

Required supply from non-
Projected supply by source industrial private 2

Technologi- Increase ova"'
Relative price index I Projected National Other Forest cal improve- 1967 level of
(1962-67 equals 100) demand forest , public industry mint , Total growth

..., (
Softwoods

165' 60.1 22.3 5.3 15.3 1.5 15.7
155 , 65.0 25.7 6.4 15.3 2.2 15.4 .

130'. . 76.7 25.7 6.4 14.7, 2.2 .27.7 11.8
115'4 85. 5 25.7 6.4 14.4 2.2 36.8 20.9
100' . 94.5 25.7 6.4 14.1 2.2 46.1 3092

a

Composite index for softwocid lumber and plywood divided by the wholesale price index for all commodities.
Amount required Lo balance supply and demand at each price level.

1 Actual amount would depend on I'm of investment in research, magnitude of total consumption, and price level.
Amounts shown for price indexes 100-155 assume accelerated research programs.

Expected price index with continued recent trends in management on all lands.
Expected price index with accelerated management on public lands only.
Expected price index with accelerated management on public lands and various degrees of intensification on nonindus-

trial private lands.
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USDA FOREST SERVICE ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT ON THE PROPOSED FOREsTs
INCENTIVES PROGRAM

(Prepared in Accordance with 'Section 102(2) (C) of P.L. 91-190)

SUM MARY SHEET
I. Draft (X) Final ( )
IL Administrative (X) Legislative (X)
III. Brief Description of Action. The proposal is in response to President

Nixon's request to the Secretary of Agriculture to press ahead with development
of programs designed to increase the production and harvesting of timber on

, State and private lands consistent with maintaining environmental quality. 'Al-
. though major emphasis is on increasing production of timber 'for softwood lumber

and plywood, the production of other forest resource values anti jheenhancernent..of environmental values are stressed.
The proposal provides cost-sharing, loans, and'spc.,cial incentives for private

owners to manage their lands so as to yield public benefits. It includeg the
following measures :

Resource protection and.environmental enhancement
Forest establishment
Forest improvement
Recreation and wildlife habitat improvement
CompNte management planning. .

Production of nontimber products
The proposal invilves all States. In addition to nonindustrial private for-

. ests, it includes Sta e, county and local public forests.
IV. Summary of Enciron tal Impact and Adverse Enrironmental Effects.

Adverse environmental effects resulting from more intensive timber management
are prevented or at least. minimized through special program practices and
modification of practices. ()Aber special practices and modifications of practices
are designed to enhance environmental values. The net effect of the program is
enhancement of the entire spectrum of forest-related environmental values.

V. Alternatives Considered :
No program
Higher program level than recommended
Acceleration of other cooperative forestry activities .

'VI. Agencies from Which Comments have been Requested. The proposed pro-
gram was developed intradepartmentally with the Soil Conservation Service.
Extension Service, Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, and
Forest Service in lead roles .conotnic Research Service and State forestry
agencies contributed. In additio , reviews were requested from Soil and Water
Conservation Districts t State F resters, State Extension Foresters, State Con-
servationists, conservation groups and associations, and forest industry.

VII. Date Draft Statement man)c Available to CEQ and the Public:

USDA FOREST SERVICE ENVIRONMENTAL. STATEMENT ON THE PROPOSED FORESTRY
INCENTIVES PROGRAM

(Prepared in Accordance with Section 102 4) (C) of P.L. 91-10)

August 4. 1971
Type of Statement : Draft
Date of transmission to CEQ and the public:
Type of action : Legislative and administrative
Responsible official :

I. Description:
The origins of-the proposal for a forestry incentives program are in %series of

events which began with the rapid price escalation of softwood lumber and ply-
woo& in 1968-69. National concerns had been aroused over our ability to meet
present and long range demands for the production of timber supplies and other
forest values. At the same time. forest-related environmental Issues, including
water and air pollution, and timber cutting practices had gained the critical at-
tention of the public.
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In June 1970, President Nixon received and endorsed the .findings and recom-
mendations of The Task Force on Lumber and Plywood of the Cabinet Commit-,
tee or Economic Policy. The Task Force reported that a substantial increase in
the supply of softwood timber products will be needed to.meet the Nation's grow-
ing requirements, especially our pressing housing needs. Specifically the report
noted that steadily increased supplies from non-Fedtdal forest land will become
increasingly important.

When he received the Task Force ruse, President Nixon directed the Secre-
tary of Agriculture to press ahead with development of programs designed to
increase the production and harvesting of timber on State and private lands con-
sistent with maintaining environmental, quality. The proposed forestry incentives
program has this objective.

This involved 300 million acres of nonindustrial private forest ownerships which
make up three-fifths of the Nation's commercial forest. Presently it produces
only one-half the potential because vital investments'have not been made. Also
involved are 38 million acres of forest land in State, county, and municipal °wain-
ship. These arg also producing far below their potential.
. The proposed program has multiple objectives. In addition to supplying the

forest products that will be needed, it is designed to create jobs and improve the
economy of rural families and communities. It, will also enrich the lives of rural
and urban people by protecting and enhancing th' outdoor environment.

The processes of reaching the individual social, economic, and environmental
objectives are closely interrelated. Meeting the growing demand for forest prod-
ucts at consumer prices relative to the prices of other materials must be in har-
mony with meeting growing demands for recreation, wildlife and environments'
values derived from the same resource base. The program is designed to ac-
complish this.

II. EnvirRnmental Impacts:
'Increases in the intensity of management and use of the nonindustrial private

forest resource contemplated in the proposed progr, in will affect the soil, water,
air, climate, and biological community of the forest.

Outside of the forest there may be impacts on downstream soil and water
,values, and the quality of the air and the climate.

Local residents and travelers in the area will experience the effect of esthetic
changes resulting from the program. The health and quality of life in nearby
communi % es will be affected. Changes in the forest will affect recreation pursuits
and resid I patterns.

Increased public use of those forest lands which are located near areas of high
population concentration may create another kind of impact-risk of damage to-
the forest itself. Increased risk of forest fires is an example.

Program practices that are designed to increase timber production and other
consumptive uses could have adverse environmental impacts. Modifications of
program practices, however, are designed to prevent or at least Minimize soil
erosion. stream, and lake sedimentation, and air and water pollution.

Timber harvesting that would tend to reduce the esthetic value of areas re-
cently logged would be controlled as to size of area, location and visibility. Con-
sistent with an objective of this program to minimize undesirable effects, the
duration of the harvesting would be limited a3 to season if year and length of
operation.

III order to protect wildlife values, creation of extensive unbroken areas of
conifers will be avoided when trees are planted. Landowners will be encouraged
to apply practices that will protect wildlife habitat and maintain a desirable bal-
ance between timber production and wildlife.
III. Farorable FInrironmental Impacts:

The proposed program provides for more balanced management of the 338
million acres of nonindustrial private and non-Federal public forest land :

.

(1) to increase wood production through such measures as :
planting cropland that is diverted from crop production or that is other-

wise idle.
reforesti cutover lands by planting or direct seeding to speed up

eitablishment new stands. to assure full stocking soon after logging, to
take advantage of genetically superior planting stock, and otherwise in-
crease and improve production of timber.
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converting undesirable hardwood stands to softwoods by planting'
_stimulating growth and improving the quality of timber available for

harvest through cultural treatments.
unproved harvesting techniques.

These measures have a beneficial erect on the environment because collectively
they I al reduce soil erosion, 1 to improve Water quality, ( e ) filter pollutants in
the air. ((I r donmen the swings of temierature, (e i reduce noise, and (f) im-
prove the appearance of the landscape.

(21 provide opportunities to enhance recreational values and to improve and
(4){1serve wildlife habitat through such practies as : .

planting to provide improved food and cover for wildlife.
--manipulation of cover to establish food patches or .other openings and

create edge ef: -ets that are favorable to wildlife.
maintaining den trees.
preservation and management of (Wetlands.
--providing public access to private forests.

- protecting and improving forests in and near campgrounds, picnic areasi
and other developed sites to enhance the quality of recreational experiences
in a forest setting.

the construction of nature trails, birdwalks, bridle Paths, bicycle routes,
hiking trails. and well-marked skitnobile routes for recreation seekers.

These pratires will have a beneficial effect on the environment, because they
collectively (a i prowl le for variation in the landscape, and Ili strive for minimal
disturbance of the ecological balance.

(34 provide special practices to supplement and modify current management
nreasuresin order to protect, restore, and enhance environmental quality. These
include : .

the stabilization of soil along roadbanks,- logging roads.:' ad skid trails
by planting ra, seeding :1 tld the construction of water bars to prevent erosion
and sedimetdatkni.

--the construction of firebreaks and ponds to protect high valued areas
from wildfires.

prescribed burning to redtice the hazards and impacts of uncontrolled
wildfire.

--the cleaning lip of debris in recently logged, storm damaged, or other
unsightly areas along heavily traveled recreation routes or other highly
visible places. ,

fencing to prevent damage. to trees and .other resources from the grazing
of uncontrolled livestock.

The progrant also provides the expertise and technical assistance necessary
11i insure the adequate implementatioli of the measures and the ,protection of the
via vironnrent.
IV A dreoa kit vironniental Effects it'll irl Cannot lie Avoided :

Althonglu the net effect of the program will be a substantial improvement in t
erosion control, pollution reduction and surface wmter yield, there will be some,
short-term adverse .ffects front increased timber harvesting.

',SOME' of the increased timber harvesting will temporarily reduce the esthetic
value of arias recently logged.

1111e lands planted to trees in this program will create a shift in the kinds of
wildlife species from those preferring open land habitat to those thriving in
forest cover.

There will lie increased risk of forest fires resulting from increased use of
forest lands near areas of dense population. The higher levels of investments
required and the increased values resulting from this program will, in tine,
require higher levels:of forest protection.

V. Alternatives to the Proposed Action:
No program. The effect would be to generate unacceptable relative price levels

and continue downward trends in the environmental and resource values of these
lands.

The price effect would expand use of wood substitutes. The production and
manufacture of these substitutes, even through recycling, would be expected to
have a more/detrimental effect on the environment than would the harvesting and

-,mannfacturing of forest products. Snhstituterfould increase the drain on the
Nation's nonrenewable resources.
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Higher program level than .reeommended. This would create levels of activity
that would be difficult to keep in balance. CompetitioNtor funds sit ahigher level
could he expected to force reduction in other cooperiitWe forestry activities that
also produce environmental benefits.

deceleration of other el.operalice forestry activities. Increases in programs of
technical assistance, education and present types of cost-sharing for practice
establishment would not motivate enough landowners or adequately raise the level
of management to salve our supply problems within an acceptable period of time.

Consultation with Others:
The proposed program was developed intradepartmentally with the Soil Con-

servation Service, Extension Service, Agricultural Stabilization and Conserva-
tion Service, and Forest Service in lead rolesEconomic Research Service ana
State forestry agencies ontributed. In addition, reviews were reqtzested from Soil
and Water Conservation Districts. State k ()resters, State Extension Foresters,
State Conservaionists, conservation groups and associations, and forest industry.

S,UPel-EMENTALiSTATEMENT uN USDA i'lloposEo
PltutatA

GISLATION Pufc A l'uttEsritY

In JaIM 1970, President Nixon received and en orsed the findings and recom-
mendations of the Task Force on Softwood Lunt r and Plywood of the Cabinet
Committee on Economic Policy'.' The Task reported that a substantial in-
crease in the supply of softwood timber products will be needed to meet the Na-
tion's growing requirements, especially our pressing housing needs. specifically.
the report noted that steadily increased supplies froni non-Federai forest lands will
become increasingly important in the years ahead.

When he received the Task Force report, President Nixon directed the Secre-
tary of Agriculture to press ahead with development of programs designed to
increase the production and harvesting of timber on State and private lands, con-
sistent with maintaining environmental quality. The proposed forestry incentives
program is intended to meet his objective.

TnE ROLE OF NON - FEDERAL rouEsT LANDS

Rapidly rising demands will.be made 4;11 all of the Nation's forest resources in
the next few decades. As Federal and industrial pri(ate forest lands begin to
produce near maximum capacity, the burden of meeting these demands mist
increasingly be borne by noniplustrial private and non-Federal public forests.

Fo.tr million nonindustrial owners control 300 million acresor three-tifths
of the commercial forest land avaiblble to ineei the huge demands for timber fore-
seen for the future. Present production, however. is only one-half of the potential
because vital investments have not been made. The bulk of these lands are in a
poor condition: they are cutover, understocked. unmanaged. The 38 million acres
of forest land in State, county, and ni,:nleiptit ownership are also producing far
below their potential.

Opportunities for expanding timber production on nonindustrial private and
non-Federal public lands must be captured now if unacceptable price rises are to
be avoided in 1980 and beyond. Although 40 percent of the Nation's softwood
forest acreage is in these ownerships, in 1967 they produced only 27 percent of
the softwood sawtimber harvest. Yet these lands contain most of the highly pro-
ductive sites in the country. The 100 million acres of pine and other softwood
lands in small ownerships, together with the- possibility of new plantings on nal-
lions of idle or nonstocked acres, constitute an outstanding opportunity to keep
price levels of forest products at a tolerable level for the American consumer.
The same general opportunity exists with regard to the production of tine hard-
woods, pulpwood, and other timber products. In contrast, the capability of public
and industrial lands to meet the needs for hardwood material is very small.

Recent studies of the relationship between price levels and timber demand indi-
este that it will not be possible to grow and harvest enough sawtimber to keep
softwood lumber and plywood prices down to the 1962-67 levels without exces-

s sively large investments. The projected sawtimber demand and supply situation
has tepecial importance with regard to Meeting the Nation's critical housing needs.
Supplying sufficient timber' to dampen relative price rises for lumber and ply-
wood gives a direct and obvious benefit to the Nation in terms of meeting those
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needs without cm unbearable costs to the consumer. Deniand for pidpwood
will also continue t sharply in the next few decades. ,

Public lands urns '''Stipply most of the increased softwood dema ids in the next
15 years or so. Industry lands. already at a relatively high !eve/ management,
are expected to reach even higher levels of productivity during This period. In
the period after 1985. ho r, nonindustrial private lands must meet the bulk
of the increased demand: has key significance Because the increased harvests
possible from National ests under more intensive management, with careful
attention to environine impacts. can "buy" the time needed to prepare other
lunt1 to pick up the burden later. Clearly, there will be a gradual transition be-
ginning in about a decade as softwood sawtimber harvesting moves intreasingly
to the nonindustrial private sector.

Opportuniites for using non-Federal forests for purposes in addition to wood
production also must be caPtared.

Forests are recreation and wildlife lands, watersheds, And open space, as well
as timberlands. As the public becomes increasingly aware of environmental prob-
lems. conservation concepts are broadened and nontimber uses of forest land
become more and more important. As a result, public needs for, interest in, and
support to obtain these added uses are increasing especially in densely popu-lated areas.

Nonindustrial private commercial forest land, comprising about one-sixth of
the total land area and almost one-half of the total forest area of the coterminous
United States. offers a prime opportunity to meet nontimber forest resource needs.
It Is concentrated in highly Populated areas. The North Atlantic Region. for in-
stance. contains 25 percent of the Nation's population on only 5 percent of the
Nation'g land area, yet 68 percent of pie regional area iglu forest. The total areas
of ownership available for treatment under; the proposed legislation is about equal
to all of the laud in the coterminous United States in rural parks including the
National Park System, State {:arks and related recreation areas. and National
Forest Wilderness and PrimitW. Areas. Financial incentives, including cost-
sharing and earmarking of funds !or special foreSt conservation practices in a
total and integrated resource context, are needed and desirable if management of
private forests for purposes in addition to wood production is to occur.

This is because of the long term natttre and relatively low rate of return on
such investme).t A. and because such management usually results in benefits of
an intangible nature, or benefits that accrue to the public generally rather than
the individual who hears the burden of establishing the conservation practice.
This is parlcularly true for forest recreation, wildlife. watershed erosion con-trol. and beautification practihes *here many of the effects are external to the
site of Application. the benefits accrue to the advantage of the general public and
adjacent landow.ners, or to future generations rather than the present landowner.

Meeting the demands on forest land requires arDroaches that can accrimmodate
consumptive use of forest resources and yet safeguard and enhance the environ-
ment. When managed as renewable resources, forests can do bothbut a high
order of sensitivity and technical skills is needed'Achieving this balance on
hundreds of thousands of traCtA owned by a great variety of people for a multi-tude of purposes is the overriding 11.-nge to be met in designing and applying
new incentives that will get the forest development and management job done.

TILE PRESENT APPROACIL

The present approaches to improved management of nonindustrial private for-
est lands fall in two general categories: (1) technical assistance programs. with
a forestry orientation. and (2) motivational, or incentive programs. with an
cult ural orientation.

Most 54 the technical assistance programs are administered copperatively with
State forestry agencies, They cover specific. functional program arena. Examples
are the COoperative Forest Fire Control and Tree Planting Stock programs. an-
thorized'by the Clarke-McNary Act of 1924 (43 Stat. 653, as amended. 16 U.S C.
471, 5(l5. 515, :i64-70). Others include programs under the Cooperatife Forest
Management Act of 1950 ((;1 Stat. 473, as amended, 16 U.S.C, 568c, 568d), and
Title IV of the Agricultural Art of 1936 (70 Stat. 207. 16 U.S.C. 56Se-568g).

The principal incentives programs have beep administered by the Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service. under n number of authorities, with pti-
mry emphasis on forestry in connection with agricultural conservation practices,
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Except for the technical .;:ssistance programs. the present Federal efforts are
not generally oriented in emphasis and funding toward an q jective of providing
additional goods and services frpni forest lands: the have & nonforestry focus.
In adidtion. the present battery of programs. in , is limited in size and em-
phasis, reaching a small proportion of titres owners.

The present programs essentially- la > inthority for' a direct cost sharing
approach with the primary eniphasi i t'.irest production. They lack payments

I authority for the purpose of fo production. There Is limited general assist-
ance for nonconsumptive, p benefit activities and for emphasis on non-Fed-
eral publicly owned for nda

PROPOSED APPROAC IIA FORESTRY INCENTIVES ACT

draft bill is designed to fill in the gaps in existing programs. It would give
ajor emphasis to Wm-Federal forest land management and provide the full

4ge of tools which would assure the upgrading of the quality and productivity
these leads.
The bill would declare a Congressional policy that recognizes the need to'fur-

ther establish and improve management and development of non-Federal public
and nonindustrial private forest lands to meet future forest resource needs. It
would authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to develop and carry out a forestry
hwentives program to eneourage etsablishment, protection, development. and
management of these lands. The purposes of the program are to encourage land
owners to apply practices which Would provide for planting of trees on idle
and utplerstocked intensive Multiple-purpose forest management and
p-otection 14 forest restlarces for timber, recreation, watershed, forage, fish and
wildlife and other environmental values. It would also authorize the investiga-
tion of other. Federai assistance including loans, loan guarantees, and annual
payments.

FOREST PRACTICES

It is contemplated that the forest practices which would be encouraged by
the forestry incentivese program would fall In the following categories.
I. Rexource Protection and Enrironmental Enhancement .

Special practices are needed to supplement what can be accomplished through
moditicatiim of timber management measures to protect resources and restore
environmental quality. Erosion control, land stabilization, pollution abatement,
anti esthetic enhancement can often be accomplished by the establishment or
manipulation of trees and associated plant cover.

9 2. forest Establishment
Planting trees today is one of the most cost-effective wiys to assure a supply

,t timber for tomorrow. The backlog, of idle acres, poorly stocked forests, and
other tracts that could and should he planted is truly immense. Forest Survey-
estimates indicate that by 1971 about 100 million acres of non-Federal land will
need to be planted o, liave stocking increased by planting additional trees. Pres-
eat accomplishment Is estimated to be about 1.1 million acres per year. In addi-
tion. planting of ithneeded agrienitttral. land to improve land use patterns and

ease crop surplus problems presents excellent additional opportunities.
3. Forext Improvement

variety of.cultural treatments have proven to be effective in sthuulating
growth and improving tho quality of timber available for harvest. About 15 per-
cent of the, growing space in timber stands on nonindustrial private lands are
occupied by defective, unproductive plants and trees. Also trees of inferior tim-
ber species inhibit growth of adjacent trees, and utilize moisture, :toil nutrients,
seal sunlight that could otherwise be converted into useful forest products. In
State after State, forest surveys have shown this inefficient use of growing space
to be one of the printery reasons for forest lands in nonindustrial private hold-
ings to be producing at half or less of their potential.

Timber stand Improvement practices include removal or deadening of cull
trees so the growing space they occupy is available foe better quality trees.
Cleaning, weeding, preconimercial thinning, and release of promising young crop
trees by removal of overtopping vegetation are other examples of cultural work
thnt t.au convert and stint ate an unmanaged forest.
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4. Recreational amt Wildlife Habitat ImproVellICIII
Although modification of timber practices is a very effective tool in multiple-

purpose management, there is a need for specific practices that will help accom-
modate recreation use and improve wildlife habitat. These two are closely allied.
The primary use and value of wildlife .populations relates to their importance
as the foundation of many outdimr recreational activities. Generally. improve-
ments to wildlife habitat also add to recreational opportunities.
5. Multipurpose _Management

Timber-oriented practices provide the main opi.ortunity for meeting other
needs. Modification of timber management can benefit wildlife habitat. outdoor
recreation, soil and water values, and environmental quality. The incentives
program would foster multipurpose management and coordination of uses in
every way feasible.
d. Complete Management Planning and Application.

Sound planning and application ifrpractices to make the best use of the forest
° for all values will be encouraged.

7. Production of Nontimber Products
There are opportunities for low - income and 4)ther owners of forest laud to

produce and market nontimber products such as motile syrup. berries. nuts, and
decorative or medicinal materials. Incentives to help establish these activities,
where appropriate, would help rural development.

INCENTIVE!:

The bill would specifically authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to provide
the following types of forestry incentives.
1. Cost Sharing with. individual Landowners

Cost sharing would be for the practices listed above which carry out the
general purposes of the program. The Vederal share could be up to 80 percent
of the cost of practices on nonindustrial private lands and up to 51) percent of
the cost of practices on non-Federal public forest land. The 50 percent limita-
tion on public lands is consistent with present Federal-State cooperative forestry
programs. State and local committees established for Agricultural Conservation
Prog.ram practices under Section St of the Soil Conservation and Poniestic Allot-
ment Act c-ould be utilized for these cost sharing arrangements.
?. Cost Sharing with Nonindustrial Associations and Groups of Landowners

This incenthe would be available only to associations or groups of timber
landowners for the purposes of providing Manpower, equipment, planting stock,
and other nmterials to carry nut program practices. Controls over use of mate-
rials and services would be through agreements between the Secretary and the
associations or groups.
3. Grants or Cost Sharing with. Nonindustrial Private Owners for Public

Benefit Activities
The principal objective of these incentives is to provide for those forest man-

agement activities which have primary public benefit, but which may not be
profitable or attractive from the landowner's viewpoint. Practices included are
those necessary or desirable for wildlife habitat improvement, soil and water
conservation. environmental protection and enhancement, and access for piddle
recreation. Becauie public benefit is the objective of such measures, these incen-
tires would provide for payment of up to the full cost of the practices involved.
Other incentives included in the draft bill have limitations on the Federal
share.

As with certain other incentives in the program, the services of State and
local committees established for the Agricultural Conservation Program could
be used to administer the payments and cost sharing.

INVESTIGATION OF FORESTRY LOANS AND AN:VITAL PAYMENTS

The existing agricultural-oriented loan programs of this Department do not
provide adequate incentiveS to encourage private forest landowners to meet
the purposes of the forestry incentives program. Preliminary investigations indi-
cate that there are some special types of loans or loan guarantee mechanisms
whi could be useful in encouraging long term, high-level, forest management
prat ices.
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Low interest. deferred payment loans tailored specith.ally to forestry practices
appear promising. Another approach is a nonreconrse loan. the security for which
would he limited to woodland assets. Such a loan would he repaid 1'r0111 timber
sale receipts at the time of harvest,

Other possible approaches include annual or periodic payments and long term.
of "wavier" loans. If the landowner carries out multipurpose management and
improved harvest procedures for a specified period, a portion of t t loan principal
and interest would be waived at maturity.

The draft bill would give the Secretary of Agriculture authorit needed to
pilot-test and evaluate the effectiveness of these mechanisms in encouraging im-
proved private forest .land 'Management. These and other experimental loans
would be 11111de only on a pilot basis. Shimld the investigation-1 and stully of the
loans prove successful, the Department will request the detailed. specific loan
authority which would be appropriate for a lima term loan pr(ograin. The hill
limits the level of the pilot program to $5.0 million annually.

INSTITUTIoNAL ARRANOEME#TS

The Department of Agriculture operates existing forestry and conservation
assistance programs through a number of general institutional arrangements.
Cooperative forestry programs are conducted by the Forest Service through the
State Foresters or equivalent officials who in turn provide. technical and other
assistance to private forest landowners. Forestry activities are an integral part
of the watershed approach of the Soil Conservation SerVice, which assists Ina-
vidual Inndowners through Soil and Water Conservation Districts. Cost sharing
with private landowners for specific forestry practices is also prop pled through
the State aml local Agricultural Con,,,Tvatilm Progralli C0111111iIIN.S. These Com-
alit tees are HIS° involved in annual and periodic intyments for other conservation
practices.

The forestry incentives program Would he (operated through these existing
arrangements in all possible cases. Its principal impact would be to oold-a nuniller
of new tools to existing assistance approaches. The draft bill will also emphasize
forest management objectives in a way that will strengthen forestry aspects of
existing programs.

OUTPUTS ANI) COSTS

The following table displays the program levels and outputs proposed and
expected during the next 10 years.

The proposed program is aimed at (1) relative price stability for softwood
!moiler and plywood, and (2) a meaningful contribution to improvement of
enirtinmental quality. expansion of outdoor recreation opportunities. enhance-
ment of wildlife habitat, protection of soil and water values. and beautitivation
of the landscape. 'rue baste level recommended for State, count. and 1111111iripa

provides a minimal base on which to develop a comprehensive pro-
gram for these lands.

Program funds would be made available for the following purposes:
Ow-sharing with landowners for carrying out program practices.
('oat of adminiNtering program fund8 including such costs as those connected

with disbUrsing cost-sharing payments and making loans.
('oat of technical assistance for which agencies are responsible in connection

with laying out practices and checking for compliance with specifications.

INCENTIVES PROGRAM FOR STATE, COUNTY, AND MUNICIPAL FOREST LANDS (BASIC LEVEL)

Accomplish- Estimated
ment Added annual

targets annual average
10 years growth Federal cost
(million (billion (millions

Activity acres) board feet) of dollars)

Timber managerdent intensification a 3. 1. 0.6 4.6
Environmental improvement and protection.' 1.1 0 2.7

Total__ 4.2 9.2 7.3

In addition to timber production measures, this includes modifications of these measures to protect and improve
environmental values.

Includes 2,000 miles of trail construction and treatment of 56,000 miles of logging roads.
Includes 5,000 miles of trail construction and treatment of 5,000smiles of logging roads.

qt,
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR MANPOWER,

Washington, D.C., August 12, 1971.
Hon HUBERT' II. HUMPHREY,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR IfUMPHREY : The Department of the Treasury has asked me
to respond to one of the questions which your Rural Development Subcommittee
submitted to that Department following the testimony of Secretary Connally on
the Administratiori's revenue sharing proposals. The question, with our answer,
follows:

Q. 21.. What will be the effect of the revenue sharing proposals on adminis-
tration of the Labor-Relations Act?

A. The Manpower Revenue Sharing Act would reform and consolidate the
delivery of the various manpower training programs. In our view, manpower
revenue sharing would not affect the administration or content of the National
Labor Relations Act.

It is important, of course, to explore all aspects of revenue sharing as thor-
oughly as possible. I appreciate your efforts in doing so, because I am confident
that the answers you receive will support the judgment that it is time to give
local officials new .tools with which to serve their citizens better.

Sincerely,
MALCOLM R. LOVELL, JR.,

Assistan( Secretary for Manpower.

gTATE OF KANSAS,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

Topeka, Kans., August 6, 1971.
Hon. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
Chairman, Rural Development Subcommittee, Committee on Agriculture and For-

estry, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENAWR HUMPHREY : This letter is in response to your earlier request

in your capacity as chairman of the Rural Development Subcommittee of the
Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry for views from the nation's gov-
ernors concerning problems of rural areas.

It is my pleasure to enclose a copy of my statement on agriculture and rural
America which was prepared for the 1971 Midwestern Governors' Conference at
Sioux City, Iowa and South Sioux City, ebraska. July 18-21. I believe this
statement details many of the frustrations many Kansans feel regarding the
federal governments attitudes toward agriculture, as weli as some recommanda-
tions for improving the situation.

I appreciate this opportunity to present my views on this important aspect
of life in our nation for consideration by your subcommittee.

With every good wish.
Yours Sincerely,

ROBERT DOCKING.
Governor of Kansas.

(The statement is as followA:)
Though producing and marketing food is our nation's largest and most basic

industry, the mere survival of the man who tills the soil in America today is
being seriously threatened.

Agriculture is an essential in the overall economy-ot-the-Uni*d_ States. Agri-
culture and its related activities provides Jobs for two out of ,every
fully employed persons in our nation. It turns the wheels of Anierican industry;
it is the greatest single factor in bolstering the entire financial picture.

In Kansas--as in all the Midwestern statesagriculture's role is even more
pronounced than in the United States as a whole.

Agricultural contributions are expanding dramatically. American farmers are
producing more and better food than ever before, rth less manpoweribut with
intelligent, scientific use of improved varieties a d breeds, and increased use
of fertilizers, irrigation, summer fallow, conservation practices, modem equip-
ment and highly developed technical knowledge.

We are seeing the results. In Kansas, production and value of farm products
during the past 10 years has been 25-50 per cent higher than for any other dec-
ade in Kansas history.
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This overwhelming production of our farmers is a gift to all Americansan
abundanCe of quality food ; a standard of living similar to few nations of the
worldand all at the lowest relative cost at any place, anytime. Food costs in
the United States represent only 16 per cent of the consumer dollarthe lowest
in history-.--and the lowest of any nation.

Lest we become too comfortable with the agricultural picture I have painted
though it is accurate the other side of the agricultural coin reveals a serious
threat to the Midwestern farmer.

The story of American agriculture today is a narrative of a mircie in pro-
ductive capacity. ut more an more we are finding that those who provide the
agricultural abundance are not rewarded in like proportion. In spite of their
skilled and dedicated service totis all, the farmer receives less than an equitable
share of the national income.

This is a serious problem. It is serious to not only the farmers struggling to
stay in business, but also to the many industries dependent on agriculture. It
holds grave implications for the nation's economic structure which motes in
sensitive reaction to the ups and downs of farm income.

The states we represent compose the great food producing belt of the nation.
As governors of the Midwestern states, it is imperative that w give careful

attention to the problem of fair income to agriculture.
Twelve midwest states produce more than 84 per cent of the nations corn,

72 per cent of the feed grains, 56 per cent of the wheat, 98 per cent of the flax -
'seed, 75 per cent of the soybeans, 85 per cent of the hogs, 60 per cent of the
red meat, 82 per cent of the creamery butter and 'i3 per cent of the cheese. These
states have more than 83 Per cent of the nation's corn pickers, 70 per cent of
the combines and 72 per cent of the power elevators. These are mere examples
of our area's predominance in United States agriculture.

But consider the facts :
1. The parity ratio of prices received by farmers for all commodities, in com-

parison, with prices they pay, is the lowest since the depth of the depression
(lays of 1933. On June 15 this yearjust last monththe parity index for prices
received was 288, and for prices paid, 412, giving the extremely unfavorable
_parity ratio of 70the lowest in 38 years.

2. The parity picture on wheat is even worse. Current prices actually arc less
than half the parity figure of $2.93. Kansas wheat growers have just completed
harvesting an excellent crop from a relatively small acreage. In spite of the
serious drought' and near crop failures in Texas and Oklahoma, and in spite of
the sharp increase in feeding wheat to livestock, the price is poor. At $1.39 a
bushel. Kansas farmers are receiving slightly more than the $1.13 received last
year. yet it is pitifully poor when compared with the price of $1.87 in 1950. $2.09
in 1955. $1.70 in 1960, and pitiful when compared with the U.S. parity figure of
$2.93, which refiec04 cost of production in relation to price.

In 1960. farmers paid approximately $7.000 for a large combine. At that time,
4,000 bushels of wheat would bring enough to pay for the combine. Today, a
foot combine costs about $20,000nearly three times the cost of 10 years ago
and now a farmer needs 15,000 bushels of wheat to pay for that combine. This
is only one example of how farm production costs' have risen in relation to
prices received for a very basic farm commodity.

Last fall the announcement of increased wheat' acreage allotments occurred
after winter wheat producers had planted a smaller acreage than for the year
before. The more liberal planting provision of the 1971 government wheat pro-
gram thereafter provided an opportunity for producers of spring wheat to sharply
increase their plantings this past spring. We are hopeful that decisions On the
set aside for the 1972 program will be made in ample time to prevent winter
wheat growers t om being penalized as they were last year.

3. Prices for hogs, poultry and eggs in recent months have been most discourag-
ing. While beef prices have been holding fairly steady, an increase inn import
quotas would be particularly distressing to cattlemen.

4. Farm mortgage indebtedness has been increasing at an astounding rate. It
is two and one-half times the amount of 10 years ago, and six times the amount
of 20 years ago. This has resulted, in part, from higher prices for land and from
higher rates paid for iahor, materials and equipment. 'As agriculture becomes
more commercialized and as competition becomes more intense, credit is needed
in ever-increasing amounts for successful modern farming.

5. Interest paid by farmers on their debts, has tripled in the past 10 years.
Higher rates, and increased volumes of borrowing have contributed to this
situation.
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6. Taxes on farm property have nearly doubled in the past 10 years. This has
combined with higher costs of land, labor, equipment, interest and other items to .

help push cost of production to a dangerous all-time high.
7. Farm people migrating to the cities is eroding the vital human resources of

rural America. It is particularly serious in the loss of outstanding young people
with background and training for valuable, productive service. This situation
is accelerated by some of the current problems facing agriculture.

8. Agriculture faces complications of the image to consumers and problems in
use of productive technology. During the past few sessions of Congress, consumer
protection and ecology have been magic words. I am pleased to report that Kansas
has acted a pesticide use law, which, is designed to outline safety guidelines
for the necessary use of chemicals. Also, Kansas, along with 45 other states,
now conducts a meat and poun. inspection program which is at least equal to
standards set by the federal g nment.

9. The develoment of new uses and new markets for agricultural) products has.
not kept pace with technology for producing increased volumes of crops and
livesttick.

10. Small farms are rapidly disappearing because they cannot support present
high costs of machinery. equipment, and other items necessary for competition
in modern. highly automated agriculture.

,11. Transportation raps are of increasing concern to Midwestern agriculture.
I ani pleased with si recent action of the Interstate Commerce Commission author-
izing the Santa Fe Railway to publish reduced local freight rates on wheat and
flour shipped from Midwestern origins to West Coast destinations. This will
help wheat fanners and our flour mills, but we have other rate problems in trans-
porting farm commodities. particularly rates on livestock and meat. In Kansas
the largest industry is cattle production ; the second largest packing red meat.
NVith 90 percent of our meat moving to markets outside the state, transportation
rates are extremely important.

12. A relatively new cloud of concern hovers over American agriculture in the
threat from corn leaf blight. I am sure most of the states represented here feel
this concern. and most of us do not yet know the extent of this threat. In Kansas.
so far this year, corn leaf blight. has been found in 26 of our 105 counties. with
approximately 200.00, Oacres known to be affected. In some areas, up to 50 per-
cent of the fields are affected.

Solving or easing the problems I have mentioned will require serious, con-
centrated effort. Tile cause merits dedicated attention from this conference. We
/mist give leadership and full support toward easing the pressures on the agri-
cultural industry which is vital to us all. This ten-point agricultural program
could help relieve the burden on the.niidwestern farmer.

1. Most important of all. effective means must he found for halting the ever-
growing cost-price squeeze on farmers. The forward progress and developmenit
of oar nation mumt include equitable priers, abd an equitable share of the nalional
income for those engaged in agriculture.

2. Funds made available for farm programs should be increased. Farm pro-
grams have been designed to protect farmers from sharp declines ln farm
prices. There shonld be a continuance of pro,4rains that will help make it possible
for farmers to obtain a reasonable return en their investment and a livable wage
for their labor. We mast insist that changes in -national farm programs he an-
nounced early enough for farmers to ma'Ae necessary orallowable ttustments.

3. We must hold the line on imports of !arm commodities which could depress
markets for the produce of American farmers.

4. Provision must be made for supplyil ,t low interest rate loans, in adequate
amounts, so farmers can compete in this highly competitive economy.

5. There must be genuine tax fs forms to relieve the intolerable tax load now
imposed upon those who use massive investments in real and personal property
to provide food. clothing. and shelter for all of

6. To halt the migration from rural to urban centers. we must see that federal
programs give to rural areas the same attention and the same concessions which
have been made vailabbe to urban communities. Great( emphasis must be placrd
on rural medical health, rural housing, rural water a d sewage systems. rural
rosds and rural telephone services. These are all vitt. to the health and well-
being of our farm fa.nilies and all others in rural ar s,
<7. We must continue and intensify our concerted 9 t,rts on wholesomeness

and quality of product, safe, attractive packaging. We t, t continue and inten-

1,
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oily our search for new uses and new markets for agricultitral products, partic-
ularly in the area of international markets. I am enthusiastic about the
Potential of =ATM the Mid-America International Agri-Trade Council,
organized, promoted and directed by the departments of agriculture of 12
Midwestern state& It in a progressive move in an area vital to agriculture.

8. It is imperative 'that we give careful attention to transportation rate
structures and their affect upon farm commodities and the products of agri-
business in our area. This is an item of most urgent consideration.

9. Agriculture, as the ,nation's largest and most basic industry, merits recog-
nition as a depaxtment4Of federal government I view with concern any pro-
posal to fragment this agency' which is so vital to the complex industry of
nationwide production and distribution of agricultural commodities.

10. We must insist upon accelerated research in areas of crippling plant
and animal diseases and parasites which rob the. profits from agriculture. In a
like manner, we must insist upon more research to develop new and expanded,
uses of farm commodities, especially those which experience distressed markets.

It is my sincere hope that the Midwestern Governors' Conference group will
serionsly consider the program I have outlined and that constructive action will
be taken by this group during our conference here.

The threatened farmer needs help. And we can play a leading role in bring-
ing relief to the Midwestern tanner.

To do less would be to shirk our responsibilities as governors of the nation's
breadbasket.

DEPARTMENT or AoHiCuLTURE,
ONTIOR or ASSISTANT SECRETARY,

Washington, D.C., June 11, 1971.
Hon. HUBERT H. HIYMPRZEY,
U.S. Senate,

Dcas SENATOR HIIIIPNRET : This is in response to your letter of May 17 re-
questing information cgucerning the role of REA and its borrowers in assisting
with business development in rural America.

The significance of the rural electric and telephone programs of REA to the
social 'and economic development of rural areas is well known. The availa-
bility of these services not only improves living conditions but also makes
possible the establishment and expansion of businesses and industries. Helping
to Improve the "business climate" of rural areas by helping to provide good
electric and telephone service is a major component of REA's efforts in rural
developrdent In addition REA recognizes its responsibilities for assisting its
borrowers with their efforts to contribute to the total growth and development
of the areas they serve. More than 1900 REA financed electric and telephone sys-
tems serve in 89 percent of the nation's eormtles.

The enclosed REA Bulletin 9-1 and Stgff Instruction 9-1 contain REA's policy
and guidelines with respect to develoaftent matters. As indicated in Bulletin
9-1, REA's assistance takes the form of providing information and technical as-
sistance. We recommend that borrowers not serve as a source of credit to com-
mercial, industrial or other enterprises. The limited loan funds available are
needed for financing electric serrice, and REA has no explicit authority to &-
trance industrial development and community facilities other than electric and
telephone.

However, we do encourage and assist them in helping to locate needed in-
vestment capital. Many borrowers have been successful fin bringing to their areas
the business financing available from SBA, EDA and th private sector. The rec-
ord indicates that REA borrowers are making significant contributions to busi-
ness development in rural areas without serving as a source of Credit, other than
for electric and telephone service.

We are enclosing a list of the loans ma4e under Section 5 of the Rural Elec-
trification Act to finance electrical equipment for commercial and industrial en-
terprises from September 1961 to January 1969Twenty-seven borrowers re-
ceived such financing. Pour of these loans represent serious financial problems
for the borrowers involved.

On March 13, 1909, we revised the Section 5 loan policy to exclude loans to
commercial and industrial enterprises. In keeping with the original intent of
Section 5, we continue to make available financial assistance to rural families
for electrical appliances and equipment where this is needed.

62-582-71---Qt. 2---21
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Although it is generally recognized that a need exista for more business capital ,
in rural &rasa, we, nuestion, the merit* of ruling the ItZA prOgram for this pur-
pose particularly since Esderal agencies alteadir axiat: fog this purpose. 14 rural,
areas. tor..egarnpbr, we have fOund the 502 Progratu of the.0111oal, ',Unable,* Ad-
minhitiation adapts well to the, needs of rtwal amid. am) la most

We believe the rola of AEA and Its borrow*, should cbhthrue to be that of
assuring good electric and telephone service and tisksame time provide in-
formation and technicel assistance needed for bovine* develoNnent, housing,
water *anew*, etc, in the' areas they serve.

We are inclosing the result" of a recent surieg of REA borrowers hind sev-
eral !newts stories which tve some indication of the progress being made. to fin-
prove the economic base of eir service areal.'

Sincerely,
T. K. COWIN*

408:04 frorefory.
(The enclosures ,are as gall ass

Car= STAMM PiPAZT11EICT or AG1gOittaw,r'Etuitst. ,ELSONSUICATION
414101qUIRIATION

3ili* .14 1969.'

REA Borax.= 9-4 (Eincvars)rRE4 BULthreir409-4 (14XLMION)

81311JZOT: commuurry 'IMVELOPUZIIT
I. Parperee

The purpose of this bulletin is to establish guidelines for Rural Electrification
Administration participation with borrowers and their associations in community
development activities.
II. Policy

A. REA's empheile on community development activities recognizes respond-
,

Witty for assisting borrower, to imprtive local economic Conditions in promoting
loan security and in furtherance of the objectires of the Mal electrification and
telephone programs. . .

Community development activities haiiborfoii*iibulikiinanciatand Operating
strength, Improved economic rendition, 'result mote stable 'and TOW
rural communities and benefit borrower!, through ter utilisation,o

B. REA will assist borrower, and their ems ti as tkorganhang available
resource to carry out programa, and prbmote diVidual proI which will
contribute to the growth and, strength of e ea* and telephone Systems.
REA Will, consult, draw upon, and e te With other interested agencies, local,
State and Federal, in promoting community deyelopmentuctivitieft

The initiative, leadership and interest of borrowers willlitraely, influence the
extent of REA activities and assistenee.

C. REA, recommends that, to the extent legally permissible amd financially
practicable' borrowers participate actively in CO'IIMUIllty development work.
Borrowers are in a position to make 1.`major contribution to the growth and de-
velopment of the rural areas they Serve. ror example, they.Can

I. Exert leadership in establialting and supporting an active local devel-
opment organization to make surveys, 'inventory resources, determine oppor-
tunities for improvement, and establish a comprehensive economic develop-me program for,the area.

esist in the establishment -of local develOpmfmt, corporations which canstir te and help finance, new or expanded rural enterprises.
a Assist prospective idividual enterprises in,.matters such as location,

organization, finatreint Construction and operation,
4. Participate with local groups concerned- with , the furnishing or im-provement Of needSd'ettinmunitY facilities.
5 Coordinate local deVeloprnent activities with Statewide and other *Iwo-elation, of borrowers, '-wheneVer practicable, and with the State economicdimelopmentleency.
6. Make their facilities available for community development activities.ueeli &tithe' training or retraining of unemployed or underemployed people.

fltephree REA Bone*, 86(C-1 dieted ;up* 5,1068 and 800.4 dated September 11. 1/61.
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D. REA recommends that its borrowers not serve as a source of credit to
commercial, industrial, or other enterprises. This should not, however, preclude
borrowers from making nominal expenditures to carry out community develop-
ment progrank including participation in the financial support of local develop-
ment corporations and other types of community development organizations.
Before taking such action, borrowers should determine that their proposed
expenditures would be consistent with their bylaws and are otherwise legally
permissible.
III. Obtaining REA Assistance

Specialized assistance is available to borrowers and their associations in com-
munity 4eveloptuent activities, including promotion, stimulation, organization,
financing, construction, and operation of rural enterprises. Borrowers may
request assistance of REA personnel or may submit questions or requests con-

e' tenting any aspect of community development to the respective Area Dftectors.
Devin'A. Mom, Administrator.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURERCRAL ELECTRIFICATION
ADMINISTRATION.

JARiJARY 6, 1970.'

STAFF INSTRUCTION 9-1 1 ELECTRIC ) STAFF INSTRUCTION 309-1 (TELEPHONE)

OSURJECT : COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
I. Purpose

To establish responsibilities and provide general guidelines for assisting bor-
rowers in their community development efforts. REA policy and recommendations
to borrowers with respect to community development are contained in REA
bulletin 9-1 (Electric) : 309-1 (Telephone). `
II. General

A. As well .established local organizations in rural comintm ies, REA bor-
rowers are in a position to make significant contributions to the growth and
devdlopment of the areas they serve. Since the operating strength of the borrower
is dependent upon the economic condition of its service area, it is essential that
REA help identify and encourage participation in those activities that will con-
tribute to the improvement of the environment in which it must do businesit.
(Refer to Bulletin 9-1 : 309-1 for examples of the types of activities which should
be encouraged and supported when appropriate.)

B. In assisting borrowers, it should be recognized that the specific ways in
which they can participate in community development will vary from area to
area due to differences in history, circumstances, traditions and the customary
ways of doing things through local group action. To the maximum extent feas-
ible, the details of the development process should be left to local determination.

C. REA recommends that its borrowers not serve as a source of credit or
investor in commercial, industrial or other enterprises. This should not, however,
preclude nominal financial participation with others in local development cor-
porations and other types of community development organizations.

D. REA can best support the efforts of its borrowers by providing the specilized
assistance as needed to prepare community development programs as well as
assist with specific projects. Priority should be given to request from existing
and potentially delinquent borrowers.
III. Responsibilities for community development activities

A. munity Dvelopment StaffThis staff is responsible for :
.1. Developing program materials for borrower use and guidelines for

area personnel.
2. Coordinating RE A's community development activities with those of

USDA and other Federal agencies, as appropriate.
3. Providing or arranging for specialized field assistance to borrowers

and their associations on specific projects as may be detethined jointly
by the Cominunity Development Coordinator and the appropriate Area
Director:

'Replaces Staff Instructions S00-1 dated Jubt 17, 1989: 800-2 dated Feb 12, 1965:
and Revised Star Instruction 20-7, Part 4:821-1 dated July 17, 1901 with respect to
Community Development activities.

323
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4. Coordinating with electric and telephone area offices and the Bor-
'rower's' Financial Management Division in the selection of field personnel
to represent REA. on USDA State Rural Development Committees.

5. Keeping the area offices advised of Federal, State and private programs
applicable to community development.

6. Representing REA on interagency and intra-agency committees when
appropriate.

7. Assisting Information Services Division in developing brochures and
other materials designed to stimulate borrower participation in community
development.

E. Area OfficesAll line functions shall be the responsibility of the area
offices. The area office shall be responsible for :

1. Encouraging borrowers to participate actively with other local and state
orghnizations engaged in community development activities.

2. Providing borrowers on a continuing basis with informational material
applicable to community development.

3. Assisting borrowers on an individual basis in formulating and imple-
menting systematic approaches to effective community development work.

4. Providing or arranging for specialized field assistance on specific devel-
opment projects when appropriate.

5. Providing the Community Development Staft with copies of field reports
and correspondence to serve as background material in developing effective
programs.

6. Assisting area office field personnel to USDA field committees as
directed. Such assignments should be coordinated with the Community
Development Staff.

7. Keeping abreast of borrowers' community development activities and
preparing reports thereon as may be required.

8. Assuring that the community development function is included in any
overall management improvement plan that REA might suggest to a par-
ticular borrower.

Deputy Adminietta tor.

RAD SEC. 5 LOANS APPROVED SINCE SEPTEMBER 1961 (NET)

-REA borrower Approved Amount Consumer

North Dakota 17 McHenry IVerendrys Electric, Sept 81961
Cooperative, Inc., Volvo, N. Dak.

Minnesota 97 Roseau: Roseau Electric Co- Oct. 9,1961
operative, Inc., Roseau. Minn.

Illinois 44 Carroll: Jo-Carroll Electric Co- Dec. 22, 1961
operative, Inc., Elizabeth, Ill.

"M.

Idaho 4 Benner: Northern Lights, Inc., Feb. 21,1962
Sandpoint, !dello.

North Carolina 36 Randolph: Randolph Dec- June 6,1962
Die Membership Corp., Asheboro, N.C.

Idaho 11 Kootenai: Kootenai Electric Co- June 22,1962
operative. Inc., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.

Wisconsin 40 Barron: Barron County Electric Aug. 29,1962
Cooperative, Barron, Wis.

Georgia 83 Jackson: Jackson Electric Member- Sept. 29, 1962
ship Corp., Jefferson,

Idaho 11 Kootenai: Kootenai Electric Coopers- do
tive, Inc., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.

Indiana 89 Harrison: Harrison County Rural Oct. 12, 1962
Electric Membership Corp., Corydon, Ind.

Minnesota 39 Chippewa: Minnesota Valley Co- Dec. 3,1962
operative Light & Power Association
Montevideo. inn.

Oklahoma 6 Caddo: Caddo Electric Coopm- Apr. 18,1963,
tive, Binger, Okla.

Oklahoma 2i Hughes: Canadian Valley May 7, 1963
Electric Cooperative, Inc., Seminole, Okla.

North Dakota 35 Badeigh, Capital Electric Co- June 12,1963
operative, inc., Bismarck, N. Dak.
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$25,000 Thompson Constructick Inc. Vein, N.
Dak. (general constructiongravel
crushing and washing equipment).

(Marvin Lumber & Cedar Co., Warroad,
Minn. (rehabilitation of milhvork
operations).

280,000 S. P. Lipoma & Associate, Inc., Kennedy,
Minn. (pototato processing).

22,068 Chesnut Hills Resort, Inc., Hanover, Ill

d(snowoor lightmaking

equipment, motors, out-
s).

1 54, 000 Durable Wood Products, Trout Creek,
Mont (lumber mill).

18, 781 Eureka Mills, Inc., Carthage, N.C. (knitting
mill).

35, 500 Empire Lumber Co., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
(lumber business).

90, 988 Falcon Drill Co., Inc., Cumberland, Wis.
(precision drills).

135, 558 Southeastern Freezer Corp., Gainesville.
Ga.. (commercial freezer and storage
facility).

75,000 Benewah Lumber Cooperative, Inc.,
Plummer; Idaho (lumber cooperative).

187,250 Indiana Class Sand Corp., Corydon, Ind.
(glass sand and silica 'lour production).

23,500 Chandler Industries, Inc., Voyd, Minn.
(machine shop).

60,000 Sequoyah Mills, Inc. Anadarko, Okla.
(carpet manufacturing).

21,000 Wetumka Farm-Ranch Group, Inc.,
Wetumka, Okla. (cooperative custom
feed mill and general firm supplies).

125, 000 Northland Packing Co., Simard, ft. Dak.
(mvipartg plant).
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RAD SEC. 5 LOANS APPROVED SINCE SEPTEMBER 1961 (NET)

REA borrower Approved Amount Consumer

Perinsylyania 20 Blair: Valley Rural Electric
Cooperative, Inc., Huntingdon, Pa.

Alaska II Chugach:
rChugachag

Electric Associa-
tion, Inc., Ance, Alaska.

South Dakota 41
ho
Todd: Cherry-Todd Electric

Cooperative, Inc., Mission, S. Dak.
Idaho 11 Kootenai: Kootenai Electric Cooper-

ative, Inc;;Ceeur d'Alene, Idaho.
Indiana 99 Spencer, Southern Indians Rural

Electric cooperative, Inc., Tell City, Ind.
Kansas 7 Jewell: The Jewell-Mitchell Cooper-

ative ElectrIc Co., Inc., Mankato, Kans.

Aug. 13,1963 110, 000

Apr. 23,1964 338,729

June 30,1964 29,2U2

Nov. 14,1964 20, 000

May 17,1964 210, 000

Apr. 15, 1866 325,000

Alaska II Chugach: Chugach Electric Associa- June 30,1966
tion, Inc., Anchorage, Alaska.

South Carolina 32 Calhoun: Tri-County Oct 28, 1966
Electric Cooperative, Inc., St Matthews,
S.C.

North Dakota 25 Morton: Mor-Gran-Sou
Electric Cooperative, Inc., Flasher, N. Dak.

Alaska 2 Matanuska: Matanuska Electric
Association, Inc., Palmer, Alaska.

Oklahoma 29 Hughes: Canadian Valley Elec.
tric Cooperative, Inc., Seminole, Okla.

Nebraska 77 Nbrris: Norris Public Power
District,Beatrice, Nebr..

Blue Knob DevelOpment Corp., Altoona
Pa. (ski resort).

Matanuska Maid, Inc., Palmer, Alaska
(cooperative dairy).

Sioux ()airy Cooperative, Inc., Mission,
S. Oak. (cooperative cheese processing).

Empire Lumber Co.. Coeur d'Alene, Idaho,
(lumber business).

Storrs Wood Products, Inc., fyanston,
Ind. (manufacture of fiberboafe).

Mankato Commercial Development Asso-
ciation, Inc., Mankato, Kans. (facility
for melt packing plant).

145,000' Carr's Food' Center. Inc., Anchorage,
Alaska (food market).

300, 000 Tri-County Development Co., Congaree.
S.C. (steel joist mandfacturing plant).

Oct. 5,1967 125,000 Conrad Publishing Co., Mandan, N. Dak.
(commercial printing plant).

Jan. 15,196E 40, 000 Milking Services, Inc.,
facility).

Palmer, Alaska
(

Dec. 5, 1968 300,000 United
central milking

Clay Pipe Co., Seminole, Okla.
(Manufacture of vitrified clay sewer
pipe and other clay products).

Jan. 16,.1969 . 117, 000 Odell Oevelopment Corp., Odell, Nebr.
(manufacture of thermaplastic prod-
ucts).

Net (26 loans, 27 consumer loans) 3, 233,576

These funds actually loaned in October 195i but were used for RAO loan In 1962.

Note: Since September 1961, REA has approved a total of 32 commercial and industrial loans involving $3,569,000
REA loan funds. 5 of these consumer loans have been rescinded in full and the unused portions of 7 additional loans hive
been rescinded, leaving 27 active consumer loans involving 53,213,576 in REA loan funds.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SURVEY

For the calendar year 1970, 942 electric and telephone borrowers reported
their community development activities. The following data was tabulated from
information provided by the survey :

Total completed projects assisted 765
ypes of projects :

Agriculture 63
Forestry 44
Recreation 116
Community facilities.. ,_ 227
Other (manufacturing and service) 315

38, 570
Jobs:

Direet 23, 809
Indirect'. 14, 761

In addition to planning and providing electric or telephone service to 698 of the
above projects, REA borrowers provided the folowing types of assistance :

Frequency

Arrange financing
Securing or providing development assistance
Secuiting or providing Wlsrketing or management assistance
Securing or providing plant design or other technical assistance
Assist in providing industrial sites
Providing office and meeting space, typing, clerical or other assistance

152
296
69

232
61

209

When asked if they were active in community development organizations, 466
borrowers indicated that directors, management or employees were active in a
total of 712 such organizations.

Obviously this report does not reflect all the assistance given by our borrowers
during the year, as 888 did not respond to the survey.

325
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Since mid-1961, surveys indicate that more than 4,865 commercial, industrial
and community facilities projects have been assisted by REA borrowers. 'The
direct jobs created in these undertakings haYe risen to an estimated 210,600.
About 134,000 indirect jobs in related industries have followed, bringing total
jobs created to over 344,000.

SUCCESS STORIES

THE FOUR WINDS COUNTRY, TEXAS

A program which might serve as a model for any rural development group
has been organized in the counties of Childress, Cottle, Foard-and Hardeman,
the Four Winds area of North Texas.

Their problems were multiple. Some communities, Foard City, Margaret and
Childress, for example, had 'decayed into ghost towns, with abandoned houses,
boarded up stores, and nearby deserted farms. Reinainihg farms were larger,
widely separated, mechanized, swallowing up smaller places, displacing families.
Outmigration increased steadily since 1950. Ninety percent of area high school
graduates moved away to find jobs in urban areas.

Local leaders took steps to remedy the situation.AThey formed the Four Winds
Industrial Foundation with these aims : help develop and finance area businesses
and industries ; speed cooperation between public and private agencies; and
involve the wholehearted commitment of area people at all levels. The Founda-
tiod has been outstandingly successful in achieving these goals. Also formed
was a Resources, Conservation & -Development Project. The Foundation made
use of 0E0 "Job Core Traini9g Programs". They .applied for Small Business
Administration Plans. They worked with the Red River Water Authority, and
with the Farmers Home Administration for hobsing and water and sewer facility
development. A HUD grant will be used for area redevelopment. The develop-
ment group cooperated with the Nortex Regional Commission and with Texas
State Parks & Wildlife Dept. to develop a State Park adjacent to a new water
reservoir which is a joint project with the U.S. Corps of Engineers.

Plans of the Four Winds Industrial Development Foundation include expan-
sion of existing industry ; obtaining new industry; reviewing land use; seeking
Industrial water supply ; 'surveying area recreational land and water possi-
bilities; establishing financing sources, public and private; developing a re-..
gional information and marketing service system ; improving community facili-
ties and services, expanding water and sewer systems; improving and expand-
ing vocational training; providing facilities for higher education ; improving
transportation facilities ; developing a housing program for repair and
construction.

Results of this Foundation activity have steadily accrued: A large mobile
home manufacturing plant has opened a factory near Childress. The company
employs 100 or more semi-skilled and skilled workers, guaranteeing 100 area
families stable employment. A tannery is considering the area for a plant site.

TheThirsty Water System is in Operation. The Readi-Rain Water System and
The North Wichita River Water Association loan applications have been ap-
proved by FHA, and the'sjitems are awaiting appropriations. The Foundation
has prepared a brochure listing resources of the areapeople, land, water, agri
cultural, industrial, public facilities, recreationaland other pertinent data.
Labor and health surveys have been made for the four counties. The Founda-
tion has had the full cooperation of the Texas Industrial. Commission in contact-
ing, informing, and attracting industry.

The Gate City Electric Cooperative, Childress, has taken a leading role in
this community development program. Manager R. A. Yarbrough Is involved
with the community development programs as Executive Director of the Four
Winds Industrial Development Foundation. He is the field coordinator for the
Nortex Regional Planning Commission and a member of the Reclathation, Con-
servation & Development Boatti. 0. T. Holmes, President of the co-op Board of
Directors, is working in soil conservation with the R., C & D Board and is active
in the development of rural water systems. Others of the Gate City Electric
Cooperative involved in area community development projects are B. L. Smith,
Board Secretary-Treasurer, and Mrs. Doris Crain of the co-op staff.

3 2 t;
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Wafihington-level coordinating of the Four Winds program was performed
by the Rural Development Staff of REA. They not only tied in the various re-
sources of the USDA, but attracted non-USDA programs. Technical assistance
is provided on the spot by USD4 dell personnel in the project areas.

THE SALT RIVER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, KENTUCKY

In a report dated March 12, 1970, manager J. S. Broaddus of the Salt River
Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation, Bardstown Kentucky, outlined a story
of area growth and developmen,t.

Bardstown, county seat of Nelson County, is the "Bourbon Capital of tne
World." There was employment, but it was seasonal and linked to an unstable
economy.

Area leaders through the Bardstown Chamber of Commerce, formed an In-
dustrial Development Corporation. Mr. Broaddus and his staff at Salt River
RECC took active leadership roles in the establishment and activities of this
committee. Using funds solicited from businessmen, the IDC optioned a 47-acre
tract of land along the railroad. City government provided water and sewer
maths to the property.

The first success was in securing a $5 million plastic building materials plant,
employing 125 men, and covering an area of 65,000 feet. A second tract of 116
acres was immediately optioned. A $7.7 million paper products company moved
in. The building alone covers 12 acres; the plant employs 300 local people. The
paper mill is located in the Salt River RECC service area ; a 10,000 kv substation
was built to serve it.

Dither local improvements have followed: an airport, water district, recreation
projects, hospital expansion, a new vocational school and a consolidated high
school. The Salt River RECC headquarters building is used for Industrial De-
velopment planning sessions. and the cooperative staff remains active in all
phases of community development.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT, EASTERN TENNESSEE

A Tennessee electric cooperative is setting records in effective rural com-
munity development work.

Led by Manager William D. Towers, the entire staff of the Holston Electric
Cooperative, Rogersville, participates in a two-county developthent program, in
Hawkins and Hamblen Counties.
, Heavy industry has been-attracted into the two counties through efforts of an

Industrial Development Commission. American-Saint Cobain built a $50 million
plate glass plant, employing 300 people; Holliston Mills, a manufacturer of book-
binding, materials, employs 150 workers. Fifteen hundred people are employed
in the $20 million addition t6-a fabric manufacturing plant. Most recently a
$4 million hosiery mill was constructed. Covdring 175,000 square feet, the fac-
tory employs 400 people initially and will need 2,000 workers within two years.

This was once a predominantly agricultural region, with an outmigration that .
was stiffing area progress' and destroying its economy. Today, the Chamber of
Commerce at Rogersville is urging people tcl move Into the community to fill the
jobs that are opening. Local residents are proud of a new county hospital and
nursing home, a new airport and a new water system, '

.These community improvements and new businesses are results of local initia-
tive, with leadership provided by the local rural electric cooperative. Efforts to
expand the economy in the region continue with new development projects in
the works, according to Mr. Towers.

SLUE RIDGE AREA, NORTH CARG.LINA

The Blue Ridge Electric Menabc.ship Corporation of Lenoir, North Carolina
provides an example of "area improvement" on a huge scale. Located in North-.
western North Carolina at the foot of the Appalachian foothills, this co-op's
lines extend service over a five-county area once judged one of the worst poverty
pockets in the Nation.

In an area development program which began in the mid-fifties, the region
has emerged more progressive and economically stable.
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Some tangible results of this program, which actually began with cleaning
up streets, painting houses and repairing nAilboxes, and developed into an 11-
county regional project, include : .;

The heavy migration of the 50's has been checked and reversed.
Each of the 5 counties served by Blue Ridge EMC has made sizable popu-

lation gains.
In 1968, overall employment was 35 percent greater than in 1962.
Almost 9;000 jobs have been created in the five-county area.
Annual wages rose $40 million in five years.
Agricultural revenue increased 450 percent in a decade, from $15 million

to $66 million.
More than 5,000 new homes have been built in the past four years.
Ten of the area's 16 high schools have been constructed since 1960, along

with a technical institute and a community college.
The local tax base has more than doubled.
Recreation is now a major industry throughout the area. In one county,

more than 500 people are full time recreation activity employees.
More than 40 new motels and hotels have been built ; hundreds of campsites,

eight golf courses, four ski resorts, and a restored narrow-gauge trainline open
the region to tourism.

Watauga Countywhich in 1960 was rated as one of the nation's poorest
has tripled employment. Its population has gained 11.2 percent since 1960.

Dairying has become a leading Blue Ridge industry. Kraft Cheese buys all
C-grade milk, and there are gots' markets for all grade A products.

Sprague Electric Manufacturing in Ashe County, eight miles from West Jef-
ferson, hired 1200 people ; 85 percent of workers are natives of Ashe.Qounty.

Hound Deers Lodge, a golf and ski resort at Boone, is very successful. Homes
being built in this vicinity range in price from $25,000 to $400,000.

Caldwell Technical Institute in Caldwell County offers work-force training for
prospective industries. The Institute will train people for any industry coming
into the area. Training is developed to fit the industry. The school now has
about 350 pupils per year.

Blue Ridge EMC provided much of the leadership, technical assistance, man-
power and facilities to get the five-county area started toward recovery. Co-op
personpel, directed by General Manager Cecil E. Viverette, initiated, and led in
forming the Northwest North Carolina Development Association, and developed
projects to stimulate community pride and local initiative.

.0vek half of Blue Ridge's 135 employees are actively involved in some phase
of community improvementeducational, instructional, recreational, !eternal
or religious.

A continuous program of locating plant sites, collecting data, and making
surveys,' is an activity of a Committee on Rural Oriented Industries, formed by
Blue Ridge EMC. The Co-op began teaching a course in electricity in area high
schools. By instituting a mass purchasing plan for electrical appliances and
equipment, the co-op saved its consumers $24,000 last year.

As a result of this activity, Blue Ridge EMC area growth in sales is 19
percent, compared to national REA borrower average of 6.1 percent. Residential
power sales grow at the r to of 21 percent per year. The Co-op plans a Dial-A-
Message -Service for its a ea. They are opening training schools for bides,
contractors, architects, and nkers.

On a widening plane, thi community upgrading opens new markets daily
for 'equipment and services, creates new and related Job and career oppor-
ttutities, and helps relieve congestion in urban areas as more and more people
move into the Blue Ridge Region.

WARREN RURAL ELECTRIC, BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

A development program which grew out of necessity has brought million
dollar industry, population explosion, and economic stability to a formerly de-
pressed rural region of Kentucky.

Water was the major problem. There was one chance in ten that a well driller
could hit good water. When water was found, more than 86 percent of it was

4
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polluted or contaminated. The destruction by fire ri the Auburn, Kentucky,
fumiture factory, furnishe a tragic example of the necessity for a central water
system. The main payroll the area was destroyed. Twenty-eight skilled workers
were unemployed. Mer is were affected by loss of the payroll. Unemployment
in Ashburn jumped eigh scent.

Charles M. Stewart, manager of the Warren Rural Electric Cooperative Corp-
oration, Bowling Green, headed an area redevelopment group which could find
financing. and help bring in a central water main. REA's Rural Development
staff gave technical advice and found financing for a water system. The furniture
plant was reconstructed. Today, water is no longer a-problem. The water district
is sponsored and managed by the Warren RECC.
The furniture company has expanded. A sewer extension was provided. An

industrial park has been built. Chrysler Corporation has taken plant space for
building all types of commercial air conditioning. Anaconda American Brass
Company has moved into the park. Firestone, now employing about 600 people,
'tt as first to take advantage of the community upgrading by locating in the area.
Mr. Stew trt reports that they have reversed the tide of outmigration, and are
now importing those who went away seeking work. Area groWth is stable and
steady.

RI:RAI. ELECTRIC CO-OPS INVERSITT IN ATTEMPT To KEEP MORE CUSTOMERS.
L ,'"N ON THE FARM

(By James C. pinner)
LAFATETrn, La.An aggressive new businciss is beginning to surface in small-

town America. It is called a rural electric cooperative.
By name at least, the nonprofit consumer -owned co-ops known as rural electrics

are old-timers. Farmers started them in the 1930s with 2% loans from the Rural
Electrification Administration. They drove the kerosene lamp from the country-
side. only to find that more than bright lights were needed to keep people down
on the farm.

But pow the rural electrics are making a comebackby shedding the farmer
image and by becoming activists in their communities.

This new approach by the rural electrics has made a homeowner out of Rodney
Savoy. The 28-year-old truckdriver from nearby Scott, La had given up on getting
a home loan-until he attended one of the meetings on housing being held in this
area by Southwest Louisiana Electric Membership Corp., or Slemco, of Lafayette.
The co-op steered him to the Farmers Home Administration for financing and
told him how tO apply. Mr. Savoy now :s building a three-bedroom brick house.

Thanks also to Slemco's efforts, a new school for mentally retarded children is
being built in the little town of Iota. At the town's request, Slemco helped Iota
make a pitch in the Louisiana legislature for the school.

BOOSTS PLANTS, HANDLES HIRING

The Lafayette co-^p gets considerable credit, too, for a yarn products plant
under construction a, Martinville. The nlant will provide 1.000 jobs for the area.
reports C. J. Gajan. general manager of Slemco. He 'should know. After helping
St. Martinville get the new industry, he sent Slemco staffers to the town to screen
job applicants for the plant.

Around the oil fields, rice paddies and crayfish and catfish farms of Cajunland
this French-speaking part of south LouisianaSlemco Is considered somewhat
of a swinger. Its annual meeting of consumer-members draws more than 10,000
and Is considered one of the biggest fetes of the yea.- in Lafayette.

Slemco isn't a typical co-op. With 38.000 consumer members, it is one of the
largest, If not the biggest, in the nation. But its change in emphasis to community
development is being shared increasingly by the other rural electrics.

The co-ops are sponsoring and promoting, and in some cases building, new
houses, schools. parks, golf courses, swimming pools, hospitals, resorts and
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factories in the rural areas. Samplings of scores of the nation's 1,000 rural
electrics indicate that at least out of every 10 are involved in such non-
power projects in the regions thererve, and the trend appears to be snowballing.

"We've got to make the rural areas more palatable to stop the migration to the
cities," says W. V. Thomas, general manager of the Wisconsin state association
of rural electrics.

Growing evidence suggests the migration already has stopped and perhaps
reversed. With new highways and the clean air of the countryside beckoning,
more urbanites are moving to smaller towns and commuting to jobs in the cities.
'AP ay others are building weekend and vacation homes in the rural areas. "Every-
body wants his five acres in the country," says a Texas co-op official.

Obviously, the rural electrics are beginning to benefit. Nationally, these co-ops
have 6.5 million meters Halted to their lines and are expected to add at least
150,000 more this year. More than half of the 20 million to 25 million people pro-
vided power by the co-ops, based on four persons per meter, already are "non-
farm" (electricity users who may live on the farm but don't make their living
there), and seven out of eight new customers of the co-ops fall in this category.

The metamorphosis in membership rolls is reflected in part by the changing
attitudes of the co-ops. "To say we took the lantern of the farm means nothins
to most of our members no .v," says Ronald J. Knouse, manager of member and
community services fdr Blue Ridge Electric Membership Corp., Lenoir, N.C. He
notes that only 10% of Blue Ridge's customers derive most of their income from
farming today, versus 00% 25 years ago..

Even so, the so-called investor-owned and municipal power companies are
continuing to cut into the territories of the co-ops, leaving many of them only
with still-sparsely settled regions: And many of the residents of these regions are
among the nation's poorest.

UNIQUELY EQUIPPED CATALYSTS

An estimated 14 million impoverished Americans live in the rural areas. Some
50% of all rural housing is said to be substandard, compared with an estimated
14% in urban America. One South Carolina co-op surveyed just one of its counties
and found that 40% of the 7,000 houses had no toilet facilities.

Armed with such evidence, South Carolina's rural electrics are launching
"Stand Tall" programs throughout the state to develop jobs and job training
and to provide housing, water and sewer systems, schools and recreation foi
the rural poor. "These are the people who would go on to the slums of the cities
if not helped and become dope addicts," says a spokesman for the state's electric
cooperatives.

The co-ops have their own interests' at heart, of course, J, LT, Gajan II, director
of power les for Slemco, notes that the co-ops can increase their electricity
loads by i ng the lot of their customers. "We're net really looking at It
moneywis it's hell to be poorbut if we can move someene from a $2 a month
house to a a month (electric bill) we're helped too," he says.

Whatever the motive, the rural electrics apear to be Uniquely equipped to
become catalysts for a turnaround in rural America. "The co-ops, usually the
largest single business organizations in their communities, have a corporate
citizen interest in this whole matter," says Robert D. Partridge, general manager
of the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association. "Many millions of future
Americans," he adds, "are going to have jobs and live in what are now rural
areas. The cities can't absorb them, and the co-ops need these additional con-
sumers to offset their loss of farm consumers."

A PUSH IN HOUSING

Other observers agree. "It's the greatest development idea beyond the city
limits," says David A. Hamil, administrator of the Rurfli Electrification Admin-
istration, which still provides financing of around $345 million a year to the
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co-ops but only for power purposes. And Congressman Wright Patman of Texas
told the co-ops at heir recent Dallas convention: "Slowly we are Pinking head-
way in this area, but the rural electric coot.eratives must still provide the
nucleus of any new efforts to revitalize rural communities."

If anybody's unhappy about the co-ops' expanded activities, in fact. its
mainly the investor-owned utilities who don't get the benefit of low-cost govern-
ment loans for their Power facilities. Utility executives grumble that if they
were able to get 2% loans, they, too would have mote profits left over for com-
munity development activities.

The biggest push by the co -ups is in housing. Their national association lobbied
through Congress a liberalization of lending policies as well as additional funds
for the Farmers Home Administration. On the home front, the co-ops began
vigorously rounding up home-buyer prospects to use up the $1.5 billion the
Farmers Home Administration has available this fiscal year.

The result has been a flood of home -loan applications into understaffed FinFIA
offices. Miiis .1. l'autrot, assistant county supervisor for the FnillA office in
Lafayette, says lie is closing twice as many housing loans this year.

Many co-ops have begun helping process loan paperwork for the FIIA. A
North Carolina rural electric hired an additional man for this purpose. Sonic co-
ops have put on. or at least assigned, as many as four staffers to handle FliiIIA
loans. At Jackson. Ga.. the co -op's "Power-Use organization." wives of con-
sumer-niembers of Central of Georgia Electric Membership Corp.. has made hous-
ing its club project this year. By financing /WOWS for them, we COD hold people
in the country and keep the poor devils out of the city," says Rol ert F. Arm-
strong, manager of the Georgia co-op.

JUST A COINCIDENCE

Soule co-ops are going even further on housing. Wisconsin's rural electrics set
up a statewide housing cooperative that is government grants and loans to
construct homes for the rural poor. Similarly, at Wilburton. Okla.. a nonprofit
housing co-op recently established by Kiainiehi Electric Cooperative is construct-
ing more than 600 homes for low-income families. It is so coincidental, the co-op
says, that the houses are all-eieetric.

Rut houses alone aren't enough, the co-ops figure. So they are pressing for some
amenities, too.

In Texas. the rural electrics have helped establish several hundred water dis-
tricts and are involved at the moment in developing LBJ State Park, named
after the former President. Iii New Mexico, electric co-ops rode * the rescue of
a narrow -gauge railway abandoned by the Denver & Rio Grande Western Rail-
road. A resulting two-state joint venture begun by New Mexico's rural electrics
has salvaged a 6T-mile stretch of scenic route in Colorado and New Mexico. It
will be reopened this summer for tourists and narrow-gauge railroad buffs.

Clinton County Electric Cooperative at Breese. Ill., helped establish a junior
college at nearby Centralia and then got behind community carnpuigns to im-
prove medical facilities. One of the co-op's offers headed g financing drive that
resulted in a new 100-bed hospital, Now he directs a group that's trying to bring
in more doctors and nurses. The organization already has netted one new doctor
with its campaign this year.

PLUGGING RURAL VIRGINIA

Jobs are important, too, and that's why the (mops are hustling for new in-
dustries for their areas. Earl J. Shiflet, execntive manager of Virginia's state-
wide association of electric co-operatives, now spends half his time making
speeches in the cities to plug the industrial attractions of rural Virginia.

North Carolinas Blue Ridge Electric says it has brought nine industries to Its
area in the past 12 months. They include textile, woodworking, metalworking
and furniture plants and provide 1,200 jobs.

0
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At liedford, Win., Taylor County Electric Cooperative puts up seed money.toget new industries started. It's also keen on airport Improvements, perhaps
because its OS-year-old manager, Charles W. Berglund Jr., got his pilot's licenselast November.

Georgia's statewide co-op assocation recently hired an industrial-development
specialist who's trying to till the state's empty buildings with new firms. -Cotton
is dead," says a spokesman for the Georgia co-ops, -and there seem to be a lotof vacant warehouses."

Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative parlayed a vacant warehouse, it own,
into a "hriving new industry for Calais, Blaine. The industry, a shirt factory,
did so well It has moved into its own new plant. Now the co-op is trying to get
someone else to occupy the warehouse, and a winewaker and a paint-brush manu-
facturer have expressed interest. "This is the grass roots," says Robert V. Clark,
manager of the co-op, adding : "If it doesn't start here, it doesn't start."

DEVELoPINO COMMUNITY RESOURCES

I Published by the Rural Electrification Administration, September 1970)

Introduction

ClIAI.I.EN(,C. OF Tt(I :WS ... HELPING BURAI. COMMUNITIES GROW

This land of ours is still Growth Country, by any measure. Our population,
now around 20:5 million, is expected to reach 300 million within the next half
century. Such growth must anticipate a great expansion of the American economy.The big question : will your system, your community be fully prepared to
share in America's growth in the 1970's?

Through inaction, some rural communities have failed to share in the past
growth of our Nation. Others have shared in the Nation's economic progress by
prapa ring and planning for community progress.

Iii this publication the Rural Electrification Administration presents recent
examples of community development and reports on the community development
activities of its electric and telephone borrowers. We also suggest Ways through
which you might help to develop local community resources in the 1970's.

Continuing surveys indicate that almost 4,100 commercial, industrial and com-
munity facilities projects were assisted by REA borrowers in the 1960's. Jobs
created directly in these undertakings are estimated at 186,000. These helped in
meting another 120,000 jobs indirectly, making 306,000 jobs altogether.

"Our most recent survey reveals that during 1969 more than half our electiqc
and telephone borrowers assisted in the creation of 60,723 direct and indirek
jobs through 643 new and 143 expanded projects. The bornmers also assigned
454 employees to work with 732 community development organizations on a
continuing basis.

RET urges its borrowers to participate actively in community development
programs. If a planned program is not already underway, borrowers should take
the lead in bringing key people of the community together to consider the needs
and potential development possibilities. This first effort may he modest, but the
experience and the example can stimulate broader participation in further
projects.

Your cooperation with other local organizations for community promotion and
development is a logical extension of your role in providing electric or telephone
service. By adopting specific plans of actionalong the lines of those reported in
this bookletand working with local leadership to execute them, the rural elec-
tric or telephone system not only affirms its position as a prime driving force in
the community, but also helps to assure that the local community will share in
the Nation's continuing growth.

DAvto A. !Dam.
Adminixtrator, Rural Electrification Administration.

3 3 2
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ORXHITHITE DEVELOPMENT WHIM WITH ACTIVE LOCAL LEADERSHIP,

Every development program has its origin in a simple decision by some person
or group that action must be taken to build a better community or area. What
follows depends on the tenacity and ingenuity of local leadership.

REA's 1969 survey of borrowers' community development activities also makes
a point which appeared in earlier surveys "if at first you do not succeed, try,
try again." In many of the cases appearing in this report, this year's success is
the payoff for hard work stretching over several years-

In each of the folloying examples, the rural electric or telephone system acted
in self-interest as well as community interest. An expanding local economy means

sere electric meters or telephones, hence more revenues for the REA-financed
system active in community development. And the "multiplier effect" means that
the grand total of jobs and additional wages within the local economy will exceed
those directly connected with the actual project.

Study these case stories for ideas',which you can apply to your men local
situation. Although you may be unable immediately to attract a new busin ss or
industry into your service area, you can attempt some project which ope the
door to further development including industry.
Arkansas

Directors or employees 'of the Arkansas Valley Electric Cooperative Corpora-
tion, a Ozark, Arkansas, are serving on 16 community and industrial development
committees, advisory boards, or on sponsoring civic organizations. This is a
factor in 459 new jobs created last ;ear in nine new and four expanded com-
munity improvemeNt projects.

The co-op arranged financing, provided development and technical assistance,
office space, typing, and clerical help for many of these projects, and provides
utility service to all.

These projects, begun or expanded since January 1, 1969, include the Ozark
Recreation Association, the planning and building of a new golf course, tennis
courts, swimming pool, skeet target range, and club house. "-

A new boat-building firm employs 100. The co-op provides utility service top the
Indian Nation Broadcasting Company's new FM radio station. A high school and
county library have been constructed on the co-op lines. An office furniture
manufacturer employs 44 workers. Two new mobile-home builders emeloy. 300
persons. A wine milting plant has expanded its operations in the area.

The latest undertaking reported by the cooperative is a new multi-million
dollar family living plan for orphans, "The Johnny Cake Project"
Kentucky

Besides supplying power to 18 member coopratives, the East Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corporation, Winchester, Kentucky, assists them in com-
munity development activities such as locating industrial sites, lining up financ-
ing and providing other assistance to new business, industry and community
facility projects.

In 1969, the co-op helped establish 11 water districts in 11 counties of its
service area. These will account for the direct employment of at least 26 workers.

East Kent-kicky RECC also helped counties and communities upgrade school
facilities. The power supply ,,,00perative either obtained or gave technical assist-
ance in construction of eight all-electri schools or additions.

New commercial recreational projects opened in 1969 included camping areas,
cave tours, race car tracks, marinas and golf courses. Five new motels con-
structed in the last year afforcibemployment to at least 200 local people.

This power Supply cooperative provided technical assistance in the develop-
ment of all-electric subdivisions in five counties. Three new hospitals built in its
service area will afford employment for at least50 people.

Three industrial parks; creating at least 300 jobs directly, have also been
established with co-op assisttance. Eight new factories, turning out such products
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as plastics. furniture, metal and wood products, employing a combined total of
at least 1,200 local people, were also constructed in the service area.
Illinois

The Western Illinois Power Cooperative (WIPCO), Jacksonville, Illinois,
offers a catalogue of industrial sites and other community information of interest
to prospective industries.

WIPCO reports that its community development department, formed late in
1968, was instrumental in the locating of two area industries, and in the _devel-
opment of two recreation parks, with three more parks in the planning stage.

The cooperative. has led in forming four community development corporations,
and it works closely with three other develapinent grout:3. WIPCO made a survey
of its 19-county service area and developed profiles on the area's resources, labor
force and community facilities. They haiv..% made aerial photographs and pro-
vided information on 25' prime industrial sites, in the WIPCO service area.
wipqo also assisted in development of a junior college, and improved highways
in the region.

A plastic moulding company employs 2.5 local workers and a manufacturer of
plastic bags has hired 50 area people. Two camp and recreational projects pro-
vide jobs for seven more.
Tennessee

The Loretto Telephone Company, Loretto, Tennessee, has aided in developing
an annual Davy Crockett Pageant which will increase tourism in the urea each
summer. More than 100 new jobs will be directly created by this project.
Maine

The Somerset Telephone Company, North Anson, Maine, assisted in establish-,
lug the Baxter Electronics .Company. The telephone company provided -plant
design, technical assistance and u site for the firm which has hired 25 local
people.
Nebraska

Measured against the connutinications industry giants, Clarks Telephone Com-
pany of Clarks is small business. That's why it tries harder to grow by helping
its town grow. In 1960 the company helped the town gain a new manufacturing
plant (loaders, hydraulically-operated lifts and allied equipment). The town's
only restaurant also expanded with a supper club addition and one-half block
parking area. The two enterprises provide 20 new jobs, a substantial shot in the
arm for a village of 450 population.
Utah

The president of the Emery County Farmers Union Telephone Association, Inc.,
Orangeville, Utah, is a director of the Eastern Utah Development Corporation.
another director serves as president of two economic development districts. The
co-op has arranged financing, secured development assistance, provided an indus-
trial site, as well an lending office space, clerical and other assistance, to establish
the American Diversified Industries in Emery County. This new industry provides
jobs for 80 local people.
Georgia

Georgia State Telephone Co., Claxton, works with the Georgia Southern Area
Planning Commisaion on several projects, including food and fiber processing,
recreational facilities, zoning and surveys for water and sewer service. Plans are
being developed for a 20,000-acre lake which will form when. Groveland Dam
to Janfighalp County is completed in 1975. Fifty new jobs have been created in
Clinch County by the Standard Container Can Company. The REA-financed tele-
phone cqmpany provided management and planning assistance for the new Clinch
County Hospital, and is providing development assistance for the Glenville Hous-
ing Project of 100 low-rent housing units.

336,
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$177,500 MORE PERSONAL S3,350 ADDEO REVENUE FROM
INCOME PER YEAR . RESIDENTIAL POWER SALES

1,C1,101

ONE NEW COMMERCIAL POWER LOAD $67,250 MORE LOCAL LANK DEPOSITS

New Business or Industrial Jobs
BRING to a COMMUNITY

ONE MORE RETAIL ESTABLISHMENT 17 MORE INDIRECT IOIS

24 MORE AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATIONS SI12,750 EDRE RETAIL SALES PER YEAR

HEWS HOW IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Community development must aim toward realizing the full potential of a com-
munity or area, whether that potential is large or small. Any upgrading of area
conditions improves the local economy. This builds stable and prosperous rural
communities. Increased utilization of electric and telephone systems facilities
follows. Everybody wins.

Local development programs succeed only where there is aggressive local leader-
ship. Electric or telephone systems can provide this kind of leadership. Community
development should be locally Initiated,, locally directed, with full local inyolve-
ment The proper role of state and federal agencies is to help local groups by
providing technical and financial assistance when requested.

Where utility leadership and Involvement in local economic development fails,
idle electric and telephone services affect the economic health of the whole area.

41.
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Addition of one small-to-medium-sized business to co-op lines can help offset
economic lag. It can slow migration of young people, and trigger upward spirals of
direct and fringe benefit& Increased revenues come from the commercial load
itself, from families of its employees, from additional businesses and services.
generated in the community, and from an improved tax base. And this is only
the beginning.

Effective" community development programs are planned and conducted in a
systematic way. They are continually evaluated. Co-op management keeps in touch
with its total community. It knows everything going on which might affect service
territory welfare. It learns what is on the planning boards as well as what activi-
ties are being currently promoted.

In order to carry out a program like this, it is imperative that you work with
local chambers of commerce, business and trade associations, industrial develop-
ment corporations, labor organizations, and local representatives of Federal and
State development agencies. Manpower and resources are available to make com-
munity development work, but only enthusiastic and vigorous local leadership can
fuse public and private groups into a dynamic force, inspire a community and
ignite its ambitions. You must help educate the people of your community regard-
ing the need for community development and What it takes to tarry out such a
program. It is necessary to stress that helping in community development is a sign
of "good citizenship."

Local leadership must continually appraise and evaluate its program through :
identifying needs, problems and opportunities.

. selecting priority projects.
planning action programs.
implementing specific projects.

check list *
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BEGINS

WHEN YOU TAKE ANY ONE OF THESE STEPS,

WHAT ABOUT COMMUNITY NEEDS?

UTILITIES TRANSPORTATION CULTURE RECREATION

Electric Power IfighweYs Churches Park'

Telephones Airport Goff

Water Itall Mary Swimming; Boating

Sewers Water Camping; Fishing

Eire & Police lus Entertainment fan. Hiking; Sightseeing

...IMPROV,ING EDUCATION?

FACILITIES BASIC EXPANDED

Repair & ModernIn
Communki Center
PlennIng fat growth
Year Bond Operation

111--1382-71,pt 2-22

Quality of Teaching
Consolidated High
Vocations!
Coaimunfty Coley

3 'o

Day Cu. Center
Remedial

Adult Night Classes
Technical
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FIND ANSWERS TO
ANY ONE OF THESE QUESTIONS ....

-BUILD= CIVIC SPIRIT?

APPEARANCE

...BUILDING
HOUSING WATER

Paint & Repair Area Doctors New Residential Central
Homes & Stores Areas

Clean & Tend Community Nurse New Construction Clean
Yards & Walks

Repair i Paint Community Clinic Grants for Rural Plentiful
Mail Boxes Poor

StreetsLighted Area Hospital Repairs Treated
Paved

...USING RESOURCES?

NATURAL FINANCIAL PEOPLE DEVELOPMENT---.,

Process Locally Local-Stocks-Bonds Employ Youth at Home Co-op Full. Time

Community Div. Spec.
Preserve Quality County or State Utilize ELDERLY Participate Regional

Dec Provos
ConserveRenew Federal-Grants Train in New Skills Create or Develop

Loans, Subsidies Tourist Attractions
Develop NEW Uses Commercial Loons Better Living for All Food i Lodging Fee.

:,:{_^:,: {_^ A r "-
r-
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HOW AELANSAL8 CARRIES OM 00311LIINITT DiVELOPIUNT

The Aikansas Electric Cooperatives, Inc., expanded its Industrial and Area
Development Program in October 1969. AECI's purpose : to augment the efforts
of state agencies and others in developing Arkansas resources. AECI focuses on
towns, small cities and open countryside communities, as good locations for
industry.

To help the individual electric distribution cooperatives which have, ong been
involved in community development activities, AECI employed a professional
coordinator at the statewide organisation level to permit economy Of scale by
a sharing of costs among participating distribution systems. Further, location
in the statewide headquarters in the capital city permits the coordinator's office
to become the focal point of contact for all rural electric cooperatives and all
agencies involved in industrial and area development,

Initially, the AECIcoordinated industrial development program is concen-
trating on educational and promotional activities. These include Joint dinner
meetings with the Director of the Arkansas Industrial Development Commis-
sion and his professional staff the State Director of the Farmers Home Adminis-
tration, his directors and field representatives ; the Director of the State Exten-
sion Service and members of his professional staff ; and the Assistant
Commissioner of Education for Vocational-Technical and Adult Education and
his principal staff members. Another iimportant facet of the AEC! Oidgram is
the direct-mail capaign using a color hcoehilre presenting Arkansas' attractive
features for industry. This was sent to over 1,000 indultrial reactors, 50 industrial
consultants, some 100 inveeting and banking firms, and more than 500 selected
industrialists, and was accompanied by a personal letter inviting inspection of
Arkansas and offering assistance in location analysis. The emphasis is toward
branch plants of new and expanding industries.
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AECI offers a wide range of services: finding locations for industrial tracts,
assisting in obtaining federal and state assistance, and preparing professional
profiles for smaller communities lacking means to employ professional help. In
its first seven months the AECI coordinators office made studies in response to
more than 20 potential industrial inquiries, with one-fourth of these offering
good prospects for the recommended location.

The coordinator also prepares informational materials for use by rural electric
cooperatives in their own community development activities.

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LOADS
. . . ANOTHER MEASURE of PROGRESS

Commercial and industrial loads are being
added to the lines of rurat electric systeths at a
rate of more than 10,030 a year. Such users double
their kilowatthour consumption of electricity
every five years, compared with eight years for
residential users.

COMMERCIAL and INDUSTRIAL, LARGE am SMALL

Year KWH (in thousands) Percent of total
19111 8,584,128 23.9

1962 7,323,772 24.3

1983 8,287,670 25.0

1964 9,768,516 26.1

1965 10,925,016 26.9

19118 12,355,764 27.4

1967 13,630,832 27.7

1988 15,160,549 27.7

1961 16,798,103 27.8

Average Annual Growth Rate 1161-1969: 20.9 percent

Industrial and Commercial uses
of electricity

Stimulate Community Development

DEP Al TIMM T Or AMOULTMIS,
Oman or THE Sacu'rsar,

Washington, D.O., August 20, 1971.

Hon. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Rural Development, Committee on Agriculture and

Forestry, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.
DEAR, SENATOR, HUMPHRST : This is 1" further response to your, inquiry regard-

ing question 83 of the 52 page list of 286 questions sent tp us from your office on
May 25. We understand this completes the set at answers.

Question 83: "Does the Batch Act apply against tale employees whose sal-
aries Are paid in whole or in nart,hY ?Aral reve,aile arittig Xunds? to employees
of local ptiblic works And community facilities and services that are assisted by
rural revenue sharing' Mods? to employees and officers of private proprietor-
:hips. partnerships and corporations that are assisted with rural revenue sharing

33
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funds? Will the ittatters be the subject of some of the rules, regulations and
standards that tbs. Secretary of Agriculture will prescribe?"

Answer : The Hatch Act applies to employees of a State or local agency "whose
principal Omployuteut is in connection with an activity which is financed in whole
or in part by loans or grants made by the United States or a Federal agency ..."
(5 U.S.C. 1501 (4) ). The essental question, therefore, is whether the funds to be
received by the States under the bill are to be considered "loans or grants" within
the meaning of the Hatch Act. It is the view of the General Counsel of the Civil
Service Commission that the funds to be made available to the States under S.
1612 would be grants within the meaning of the Hatch Act, and that the political
activity restrictions would apply to State employees whose work is funded under
S, 1612 if the other requisites for coverage exist. We reach the same conclusion
with respect to employees of local public works and community facilities and
services that are assisted by rural revenue sharing funds.

However, the Hatch Act would not apply to employees or officers of private
proprietorships, partnerships, or corporations that receive rural revenue shar-
ing funds, for the reason that the political activity statute applies only to govern-
mental employees ; that is, "employees of a State or local agency." 5 U.S.C. 1501
(2). Specific provision would be required if employees of those private agenasies
were to be covered by the Hatch Act.

Since the Hatch Act is enforced by the Civil Service Commission, which has
authority to issue regulations (5 U.S.C. 1302 (d)) to carry out the purposes of
that statute as it applies to State or local employees, it would not be necessary
'for the Secretary of Agriculture to prescribe rules and regulations or standards
in this area, It is noted that S. 1612 has no specific provision applying the Hatch
Act to employees whose agencies recilNe funds under the Act. Indeed, there is
no express provision that dendininates the funds allocated to the States as"grants."

It would be desirable, of course, in legislation like S. 1612 to include language
in the bill that would be a clear expression of the intent of Congress respecting
the application of the Hatch Act.

We appreciated the opportunity to appear before your subcommittee and dis-
cuss rural revenue sharing and other, rural development programs. Your effortsin studying the rural revenue sharing program and its effects on rural Americaindicate to us that the subcommittee will give the rural revenue sharing billearnest and favorable consideration.

Sincerely,
THOMAS K Cownert,

Assistant Secretary.

OFFICE OF TILE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION,
Washington, D.C., August 19, 1971.1:10h. HUBERT H. Humemirr,

Chairman, Rural Development Subcommittee, Com*!:ftee on Agriculture andForestry, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY : Following the April 1971 hearings of your Com-mittee on the President's proposal for Rural Community Development RevenueSharing, you submitted to the Department of Agriculture a number of questionsto complete the record of the hearings.
The Department of Agriculture subiequently referred to us several of yourquestion4 pertaining to transportation programs and requested that we forward

our replies directly to your office. Please find enclosed our responses. to thosequestions.
Sincerely,

(The enclosures are as follows :)
43. Highway beautification, if it occurs at all, is usually done in rural areas :charged to rural revenue sharing funds?

is there provisions to pay for such work out of highway funds or are they to beA. Both Rural Revenue Sharing and Transportation Revenue Sharing wouldallow expenditures for highway beautification. The 1972 program level for Trans-
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portation Revenue Sharing includes the $6d million included in the President's
1972 budget for highway beauty grants. The decision to conduct highway beauty
programs would, of course. be wade at the State and local levels under revenue
sharing.

4Z. Are there any provisions to encourage or promote the use of highway reve-
nue sharing funds for improved farm-to-market roads or-to construct "develop-
ukental highways" and "access roads" in rural areas as a means of encouraging
a greater rate of rural industrialization? (1r would needed funds for "develop-
mental highways" and "access roads" in rural areas have to be taken by the
States: from rural revenue sharing funds?

A. The basic concept of revenue sharing is to provide State and local communi-
ties with inure flexibility in deciding how to spend their shared ,venues. Funds
for "developmental highways" and "access roads" in rural areas could be ob-
tained from both the Rural Revenue Sharing program and from the Transporta-
tion Revenue Sharing program. Under the former, projects would have to
directly benefit rural residents. Under the latter, funds woutil be available at
both the State and local levels for providing improvediarin-to-market roads or
for providing upgraded tranvortation facilities -itrfural areas. The amounts
of money available to each State will be equaTio or greater than what could have
been expected under existing categorical grant programs.

47. Since the requirement for State matching of Federal funds for secondary
highways would be eliminated in the highway revenue sharing proposals, what
is your estimate of the extent to which States might reduce their total expendi-
tures on local highways needed by local residents a rural areas as distinct from
the large interstate highway system that requires only 10 percent State matching
funds and is not included in the revenue sharing proposals.

A. Under 'Transportation Revenue Sharing we would expect that State and
local expenditures for local highways in rural areas would be continued at least
at the same level as under the existing. Federal-Aid Highway program. The States
have a considerable backlog of these types of projects, andqvill in all probability
continue to fund them both from Transportation Revenue Sharing funds and
from State and local contributions. The amount of money available to the States
for non - interstate highway projects will be at least as great as they now receive
under the non-Interstate portion of the Federal-Aid Highway program.

127. How in tour opinion will adoption of the rural revenue sharing proposal
affect the need for appropriations under the airport grant program for cargo
freight and other airports in rural areas?

A. The adoption of the Rural Revenue Sharing proposal would have no effect
on the airport grant program whiCh is currently authorized under the Airport
and Airway Development Act of 1970. The airport grant portion of that Act will
be incorporated into Transportation Revenue Sharing, and it will therefore cease
to exist as a separate categorical grant program. States and local communities
will then determine their own needs and priorities for the constuction and im-
provement of airports. Funds would be available to support these projects from
either Transportation Revenue Sharing or front Rural Revenue Sharing provided,
in the latter case, that they directly benefit rural residents.

1:1:1. May Rural Revenue Sharing funds be used to improve freight truck routes,
service, and rates to enable truck companies to make an even larger contribution
to development and profits of private enterprise in rural areas? Please explain.
Will the services of the Department of Transportation rate specialists be avail-
able to assist non-farm residents of rural areas of States in this matter), Are
they now or are such services available only with respect to movement of farm
commodities? or could this activity wake and report on a comprehensive study
of the effect of freight rate schedules on rural development?

A. Yes, Rural Revenue Sharing funds may be used for the purposes mentioned
in the first part of this question, as long as they directly benefit rural residents.
Re::arding the rest of the question. the Department of Transportation has no
-rate specialists" available to assist non-farm residents of rural areas in these
matters. The Department of Transportation does conduct general analyse% of
freight rates on a nationwide basis, but prime responsibility in such matters
would rest with the Interstate Commerce Commjssion as it does now.

,0 I
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Hon. HUISERT H. HUMPHREY,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

STATE OP INDIANA,
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,

Indianapolis, Ind., .July 1, 1971.

DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY : The attached publications are being provided you
at the request of Governor Edgar D. Whitcomb: They will proville data of inter-
est to your Rural Development Subcommittee.

Our State Planning program addresses priorities to the achievement of the
Rural-Urban Balance for Indiana's economy. We are certain that such a "bal-
ance" must be maintained and that this, too, should be a primary goal of the
National growth policy.

Sincerely yours,

4:5 Director, Division of Planning.
(The attachments are as follows :)

T. W. Sonuumanno,

INDIANAITS DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL

In the next two decades the population of Indiana will increase by thirty-six
percent, to a total of aver 7.2 million. Their prospects, and those of their children,
will be enhanced by the accelerated planning and developmeRt for economic
growth which the Department or Commerce has undertaken. Our experience. like
that of other states, demonstrates the wisdom of combining federal, state, and
local resources in a partneeship endeavor to make a coordinated attack on a wice
range of social, ecopomic, aqd environmental problems.

The following brief report is a condensation of the first of a series of eco-
nomic developthent studies for the State of Indiana. From a beginning of deter-
mining our need a and resources we want to continue to move forward to our
goals and objectiva47-the opportunity for a balance between our rural and urban
areas and an abundant and rewarding life for all the people of Indiaqa.

RICHARD B. POLE,
Lieutenant Governor, State of Indiana.

The economic structure of the State of Indiana has been frequently examined
and diagnosed. The state is predominantly a manufaeturer and has experienced .
great gains in this sector over the past three decades. It also maintains its place
as one of the nation's leading agricultural producers, with a steady growth
in production throughout the last half-century. Indiana possesses great potential
for economic growth. To best develop this potential, each region of the state
must be examined individually to determine the best methods for developing
the region's potentials and for utilizing the resources of that area in the state's
development strategy.

This study was undertaken to identify the forces in each region which relate
to its economic growth potential. Specific deterrents to regional development will
be examined and policy, legislation, and other actions to alleviate or eitminate
problems will be recommended.

For planning purposes, the state has been divided into fourteen development
regions. These regions were established by executive order in 1988 and are used
as study areas in the following economic inalysis.,

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

Indiana is favorably located in the center of MidAmericit's great manufactur-
ing belt. It is also ideally located between two developing megalopolisesthe
Milwaukee-Chicago-Detroit-Buffalo corridor and the Evansville-Louisville-Cin-
cinnati-Pittsburgh corridor. The urbanization, population. market structure. and
industries of these areas act as concentrating forces of development in Indiana.
Secondary forces which facilitate the growth of these areas are the highly
developed transportation networks. It is these exogenous forces together with
Indiana's key geographic location that give the state competitive advantages in
developing its economic potential.

tP
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Regions Urban, centers

1 Garc--East Chicago Hammond
2 South BendElkhart
3 Fort Wayne
4 Lafayette

-5 Kokomo
6 AndersonMuncieMarion
7 Terre Haute
S Indianapolis
9 Richmond

10 Bloomington
11, Columbus
12 Madison
13 Evansville
14 New Albany

POPULATION

Indiana's economic development potential is clearly inclicated by Its rapid
growth and projections for future growth. The population orIndiana is predicted
to grow from 5.143,422 persons in 1970 to approximately 7,255,L00 by 1990, a
36 percent increase in population for the twenty year period. Regions 1, 2, 3, 8,
and 11 are expected to increase more rapidly than the state average. The smallest
percentage increase is expected to occur in Region 7, the Terre Haute region.

The population of Indiana is becoming more urban ; 51 percent of its population
lived in urban places in 1970. compared to only 47 percent in 1960. All but three
regions (regions 10, 11, and 12) have over half their population In urban areas.
In the last decade the greatest population growth was in the larger urban centers,
those of over 50,000 population.

MIGRATION AND COMMUTING

Indiana's population is highly mobile. There has been a marked increase in the
migration of the young from rural Indiana. The result is the loss of a vital
human resource in the rural areas and in particular it Southern -IndiatuclifIgia-
tion Into the urban industrial centers accounts for a significant part of the
population growth in Northern Indiana.

NET MIGRATION 1950-60 (BY AGE GROUPS)

Region Ages 20 to 24 Ages 25 to 29

7 1, 357 3, 667
9 2, 361 1, 248
10 +2, 313 1, 979
11 . - -965 +154
12 1, 257 846
13 9, 016 5,1135
14 . 2, 514 268----- ---

Tato! 15,145 13,689
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A study of the labor force in 1960 revealed that approximately 10 percent of
the 1,793,207 persons employed commuted to work outside of their county of
residence. Most commuting was by workers employed in large urban centers such
as Indianapolis.

In New Albany area, Region 14, experienced heavy commuting to the Louis-
\ ;Ile. Kentucky area. The lack of local employment opportunities contributes to
these time consuming and costly journeys to work.

EDUCATION

The drain of rural Indiana's human resources is also reflected in the level of
educational attainment as the better educated move to the industrial and com-
:w.rcial centers. For example, persons residing in Southern Indiana have com-
pleted an average of only 9+ years of schooling as compared with 11+ years
for all urban areas. The Indianapolis metropolitan men residents had an
average of 12.2 years of schooling. Outstanding anomalies in the predominately
rum' half of the state are the high percentages of Monroe and Bartholomew
county residents having completed an average 12 years of formal education.
The migration to urban areas of those having completed secondary and OUCge
educations is a serious impediment to an area's growth. Expanded local 34th
"ppo r t un i t i es for a wide range of skills and training are needed to retain the
:irea's labor pool.

THE RURAL LABOR SUPPLY

Unemployment in 1970 was high in the southern counties. Yet the large number
of workers commuting from the rural areas indicates that the area does have
a large and skilled labor force. Industry must become more aware of this labor
toource, The counties in Southern Indiana with persistent unemployment have
avdilahle certain federal aid for development including aid under the Public
Works and Economic Development Act of 1905. Several development projects
have been undertaken under the various federal aid programs.

More intensive promotion of light industry in Southern Indiana would stem
the out-flow of the young, educated labor force. This would also alleviate some
problems associated with the heavy concentration of population in Northern In-
diana. The development of light industry would also help diversify and stabilize
the overall state economy now greatly dependent upon heavy durable goods
ma nufacturing.

The environmental amenities of Southern Indiana and'the attendant higher
job-satisfaction are positive factors in attracting industry to the area. The lower
cost orliving is also a strong inducement for industrial location there.

UTC3RADING THE LABOR FORCE

Modern industry and technology require a skilled, well-trained labor force. The
quality of Indiana's labor force must continue to be upgraded. A study of 1969
Indiana high school graduates found that only 11 percent intended to enroll in
vocational or technical institutes. Training programs must he expanded and made
available to all those desiring technical and vocational training.

TOURISM AND RECREATION

Two industries which have great potential for development in Indiana are
tourism and recreation. Picturesque and scenic Southern .Itidinna has this unique
potential. Already the location of many of the state parks, forests, game areas,
and other tourist attractions, this area is ideally situated to meet the growing
market demand for public and private recreation. With easy access from four
major metropolitan areas (Indianapolis. Evansville. Louisville. and Cincinnati),
the area has strategic locational advantages over other areas of the state.

The development of the tourism and recreation industries would help diversify
the economic activity and growth of the state. In addition to inerea,vd employ-
ment in the tourist industry. it would also foster growth In service-oriented indus-
trieshotels, motels, restaurants, and related tertiary activities.

It was estimated that for the year 1980, Indiana captured only 2.3 percent of
the total national expenditures of the travelling ptiblie. Because of its natural
assets, proximity to large urban centers, and a highly developed transportation
network. Indiana has a great opportunity for capturing it greater percentage of
national expenditures for recreational travel.

3,14
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Although tourism makes a significant contribution to the economy and has
further potential, toher opportunities for development should not be overlooked.
In an order of priorities for the use of resources, investments in manufacturing
may have higher rates of return. An overall economic development plan is essen-
tial to determine state priorities.

PLOYMENT

The process of economic development in Indiana may be characterized gener-
ally by a decline in the relative importance of the agricultural sector and an in-
crease in the manufacturing and service sectors. Despite natural advantages
favoring growth of the agricultural sector, during the past century Indiana has
followed the lead of other deN eloping regions by devoting an ever larger share
of the work force to manufacturing and service occupations while agricultural
employment has declined to less than 10 percent of the total labor force. A com-
parison of the composition of employment for Indiana and for the nation is shown
in the accompanying figure. The persons classified as agricultural labor include
those workers engaged in farming, forestry, and fishing. Production employment
consists of persons engaged in manufacturing, construction, and mining. The'
service sector includes workers in government, transportation, distribution, com-
munications, finance. and educational activities.

Between 1958-1969, total employment in Indiana increased by 29.1 percent.
The only major declines in employment were in the years 1961 and 1968. Over
the twelve year period, the north central regions, Regions 2, 3, 5, and 10,
increased at a greater rate than the state average. The most striking increase
in employment was found in the Bloomington region with a 74-3 percent increase.

State employment projections for 1985 indicate an increase of nearly 17 per-
cent for the state over 1970. Regions with substantial projected percentage
increases in employment will be 5, 10, 11, and 13. Northeastern Regions 3, 6, 8.
and 9 will parallel the growth in statewide employment, while the remaining
regions will be expected .to increase in employment, but at a lower rate than the
state as a whole. Employment projections for 1985 generally indicate that there
will be above average increases in employment for regions in the northern part
of the state, while the southern regions will increase More slowly.

In 1967, approximately 50 percent of the state's total labor force was employed
in manufacturing. The state's total employment and employment in manufactur-
ing are growing at slightly higher, rates than Ma t of the nation. Indiana's pre-
eminence in heavy manufacturing is demonstrated in the continued specialization
in this area. Manufacturing employment increased by 10.6 percent in the period
1958-1963 and by 16.4 percent between 1963-1968.

In 1966, 77 percent of Indiana's total manufacturing employment was in the
production of durable goods. This was considerable higher than the 59 percent
employment found in durable manufacturing for the entire nation.

The state's specialization in heavy manufacturing was also reflected by ne
employment created by new and expanding firms. These new jobs were mostly
created in the regions already supporting large manufacturing employment.
The counties of Lake, St. Joseph, Elkhart, and Marion captured about 30 percent
of all new jobs created by new or expanding industries in the years between
1958' and 1967.

The regions with the largest manufacturing employment, ranked in descending
order, are Indianapolis, Gary-Hammond, Muncie-Anderson, South Bend, and Fort
Wayne.

Indiana industries with higher growth rates than those found in the East
North Central Region of the United States and the nation as a whole were
primary metals, transportation equipment, and electrical and, non-electrical
machinery. These industries were also the largest employers in Indiana. The
largest losses in employment in Indiana were in the nondurable categories of
food and kindred products and in petroleum refining.

It is interesting to note that transportation equipment and electrical and non4
electrical machinery manufacturing are not only fast growing industries pro-
ducing jobs at a high rate but have the highest productivity rates. Indiana's
position as one of the nation's major producers of transportation equipment
and electrical machinery has benefited from the rapid growth in these industries.
The loss of employment in such categories as food processing, while serious,
has had less impact on Indiana's economy. Highly automated, the food processing
industry produces jobs at a relatively slow rate and has a low rate of
productivity.
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The lesser importanca of the service sector and the concentration of manu-
facturing employment in basic industries has special implications for the Indiana
economy, Because the more basic manufacturing indnstrieirare subject to
fluctuations in production and employment than, for instance, the soft
and service industries, Indiana's economy can be expected to out- perform the rest
of the nation during periods of economic boom and lag behind the national aver-
age during periods of recessions. This more volatile performance is reflected in
the comparison of unemployment in Indiana and the nation ir. the accompanying
chart. Even the moderate slowdown in the national economy in 1967'was associ-
ated with a sharp rise in the Indiana unemployment rate while the national rate
increased only moderately.

PER CAPITA PERSONAL INCOME

Between 1950 and 1906, per capita personal income for the United States in-
creased 97 percent from about $1,500 to $2,003. For the same period, per capita
income in Indiana increased by 103 percent, or from $1,512 in 11)50 to $3,076 in
1966. Indiana's percentage increase was considerably higher than the 94 percent
increase found for the East North entral States of the United States.

The, projected 1985 per capita personal income for Indiana indicates that the
more highly urbanized and industrialized regions will have the highest per capita
incomes. Geneially, the regions hi Northern In ana will he expected to have per
capita personal incomes (in constant dollars, ) above $5,000 while
the southern regions will be slightly higher than $4.000. Region 2, the South
Bend-Elkhart Region, is expected to register the highest increase in per capita
personal incomes.

NEW DEVEI.OPMENT SITES

The need for economic development to provide employment opportunities
throughout the state has been demonstrated. The often inordinate concentra-
tion of industry in already congested urban areas; the long journeys to work;
lack of employment opportunities; inadequate tax base: and paucity of public
services and facilities in several regions are all manifestations of the imbalanceof the present development.

New centers must he developed that will attract industry, centers where all
necessary_facilities, services and amenities can be provided in advance of need.
These centers may take two fiirws: the development of new towns, complete
self-contained communities in which the people live, work Mid play ; or growth
centers, where a major eMployment center would be developed around an exist-ing viable center in each region. Each approach has certain advantages and
disadvantages; both would be useful.

NEW TOWNS

New towns offer a well-planned urban environment, are largely self-contained
entities, and are socially and economically balanced. However, they require large
acreages of land, vast amounts of *capital, and are complex undertakings. Yet,
from experience here and abroad, well-planned new t2Wns offer the ultimate in
urban living and are highly attractive to Industry,

The impetus for new towns is a productof urban change, population growth,and the rapidity of growth itself. In Indiana, the rapid expansion of the major
urban centers has created a crisis of unprecedented magnitude. Latgely withoutcomprehensive planning and development policies until the last two .decades,rapid growth has overtaxed the communities' ability to deal with many of their
problems. Confronted with the need to replace an obsolete physical plant, limited
resources, and myriad problems that spill over a multiplicity of governmental
jurisdictions, further growth of these metropolitan areas will only compound theproMems to be solved.

New towns within the metropolitan regions offer a solution to uncontrolledgrowth and overspill. Self- contained ,socially and economically but within the
metropolitan sphere, they offer a means of planned urban growth and economic
development. Possible sites include federal military lands that may be releasedas surplus.

Federal funds are available under the New Communities Act of 1968 for hewtown constriction. New communities legislation has been introduced In some
states. The Penrsylvania legislation authorizes purchase by the state of sectai-ties and obligations from developers of new communities, including private coin-
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males, at a nominal interest rate. State money can be used by developers as their
share to qualify for federal programs. If the new town approach is to be used
in Indiana, there is need for similar legislation allowing the new town approach
iu existing governmental Jurisdictions.

GROWTH

A growth center strategy could be developed with the Independent industrial
Counties as growth areas. The growth center concent is the concentration of devel-
opment resources in one urban center, generally medium -sized city, to stimulate
the social, economic, and physical growth of th t center and its hinterland. The
development of this strategy would then pros a major employment center fpr
residents of each region, and help distribute j s, people, and wealth thrOughout
the state. It would provide a means of balancing the economic development of the
state.

Implicit in this strategy is the need for a rural-urban balance ; the most effec-
tive approach is through regional planning. A planning program for a region
would include, among other elements : a survey and inventory of the region's
resources ; analysis and projection of needs ; proposed plans for physical, social
and economic development ; and the recommended tools for implementation of the
Plan.

In implementing the economic development program, the state should consider
both new towns and growth centers as effective means of containing new urban
growth and stimulating economic development. State enabling legislation will be
required to support this effort

LAND PLANNING AND CONSTRAINTS ON DEVELOPMENT

Constraints on developing certain areas of the state are indicated on the
accompanying map. For example, an adequate supply of ground water is a critical
problem for future development in large portions of Southern Indiana. If there
is to be economic growth in this area. it is imperative that additionS1 wilter res-
ervoirs be constructed. Soil characteristics and the slope of land are additional
controlling factors where land development must use on-site individual sewage
treatment systems. The map shows those areas in rural Indiana where the use
of septic systems require careful study. Because of the natural limitations, land-
use planning and control is necessary to guide development in the most effective
and efficient manner.

In the planning process, soil surveys can determine the best agriculturgl use of
land, be it either for cropland, pastureland, or woodland. The surveys will also
indicate the limitation of the land for urban Imes, recreation, and wildlife. The
eugineering properties, physical and chemical properties of the soils as they effect
cllerelopment, can be determined. These studieican assure the most productive
use of lard and preclude the utilisation of land unsuitable for urban development,
which may then be placed, for example, in conservation zones. Lands subject to
frequent flOoding, having steep elopes, or with unique scenic value would be
protected from development and used for recreation, wildlife refuges, parkways,
or other non-urban uses. Land uniquely suited for housing, industrial develop-
ment, or other urban-type uses would, in turn, be protected from the encroach-
ment of incompatible uses. This would permit the economical provision of public
services and facilities. The land would be reserved for future development as
needed.

Based on projected land needs, reflecting the highest and best use of land, plans
Indicating the future use of all land should be prepared for each region, taking
into consideration both rural and urban needs.

Within this framework, future development should be viewed and appropriate
control measures taken to implement the plan. Only in tills way can the best use
of land be assured and a balance struck between requirements for both rural and
urban development.

TO MAINTAIN AND EXPAND THE ECONOMY

From the broad perspective. Indiana is an integral part of the national economic
system : so viewed. it possesses great potential for further development. But if
Indiana is to maintain and expand this dynamic role, it is imperative that its basic
industries those industries ^xporting to out-of-state marketsbe expanded.
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If the inputs and outputs of the Indiana economic system are not further devel-
oped, the economy will become static and eventually stagnate.

An example of the state's creative development policy was the construction of
Burn's Harbor. As a port for ocean- and lake-going vessels it has created new
jobs, generated new tax revenues, and provided needed commercial transportation
benefits. Estimates indicate that when the port is fully developed between 800-
1000 new jobs will have been created. The state will benefit from the personal
income tax generated and the property tax frpm the industries dra to tlp area.

With the cheap water transportation afforded and the provision direct access
to foreign and domestic ports, Burn's Harbor gives Indiana a com titive advan-
tage in 'attracting new industry. New and expanded ports are also _ ed on the
Ohio River. With the completion in 1975 of the dam at lJniontovvn, e normalspool level at Mt. Ve it n will be raised eleven feet, resulting in more efficient
operation of barge to terminal operations because of the wider, deeper,
and more stable pool. P ng and promotion should start now to develop the
river ports end,adjacent industrial sites to their greatest potential. Active develop-
ment of commerce along the Ohio shore will be a strong stimulus to economic
development 17 Southern Indiana.

Other modet- sf transportation must also be expanded and improved. They will
act as complem ntary forces in the overall development of an efficient transporta-
tion system. Selected air transportation facilities throughout the- Atate must
be expanded. Airports capable of handling light corporate aircraft, includ-
ing jets, are becoming increasingly more important as a prime factor in in-
dustrial location. Jet ports are required to serve the large metropolitan areas
of the state.

Highways, railroads, and rapid transit facilities must continue to be improved
and extended. A comprehensive state transportation plan is needed to integrate
all modes of transportation into a unified system with adequate facilities and
services to meet future needs. By the directiOn of the Governor, the Department
of Commerce's Division of Planning hag been designated the coordinating agency
for the preparation of Indiana's first comprehensive transportation plan. When
completed, the plan will become a part of the National Transportation Plan.

MONET FOR DEVELOPMENT
To develop Indiana's economic potential and to stimulate economic growth,

the avallability.of money at reasonable interest rates is a critical factor. There
are several state and federal programs designed to assist communities, business,
and industry in Indiana. The state programs are:
Industrial Development Fund

A $2 million revolving loan fund for industrial development purposes is avail-
able to municipalities to provide emergency services to Dew or expending indus-
tries. However, the relatively small fund, low interest rate, and slow turnover
of capital have limited the usefulness of the fund. It has been sugrested that the
Act be revised, the fund be increased to $20 MillionAand the interest rate in-t creased. This would mate the fund more effective by spreading its assistance
among more communities throughout the state. ,

Economic Development Authority
The authority was created in 1965 with a funding of $1 million. Thb loan gsar-

antee fund is used to assure mortgage loans to industrial firms by private financial
institutions. The Act is similar to the acts in other states, but the fund is among^the smallest.

Municipal Economic Development Commission.,
In 1965, the General Assembly asthorized Indiana communities to testablish

Economic Development Commissions for the purpose of issuing municipal reve-
nue bonds to be used for the construction and leasing.ibf industrial property.
While certain restrictions and limitations have limited the use of municipal in'du 's-
trial revenue bonds, it provides an important tool for industrial development. in
1970, the United States Congress removed industrial revenue bond financing from
control of the Securities and Exchange Comnilssion, removing one obstacle to
the issuance'of tree bonds. This could.be one of the most significant incentives toindustrial development in Indiana.
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Development Credit Corporations
These corporations were authorized in 1961, but none have been formed in Indi-

P.sana. Typically, a corporation is formed by private individuals, and a capital base
is established through the sale of stock. The corporations' major funds, however,
come through loans from member financial institutions. The result is a pooling
of funds by financial institutions for the purpose of making loans to new or ex-
panding.firms. These are often high-risk loans, but the DCC allows a pooling -of
risk over a large.number of owners and members. Although private Initiative
and broad interest are required to establish a development credit corporation, it
has been suggested that certain legislative changes be made to encoura.ge_interest
in the DCC. The state could also encourage the organization of offor more
DOC's through education and promotion.

There are various federal programs designed to promote economic development
available to Indiana communities, business, and industry. While Indiana has
availed itself of these programs, the eligibility criteria of some programs limits
Indiana's full participation. Changes in criteria should be sought from the subject
federal agencies.

'The following are a few of the federal programs :
Economic Development Administration

EDA funds for economic development activities are limited by the requirement
that application for loans and grants come from "eligible counties". Eligibility
is based on high unemployment rates or low family income ; only nine Indiana
counties were eligible in 1969. Kentucky and Ohio in the Appalachian Region
receivedAver $82 million for 186 projects in 1968; Michigan in the Upper Great
Lakes Region received $31 million for 83 projects the same year ; while Indiana
received only $7 million for 18 projects.
Noma Business Administration

The Small Business Administration has several programs that aid small busi-
ness. Of special interest are the SBA 502 loans to state and local development
companies. In this type loan, the SBA participates with a local development
corporation on a loan to small business, with the local corporation providing
up to 20 percent of the cost of the project in equity, debt funds, or in cash
equivalent. This program has been little used in Indiana. The state's participa-
tion in the SBA programs for direct loans and loan guarantees to individual
businesses has been extensive.
Farmers Home Administration

The Farmers Home Administration makes public facilities grants and loans
to rural communities (i.e., communities outside metropolitan areas with under
5.300 population). Between 1961 and 1970, the FHA approved approximately
$45 million for 140 water and sewer projects in Indiana.
Manpower Development and Training

This program, designed to improve the ability of disadvantaged persons to
move into productive employment, has been utilized mainly by Marion and Lake
Gunties. In February 1970, Marion County enrolled 589 persons out of the state
total of 1,594.

In summary, the majority of federal loans and grants in Indiana are for public
works projects. Twice as much money is allocated for small community water
And sewerage systems as for small business development. Criteria established by
certain federal agencies militate against participation of Southern Indiana in
federal programs, although the area's problems are similar to qualifying areas
of neighboring states.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR THE FUTURE

It is critical that a statewide economic development plant be developed to
provide guidance and direction for Indiana's growth. This plan must first set
forth goals and objectives for Indiana's economic growth. FrOm the preceding
analysis, some important considerations in establishing specific goals are obvi-
ous: (1) diversification of the state's economy by distributing jobs, people, and
wealth throughout the state; (2) securing an economic and social balance be-
tween rural and urban areas; and (8) reaching a proper balance between the
durable and non-durable goods sectors of the economy.
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Secondly, t e plan must establish priorities for action. Implicit in these pri-
orities wo be the integration of local and regional development plans with
overall statewide goals and objectives.

After the goals and priorities have been, established, a means of implementa-
tion will be the cornerstone. Needed legislation has been indicated above.

Finally, the plan must be continually evaluated and alternative plans and
needs must be established if the state is to develop effectively.

Some, of the probable economic changes that should be considered in estab-
lishing en economic development plan are :

(14)--The changes in life-style and the reordering of individual and family
priorities as they relate to ecology, shelter, energy, food, mobility, and
telecommunications. '

(2) The major growth in economic activity which serves the health,
education, and recreational needs of the state's citizens.

(3) Expertise and organizational skills will become increasingly impor-
tant resources as the production process will continue to demand more and
more of man's reasoning abilities.

(4) The proportion of jobs in the white collar sector of the economy (trade,
finance, services, and government) will continue to grow and greatly exceed
the number of blue collar workers.

(5) The growing importance of education and education-related activi-
ties will be due to the emphasis attached to innovative and theoretical
knowledge.

,(0) The continued acceleration of an inter-relatidi of public and nrivate
involvement in social factors influencing economic growthsuch as health,
education, welfare, housing: and civil rights.

(7) The government will become more and more involved in the tradi-
tionally private economic sector. (Indiana has often lagged behind otber
states in federal program participation. Business, on the other hand, often
performs 'government services under contract, an increasing practice. )

(8) The growth and importance of non-profit and public benefit corpora-
tions as economic institutions.

(9) The new technologies, and innovations in the construction industry,
particularly the housing market, will increase efficiency and pronuctivity in
the industry and eventually result in reduced housing unit costs.

(10) The growth in urban revitalization industries will stimulate existing
and create new industri .

(11) The expected glwth industries, such as electronics, computers and
related services and equullppment, mass transit equipment, drugs and medical
equipment. health services, education, recreation and leisure, communica-
tion utilities, financial services, and management services, must be eontid-
t"ed in the growth strategy.

Thf foregoing discussion points up the problems and potentials for economic
deve'opment in Indiana. As an immediate step to further the state's economic
planning and development program, Lieutenant Governor Folz is appointing
advisory committees for each of the fourteen development regions of the state.
These committees, coipposed of key citizens covering a wi4e spectrum of inter-
ests. will work directly with the Department of Commerce in identifying and ana-
lyzing problems, suggesting means of alleviating these problems, and recom-
mending ways of developing each region's economic potential to the fullest. The
Department of Commerce, under the direction of Lieutenant Governor Folz. also
provides assistance to communities, development groups, or individuals interested
in economic development. The Department also furnishes information and advice
on state and federal assistance programs for economic development. Social. eco-
nomic. and similar data pertinent to economic development are available to
communities and companies through the Department's computerized data re-
trieval system.

BIM URBAN-TO ATTAIN A BALANCE

Housing policy has been given little attention by state government in Indiana :
even though housing supply is a key prerequisite of community development.

Adequate housing for: the senior citizens of the state sbonld be a priority con-
cern of state government, since those citizens immediately affected have already
given a life-time of service to their community and their state.
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Decent shelter for the underprivileged, too, is a matter that should stir the
Public conscience.

I recommend this report to you, specifically, because it relates certain housing
needs and proposals to the overall goals of the state's urban and rural develop-
ment. I trust you will view these recommendations, as they were intended, as a
beginning toe formulation of a meaningful state housing goal and program.

RICHARD E. FOLZ.
Director, Department of Commerce, Lieutenant Governor.

GOAL-1971

The premPe that underlies this report is that the government of the State of
Indiana has the means for effecting the distribution of population-and economic
activity for the betterment of its citizens. Government can prevent excessive
concentration in the metropolitan centers and at the same time can increase the
relative population and economic share in other sectors of the state.

How can Indiana achieve this? An important determinant of population and
economic growth is the quality and range of public services. Industry requires
good roads, community services, water supply, and a skilled labor force. There
are two community conditions that all Indiana residents desire:

1. the opportunity to find challenging, profitable employment ; and
2. the assurance of food, education, housing, health care, recreation, and cul-

tural opportunities as well as other personal amenities.
All of these community needs are either directly administered or highly in..

fluenced by state and local governments.
Indiana has made commendable strides In recent years, specifically in educa-

tion. New educational programs housed in handsome, up-to-date facilities have
been established throughout &Mane. Expanded development on the regional
state university campuses is another progressive aspect of-the State's educational
progress.

The Indiana Industrial Development Program has also been very successful
especially in promoting new industrial locations in the state.

The important "1966 High% ay Needs Study" conducted for the State Legisla-
ture in 1965-60alOough not yet officially incorporated in the Highway Capital
Improvement Programis being expanded and refined. This important guideline
for Highway Construction when adopted will direct highway programming on
an even more objective basis. If it is determined that new highway building in
economically depressed areas is justified to stimulate new industrial investment,
highway construction will then be programmed accordingly.

The recently opened Indiana deep-water port on Lake Michigan is the culmina-
tion of many years of effort on the part of many Indiana officials and private
citizens. The port provides Indiana's first direct public access to ocean-going
ships serving all major ports of the world market.

These are some of the many new programs and advances Indiana has made in
recent years. The advances are a tribute to the hard work and dedication o9
state and local officials as well as many private citizens. This recent progress is,
however, only, a beginning in solving the problems and deficiencies of Indiana that
have been too long neglected.

The number of importanineeds still unmet is staggering.
The Indiana Department of Commerce,Division of Planning, cooperating with

local communities, has examined some df the more crucial needs and problems
of our counties to determine what programs should be re-evaluated and what new
attempts should be instituted to upgrade .the quality of public services in non-
metropolitan areas and in certain depressed urban areas. Both existent plans
and unmet needs must be reconsidered.

To meet these local needs some new programs and additional funds are es-
sentiall but these are not the most important requirements.

FOREWORD

Some Hoosiers still live a long distance from their nearest neighbor while
others are jammed into the rapid, growing urban communities of this nation's
heartland.

Both those in the conjested cities and those in the rural areas face severe
problems, because either too many or too few persons live together. This paradox
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has motivated the Division of Planning of the Indiana Department of Commerce
to ask if Indiana will achieve a better balance and consequently attain a healthier
pattern of growth and development between its rural and urban sections.

The answer to this dilemma it, "YES," we can achieve .a better balatce of
growth and distribution of wealth between the urban and rural sectors of Indiana
IF the people of this great state are willing to use the resources of their state and
local government in a vigorous and coordinated effort to improve the quality of
life at both ends of the urban-rural spectrum.

The goals and proposed legislation suggested herein are the beginnings of a
state program designed to accomplish one of Indiana's priority objectivesa more
equal balance between rural and urban communities in Indiana during the 1970's.

If not new programs, then what? The .most urgent priority is not money, but
rather the need to establish a clear set of goals, purposes, and basic policies
that will guide future development.

Current monies already ear-marked for planning and development by local
communities, and other monies that may be available to local communities, could
be put to better use if local development policies were more clearly defined and
coordinated with adjacent geographical areas. The state must assist local com-
munities in achieving this more meaningful goal.

.Stich statewide coordinated goals, purposes. and basic policies can be formu-
lated only through clear understanding of what the community feels it must
do to eliminate its problems. This is an essential prerequisite for any real pro-
gram of action.

The second most urgent need is to examine the administrative and operational
structure of state and local government with an eye towards making available
to both levels of government more effective instruments for policy, implementa-
tion.

The distribution of population in Indiana among the urban and non-urban
areas rive, ten, fifteen years In the future will depend upon the relative ad-
vantages these two kinds of living environment offer as places to work, live,
and raise a family and to enjoy the amenities of a good life.

An on-going trend of rural areas is their steady population loss because of
declining economic opportunities. Indications show that the average rural areas
also lack diversified employment opportunity, recreation facilities, and health
services ; in addition, rural residents need adequate housing, income, and com-
munity services. Even more alarming is the continuing downward population in
rural areas, especially their loss of young people. With these deficiencies, sources
of technically skilled labor and a supportive tax base are also declining ; thus
the urgency fora joint venture between local and state government to determine
a plan of corrective action is evident.

Each of the following goals presented by the Indiana Department of Com-
meice. Division of Planning, is the direct result of analysis and reviews as well
as the result of hundreds of local documents, meetings with community officials,
and monitoring the local news media. Together local and state planning goals
form an Initial attack on the major problems. They pave the way toward a
plan, of action during the 1970's that should bring about a balanced economic
growth throughout Indiana's rural and urban areas.

Before proceeding, the word "goal" must be defined to assure common under-
standing. For the purpose of this document, goal is defined as follows : "A fairly
specific objective formulated with due regard for resources available or reason-
ably likely to become available within a reasonable time limit to indicate the
direction of desired development and the results to be achieved.

What are these goals? The following four goals represent the four general areas
of greatest urgency as currently expressed on a statewide analysis of both rural
and urban areas. After each general goal, a brief discussion on suggested al-
ternatives is offered.

I. Indiana's housing goal : "A decent home located in a decent environment for
every Hoosier who seeks such accommodations regardless of income capability."

Housing experts estimate that nearly six million American families live in
substandard housing. Over the next nine years thiq country will need more than
20 million new or rehabilitated houses to replace inadequate dwellings and to
meet the demands of population growth and population shifts.

Production of housing, however, has become increasingly difficult because labor,
land, materials, and financing costs continue to rise rapidly. The construction in-
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dusty has nut been able to cope with these mounting costs. especially in provid-
ing housing fur lower- and moderate-incame families. These families also need
help in 1)btaining mortgage credit, because the limited funds available on the
open market have resulted in favoring the middle- and upper-income home
buyers.

While the Congress of the United States bus enacted programs that extend the
lotnetits of Inane nership to lower - income fauuilies. farther assistance in stimu-
lating construction projects and in providing limns is needed. Several states have
already taken steps to capitalize on the potential of federal housing programs
and to till the void in assistance and hams. The most common method is through
a State Housing Finance Agency which has authority to issue- tax - exempt revenue
bonds to finance its activities. Thirteen states have authorized such an agency :
Connecticut. Delaware, Illinois. Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan.
Missouri. New Jersey. New York. North Carolina. Vermont. and West Virginia.
These thirteen states plus Hawaii authorize mortgage loans for low or moderate-
inevane housing. Also loans grants for "seed money" to non-profit or limited-
profit housing organi ors are authorized by eleven states: Connecticut, Dela-
ware. Hawaii. Massat i mmetts. Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, North
Carolina. Rhode Island, and West Virginia.

Recognizing this need, it isproposed that an Indiana Housing Finance Agency
he created as an administrative agency authorized to

(II purchase federally insured mortgages:
('2.t make. or participate in the making of. federally insured construc-

tion loans:
(31 make. or participate in the making of. federally' insured mortgage

loans:
(-If provide teehni(sl advisory services to builders and developers, in-

cluding market information:
provide advisory services to families, both for achieernent of new

or improved housing and fir the proper maintenance of such housing:
Iiim promote research and development in scientific methods of coustruet-

ing low-cost residential housing of high durability :
I 7 I coordinate housing needs in areas where new economic opportunities

may be created.
'The agency would also provide financing for preconstruction costs through

establishment of a special Housing Development Fund:
The proposed 1(111 Go be submitted to the 1071 Indhum General Assembly )

is drafted with the intent that the agency would function through the private
Inane-building and lending industries. It would become financially self-sustain-
ing. and its borrowing would not impose general obligations on the state's revenue
an(! credit.

The activities of the agency would cover the entire home-building pia ocess. in-
cluding preconstruction. laud development. and construction. and permanent fi-
nancing. Monies provided for permanent financing by the agency would come
from tax-exempt housing revenue bonds. The bonds would he self-liquidating and
secured by .federal insurance on loans and mortgages made or purchased by
the agency. The other funds would he placed in a separate trust account of
the agency the Housing Development Fund. These funds would come from
gifts. grunts, and borrowing secured by notes of the agency. These funds mold
be used for land development. preeonstruetion costs, and actual construction
costs. Loans would be made to corporations or individuals on a temporary hasis
and would he repaid in full when the foermanent [mortgage is made. The 'im-
posed legislation provides that in no instance would financial assistance he pro-
vided when private funds were availahle.

II. Indiana's economic development goal : "To diversify the ',fete's economy
and arrive at a proper balaree betteeen the rurat and urban areas. The pollen
milt aim alt dereloping a growth and development pattern which will more
proper''( distribute jobs. people, 'wealth, and revenues throughout the state."

Indiana is becoming more and more "The Center of Things." Whereas the
state only reached the national average In value of farm products sold per
farm in 1064. it bettered the national average value ten-fold by adding mann-

fln%ed on the North Carolina Hofising Corporation Law(Law 1969. Chapter12:mi it supplements many of the federal housing programs and draws upon a State'sMmrowIng capacity and the administrative efficiencies of private totaling institutions.
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facturing per employee for 1967.2 Indiana ranked eighth among the sate. in
"Value Added By Manufacturing," third in production of steel, and first in
the production of color television sets, mobile homes and others.

It is clear that Indiana's future is best assured by continuing this progress.
but not at the of its agricultural, recreational, and other non-urban
production per a of corn, soybeans, and other products. Its outdoor scenic
beauty and historic worth are unexcelled and should be protected.

Future economic development relies heavily upon a planned, balanced program
which integrates all. urban and rural portions of the state into a productive
whole. A definite course of action should be placed into operation which :

(1) Gives full consideration to the conclusions and recommendationa of
the previous study programs as they affect the state's general economy in
each area of state government

(2) Promotes development of industry along the Ohio River and within
the stateu southern counties.

(8) Takes advantage of federal watershed programs so that more lands
are made usable for agricultural production.-

(4) Utilizes fully and makes proper use of Indiana's natural resources
(e.g., parks, scenic beauty, historical heritage, hardwoods, and climate).

(5) Converts all air, water, land, and other forms of pollution into con-
trolled and productive systems.

(6) Utilizes the state's 14 planning and development regions' concept for
improving the state's various economic areas.

III. Indiana's regional and statewide planning goal : To provide comprehensive
planning, formulated in accordance with functional criteria based on geographic
regional analysis and proposals. This aspiration can be realized witlf.n the
context of an integrated economic regional and statewide framework.

In 1969 there were 52 Indiana counties with active area plan commissions.
There were two urban counties whiCh had "metropolitan- plan commissions."
Also, as of 1969, there were about 00 active separate city and county plan com-
missions in Indiana.

None of this analysis takes into consideration several Council of Government
(COG) agencies or other planning diStricts. Added to these are the varied physi-
cal, social, and economic planning groups identified with many local, county, and
state functions. as well as private interests.

There are planning organizations involved in health, welfare. employment,
public safety, community services, watersheds, parks. along with others. Each of
thotte involved in planning the state's future is an independent entity and few
coordinate with others. The only workable solution will allow most of them to
retain their respective rolls, yet work within the context of a unified regional
and statewide integrated framework.

To best utilize time and resources It is proposed that :
(1) All Indiana towns, cities, counties, special ..11trIcts, and other groutis

involved in planningwhether public, quasi-public, or privateform large
regional organizations paralleling the state's 14 Planning and Development
regions as conceived by the governor in 1968.

(2) Geographic, social, and economic boundaries be used in preference to
political districts.

(3) Area-wide agencies review all plans and proposals and act as a liaison
between the local groups and the state with no actions taken without all
levels in agreement

(4) The State Department of Commerce, Division of Flanning, acts as the
official state body in all matters of planning coordLuation within the state
and with the various federal agencies.

IV. Indiana's statewide transportation system goal : Cooperation betu-ean local
and state planning, groups and, the U.S. Department of Transportation to prepare
a statewide emnpreheimive p/an with a two-part .capital improvements /program
for all mOdes.of travel: I. short-rows 1947-79; 2. long-range 1980-1990.

In 1933. /ndiana had 'g,429 miles of state highways and 7.500 of railroad lines.
Thirty years later there were 10.056 miles of state highways and only 6.500 miles
of railways. Added to this is an assortment of county roads ranging from the
most primitive to the most modern.

The Federal Transportation System has high impact on Imtiaua. epecially

2 Source: II.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Census.
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Indianapolis, because inure interstate systems converge on it than any other city
in the U.S.

In addition, there has been nu increase of 96 public airports since 1932 (a -100e/0
increase), and the advent of new transportation forms, such as monorails high-
speed surface trains, jets, and helicopters will require new considerations. It is
projeetri that by the. year 2410( there will be a need fur 160 new public airports
to serve an additional 1,2.509 licensed pilots and 2.700 more licensed and active
aircraft in the United States.

New man-made harbors on the (Ohio River are top-priority development pros-
pects demanding addIt halal attention and planning.

If this complex transportation, network is to move people and materials ef-
t iv ien t y, it must allow tom ease of accessibility, choice of transportation modes,
plus reasonable time en notate.

It is proposed that the goals. policies, and procedures of the U.S. Department
of Transportation, as enumerated in its "Niamtal -A: General instructions," he
adapted to fulfill the following purposes, scope, and organization:

1. Cooperative, comprehensive, and continuous !dunning by Indiana with all
other states, especially its neighbors, so that the provisions of publicly-used trans-
poortati in facilities and services are reetognized.

2. Cooperative. comprehensive, and minimums planning by each major metro-
IH)litlIn area covering the pi-orb:tom: of publicly-mood transportation facilities and
services.

3, Help deceit)p a recominWnlhod Capital Improvements Program of federal
transportation expenditures up to 1990 which is coordinated with state and local
plans and programs. I Prtarratm to be in two parts: I ta I I shirt -range 1974-79;
( I long-range 1980 -1990.

4. Continue the hollania Department of Commerce. Planning Division. as the
statewide review and COI mlinating agency.

.1. 'olleet information to increase the effectiveness of the al/ovation of federal
resources.

How can the alternative courses of action he achieved? Fcti of the four major
goods discussed herein and their eorresponding alternative courses of 'action for
implementation innst 1)e accomplished so that every resident nay be given the
chance to lead a comfortable life. Hut in order to accomplish eaeh goal In an
orderly and planned manner, implementation must be achieved through state
legislation. To achieve the stated goals, Phase I has been translated into a leg-
islative package to he presented to Indiana's 1971 Legialature. These legislative
proposals are summarized in the following section and grouped, as w R goals,

in four main categories: honsink, econoulle development, re and State plan-
ning, and statewide transportation system. The enehm. 'tanumary contains a
brief resume- by the Department of Commerce of each proposed legislation sub-
mitted to the 1971 Indiana General Assembly. _I special supplement to this pub-
lication has also been prepared which contains an abstract of each proposed bill.

St' Si M ANY AND RECOM liNDA'rIONs

snininary of Proposed Legislation
To achieve a more equitable balance between rural and ur.lain Indiana, the fol-

lowing legislation Is being submitted to the 1971 Indiana General Assembly for
consideration and adoption. This is a part Of a long-range action prolgrain that
will be submitted periodically to theodegislature during the 1970's. It is antici-
pated that this legislationn will provide tht' neces.sary (mbling law tiff irvling
greater economic advantage and opportunity to local areas for the improvement
of the turban-rural balance'in ludiunn..

I. Economic Legislation
scaate Bill No.,.777.--This bill amends the act creating an Industrlal Develop-

ment Fund for the use of bald units of government aml would provide an addi-
tional revolving fund of $5.00(i,(K10 for that purpose.

Senate Bill No. .596.--An amendment to the Economic Development Authority
Act of 1965. approrrittling additional money to the mortgage ,insuratice fund, and
clarifying administrative procedures applicable to the industrial mortgage guar-
antee prograiii. '

II. Hoaxing Leobdotioto
Proposed flcsolntion.- -A resolution of the interest of the General Assent-

bey in the continued availability of decent nod Sid tail de living facilities for all the
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people in the ?MI6. and, requesting the executive i!er art:, nt r state governmentTo I'Vaillate the state's present and future needs ;Ind t,, 4o1 1110110(k tothe legislature whereby the state's housing gizil van be defined and carried out.ferfixhilirf Promo:I.The bill creates a state licusing tinanee agency fromwhich local developers, sponsors, and builders may obtain mortgage lomns 'andfinances for planning, developing, and building housing projects for lower incomefamilies. The state agency is authorized to issue revenue bonds to provide thisfinancing and can make loans only MITE,. vate lenders are unable to grant suchloans upon equivalent terms and conditions.Srufth 556.Tilis bill amends a 194, act creating a State HousingItlittyd andextends to it additional functions whe1.eby, on the request of local gov-ernment, the state can serve in the capacity of a local housing a utinkrity.
III. General Legislation

iiouxe 11 ills So. 1653.This bill authotizes the creation of regional tourisminformation and promotion councils and provides a method whereby the pro- -gram of the state's tourism agency can be more closely related to local needsand objectives. It appropriates a fund for the use of regional tourist promotionand requires for the administration of this fund by the State.
Nenate Bill No, 598.---.This bill permits local and state government to purchaseconservation easements -on certain lands where it might be in the public interestto preserve the land in its present recreational, scenic, historic, or other eharne-teristics.
Legislative Propoes1.8.This bill would establish an alternative channel ofappeals from decisions of local planning commissions and boards of zoning ap-peals, creating a state administrative appeals agency and authorizing it to hearawl determine appeals brought to it as an alternative to the certiorari proceed-ings, as handled by local courts.
Nemtie Bill No. 74.The Regional Planning and Development Act of 1971proposes to create fourteen regional planning commissions within the state.Their jurisdiction conforms to the regional planning boundaries established byExecutive order No. 10-1968 by the governor. The purpose of the act is to createimproved relationships for planning decisions at the local level-Worm, Bill No. 1687.--A Community Development Com.mission with state-wide authority to combine state and private resources for the development andImprovement of a major community improvements and projects.limier Hill No. /673, An enabling law that will permit local areas to acquire.restore, and preserve certain areas and places of historical significance and im-portant to the heritage of Indiana.

Ilan. II ritERT 11. iiimtPliEY
i'Irnirouur, ( {oral lierelspment

sent'''. Washington. 11.r.
DEa !lunar: I write in response to your 4.a rlier que,:t ionua it about the -development of rural .kmerica.
I ha ve received two responses from :1Iaine Department Heads which may behelpful to yon. Copies are enclosed.
I wish you every success with your inquiries.

Sincerely.

STAI) ot- kINV.
I IPTICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

.4 tigtixfa. tinine, Arignef 16, 1971.

C, 'Cl/7101qt( ( MI Fore 8fr)I,

Ft NNKTII (*mis,
Gores-tow.

STATE OF MAINE,
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT COMMISSION.

AugUetta, Maine, May 20, 197/.To Rob Shepard, Executive Department.
From : William R. Adams, Director.
Subject : Hubert Humphrey letter dated April 30, 1971.

have your recent memorandum requesting my views.on the questions posedby Senator Humphrey. I will attempt to answer them as numbered in SenatorHumphrey's letter.
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1. It appears to nit' that the problems of rural Maine tire going to be the pres-
sures Sinai to be exerted Intim these areas by recreational and industrial expan-sion. Nlaine is in close proximity to the large metropolitan areas of the east
coast and the desire of 'tomb, to leave these areas for vacation and recreation
is going to put tremendous demands upiin the land of rural Maine. These demands
are totted in the review lif projects being (.4)nshlerell by the Site Location Statute.111se probioo, ..);11 ; Is; it the communities were given guiminee and
eliontragement in establishing !two! ordinances, coinprehensive plans, and given
professional assistance to guide thls development in the proper channels.. The
Site I,aw is of some assistance to small connminities but should not replace local
action.

2. 'rho impact of these problems on urban America will undoubtedly be that
the escape sougkft by the city dwellers will be of shoTt duration rind the problems
in their new found areas could easily out weigh the problems they left in their
iirimii (immunity.

3. It would appear to me that a inithmal growth policy is urgently needed.
I refer to the problems and pressures brought to small communities by large
developments either residential or industrial. This edit be clearly seen, by observ-
ing the stresses upon small emninnilities brought about by projects of the magni-
tude of the Maine Clean Fuels. A study of the hearing held by the Environmental
Improvement Commission clearly indicates the desire of many people for indus-
trial rim and the ti iiiily strong ue ire of 111:111S other people in a community
to maintain is status Imo. One might also study the history of locating the Maine

;11/k1.0 I ;#.111'17i1.1.:4 Si .11 it III lit 11'ISP7ISSet. Again t he communities are often split
and on it local level are frequently unable to muster the professional help needed
to properly gnitl the community.

I might also note that the tremendous need for addithatal electric geniwating
facilities is going to put many sections of the Maine coast and rural area in a
sought atter positiim by the eleeti;;a1 indlistry. It 'mist be recognized that oil,
electricity. iliad all other forms of holly industry are going to be needed if the
eciatolaY and standard of living of United States is maintained and brought for-
ward It is also iiinnist as accepted fact that the usual location for these indus-
tries are becoming less and It's attractive due to the environmental problems
in these ilidastrial areas. aml therefore meat .tinerieu is being lucked at. These
problems appear to ine to be of such magnitude that is national policy might be
dcsirable.

experieni in dealing with federal programs Olt the rural level is ex-
tremely Mattel. lin%%fVtr. we have had mine experience lit administering water
pollution control construction funds. I would point out that these funds are
usually inadequate to cope with the problem in small rural ominninities espe-
cially along the coast of Arnim.. commission is presently working with the
too ti of 111111111risaiit in in an attempt to bring about the rnh,truiliiiii it il water
pollution control facility in this vollinumity. The fiat that the eotiontinity does
not ,;)w have a collection system and that the community for the mist part is
sitting on bedrock has brought Minot proposed user charges far in excess of
tlicse usually considered reasonable. I think this problem probably exists ill nio4t
of mi. snuffler Maine emiliiiimities. 1111i1 rertaialy 8110111a be studied in great
detail. I might add that the Commission hopes to conduct slime studies along
hi,. line in the near future.

5 I ha v no comment.
II I have no comment.
I realize that my thoughts might not he directly related ti . the items 11.101os:is'

by Senator Humphrey. I do hope that they will he of smile value to you in the
preparation ).f your reply. Should you like further information on any of the
items I have covered. I %oinkl be most happy tit 111,,C11,S theta in more detail.

SFATI: nP MAINE I NTERDVPARTAIENTAI. :11EMORANDI'M

MAY 12. 1971.To Bob Ext-eutive Departmoit
From : Maynard I MllotT. an i ssioner. Agriculture I)epartneut
Subject : Letter to Gov. Curtis from Sen. Ilumphrey

This Is hi response to your memo asking me to provide information for the
Governor's reply 1,1 Sen. Iliiiiiphrey---espechilly items 1. 2. 4. and 5 in the
Semi t or's letter.

3 5
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I have confined the following to the items you specifically mentioned. I assLe
you have alo asked Peter Bradford to respond to item 4.

ITEM I

1. Rural housing. The ESCO report ( p. 257) says "Substandard conditions In
the state are most acute in the rural areas ...

2. Economic plight of the family farm. The squeeze between rising farm Costs
and lower prices have left the farmer with a shrinking share of the consumer
dollar. Large numbers of Maine farmers are and have been getting Las for their
products than the cost of production. Farm indebtedness is Increasing; the family
farm is giving way to corporate farming in both the potato and poultry industries.

3. Lack of economic opportunity. When farms are sold, many have to move to
gain employment. This lack of opportunity is especially acute with youth, creating
an out-migrationboth to cities and out-of-state. Rural Maine continues to lose
population.

4. Lack of adequate r ral medical facilities and personnel. Some communities
still have one-day-a physician service and medical facilities need up-dating.
(Check with Healt and Welfare,

5. Educational inequality because of property tax variations. So long as local
education is predominantly determined by local property tax inequality will exist
in education. Maine is meeting this as noted in item 5 below.

ITEM 2

I. The nation ultimately learned in the 1920's that it cannot continue to be
prosperous as long as a segment of the population as large as agriculture is not
getting an adequate return on its investment of personnel and equipment. While
lower food prices in urban supermarkets have a short-run appeal, they are a long-
run threat if those lower prices are at the expense of the producer.

2. Housing. The rural housing blight is a denial of the pastoral stereotype of
country life which many urban dwellers hold. The housing crisis in the cities
cannot be dealt with independently from that in the country. Current emphasis
on model cities and urban renewal must not allow citizens to ignore rural needs.
This calls for comprehensive planning an housing.

3. Economic conditions. Many areas of rural Maine are losing tax value. This
shifts the burden to urban areas. Increased industry and improvement of em-
ployment opportunity would enable rural areas to better bear their share of
governmental and community activities, and would hold youthand the displaced
farm worker who add to urban congestion.

rrwit 4

L Rural Youth Corps. Maine was, I believe, the first state to establish the RYC.
Ask George Ezzy:

2. Farmers Home Administration. The work of the FHA has been vital to
Maine farmersespecially those in Aroostook County. FHA officials say Aroostook
has more "county offices" than any ether county in the nation.

3. Economic Development Adm. The EDA has in the past designated some
rural sections of Maine as redevelopment areas, some as growth areas. For further
information check with Peter Bradford.

4. Model cities and urban renewal. Maine has both HUD programs. Urban
renewal is more closely linked with rural areas, than the other. A. number of farm
centers, Fort Fairfield, Caribou. Presque Isle, etc., have urban renewal projects
under way. These are aimed at up-grading buSiness and other community services
and providing better facilities for meeting the business, recreational and market-
ing needs of those living in or near such communities.

5. Soil conservation projects. Maine was one of the first states to receive grants
from the Federal Soil Conservation Service for watershed projects. Twenty-seven
projects are underway, or have been completed. The Maine Soil and Water Con-
servation Commission supervises these programs. Other SCS activities are also
onera tine in Maine. Ask Charles BoothbaY, MSAWCC.
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mut 5
1. Maine laws: (a) Si Location Act in 104th Legislature was enacted to con-

trol industrial location a d pollution. (b) Proposal for tax relief for elderly in
current legislative sessio is aimed at improving the lot of the elderly of State,
many of whom are rural residents. (c) Proposal for land use legislation now
before 105th would allow land to be taxed according to current use and would
protect farmers and others from over-valuation which often forces diversion of
farms and woodlands into other use. (d) Proposals for tax assessment reform
which would create tax assessment districts to correct inequaltty in assessment
practices and broaden the tax base for many rural communities.

2. Maine programs: (a) Increase State responsibility for the costs of educa-
tion means equalization of educational opportunities between communities with
high taxable property and those without. (b) Projects under the state Arts and
Humanities Commission bring cultural opportunities to rural areas not able to
provide their own: art, music and drama. (c) Programs to improve the life of
Maine Indians who are nearly all rural residents: increased self-government,
better housing and improved educational and sanitary facilities. Ask James H.
Murphy.

I trust these points are given in such a way that you can readily condense them
for the Governor's reply.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OP THE SECRETARY.

Washington, D.C., September 2, 1971.
lion, HUBERT H. HAT MPHREY.
Chairman. Subcommittee on Rural Development. Committee on Agriculture and

Forestry, 1.S. Senate. Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY : The enclosed answers are in response to your letter

of July 20, and the accompanying 16 questions. The Department appreciated the
opportunity to appear before the Rural Development Subcommittee to discuss
proposals for rural development credit.

This Administration has been committed to rural development and to bringing
about a better balanced growth since its very outset. This commitment has been
followed by action and legislative proposals. The President's Reorganization_pro-
posal will for the first time, consolidate in one spot, the new Department of Com-
munity Development ; sufficient know-how ; resources; and, authorities to ac-
complish the rural development goals sought but not obtained previously. The
Rural Revenue Sharing proposal will give the citizens oe State and local com-

ities considerably more power and financial resources for dealing with rural
development problems in a more forthright, effective manner. Funding of USDA's
principal rural development programs in FY 1072 is more than two times the
FY 19111) level when this Administration took office ($2,058,000,000 vs. $1,369,-
000.000).

I urge that the Congress give the President's Rural Revenue Sharing and Re-
organization Proposals its earnest and favorable consideration.

Sincerely.
J. PHIL CAMPBELL, Acting Secretary.

( The enclosures are as follows :)
Question No. I. Last year Congress passed and the President signed legislation

putting the rural development component of a national balanced growth policy
at the highest priority level. The relevant language of Title IX of the Agricul-
tural Art of 1970 reads (and I quote) : "The Congress commits itself to a sound
balance between rural and urban America. The Congress considers this balance
so essential to peace, prosperity, and welfare Of all our citizens that the highest
priority must be given to the revitalization and development of rural areas." Do
you consider Title IX. and the provision quoted above. to be binding on the ac-
tions and decisions of the Exeentive Branch f

Answer. The response to this question has been placed as an Extension to the
Record.

Question No. 2. What is your interpretation Of the passage I have just quoted
from Title IX, Section 901(a) ! Please feel free to amend and extend your state-
ment for the printed record,: but we would appreciate haring your expression at
this time.

3
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Answer. The resptmse to this question has been placed as an xtensbm to the
Record.

Question Xti. 3. /Wan Orr u8 your best estimate of the probable cost of con-
struction of the necessary rural community facilities that trill be necessary to
reach the goals expressed by Title IX. We would like your expression now, sub-
ject of course to whatrer further refinement and extension you wooly/ like to
make for the printed record of this hearing.

Answer. 1Ve do not have an estimate of the probable cost of construction of
the necessary rural community facilities that will be necessato meet the goals
expressed by Title ICY. a

Question 4. ran give us a general idea of the prospective asset value of new in-
dustrial plants and other construetion by prirthe economic enterprise world be
required to reach the President's rural commanity develop???.?.t goals? Please
feel free to amend and extend your reply fur IA( printed record.

Answer. In keeping with the President's emphasis on returning decisionmaking
powers to State and local governments, no specific rural community development
goals have been set at the national level. This responsibility will rest with those
nearer the point of implementation. Still, a central theme of these development
efforts will be to provide ample employment opportunities for all those who now
live in rural areas. If we assume, for example. development goals of (1) entirely
stopping net ouhnigration front nonmetroptaitan areas and (2) closing by half
the gap between labor force participation rates of metropolitan and nonnieths-
pintail populations during the coming decade. then almost 3 million additismal
jobs W0111(1 In required in nonmetro areas by 1980. The asset value of additions of
new plants and remodeling of existing plants and other construction by private
enterprise to accompany this acceleration measured in 1970 dollars could up-
prt.:!.tnate $125 billion during the 1970 decade. or about $12.5 billion per year.

Question 3. One source of future economic growth in rural Americo is. of
eourse, the amount of funds !nn current income being generated in ?moll .4 Mel'.
irfl that is available for sayings and inrestment. Can you give us a general idea
of what the total amount of such funds ?night be for a recent year

Answer. Given the paucity of information on capital flows that is available on
a rural-urban break, this question and the two that follow can only be rofighly
estimated. For the purpose of making such an estimate, we have assumed that
all canponents of the national income accounts are distributed between metro-
politan and nonmetropolitan areas in the same proportion as personal income
(70:24). On this basis, personal savings in nonmetro areas would have equaled
$13.0 billion in 1970.

TO estimate the amount of retained business earnings in nonmetro areas avail-
able for investment, one must make further assumptions alsait the net movement
of goods and services between metro and nonmetro areas. On the basis of a "local-
thin coefficient analysis" of major product coinpoments (e.g. agriculture. eon-

struction, durable and nondurable manufacturing and services), it was esti-
mated that 17 percent of the nonmetro product was " exported" to metro areas
while 10 percent of the much larger metro product wits "exported" to nonmetro
areas. Further, assuming that all components of the product accounts are dis-
tributed between metro and nomnetro areas on the same 76:24 !oasis used as hove.
'me is led to the conclusion that nonmetro areas probably experienced a new
"trade" deficit with metro areas, The magnitude Of deficit was roughly estimated

:{35 billion for 1970. In other words, the analysis suggests that this exchange
results in a net flow of goods and serlices into nonmetro sirens which must In
turn rt.sult in as flow of capital from nonmetro to metro areas to pay for the defi-
cit. Retained business earnings, which were implied deductively from the above
assumptions and the gross national income accounting identity, would seem to
Ire small if not negative. The estimate for 1970 using national income account-
ing data was $-2.4 billion.

Question No 6. On the basis of your fr'ller111 knowledge and iris afcrer dola you
may hare, what percentage of the savings and inresbnenl funds fIrnrolied its
rurol stays there for rein rest ment

Answer. Applying the same assfimptions used in answering the preceding ques-
tion, nonmetropolitan investment was an estimated $32.5 billion in 1970. Given
nonmetro personal movIrgs of about $13 billion and little if any retained earnings,
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something le,s than half of the total investment in private plant. equips ent. and
other construction ice nonmetroprolitan America is judged to have its origin in
capital i1re111111flated there. These transfers from metropolitan area's by both the
public and private sectors will likely continue 'o represent an important source
of financing for job creation In nonmetropolitan areas during the coming decade.

Though some portion of rural savings undoubtedly flow into metropolitan in-
vestments, we have been unable to ascertain the size of this flow from available
infornnition.

The attnelmil tables provide a general indication of the amount of savings held
io nonmetro banks and savings and loan institntions at gi Vfm points ill time,

Dec. 31

DEMAND AND TIME DEPOSITS IN 2 GROUPS OF RURAL BANKS, DEC. 31, 1965 70

tin millions of dollars]

Demand deposits Time deposits

Member banks Member banks
with head offices with head offices

in places Selected us places Selected
under 15,000 agricultural under 15,000 agricultural

population counties population counties
. _ ...

1965 15, 170 4, 327 15, 257

1966 15.389 4 435 16.986
1967 16 310 4 P7 19 333

1969 17, 633 5.064 11, 786

1969 18.446 5 142 23.594
1970 20.408 5, 426 27, 874

Source Cr7..inputA from FDIC data.

Year

SAVINGS CAPITAL OF SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS, 1966 68

/In millions of dollars]

SMSA's

4, 327
4.886
5,546
6, 3J5
6.998
7, 830

Above 250.000 Below 150,uti0
Total population populatim Outside SMSA's

1966 114, 163 81. 413 10, 65.1

1967 124 5% 9J,035 11.052
1958 131 661 94,809 12, 197

Source Corniuted from Federal Home Loan Bank Board data published in Statistical Abstract.

22. 100
22.999
24. 595

Qio ..et jun NO. 7. con you !jive as ;maw idea (If the fatal (+lament sarinax (tool
in ecxlat lit f fIIIII8 91 1110th 01(IIIC111"(11 are118 that .th,trx tido rapid inrestim ate
.91h prae.' MI low prt extf 'anti (Pm 11(1 your xtatetarat pa. the printed
ref-tied.

Answel . Funds generiotod in metropolitan areas that flow into rural invest-
ments iiiich yoar are associated with the excess of imports to rural America over
exports to metropolitan places. As stated above, flows Of this kind. both public
and private. constitute all important source of funds for rural investment in
plant anii facilities, but we lack an adequate basis for estimating the amounts
involved with any degree of precision. It would appear that roughly a fourth of
the personal savings and retained business earnings in metropolitan areas finds
its way into rural investments.

'rhos. a sizable amount of savings 1111(1 ill.estment funds generated in tionotral
areas is accomoted for by net flows into rural investments each year. Gross flows
hi each direction are probably large, yet the net W1,111(1 seem to be from metro-,
politan to rural. Part of this net is accounted for by cash flows and part by
acquired ownership by metropolitan residents of ntral property, plant and equip-
ment. Ownership May- be in terms of claims against assets through loans by
central city financial institutions to mind firms and households, For example.
assets of the farming. sector rose to $311 billion in 11)71) from $203 billion in 1960.
of this gain, $7i billion was from proprietors' equities and $33 billion was
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through increased liabilities. The proprietors' equities fell during this period to
81 percent from 88 percent.

Question No. 8. Do you have with you a convenient list of the loan and grant
programs administered by your Department lAgeney) for which rural govern-
inevits, rural private economic enterprises, and rural residents are eligible? We
should appreciate hazing the complete list with, a brief description of each for the
record of this hearing.

Answer. Yes, sir, we have such a list and will provide it for the record.
1The information follows :)

'.5. DEPART Si ENT OF AGRICULTVRE. LOAN A Nn GRANT PROGRAMS IN RURAL
AREAS

FARMERS II0A(E ADMINISTRATION

Comprehensive water and sewer planning grants are made to provide technical
and professional services, test wells, and soil and water investigations. Grants
may be made to public bodies, political subdivisions and local planning commis-
sions. Plans must be limited to a rural area and may not include towns or villages
in excess of 5,500 population.

Emergency loans are made for operating and living expenses. replacement of
equipment and livestock, and real estate repairs. Emergency loans are made in
counties designated by the Secretary of Agriculture as disaster areas and in
other uiidesignated areas where only a small number of loans will be made.
Established farmers and ranchers who have suffered property damage or crop
loss due to a natural disaster are eligible for loans.

Farm labor housing loans and grants may be made to farmers, nonprofit ()v .
ganizations, and public bodies and loans to political subdivisions and nonprofit
organizations. Tb.we loans and grants may be used to build, repair or purchase
adequate farm labor housing, acquiring, and improving land for such housing,
and developing related facilities such as central cooking and dining areas.

Farm operating loans are made to persons of farm background for the pug. base
of livestock and farm equipment and for living and farm operating expenses.

Farm ownership loans are made to farmers and ranchers to enable them to
buy, enlarge and improve family size farms and develop non-farm enterprises.

Grazing association loans are made to associations of family farmers and
ranchers for the purchase and development of grazing land for use of
association members.

Irrigation, drainage and other soil and water conservation loans are made
to public and quasi-public bodies and corporations not operated for profit which
will serve residents of rural areas which may include towns and villages up to
5.500 population. Loans may he used for irrigation, drainage and other soil con-
servation measures.

Low to moderate income housing loans are made to U.S. citizens who are or
will become niral residents. Loans may he used to build or repair modest homes
and to provide water and sewer facilities for the family. Interest credits may be
allowed which will reduce the interest rate to as low as 1 percent.

Rural housing site loans are made to nonprofit organizations for the purchase
and development of adequate rural housing sites for later sale to low and mod-
erate income families, cooperatives, and nonprofit applicants.

Recreation facilities loans are made to residents with a background in rec-
reational enterprises. Loans may be used to develop land and water resources.
repair and construct buildings. purchase land and recreation items, and to pay
operating expenses.

Resource conservation and development loans are made to puhlic agencies and
local nonprofit corporations in designated areas. Loans may he used to install
or improve outdoor oriented recreation facilities, and soil and water conser-
vation facilities.

Rural rental housing loans are made to individuals, cooperatives and non-
profit organizations. Loans can be used to build. buy. improve or repair rental
housing. Loans may also be used to provide recreational and service facilities
for the rental hohsing.

Soil and water loans are made to eligible applicants for basic land practices
such as leveling, liming. fertilizing. and for irrigation facilites.

Very low-income housing repair loans are made to rural residents to enable
these residents to make their homes safe and sanitary.
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' Water and waste disposal system, loans and grants are made to public or
quasi-public bodies and nonprofit corporation which mill serve residents of
rural areas, including towns and villages of not ovev,50000 popeletion. Luaus
and grants are made for the installation. Improvement. repair alit expansion
of rural water and sewer systems.

Watershed protection and flood prevention loans are wade to local organiza-
tions such as municipal corporations and soil and water conservation districts.
Loans may be used to install, repair anti improve irrIgstiou and drainage facili-
ties, ,to provide land treatment and other flood control measures and provide
water storage for recreation, -pollution ahatoneut and stream flow regulation.

Rural self-help housing technical assistance grants are made to political sub-
divisions and nonprofit corporations. Grants way be used to hire personnel
technical assistance for self-help housing. to pay administrative and office ex-
penses, to make power tools available, anti to pay for training self-help housing
group members.

Indian tribes and tribal corporation Malls are made to Indian tribes recognized
by the Secretary of the Interior. Loans way be used to acquire land for lease
to tribal members or for recreational, grazing. or commercial use.

F:LECTRIVICATION ADMINISTRATION

Electric loans are made to qualified organizations for the purpose of supplying
central station electric service on a continuing basis in rural areas. Electric loans
are made to rural electric cooperatives, public utility districts, power companies,
municipalities and other qualified power supplierS. A small number of loans are
also made for wiring of premises. plumbing and electrical equipment and ap-
pliances. These loans are made to REA _borrowers for relenting to individual
consumers on their lines.

Telephone loans are made for the construction, operation, expansion, improve-
ment and acquisition of telephone lines and facilities .to provide modern, de-
pendable telephone service in rural areas. This service is tO be extended to both
farm and rural nonfarm residents, on an area doVerage basis, under rates and
conditions that permit full and productive use of the* utility services. Eligibility
for telephone loans extends to telephone companies and cooperatives, as well
as to nonprofit,. limited dividend, !Ind mutual associations. Beginning In fiscal
year 1972, the Rural Telephone Bank (authorised by P.L."92-12, approved May 7,
1971) will provide loan funds to supplement the regular REA telephone loan
program.

AOSIOUVITTIS STAINISSATION AND CONSERVATION SIEVICS

Commodity loons and parobarm.Price support loans are available to farm-
ers to improve and stabilize farm income, to assist in bringing about a better
balance between supply and demand of the commodities, and to assist farmers
in orderly marketing of their crops.

Price support loans to producer% are "nonrecouree." Producers are not ob-
ligated to make good any decline in the market price of the commodity they
have put up as collateral. If market prices nee above support, producers can
pay off their loan and market their commodity. If market prices fail to rive
above support prices, producers can pay off the loan through forfeiture of
collateral. If the commodity is stored on the farm the fanner is responsible
for maintaining the condition of the commodity.

Eligible commodities are feed grains and feed grain products, wheat and
wheat products, rice, rye, blended food products, dry edible beans, castor beans
and oil, flaxseed, soybeans and soybean products, honey, upland cotton, extra-
long staple cotton, cotton products. dairy products, peanuts, tang nuts and oil,
vegetable oil products, linseed oil, rosin and turpentine, tobacco, tallow or
grease, and seeds and plant.

Storage faciiiiies sad egaiptnent loase.The objective of this program is to
complement the price eappofi commodity loan program by providing adequate
financing for storage fealties and drying equipment, thereby affording farmers
the opportunity for orderly marketing of their crops.

The loans are used to finance the purchase of storage structures and drying
equipment needed. To qualify for Toans the farmers must meet the need eligi-
bility requirements for storing or conditioning of one or more of the 12 eligible
commodities as follows: barley, corn. grain sorghums, oats, rye, wheat, soybeans,
sunflower seed, rice, dry edible beans, flaxseed and peanuts.
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The Rural Environmental Assistance Program is available to farmers, ranch-
ers, and woodland owners (primarily through cost-sharing) to carry out ap-
proved soil, water, woodland, and wildlife conservation practices, and agricul-
ture-related water, air, and land pollution abatement practices.

The pollution abatement and conservation practices must be performed satis-
factorily and in ticeordance with appliable specifications. The pollution abate-
ment and wildlife conservation practices must also conserve soil or water. Pro-
gram participants are responsible for the upkeep and maintenance of practices
installed with cost-share assistance. The cost-share assistance does not apply if
the primary purpose is to bring new land into production.

Emergency conservation measures enable farmers to control wind erosion on
farmlands. or to rehabilitate farmlands damaged by wind erosion. floods, hurri-canes. or 1/t111.r natural disasters.

Emergency cost-sharing is limited to new conservation problems created by
natural disasters. which :

1. If not treated will impair or endanger the land :

Materially affect the'productive capacity of the hind :

3. Represent damage which is unusual in character and. except for wind
erosion. is not the type NVIIICh would recur frequently in the same area and

I. Will be so costly to rehabilitate that Federal assistance Is or will he re-
quired to return the hind to productive agricultural use.

CONSERVATION SERVICE

Great Plains conservation prograni assists fartners. ranchers. and others toinstall onservation plans for whole operating units through a program of sched-
uled technical assistance and long-term etattractual cost sharing that will bring
improved stability to the Great Plains area by converting lands unsuited for ere p
ping to other uses and arrest (deterioration of crop and grazing- lands.

Post-share funds are available emly for enduring soil and water conservation
measures determined to be needed to protect and stabilize n farm or ranch unit
against elinta tic and erosion hazards of the Great l'iains area. and applied in at--
CI irclaincv with at conservation plan fur the entire op,ating unit. Oist sharing to
participants ranges for specified conservation practices from SO percent of the
cost. in the ease of work most urgently needed, to 50 percent, for practices Wherethe need is less urgent.

Resnrcin conservation and development program assists local people to initiate
sponsor programs for developing and carrying out longrange programs of re-

source conservation and development. develop (ha:antic rural minnunities with
satisfactory levels of ineonie and pleasing environments through planned (In-
ProVi.nietit of resources, anal create a favorable investment climate attractive toprivate capita I.

Technical planning assistance is provided in project areas authorized for such
planning. Technical and financial assistanee is available for the installation of
land eonservat ion and land Milization works of improvement sPeiitleil in project
WTI IN'orks of ininniveraent may imitate meastires serving purposes such as
flood prevention. sedimentation. and erosion ceintrol. public water based recces
time ;tad fish and wildlife developmenfs. and a irrieul tural water management pur-
poses. Leans for this prfarram are nattle'lly the Farmers Mime Admittist ration.Witerslied protection and flood prevention program provides technical and
financial assistance in planning and carrying out works of improvement to pro-
tect, develop, and tifilize this land and water restalraes in small watersheds.

.\ ssistance is provided in planning, designing. and installing watershed worksof improvement : in sharing costs of flood prevention. irrigation, drainage. sedi-mentation onhol. fish and WiIOIlfe develemments, and pablie recreation: anti be
evtetaling long-torn] credit to hi* 10(.111 interests with their share of the costs.
The Flood Prevention l'rourrint is limited to the eleven authorized projects. Loanscan he made by the Farmers !tomes Administration under both the Flood Preven-
tion Program and the IN'atershert Works of Improvement Program (P.L. 7016).

Fool) AND NrritriloN SERVICE

Fossl llISI rilnItiOn program provides fond to qualifying households.. individuals.Reboots. charitable institutions, and summer vamps. Households and individualsmay Her be charged ; assessments for in-state distribution costs may be made
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against other beneficiaries. Donated foods may not be sold, exchanged, or other-
wise disposed of (authorized distribution excepted) without prior. SIIPCRIC ap-
proval of the Department.

Funds (formula grants) must be expended to assist in meeting operating ex-
penses incurred in administering Food Distrioution Programs for needy persons
in households. These funds may not be used to purchase real property I land or
buildings) .

Food stamp program assists families through food stamps or -coupons" worth
more than the purchase amount which varies according to income and family

ThePhi. coupons are used for the purchase of food in retail stores. The coupons
may be used to buy any feud for human cuusuwptiun, except for items labeled
as imported. Almost all grocery stores in food stamp areas are. authorized to
accept the coupons.

('HILL) NUTRITION PROGRAMS

Special food service program for children provides reimbursements to eligible
institutions (day-care centers, settlement houses. recreation centers. and day
camps) for ftsal purchased for up to 3 complete meals and `h supplemental meals
daily. Financial help is also available to buy or rent necessary equipment.

School breakfast program makes funds available to reimburse public 111111 HOD-
, profit private schools for breiikfas`ts meeting the requirements as established by
the Secretary of Agriculture and which are served to children of high school
grade and under. Program regulations provide for a Federal reimbursement rate
Of up to $0.15 per breakfast served (ir the cost of locally purchased foods, which-
ever is the lesser. In areas of severe need where all or nearly all of the children
are iti need of a free or reduced price breakfast. Federal assistance can total up
to 100 percent of the operating costs.

Nonfood assistance authorizes the purchase of equipment for storing, prepar-
ing. transporting and serving food to children. The Cash assistance may not ex-
ceed 75 percent of the cost of such equipment. Federal funds are available to
assist schools drawing attendance from areas in which poor economic conditions
exist to purchase equipment needed to establish, maintain. and expand food
sehools,up to three-fourths of the total price of the equipment including installa-
tion charge's.

CONSUMER AND Jf ARKETING SERVICES

Matching fund grants are tnade to State marketing agencies for carrying out
specifically approved marketing s rvice programs designed to bring about im-
proved marketing. States contribut at least half the cost Of the project and per
form the work with State personas

Assistance to States for intrasti to meat and poultry inspection provides grants
to improve the state inspection prligrams. Those eligible for such assistance
include the agency administerit 4. the state meat inspection program7under laws
c(naparahle to the Federal JIe t Inspection Act. Federal funds shall not exceed
:io percent Of the annual cost'of the claqierative prograin. The grant funds shall
be allocated among the states, desiring to cooperate on an equitable basis.

EXTEN S ION SERVICE

Grant,* are made available primarily oa a formula basis to the land grant
college in each State and are administered by the Director of the State Exten-
sion Service. These funds assist the States in carrying out a program of out-of-
school applied education in agriculture, home economics, community development,
4-H youth programs and related subjects.

(Y)OPERATIVE STATE RESEARCH SERVICE

Grants aremade to State agricultural experiment stations and other ei 'e
institutions for the support of research in agriculture, the rural home. the rural
community and forestry.

FOREST SERVICE

Cooperative Forest NIanagernent grants are made by formula to the states for
protection, management and development of state, local and privately owned
forest land.

Forestry research grants are made available to nonprofit institutions of higher
education or nonprofit organizations whose primary purpose is the conduct of
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scientific research. The research is directed to timber production, forest man-
agement, forest fire control and related areas.

General forestry assistance funds are made available to the State forestry
ageneien to carry out special studies and projects to improve forest management
and product utilization.

Question No, 9. ('an you give ;As an estimate. or general idea of the amount in
dollars of each of your Department's loan awl grant programs that was expended
im committee(' in a recent fiscal year in a place or in efitanner that Contr. Milted
directly to rural vommunity development purposes? We irould like to have your
best estimate for each placed hi the record.

Answer. Yes, sir. We have a list of the Department's loan and grant programs
which make a direct contribution to rural development along with the estimated
fiscal year 1971 program levels. We will be glad to provide that for the record.

(The information follows:)

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AURICULTI30:

Rural development loan and grant programs, fiscal year 1971

Agency and Activity Program Level tin thousands)

Farmers Home Administration :
Water and sewer planning grants
Waiter system loans 462, 6444
Water system development grants

9, 230.Waste disposal loans 70, 517
Waste dispose development grants 16.337
Combination water and sewer loans 34, 760
Combination water and sewer development grants_
Son-farm enterprise loans 341
Recreation facilities loans 1.6.32
Resource conservation and development loans
Flood prevention loans

1, 9592)258)

Watershed loans 6, 75:4
Rural housing loans (includes mutual and self-help loans)____ 1.362,275
Rural rental housing loans 26, 789
Farm labor housing loans 474
Farm labor housing giants_ 737
Very low income housing repair loans 5, 493
Mutual and self-help housing grants 1, 721
Site development loans 1, 600

Rural Electrification Administration :
Electric loans 361, 817
Telephone loans 125.000

Soil Conservation Service:
Resource conservation and development grants__ 2, 442
Flood prevention grants 8, 873
Watershed program grunts 44.66(1

Extension Nervier :
Com ity development program 9.987

Cooperative State Research Service:
Grants to States for community improvemenf and Utilising

research 4,889

Total 2, 276.393
Question 10. For ouch of the loan and grunt programs of Your Department that

contributes directly to rural :.omtnunity development can vote give us a general
idea of the total need for the program in 'lira/ areas as defined by the bills be-
fore us today or some other convenient definition of rural areas? Please feel free
to correct and complete your statement for the prinfett record.

Answer. The general needs for the loan and grant programs of tbe Depart-
ment are discussed in the Report on Rural Financial Assistance, submitted to
the Congress by the President on July 23, 1971. A copy Is enclosed. Generally.
the Report Indicates that current effective demand for current Fedeial credit
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programs administered by this Department are approximateely at levels of fund-
ing being provided or planned for FY 1972. Although requirements for credit in
rural areas are expected to expand during the next decade, the basic programs
exist for handling the increased demands for that part of the credit require-
ments to be met by USDA.

It :s recognized that many rural families desire facilities or services that sre
not being provided by current credit programs. For these families, priority at-
tention should be given to the President's programs to increase their incomt
levels. Id addition, more effective use of Federal financial assistance by rural
communities can be achieved if the Congress enacts the President's rural com-
munity special shared revenue program, and the reorganization to establish a
Itepartment of Community Development.

Question No. 11. As you view the total job of rural community developent as
set forth in Title 1X, how much more annual investment in rural areas, over
and above the current rate of each investment do you estimate as being required
to attain the goals of a balanced rural-urban growtOtpolicyt

Answer. The amount of annual investment in rural areas, over and above the
current rate of such investment required to attain the goals of a balanced rural-
urban growth policy has not been estimated. It would depend on, among other
things, the mix of public and private investment, the \kind of investment to
be made, the locations in which investment is to be made, the number of jobs to
be created and the income to be returned to each worker, and capital-labor mix.
These variables generally are not susceptible to prior estimation.

Because the growth of the V.S. national eeeonomy generally is great enough
to absorb increases in the labor force without reduced wages or unemployment,
there is no Axpectation that Rural .Development would increase the capital in-
vestment requirements for the Nation as a whole over what would otherwise
be invested. An effective program would, however, alter the location of the in-

vestment and thus might alter the amount of investment In any specific area.

tr,?aestitia 12. .18 you view the total job of rural community development from
the vantage point of your position in the greenti re Branch. what are the major
yaps as you meth em in existing rural development credit pmgranks f

Answer. The total job of rural community development will require strengthen-
ing of State and rural local governments; concerted efforts relating to such
human resource development programs as education, health, manpower training
and employment assistance; and credit assistance for public facilities. housing
and commercial and industrial development. These components of rural commu-
nity developmhnt are interrelated; indeed, demands for credit assistance depend

heavily upon the degree of success lu efforts to strengthen local governments.
community institutionsrand the human resource base. Demands for credit assist-
ance Are expected to expand significantly in some rural localities accompanying
snecess in rural development. However, with more State and local governmental
responsibility and involvement in this development (including providing financial
assistance) as would occur with revenue sharing for 'hind development and with
expected addition0 financial n,isistance from private squrces, we believe exi,tinc
Federal credit programs available to rural people will be adequate.

Question 1,3. How much money, arirgte or public, would be required on on an-
nual basis over the next 10 to 15 years to All the gaps as you see them?

Alvwer. We believe any gaps In levels of Federal credit for rural develop-
ment, recognizing the substantial capital investment in public and private facili-
ties that will be required for achieving the development, are difficult to estimate.
We believe the provisions in both the general and special revenue sharing pro-
grams are the basic means for handling the increased demands for credit.

Question 14. Can the loan and grant programs of your deportment be expanded
and amended in volume and scope to fill these gaps!

Answer. The loan and grant programs of this Department can be (and have
been expanded in response to Increased effective demands for this assistance.
For example, this Administration increased availability of FHA insured owner-
ship loans by $70 million during FT 1971_. and by an additional po million in
FY 1972. Also. this Adnunistration increased availability of insured loans for
rural comnumities water and sewer facilities by $100 million in FT 1971, and
increased the budgeted loan level in FY 1972, by 011 million.
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Most of the increased demands for credit should be. ;Ind ;Ire expected to he.
met by adjustment iu commercial siairces. Public financial assistance could be
expanded through general and special revenue sharing. as proposed by the
President.

Vacation 15. What WO' your recommendations for viiiianding and UM, Whiny
the rural loan and grant programs of your Department?

Answer. Our recommendations regarding expanding and amending the rural
loan and grant programs of this Department are contained in the Report on
Rural Financial Assistance prepared in response to Section :1111( f) of the agricul-
torah Act of 1970, and in testimony by representatives of this Department on
proposed bills relating to rural credit at Senate and House Committee Hearings.
For example. we favored the recently enacted amendments to Farm Credit
Legislation, the recently` established Rural Telephone Bank, and the proposed
authorization for Farmers Home Administration to insure farm operating loans.
We also favor folding into the rural development special revenue sharing program,
the programs. of USDA recommended in the President's proposal. We intend to
seek improvements in the loan and grant programs of this Department on a
continual basis as needs emerge.

Question 16. If your programs were amended and expanded us you would
recomMlUl. what gaps in financing for the needed rural community develop-
ment efforts would still remain?

Answer, With Congressional enactment of this Administration's revenue shar-
ing. reorganization. and other proposals affecting rural] people and tammitinities.
and with continued adjustment in budgeted levels of Federal assistance with
changing demands for this tinantill aid, we do not foresee any significant detieits
in quantities of credit supplied in response to effective demands far rural develop-
ment purposes.

In.:exurmexr OY ilrmrrn, Ent.c.vrtos. AND WELFARE,
OFFICE! or THE SECRETARY.

WU8hinyton, D.C.. August .11. 1971.Ilufwia II. IlumpultEY.
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR II(' MPIIKEY : The Secretary of Agriculture has requested that the
Department of Health, Education. and Welfare prepare answers to several
questions submitted by you billowing the April 23rd hearing on revenue sharing
before the Subcommittee on Rural Development.

Enclosed are responses to questions 10, lb. 37. 176, and 212.
If you should have any further questions regarding the enclosed infiainiation,

please let me know.
With best wishes,

Sincerely.
STEPHEN K I' RZ SI AN,

.Ursi.rtunt Seeretary Jr Legislation.
(-The enclosures are as follows 0
Question. Most of us recognize that the different States 'nary in their abilities

to raise the revenue neCeS8flry to niect the modern demands for public and com-
munity facilities and iterriees at levels consistent with our current ideas ofquality of life and tiring $tain.durdm. Many pears ago. many Mates inaugurated
whot became knon-n us edyeational equalization programs. Can you proride the
Snin'ommittee with a record of that experience and an analysis and eroluationof /tots it applies, in pan' judgment. to the current general and spacial rerennestinting proposals!

Answer. The most recent complete analysis of State equalization programsis for 1959-60. This is a study done every ten years by the U.S. Office of Education
and the 1969-70 study is currently underway. An examination of the tables anti
charts of Chapter It of Profiles in Sehoot Support., pp, 13-74. attached. gives atquit* indication of the range of expenditures per classroom unit rim each Stage.
Chart bar on page IiS gives a summary view for both 1949-701 and 1959It0 The
States with the shortest bars on the chart can be considered those with the high-
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est equalization intro- State. The chart also illpstrates the wide variation in
average expenditures per State for the Nation as a whole. Chart four indicates
that while there had been a substantial increase in expenditures in the decade,
the patterns of equalization had not improved overall. Also enclosed are two snore'
recent publications. Chapter I of State Program.; for Public school Support ex-
plains how State supperrted programs work and Publi school Finance Programs,
1%8-69, provides the Most recent summary dara available 4011 State supported
programs.

The chart referred to above is as follows:)
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The Advisory. cononissien oa Intergovernmental Relations issued a report on
NW(' Aid to I ',cal Government i A-34 I in April 1909. A 'copy of Chapter III.
-Financing Local Schools A State Responsibility," is attached. Pages 39-14 of
that chapter give a brief history of the development of State foundation equaliza-
tion programs. The report basically concludes that State aid equalization formulas
for education do not, in fact. assure equal educational opportunity throughout

State. Substantial variations in per-pupil expenditure are the rule. nt,t,t he
exception and most distribution formulas ignore the -ctiticat need for extra
nioney to go to those districts where the poor tend to congregate.

lit the case of general revenue sharing. a State might choose to use a portion
of the funds for education and apply that portion to the equalization or founda-
tion prograni. While there would be variations In the degree of equalization in-
%Axed. depending upon the State, it would be an acceptable procedure meeting
already established State standards. A State could, if it chose, also design other
methods for utilizing or distributing general revenue sharing funds for educa-
tional purposes.
. For speial revenue sharing, the State equalization or foupdation program
would ha vg little signideance. The Education Special Revenue Sharing funds
would still be spent in tive areas of education, none of willed would use the
foundation program for distribution purposes. However, under the more flexible
features of revenue sharing, a State could more readily coordinate Federal
education support funds with State funds in the same area.

kt

NOTE.--The documents referred ,to above are on file with the
subcommittee.)

Question. Is the Foster Grandparents Program affected by the rural revenue
sharing 'proposal or one of the other special revenue sharing proposalstilowt

AnswerThe Department of Health% Education, and Welfare is in the final
stages o. transferring the Foster Grandparent Program (along with the Retired
Senior Volunteers Program) to the new agency AC"fION. Under the terms of the
reorganization'plan, the program will be transferred intact in its existing format :
that is, as a project grant ptogram, As of July 1,1971, administration and budget
deeisions concerning the Foster Grandparent Program will be made by the Di-
rector of ACTION, thus he will control the future posture of that Program with
respect to its relation to the revenue sharing proposal.

Question. Under the education revenue sharing proposal would funds note
appropriated for school lunch and the special school milk program be phased into
Got. new revenue sharing payments! Can you give us an estimate of how the ex-
pected school lunch expenditures under the education revenue sharing proposal
might compare with the current Iced of Federal expenditures for school lunch
purposes! Would the financing of free school lunches for children, of disadvan-
taged families continue under the new proposal

Answer. Education revenue sharing would include only the program currently
conducted under Section 4 of the National School Lunch Act, the basic support
program. Other existing programs, such as the program of free and reduced-price
lunches for needy children. would continua to be administered by the Department
of Agriculture.

The figure of S175 million reflected in education revenue shhring for school
lunch activities 'was computed on a concept that the general support for non-
needy school children would be included in revenue sharing. Assistance for needy
children will be handled separately by the Federal Government.

The school milk program is not included in education revenue sharing.' How-
ever, the President's budget for fiscal year 1972 does not request funds for this
program. in the light of the existence of the broader and more comprehensive
school lunch program.

It is not possible to estimate what percentage of their education revenue shar-
ing funds States will decide to spend on school lunch programs. One of the most
important features of revenue sharing is that States are free to design programs
to meet their own special needs. We presume. however. that States will continue
to provide basic support for school lunches from shared revenues.
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(,) Iff Al Ion. It ell consprtherisiet State health and mental health planni-ng activi-
ro . , by focart.v 01 tide rat grouts iSection 314 of the Public Health

1, I., le I, 1.e r tritb the tate planning required under the rural
(mar proposal! will you c,ra Mine this feature of the Stith' Plrni ii

Iff' fill, If, Or I! nrYrrieii rls fSe01titll'il .tyricy Ito re '

iv wet rhere is we language in the rural revenue sharing proposal, relating
iilatriong. to pro eat it)il with comprehensive State health anti

mental liealth planning activities carried out by Federal grants (Section 3I-1 of
the Plaint ileaith Sery Act I. Since the provisions Of See. 31.4 of tile Fib; .1ct
require that all health activities in a State, 'rural and otherwise, be considered
iii ile%eloping e ompreherisive State health planning. it is contemplated that State
tic NNW he coordinated with planning for rural development to the

Itior maul development activities include health and health-related
.1

HI II, h lithilti0/1(11 int-eta/He/it it, .11'h 601 baiiditigh and equipment

nut u. annual elistl of increased oilminmtrotire personnel and teachers'
you e.tomite would be required to brine/ the quality of education in o.n-

.o.. nor,/ In the rare tun' xliorioq proposal up to the Nome levi' of that
en ,,,,n'Iiii t fl Please prorilly your best estimate and indicate the dc;lece of

/WC ;/u liar, in your estimate II led frhY.

\ c or (or the Gmertiment I does not collect educational Information
ia as rural 1)11,6., 111:04111PIltly, current data is not available on the condition of

tool buildings nationally or for rural schools. In matters of salary, it Is not
poss, He to tiring rural to the level of nonrtiral in dollar terms, due to differ-
(awes In costs cc:. ing and prevailing wages. Dile to Mel: of informational re-
-on tire,. an estimate. however matc,. is not feasible.

t,rio xl MeV IV"ftlf hi the P ICE e Projects to Adrance l'reatirity in Edit-
, otione b, eontinucei under the feet-nue sharing proposal! t'ould rerenue

sharing funds be used by the local school district to match such formula grants
!uoin the be par talvest of Health, Education, and Wei/arc?

.miner. tine of the programs proposed to be merged into education revenue
sharing is the FAruli tirograin. Title Ill or the Elenientary and secondary Kit-

ation ,ter states would hi' free to continue these Innovative programs with
-.1»trial revenues. under the area summating tax purhhse of Materials and
Services

'400 lieu/ :ill! tit the Rural conitnimity Development Revenue Sharing Act of

.m"197,11'
explicitly Provides that rural community development funds may be used

he a Suitt' or hand gmernment as matehing shares for Federal grunt programs
who la contribute to rural development. No matching is required for any edu-
cation revemie sharing program. However, a State or local community would

lie able to invest rural revenue sharing funds In a project basically funded by
education revenue sharing, in order to inerease the amount available. for the
project STATE DEPARTMENT OF AA:RW(1.1'11W.

Oklahoma Pity, Okla., A stylist 20.1971.

Moll if t 141.1:1 1 it 111"M P11111:1.

/ S SP///1/r,
IV/iv/ling/wt. Ill'

lu..ta SI:N A CUR 11a' : Your letter to the Honorable David hall, Governor

of crklahi uaat. concerning rural community development was referred to me for

reply.
We. will an,51er the questtons pissed concerning our problems in rural vireos
nth econianh development and teociacI improventent in the circler listed In your

let ter.
Views Mill ()Pinions a- to What the Problems of Rural America are.

A The primary problem of rural America is the inability to effectively com-
pete in the provision of community erviees with the urban areas. These services
include health, tablet lion, culture, reereation, water, sewer, housing, fire protec-
tion, police protection, waste disposal and many others. While it has been stated
the costs of 1 roviding these iiiervices In urban areas is greater than In some small
populated the fact still remitkis that the rural areas have not been able to
orgatitize anal drum 1b t ht. effective provision of these .nirvices.

II In the rural areas there are considerably more limited employment op-
portinaiti, and alternatives Illatry people in the rural areas may he !finked into
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a fifty percent underemployment situation. That is. they may have hind resources
that will only employ fifty percent or so of their time and effort. It is easy to ..ay
that they should dispose of the land and go into some other occupation. lbovever.
many of these people are beyond the age where they can easily change jots or are
not in a position to go through a retraining process or simply not psychologically
fitted for moving into the urban area Changing teilmologies are having a greater
and greater impact on this situation.

C. The rural areas, especially those that are experiencing a declining impala
tiou, are also experiencing increasing costs of providing government services.

D. There is difficulty in rural areas of establishing and maintaining control
over the environment and the area. For example rural zoning is much More

ti) establish and cont nil than is urlmn zoning.
E. The relative difference in opportunities has caused a gradual erosion of

leadership in many rural areas thus resolting in even greater difficulty of orga-
nizing and establishing progressive development programs.

F. The attitude of rural areas is sometimes different from How,. of the cities
there is an attitude of hopelessness, a lack of a hero) e, despair. 711111 ill manycases complete apathy.

G. As a result of a comWnation of many of thttse problems there are, in many
cases, lower average incomes in rural areas than in corresponding urban areas.

2. Opinion on the Impact of These Rural Problems on Urban America.
A. Many people have moved to the urban area to -enjoy- the fruits of the urban

environment only to ti ml bitter disappiantnient because of their' lack of trainingfor the jobs available for the strange and different surroundings to which they
are not adjusted mid the increase in congestion, crime. pollution and in many
cases, higher costs of living. It may in fact rust society much more to pi-divide
the notbds in an urban setting than in a rural setting. That is, it inns be much
more economical to provide health services, educational services and even recrea-tional and cultural activties in snuffler towns and communities than to allow*
these pefip,le from these dying towns and oommunities to migrate into the cities
and eventually cost society a much higher per capita amount in the city situation.
In mblition, an investment in rural survivorship may diminsh secondary problems
of crime, drugs, pollution, health and the other problems that are generally
associated with the troublesome situation in the innercity of uulay.

R. A still more costly problem May in fact be the tremendous increase ill cost
of providing food, fiber and open space recreational type activities in the future.
If because of the economic and social conditions the farm and rural segment of
Airctrica is for all intents and purposes destroyed, then tile entire population willfind not only its food and fiber costs tremendously increased hut the outdoor open-
space recreational type of activtlzts tremendously curtailed.

3. The need for a National Growth Policy.
It refluires only a cursory glance at the dtaffitttie trends in shifts Id population

and other problems of rural and urban America to force one to the conclusionthat we (10, ill filet, need some policies for national growth. We need a policythat will priwide for the development of the human resource as well ii the usual
concept of eommiic growth. The ciptirept of growth centibrs and districts only
partially answers the problem. This mticelit may force individual disruption
to wanl the growth center and may hasten the (Ionise of the smaller communities.
We suggest that a national growth !silky should have the following considera-tions:

not only reward individual pviductivity, but also provide for the oppor-
tunity for maximum individual resource development.

R. Granting that mobility is necessary and that mane travel is necessary, pro-
vide a minimum burden of daily travel effort, time and expense.

C. Assure that growth in one area is not at the expense of another area, per-
haps resulting in'a total net loss to the nation as a whole or society in general.

It. Assure that growth results in no wasteful consumption or depletion of the
total fund of resources either human, natural, man-made or instiutional.

E. Consider the net effect on the world economy and ecology.
F, Is stable. not disastrously cyclical.
G, Does not jeopardize or mortgage the. opportunity and the assets of future

generations.
4. Experience in Dealing with Federal Programs aimed at the Development

and Improvement of the Rural areas of Oklahoma.
Many state agencies are involved and cooperate in rural development. Some of

the principal ones are the Office of Community Affairs and Planning, Industrial
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ievelopment and Parks Departncent, State Departments of Agriculture, Health,
Education. Welfare. and Highway.

Oklahoma state University Extension Service assumed leadership to organize
the I Hilahoma USDA Rural Development Committee which includes Farmers
Home Administration, ASCS, Soil Conservation Service, Extension Service, Eco-
114)1111e Research Service, Experiment Station, Forest Service. REA and a repre-
sentative of the Governor's Office. These agencies have worked very closely in
analyzing problems and developing programs which will aid in the rural develop-
ment of the state.

This Committee has also been instrumental in organizing a State Rural Affairs
Council which consist:: of sixty-eight representatives of federal, state and local
agencies and nonagency persons.

The programs of the Okla Juana State University Extension Service have been
of three basic types :

A. inftunnalitaml provided lao4c facts on provisions, eligibility, benefits, costs,
administration. scope. and how to moldy for the wide range of federal programs.
Thiose informatnmal programs have included, but are not ihnited to EDA, Ozarks
Regional Commission. 0E0. Commtarty Action Programs. Bureau of,. !MUM/
Affairs. Title I and 'Title VII of the Higher Education Act. FHA water and sewer
pngrams, and programs In agriculture, family living. marketing, 4H and other
punk

II. Educational Programs to. teach individuals, groups and leaders ho to iden-
tify and analyze problems, evaluate alternatives, establish priorities,- set goals,
develop and carry lit plans and'evainate results in a wide range of problems or
needs in order that `hey may wore efficiently and effectively utilize the federal
resources a va i la ble and applicable.

C. Action ProgranisEXtension leaders and other university leaders have
helped protaire and revise atildications and prIlject proposals and have helped
organize gnaws to administer these programs once they have beell in operation.
These include assistance to organization of commtinity action .programs, eco-
nomic devehmownt districts, substate planning districts, cooperatives and others.

:i. The State Laws and State Program Aimed at the Development of the Rural
Areas in Oklahoma.

Sue Attachment.
6. Experience in the Planning of the Economic Development of Oklahoma.
Oklahoma State University and state agencies have been involved in actual

analysis of data and informption . on trends, growth and declines of various
areas: In determining the causes of changeS; evaluating the Impact of trends
and changes: Identifying adjustment needs: suggesting alternatives; helping
people develop plans; and conducting feasibility studies on specific activities.
We have also attempted to teaci: these skills and analysis to individual leaders
and- -groups interested in development. We have provided information, instruc-
tion and .aSsistanee hi. the preparation of seventy-seven county OEDP's under
which the counties determined their problems and laid out goals for progress;
and assisted in the nreparation of comprehensive water and sewer plans in a
number of counties and in several district OEDP's.

if we can he of further assistance to you in these matters, please feel free
to call upon us.

Sincerely,
BILLY RAY GOWDY, President.

( The attachment is as follows ;)

GE LA II OMA STATUTESTITLE 74, CHAPTER 41

CHAPTER II, OFFICE OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS AND PLANNING (NEW 1 SECTION 1 501

findinoIntent.
The Legislature finds that :

fl l the rapid growth being experienced by many communities within the
State presents new and significant problems for governmental units in pro-
viding necessary public services and in planning and developing desirable
living and working areas ;

(2) many local governments are in need of advice and assistance in
meeting their responsibilities ;

(3) the full and effective use of the many programs of the federal govern-
ment affecting community development necessitating full cooperation and
coordination of existing state and local governmental agencies;
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(4) the coordination of existing state activities which affect the com-
munities of the state requires the establishment of machinery within state
government to administer new and existing programs to meet these prob-
lems;

(5) it is the responsibility of the state to assist communities in meeting
these problems in whatever way possible including technical and financial
assistance. _

It is therefore the purpose of this act to establish a state agency for state
planning to aid in providing financial and technical assistance to the communities
of the state, to otherwise assist in community planning and development, and
to promote such health and living standards and conditions as the welfare of
the people of the state may require. Laws 1970, c. 251, el.

TITLE OF ACT

An Act relating to state officers and employees; expressing intent of the set ;
defining terms; creating the Office of Community Affairs and Planning; provid-
ing for Administrator of Office of Community Affairs and Planning; 'providing
for his appointment by Governor and authorizing Governor to fix salary ; defin-
ing duties and powers of Administrator ; providing for functions and responsi-
bilities for Office of Community Affairs and Planning; transferring certain duties
of Division of Research and Planning of the Industrial Development- and Park
Department to Office of Community Affairs and Planning; providing for trunsfer
of employees from the Division of Research and Planning of the Industrial De-
velopment and Park Department and providing for personnel status : creating
Governor's Council on Community Affairs; amending Section 14, Chapter 39s.
O.S.L. 1965 174 O.S. Supp. 1969. 11114) to delete certain duties of Division of
Research and Planning of the Industrial Development and Park Department ;
repeating all conflicting laws; providing effective date; and providing for sever-
ahility. Laws 1970, c. 251.

section 1502. Definitions. For the purpose of this act and unless the context
shall clearly indicate otherwise:

( 1) -Office" means the Office of Com its Affairs and Planning as created
in Section 3 of this act.

(2) "Administrator" means the Administrator of the Office of Community Af-
fairs and Planning. Laws 1970, c. 251, 2.

Section 150.1. Office created. There is hereby created in the Executive Depart-
ment of state government the Office of Community Affairs and Planning. Laws
1970, c. 251 {3.

Section 1504. AdministratorAppointmentSalary.The Administrator of the
Office of Community Affairs and Planning shall be appointed by the Governor and
shall hold office at the pleasure of the Governor. He shall be paid a salary to be
fixed by the Governor and shall give bond for the faithful performance of his
duties in an amount to be fixed by the Governor ; the salary shall not exceed
Seventeen Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($17,500.00) annually. Laws 1970.
c. 251, 14.

Section 1505. Duties of A thafitierator.The Administrator shall supervise and
administer the activities of the Office of Community Affairs and Planning and
shall advise the Governor and the Legislature with respect to matters affecting
planning and community affairs generally and more especially on the extent the
state should participate in such planning and community affairs.

The Administrator may enter into contracts on behalf of the state to carry out
the purposes of this; act : he may act for the state In the initiation of or partici-
pation in any mnitigovernmental agency program relative to the purposes of this
act ; and he may accept gifts and grants. whether such grams be of federal or
other funds. When federal or other funds are received by the Administrator they
shall he promptly transferred to the State Treasurer and thereafter expended on
warrants horned by the State Auditor. Laws 1970. e. 251. 15.

Reetion 1.506. BudgetReports.--The Administrator shall prepare and submit
for executive and legislative action a budget for the Office of Community Affairs
and Planning: he shall inakn annual report to the Governor and to the Leg-
islature on the activities of the office and the nature of existing community prob-
lems; and he shall do all other things necessary and proper to carry out the low,
pn.ses of this act. Laws 1970. e. 251. 16.r
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Section 1507, Functions and responsibilities of ()rec.The Office of Com-
munity Affairs and Planning shall have the following planning functions and
responsibilities

(1) Provide technical assistance to the Governor and the Legislature in identi-
fying long-range goals for the state.

(2) Prepare a comprehensive plan for the development of the state, for pro-
gramming, its facilities and services, and for guidance of private activities and
public programs at all levels of government. Plan elements may Include but shall
not be limited to transportation, scenic highways, public facilities, recreation,
open spaces, natural resources, patterns of urban and rural development, and
quality of the natural and man-made environment.

(3) Provide assistance and coordination to other state agencies for prepara-
tion of agency plans and programs,

(4) Provide such general coordination and review of plans in functional areas
of state government as may be necessary for receipt of federal or state funds.

(5) Participate with other states or subdivisions thereof in Interstate plan-
ning, and assist cities, counties, municipal corporations, governmental confer-
ences c... councils and regional planning commissions to participate with other
states or their subdivisions In planning.

(6) Assist other state agencies and officers in capital improvement program-
ming and other programming activities.

(7) Encourage educational and research programs that further planning and
community development, and provide administrative and technical services there-
for. Laws 1970, c. 251, 1 7.

Section 1508. Community affairs functions and responsibilities.The Office
of Community Affairs and Planning shall have the following community affairs
functions and responsibilities:

(1) Ad Ministration or coordination of stfite programs and projects relating
to community affairX for the planning and carrying out of the acquisition,
preservation, use and development of land and provision of public facilities and
services for fully carrying out the state's role in related federal grant or loan
programs.

(2) Where not otherwise authorized by state law, provide state financial
participation with cities, towns, counties, and other municipal corporations in
financing public works projects and service programs. The assisted projects and
programs shall be consistent with local, regional and state comprehensive plans
and policies. ..

(3) Coordinate and review applications for federal grants -in -aid as required
by the federal government.

(4) Cooperate with and provide technical and financial assistance to counties,
cities, municipal corporations, and agencies owned and controlled by them, gov-
ernmental conferences or con cils, regional planning, commissions, community
development groups, communit, action agencies, Indian tribes, and-similar agen-
cies created for the purposes o aiding and encouraging an orderly, productive
and coordinated development of the state, and to strengthen local planning
responsibility and capability.

(5) Assist the Governor in coordinating the activities of state agencies which
have an impact on the solution of community development problems and the
implementation of community plans.

(6) Encourage and, when requested, assist the efforts of local governments
to develop mutual and cooperative solutions to their common problems.

(7) Study existing legal provisions that affect the structure and financing
of local government and those state activities which involve significant relations
with local governments and agencies -owned by them and recommend to the
Governor and the Legislature such changes in these ?provisions And activities
as may seem necessary to strengthen local goverpment.

(8) Serve as a clearinghouse for information, ata, and other materials which
may be helpful or necessary to local governments to discharge their responsi-
bilities, and provide information on available federal and state financial and
technical assistance.

(9) Carry out continuing studies and analyses of the problems faced by
communities within the state and develop such recommendations for adminis-
trative or legislatiVe action as would appear necessary. In carrying out such
studies and analyses, particularly attention should be paid to the problems of
regional, metropolitan, urban. suburban. rural, and other areas in which economic
and population factors a,re rapidly changing.
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110) Develop anti/or test model or demonstration progranns and projects.
which may include contracting to administer certain functions or services of
the state fur such purposes and otherwise provide a program of practical
research in the solution of community problems. Laws 1970, c. 251, § 8.

Nertion /Jan. coordination of activities and programs.Ali activities and
prttgrants of other state agencies which might have an inquiet on community
affairs shall be fully coordinated with the Office of Community Affairs and
Planning. Laws 1970. e. 251, § 9.

Section 1510. of plansReview and recommendations.M1 compre-
hensive plans, t.r amendments thereto. to he financed in whole or in part by
state of federal funds. being considered by any county, city, municipal corpora-
tion. governmental conferetwe or eouncil, tu regional planning eommission shall
be filed with the 1)ffice of Community Affairs and Planning for review and recom-
mendation prior to adoption. The Office of Community Affairts and Planning
shall taiunuttnicate its vomments and recommendations to the proponent within
thirty 130) days following receipt of such plans or amendments unless the
proponent shall authorize a longer time. Sueh comments and recommendations
shall be advisory only. Failure of any county, city. municipal corporation. or
governmental unit to comply with the provisions of this section shall not in-
validate any comprehensive plan or any amendments thereto, otherwise enacted
according to law. Laws 1970. c. 251, * 10.

Section 1311. frittix for of l'l'it(/%/1 'holies of biriximt of nexeorh Qnd :*"intlinq
Offirc I, limy of 1. -A. All duties and funetions relating 1.0 state. re-

gional, and etaiitionlity !thinning heretofore provided by law to be perform vl by
the Division of Research anti lamming of the Industrial Development and re 'h
Department shall hereafter be performed by the offiee. The ...tee shall suct.eeti to
all property. doctunents. records, assets and obligations of the Division of Re-
search and Planning of the Industrial Development and Park Department per-
taining to these duties anti functions.

IL .111 employees of the Division of Research and Planning of the Industrial
Detelopment and lark Department who are employed exclusively or principally
in performing the powers, duties and functions transferred by this at to the
Office of t'ommunity .1 fairs and Planning shall. upon effective date of this bill.be transferred t the Ditioe of Community .1ffairs and Planning. .111 stivli eni-
pluyees except the .1tiministrator and his Executive Secretary shall be classified
employees ttf tht State Merit System.

c, Insofar as practioable anti desirable. all pending matters pertaining to the
thait s and funthtis transferred by this act in the Division of Research -anal
Planning of the Industrial Development anti Ptah Department shall be completed
by the tiffice.

I). All appropriations heretofore or hereafter math, to the Division of Research
anti Planning of the Industrial Development and Park Department pertaining to
the (hales nod functions transferred by this act are transferred to the office upon
the effective (late of this act and shall continue to be available for the purposes
for which they %sere made. Laws 1970. c. 251. § 171.

Sr et ir,!) I.; .1 t1(1 i

A. 'There is hereby established the "council tat Community Affairs" which
shall serve ;is a l'entral veltiele for vonininnication between local governments
and the office. ittibers of the conned shall be appointed by the Governor anti
shall ho lttcolly representative of Inwaber of the canard
appointed by virtue of his position is 'weal government who ceases to hold that
position shall i fine to serve on the council. The etainil shall consist of one
member front etielt Planning Region tis delineated and established under the pro-
visions of :11.141, a 110sa. Title 74. 0.S. Stipp. 19n9. to be appointed by the Gov -
ernor. Such members shall be residents of the Planning Region from which

The terms ..f the members appointed from the first three Planning Re-
ions as delineated and 1,St:11111S111`1I by law shall be for one year each: the terms

of the members appointed from the next four such Planning Regions established
shall he for two years each ; and the terms of the members appointed front the
next NMI' !111.11 Planning Regions established shall be fur three years each. At
the expiration of the term of each member and each snevetaling member, the Gov-
ernor shall appoint a stweessor win shall serve for a term of three years. Va-
canies on the council shall be tilled in the slime manner as the original appoint-
ments and shall he for the unexpired term. The Governor shall name the Chair-
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man. The -council is Hereby authorized to adopt rules I if procedure: provided,
however, that not to exceed pne wooing par nuntlh Ilia) he held alter Ilit first
year of optTation.

It. The Council on Community Affairs shall recommend to the Governor and
the Legislature such action as it may deem desirable to improve the quality,
firganizathm and functioning of local government in Oklabonia.

C. All members of the Council shall serve without compensation but shall be
entitled to reimbursement for actual and necessary expense incurred in the per-
flirmance of their official duties out of any fmals°appropriated 0) the Offhp if
Community Affairs and Planning for such purpose. Laws 1970, c. 251, )112.

Section 151.1. A11 laws or parts of laws in conflict herewith ari her( to repealed.
Laws 1970, c.'251, # 14.

Section 1514. Effective date.---This act shall be effective Febribtry 1, 1971. Laws
1970, e. 251, § 15,

.colon 1515. Partial invaliditll.If any provision of this act or its application
to any person or circumstance is held invalid,,,t he remainder of the act or the
application of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not affected.
Laws 1970, c. 251. § 16.

Nection, 1516. Severability.--The provisions of this act are severable and if any
part or provision hereof shall he held void the decision of the court so holding
shall not affect or impair any of the remaining parts or provisions of this act.
Laws 1970, c. 251, § 17.
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